


When people overseas think of America, the images that often come to mind are the

images of the great American West. The spectacular mountains, waterfalls, canyons, and

deserts of the West are some of America's best-known and most-loved features. And

Thomas Moran undoubtedly is among the artists most closely associated with the West —

not only for his exquisite paintings of western scenes but also because his art played such

an important role in the creation of the National Park Service. He captured the spirit

and beauty of the western landscape on canvas, and his stunning detail has preserved

these wonderful scenes for all generations.

That is quite a legacy in and of itself. But the works of Thomas Moran go far beyond .

the American West. Unbeknownst to many, he traveled abroad as often as he traveled

west. He was an admirer of the great British painter J. M.W. Turner and, like him,

painted pictures of landscapes throughout Europe as well as many urban landscapes.

This exhibition captures the full breadth and depth of the work of Thomas Moran. It is a

show that the people of The Boeing Company are proud to sponsor, and we are confident

it will bring a new appreciation of this fine artist. Exhibitions such as this educate and

inspire those who stop by to take a look. They also propel the mind and the spirit to new

levels of understanding and imagination, and what could be more important than that?

We truly hope you enjoy the show, and we congratulate the people of the National

Gallery who worked so hard to bring this all together.

Philip M. Condit
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F O R E W O R D

A L T H O U G H T H O M A S M o RAN has long been recog-

nized as one of the premier landscape painters of the

nineteenth century, this exhibition is the first retrospec-

tive of his work ever held. Moran's finest oil and water-

color paintings have been brought together through

the extraordinary generosity of the Gilcrease Museum,

holder of the largest collection of works by Moran;

the Department of the Interior Museum, lender of two

important paintings purchased by Congress for the

Capitol; the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum,

recipient of a major gift of works from the artist; as

well as numerous other museums and private collectors.

The opening of the Moran exhibition and the

publication of the catalogue coincide with the i25th

anniversary of the founding of Yellowstone National

Park. In honor of this occasion the Department of the

Interior has agreed to lend Moran's original Yellow-

stone watercolors, completed during his first trip west

in 1871. According to Ferdinand Hayden, leader of

the Yellowstone expedition Moran accompanied, these

watercolors played a decisive role in the passage of

the bill that created the first national park. For an artist

who later signed his name, Thomas "Yellowstone"

Moran, this anniversary year is an especially appropri-

ate time to celebrate his remarkable achievement.

Moran's paintings of the American West, partic-

ularly those of Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon,

brought him immediate and enduring fame. It is one

of the highlights of this exhibition that his three most

famous western landscapes—Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone (1872), Chasm of the Colorado (1873-1874), and

Mountain of the Holy Cross (1875)—will be shown

together for the first time. Moran had hoped to exhibit

the three works as a western "triptych" at the Centen-

nial Exposition in 1876, but his plans were foiled when

Congress refused to lend the first two pictures.

In addition, the exhibition includes several of

Moran's finest marine paintings, a number of European

and Mexican views, a selection of Long Island scenes,

and a group of stunning but little-known Pre-Raphaelite

landscapes from the first decade of his career.

The exhibition and catalogue have been organized

by Nancy K. Anderson, associate curator of American

and British paintings at the National Gallery of Art.

Anne Morand, curator of art at the Gilcrease Museum,

has generously assisted at all stages of development,

as have a host of scholars, collectors, and dealers.

The National Gallery of Art wishes to thank

The Boeing Company, in particular chief executive

officer Philip M. Condit, for its generous sponsorship

of the exhibition and the catalogue. Boeing's sup-

port has immeasurably enhanced the Moran project.

The Seattle Art Museum also wishes to acknowl-

edge Mr. Condit and The Boeing Company for the

generous grant that will allow the Moran exhibition to

be seen in the Pacific Northwest.

At the Gilcrease Museum a group of individuals

and foundations provided the support that will

enable the exhibition to travel to Tulsa. They include

The Williams Companies, Inc., Grace and Franklin

Bernsen Foundation, The Mervin Bovaird Foundation,

The Helmerich Foundation, The John Steele Zink

Foundation, Lorene Cooper Hasbrouck Charitable

Trust, and the Maxine and Jack Zarrow Foundation.

Many of the works in this exhibition are privately

owned, and several have not been seen publicly since

the nineteenth century. The National Gallery, the

Gilcrease Museum, and the Seattle Art Museum

express their gratitude to all the lenders, private and

public, who have graciously agreed to lend their

paintings and make possible the presentation of this

important exhibition.

Earl A. Powell III

Director, National Gallery of Art
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P R E F A C E

IN A L E T T E R w R I T T E N late in 1916 to William

Henry Holmes, curator at the National Museum in

Washington, Thomas Moran noted that he would be

eighty years old on 12 January 1917, and then went on

to remark, "we have lived in a wonderful age." Moran's

letter has become emblematic of this exhibition and

catalogue project, for the artist was both right and

wrong in his statement. He and Holmes had indeed

lived through a remarkable period, and both had made

substantial contributions to the cultural history of

the nation. Surprisingly, however, Moran was incorrect

about his date of birth, for the legal certificate on

file in Bolton, England, indicates that he was born

12 February 1837. The difference is slight, but one date

is accurate and the other is not, even though Moran

repeated the erroneous date for years when asked to

supply biographical information.

During the five years that the Moran project

has been under way, we have sought to explore the

"wonderful age" in which Moran lived—all eighty-nine

years — as not just the backdrop for, but the actual

milieu in which he created the works of art that are the

focus of the exhibition. In writing the catalogue, we

have sought to correct "errors" of statement and others

of omission, recognizing that our publication comes

very early in what we anticipate will one day be a

substantial Moran bibliography.

In preparing for the exhibition and accompany-

ing publication, we have made extensive use of two

major collections of Moran archival material. The first,

located at the East Hampton Library, in East Hamp-

ton, New York, was the gift of Ruth Moran, the artist's

daughter. Supplementary materials were added by

Fritiof Fryxell, longtime friend of Ruth Moran and an

early Moran biographer. The second and larger col-

lection is one of the treasures of the Gilcrease Museum

in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Purchased by Thomas Gilcrease

from the estate of Ruth Moran, the collection en-

compasses a large number of valuable primary docu-

ments, including the artist's early "Opus List," which

is reproduced in this volume as Appendix 2. The

collection also preserves the notes for two unfinished

manuscripts about Thomas Moran by individuals

who knew him: Nina Spalding Stevens and Esther

Singleton. Additional biographical notes by Ruth and

Mary Moran, the artist's daughters, are housed in

the Gilcrease Archive.

In addition to the East Hampton and Gilcrease

archives, we reviewed contemporary newspaper and

periodical articles related to the artist and his work.

In the hope that others who carry on Moran studies

will not have to repeat the task of searching for the

same references, but rather can add to them, we have

included a chronological listing of bibliographic sources

at the end of this volume, giving the major newspaper

and periodical articles, dissertations, and books on

Moran in publication order. Far from definitive, the

list is offered as a starting point for those who wish to

follow the rise of the artist's reputation and gauge

the tenor of subsequent commentary in the order in

which it appeared.

Among the secondary sources cited in the bibli-

ographies, several deserve special notice. Thurman

Wilkins' biography (1966) was the first comprehensive

account of Moran's career and thus an invaluable guide

for all who have studied the artist since. Carol Clark's

examination of Moran's western watercolors, both in

an exhibition format (1980) and as a dissertation study

(1981), is also a critical tool. In 1986 Anne Morand

and Nancy Friese published a catalogue of the Moran

print collection at the Gilcrease Museum that remains

a key resource for the artist's work on paper. In 1989

Joni L. Kinsey completed her dissertation on Moran's

work with the western surveys, later published as

Thomas Moran and the Surveying of the American West

(1992), an insightful analysis of one of the most impor-
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tant periods of Moran's career. Anne Morand's recent

Thomas Moran: The Field Sketches, 1856—1923 (1996),

lavishly illustrated and thoughtfully organized, will

serve as a standard reference work for generations of

Moran scholars.

In our own contribution to the growing Moran

bibliography, we have attempted to add both documen-

tary information and interpretative commentary. The

catalogue includes four biographical essays exploring

the major periods of Moran's professional career, each

of which introduces a section of color reproductions

of works in the exhibition. The color plates are accom-

panied by excerpts from contemporary sources, in-

cluding newspaper and periodical reviews, when such

commentary was available. Following these essays is

an extensive chronology of Moran's life and work,

illustrated with numerous archival photographs. Two

additional essays amplify our consideration of Moran's

oeuvre. In the first, Thomas P. Bruhn discusses Moran's

substantial contributions to the fields of American

etching, engraving, and lithography. In the second,

Joni L. Kinsey examines the enormous body of work

Moran created for commercial purposes, including a

large number of illustrations for books and magazines.

Three appendices follow. The first reproduces

both the text and images from Louis Prang's 1876 port-

folio The Yellowstone National Park, and the Mountain

Regions of Portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado, and Utah.

The fifteen chromolithographs included in the set

were based on watercolors by Moran. In recent years it

has become common practice to sell individual plates

from the series without the accompanying text. In the

interest of scholarship and connoisseurship we have

reproduced the text and images as they appeared in the

original publication, one of the most important illus-

trated works of the nineteenth century. The images

reproduced here are from one of two sets in the collec-

tion of the Gilcrease Museum.

The second appendix is a transcription of what

has come to be called Moran's "Opus List." Between

1863-1868, while still a developing artist, Moran kept

a list of works to which he assigned "Opus" numbers.

Corresponding numbers appear near Moran's signature

on the surface of many early paintings. Matching the

opus numbers on the paintings with those on Moran's

list yields significant information, including original

titles, dates, and commentary regarding painting materi-

als, patrons, and prices. Known opus works are illustrated.

The third appendix consists of four letters dating

from 1873. Three were written by Justin E. Colburn,

correspondent for the New York Times; the fourth by

Thomas Moran. All four document the journey that

the two men made when they accompanied John Wesley

Powell to the Grand Canyon in the summer of 1873.

The immediacy of the commentary and the informed

nature of the observations lend a perspective to that

important trip unavailable through any other source.

During his long life Thomas Moran produced

an enormous body of work that included highly accom-

plished engravings, etchings, lithographs, sketches,

drawings, and illustrations, as well as the oil and water-

color paintings for which he has long been celebrated.

Although much research has been done on Moran,

much more remains to be undertaken. It is our hope

that this catalogue will serve not only as a visual record

of the exhibition, but also as a reference tool for future

scholars of Moran's life and art. N K A
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A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S

F R O M THE E A R L I E S T stages of devel-
opment the Thomas Moran exhibition
and catalogue have been collaborative
efforts. Both have benefited from the en-
thusiastic support and full cooperation
of numerous Moran scholars, including
the late Thurman Wilkins, whose ground-
breaking biography appeared in 1966 and
whose revised edition of that work will
be issued in 1998. Carol Clark, whose fine
work on Moran was critical to our study,
provided information and support through-
out. Steve Good and Phyllis Braff of the
Moran Catalogue Raisonné Project also
made substantial contributions. Without
the daily assistance, however, of Anne
Morand of the Gilcrease Museum, this
project would not have come to fruition.
Anne's mastery of the enormous Moran
archive at the Gilcrease, and her familiar-
ity with the Moran bibliography were
a constant source of wonder. For her
unfailing cheer and skilled guidance, I
remain profoundly grateful.

An exhibition and publication of
this scope draw upon the expertise, energy,
and good will of many people. I grate-
fully acknowledge the assistance of
friends and colleagues at the three spon-
soring institutions.

At the National Gallery of Art
director Earl A. Powell III and deputy
director Alan Shestack have been very
supportive from the outset. Elizabeth
Driscoll Pochter, administrator for policy
and programs, provided assistance at crit-
ical stages of development. In the depart-
ment of American and British paintings
Nicolai Cikovsky Jr. and Franklin Kelly
provided encouragement and guidance;
Deborah Chotner searched tirelessly for
photographs of the "Opus" works listed
in Appendix 2 and assisted with catalogue
illustrations; Stephenie Schwartz supplied
invaluable help with correspondence,
computers, and catalogue research. I would
also like to thank curatorial colleagues in

other departments who have been espe-
cially supportive, in particular Ruth Fine
in modern prints and drawings, Sarah
Greenough in photography, Virginia
Clayton and Gregory Jecman in old mas-
ter prints, and Nancy Yeide and Anne
Halpern in curatorial records and files. In
the exhibitions office D. Dodge Thomp-
son, Ann Bigley Robertson, and Jonathan
Walz skillfully guided the project from
beginning to end. In the secretary-general
counsel's office Marilyn Tebor Shaw
administered all contracts. In the treasurer's
office Nancy Hoffmann was responsible
for insurance arrangements. Stephanie
Belt and Lisa Mariam assisted in coor-
dinating loans from the Gallery's collec-
tion. In conservation Ross Merrill,
Michael Skalka, Sarah Fisher, Michael
Swicklik, Judith Walsh, and Stuart Wolffe
provided numerous insights gleaned from
their study of Moran's painting technique
and materials. Special thanks are due
many members of the library staff who
responded to every request, however
obscure, and delivered their findings with
unfailing good cheer: Lamia Doumato,
Ted Dalziel, Thomas FJ. McGill Jr.,
Frances Lederer, Roberta Geier, Anna
Rachwald, Ruth Philbrick, Gregory P. J.
Most, Nicholas Martin, and Thomas
O'Callaghan. Susan Farr provided much-
needed computer assistance at critical
junctures throughout the project. In the
editors office Frances P. Smyth, Tarn
Curry Bryfogle, and Margaret Bauer
oversaw production of the catalogue,
with assistance from Mariah Seagle and
freelance copyeditor Nancy Eickel. Susan
Arensberg and Isabelle Dervaux coordi-
nated production of brochures and wall
texts, and Elyse Kunz assisted in develop-
ing video programs. Thomas Valentine
and John Conway oversaw numerous
audiovisual programs. In imaging and
visual services Ira Bartfield, Lorene Em-
erson, Bob Grove, Dean Beasom, James

Locke, Alexi Bryant, Christina Moore,
and Sara Sanders-Buell went to great
lengths to secure high-quality tranparen-
cies and photographs for the exhibition
and catalogue. In corporate relations,
Sandy Masur secured generous funding
for the National Gallery. During the
early stages of the project fundraising
efforts were initiated by Elizabeth Perry,
Laura Smith Fisher, and Joseph Krakora.
Chief registrar Sally Freitag and art
handler Daniel Shay and his crew man-
aged the task of gathering the works for
the exhibition with remarkable efficiency.
Plans for the design and installation of
the exhibition were initiated by the late
Gaillard Ravenel and guided to completion
by Mark Leithauser, Donna Kwederis,
Gordon Anson, William Bowser, Jane
Rogers, Barbara Keyes, Steve Wilcox,
Richard Ford, Hugh Phibbs, and Jenny
Ritchie. In the education division Lynn
Russell, Faya Causey, Anne Henderson,
Julie Springer, and Elisa Patterson
planned and executed tours and lectures
as well as teacher and school programs,
while Donna Mann prepared the feature
on Moran for the Gallery's Web site.
Deborah Ziska and Nancy Starr oversaw
publicity for the exhibition with skill
and good humor.

I would also like to acknowledge
the many contributions of the Gilcrease
Museum, our partner in the Moran pro-
ject. Special thanks go to former director
Joan Carpenter Troccoli who championed
the exhibition from the beginning, and
current director J. Brooks Joyner who has
supported the project with equal enthu-
siasm since he arrived at the museum in
1996. In addition to curator Anne Morand,
we have been assisted by Gary Moore,
Michael Sudbury, Ken Busby, Dan Swan,
Deborah Burke, Kevin Smith, Sarah
Erwin, Lisa Kahn, Shane Culpepper, Joe
Chalakee, Nancy Apgar, Sharyn Barhoover,
Vail Wilcox, Beverly Wilcox, Carol
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Diebolt, Pat Peters, Jo Ann Mckinney,
Hubert Noble, Kathryn Jarboe, and
Norma Ewing. Among trustees and asso-
ciation members William C. Kellough,
David James, Hans Helmrich, Milann
Siegfried, Debbie Branch, and Jack Short
deserve special thanks.

At the Seattle Art Museum, third
venue of the exhibition, director Mimi
Gardner Gates has been an energetic
supporter of the project from the start.
Trevor Fairbrother and Zora Hutlova Foy
have overseen the many details associated
with the installation. Special thanks
are due Tom and Anne Barwick and the
American Art Council of the Seattle Art
Museum for their longstanding support
of the exhibition and its Seattle venue.

During the course of our research
the contributors have benefited from the
persistent efforts of librarians and indivi-
dual researchers in two cities central to
Thomas Moran's life and career: Bolton,
England, the artist's birthplace, and East
Hampton, New York, site of his summer
residence. In Bolton, A.C. Bell, librarian
for the Bolton Evening News and Bolton
Journal, kindly searched nineteenth-cen-
tury newspapers to help locate undated
references included in a Moran family
scrapbook; Mrs. Eileen Voce, intrepid
genealogist, helped with family history;
Lucy Whetstone, assistant keeper of art
at the Bolton Museum and Art Gallery,
and Shaun Greenhalgh provided help
with references and photographs. In
East Hampton we owe special thanks to
Dorothy King, librarian for the Moran
Archive at the East Hampton Library,
and Mrs. Condie Lamb, current owner
of Thomas Moran's house.

For several years the catalogue
authors have benefited enormously from
the energy and diligence of numerous
volunteers who read microfilm, tracked
down references, searched for photo-
graphs, and generally assisted in every

possible way: Anne Clark, Jennifer
Harper, Kim Latta, and Jenny Parker
deserve special thanks. Helena Wright,
National Museum of American History,
assisted in countless ways, as did Sarah
Kelly, who volunteered a year of her time
to help with the Moran project. Working
closely with Sarah and all other Moran
enthusiasts was Merl M. Moore Jr., who
made his way through many reels of
microfilm searching for critical references
and who cheerfully volunteered to be
"our man" at the National Archives. For
his help with this project and many
others we are especially grateful.

At a critical point in this project
Sally Mansfield assumed the role of
exhibition and research assistant. With
unflappable good humor and dogged
determination, she pursued every lead,
answered every call, and examined
every detail during the preparation of
the catalogue. I am especially grateful
for her dedication to this project.

During the several years of travel
and research that preceded the exhibition
and publication, the contributors have
incurred many debts to fellow curators,
scholars, dealers, collectors, and friends
who assisted in innumerable ways.
Inevitably, some of these individuals have
accepted new positions at different in-
stitutions, but we remember them in the
context of the Moran project and take
pleasure in acknowledging the invaluable
assistance of: Gail A. Anderson; Cheryl
A. Brutvan, Albright-Knox Art Gallery,
Buffalo; Jane Myers, John Rohrbach,
Rick Stewart, Milan Hughston, and Paula
Stewart, Amon Carter Museum, Fort
Worth; Darlene Dueck, The Anschutz
Collection, Denver; Judith E. Throm,
Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, DC; Suzanne
Folds McCullagh, Kimberly S. Rhodes,
and Stephanie Skestos, The Art Institute
of Chicago; Joanne D. Hale and James

H. Nottage, Autry Museum of Western
Heritage, Los Angeles; Thomas and
Anne Barwick; George Miles, Beinecke
Library, Yale University, New Haven;
Frederick D. Hill, James Berry Hill, and
Bruce Weber, Berry-Hill Galleries, Inc.,
New York; Candace Krauss, Briarhurst
Manor, Manitou, Colorado; Linda S.
Ferber, Barbara H. Millstein, and Teresa
Carbone, Brooklyn Museum of Art;
Sarah E. Boehme and Peter Hassrick,
Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody,
Wyoming; Ellen Halteman, California
State Railroad Museum, Sacramento;
Joseph Cleary and Betty Dickert, Cleary-
Dickert House, Jacksonville, Florida;
Marilyn Symmes and Liz Marcus,
Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum,
Smithsonian Institution, New York;
Marisa Keller, Linda Simmons, and Dare
Hartwell, Corcoran Gallery of Art,
Washington, DC; Anne Wheeler and
Byron Price, Cowboy Hall of Fame,
Oklahoma City; Diane De Grazia,
Cleveland Museum of Art; Eric Paddock,
Colorado Historical Society, Denver;
Kahren J. Arbitman and Sally A. Metzler,
Cummer Gallery of Art & Gardens,
Jacksonville, Florida; Carl David; Joan
Troccoli and Lewis I. Sharp, Denver Art
Museum; Nancy Rivard Shaw and Jim
Tottis, Detroit Institute of Arts; Diane
Dillon; Ivy F. Strickler, Drexel University
Collection, Philadelphia; Bill Eloe; Lois
Fink; Jane Montgomery and Ann Powell,
Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University
Art Museums, Cambridge; Mike Foster;
Don Fowler, University of Nevada, Reno;
Michael Godfrey; William Goetzmann;
Amy Eller, Guild Hall Museum, East
Hampton; Charles Hillburn, Gulf States
Paper Corporation, Tuscaloosa, Alabama;
Sharman Robertson, Hallmark Historical
Collection, Kansas City, Missouri; Sandy
Falkenhagen, Harbert Corporation,
Birmingham, Alabama; Anne Cohen
DePietro and William H. Titus,
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Heckscher Museum of Art, Huntington,
New York; Paul Hertzmann; Judy L.
Larson, High Museum of Art, Atlanta;
Caroline Hinkley; Stuart Feld and
M. P Naud, Hirschl and Adler Galleries,
New York; Perry Houston; Amy Myers,
Huntington Library, Art Collections and
Botanical Gardens, San Marino, Cali-
fornia; Jody Hawley Ochoa, Idaho State
Historical Museum, Boise; Peter G.
Boag, Idaho State University, Pocatello;
Elizabeth Ann Wilcox and Sarah Sullivan,
Independence Seaport Museum, Phila-
delphia; Christine Hennessey, Inventory
of American Paintings, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, DC; Nan and
Roy Farrington Jones; Vance Jordan,
Jordan-Volpe Gallery, New York; Alan,
Mary, and Colleen Kollar; Francis O.
Krupka; Helen Lane; Sarah Weatherwax,
Susan Oyama, and Kenneth Finkel,
Library Company of Philadelphia; David
Kresh, Katherine Blood, and Walter
Zvonchenko, Library of Congress, Wash-
ington, DC; Olivia Lincoln and Margaret
Donlan; Eileen Fort, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art; Mary Lublin;
James Maroney; Joan Barnes and Jona-
than Boos, Masco Corporation, Taylor,
Michigan; Robert Mayo, Gallery Mayo,
Richmond; Martha Sandweiss and
Linda Delone Best, Mead Art Museum,
Amherst; H. Barbara Weinberg and
Kevin Avery, Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York; Katherine B. Crum, Mills
College Art Gallery, Oakland, California;
Margaret Lynne Ausfeld, Montgomery
Museum of Fine Arts, Alabama; Pat
Moore; Sophia Hewryk, Moore College
of Art and Design, Philadelphia; Erica
Hirschler, Shelley Langdale, Carol Troyon,
Sue Walsh Reed, and Page Hamilton,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Ed
McCarter, Jim Zeender, and Chris Kent,
National Archives, Washington, DC;
Claire Bunkham, National Gallery, Lon-
don; Elizabeth Broun, William Truettner,

Denise Dougherty, Richard Murray,
Patricia M. Lynagh, Cecilia H. Chin,
Melissa Kroning, and Merry Foresta,
National Museum of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
DC; Julie Aronson, Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri;
Laurene Buckley, New Britain Museum
of American Art, Connecticut; John
W. Coffey, North Carolina Museum of
Art, Raleigh; Thomas Nygard; Marcia
Eymann, Oakland Museum, California;
Alex Molitor, Old Cathedral Cemetery,
Philadelphia; Susan Haskell, Peabody
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Cheryl
Leibold, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Art, Philadelphia; Gerald Peters, Cath-
erine Whitney, and Kelly Keto, Gerald
Peters Gallery, Santa Fe; William Lang,
Philadelphia Free Library; Darrell
Sewall and Carolyn Peter, Philadelphia
Museum of Art; Lori Morse, Philadel-
phia Inquirer; Marcia Y. Manhart and
Richard P. Townsend, Philbrook Museum
of Art, Tulsa; Stacey Roman; A.W. Pot-
ter, Royal Academy of Arts, London;
Miss Ann Reilly, St. John the Evange-
list Church, Philadelphia; Paul Benisek,
Santa Fe Railroad, Chicago; Roña
Schneider; Robert D. Schwarz, Frank
Schwarz Gallery, Philadelphia; Edward
Shein; Marc Simpson; Thomas Southall;
Andrew Smith; Ira Spanierman, David
Henry, and Amy Young, Spanierman
Gallery, New York; Bruce B. Eldredge
and Janis L. Ziller, Stark Museum of Art,
Orange, Texas; George Turak; Charles
Tyler; Joe McGregor and Carol Edwards,
United States Geological Survey, Denver;
Don Snoddy, Union Pacific Historical
Museum, Omaha; Lori Olson, Ameri-
can Heritage Center, University of
Wyoming, Laramie; Samuel Vickers;
Leonard A. Walk; Nina Angeli Walls;
Ginny White; Rex W. Scouten, Betty
Monkman, and Lydia Tederick, White

House, Washington, DC; Jonathon
Williams; Susan Williams; Barbara A.
Wolanin, United States Capitol, Wash-
ington, DC; Robin Frank and Laura
Mills, Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven; Susan Kraft and Michael V.
Finley, Yellowstone National Park,
Wyoming; Richard York, Richard York
Gallery, New York; Barbara L. Beroza,
Yosemite Museum, Yosemite National
Park, California. N K A
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NOTES TO THE R E A D E R

Dimensions are given in centimeters,

height before width, with inches follow-

ing in parentheses.

Bibliographic sources are cited in short

forms throughout the texts and notes,

with full references provided in the Bibli-

ography at the end of the book. Critical

references to Moran's life and work are

listed chronologically at the beginning of

the Bibliography; additional general

sources are listed alphabetically in the

following section.

Some quotations from contemporary

sources may contain eccentric spellings of

familiar words. Very occasionally obvious

misspellings have been corrected and

commas added to clarify meaning often

indicated by spacing in original docu-

ments. Whereas titles of periodicals

may have varied slightly when originally

published, we have chosen to use con-

sistent citations throughout.

Works of art cited in the Chronology

are often identified by numbers assigned

in original exhibition lists or catalogues.

Such catalogues bear titles that, unless

otherwise specified, include the names

of institutions that sponsored the exhibi-

tion. When numbers are cited simply as

"no." (rather than "cat. no."), the source

for the citation was not the exhibition

catalogue itself but is given at the begin-

ning or end of the entry.

L I S T O F A B B R E V I A T I O N S

AAA Archives of American Art

A B V M Church of the Assumption,

Blessed Virgin Mary, Philadelphia

AFS Artists' Fund Society

AIC Art Institute of Chicago

AWCS American Water-Color Society

BAA Brooklyn Art Association

CA Century Association Records of

Exhibitions 1881-1924 (microfilm)

Corcoran The Corcoran Gallery and

School of Art Archives

DCAA Washington (DC) Art Association

E H L Moran Archive, East Hampton

Library

EH Star East Hampton Star

F r y x e l l , UW Fritiof Fryxell papers,

American Heritage Center, University

of Wyoming

G A Gilcrease Archive (Thomas Moran

papers at the Gilcrease)

G i l c r e a s e Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa

G T N P Grand Tetón National Park,

Colter Bay, Wyoming

H a y d e n 1C Hayden papers, incoming

correspondence, United States

Geological Survey, National Archives

J N E M Jefferson National Expansion

Memorial

LC Library of Congress

LCP Library Company of Philadelphia

MFA Boston Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston

N A National Archives, Washington, DC

N A D National Academy of Design,

New York

N G A National Gallery of Art

N M A A National Museum of

American Art

N Y E C New York Etching Club

N Y P L New York Public Library,

Gilder papers

NYT New York Times

PA F A Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

Arts, Philadelphia

P o w e l l 1C Powell papers, incoming

correspondence, United States Geo-

logical Survey, National Archives

PS E Philadelphia Society of Etchers

S A A Society of American Artists

(originally American Art Association)

S A E Society of American Etchers

S F R R Santa Fe Railroad Archive

S P E Society of Painter-Etchers

(London)

ULC Union League Club

YJ Yellowstone Journal

YNP Yellowstone National Park
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Ofl/ 27 ^eO^OO/^ 1$12 George Gordon, Lord Byron,

addressed his peers in the House of Lords for the first time. Not yet the

famous poet he would soon become, Byron spoke passionately about the

"unparalleled distress" he had witnessed among textile workers living near his

estate in Newgate.l His remarks were offered in support of an unsuccessful

attempt to defeat a bill that sanctioned the use of the death penalty for "frame-

breakers"—those who damaged newly installed textile machinery. Byron

delivered his speech shortly after arriving in London from Nottingham, the

seat of much labor unrest, where, he noted, "not twelve hours elapsed with-

out some fresh act of violence."

The violence Byron witnessed was born of frustration, poverty, and

inexorable change. The economic and social transformation that would later

be described as the Industrial Revolution had begun several decades before

Byron rose to speak, but the full impact of mechanization—massive un-

employment and devastating poverty—did not gain national attention until

the frustration of those displaced by new "laboring-saving" machines

exploded in angry riots.

It was the textile industry that first felt the hand of revolution, for the

introduction of the spinning jenny and power loom quickly transformed a

domestic craft into a factory industry. Thomas and Mary Moran of Bolton,





Preceding page:

Thomas Moran, c. 1855,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

1. View of Bolton, 1842,

lithograph after a painting

by Selim Rothwell, cour-

tesy Bolton Museum and

Art Gallery (England).

2. Paul Weber, courtesy

Free Library, Philadelphia,

Prints and Picture Col-

lection.

3. James Hamilton, cour-

tesy Free Library, Phila-

delphia, Prints and Picture

Collection.

England, descendants of a long line of hand-loom weavers,

were caught in the midst of the resulting turmoil.

Bolton, a factory town north and west of Byron's New-

gate, gained a measure of unwanted notoriety when Friedrich

Engels, in his classic study of the English working class, described

Bolton as "among the worst" of the industrial towns surrounding

Manchester, the acknowledged heart of the Industrial Revolution

(fig. i). Engels' assessment was based on personal experience:

It has, so far as I have been able to observe in my repeated visits, but one

main street, a very dirty one, Deansgate, which serves as a market, and

is even in the finest weather a dark, unattractive hole in spite of the fact

that, except for the factories, its sides are formed by low one- and two-

storeyed houses. Here, as everywhere, the older part of the town is espe-

cially ruinous and miserable. A dark-coloured body of water, which leaves

the beholder in doubt whether it is a brook or a long string of stagnant

puddles, flows through the town and contributes its share to the total

pollution of the air, by no means pure without it. ~

By the time Thomas and Mary Moran's fifth child, a son they

named Thomas, was born in February 1837, conditions for many

in Bolton had become desperate. Peter Ainsworth, one of Boitons

two members of Parliament, reported to the House of Commons

that "he had gone over the town with an honorable and gallant

gentleman accustomed to witness the consequences of war, who

had seen towns besieged and all the other miseries and privations

which belong to such events, and who said he had never wit-

nessed scenes in which wretchedness so deplorable was depicted."3

Many years later Thomas Moran's youngest daughter, Ruth,

noted succinctly that Bolton, the family's ancestral home, "was

not pastoral England."4

The privations of the 18305 extended into the following

decade, and coupled with near famine among the unemployed,

the 18405 quickly became known as the "hungry forties." Bleak

living conditions, poor prospects, and a growing family were

undoubtedly the critical factors in Thomas Moran's decision to

emigrate to America, but according to his wife, the immediate

impetus came from a visiting American, George Catlin. Years

after the fact Mary Higson Moran wrote that her husband
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decided to try his luck in America after hearing Catlin lecture in

London.3 The famous Indian painter had arrived in England

in January 1840 in a pique of anger after Congress had failed to

purchase the Indian paintings and artifacts that he called his

"Indian Gallery." Threatening to

sell his collection abroad, Catlin

installed the Indian Gallery in

London's Egyptian Hall. As

much a showman as an artist, he

lectured regularly on North

American Indian life and other

topics. It is not clear what re-

marks by Catlin sparked Thomas

Moran's interest in America,

but in 1842 he set sail for the

United States. Two years later,

in the spring of 1844, his wife

and seven children joined him.

Capitalizing on his skills

as a weaver, Thomas Moran

settled his family in Kensington,

a working district of Philadel-

phia. Years before the Moran

family arrived, Kensington had

become such a mecca for dis-

placed textile workers that it had

become known as "Little Eng-

land."6 Numerous mills on the

tributaries of the Schuylkill

River and burgeoning textile

factories allowed older members of emigrant families to con-

tinue weaving while their children, through the public school

system, acquired the skills that would allow them to break free

of the textile trade.

Edward Moran, the eldest of Thomas and Mary Moran's

children, was the first in the family to strike out on his own.

Eight years older than young Thomas, Edward began working

at his father's side at Ormrod's mill in Bolton while still a child.

It was there that he had been playfully admonished for drawing

pictures on newly woven cloth. By his own account, his early

interest in drawing had been encouraged by a neighbor, a French

housepainter with a reputation for decorating the interiors of

local homes with whimsical designs.7 By necessity such interests

were put aside following the family's move to America, for Edward

was obliged to assist his father in support of the growing Moran

family It was not until the early 18508 when introductions to

Philadelphia artists Paul Weber and James Hamilton (figs. 2, 3)

resulted in enough guidance and encouragement for the aspiring

artist to risk leaving the weaving trade he had come to "detest."8

A room over a cigar shop became his "studio" and odd jobs for a

lithographer provided his first paycheck. In 1854 he made his pro-

fessional debut at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in

Philadelphia, exhibiting four paintings. Well before that date he

had assumed a role that his brother Thomas would acknowledge

many years later: "He taught the rest of us Morans all we know

about art and grounded us in the principles we have worked on

all our lives It is scarcely probable that any of us would have

been painters had it not been for Edward's encouragement and

assistance. Such ability as we had was doubtless latent in us, but

he gave us our bent, and such successes as we have attained, we

primarily owe to him."9

In 1853, one year before Edward exhibited at the Penn-

sylvania Academy for the first time, Thomas entered an appren-

ticeship with Scattergood and Telfer, a Philadelphia engraving

firm. Having recently completed grammar school, Moran chose,

or more likely was persuaded by his father, to enter the work

force rather than continue his studies in high school. Approxi-

mately two years later, for reasons not entirely clear, Moran

terminated his apprenticeship prematurely.10 Shortly thereafter

he began working in Edward's studio. Resolute in his deter-

mination to become an artist despite family opposition and ex-

tremely modest means, Thomas set about acquiring the requi-

site skills. He turned first to his brother.

Eclectic Apprenticeship

In 1888, at the height of his success as a painter, Edward Moran

published two articles m Art Amateur that were intended as

instructional aids for those interested in marine painting.11 In

the first of these essays Edward praised the "powerful marines"

of J.M.W. Turner and noted that he had drawn attention to these

particular pictures "because the work of accomplished painters

will necessarily, and properly, have great influence upon students

and amateurs, and it is essential that they be directed to the

right examples." The work of Turner was critical to the artistic

development of both Thomas and Edward Moran, but for many

years they knew his imagery primarily through illustrations and

engravings. The "accomplished painters" who served as "the right

examples" for both Thomas and Edward during their early years

in Philadelphia, and from whom they received valuable profes-

sional and personal advice, were Paul Weber and James Hamilton.

Weber had arrived in Philadelphia in 1849, a refugee of

political rather than industrial revolution. Born and educated in
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4. Paul Weber, Scene in

the Catskills, 1858, oil on

canvas, courtesy Corcoran

Gallery of Art, Gift of

William Wilson Corcoran.

5. Thomas Moran painting

in a forest, c.1864-1865,

photograph by John Moran,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

6. The Hillsides of the

To h i con, Point Pleasant,

Bucks County, Pa.,

c. 1865, photograph by

John Moran, Collection

of Leonard A. Walle.

Darmstadt with additional training in Frankfurt and Munich,

Weber was a mature painter when he arrived in the United States.

A landscape specialist, he traveled extensively in the Northeast

and created works that celebrated the rich colors and textures of

American forests, particularly those

surrounding Philadelphia (fig. 4). A

widely admired series of paintings of

forest interiors completed by Thomas

Moran in the i86os clearly reflects

Weber's influence. Although Weber

returned to Europe in 1861 and

remained there for the rest of his life,

he continued to send paintings to

Philadelphia dealers for sale and to

the Pennsylvania Academy for exhi-

bition. Thomas and Edward Moran

undoubtedly studied these works

carefully, but clearly the personal

relationship they had enjoyed with

Weber was no longer possible.

At the time of Weber's depar-

ture Edward was well on his way to

establishing a reputation as a skilled

marine painter. Thomas, however,

was still very much a student. Aside from his brother, the artist

to whom Thomas was most indebted during this formative period

was James Hamilton. In later life, Moran repeatedly described

Hamilton as his "teacher," although he invariably disclaimed any

formal instruction.

Like Moran, Hamilton was the son of emigrant parents.

Fifteen years old when he arrived in Philadelphia in 1834, Hamil-

ton resisted, as Moran would later, a life in trade. Instead, seeking

out John Sartain, a well-known Philadelphia engraver, Hamilton

showed him "a bundle of drawings" and asked for "a fair opin-

ion." 12 According to Sartain, "there was sufficient proof of talent

to justify the warmest encouragement, and earnest advice was

given him not to be diverted from his purpose, but to devote

himself to Art as the one vocation of his life." Hamilton took the

advice to heart, obtained instruction in drawing, and eventually

became a drawing instructor himself. It was Sartain who described

Hamilton as "a most devoted admirer and student of the works

of Turner," qualifying his remark by noting "as far as we are

able to know them by engraved copies." In 1854, two years after

Sartain made this observation, Hamilton traveled to England to

study Turner's work firsthand along with that of other English

landscape artists. He returned to Philadelphia steeped in English

painting shortly before Thomas Moran terminated his appren-

ticeship and entered Edward's studio. In pictures characterized

by strong color, dramatic light, and richly textured paint, Hamil-

ton demonstrated what he had learned abroad. Quickly dubbed

"the American Turner," he pro-

duced a body of work that was sig-

nificantly different in conception

and execution from that produced

by Paul Weber.

Sartain's remark that Hamil-

ton knew Turner as well as one could

through "engraved copies" is telling,

for without access to formal train-

ing, aspiring artists with meager

resources, like Hamilton and the

Moran brothers, by necessity took

their lessons where they could.

Aside from exhibitions at the acad-

emy and displays in dealers' shops,

access to original works of art was

limited. Available in greater num-

bers, however, were prints, engrav-

ings, and illustrated books. John

Sartain, for example, had in his

Philadelphia shop a large collection of European and American

prints, and as mentor to Hamilton and later to Edward and

Thomas Moran, he surely made these works available for study.

Also accessible were illustrated books produced in great num-

bers during the nineteenth century. Family accounts of Thomas

Moran's early years note that as his watercolors became more

accomplished he succeeded in persuading at least one Philadel-

phia bookseller, C.J. Price, to accept his watercolors in exchange

for books.13 Among these were several publications with illus-

trations by Turner.

There is no doubt that Moran profited from the personal

guidance he received from Weber, Hamilton, Sartain, and oth-

ers, but it is also clear that Moran was a voracious reader from

his earliest days.14 Although of limited means, he grew to matu-

rity in a city ornamented with libraries, a city that viewed itself

as the cultural capital of the nation. For an obsessive autodidact

like Moran, Philadelphia offered an ideal point of departure.

Moran's visual debt to others is evident in numerous early

works. Drawings, watercolors, and oils inscribed "after Claude,"

"after Turner," or "after Isabey" define Moran's self-selected "acad-

emy" and confirm European influences. Less obvious perhaps

are the textual sources for his imagery.
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As might be expected from any artist whose youthful cur-

riculum was hobbled together from resources at hand, Moran's

early work reflects multiple enthusiasms. The most successful

paintings from the i86os, Moran's formative decade, may be the

landscapes (often forest interiors) that testify to a sustained

admiration (and perhaps market) for Pre-Raphaelite precision

and detail. A large exhibition of British paintings (including

works by the English Pre-Raphaelites) was shown at the Penn-

sylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1858. But well before that

important event, lengthy excerpts from Ruskin's laudatory reviews

of earlier Pre-Raphaelite exhibitions had appeared in The

Crayon (published 1855-1861), a periodical that Moran and other

members of his circle undoubtedly read. ̂  Ruskin, who later

remarked that his own early work found a wider and more sym-

pathetic audience in America than in Europe, was a formidable

voice during the 18505 and i86os when Moran was assembling

his syllabus of instructive reading. The English critic's enthusi-

asm for Turner and the Pre-Raphaelites enjoyed wide distribu-

tion in America through both the popular and specialized press.

Moran was well acquainted

with Ruskin's views as

expressed in Modern

Painters, but perhaps of

greater practical use were

the instructive chapters

in a lesser-known publica-

tion, The Elements of

Drawing, subtitled Three

Letters to Beginners.

Published in 1857,

Ruskin's drawing manual

was addressed to the "soli-

tary student." With respect

to "sketching from nature,"

Ruskin promoted direct

imitation of nature's "vital

facts" as the path to "truth."

He advised students to

begin by studying a single

leaf and expand their

range of vision gradually,

avoiding any view that would make a "pretty" picture. He sug-

gested that in preparation for study "in the field" the serious

student select one plate from Turner's Liber Studiorum, hold the

image up to a window, and trace the etched outline as accurately

as possible. For students unable to obtain an image from the

Liber, Ruskin recommended using a photograph to perform

the same exercise. A cautionary footnote, however, accompanied

Ruskin's text. Recognizing the inevitable gulf between the en-

gravings of Turner and the field sketches of even the most dedi-

cated student, Ruskin noted that even if strictly followed his

method of instruction might lead to truth in manner but not

in imagination.16

While aspiring to imitate Turner's imaginative feats,

Thomas Moran and his brothers heeded Ruskin's advice to

study the facts of nature. During the i86os the Moran brothers

spent a good deal of time sketching along the tributaries that fed

the Schuylkill River and in the forests surrounding Philadelphia

(see Chronology). An older brother John, who became an accom-

plished photographer, produced a number of stereo views that

documented these forays, including several images that isolate

the lichen-covered boulders Ruskin directed students to single

out for study (figs. 5, 6).

Ruskin's recommendation that Turner's Liber Studiorum

be used as the primary "text" for the study of drawing is

intriguing, for there is strong evidence that Thomas and John

Moran undertook a similar project with only limited success.

In the list Thomas made of works completed between 1863 and

1868 (see Appendix 2), he added the notation "for 'Studies for

Pictures'" to selected drawings that, when photographed by John,

could have constituted a photographic "Liber."17 John produced

a similar volume for the Artists' Fund Society of Philadelphia
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7. Detail from Thomas

Moran, Our Camp at

the Pictured Rocks, L 5.,

6 August 1860, graphite

and crayon, courtesy

Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, Gift of Maxim

Karolik.

8. Thomas Moran, The

Grand Chapel and Pictured

Rocks, L Superior, 1860,

graphite, courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

9. J.M.W.Turner, The

Golden Bough, c. 1834,

oil on canvas, courtesy

Tate Gallery, London.

10. Thomas Moran after

J.M.W.Turner, The Golden

Bough, 1862, oil on

canvas, present location

unknown.

in 1869 with twenty photographs of paintings by members

of the society, including a work by Thomas Moran. Although

described as an annual, the publication appears to have been

a unique attempt by the society to extend its influence and in-

crease revenue. If the Artist's Fund volume was a

financial failure, as appears likely, the Moran

brothers may have modified or aban-

doned their plan to publish a similar

volume dedicated primarily or ex-

clusively to images by Thomas.

The single painting by

Thomas Moran included in the

Artist's Fund Society album was

"The Pictured Rocks of Lake

Superior," which he had based on

drawings from his first major sketch-

ing expedition.

Hiawatha's Landscape

In the summer of 1860 Moran and Isaac L. Williams,

another Philadelphia artist, traveled to Lake Superior, where

Moran wrote to Mary Nimmo, his future wife, that he had seen

"the great sight, the Pictured Rocks," and that they had

"exceeded [his] expectations though in a manner different from

what I had supposed them."18 That Moran had expectations

confirms that Lake Superior was a deliberate rather than a ran-

dom destination. Indeed this trip established a pattern that

Moran would repeat frequently. Inspired by texts,

in this case by Longfellow's enormously

popular poem The Song of Hiawatha,

Moran made a literal journey to the

physical landscape that had served as

the setting for the poem.19 During

the coming decades he would also

make a number of imaginative

journeys to the more illusory land-

scapes created by such literary

figures as Percy Bysshe Shelley,

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Robert

Browning, and, ironically, Lord Byron.

Moran's trip to Lake Superior also

represents one of the earliest manifestations of

his market acuity. By the time Longfellow completed

Hiawatha in 1855, his popularity was such that four thousand

copies of the poem were sold on the day of publication. Fifty

thousand copies had been sold in the United States by April
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1857- fr ig impossible to know which edition of the poem Moran

read or perhaps owned, but Ticknor and Fields, Longfellow's

Boston publisher, included notes from the author in its 1856 edi-

tion that advised the reader interested in further information

about the "Pictured Rocks" to consult "Foster and Whitney's

Report on the Geology of Lake Superior Land District, Part II.

p. 124."20 Longfellow then offered an extended excerpt from the

report. As others have noted, this report contains a tantalizing

invitation: "So far as we know none of our artists have visited this

region and given the world representations of scenery so striking,

and so different from any which can be found elsewhere. We can

hardly conceive of anything more worthy of the artist's pencil."21

Pencil sketches were in fact exactly what Moran

brought back from his trip to Lake Superior. In one such image,

inscribed "Our Camp at the Pictured Rocks, L. S." (fig. 7),

Moran included an artist's easel supporting a work that appears

quite similar to a pencil sketch in the collection of the Gil-

crease Museum, "The Grand Chapel and Pictured Rocks, L.

Superior" (fig. 8). Such sketches provided the raw material that

Moran eventually used to produce paintings and illustrations

for the market.22 In 1860, however, the visual delivery system

that would serve Moran so well a decade later (publications such

as TheAldine, founded 1868, and Scribner's Monthly, founded

1870) was not yet firmly in place. Thus, although he had identi-

fied a subject with great popular appeal, he was not able to

capitalize immediately on the market for images of a landscape

that much of the public had come to know first through a

work of literature.

Following Turner's Trail

In the spring of 1862 Thomas and Edward Moran traveled to

England, where both had been born. Since emigrating to

America, however, the brothers knew the country best as it had

been painted and drawn by Turner. Perhaps encouraged by

James Hamilton, who had made a similar pilgrimage eight years

before, they sailed for Britain to see what they could not see in

reproduction: Turner's color.23 Already "apprenticed" to Turner

by choice, they went abroad to study both the master's paint-

ings and his subjects.

According to family lore, Thomas spent several weeks

at the National Gallery in London, ferreted away with original

works, teaching himself to paint by copying pictures by the artist

he esteemed above all others. There may be some truth to the

well-worn tale, for Moran made several paintings that are direct

copies of Turner originals—The Golden Bough (figs. 9,10), for

example, which he inscribed "after Turner,"24 and Ulysses Deriding

Polyphemus, which he is known to have admired. Moran's copy

of Ulysses is identifiable above the fireplace in a photograph of

his East Hampton studio taken at least twenty years after this

youthful journey (fig. n).

There is no doubt that Turner's color—both in oil and

watercolor—made a tremendous impact on Moran, for it is

clear that when he saw the landscape of Yellowstone for the first

time nearly a decade later it was Turner's palette that served him

so well. Of equal importance, however, during Moran's study

tour abroad, was the sketching trip he and Edward undertook

along the southern coast of England following—quite literally—

in Turner's footsteps (see Chronology).
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11. Interior of Moran's

East Hampton studio,

showing his copy after

Turner's Ulysses Deriding

Polyphemus over the

fireplace, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

12. Mary Nimmo Moran,

1863, courtesy East Hamp-

ton Library.

(11

Many years later, referring to this early trip, Edward com-

mented on Turner's disregard for topographical accuracy:

It is not to be supposed that Turner's sketches of particular localities are
strictly correct. I once took a lot of Turner's engravings of views on the
English coast, and went with them, as nearly as I could judge, to the
exact spots from which they must have been taken — at Hastings, Dover
and other southeastern points—going out in a boat and rowing about
until I found the right place. Well, the result settled all doubts as to his
accuracy. He is very inaccurate—willfully so. He would move a steeple
from left to right of a given point without scruple, but his were always
possible changes; his knowledge of the forms of land and sea and cloud
was so thorough that he could do pretty much as he pleased with them,
and yet keep within the bounds of naturalness.25

The revelation Edward described regarding Turner's "inaccuracy"

was not lost on Thomas, who later summoned Turner's example

when stating his own position regarding topographical truth:

Turner is a great artist, but he is not understood, because both painters
and the public look upon his pictures as transcriptions of Nature. He
certainly did not so regard them. All that he asked of a scene was simply
how good a medium it was for making a picture; he cared nothing for

the scene itself. Literally speaking, his landscapes are false; but they con-
tain his impressions of Nature, and so many natural characteristics as
were necessary adequately to convey that impression to others The
literal truth counts for nothing; it is within the grasp of any one who has
had an ordinary art-education. The mere restatement of an external
scene is never a work of Art, is never a picture.26

Although Moran would later travel with survey expeditions

whose mandates dictated accurate topographical reporting, he

rarely bowed to such demands when composing studio paint-

ings. James Hamilton may have introduced him to the concept

of artistic "license" before his journey abroad, but the experience

of bobbing about in a boat off the English coast, with engrav-

ings by Turner in hand, noting how church steeples had been

moved in accordance with artistic necessity, sanctioned the prac-

tice. Whenever attacked for "inaccuracy," Moran offered the

Turner defense. He too had little interest in topographical truth.

Thomas and Edward Moran returned to Philadelphia in

the fall of 1862. In February of the following year Thomas mar-

ried Mary Nimmo (fig. 12). Clearly a match based on affection,
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the union also became an extraordinary working partnership.

During the early years of their marriage Mary contributed to

the support of the family (three children were born between

1864 and 1870)27 by teaching drawing at home. She was also

her husband's business partner, largely responsible for

coordinating the details related to the staggering

number of commissions Moran received for

illustrations. Later, with her husband's

assistance, Mary became an accom-

plished etcher whose work was widely

exhibited and highly praised. Until

her death in 1899, she ran the

Moran household with such effi-

ciency that Thomas was freed of

most domestic tasks and thus able

to devote himself almost entirely

to his work. Following Mary's

death, the Morans' youngest

daughter Ruth assumed the respon-

sibility of caring for her father until

his death in 1926. Thomas Moran's

astonishing productivity was, in large

measure, made possible by a domestic sup-

port system that continued for sixty-three years.

Return to Europe

In June of 1866 Thomas, Mary, and their young son, Paul, sailed

for Europe, where they remained for much of the following

year. Although Thomas had begun to exhibit regularly at the

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and had sold a number

of works for respectable prices, this second trip abroad was

also, in many respects, a study tour. It was during this journey

that he visited the studio of Camille Corot, sketched in the

Forest of Fontainebleau near the village of Barbizon, traveled

through the Alps and northern Italy, and spent several weeks

sketching in and about Rome. Despite his declared wish to paint

American subjects in an American manner, Moran incorpor-

ated so much of what he admired in the work of European mas-

ters that throughout his career even American critics invoked

the names of Salvator Rosa, Claude Lorrain, Alexandre Caíame,

Camille Corot, Narcisse Diaz, as well as Turner in reviewing his

work.28 It was the European sojourn of 1866/1867 that allowed

Moran to study in depth original paintings by many of these

artists, whose work he had known primarily in reproduction.

Headquartered in Paris during much of this period,

Moran was also able to study an enormous cache of European

12)

paintings assembled in the French capital for the Exposition

Universelle that opened on i April 1867. Moran himself was a

contributor to the Exposition having brought two works from

America for that purpose. One of these, Children of the Moun-

tain (cat. 7), he completed abroad. In later years the

painting was often described as a western scene.

In fact, Moran had been no further west than

Lake Superior by 1867, and the mountain

scene was pure invention. The picture

contains no figures; rather, the "chil-

dren" of the title are "the cataract,

the storm cloud, the rainbow, the

mist, the eagle and the rock."29

Moran's decision to jour-

ney to Paris with an unfinished

picture that he hoped would be

accepted for inclusion in one of

the largest European art exhibi-

tions of the decade reflects a level

of ambition not usually attributed to

the artist. Equally impressive was his

success in placing another large painting

in the concurrent exhibition at the Salon

in Paris. Listed in the catalogue as Une forêt en

Amerique, the painting was most likely the picture

Moran recorded in his ledger as Opus 22, The Woods

Were God's First Temples (fig. 13). Among the largest of his early

works, the picture was one of a series of forest interiors that

Moran completed during the decade of the i86os. Intricate, pre-

cise, and captivating in their detail, these paintings represent one

of the earliest manifestations of a theme central to the artist's

mature work. And once again their heritage is literary.

Solitude

Like the Lake Superior pictures begun in 1860, The Woods Were

God's First Temples is the visual equivalent of a popular poem:

William Cullen Bryant's "A Forest Hymn" (1824), which opens

"The groves were God's first temples." By the time Moran began

painting forest scenes, the sanctity of American wilderness,

often represented by images of pristine eastern forests, had been

the staple of more than one generation of American artists.

Moran's variation on this theme reflects not only his enthusiasm

for the painting techniques of the English and American Pre-

Raphaelites but also his transformation of the American forest

into a New World sanctuary for that most celebrated creation

of the English romantics—the solitary poet-hero.

29



13. Thomas Moran,

The Woods Were God's

First Temple, 1867,

oil on canvas, courtesy

The Haggin Museum,

Stockton, California.

Evidence of Moran's acquaintance with the literature that

gave rise to the figure of the wandering poet appears early, for in

1857 ne exhibited the painting "Among the Ruins—there he lin-

gered" at the Pennsylvania Academy, its title taken from Shelley's

poem Alastor, or the Spirit of Solitude. Published in 1816, Alastor

was Shelley's first important work, but by no means the first of

its kind. Four years earlier Lord Byron had completed the

first two cantos of his youthful exposition of the theme, Childe

Harold's Pilgrimage. In both works solitary young men of poetic

temperament travel through the landscape of Europe searching

for truth and beauty among the ruins of decaying civilizations.

Although the present location of Moran's painting based

on Alastor remains unknown, a watercolor of the same subject

does survive. Titled Ruins on the Nile, the composition includes

the requisite broken columns and other debris of a fallen civi-

lization (fig. 14). Sitting amid the ruins is the solitary poet-hero,

surrogate for both author and reader.

Moran was well acquainted with the poetry of Shelley,

Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Keats, but the literary figure to

whom he was most indebted was Byron. The artist may have

responded to Byron's poetry on his own and for personal reasons,

but by the time he was mature enough to read Byron's work, the

poet's chief visual interpreter was J. M. W. Turner. Early in his

career and repeatedly in later years Moran stated that Turner was
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14. Thomas Moran,

Ruins on the Nile, 1858,

watercolor, courtesy

Philadelphia Museum

ofArt,W.P.Wilstach

Collection.

15. Edward Moran,

Jacques and the Forest

of Arden, oil on canvas,

courtesy Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston, Gift

of Harold W.Dana.

16. Sir Charles Locke

East lake, Lord Byron's

"Dream," 1827, oil

on canvas, courtesy

Tate Gallery, London.

15

the artist he admired most. Traditionally such statements have

been interpreted as references to Turner's technique, his color,

and his landscape subjects. Of equal importance, however, was

the avenue Turner opened to Byron, for to a degree difficult to

understand today, Byron defined and then became the solitary

artist, the poet-hero of his age.

The persona he created was enor-

mously attractive, and Thomas

Moran was far from the only

artist who fell under his spell.

But for Moran the effects

were significant and enduring—

not because he would continue

to paint "literary" pictures,

although he did, but because

Moran succeeded in redefining

visually several of the key ele-

ments of Byron's romanticism.

A hint of what was to come may be seen in The Autumnal

Woods (cat. 6), one of Moran's most successful paintings of a

forest interior.30 Like others in the series, The Autumnal Woods

combines a canopied forest glade, a distant lake surrounded by

wooded hills, a quiet pool, and an extraordinary display of lush

foreground foliage. The leaves and lichens that Ruskin advised

young artists to study in detail are present in abundance. Also

present is a solitary reclining figure.

Edward Moran, in another early painting based on a lit-

erary work, Jacques and the Forest of Arden (Shakespeare's As You

Like It), used a similar com-

positional format, including

canopied trees shading a

reclining figure in the fore-

ground (fig. 15).31 More to

the point, however, may be

several European works.

Charles Eastlake's painting

LordByroris "Dream" (fig. 16),

based on Byron's poem

"The Dream," has been

described as the "definitive

image of a melancholy or

reflective wanderer in distant lands."32 Engraved in 1834 and

distributed in large plate format, the image was widely known.

Eastlake's interpretation of the Byronic landscape—complete

with contemplative figure (Byron) amid the ruins of civiliza-

tion—may have inspired Turner's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage—

31
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Italy (1832) based on Byron's most famous poem.33 Turner's

painting was well known to both Moran brothers, for in March

1868 a Philadelphia newspaper noted that Edward Moran had

opened a new studio in which "a copy, painted with some care,

of Turner's 'Childe Harold'"

hung above the piano.34

The reclining contemplative

figure appears in another

landscape Thomas Moran

knew well: Turner's Solitude,

plate 53 in his Liber Studiorum

(fig. 17). Initially published

in 1814, Turner's etching is a

landscape view with framing

trees, a foreground pool,

and lush foliage —a setting

fit for solitary contemplation.

In a painting like

Ruins on the Nile Moran

invented a setting for the

poet-hero he had followed through Europe via Shelley's Alastor.

In coming years he would perform the same imaginative task

countless times as he became one of the most prolific illustrators

of books and periodicals in nineteenth-century America. In

paintings like The Autumnal Woods, however, he produced pictures

much less reflective of a single text and far more revealing; aso o

the work of a young artist attempting to balance the dictates of

Ruskin, the model of Turner, the technique of the Pre-Raph-

aelites, the seductions of the Romantic poets, and the advice of

his mentors. In so doing, Moran created images that testify to

the skillful adaptation of European themes and models by a

young man who consciously aspired to be a poet-artist himself.35

In The Autumnal Woods Moran provided an American

bower for Byron's solitary poet. Deftly transforming European

precedent, he placed his contemplative figure in an American

forest in full autumnal glory. Clearly based on close firsthand

observation, Moran's forest interior was constructed leaf by leaf

following Ruskin's instruction and the Pre-Raphaelites' example.

The result is a wonderfully American hybrid. Lord Byron's poet,

bereft of ancient ruins, reclines in the natural sanctuary of a

Pennsylvania forest.

Four years after he completed The Autumnal Woods Moran

created the finest of his early lithographs, Solitude (fig. 18),

later described as a "view on the south shore of Lake Superior."36

Moran may have incorporated details from sketches executed

in Michigan nearly a decade earlier, but it seems just as likely

that he drew upon his European experience,—particularly his

acquaintance with the work of Alexandre Caíame. Whatever

the source of individual compositional elements the collective

whole represents the next

step in Moran's redefini-

tion of the romantic state

of "solitude." Gone is the

leafy bower with its soft

mottled light. A mountain

lake and cascading water

have replaced the quiet

pool and trickling stream

of The Autumnal Woods.

Thunder clouds threaten,

and twisted pines betray

earlier elemental battles.

No velvet-clad poet re-

clines beneath these trees.

A decade after

Solitude was completed, the lithograph was published as an illus-

tration in an article about Moran, with a caption that identified

it as "from a painting."37 During the course of his career Moran

created several paintings titled Solitude that are closely related

to the early lithograph. One of these, a picture signed and

dated 1897, recently came to light (cat. 84). Similar in terms of

composition, the lithograph and the painting are nevertheless

quite different. In the 1897 painting Moran modified many of

the Calame-like elements. The thunderheads and the alpine firs

have been replaced by blue sky, soft pink clouds, and western

pines. The most significant change, however, appears in the dis-

tance, where a range of snow-capped peaks rises above the more

modest mountains that defined the horizon in the earlier litho-

graph. This recently rediscovered painting was occasionally

listed in exhibition catalogues with an amplified title that included

the words "Rocky Mountain Waterfall." The juxtaposition of

Moran's early lithograph with his late reworking of the theme

may offer the most dramatic example of the kind of transform-

ation that the artist effected throughout his career. Steeped in

the tenets of European romanticism, particularly as manifest in

the life and poetry of Byron, Moran capitalized on the eclectic

nature of his artistic apprenticeship, gradually assembling a visual

vocabulary that allowed him to recast romantic concepts as basic

as "solitude" first in the forests of Pennsylvania and later in the

Rockv Mountains.
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17. J.M.W.Turner,

Solitude, 1814, etching

and mezzotint, courtesy

National Gallery

of Art, Washington.

18. Thomas Moran,

Solitude, 1869, lithograph,

courtesy Cuerease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Salvator Rosa

Sketching

the Banditti

1860, oil on canvas

loi x 169.6 (39% x 66%)
The Chrysler Museum,

Norfolk, Gift of

Walter?. Chrysler Jr.

THE E V E N T W H I C H most singularly

marked the fearless enterprises of Salvator

in the Abruzzi, was his captivity by the

banditti, who alone inhabited them, and

his temporary (and it is said voluntary)

association with those fearful men. That

he did for some time live among the pic-

turesque outlaws, whose portraits he has

multiplied without end, there is no doubt;

and though few of his biographers allude

to the event, and those few but vaguely,

yet tradition authenticates a fact, to which

some of his finest pictures afford a circum-

stantial evidence

The genuine banditti.. .of the seven-

teenth century were no vulgar cut-throats.

... They were, in fact, more nearly allied

to the brave, bold Condottieri, and the

black and white bands of Medici and of

Suffolk, in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries; and though, when unhired, they

lived at large and wild, with their hand

against every man, and every man's

hand against them, yet they occasionally

rivalled in dignity and importance the

standing armies of existing legitimates,

fighting like them for hire in any cause

that paid them Like the marine letter

of marque, half pirate, and half national,

their troops were regularly enrolled and

disciplined; and though their ranks were
filled with the wild and the worthless—

with men born out of the pale of civilized
society, or driven beyond it by their

crimes,—yet many among them were of

a superior cast: they were outlawed gentle-

men of Naples, escaped from the wheel

and the scaffold, to which their efforts in

the cause of their country had condemned

them; who, seeking shelter in the savage

wilds of the Abruzzi, became, by their tal-

ents and rank, chiefs and leaders of men

associated and armed against society

under the influence of far different causes.

It is an historical fact, that the number,

skill, valour, and fidelity of these bands

had rendered them, at the period here

alluded to, so formidable in the eyes of

the Austro-Spanish government, and so

respectable in the estimation of the people,

that, by a strange inversion of principle,

these natural enemies of society frequent-

ly became its chosen champions The

time spent by Salvator among these

outlaws has never been verified; but it is

probable, and indeed evident, that he

remained sufficiently long to fill both his

imagination and his memory with accu-

mulated combinations of the magnificent

and the terrible. It is not impossible that

the adventurous artist owed the security

in which he pursued the interests of his

art, in such abodes of violence and danger,

to the exertion of talents both musical

and poetical, not less calculated to amuse
his ferocious hosts by the midnight fires

of their earth-embosomed dens. (Morgan
1824,108-119)
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Dusk Wings

1860, oil on canvas

50.8 x 76.2 (20 x 30)

Montgomery Museum

of Fine Arts, The

Blount Collection
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Slave Hunt, Dismal

Swamp, Virginia

1862, oil on canvas

85.7x111.8 (33%X44)

The Philbrook Museum

of Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma,

Gift of Laura A. Clubb

Away to the Dismal Swamp he speeds,—

His path was rugged and sore,

Through tangled jumper, beds of reeds,

Through many a fen, where the serpent feeds,

And man never trod before.

THE R E A D E R WHO consults the map

will discover that the whole eastern shore

of the Southern States, with slight inter-

ruptions, is belted by an immense chain

of swamps, regions of hopeless disorder,

where the abundant growth and vegeta-

tion of nature, sucking up its forces from

the humid soil, seems to rejoice in a sav-

age exuberance, and bid defiance to all

human efforts either to penetrate or sub-

due. These wild regions are the homes of

the alligator, the mocassin, and the rattle-

snake. Evergreen trees, mingling freely

with the deciduous children of the forest,

form here dense jungles, verdant all the

year round, and which afford shelter to

numberless birds, with whose warbling

the leafy desolation perpetually resounds.

Climbing vines, and parasitic plants, of

untold splendor and boundless exuberance

of growth, twine and interlace, and hang

from the heights of the highest trees pen-

nons of gold and purple,—triumphant

banners, which attest the solitary majesty

of nature. A species of parasitic moss

wreaths its abundant draperies from tree

to tree, and hangs in pearly festoons,

through which shine the scarlet berry and

green leaves of the American holly.

What the mountains of Switzerland

were to the persecuted Vaudois, this

swampy belt has been to the American

slave. The constant effort to recover from

thence fugitives has led to the adoption,

in these states, of a separate profession,

unknown at this time in any other Christ-

ian land—hunters, who train and keep

dogs for the hunting of men, women, and

children. (Stowe 1856,1:255)
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Cresheim Glen,

Wissahickon, Autumn

1864, oil on canvas

74 x 92.4 (29 Ve x 363/s)

Hevrdejs Collection

ONE OF THE most picturesque places

in the valley of the Wissahickon is where

Creasheim's creek runs into the larger

stream. Here a pool, dark and deep,

lurks under a huge overhanging rock. It

is called the Devil's Pool, and the glen

which surrounds it is a highly-prized

resort for picnic parties, on account of

its beauty and retirement. (Crane 1871,237)

T H E R E is NO other city where the vari-

eties of wild landscape so closely surround

and so boldly invade a civilization given

over to material industries. Besides the

broad Delaware, the exquisite Schuylkill,

a stream far more beautiful than the Arno,

bathes one side of the city, and into this

Italian sheet of water slides the wild

Wissahickon, coming down pure from its

"savage gorges and cold springs" as pri-

mitive as a stream of the wilderness, yet

easily accessible to the most sedentary

citizen. (Strahan 18753, 7-8)

See also Appendix 2, Opus no. 5.
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The Wilds of

Lake Superior

1864, oil on canvas

76.2 x 114.3 (3o x 45)
New Britain Museum

of American Art,

Charles F. Smith Fund

THE S A L E OF this fine collection of

paintings commenced last evening. A very

large company was present and a spirited

competition for many of the pictures

took place. We only mention the prices

brought by the principal works:.. ."Wilds

of Lake Superior," Moran, $610

The sale last evening was very well

attended, and bidding was spirited, and

there were many fine bargins. We have

never, in our experience, met with a more

select and appreciative audience, even

at a Fine Art Sale, and it sat out, with un-

exampled patience, until iil/i o'clock,

the entire Sale. (Phila. Evening Bulletin,

24 Mar. 1865)

See also Appendix 2, Opus no. n.
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The Autumnal Woods

(formerly titled

"Under the Trees")

1865, oil on canvas

101.6 x 87 (40 x 341/4)

Manoogian Collection

F A I R M O U N T ( P A R K ) we may remark

en passant, is rich in ravines Look into

and along its depths, up its sloping, hilly

sides, and through its long ranks of

trees—is it not a majestic and impressive

scene? An aisle of God's great forest-

temple, it dwarfs all the cathedrals that
man has reared; it is worthy of its bound-

less dome—the sky. The noonlight,

which is so intense here, loses its bright-

ness as it struggles through the multitu-

dinous foliage, and goes wandering
among the trees and slopes. Here and

there at the hither end a tree stands out

strongly, distinguishable from its leafy

companions; but as we advance we find

ourselves in what is neither light nor dark-

ness, but a tender twilight shade hovering

about the greenery which surrounds us,

and of which we may almost be said to be

a part, so deeply has it interpenetrated our

thoughts and feelings. We stand among

these gigantic forest fathers like one of

themselves. That magnificent tulip poplar

on the other side of the brook, and

this grand old fellow here—they have

strengthened and enlarged us, lesser and

weaker children of nature. We should like

to embrace them, but our arms are too

short. We should like to shake hands with

them, but we cannot reach high enough.

The lowest branch is full sixty feet above

our heads. This is not tall talking by any

means, but short talking, — it is so far

below the magnitude of these old forest

kings. They wait their poets, who to large-

ness of imagination will add a greater

knowledge of nature than most poets

possess. The only American singer who

could make us see them in his song is

Mr. Bryant, who is at once a naturalist

and a painter, and whose word-pictures

are perfect, accurate in all their details,

and everywhere comprehensive and har-

monious. His genius would be at home

among these poplars, pines, chestnuts,

beeches, and birches, and would look

lovingly upon the smallest wild flower at

his feet. We city folk, who escape into

nature less frequently, are not so familiar

with forest scenery, and not so happy

in describing it. (Strahan i8/5a, 128-129)

See also Appendix 2, Opus no. 17.
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Children of

the Mountain

1867, oil on canvas

157.8 x 132.4 (62 Ve x 52\

The Anschutz

Collection

T H O M A S M O R A N has his studio in
Wood street. This young artist when
abroad paid particular attention to the
pictures of Turner, and has since his return
to this country been assiduous in his study
of nature in all her manifestations. The
sketch of his last and best work, "The
Children of the Mountain," is on exhibi-
tion at the Artists' Fund rooms. The
"children" are not of human birth, but the
cataract, the storm-cloud, the rainbow,
the mist, the eagle and the rocks. (NY Post,
27 Nov. 1865)

MR. T H O M A S M O R A N is f inishing a
large picture called "The Children of the
Mountain," with a daring effect of clouds
and wilderness. Mr. T. Moran is undoubt-
edly a poet, though he occassionally leaves
it a little uncertain whether he controls,
or is controlled by, the frenzy. This grand
picture is partially an amplification of one
of those rich charcoal drawings recently
published in photography. (Phila. Evening
Bulletin, 6 Dec. 1865)

IN 1866 MR. AND M R S . Moran and
their little son, Paul, sailed for England
en route for Paris where they took a studio
50 rue de l'Ouest. Moran was fortunate in
seeing his canvas Children of the Mountain
hung in the Paris Exposition, the chief
object of the trip. (Ruth B. Moran, biographical

notes, EHL)

M R . T H O M A S M O R A N contributes...
his "Children of the Mountain," which
attracted the notice of all American
visitors at the Paris Exposition. (Phila.
Evening Bulletin, 6 Apr. 1868)

S E V E R A L OF o u R home artists have
made known their intention to furnish an
art department in the coming Industrial
Exhibition. Mr. Thomas Moran has con-
sented to exhibit some of his largest and
most important pictures, including, prob-
ably his great painting, "The Children
of the Mountain." (Newark Daily Advertiser,

12 July 1872)

THE ART G A L L E R Y has been much
improved. Last night for the first time, a
change in the arrangement of the light
partially brought out the beauty of
Moran's fine picture, "The Children of
the Mountain."The conception of the
artist is a grand one. There is the mist
born of the mountain air rising from a
deep gorge in thick fantastic wreaths and
veiling the setting sun; rays of pale golden
light fall upon a mass of rocks and the
pine trees that grow above them. Oppo-
site is a dark, slippery precipice that casts
a shadow of blackish green upon a deep
and angry pool into which pours a
foaming torrent. Above all the eagle soars,
one wing dipping in the cloud. Mr.
Moran's forte is in rock painting, and
in this he seems to excell. (Newark Daily
Advertiser, 23 Aug. 1872)

T H I S P I C T U R E exhibits some of the
finest rock painting in the world, the con-
ception is very fine and the whole scene
in entire harmony. (Newark Daily Advertiser,

28 Sept. 1872)

See also Appendix 2, Opus no 21.
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Forest Scene

1870, oil on canvas

50.8 x 40.6 (20 x 16)

Private Collection
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On the Wissahickon

near Chestnut Hill

1870, oil on canvas

50.8 x 41.3 (20 x lo1/^)

Private Collection,

courtesy Lagakos-Turak

Gallery

F A I R M O U N T P A R K , in addition to the

extensive lands on the east and west banks
of the river, embraces.. .the Wissahickon
Creek for six miles from its mouth, and

sufficient territory on both sides to make

a grand drive. A road at present runs

through the valley, and has been in use for

many years by residents at Chestnut Hill,

a collection of handsome country places

near the source of the Wissahickon.

Although merely a country road, it is the

most attractive drive out of Philadelphia,

on account of the magnificent scenery

which it presents. There are not many
such streams as the Wissahickon, none

perhaps in this country, and few in the

world. For several miles it picks its way

daintily between two rows of high hills

Sometimes it is only a noisy brook run-

ning over pebbly bottoms, and anon a

flashing cascade leaping from rock to

rock with shouting noise. Then it widens

out into a sober river which flows into

a peaceful lake, so quiet that down in its

depths the trees that meet above it are

reflected with every delicate outline of

foliage Romancers have woven the

queer legends of the Wissahickon, which
date back a couple of centuries, into inter-

esting tales that are still read with avidity.

The artists of to-day, like those of the last

generation, have made its haunts their

out-door studios. Many of its phases have

been transferred to canvas; and others,

where ruins of old mills and picturesque,

odd-fashioned bridges relieve the land-

scape, afford studies of rare beauty. (Crane

1871,235-237)
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(9rt/ (j/ir¿$U7lO& 3)a//y /&7£ Thomas Moran sent his

friend Richard Watson Gilder (fig. i) a gift, with a note that read in part:

"Accept this slight offering as an indication of the esteem and gratitude that

I feel toward you, for the unselfish interest you have always evinced in my

success. It is to you that I owe the great prosperity that has followed me."1

At the time Moran wrote this note, Gilder was managing editor of Scribner's

Monthly Magazine. Two years earlier Gilder had hired Moran to rework a

number of amateurish field sketches that had been submitted as illustrations

for an article by Nathaniel P. Langford about a strange land in the Far

West called Yellowstone, full of hot springs and geysers.2

Rarely is the turning point of an artist s career as easy to identify as in

the case of Thomas Moran. Commissioned by Gilder to amend illustrations

of a landscape he had not yet seen, Moran was astute enough to recognize

an opportunity not to be missed and resourceful enough to find a way to jour-

ney to Yellowstone himself just a few months later. As he acknowledged in

his Christmas message, Moran was indeed much indebted to Gilder.

The article that changed the course of Moran's career appeared in

Scribner's in May and June of 1871. Titled "The Wonders of the Yellowstone/'

the narrative had been written by a member of the Washburn-Doane ex-

pedition, a group of private citizens who had ventured into Yellowstone the
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Preceding page: Thomas

Moran in his studio

with Mary, 1876, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

1. Richard Watson Gilder,

published in Letters

of Richard Watson Gilder

(Boston, 1919).

2. Temporary and Perma-

nent Bridges and Citadel

Rock, Green River, 1868,

photograph by Andrew

Joseph Russell, Yale Col-

lection of Western Ameri-

cana, Beinecke Rare Book

and Manuscript Library,

New Haven.

previous year to see if stories of geysers and mudpots might be

true. According to the article, the stories were more than true.

Langford's report piqued the interest of many, including Ferdi-

nand Vandeveer Hayden, a geologist of wide-ranging interests,

who had skirted but not penetrated

Yellowstone several years earlier.

It was Hayden, who, in the summer

of 1871, would lead the expedition

to Yellowstone that unexpectedly

included Thomas Moran.3

Although Scribner's later pub-

lished a number of illustrations based

on sketches Moran completed in

Yellowstone, the magazine did not

sponsor his trip. Instead Moran

obtained private funding, borrowing

$500 from Roswell Smith, publisher

of Scribner's (with his Children of

the Mountain [cat. 7] as collateral), and

an additional $500 from Jay Cooke,

financier of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road, to whom he promised a group of

Yellowstone watercolors.

Early in June 1871 A.B. Nettle-

ton, office manager of the Northern Pacific Railroad and a

friend of Moran's, wrote to Hayden and asked if the young artist

might join the upcoming expedition, noting, "He, of course,

expects to pay for his own expenses, and simply wishes to take

advantage of your cavalry escort for protection."4 Two weeks

later, in a follow-up letter to Hayden, Nettleton described Moran

as an artist "of much genius" who "desires to take sketches in

the upper Yellowstone region from which to paint some fine

pictures on his return," adding, "That he will surpass Bierstadt's

Yosemite we who know him best fully believe."5

By the time Thomas Moran boarded the train for his

first trip west, Albert Bierstadt had been exhibiting large-scale

paintings of the Rocky Mountains and Yosemite for more than

a decade. As Nettleton noted, Bierstadt was indeed the compe-

tition. But Bierstadt had not been to Yellowstone. The speed

with which Moran found his way to Yellowstone suggests that

he was well aware of the lucrative market Bierstadt had created

for spectacular views of the Far West. A large-scale painting of a

relatively unknown western wonderland might garner Moran

the same financial rewards that by 1871 had made Bierstadt one

of the most successful artists of the nineteenth century

In 1859, when Bierstadt journeyed west for the first time,

he had at his command the technical skills and European

experience that allowed him to recast traditional landscape com-

positions in Rocky Mountain garb. Twelve years later Thomas

Moran arrived in Green River, Wyoming, with very different

skills. They were, however, precisely

the right skills for the landscape he

would be the first artist to paint.

Green River

Yellowstone was Moran's ultimate

destination in the summer of 1871,

but before he reached the land of

geysers and hot springs, he com-

pleted a field study that he later

inscribed "First sketch made in the

West" (cat. 10). Modest in size, the

watercolor study was the first of

many that Moran would make of the

sculpted and striated cliffs near the

railroad town of Green River,

Wyoming. Surprised by a landscape

unlike any other he had ever seen,

Moran may not have immediately

known that the lessons of Turner

and the literature of romance had provided him with the ideal

visual vocabulary to turn a hot, dusty, desert landscape into a

western Xanadu.

Three years before Moran reached Green River, Union

Pacific railroad crews had arrived in force (fig. 2). Engaged in a

spirited race with their Central Pacific counterparts to span the

continent by rail, the vanguard of the Union Pacific contingent

had set up shop near the banks of the Green River, where they

began construction of temporary and permanent bridges across

the water. Over flat land the crews had been able to lay between

one and three miles of rail a day, but constructing a bridge

required considerably more time. Anticipating a profitable delay,

speculators had arrived in advance of the railroad crews, and

quickly a town was born. By the time Thomas Moran arrived,

the founding fathers could boast a schoolhouse, church, hotel,

and brewery—none of which would ever appear in a Green

River painting by Moran.

In 1871 Moran did not linger in Green River. He was on

his way to join Hayden's survey party in Montana, and it was the

landscape of Yellowstone that was foremost in his mind. Before

leaving Green River, however, he did secure a number of sketches

of Citadel and Castle Rocks—the enormous buttes that dwarfed
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the burgeoning town below—and these he put to very good

use, later, when he returned east.

Unlike Yellowstone, the landscape of Green River had

not been "previewed" for eastern viewers through illustrations

published in Scribner's. The multicolored, castellated buttes were

an entirely fresh subject for paintings. Moran made the most of

this opportunity, claiming the landscape as his own through a

series of paintings completed over a period of forty years. Among

the most successful and revealing of these is Green River Cliffs,

Wyoming (cat. 61). Broad in its vista, the composition includes a

sparsely foliated foreground through which a caravan of Indians

makes its way toward a village on the horizon. In the far distance

are the cliffs of Green River, cast in hues of orange, lavender,

and pink. Wisps of clouds, also tinged with the pink of the set-

ting sun, dust the sky.

Geographic distance from the landscape itself may have

encouraged Moran's contemporaries to believe that the artist

had actually seen such a sight, just as temporal distance might

tempt twentieth-century viewers to make the same assumption.

In fact, Moran never saw Indians in the vicinity of Green River,

and the neon hues of the cliffs are more the figments of fantasy

than the facts of geology.

Andrew Joseph Russell, a photographer who traveled with

the Union Pacific construction crews to document the progress

of the railroad, took a number of photographs at Green River in

1868. Russell's photographs are works of art in their own right,

but when juxtaposed with Moran's paintings of the same geog-

raphy, they serve as revealing touchstones.

In the photograph Temporary and Permanent Bridges and

Citadel Rocky Green River, Russell recorded parallel lines of track

and a smoking engine directed toward the viewer. In the middle

distance a watertower echoes the shape of Citadel Rock looming

above. Construction workers pose on the track they have laid

and stand atop stone battlements they are preparing for the per-

manent bridge. Russell's camera clearly captured the arrival of

the mechanical age in Green River, Wyoming.

In Moran's painting, however, all signs of the railroad

and its attendant community have been excised. Instead, the

languorous river lies undisturbed and free of bridges. Exotically

clad Indians more suggestive of figures from the Arabian Nights

replace the railroad crew photographed by Russell. Far from

a report of what Moran saw in the West, Green River Cliffs,

Wyoming, is a carefully constructed fiction that taps the same

vein of romantic nostalgia that made Hiawatha a bestseller.
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3. Thomas Moran, Devil's

Den [?], from the Yellow-

stone sketchbook, 1871,

graphite and watercolor,

courtesy Department of

the Interior, Yellowstone

National Park.

4. William Henry Jackson,

1873, courtesy Colorado

Historical Society.

5. Crystal Falls, Cascade

Creek, 1871, photograph

by William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Department of

the Interior, Yellowstone

National Park.

6. Thomas Moran, Crystal

Falls, 1871, watercolor,

courtesy Department of

the Interior, Yellowstone

National Park. See also

cat. 20.

Under no obligation to produce topographical views of

Wyoming, Moran may have taken his cue yet again from Turner.

The church steeple on the southern shore of England that

the Moran brothers discovered Turner had "moved"

for artistic purposes was a minor infraction com-

pared to the wholesale erasure Moran exercised

on the Green River landscape. Describing

Turner's practice as that of an imaginative artist

who took from a landscape not its literal truth

but rather those elements that would allow

him to make a good picture, Moran again fol-

lowed his master's lead.

With evidence at hand of the extent to

which Moran manipulated the Green River land-

scape, it is important to recall that as an artist Moran

was in the business of making pictures for a market. In 1871

he went west specifically to gather the raw material (drawings,

sketches, photographs) that would allow him to produce

images that could be bought and sold in a commercial market.

The compositional formula he devised for views of Green River

fed the lingering hunger for spectacular New World landscapes,

which would surpass that for views of Europe, and at the

same time tapped an increasingly nostalgic view of

American Indian life fanned by the relentless popu-

larity of works like Hiawatha. Moran's Green

River images proved so popular, spoke, in other

words, so clearly to a romantic and already

nostalgic impression of the West, that the artist

continued to sell variations on the theme well

into the twentieth century.

Yellowstone

From Green River, Wyoming, Moran traveled to

Corinne, Utah, then on to Virginia City, Montana,

where he joined Hayden's expedition. On n July the Helena

Herald reported that the survey party was preparing to depart.

In identifying the members of the group, the article noted that

the expedition would serve art, science, and commerce, adding,

(V)
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"We doubt not that the report of this scientific expedition will

attract thousands of tourists to the country of the Yellowstone."6

The Herald was correct in recognizing multiple agendas associ-

ated with the Hayden expedition, but even they could not

have anticipated the full impact of the journey. Rarely had art,

science, and commerce joined with politics, as they would in

1872, to legislate a new idea.

Moran's reason for making the trip was clearly defined:

he was gathering the raw material he would need to compose

images for a wide range of uses. The journal he kept of his

Yellowstone adventure includes detailed descriptions of rock

formations (fig. 3), foliage, and the extraordinary colors of

Yellowstone—all elements that might be incorporated in future

illustrations and paintings. At one point along the trail he

observed that the outlet of a lake passed through "an immense

gorge in the mountains bordered with great cliffs &, peaks of

limestone, some of them isolated Reforming splendid fore-

ground material for pictures."7

At the time of his departure Moran could not have known

that William Henry Jackson (fig. 4), a young photographer, would

be his companion through Yellowstone and that the images

they would produce together would have an enormous impact

when they returned east. Jackson had preceded Moran to the

West by several years and had worked with Hayden in the field

the previous summer. Moran, no stranger to photography him-

self (his brother John was a skilled photographer), quickly struck

up a friendship with Jackson. For more than six weeks they

worked together in Yellowstone, selecting the best subjects and

points of view for photographs and sketches. A Jackson photo-

graph of Crystal Falls and a watercolor of the same subject by

Moran confirm that they often worked side by side, each bene-

fiting from the expertise of the other (figs. 5,6).

On 7 August Hayden's survey party received word that

their military escort had been told to return to Fort Ellis. Moran,

Jackson, and several other members of the group decided to

return as well. Moran noted in his journal, "as the Wonders of

Yellowstone had been seen I concluded to return."8 Arriving in

Virginia City (fig. 7), he was quoted by the Helena Herald as

declaring, "all the phenomena described by Messrs. Langford

and Trumbull have been seen and the half was not told by them."

The reporter went on:

Mr. Moran pronounced the country the most wonderful region on the
Continent. All the phenomena which elsewhere is found scattered and
distributed over widely separated portions of the globe, is here crowded
into a region which does not exceed eighty miles in length. What Hum-
boldt traveled twenty thousand miles to see, may have been seen at a
glance. Mr. M. has photographic views of the falls, cascades and canyons

®
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7. Virginia City, Montana,

1871, photograph by

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Department of

the Interior, Yellowstone

National Park.

8. Castle Geyser and Fire

Hole Basin, 1871, photo-

graph by William Henry

Jackson, courtesy Depart-

ment of the Interior,

Yellowstone National Park.

See also cat. 38.

9. Ferdinand Vandeveer

Hayden, c. 1875, silver

albumen print, courtesy

National Portrait Gallery,

Smithsonian Institution.

of the Yellowstone, and of many points of interest in that vicinity. He is
a landscape painter of very fine powers, and we may expect some result
of his visit to this country within the next year.9

Because Moran was not employed by the survey, he was not

bound by its "scientific" mission. He was not compelled, in other

words, to report literal facts of geography or geology. Rather he

was free to use the drawings, sketches, and photographs he had

assembled (fig. 8) to compose studio paintings for an audience

eager to see more of Yellowstone following the enticements

Scribner's had offered the previous year.

Shortly after returning to the East, Moran moved with

his family to Newark, New Jersey. It has been suggested that the

move was prompted by Moran's wish to be closer to Richard

Watson Gilder, his link to Scribner's Magazine.10 This may be

true, for Moran moved just a few doors away from Gilder and

nearly as close to Alexander Drake, the art director for Scribner's.

Recognizing the financial potential in providing a successful

magazine with commissioned illustrations, he positioned him-

self to take advantage of the new market. At the same time,

he was preparing to challenge Albert Bierstadt, long the domi-

nant figure in.western landscape painting, with an enormous

Yellowstone canvas.

Moran quickly became his own best publicist. Early in

October 1871, the Newark Daily Advertiser reported that Moran

was about to become a resident and that he had just returned from

an expedition to Yellowstone, bringing with him "the most remark-

able portfolio, perhaps, that it has ever fallen to the lot of an

artist to fill." Noting that illustrations of Yellowstone had appeared

in Scribner's and had inspired "incredulity," the reporter declared:

Mr. Moran assures me that they fall modestly short of the vast fantastic
freaks of Nature which they attempt to represent Mr. Moran says he
could only describe it as a country bespattered with rainbows. It seemed
unreally strange, like a dream-land, and he could hardly believe at times
that he was not in a dream instead of an exploring expedition. He fears
that he will need strong affidavits to defend his pictures against the charge
of exaggeration. The wonderful brilliancy of his mineral specimens, con-
firm, however, on a small scale, both description and picture. It is a very
happy fortune that this terra incognita is to be introduced to the eyes of
men by an artist of Mr. Moran's extraordinary genius for natural scenery.
Those best acquainted with his works anticipate that the new pictures
will take a rank in American Art as eminent as the subjects they illus-
trate hold among the characteristics of the American continent. He will
immediately settle down to his work in Newark, N.J., and some time
next year, I suppose, the world of art will be agog with the freshest and
richest sensation it has enjoyed for some time.n

Moran had succeeded in setting the stage for the debut of his

most ambitious painting.

While Moran began to work on his Yellowstone picture

in Newark, F. V. Hayden (fig. 9) had undertaken a promotional

campaign of his own in Washington. Preparing the survey report

he was required to present to Congress, Hayden was also involved

in the initial discussions that eventually led to the formation of

Yellowstone National Park. As early as January 1872 Washington

newspapers began to report that a bill providing for such a park

was "under consideration" in Congress.12 In one notice a mem-

ber of the Committee on Public Lands was quoted as saying

1871 — 1880: Breakthrough
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"it was thought best to pass this bill at once, before any private

claimants could lay title to any portion of the land." n In Feb-

ruary Scribner's published an article by F. V. Hayden titled

"Wonders of the West: More about Yellowstone." In his update

on Yellowstone Hayden

pressed his cause: "Why

will not Congress at once

pass a law setting it apart

as a great public park for

all time to come, as has

been done with the not

more remarkable wonder,

the Yosemite Valley?"14

By the end of Feb-

ruary, in an astonishing

display of expeditious

deliberation, both the Sen-

ate and the House had

agreed to the proposal. On i March the bill was passed, and the

following day it was signed by President Ulysses S. Grant. Years

later William Henry Jackson wrote that during the Yellowstone

debate "the watercolors of Thomas Moran and the photographs

of the Geology Survey [Jackson's] were the most important

exhibits brought before the Committee"; he quoted histo-

rian Hiram M. Chittenden's supporting opinion:

"They did a work which no other agency could

do and doubtless convinced every one who saw

them that the regions where such wonders

existed should be carefully preserved to the

people forever."15 If, as Jackson wrote,

Moran's Yellowstone watercolors were

instrumental in the formal establishment of

the national park, they also served as an

appetizer for the large oil painting Moran

would place on exhibition in Washington

just a few weeks later.

Ten days after the Yellowstone bill

passed, Moran reported to Hayden that his large

picture was "more than half finished." He apologized

for not sending the painting Hayden had commissioned

but insisted, "It was of the first importance to me to get the

big picture out before any one else dabbled with the subject."16

Like a miner laying claim to the mother lode, Moran was anx-

ious to make public his artistic deed of ownership. Well before

his Yellowstone painting was finished, Moran welcomed visitors

to his studio: "several art-critics went over to the Newark studio

of Thomas Moran, an artist of considerable local fame, to see

an immense picture upon which he is at work illustrating the

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, and they returned very enthu-

siastic about it The connoisseurs who have seen this picture

declare that it is superior to Bierstadt s Yosemite and that Moran

is certainly the coming man in art."17 Another lengthy descrip-

tion of the work-in-progress concluded: "this remarkable picture

[is] a great and so far successful effort to depict for us the cul-

minating wonder of a region new and strange to us, as different

in all its pictorial elements for form and color, as if it were a

sudden revelation of another world, governed by other laws than

those of the nation which we know."18 Moran continued to work

on his Yellowstone painting through April, all the while enter-

taining visitors, including several members of the board of direc-

tors of the Northern Pacific Railroad who had a vested interest

in the commercial potential of Yellowstone.19

Moran had been so successful in engineering advance

publicity for the painting that he must have been disappointed

with its first showing in New York. Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone (cat. 41) was displayed in the exhibition room of Leavitt

and Co. auctioneers on 2 May 1872. The viewing was private,

brief, and unusual. Clarence Cook, art critic for the New York

Tribune, later reported that the picture was poorly shown, flanked

by "two tables filled with a forlorn collection of miscella-

neous books waiting their turn to be knocked down

to the lowest bidder There were no flowers, no

birds in cages, no delicately printed programmes,

no tin tubes, no drapery. A zealous friend,

going to the hall in the afternoon to see how

things were getting on, was troubled in

spirit to find the picture in its bare frame

standing up against a back-ground of noth-

ingness."20 In describing the less-than-

favorable viewing conditions, Cook seized

the opportunity to skewer subtly Bierstadt

and other artists whose private viewings of

important paintings were indeed often replete

with flowers, birds, and tin tubes. Moran need

not have worried about the details of presentation,

however, for Cook went on to praise his painting in lavish

terms: "In truth, there was no need of any decorations or

allurements. The people who came to see this picture came from

curiosity or interest, and the picture kept them there by its own

intrinsic truth, sublimity, and beauty. Next to Church's 'Niagara

—for to that noble picture the first place must long be given—

next to Church's masterpiece, Mr. Moran's 'Great Canon of the
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Yellowstone' will, we are sure, be received by the best judges

in America as the finest historical landscape yet painted in this

country."21

According to Cook, F. V. Hayden was present that evening,

and "in an impromptu description of the picture given at the

request of many persons present, showed, point by point, the

artist's devoted adherence to facts." Echoing Hayden, Cook

wrote: "color, form, space, proportion, all were true; if the picture

had no other merit it had this, that a mine of scientific illustra-

tion is to be found in it."22 Noting that scientific fact could as

easily be found in photographs and maps, however, Cook declared

that a work of art must offer more—it must reflect imagina-

tion. This he declared he found in Moran's painting. For young

Thomas Moran, who had boldly challenged Bierstadt at his own

game, Cook's review served as an important stamp of approval.

Just before Moran exhibited Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone in New York, a Newark newspaper reported that the pic-

ture would also be placed on view in Washington, adding that it

"ought to become the property of the government."23 It is not

clear who initially proposed offering the painting to the federal

government or when the campaign began, but once it was under

way, Moran played an active role in the sales effort.

On 9 May 1872, approximately two months after the pas-

sage of the Yellowstone Park bill, Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone

went on public view at the Smithsonian. Almost immediately

Moran began lobbying for exhibition space in the Capitol, and

less than two weeks later he had succeeded in placing the picture

in the "old Hall of Representatives where every member of Con-

gress will see it."24 At the same time he entertained another invi-

tation: "Major Powell of the Colorado expedition sent for me

this morning and offers to take me with him this summer and

pay my R.R. fare from Chicago to Salt Lake City and back and

provide everything during the expedition and give me $500 for

a picture of the Grand Canon of the Colorado."25

At mid-century four important survey expeditions were

under way Led by John Wesley Powell, Clarence King, George

Wheeler, and F V. Hayden, the expeditionary forces were charged

with mapping and measuring the Far West for commercial as

well as scientific purposes. Although sponsored by the federal

government, each survey was dependent on annual funding. Thus

Powell, King, Wheeler, and Hayden were forced to compete with

one another for congressional allocations. In 1872 Hayden took

full advantage of the attention Moran's Yellowstone images had

garnered to promote his own plans for future survey activities—

a tactic not lost on his competitors. Within a short time Moran

received invitations to travel west from Powell, King, and Wheeler,

further testifying to the impact of his Yellowstone paintings.

Moran had won, in effect, an open ticket for travel west with

any survey party

In June 1872 Congress purchased Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone for $10,000. Weeks of promotional effort by Moran,

Hayden, and others had, quite literally, paid off. After a short

eastern tour, the painting was installed in the Capitol, the first

landscape to enter its collection. Much has been written about

the composition, color, and "geology" of the painting both by

Moran's contemporaries and by modern art historians (see cat.

41). Equally important is the manner in which Moran sought

to balance the often opposing mandates of art and science. As

already noted, Moran had declared himself unfettered by any

slavish adherence to facts. His was an art inspired as much by

the imaginative nature of poetry as by the literal lay of the land.

Yet contemporary reviews of the painting, often quoting Hay-

den, praise the "accuracy" of the picture:

The perfect success which Mr. Moran has achieved in this wonderful
painting is due to a happy and, we believe, unique combination of gifts
and acquirements. It is evident that the painter of this picture possesses
in a high degree the poetic instinct, as well as entire familiarity with
nature. He not only understands the methods of art but the processes
and work of nature, so far as the faithful interpreter of natural scenery
must know them. In all the rush of enthusiasm and glow of artistic power,
he seems never to forget the faithful manipulation by which absolute
truth is caught and fixed in the splendor of picturesque art. It is noble
to paint a glorious and inspiring poem; it is satisfying to render nature
with firm mastery of technical detail. In "The Grand Canon of the
Yellowstone" Mr. Moran has done both.26

Moran's early success lay in his ability to manipulate truth and

art. In large measure he did so by employing a cultural voca-

bulary that was born as much of literature as of painting, a

vocabulary widely understood by his contemporaries.

Universally praised for their contributions to science, the

western survey expeditions also carried the romantic overlay of

the sacred pilgrimage, the poetic quest. Thus it is not surprising

to find Nathaniel Langford, in the first important article on

Yellowstone, reporting that during a particularly difficult trek

through fallen trees and underbrush a member of his party was

reminded of lines from Byron's Childe Harold: "There is a plea-

sure in the pathless woods,/There is a rapture on the lonely

shore."27 For all his inventive gifts, however, even Byron could

not have imagined a landscape as bizarre and wondrous as Yel-

lowstone. As locus for an American version of the heroic quest,

Yellowstone challenged even the phantasm of Coleridge.

Like costume dramas, the survey expeditions were often

clothed, descriptively, in the language of romantic poetry. Even
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10. Pack Train of the

U. S. Geological Survey,

1871, photograph by

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Department

of the Interior, Yellow-

stone National Park.

the expedition leaders, scientists to the core, were steeped in the

language of Shelley and Byron, Longfellow and Scott.28 The

great western surveys, enterprises as commercial and political as

they were scientific, became secular pilgrimages — a uniquely

American variant on a European model. Thus Jackson's photo-

graph of the expedition party en route to Yellowstone (fig. 10)

resembles nothing so much as a buckskin version of Chaucer's

pilgrims setting out for Canterbury.

Like others of his age, Moran was both a self-proclaimed

romantic and a shrewd businessman. Keenly attuned to the mar-

ket, he skillfully cast what Langford described as the "profound

and solemn solitude" of Yellowstone's grand canyon into an image

that simultaneously celebrated the American landscape and the

heroics of the ultimate secular pilgrim—the expedition scientist.

In Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, his large painting of solitude

redefined, Moran placed Hayden, pilgrim/poet/scientist, on a

rocky precipice above a geologic timetable. Unlike Shelley's

Alastor or Byron's Childe Harold, who struck melancholy poses

among the ruins of civilization, Hayden contemplates both an

ancient past and a promising future. It was Hayden, after all,

who championed the National Park bill by skillfully demonstrat-

ing the mutually beneficial interests of science and commerce.

And it was Moran who knew how to construct a picture—how

to marshall what he had learned from teachers as varied as Turner

and Byron—to create an image described by his contemporaries

as both a document and a poem.

Colorado Chasm

On 28 June 1873 Moran wrote to F. V. Hayden to advise him that

despite earlier plans he would not be joining Hayden's survey

party that summer. Concerned that Hayden might not reach the

Grand Canyon as initially proposed, Moran explained that he

had already "made a number of contracts to furnish pictures

of the region, amounting in all to about 100," and thus could not

risk failing to see the site before fall, when he would need to

begin work on the commissions; Moran would be traveling to the

Grand Canyon with John Wesley Powell instead.29 By this time

he had seen photographs of the Grand Canyon taken on George

Wheeler's recent expedition, and he clearly recognized that the

landscape offered rich "material for pictures."30
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11. John Wesley Powell,

courtesy National Archives,

Washington, DC.

Early in July Moran set out on his second major trip

west, expecting to reach "the canons" about 15 July. Inhospitable

terrain made travel difficult, however, and it was not until early

August that Moran stood above the Colorado River on the

rim of the Grand Canyon for the first time:

It was by far the most awfully grand and impressive scene that I have

ever yet seen — Above and around us rose a wall of 2000 feet and below

us a vast chasm 2500 feet in perpendicular depth and l/2 a mile wide.

At the bottom the river, very muddy and seemingly only a hundred feet

wide, seemed slowly moving along but in reality is a rushing torrent

filled with rapids. A suppressed sort of roar comes up constantly from the

chasm, but with that exception every thing impresses you with an awful

stillness. The color of the Great Canon itself is red, a light Indian Red,

and the material sandstone and red marble and is in terraces all the way

down. All above the canon is variously colored sandstone, mainly a light

flesh or cream color and worn into very fine forms. I made an outline

and did a little color work but had not time nor was it worth while to

make a detailed study in color. We made several photos which will give

me all the details I want if I conclude to paint the view.31

For several days Moran, Powell, and their companions pursued

different "views" of the canyon from various points along the

rim. By mid-September Moran had gathered the sketches, color

studies, and photographs he needed for the staggering amount

of work he had outlined in a letter home: "70 drawings for Pow-

ell, 40 for Appleton, 4 for Aldine, 20 for Scribners all from this

region, beside the water colors and oil pictures."32

Once back in Newark, and though pressed to complete

the many illustrations for which he had accepted commissions,

Moran wasted little time in setting to work on the large paint-

ing he would soon describe as a "companion" to his Yellowstone

picture. By 25 November he had "finished the design for it in

charcoal."33 On Thanksgiving Day John Wesley Powell visited

the artist and was "delighted" with the work, which Moran had

begun to call "Chasm of the Colorado."34

In his ledger Moran wrote that he began to paint Chasm

of the Colorado (cat. 47) in January 1874. On a canvas the same

size as his Yellowstone picture, Moran created a second western

landscape that he clearly intended to market as a pendant to the

Yellowstone painting purchased by Congress. Again well before

the painting was finished, he launched his promotional campaign.

By late January he had left a photograph of the picture (probably

the finished charcoal) with a Washington friend, who promised

to forward it to the Honorable Marcus L. Ward, representative

to Congress from Newark.35

When he had completed Chasm of the Colorado, Moran

followed the same exhibition pattern he had established with

his Yellowstone painting. On 30 April he welcomed friends and

neighbors to a private viewing in Newark. The following day

the picture was placed on public view for the first time. In what

may be the first review, the art critic for the Newark Daily

Advertiser recalled that when Moran first exhibited his earlier

Yellowstone painting the work had been described as a "brave

picture." According to the Advertiser's critic, "brave" was the

appropriate adjective because "in its very truth of coloring it

seemed to be an absurdity."36 Conceding that Moran had not

exaggerated the color of Yellowstone, the reviewer applied the

same adjective to Chasm of the Colorado. In this instance the

"bravery" was defined as Moran's attempt to capture the enor-

mous expanse and depth of the canyon—a canyon unlike any

other Moran's contemporaries had ever seen.

Early in May Moran placed the picture on exhibition in

New York.37 Lengthy reviews quickly followed. More than one

critic described the landscape as a view of hell and the literary

precedent as Dante's Inferno:38 "The scene is a tumultuous and

even appalling chaos of cliffs and chasms, a wildly-broken plain

of cyclopean rocks without a tree or shrub to vary its savage

grandeur. Midway in the picture, through a deep rift in the rocks,

one traces far below the narrow thread of the Colorado; while

in the near foreground are frightful chasms reaching to un-

known depths. These dark abysms seem fairly infernal; it is as

if hell itself were gaping Altogether, it is the wildest, and,

we may say, fairly diabolical scene man ever looked upon."39

Following its New York debut, Moran shipped Chasm of

the Colorado to Washington, where it was displayed at the Cor-

coran Gallery of Art. As early as 13 June the Washington Evening

Star declared that "this picture ought to be owned by the gov-

ernment as a companion to the Yellowstone landscape."40 In

nearly record time the deal was done, and on 14 July the Star

reported that Congress, "on the unanimous recommendation of

the Joint Committee on the Library," had purchased Chasm

of the Colorado for $10,000.41 As a lobbyist, Moran had proven

himself extraordinarily able.

As noted above, Chasm of the Colorado had been described,

shortly after its public debut, as a "brave" picture. The word is

apt and perhaps more resonant than initially intended. Chasm of

the Colorado is not a "pretty" picture; nor is it comforting. Indeed

one critic declared that "standing before the painting, the first

impression is of chaos There is no sign of life anywhere—no

human interest; not even a bird flecks the sky, nor so much as a

lizard crawls on the pitiless rocks. Here and there a few stunted

clumps of olive-green sagebrush or rugged mesquit bushes appear

to enhance the forlornness of this utter solitude. It is awful."42

The "solitude" perceived here is much removed from the

solitude earlier commentators had praised in Moran's Pre-
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Raphaelite paintings of forest interiors. In the Grand Canyon

Moran had found a landscape capable of inspiring that "frisson"

of terror that stalwart romantics had pursued for decades—both

in literature and life—often in the mountain passes of the Swiss

Alps. In a striking twist on European precedent, however, Morans

flirtation with terror comes from looking into the depths of the

earth rather than scaling its heights.

Thus Dante's journey into the depths of hell provided the

metaphor most frequently used by those attempting to describe

Moran's newest painting. Writing for the Atlantic Monthly,

Clarence Cook invoked the Italian poet:

The subject of this important work is the chasm or pit worked by the
Colorado River in the sandstone rock over which it flows at this point
The landscape of Mr. Moran's first picture was equally awful and deso-
late with that shown us in the present work, but its terror was lessened
by the beauty and variety of the color with which nature veiled her work
of change and destruction. Here, we have no such charm. We are led
into a region where the eye has hardly a resting-place, no resting-place,
in fact, unless it be turned upward to the sky. For this serene heaven —
serene except where in one portion it darkens with the wrath of thunder
clouds and the stream of deluging rain—looks down upon the very pit
of hell. Only Dante's words seem fit to describe this scene.43

Dante's descent through the circles of hell was but the first part

of a longer journey through purgatory to paradise. It was a poetic

pilgrimage well known to Moran's contemporaries and thus a

useful metaphoric touchstone

for those attempting to

describe the unusual character

of the Grand Canyon. In his

review Cook posed a rhetorical

question: "Did Dante in his

wanderings ever see such a

country? Perhaps Vesuvius or

Etna might show something

as full of fear if one climbed

down into their craters. But

even there, the limited area of

the desolation would not allow

the mind to forget utterly the

supreme loveliness of the

nature that lies so near. Here

there is no loveliness for hun-

dreds of miles, nor anything on which the healthy human eye

can bear to look (the scientific eye excepted)."44 Touching on the

enterprise of American science, the reviewer placed the expe-

dition scientist, the secular pilgrim, within a European literary

tradition that was centuries old. Never mind that the grail was

as commercial as it was scientific; the visual and verbal vocabu-

lary were born of poetry.

"The Great Fact"

In the summer of 1873, determined to reach the Grand Canyon,

Moran had selected as his guide, John Wesley Powell (fig. n),

the survey leader whose account of his harrowing journey down

the Colorado River in 1869 had already made him famous. Five

years after he led Moran to the rim of the Grand Canyon, Powell

published one of the most farsighted and sobering documents

ever issued by the U.S. Government Printing Office: Report on

the Lands of the Arid Regions of the United States. In his study

Powell wrote candidly about the scarcity of water in the West

and the ramifications this unavoidable fact would have for future

development. Powell's message was not the one railroad promo-

ters and other western boosters wanted heard. Developers of all

types, eager to encourage settlement, had long trumpeted the

Far West as Nature's garden. Yet Powell, though attacked for

the candor of his report, was not alone in his assessment. Five

years earlier Justin E. Colburn, a correspondent for the New

York Times and Moran's traveling companion on his way to join

Powell at the Grand Canyon, had raised similar alarms. From

several points along his journey west Colburn had sent letters

to the Times (see Appendix 3), describing in particular the deso-

late landscape of the Plains and Southwest. Although he had

not intended to "write one word" about the landscape between

Omaha and Ogden, because the route of the Union Pacific

Railroad had been so frequently described, he found that his

"impressions and expectations, formed from reading," were "so

at variance with the truth, and the facts so different from the

notions that extensively prevail that something new to many

readers seems quite possible to be written."

Colburn had unexpectedly stumbled upon the rhetorical

gap between the western "garden" described in promotional litera-

ture and the bleak landscape he saw out the window of the train

on which he traveled west: "When one goes to sleep at night of

the first day from Omaha, the last arable land on the whole jour-

ney has been seen. The supper-station, Grand Island, is on the

verge of'The Great American Desert' of the maps of fifteen to

twenty years ago. The train has entered the rainless realm where

drouth and aridity hold indisputable sway. This is the great fact,

the fact gigantic in proportions when considered in its econo-

mical aspects and its importance to the American nation."

For Colburn, Powell, and a handful of others water was

the critical economic, political, and social issue of the West. Water,

as one reviewer noted, also played a central role in Moran's Grand
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12. Mountain of the Holy

Cross, 1873, stereograph

by William Henry Jackson,

Collection of Leonard A.

Walle.

13. Thomas Moran, Holy

Cross Trip—Camp Vexation,

12 August 1874, graphite,

courtesy Jefferson National

Expansion Memorial,

National Park Service.

Canyon of the Yellowstone and Chasm of the Colorado: "Although

the places depicted in the two paintings are several hundred miles

apart, and though the geological structures of the two are widely

different, there is yet a superficial resemblance between the two

subjects, owing chiefly, no doubt, to the fact

that in both we are shown the tre-

mendous action of water, first, in

denuding a vast tract of country,

and then in boring and cutting

its way down to a lower level

through immensely thick layers

of stratified rock."45 Many of

Moran's contemporaries saw

Dante's hell in Chasm of the Col-

orado, but others saw a geologic

textbook in which the chief pro-

tagonist was water: the mighty

Colorado River, a silver thread

at the center of the picture, the

roiling thunderstorm at the left,

and the hot, steamy mist rising

from the canyon walls.

Following his initial visit

in 1873, Moran returned to the

Grand Canyon many times.

Over a period of five decades he

created hundreds of Grand Canyon images, but perhaps none

as richly complex as Chasm of the Colorado, for woven together

in this single image are threads of epic and romantic literature,

of ancient pilgrimages and modern expeditions, of art and sci-

ence. Fortunate in his companions, Moran reaped the rewards of

Powell's experience and Colburns candor. Dante's Virgil could

not have served him better.

Mountain of the Holy Cross

On 14 March 1874, before he had finished Chasm of the Colorado,

Moran deposited a photograph at the copyright office in Wash-

ington, D.C., that allowed him in effect to stake visual claim

to the subject of his next major painting, Mountain of the Holy

Cross (cat. 53).46 At the time he had not yet seen the mountain

with the cross of snow. As had been the case with the Yellow-

stone and Grand Canyon subjects, Moran saw images created

by others—field sketches and photographs — and quickly recog-

nized the aesthetic and economic viability of a new subject.

During the summer of 1873, on the Hayden expedition

that Moran had declined to join, William Henry Jackson had

taken his first photographs of Colorado's Mountain of the

Holy Cross (fig. 12). Located approximately 100 miles west of

Denver, in rugged terrain, the mountain had long been a staple of

local lore. In August 1873, however, when Hayden and Jackson

settled on their itinerary, few had actually

seen the peak. The journey was difficult

and the weather unsettled, thus

Jackson secured only a few glass

plate negatives.47 Yet the result-

ing photographs were enough

to send Moran to Colorado the

following summer.

Traveling first to Denver,

Moran and his companions

set out on a mountain trek that

proved as arduous as that

reported by Jackson the previous

year (fig. 13). By 24 August

Moran was able to write to Mary

that he had seen the moun-

tain and, en route, "one of the

most picturesque waterfalls"

he had ever observed. Already

composing his Holy Cross

painting, at least in his mind,

Moran declared that he would

"use" the waterfall "in the foreground of the picture."48

Pleased that Colorado's legendary mountain might soon

become the subject of a painting by Moran, Denver's Rocky Moun-

tain News reported: "Mr. Moran made a portfolio of sketches,

including the Holy Cross, from which he intends to make paint-

ings, the principal one to be of the Cross. Mr. Moran pronounces

the view which is obtained from that locality one of the grandest

he has ever seen, and says that no better subject could be pre-

sented for the pencil and brush of the artist."49

By early September Moran had returned to Newark.

Though clearly eager to stake claim to another spectacular west-

ern landscape, Moran may have had difficulty balancing his

commercial commitments with his wish to undertake a major

new painting, for Mountain of the Holy Cross was not completed

until April of the following year. Once again the artist invited

friends and neighbors to a private viewing. Shortly thereafter

the Newark Daily Advertiser described the finished painting as

"grandly successful."50

By 1875 Moran was far more experienced in the subtleties

of marketing a major painting than he had been in 1872 when
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Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone was first shown in the company

of used books. Following the private viewing in Newark, Moran

placed Mountain of the Holy Cross on exhibition at Schaus Gal-

lery in New York. A privately printed exhibition announcement

stated that Moran had "penetrated this wilderness and made the

studies for the picture" the previous summer. On 10 April the

New York Times declared the painting "decidedly superior to

either of the two former pictures of western scenery painted by

Mr. Moran In its general treatment, 'The Mountain of the

Holy Cross' reminds us strongly of the studies of Caíame, that

almost unrivaled painter of wild mountain scenery, though at

the same time we fully recognized the fact that Mr. Moran's

work bears the unmistakable stamp of originality and we think

that it will unquestionably take rank as one of the finest exam-

ples of American landscape art that has yet been produced."51

The comments were perceptive, for Moran's western paintings

were very much rooted in European tradition. Alexandre

Caíame was the recognized master of European mountain

landscapes at mid-century, thus the

link with Moran was offered as a

compliment.52

It is not clear if Moran

intended to undertake a third lobby-

ing campaign to sell his latest

picture to Congress. It is certain,

however, that by early June he had

arranged for the painting to be

placed on exhibition in Washing-

ton at the Corcoran Gallery. Cor-

coran records indicate that Moran

offered the picture to the gallery

shortly after it arrived, but the

Corcoran declined to purchase it.x3

If Moran also attempted to pro-

mote the painting to members of

Congress, the effort came to

naught, for by early November the

work was on view in Boston, where

it remained through December.54

In 1876, during the celebra-

tion of the nation's centennial,

Moran attempted to bring together his three great western land-

scapes: Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Chasm of the Colorado,

and Mountain of the Holy Cross. Hoping to exhibit the three works

in the art gallery of the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia,

Moran tried to borrow back the two paintings he had sold to

13

Congress. Congress refused. Moran was thus thwarted in his

effort to exhibit what had become, in essence, a western triptych.

In addition to other works by Moran, Mountain of the

Holy Cross was shown at the exposition, where it received an

award but did not sell. In 1879, when Moran sent the painting to

London for exhibition, it remained unsold. Early in 1880, how-

ever, the picture was purchased by Dr. William Bell, an English

physician and railroad entrepreneur. Eventually the painting

was installed in the home that Bell maintained in Manitou,

Colorado, and therein lies the tale of the ultimate redefinition

of the religious pilgrimage and the quest for the grail.

William Bell was a founding member of the consortium

that built the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, a line that ran

between Denver and Mexico City. Like Jay Cooke, chief financier

of the Northern Pacific Railroad, Bell saw prosperity ahead if

potential passengers could be lured to stops along the railroad

line. Just as Cooke stood to profit from the public's fascination

with Yellowstone, Bell saw profit in promoting the therapeutic

properties of the mineral water

located at Colorado Springs and

Manitou, two newly established

communities on the rail line

south of Denver. Soon dubbed

the "Saratoga of the West," the

area became an attractive desti-

nation for well-to-do invalids

and their families.

By the time Bell installed

Mountain of the Holy Cross in

Manitou, the painting was nearly

as famous as the fabled waters.

Ironically, the overt religious

symbolism of the picture—sym-

bolism that may have rendered a

sale to Congress difficult, if not

impossible—was precisely the

message Bell wished to convey.

When Moran decided to recon-

figure the topography of the

landscape near the Mountain of

the Holy Cross and "use" the

waterfall he had sketched on his journey in the foreground of his

painting, he created an image in which "holy" water seemed to

be streaming from the mountain with the cross of snow. Wise in

the ways of the market, Moran undoubtedly recognized in the

Mountain of the Holy Cross a geographic anomaly that would be
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14. Albert Bierstadt,

photograph by Napoleon

Sarony, New York.

15. Chamber of the House

of Representatives, U.S.

Congress, before 1901,

with Bierstadt's Settlement

of California — Bay of

Monterrey and Discovery

of the Hudson River

installed at the left and

right of the Speaker's

podium, courtesy Archi-

tect of the Capitol, Wash-

ington, DC.

widely interpreted as a natural sign of divine favor—one of the

central tenets of nineteenth century American social, political,

and religious thought. Bell took the symbolism further, squeez-

ing from the image railroad tickets and water treatments. Twice

a week he opened his home to pilgrims who wished to

look upon Moran's painting before making their way

to the water cure. Throughout his career Moran's

best patrons were often those who had something

to sell along the iron tracks of a railroad line.

Head to Head

From the time A.B. Nettleton of the Northern

Pacific Railroad first suggested that Moran

would "surpass" Bierstadt (fig. 14) if he had the

opportunity to visit Yellowstone, the names of the

two artists were often linked. Although only seven years

older than Moran, Bierstadt had succeeded in establishing him-

self at such a young age that the two seemed to be of different

generations. It was Bierstadt who had dazzled American and

European audiences with enormous paintings of the Rocky

Mountains and the Sierra Nevada during the i86os. And it was

Bierstadt who, in 1865, had sold The Rocky Mountains, Landers

Peak, for an astonishing $25,000. In aspiration and temperament

the two artists were very different men. Yet in 1878 they very

nearly came to blows. Not surprisingly, the issues were money

and government patronage.

In 1872, when Congress purchased Moran's

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, the $10,000 price

was widely reported. In 1874 the purchase of

Chasm of the Colorado for the same sum also

became a news event. Undoubtedly many artists

took note of such congressional largess. But

Bierstadt may have paid particular attention to

such reports, for he had been attempting to reap

similar rewards from Congress for several years.

As early as 1866 Bierstadt had begun a cam-

paign to win the commission for two paintings to be

placed on either side of the Speaker's platform in the House of

Representatives. Originally he had proposed filling the coveted

spots with western landscapes: a Rocky Mountain scene and a

Yosemite view. As an alternative he suggested paintings illustrat-

ing important events in American history—the discovery of the

00
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Hudson River, for example. Bierstadt may have doomed his own

proposal, however, by asking for the enormous sum of $40,000

per painting. Subsequently, declaring the "honor" worth some-

thing, he indicated he would reduce the price to $30,000 for each

picture. The Library Committee viewed both proposals as outra-

geous and decided to shelve the issue for an indefinite period.55

The purchase of the Moran paintings several years later

revived Bierstadt s interest in the commission for the House

chamber, and by late fall 1874 he had succeeded in installing two

of his paintings, Discovery of the Hudson River -ana Autumn in the

Sierras, in the House of Representatives (fig. 15). Covering all

bets, he chose to offer a traditional history painting and a west-

ern landscape. The sketches for Autumn in the Sierras had been

completed on an expedition to California with Clarence King, a

circumstance that may reflect Bierstadt's awareness of the role

Hayden and Powell had played in the successful sale of Moran's

paintings. In March 1875 the Library Committee voted to pur-

chase Bierstadt's Discovery of the Hudson for $10,000. No appro-

priation was made for the Sierra picture. Bierstadt may have

been advised that current opinion favored a second history sub-

ject rather than a landscape, for shortly thereafter he began

Settlement of California—Bay of Monterey, 1770.

News of the purchase of one Bierstadt painting and the

rejection of another undoubtedly reached Moran without delay.

Both artists knew that one panel in the House chamber remained

to be filled, and both determined to win the prize. In February

1878 a disagreement had broken out over the continued exhibi-

tion in the Capitol of a privately owned painting. Favoritism was

implied when a petition from a second artist who wished to hang

a picture in the Capitol was rejected.56 The principals were Bier-

stadt, whose Discovery of California had hung unpurchased in the

House chamber for more than two years, and Moran, who wanted

to offer a newly completed painting, Ponce de Leon in Florida

(cat. 54), as a candidate for the remaining space in the House

chamber. Unsuccessful in his attempt to dislodge Bierstadt's paint-

ing, Moran arranged for his picture to be shown at the Corcoran.

The rancor continued, and late in June supporters of both artists

were lobbying Congress.57 Bierstadt won the battle, less on merit

than on the compromise premise that Congress had already pur-

chased two paintings by Moran and only one by Bierstadt.

Neither artist emerged from the competition unscathed,

but the most unfortunate result may have been that in seeking

government patronage both felt compelled to abandon the

panoramic western landscapes that had brought them great

success and to turn instead to history paintings—a genre for

which neither had demonstrated any special gifts.

West Again

Setting aside the disappointment he must have felt at the out-

come of his skirmish with Bierstadt, Moran quickly made plans

to return west. Accompanied by his brother Peter, Moran was

clearly on a mission to collect new material for pictures. Surviv-

ing sketches indicate that Thomas and Peter traveled to Donner

Pass in the Sierra Nevada range and sketched near Lake Tahoe

and Salt Lake City before turning north toward Fort Hall and

the Snake River country of Idaho. It was during this trip that

Thomas Moran sketched the Tetón Mountains for the first

time. Several years earlier F. V. Hayden had named one of the

Tetón peaks "Mount Moran" in his honor. At the end of the

journey Moran returned to Green River and the same railroad

station where his western odyssey had begun eight years earlier.

During that short period of time he had achieved a measure of

success most of his contemporaries would never know. He had

staked visual claim to two of the most phenomenal landscapes

on the American continent: Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon.

Inevitably, every other painting of those geologic wonders would

be judged against his standard.

Extraordinarily productive, both as an illustrator and as a

painter, Moran had captured the attention of the public and the

press with his large western landscapes. Carefully composed and

skillfully executed, Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Chasm of

the Colorado, and Mountain of the Holy Cross had become iconic

images by the end of the decade. Inextricably linked to political,

commercial, scientific, and social issues, the paintings came to

reflect much more than aesthetic concerns. Moran's western

triptych may in fact be seen as one of the most powerful state-

ments ever made regarding land use. Simultaneously embraced by

those who won legislative approval for the concept of "national

parks" and by those who actively promoted settlement of the

West, Moran's images were compelling enough to validate the

proposition that both conservation and commerce were well

served when landscapes as spectacular as Yellowstone and the

Grand Canyon were left relatively untouched.
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"First Sketch Made

in the West at Green

River, Wyoming"

1871, watercolor

8.9x19.7(3^x7%)
Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Y E L L O W S T O N E N A T I O N A L

PARK W A T E R C O L O R S

CATALOGUE NOS. 11-22

WE L A T E L Y T o o K great pleasure in

looking over a number of sketches made

by Mr. Thomas Moran in the Yellow

Stone region. They were, of course, ex-

tremely interesting on account of their

entirely unique and picturesque subject

matter. The Geysers, both spouting and

in repose, the singularly-shaped beds of

mineral matter deposited by the springs,

the lovely and lofty terraces built by the

slow and silent action of the waters, the

unfamiliar vegetation and the wild and

broken surface of the land—all these are

features of which any at all adequate

rendering must be interesting. Mr. Moran's

sketches certainly were so. But their

greatest interest does not lie in their sub-

ject matter so much as in the artist's own

qualities which they display. The prevail-

ing characteristic of the sketches is not,

as might have been expected, boldness

or brilliancy, but extreme delicacy. The
drawing is necessarily slight, and not

specially remarkable in any regard. But

the color is very beautiful. The effects are

extremely varied and subtle, and most

of the color pure and strong. Mr. Moran

has seized it with facility and fixed it with

precision. There are some water-views,

and some combinations of the strange

rock color, of which we have seldom seen

the equal in refined and firm rendering.

These sketches of Mr. Moran bespeak

the trained perceptions of a gifted and

conscientious artist. He has just finished

a considerable series of drawings from

them for Mr. Jay Cooke. (NYT, 14 May 1873)

B A C K IN W A S H I N G T O N , that winter

of 1871—1872, in the proceedings before

Congress for the creation of the Yellow-

stone National Park, the water colors of

Moran and the photographs of the Geo-

logical Survey were the most important

exhibits brought before the Committee.

"They did a work which no other agency

could do and doubtless convinced

every one who saw them that the regions

where such wonders existed should be

carefully preserved to the people forever."

(Jackson 1936,157)
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Great Springs of

the Firehole River

c. 1871, watercolor

20.6 x 28.3 (SVsx ii Vs)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

A F T E R E N C O U N T E R I N G many ob-
structions, we arrived at the Fire-Hole
Basin, and spent five days in exploring its
wonders, making charts, sketches, pho-
tographs, and taking the temperatures of
the springs. The boiling-point of water
at this elevation is about 192° to 196°. We
ascertained the temperatures of more than
six hundred hot springs in this valley, and
there were as many more that were dying
out, to which we did not think it worth
while to give our attention. Many also
must have been overlooked by us; so that
within an area of about five miles square
we may estimate the existence of about
1,200 to 1,500 springs, with basins of all
sizes, from a few inches in diameter to
three hundred feet. The springs in this

valley are of three kinds, but varying much
in their active power: ist, those in which
the ebullition occurs only at intervals, and
which may therefore be called intermit-
tent springs; 2d, such as are constantly
boiling and bubbling up, therefore perma-
nent springs; jd, those whose surface is
always undisturbed, and in which there is
no bubbling or boiling up. The first class
reach the boiling-point only when in
operation—when in a state of repose the
temperature of the water is as low as 150°.
The second class have a temperature equal
to boiling water, or not far below it—
in this region, varying from 180° to 196°.
Some of the largest of the springs are in a
constant state of agitation The basin
is about two hundred feet in diameter, and

the sides of the crater, which have been
much broken down, are about thirty feet
deep. The crater is so filled with dense
steam that it is only at periodical times
that it is cleared away so that one can
catch a glimpse of the seething caldron
below. From one side of it five streams of
water are ever flowing, which in the ag-
gregate form a river ten feet wide and two
feet deep. The delicate shades of coloring
from the iron and sulphur are most finely
displayed upon the surface over which
this water flows. (Hayden i8/2a, 395)
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Cinnabar Mountain,

Yellowstone River

20 July 1871, watercolor

26.2 x 35.9 (io5/i6 x 14%

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

The Yellowstone

Range from near

Fort Ellis

12 July 1871, watercolor

25.7x34.9 (ioVs x 13% )

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park
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The Devil's Slide,

Yellowstone

1871, watercolor

20 X 17.8 (lOl/4 X 7)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

A F T E R T R A V E L I N G SÍX miles Over the

mountains above the canon, we again

descended into a broad and open valley,

skirted by a level upland for several miles.

Here an object met our attention which

deserves more than a casual notice. It was

two parallel vertical walls of rock, project-

ing from the side of a mountain to the

height of 125 feet, traversing the mountain

from base to summit, a distance of 1,500

feet. These walls were not to exceed thirty

feet in width, and their tops for the whole

length were crowned with a growth of

pines. The sides were as even as if they

had been worked by line and plumb—

the whole space between, and on either

side of them, having been completely

eroded and washed away. We had seen

many of the capricious works wrought by

erosion upon the friable rocks of Mon-

tana, but never before upon so majestic

a scale. Here an entire mountainside,

by wind and water, had been removed,

leaving as the evidences of their pro-

tracted toil these vertical projections,

which, but for their immensity, might as

readily be mistaken for works of art as

of nature. Their smooth sides, uniform

width and height, and great length, con-

sidered in connection with the causes

which had wrought their insulation, ex-

cited our wonder and admiration. They

were all the more curious because of

their dissimilarity to any other striking

objects in natural scenery that we had

ever seen or heard of. In future years,

when the wonders of the Yellowstone are

incorporated into the family of fashion-

able resorts, there will be few of its attrac-

tions surpassing in interest this marvelous

freak of the elements. For some reason,

best understood by himself, one of our

companions gave to these rocks the name

of the "Devil's Slide." (Langford 1871, 6-7)
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Warm Springs

Creek, Idaho

1871, watercolor

8.6xi8. i (3%x;Ve)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

10

Gardiner River

July 1871, watercolor

12.7x19.7(5x7%)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park
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Liberty Cap and

Clematis Gulch

1871, watercolor

17.5 x 25.4 ( 6 % x lo )

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

18
Yellowstone Canyon

1871, watercolor

26.4 x 35.9 (io3/8 x 14 Vs)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park
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Sand in the Canyon

1871, watercolor

14.6 x 25.2 (5% x 915/i6)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park
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20
Crystal Falls

1871, watercolor

27.9 x 20.6 (nx SVs)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

N E A R THE FOOT of the gorge the
creek breaks from fearful rapids into a
cascade of great beauty. The first fall of
five feet is immediately succeeded by
another of fifteen, into a pool as clear as
amber, nestled beneath overarching rocks.
Here it lingers as if half reluctant to
continue its course, and then gracefully
emerges from the grotto, and, veiling the
rocks down an abrupt descent of eighty-
four feet, passes rapidly on to the Yellow-
stone. It received the name of "Crystal."
(Langford 1871,11-12)
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Tower Creek

1871, watercolor

19.7 x 26.8 (7% x io9/io)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

T O W E R C R E E K is a mountain torrent

flowing through a gorge about forty yards

wide. Just below our camp it falls perpen-

dicularly over an even ledge 112 feet, form-

ing one of the most beautiful cataracts in

the world. For some distance above the

fall the stream is broken into a great num-

ber of channels, each of which has worked

a tortuous course through a compact body

of shale to the verge of the precipice,

where they re-unite and form the fall. The

countless shapes into which the shale has

been wrought by the action of the angry

waters, add a feature of great interest to

the scene. Spires of solid shale, capped with

slate, beautifully rounded and polished,

faultless in symmetry, raise their tapering

forms to the height of from 80 to 150 feet,

all over the plateau above the cataract.

Some resemble towers, others the spires

of churches, and others still shoot up as

lithe and slender as the minarets of a

mosque. Some of the loftiest of these for-

mations, standing like sentinels upon the

very brink of the fall, are accessible to an

expert and adventurous climber. The posi-

tion attained on one of their narrow

summits, amid the uproar of waters, and

at a height of 250 feet above the boiling

chasm, as the writer can affirm, requires

a steady head and strong nerves; yet the

view which rewards the temerity of the

exploit is full of compensations. Below

the fall the stream descends in numerous

rapids, with frightful velocity, through a

gloomy gorge, to its union with the Yel-

lowstone. Its bed is filled with enormous

boulders against which the rushing waters

break with great fury. (Langfbrd 1871, 8-9)
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22
In the Grand Canyon

of the Yellowstone

July 1871, watercolor

19.5 x 12.7 (711/i6X5)

Department of the

Interior, Yellowstone

National Park

F R O M A F I R S T view of the canon we

followed the river to the falls. A grander

scene than the lower cataract of the Yel-

lowstone was never witnessed by mortal

eyes. The volume seemed to be adapted

to all the harmonies of the surrounding

scenery. Had it been greater or smaller

it would have been less impressive. The

river, from a width of two hundred feet

above the fall, is compressed by converg-

ing rocks to one hundred and fifty feet,

where it takes the plunge. The shelf over

which it falls is as level and even as a work

of art. The height, by actual line measure-

ment, is a few inches more than 350 feet.

It is a sheer, compact, solid, perpendicular

sheet, faultless in all the elements of

grandeur and picturesque beauties. The

canon which commences at the upper fall,

half a mile above this cataract, is here a

thousand feet in depth. Its vertical sides

rise gray and dark above the fall to shelv-

ing summits, from which one can look

down into the boiling, spray-filled chasm,

enlivened with rainbows, and glittering

like a shower of diamonds. From a shelf

protruding over the stream, 500 feet below

the top of the canon, and 180 above the

verge of the cataract, a member of our

company, lying prone upon the rock, let

down a cord with a stone attached into

the gulf, and measured its profoundest

depths. The life and sound of the cataract,

with its sparkling spray and fleecy foam,

contrasts strangely with the sombre still-

ness of the canon a mile below. There all

was darkness, gloom, and shadow: here

all was vivacity, gayety, and delight. One

was the most unsocial, the other the most

social scene in nature. We could talk,

and sing, and whoop, waking the echoes

with our mirth and laughter in presence

of the falls, but we could not thus profane

the silence of the canon. Seen through

the canon below the falls, the river for

a mile or more is broken by rapids and

cascades of great variety and beauty.
(Langford 1871,13)
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Cliffs, Green River,

Wyoming

1872, watercolor

15.7 x 29.7 (6 3/i6 x ii 11/io)

Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston, M. and

M. Karolik Collection

Washington only

O N E P I C T U R E G I V E S a view on Green

River, the head waters of the Colorado,

which is fully as wonderful in its illustra-

tion of the local color of the cliff and rock

formation of the region as [Moran's]

"Chasm of the Colorado." In the present

work, which is in reality a study from

nature, there is a castellated cliff, 1,000
feet high, formed of a yellow-toned sand-

stone and capped with red or blood-

covered lava, which as it has become dis-
integrated by the action of the atmos-

phere runs down its perpendicular sides,
one color mingling with another in rich

confusion, until at the base it assumes a

gray-green tone of surpassing brilliancy.

(NY Post, 18 Nov. 1874)
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B L A C K M O R E W A T E R C O L O R S

C A T A L O G U E NOS. 24 -39

PUT ON Y O U R best strokes this summer

so as to be ready for a big campaign next

summer—I think you ought to try hard

to complete Blackmore's pictures—It was

a sad event, the death of his wife. Now

he wishes to have them as a sort of monu-

ment to her memory. (Hayden to Moran,

29 Aug. 1872, GA)

WE W I S H TO show our really high esti-

mate of Mr. Moran in specifying a series

of water-color drawings from the Yellow-

stone region which we have seen, and

which include in parcels the principal fea-

tures of the Capitol landscape, with many

other studies. They will amount, we learn,

when complete to nearly twoscore, and

have been obtained by an English pur-

chaser for ultimate presentation to the

Queen. They are abundantly finer works

than the painting we have been admiring.

They are rapid, racy, powerful, romantic

specimens of water-color sketching,

showing in each example faculties that
any artist ought to glory in. (The Nation

[5 Sept. 1872], 158)

TO SAY THAT these drawings are the

most brilliant and poetic pictures that
have been done in America thus far, is

unfortunately not to say much; because

our work in landscape to the present time

has been plain prose, or weak idyl, or out-

heroding of Herod; anything, in short, but

poetry. This, with a few sweet exceptions,

is the main outcome of our landscape

painting. But Mr. Moran's water-colors

show a strong man rejoicing to run a race;

and with all his senses alive for rich and

strange and tender shimmering color,

rainbow and mist, with fleeting cloud, and

more hues than Iris with her purfled scarf

can show. His love of form is as strong as

his love of color, and his lines betray the

same innate grace of spirit, the same deli-

cately moving mind. In these drawings, as

in the large picture bought by the Gov-

ernment and now hanging in the Capitol,

the artist is on such strange, unaccus-

tomed ground, that one suspects some

trick, some stage-play, and fears to be

caught with unrealities. Tame conven-

tional people, who make a fetish of the

Frenchman, and look upon Theodore

Rousseau as the speaker of the last word

in landscape art, blame Moran for not

leaving the strangeness out of his pictures,
and for not making the Yellowstone syn-

onymous with the Seine. But those who

can love Rousseau, and Turner, and Corot,

and Raphael, with one and the same heart

—nor hear any division in the concord of

sweet sounds they make—will ask only

how this new painter has solved his prob-

lem, and whether the Yellowstone is as

weirdly poetic on his canvas as it is in

nature. But who will look at Mr. Moran's

pictures and ask themselves how he has

delivered the message given him for us—

whether he has belittled it, or clouded it,

or slipped it, or given it in all the fullness

of which he is capable, and with all sim-
plicity—will, we think, agree with us that
the messenger was well chosen, and that

the wild western desert has found in him

a most faithful because most poetic voice.
(Scribner's [Jan. 1873], 394)

I N 1871 AN opportunity was offered
[Moran] of accompanying the United

States' exploring expedition conducted by

Professor Hayden to the Yellowstone

River in Wyoming territory. This river

courses through a most extraordinary

region. It is of sulphureous formation.

Hot springs and geysers abound, and the

sulphur rocks and cliffs assume the most

fantastic shapes, and are tinted with vivid

blue, red, and especially yellow colours.

Sometimes one can, without any stretch

of fancy, imagine himself in some deserted

city of the orient, whose highly-coloured

walls, battlements, palaces, minarets, and

towers yet remain, while all the inhabi-

tants are gone except the vulture and the

kite and the lizard. Through a narrow tor-

tuous seam in the singular country winds

the Yellowstone River; the gorge is often

1,000 feet deep. Mr. Moran took many

careful sketches, chiefly in water-colours,
of these impressive scenes, some of which,

I believe, are now owned at Salisbury,

England. (Benjamin 1882, 91)

IT is T R U E that Englishmen here have

shown a greater appreciation of my work

than Americans In the Museum at

Salisbury are 16 watercolor drawings of

the fine scenery of the Yellowstone Park,

made by me for another English gentle-

man, Mr. Wm. Blackmore, who presented

them to the Museum. He had travelled

much in the Western territories, and his

wife died almost within sight of the Park,

after enduring great hardships of travel

to see the marvellous scenery of that won-

derland. (Thomas Moran, in "Bolton Artists in

the New World: The Moran Family," Bolton Journal

[England], 22 Apr. 1882)

HIS S E R I E S OF exquisite water-colors,
relating to Yellowstone Park, were pur-

chased by the late William Blackmore of

London, who, at his death, bequeathed

them to his brother, Dr. George Black-
more, founder of the Salisbury Museum,

which was presented to that city by Dr.
Blackmore, and is entirely devoted to the

relics of the native races of North Amer-

ica, and where these famous water-colors

may now be seen. (Teetor 1889, 6)
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The Yellowstone

Range, near the

Crow "Mission"

1872, watercolor

17.8x34.9 (7x13%)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. i

The Yellowstone

Range, near Fort Ellis

i872,watercolor

20.3 x 27. 9 (8 x n)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 2
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The Hot Springs

of Gardiner's River,

Upper Pools

1872, watercolor

28.6 x 21.6 (n^x S ¥2)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 3
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The Hot Springs

of Gardiner's River,

"Diana's Baths"

1872, watercolor

34 x 24.8 (13 3/s x 9 3A )

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 4

28

The Hot Springs of

Gardiner's River,

Extinct Geyser Crater

1872, watercolor

26 x 17.2 (iol/4X 6%)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 5
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29
The Great Hot Spring,

Gardiner's River

1872, watercolor

21.9 x 43.3 (8% x 17 Vie)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 6
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Tower Falls

1872, watercolor

28.6 x 19.7 (IIIÁ x 7% )

Gilcrease Muséum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 8

The Towers of

Tower Falls

1872, watercolor

27 X 20 (lO 5/8 X 7 %)

Gilcrease Muséum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 7
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32
Wyoming Fall,

Yellowstone River

1872, watercolor

33 x 19.1 (13 x j l / 2 }

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 9
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The Grand Cañón

of the Yellowstone

1872, watercolor

28.6 x 20.3 (n^x 8)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 10
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The Devil's Den

on Cascade Creek

1872, watercolor

33.3x24.5 (i^/sx9%)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. n
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The Upper Falls

of the Yellowstone

1872, watercolor

26x20 .6 ( lo^xSVs)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 12

The Yellowstone River,

at Its Exit from

the Yellowstone Lake

1872, watercolor

33 x 24.1 (13 x 9x/2)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 13
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37
The Yellowstone Lake

with Hot Springs

1872, watercolor

i6.8x3 4 .3(65 /8xi31 /2)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 14

38
The Castle Geyser,

Fire Hole Basin

1872, watercolor

19.1 x 27.9 (jl/2 x n)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 15
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The Grotto Geyser,

Fire Hole Basin

1872, watercolor

22.9 X337 (9 x 1314)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Blackmore Set, no. 16
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Hot Springs of

Gardiner's River

1872, watercolor
51.4 X 72.7 (20l/4 X 28

Private Collection,

Washington, DC

Washington only

F R O M THE R I V E R our path led up the
steep sides of the hill for about one mile,
when we came suddenly and unexpectedly
in full view of the springs. This wonder
alone, our whole company agreed, sur-
passed all the descriptions which had been
given by former travelers. Indeed, the
Langford party saw nothing of this.
Before us arose a high white mountain,
looking precisely like a frozen cascade. It
is formed by the calcareous sediment
of the hot springs precipitated from the
water as it flows down the steep declivities
of the mountain side. The upper portion
is about one thousand feet above the
waters of Gardiner's River. The surface
covered with the deposit comprises from
three to four square miles. The springs
now in active operation cover an area of
about one square mile, while the rest of
the territory is occupied by the remains
of springs which have long ceased to flow.
We pitched our camp upon a grassy ter-
race at the base of the principal group of
active springs. Just in the rear of us were
a series of reservoirs or bathing-pools,
rising one above the other, semi-circular
in form, with most elegantly scalloped
margins composed of calcareous matter,
the sediment precipitated from the water
of the spring. The hill, which is about two
hundred feet high, presents the appear-
ance of water congealed by frost as it
quickly flows down a rocky declivity. The
deposit is as white as snow, except when
tinged here and there with iron or sulphur.
Small streams flow down the sides of the
snowy mountain, in channels lined with
oxide of iron colored with the most deli-
cate tints of red. Others present the most
exquisite shades of yellow, from a deep
bright sulphur to a dainty cream-color. In

the springs and in the little channels is
a material like the finest Cashmere wool,

with its slender fibers floating in the
water, vibrating with the movement of
the current, and tinged with various

shades of red and yellow, as bright as
those of our aniline dyes. These delicate
wool-like masses are undoubltedly plants,
which seem to be abundant in all the hot
springs of the West, and are familiar to
the microscopist as diatoms. Upon a kind
of terrace covering an area of two hundred
yards in length and fifteen in width are
several large springs in a constant state of
agitation, but with a somewhat lower
temperature than the boiling-point. The
hottest spring is 162°; others are 142°, 155°,
and 156°, respectively. Some of them give
off the odor of sulphuretted hydrogen,
lime, soda, alumina, and a small amount
of magnesia. It is beautifully clear, and
slightly alkaline to the taste.

The water after rising from the
spring basins flows down the sides of the
declivity, step by step, from one reservoir
to the other, at each one of them losing
a portion of its heat, until it becomes as
cool as spring-water. Within five hundred
feet of its source our large party camped
for two days by the side of the little
stream formed by the aggregated waters
of these hot springs, and we found the
water most excellent for drinking as well
as cooking purposes. It was perfectly clear
and tasteless, and harmless in its effects.
During our stay here all the members of
our party, as well as the soldiers comprising
our escort, enjoyed the luxury of bathing
in these most elegantly carved natural
bathingpools, and it was easy to select,
from the hundreds of reservoirs, water of
every variety of temperature. These natural
basins vary somewhat in size, but many
of them are about four by six feet in diam-
eter, and one to four feet in depth. With

a foresight worthy of commendation, two
men have already preempted 320 acres
of land covering most of the surface

occupied by the active springs, with the

expectation that upon the completion of
the Northern Pacific Railroad this will

become a famous place of resort for

invalids and pleasure-seekers. Indeed,
no future tourist in traveling over the Far
West will think of neglecting this most
wonderful of the physical phenomena of
that most interesting region. (Hayden i872a,

389-39!)

i AM O V E R R U N with work on the Yel-
lowstone oc the interest in them seems
to increase. I lately finished a very large
drawing of Hot Springs (20 x 30 inches)
which will be exhibited in New York in a
COUple of weeks. (Moran to Hayden, 24 Nov.

1872, Hayden 1C, NA)

i S H A L L S E N D down the large water
color drawings of the Springs next week
to Barlow on Penna Av. [Washington,
D.C.] for exhibition for a week or two.
It will attract attention I think. (Moran to
Hayden, 28 Jan. 1873, Hayden 1C, NA)

S I N C E HIS LATE sale, the walls of Bar-
low's gallery look comparatively bare
The most notable things to be seen there
just now are Moran's striking water color
drawing of the hot springs on Gardner's
river,—a characteristic type of Yellow-
stone scenery...so surprising and peculiar
in its effect as to attract constant attention
without the aid of newspaper notice.
(Evening Star [DC], 15 Mar. 1873)

THE HOT S P R I N G S of Gardner River
in the Yellowstone Park repeats the star-
tling color effects of Mr. Moran's famous
Yellowstone picture with an admirable
mastery of technique and perfection of
detail. (Boston Transcript, 7 Dec. 1875)
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Grand Canyon

of the Yellowstone

1872, oil on canvas

213.4x365.8 (84 x 144)

Department of the

Interior Museum

i H A V E B E E N intending to write to you

for some months past but I have been so

very busy with Yellowstone drawings, &

so absorbed in designing <5c painting my

picture of the Great Canon that I could

not find the time to write to anybody. The

picture is now more than half finished &

I feel confident that it will produce a most

decided sensation in art circles. By all

artists, it has heretofore been deemed next

to impossible to make good pictures of

strange & wonderful scenes in nature;

&, that the most that could be done with

such material was to give topographical

or geological characteristics. But I have

always held that the grandest, most beau-

tiful, or wonderful in nature would, in

capable hands, make the grandest and

most beautiful or wonderful pictures; <5c

that the business of a great painter, should

be the representation of great scenes in

nature. All the above characteristics attach

to the Yellowstone region, & if I fail to

prove this, I fail to prove myself worthy of

the name of painter. I cast all my claims

to being an artist, into this one picture of

the Great Canon &, am willing to abide

by the judgment upon it. All my friends

in this region declare that it is already a

great success, but I cannot feel confident

about it, until you have seen it. In fact I

cannot finish it until you have seen it, as

your deep knowledge of nature & her

workings would make your judgment on

the truths of the picture of far greater

value to me, than that of any other man in

the country. Your knowledge of cause <5c

effect in nature, would point out to me

many facts connected with the place that

I may have overlooked, oc if your duties

or time would allow you to come <5c see

the picture, you would add another to the

many great obligations I am under to you.

I was delighted to see Jackson the other

day & I believe he was favorably im-

pressed with the picture. I have made two

large drawings of the Yellowstone for

Harper's Weekly, one in the Great Canon

& the other the valley from the lower

Canon [published 5 Apr. 1873]. I am also

engaged to the "Aldine" to make five or

six large drawings for that paper, but

I find but little time for drawings since I

commenced the picture.

I now want to make another request

of you. I am desirous of placing you on

horseback as one of the figures in the

foreground. To do this will make it neces-

sary for me to have a photograph of you,

the head to be just the right size. A head

alone would do, say this size, [sketch] If

you have such a photo I would thank you

very much for it. I have done nothing

on your picture or that for Jim [Stevenson,

Hayden's assistant], but you will appre-

ciate the reason. It was of the first impor-

tance to me to get the big picture out

before any one else dabbled with the sub-

ject & when I have done this, you shall

not wait long for yours. (Moran to Hayden,

ii Mar. 1872, Hayden 1C, NA)

I K N E W THE A R T I S T Was going tO

paint a big picture, but I didn't know how

big it would be. It was not begun till he

had been back from his summer rambles

many months. When I think of his

carrying that immense canvas across his

brain so long, I wonder that he didn't go

through doors sidewise, and call to people

to look out when they came near.

Watching the picture grow was like

keeping one's eye open during the succes-

sive ages of world creation—from darkness

to the word Good. The outline was thrown

upon the bare canvas in a single day.

Afterward great streaks of, to me, mean-

ingless color flashed hither and thither.

I saw only hopeless chaos. Then blue sky

appeared; by and by, delicate indications

of cloud, mist, mountain, rock, and tree

crept down the canvas, slowly gathering

body and tone; till at last the artist's full,

glorious Idea shone perfect in every part.

I believe I have had almost as much

worry and pleasure over it as the painter

himself, although I put brush to it but

once. My figure had a vast deal of action,

he said, yet, on the whole, he thought it

would look better the other side of a pine

tree. I take satisfaction in knowing it's

there, even if nobody can see it.

I dropped in last evening just about

dusk. A shadowy glow from the western

window half illumined the big canvas.

"Well, how comes on the Baby?" I said.

"Oh, She's behaved like a lady today.

I guess we'll carry her out tomorrow."

And so we talked on about the picture in

a low tone of voice, as if it were a child

lying asleep there in the twilight.

Tomorrow the critics and the public

will come rustling and gossiping about it.

I know what some of the critics will

do. Because it is a "new departure" in art;

because it is something altogether fresh

and daring—they will do as the American

Jacks tars at Port Mahon did when they

saw the French sailors going about with

short tails to their jackets—they won't

stand that sort of thing. They will "pitch in!"

They will prove that the noble

fellow's great-great-uncle, on his mother's

side, was hung for horse-stealing; some

time in the latter part of the last century.

(Gilder 1872, 242)

THE P A I N T I N G OF the "Grand Can-

yon" measures some fourteen feet by

seven, and if ever a subject justified the

use of a gigantic canvas surely this one

does. The point of sight chosen by the

artist is on an elevation several miles

below the great fall, towards which we

look as the central point of interest in

the picture. This fall is of three hundred

and fifty feet and ninety feet in width,

yet at the distance which we view it and

dwarfed by its colossal surroundings of

cliff and peak, it is more an object of

grandeur than of beauty. But the story of
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its great volume is suggested by the cloud
of spray forever rising from the depths
carried upward far above the highest peak,
and, as in the picture here the frail back-
ground upon which the sun paints rain-
bows as he nears the West. As the artist
places his spectator standing on great
rocks in the foreground higher than the
summit of the distant fall, he not only
overlooks all the intervening gorge, but
away beyond the canyon toward the region
of the lake itself, and the great volcanic
cones ten thousand feet above the level
of the sea.

But it is in contemplating this great
rent in the earth's surface below the fall,
and between that and the point on which
he stands, that the spectator's wonder cul-
minates. And he needs to be fortified by
the perusal of the statement of the prosaic
geologists, to accept this painter's story
of forms and color-forms before which
those of the Yosemite are tame, and colors
which surpass in beauty and variety the
Autumn glories of our forests. To right
and left the great rocks rise in the most
fantastic shapes, more like the forms that
clouds take, than anything more subject
to gravitation. Shapes suggesting cathedral
domes and turrets, peaks and pinnacles,
Norman keeps, with battlements and
bridges, a thousand forms which play with
the imagination whichever way it turns.
And yet not alone by these fantastic
shapes is the imagination stirred, for color
in most unexpected fashion comes into
add its completing glory to the wonder-
land. But who can describe color as it is
shown here, where the rocks and the earth

from which they rise the great river and

the river's bed exhibit hues as many and
as brilliant as a stormy sunset: Looking
from the heights above, said a spectator, it
is as if a million rainbows had made their
home among the rocks. The source of
all this color is, as the reader doubtless
knows, the minerals of the region. Says

Lieut. Doane: "The combinations of
metallic lustres in the coloring of the walls
is truly wonderful, surpassing, doubtless,
anything of the kind on the face of the
globe— Promontories stand out in all
manner of fantastic forms, affording vistas
of wonder utterly beyond the power of
description "

Mr. Moran has chosen, as the hour
of the day at which we are presumed to
look upon the scene depicted by him, the
early afternoon, when only the deeper
cavities are in shadow and a broad belt of
light traverses the middle distance, bring-
ing out the marvelous coloring of rocks
and stones; of the great sloping beds of
sulphur, of volcanic ashes and of the vari-
ous tinted salts which are the soil of this
strange land. The rocks of the foreground
are in gray shadow. Pines innumerable
stud the declivities and top the summits,
these dark objects lending brilliance by
contrast to the already prismatic tinted
rock forms to which they are opposed.

But, however earnest our effort, we
must fail to do more than awaken curios-
ity to see a work so indescribable as this
remarkable picture—remarkable as being
a great and so far successful effort to
depict for us the culminating wonder of a
region new and strange to us, as different
in all its pictorial elements of form and
color, all if it were a sudden revelation of
another world, governed by other laws
than those of the nature which we know."
([D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail, 25 Mar. 1872)

THE C A N V A S M E A S U R E S fourteen by
seven feet. The artist has chosen a mass
of great rocks some distance below the

fall as the point of sight, so as to display
the fantastic rock-formation, all sorts of

shapes.. .and the brilliant colors.. .of the
vast gorge. Beyond, in the distance, is
the huge fall, three hundred and fifty feet
high, and ninety feet in width, dwarfed
by the colossal surroundings of cliff and

peak, its greatness shown only by the vol-
ume of spray carried upward beyond the
highest cliff; and the point of observa-
tion,—the rocks in the foreground,—
being higher than the summit of the fall,
further beyond a glimpse is given of the
region of the lake itself, and the great vol-
canic cones, ten thousand feet above the
level of the Sea. (Boston Advertiser, i Apr. 1872)

W H E N , S O M E W E E K S ago, we heard,
by the way, that a young and almost
unknown American artist was hard at
work painting a large picture of the
Great Canon of the Yellowstone River,
we heaved a natural sigh, and tried to be
resigned. We took it for granted, in our
haste, that it was simply a new chapter in
the old story Another acre of canvas was
to be spoiled in an attempt to prove that
Nature, in constructing the American
continent, had gone clean daft, and for-
gotten her own laws; somebody else was
groaning and laboring over mountains
that after all would turn out a ridiculous
muss; some other mighty landskip [sic]
was to be boiled down to academic glue in
a Dusseldorf saucepan. We had meekly
hoped there had been a turn in the tide.
We were fresh from contemplating with
a not unjustifiable pleasure the ignomin-
ious downfall of certain pretenders who
had too long abused the patience of good
men, and whose tricks and manners were
enough to make the Muses turn in their
coffins; and it was not a welcome thought
that there were others standing ready
to take their places, and made the old
nuisance eternal.

Thursday evening we found the
auction-room of Mr. Leavitt, in Clinton

Hall, well filled with people, invited to
look at the new picture for an hour or two
before it should be sent away to Washing-
ton. The artist, a modest and withdrawing
man, who had painted his picture in
earnest solitude, desired, now that, like
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spoken words, it was no longer his, it
should be placed in the fullest light of
publicity, but it was impossible to find a
room in which it could be shown for any
length of time. At length, after much
searching, one hospitable door turned on
its hinges, and for a few hours it was
given shelter in the dusty auction-room,
flanked with two tables filled with a for-
lorn collection of miscellaneous books
waiting their turn to be knocked down to
the lowest bidder. There was none of that
professional festivity that has come to be
the expected thing at all picture exhibi-
tions in New York. There were no flowers,
no birds in cages, no delicately printed
programmes, no tin tubes, no drapery. A
zealous friend, going to the hall in the
afternoon to see how things were getting
on, was troubled in spirit to find the pic-
ture in its bare frame standing up against
a back-ground of nothingness. Generous
efforts were made to cover this nakedness
with a few fig-leaves of upholstery, but it
was too late, and a quaint bit of stuff, like
a blanket in the alarm of fear caught up,
made a satire of the usual paraphernalia
of such occasions.

In truth, there was no need of any
decorations or allurements. The people
who came to see this picture came from
curiosity or interest, and the picture kept
them there by its own intrinsic truth,
sublimity, and beauty. Next to Church's
"Niagara"—for to that noble picture the
first place must long be given—next to
Church's masterpiece, Mr. Moran's "Great
Canon of the Yellowstone" will, we are
sure, be received by the best judges in
America as the finest historical landscape
yet painted in this country. In its origin,
no less than by its actual achievement, it
deserves to be placed so near to the most
famous picture that has as yet come out of
an American studio. Mr. Church's picture
was the slow result of the most abundant
studies; there never was a picture painter

anywhere to which went more earnest,
more devoted, more joyous labor. And the
same earnestness, the same simple-hearted,
sincere devotion, the same delight in
labor for its own sake, have created Mr.
Moran's "Canon." It is true that it was
painted many hundred miles away from
the scene it represents, but that was not to
be helped. All the multitude of sketches
and studies out of which it has been com-
posed were made on the spot, and study
and observation have so filled the artist's
mind with the scene itself that it does not
need the testimony of learned geologists
like Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins and Pro-
fessor Hayden to convince us of the truth-
fulness of the result; we feel that truthful-
ness appealing to our own consciousness
for confirmation. An eminent geologist
said last night: "I have never been to this
place, but I will vouch for the scientific
accuracy of this picture. I have never seen
any place like it, but I know from this
picture that it exists. I have seen famous
pictures of the Rocky Mountains that
I knew must be false, for no such moun-
tains exist, or can exist. This scene is
stranger, grander, more abnormal than
even the valley of the Yo Semite, but Mr.
Moran's picture makes doubts of its possi-
bility impossible." Professor Hayden, in
an impromptu description of the picture
given at the request of many persons pre-
sent, showed, point by point, the artist's
devoted adherence to facts. Color, form,
space, proportion, all were true; if the pic-
ture had no other merit it had this, that
a mine of scientific illustration is to be
found in it.

But the artist seeks for other satis-
factions in a picture; scientific accuracy
he can find in photographs and surveyor's
maps; here in a work of art he asks the
added charm of beauty, the light of life.
And no one will be disappointed who
seeks these on Mr. Moran's canvas, for
before he was a scientific observer he was

an artist, and it is with the eye of imagi-
nation, the desire for beauty, that he has
lingered over this majestic scene. The
composition is arranged with great skill,
and there is a simple reliance upon the
intrinsic value of the lines, and forms, and
colors, that lay about him, without resort
to sensational tricks that we feel most
grateful for. The tree drawing is most sat-
isfactory, and the variety, the richness, the
delicacy of the color must surprise those
who have learned from other artists that
Nature in those parts is dressed mostly in
hodden gray. There is an exquisite passage
of color in the stream as it appears in the
center of the picture below the great fall,
and again a rich chord in the rocks at the
right, stained with the crushed wine of
the hidden ores, and veiled with the cream
and gold of the sulphur deposit. It is,
indeed, a most extraordinary spectacle to
which the artist introduces us, but while
we stand lost in the wonder of it, we feel
that there is a weird beauty about it more
impressive and more abiding." (Clarence
Cook, NY Tribune, 4 May 1872)

TO T H O S E WHO have considered Mr.
Moran's paintings deficient in warm and
truthful coloring, this work of his will
be an unexpected pleasure. Nothing can
exceed the brilliancy of his coloring in
this picture, unless it is the manner in
which he has graduated and subdued it
in his treatment of aerial perspective. This
is most evident where the green mossy
banks are seen through their thick curtain
of spray in the distance, and in the intense
contrast of his cold gray rocks in the
shady foreground with the brilliant sunlit
walls of the chasm on the other side of
the torrent. If it be urged that the almost
prismatic tints of the basaltic rocks are too
brilliant, not only have we the testimony
of Dr. Hayden (a travelling companion of
the artist, who was present at the meeting,
and volunteered some useful explanations),
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that in gazing on the scene Mr. Moran
was puzzled what colors to select to repre-
sent the actual richness of its yellows and
red; but any one who has travelled among
the porphyry-colored defiles of the Tyrolese
Alps, or witnessed an Italian marble
quarry gleaming in the sunshine, will bear
testimony that there is nothing in Mr.
Moran's representation of the rich oxides
and sulphurets of rock scenery to surpass
the bounds of nature. Upon the whole this
great painting will go far to enhance the
value of American art, and if Mr. Moran
had not already claimed that position
this last work of his would unquestionably
place him in the very foremost rank
of American landscape painters. (Newark
Daily Advertiser, 4 May 1872)

T H O M A S M O R A N , oneofPhiladelphia's
artists, has been gradually but surely
twining for himself a wreath of laurel, and
now, at one bound, by his last, greatest
work, the "Grand Canon of the Yellow-
stone," he has won the day, and will stand
henceforth in the front rank of American
painters. This picture, which he has but
lately completed, is now on exhibition at
the Smithsonian Institution, and will
well repay a visit to those who adore the
beautiful and the grand.

Every inch of the canvas, which is a
large one, glows with beauty in the elabo-
rate finish of the picture, while the lofty
and grand ideal of the whole scene is the
handiwork of sublimity itself.... To the
left, in the foreground, towers a huge tree,
beneath whose shade are picketed some
horses. Standing upon a huge rock,
directly in the front center of the picture,
are two human figures, contemplating the
awful sublimity of the scene. We could
willingly spare this feature of human life.
This picture is so awing in its beauty, so
solemn in it magnificent grasp of nature,
that we would like to think of it, as
hedged around by solitude, with no sound

save the thunder of the river leaping into
the canon, and no spectator save the soli-
tary eagle, resting on wide spread pinions
far above the scene.

Mr. Moran may well feel proud of
this last best achievement of his brush.
The picture is worthy to rank in the same
class with Church's "Andes," and Bierstadt's
"Yosemite," and as a faithful portrayal
of one of the wildest and most beautiful
phases of American scenery, is as much
a valuable contribution to science as it is
a SUperb painting. (Unidentified newspaper

clipping, c. ii May 1872, EHL scrapbook)

MR. T H O M A S M O R A N ' S picture of the
Yellowstone Canon is the most remark-
able work of art which has been exhibited
in this country for a long time In the
great size of his picture (about twelve feet
by seven), the startling character of the
geologic forms, the brilliant colors he has
O O '

had to deal with, and in the manifold
planes of distance presented by the view,
all needing clear definition yet gradation,
and all threatening to claim special and
undue attention while requiring to
be subordinated and harmonized to the
whole—the artist has had a task of no
common magnitude. A patent obstacle
to the unity of the work, also, is the in-
dependent and, so to speak, rival signi-
ficance and importance of the splendid
mass of rockwork at the right, and the
canon proper with its waterfall. It is a
favorite theory with some art critics that
too great grandeur of subject in land-
scape painting may be as fatal to success
as tameness or insignificance of theme,
crushing and bewildering the artist by its
splendor or variety, and calling unwel-
come attention from its own wealth and
immensity to his poverty and littleness
of description. In the present work the
artist has had not merely one but two
such subjects to deal with—the superb
cliffs with their exceptional coloring, and

the equally superb waterfall, one of the
most striking cataracts on this our conti-
nent of magnificent objects and colossal
proportions. By his masterly arrangement,
his ingenious combination and subordi-
nation of details, and his boldness yet
harmony in coloring, he has blended the
two to an impressive and artistic whole,
and gone far to demonstrate his own
theory, that any, the most imposing of
Nature's works is legitimate matter judi-
cious delineation.

The perfect success which Mr. Moran
has achieved in this wonderful painting
is due to a happy and, we believe, unique
combination of gifts and acquirements.
It is evident that the painter of this pic-
ture possesses in a high degree the poetic
instinct, as well as entire familiarity
with nature. He not only understands the
methods of art but the processes and
work of nature, so far as the faithful inter-
preter of natural scenery must know them.
In all the rush of enthusiasm and glow
of artistic power, he seems never to forget
the faithful manipulation by which
absolute truth is caught and fixed in the
splendor of picturesque art. It is noble to
paint a glorious and inspiring poem; it
is satisfying to render nature with firm
mastery of technical detail. In "The Grand
Canon of the Yellowstone" Mr. Moran
has done both. He has produced a paint-
ing which has, we suppose, but a single
rival in American landscape art; in certain
elements of greatness will be acknowl-
edged to excel even this, and it is not
likely soon to be surpassed by the work of
any hand save, perhaps, that of Thomas
Moran himself. (Scribners [June 1872], 251-252)

T H I S G R A N D PA I NT I N G , now in

Statue Hall, at the Capitol, is the most
wonderful picture by far that we have ever
beheld—more wonderful even than
Bierstadt's "Yo Semite," or "Rocky Moun-
tains"—the scene is so unique, so entirely
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different from anything ever seen or

painted before, and none who listened to

Captain Hayden's description of it could

imagine for a moment that the wonderful

coloring is exaggerated in the slightest

degree. Indeed, we sincerely believe the

artist when he tells us that quite a large

amount of coloring had to be taken out

of the cliffs for the sake of giving the true

effect in shadow and distance. (Mary E.

Nealy, Sunday Morning Chronicle [DC], 9 June 1872)

IT is B U T a few years since the wonders

of the Yosemite Valley, now of world-

wide fame, have been known to any save

Indians; and a shorter time still it is

since any one has dreamed of there being

scenes, still farther removed from the

centres of civilization, that are of even

more striking character, although some

might claim they were more of the sen-

sational characteristics of nature than

its grandeur. But little indeed is known of

the wonderful region of the Yellowstone,

in Wyoming Territory, and other wild

regions in that and Colorado Territory.

Occasionally a correspondent has pene-

trated the region, and sent home glowing
words of description, that were often

laughed at by the practical New Englander,

as high-colored and too sensational. And
this is what the prosy and practical will
say of Thomas Moran's "Grand Canyon
of the Yellowstone," which will be shown
to the people of Boston for a short time,

by Elliot, Blakeslee <5c Noyes, 127 Tre-
mont street, previous to its delivery to the

Government at Washington, it having

been purchased by Congress, at the price

often thousand dollars, for the adorn-

ment of the Capitol.

The coloring of the gigantic walls

and domes and pillars, seemingly carved

by man's own hands instead of the action

of water and convulsions, aided by chemi-

cals and oxides inherent in the earth here,

is often gorgeous, frequently giving an

antique appearance as of some pile of

ancient ruins, covered with fragments of

stained glass, or isinglass with a bright fire

burning behind it. One might almost

doubt the correctness of the coloring of

Mr. Moran, and think his eyes were play-

ing him some Aladdin or Cinderella

trick of fancy, if it was not for the asser-

tion of Professor Hayden, who says that

"the painting is in this regard, as also in

its definition of geologic forms, strictly

true to nature." Lieutenant Doane, in his

report published by the War Department,

says, "The walls of the canyon are gypsum,

in some places having an incrustation

of lime as white as snow, upon which the

rays of the sun produce a dazzling effect,

rendering it almost painful to look into

the gulf below. In others the rock is crys-

talline, and almost wholly sulphur, of a

dark yellow color, with streaks of red,

green, and black, caused by the percola-

tions of hot mineral waters, of which

thousands of springs are seen, in many

instances flowing from spouts high upon

the walls on either side. The combinations

of metallic lustres in the coloring of the
walls is truly wonderful, surpassing,

doubtless, anything of the kind on the

face of the globe."

As a work of art, of course, the paint-
ing is full of sensations; but they are
those of nature, and are not objectionable.

The distance off beyond the mountains,
in its immensity, will take the eye from

the colors and the spouting geysers nearer

to the spectator; which is the best evi-

dence, after all, of the artistic merits of

the work. Every one should see this paint-

ing, as it is the revelation of a new world

of wonders on our northwestern borders,

and one which will please while it will

instruct. (Boston Transcript, 22 June 1872)

MR. T H O M A S MO R A N , an artist hith-

erto better known to the public interested

in art by his lithographic drawings, and

his drawings-on-the-block for wood-

engravers than for his painted pictures,

has just finished a work in oils, which,

whatever may finally come to be thought

of it in its relation to the landscape art of

our own time or of other times, cannot

but be admitted, by whoever will study it,

a work of real artistic and scientific

importance. The subject is the Grand

Canon of the Yellowstone River with the

Lower Falls, and it is a lively presentment

of one of the most wonderful wonders

in a land made by Nature, when, to use

the language of her child, the artless Pike,

"she had her high-heeled shoes on." So

faithful to the facts of the place is the

picture, that those who have seen both

assure us we might as well be on the spot

as looking at this canvas One does not

need to be instructed in art to enjoy it; its

appeal is to the general love of nature, to

the love of color, and of grandeur in forms

and lines. Perhaps, also, it appeals a little

to the pleasure we all may have, and not

be ashamed of it, in the fact that this

wonderful place is not merely a bit of the

continent, but is, indeed, the private prop-
erty of every man, woman, and child of

us, being in the very middle of that gener-

ous tract of 3,578 square miles which by

the energy and persistence of Professor

F. V. Hayden, backed by good men and
true in both Houses, Hon. S. C. Pomeroy
in the Senate, and Hon. W. S. Claggett

in the House, has been set apart forever as

a public park for the people of the whole

United States to walk abroad and recreate
themselves. (Cook 18720,246-247)
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Old Faithful

1873, watercolor
45.7x34.3 (18x13^)
Museum of Western
Art, Denver

Washington only

H U R R Y I N G D O W N the Firehole, think-
ing the wonders of the Yellowstone coun-
try had been left behind, and anxious only
to reach the settlements of the Madison
Valley, the expedition of 1871 was startled
and astonished to see at no great distance
an immense volume of clear, sparkling
water projected into the air to the height
of one hundred and twenty-five feet.
"Geysers! Geysers!" exclaimed one of the
company, and, spurring their jaded horses,
they were soon gathered around an unex-
pected phenomenon—a perfect geyser.
The aperture through which the column
of water was projected was an irregular
oval, three feet by seven in diameter. The
margin of sinter was curiously piled up,
the exterior crust filled with little hollows
full of water, in which were globules of

sediment, gathered around bits of wood
and other nuclei. This geyser stands on a
mound, thirty feet above the level of the
surrounding plain, its crater rising five or

six feet higher. It spouted at regular inter-

vals nine times during the explorers' stay,
the columns of boiling water being
thrown from ninety to one hundred and
twenty-five feet at each discharge, which
lasted from fifteen to twenty minutes.
They gave it the name of "Old Faithful."
(Richardson 1873,135-136)
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Half Dome, Yosemite

1873, watercolor

36.8 x 26.4 (14 V2 x io3/s)

Cooper-Hewitt

National Design

Museum, Smithsonian

Institution, Gift of

Thomas Moran

Washington only

THE R E G I O N OF the Yellowstone River
has come to be regarded as an enchanted
land. We have heard so much about its
lofty peaks, its upspouting geysers, and
the wondrous effects of color which adorn
the mountain sides that we are tempted to
think that the halo of romance has been
cast around the locality, and disbelieve
the truth of such pictures as "Cliffs in the
Grand Canon of the Yellowstone"... and
"The Great Blue Spring, Yellowstone
Park." Nor do we wonder at those who
declare those tints a palpable intensifica-
tion of nature, for no one who was not
familiar with similar natural phenomena

would believe that the hues are, if any-
thing, over somber in color. We have
never been up the Yellowstone, but a few
months have elapsed since we stood in
Geyser Canyon, in California, and reason-
ing from the information we obtained
there we can thoroughly endorse Mr.
Moran in the rendering of the play and
brilliancy of color he has put upon his
paper. But he must change his key of color
when he comes to deal with the domes
of the Yosemite Valley, for his sketch from
"Glacier Point".. .is anything but true to
nature. (NYMail, 18 Feb. 1873)
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Shin-Au-Av-Tu-Weap

(God Land), Canyon

of the Colorado, Utah

1873, watercolor and

pencil on paper

12.2 x 37 (43/i6 x i49/io)

National Museum

of American Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Gift of Dr. William

Henry Holmes

Washington only
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Zion Valley

1873, watercolor

21.6x15.2 ( 8 V 2 X 6 )

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

45
Zion Canyon

1873, watercolor

21.6x15.2 (81/2x6)

Joan and Jerry Blank,

Miami
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Chasm of

the Colorado

1873-1874, oil on canvas

213.4x365.8 (84x144)

Department of

the Interior Museum

MR. T H O M A S M O R A N acted like a

good neighbor and townsman in giving

the first view of his new and grandest

picture, the Chasm of Colorado to our

Newark people The verdict was unani-

mous and four or five hundred people

passed an evening to be remembered, in

studying, criticizing and finally applaud-

ing this remarkable picture. When Mr.

Moran painted the Yellowstone now in the

Capitol at Washington and the property

of the Government, the remark was made

that it was a 'brave picture,' brave because

in its very truth of coloring it seemed to

be an absurdity. So novel was it in all its

effects that it needed some sort of an

affidavit to certify its genuineness. That it

found within itself, because such true per-

spective and faithful handling of natural

tints of cloud and sky as we are familiar

with could not have been worked out by a

dishonest hand, and so those who looked

believed in its astounding colors.

There is something of the same

bravery in the Chasm. A picture, the back

ground of which is more than a hundred

miles from its foreground, in which the

field is so large that no standard of com-

parison, like a human figure, can be intro-

duced, yet which shall be so grandly filled

in as to compel belief, is a bold task. Yet

the eye rests happily on all its thunderous

beauties, the cool foreground, the middle

ground crowded with cities and stately

castles wrought by the hand of God,

where no man ever dwelt, and the flat

sky-line crowned with clouds beyond. If

in any of these effects we are cheated,

it is a charming deception. (Newark Daily

Advertiser, i May 1874)

THE G R A P H I C SAYS of Mr. Moran's

Chasm of the Colorado: This, his latest

work, is equal in vigor to any yet produced

by him. Sensational, indeed, it is, and

there may be some who will carp at it for

being that; but it may be well to remem-

ber that in art the "sensational" is a legiti-

mate element, else to what intent and

purpose had Milton delineated Satan and

Dante Hell?...This Chasm of the Colorado

... is volcanic, basaltic, and—begging

Nature's pardon for being so familiar—

more suggestive of a grand transformation

scene gone wild than of anything else that

we can hit upon at short notice for a com-

parison. The forms everywhere are of the

most fantastic and wizard mould. Some of

the peaks look like those old feudal castles

that from their dizzy heights frown upon

the reaches of the Rhine. In true relation

with the tremendous spasm of rocks is

the phase of sky which the artist has

introduced. It is somewhat phenomenal

and bears evidence of having been a wit-

nessed fact. Not exactly a water-spout,

but something like one, a column of water

comes sheer down upon the chasm

from a rolling bank of clouds. It is evidently

a very strange region, this Chasm of

Colorado, and Mr. Moran has rendered

its features with appreciative force...It

has become customary to speak of this

Colorado region as the "Switzerland of

America," but really we do not see what

the comparison has to rest upon. For

native savageness these volcanic tracts of

the great West are as different from the

Alps of Europe as are the wild Comanches

or Sioux from the "merry Swiss boy" who

blows his Alpine horn among the rever-

berating rocks of his mountain home.

Mr. Moran has done well to select these

strange and startling phases of American

nature for his canvasses. The time cannot

be far distant when to visit those scenes

will be as much "the proper thing" as

it now is to whittle one's name upon the

Pyramids of Egypt. (Newark Daily Advertiser,

13 May 1874)

THE H E I G H T and depth of many of

the peaks and chasms of this region, as we

are told by the explorers, are measured by

hundreds of feet, in some cases by thou-

sands, yet it is difficult for the most

enthusiastic admirer of Mr. Moran's

works, even if gifted with the most ardent

imagination, to realize this fact by an in-

spection of his picture. In fact, the paint-

ing does not impress us in the remotest

degree with the idea that we are looking

on some of nature's grandest and noblest

works, nor even that we have before

us hundreds of square miles of country.

It rather gives us the belief that we are

looking through a rocky pass of limited

dimensions. It is true that we have been

told in explanation of this apparent short-

coming on the part of the artist, that the

atmosphere of these regions is so pellucid

and rarified that heights of 500 feet look

to be but seventy or eighty, and that a

mountain, distant fifty miles, appears as if

it could be reached in a morning's walk.

Further, that amid these arid regions grow

no trees or shrubs, by which the heights

of the surrounding peaks can be com-

pared. All this, though true enough, must

be taken for what it is worth. It is for the

artist to discover some means by which

the comparative height of his peaks and

the depth of his chasms will become

so apparent as to impress the beholder

with the natural grandeur of the scene

depicted. This Mr. Moran has failed to

do, and consequently he has failed in pro-

ducing a true work of art. The technical

merits of the composition are sufficiently

good, though it may be doubted where

the Chasm of the Colorado ever displays

such brilliant tints as are to be found on

the artist's canvas. (NYT, 18 May 1874)

M O S T P E R S O N S unfamiliar with the

scenery in that part of the country imag-

ine that it must be exaggerated, both in

forms and color; but this is not so. From

what we have ourselves seen of nature in

the interior, as well as from the artist's

assurance, we are satisfied that the picture
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is underwrought rather than exaggerated

in either respect. To be sure, in general

effect not less than in detail, the canvass

looks like a gorgeous memory of dream-

land, but it is in reality a faithful transcript

of nature, and as such is not only well

worth seeing, but deserving of careful

study. This picture ought to be owned by

government as a companion to the Yel-

lowstone landscape in the old House

hall, by the same artist. (Evening Star [DC],

13 June 1874)

THE S U B J E C T OF Mr.Thomas Moran's

latest large picture is Titanic. It represents

a broken and deeply furrowed mass of

rock, leading by devious angles from the

main canon of the Colorado River, near

the line which separates Arizona from

Utah. Standing before the painting, the

first impression is of chaos, confusion

In spite of the sunlight here and

there, and the blue sky beyond the tumult

of the showers, the sensitive spectator will

be dismayed. This seems to be a glimpse
of another planet; the weary and troubled

eye longs to find repose in some sweet

pastoral landscape, which, besides this
enormous grandeur, would dwindle into

absurd pettiness All is terrible, fantas-
tic and weird. And though the marvelous

faithfulness of detail attests the photo-

graphic accuracy of the picture, one must
be smitten with a sudden incredulity

as to the actual existence of the scene; it

may have been the grotesque glimpse

of a dream!

The manipulation of the work is

absolutely perfect. The texture of the

rocks is a miracle of art. It is not paint

that one sees; it is a description so accurate

that a geologist need not go to Arizona

to study the formation. This is geology

and topography. That it is also bold to

audacity, is apparent from what has been

already said. Few men have ever under-

taken a work which might have so easily

been a monumental failure. Few men

could have achieved so signal a success;

let this be said to the artist's honor.

(Scnbner's [July 1874], 373-374)

MR. T H O M A S M o KA N , who two years

ago painted a remarkable picture of

the Canon of the Yellowstone, — now

the property of the nation,—has just

completed another large work represent-

ing the Chasm of the Colorado

The subject of this important work

is the chasm or pit worked by the

Colorado River in the sandstone rock

over which it flows at this point, as the

subject of the other picture was the

chasm worked in the limestone rock by

the Yellowstone River. The landscape of

Mr. Moran's first picture was equally

awful and desolate with that shown us in

the present work, but its terror was less-

ened by the beauty and variety of the

color with which nature veiled her work

of change and destruction. Here, we have

no such charm. We are led into a region

where the eye has hardly a resting-place,

no resting-place, in fact, unless it be

turned upward to the sky. For this serene
heaven—serene except where in one por-

tion it darkens with the wrath of thunder
clouds and the stream of deluging rain—

looks down upon the very pit of hell....

Did Dante in his wanderings ever
see such a country? Perhaps Vesuvius or

Etna might show something as full of fear

if one climbed down into their craters.

But even there, the limited area of the

desolation would not allow the mind to

forget utterly the supreme loveliness of

the nature that lies so near. Here, there is

no loveliness for hundreds of miles, nor

anything on which the healthy human eye

can bear to look (the scientific eye ex-

cepted), and this scene is only the concen-

trated ghastliness of a ghastly region

As there is no claptrap about Mr.

Moran, so there is none about his pictures,

and the faults we discover in this latest

work are the result of trying to do too

much — at least, this is our way of

explaining the difficulty. The picture not

only crowds too much incident into its

comparatively narrow frame, but the sub-

ject it deals with is one that never should

have been attempted—partly because it

is impossible to do justice to it, and again

because art is not concerned with it, if it

were possible. Mr. Moran showed wiser in

his first picture. He chose a simpler sub-

ject, or at any rate one with more unity.

Perhaps we may go so far as to say that

the first picture had a subject, and this one

has none. It was said by one who looked

at it, "There is no use in trying to paint

all out-of doors."...

Though the composition is muddled

and confused, and the color monotonous,

and the sense of height absent, yet there

is distance wonderfully expressed, most

exquisite painting of sky and cloud over

the plateau at the right, and lovely light-

ness and motion in the mist that forms

in the clefts of the rocks, and rises to be

dispersed in the palpitating heat of the

upper air. All that is most difficult to be
expressed by paint is expressed here with
a skill that approaches perfection, and
if, as we think, Mr. Moran has failed to

cope with the difficulties of his subject,

he has yet in this picture given new evi-

dence, if any were needed, of his ability
to deal with the beauty and the serenity

of the nature we all know and love. (Cook
l874>375-37?)
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Lower Geyser Basin

1873, watercolor

24.1 x 34.9 (9^2 x i33/4)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Shoshone Falls, Idaho

c. 1874/1875, watercolor

25.4x35.6 (10x14)

The Chrysler Museum,

Norfolk, Gift of Mr.

Hugh Gordon Miller

Washington only

See Appendix i.
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"Fiercely the red sun

descending/Burned

his way across the

heavens"

c. 1875, oil on canvas

84.8 x 127.2 (333/s x 5o Vie)

North Carolina Museum

of Art, Raleigh,

Purchased with funds

from the North Carolina

Art Society (Robert F.

Phifer Bequest)

The Song of Hiawatha, Canto IX

On the shores of Gitche Gumee,
Of the shining Big-Sea-Water,
Stood Nokomis, the old woman,
Pointing with her finger westward,
O'er the water pointing westward,
To the purple clouds of sunset.

Fiercely the red sun descending
Burned his way along the heavens,
Set the sky on fire behind him,
As war-parties, when retreating,
Burn the prairies on their war-trail;
And the moon, the Night-sun, eastward,
Suddenly starting from his ambush,
Followed fast those bloody footprints,
Followed in that fiery war-trail,
With its glare upon his features.

(Longfellow 1856)

P R O F E S S O R L O N G F E L L O W hit On the

richest of all veins of gold when he wrote
the "Song of Hiawatha."The rarity of the
measure, the novelty of the subject, the
beauties of the poetry, the fearful difficul-
ties of the Indian names, and the remark-
able facility of imitation, set the whole
nation talking about it It is stated that
over thirty thousand copies of the "Song
of Hiawatha" have been sold already, and
this is quite up to the sale of Uncle Tom's
Cabin during a like period of time. ...
Hiawatha is the rage just now and bids
fair to continue so for sometime to
COme. (Phila. Evening Bulletin, 26 Mar. 1856)

MR. M O R A N HAS attempted to illus-
trate these lines from Hiawatha: "Fiercely
the red sun descending,/Burned his way
along the heavens."There is no denying
the fact that Mr. Moran is an artist;.. .but
no artist has as yet succeeded in depicting
a great sunset. Red paint won't do it, even
when thrown on the canvas à la Turner.
So here the translation of that glory that
seemingly lifts up the earth to the gate of
heaven is a failure. There is power, there
is a something akin to grandeur, yet the
sunset is a failure. The water is in Moran's
happiest vein, it is the fathomless sea,
solemn in its power, subdued in the light
that falls upon it. Moran is fast taking
place as the best marine painter in the
Union. (Newark Dally Advertiser, 3 Dec. 1881)
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Mosquito Trail,

Rocky Mountains

of Colorado

1875, watercolor

24.8 X 3 Ó . 2 (9% x 14 V4)

Private Collection

Washington only

See Appendix i.
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Summit of the Sierras

1872/1875,

gouache on paper

36 x 25 (14Vs x 9% )

The Art Institute

of Chicago, Gift of

Mrs. Byron Harvey

See Appendix i.
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Mountain of

the Holy Cross

1875, oil on canvas

208.6 x 163.2

(821/8x641/4)

Autry Museum of

Western Heritage,

Los Angeles, Gift

of Mr. and Mrs.

Gene Autry

MR. M O R A N made a portfolio of
sketches, including the Holy Cross, from
which he intends to make paintings,
the principal one to be of the Cross. Mr.
Moran pronounces the view which is
obtained from that locality one of the
grandest he has ever seen, and says that
no better subject could be presented for
the pencil and brush of the artist. We
feel confident his painting of the Mount
of the Holy Cross will add brilliancy
to his already world-wide reputation.
(Denver Rocky Mt. News, i Sept. 1874)

MR. T H O M A S M O R A N respectfully

announces that his New Picture, "The
Mountain of the Holy Cross," is now on
Exhibition at the Gallery of W. Schaus,
749 Broadway. New York, April 6th, 1875.

The Mountain of the Holy Cross is
situated in the heart of the Rocky Moun-
tains of Colorado, about 150 miles west
of Denver, on the Pacific slope of the range.
The name was given by the old Spanish
missionaries, who penetrated these re-
gions to christianize the Indians, long
before the settlement of the Western
States, and was suggested by the very per-
fect Cross, formed by two great crevices
high on the face of the mountain, running
nearly at right angles to each other, and
filled with perpetual snow.

Although placed on the face of a
great peak, 13,000 feet above the level of
the sea, yet it is visible from but few
points in the region.

The Holy Cross Creek which flows
from the base of the mountain into Eagle
river, is supplied entirely by the melting
snows, and is the very ideal of a pictur-
esque stream, bordered by pines and firs,
and in its rapid descent, is broken into a
hundred cascades by accumulated rocks.
In many places the valley exhibits glacial
action of a former period in the furrowed
and polished surfaces of the outcropping
"Roches Mouttons." In the Summer of 1874,

Mr. Moran, accompanied by a few friends,
penetrated this almost unknown wilder-
ness and made the studies from which the
picture Was painted. (Printed announcement,

Apr. 1875, director's records, Corcoran)

NOW THAT Mr.Thomas Moran's new
picture, the "Mountain of the Holy
Cross," which has been on strictly private
view at his house in this city for a few
days, is on exhibition at Schaus' in New
York, we may be permitted to say a word
of praise for what we regard as a grandly
successful picture. The distances are not
so immense as in the "Chasm of the
Colorado" or "The Yellowstone," and the
eye can measure somewhat accurately the
magnificent ten mile perspective at the
back of which is the "Holy Cross," a snow
crevasse, filled the year round in the form
of a cross, which lies upon the almost
perpendicular face of a bald mountain of
reddish rock. A little imagination will
transmute a snow drift on the right into a
prone figure with hands outstretched and
imploring to the symbol of salvation. Not
only the popular eye, that which almost
unconsciously loves true perspective, hon-
est color and just drawing, will admire
this. It will satisfy the love of the artistic
sense and live in the memory. (Newark Daily
Advertiser, 5 Apr. 1875)

OF THE W O R K itself we may say that
it is decidedly superior to either of the
two former pictures of Western scenery
painted by Mr. Moran. Though unexcep-
tionable, so far as mere mechanical exe-
cution goes, both the two works referred
to fell far short of giving the true senti-
ment of mountain scenery. The spectator
did not feel, as he should have done
when standing before Mr. Moran's canvas,
impressed either by the vastness of the
space covered, the height of the mountain
peaks in the distance, or by the profound
depth of the rocky valleys or canons in

the foreground. As mechanical reproduc-
tions of the grander Western mountain
scenery the pictures referred to deserved
commendation, but they could scarcely be
considered as taking rank among works of
high art. In "The Mountain of the Holy
Cross," now on exhibition at the Schaus
Gallery, Mr. Moran has been strikingly
successful in his translation of our West-
ern mountain scenery. In the foreground
we have the Holy Cross Creek, a wild and
tortuous stream, lashing itself into foam
against the numerous dark and jagged
rocks that impede its course, its banks
bordered by pines and firs and the bright-
colored but scanty herbage usually found
beside a mountain water-course. Up this
brawling stream the eye is led to the
mysterious white cross near the summit
of the vast and distant mountain, a work
of Titans we should be disposed to pro-
nounce it were we not assured that the
cross was carved by the hand of Nature
herself. Above the rocky peaks rolls a fine
mass of gray clouds, and in the middle
distance—"The mists that round the
mountain curl Melt into light."

To the technical merits of Mr.
Moran's work the highest praise may be
awarded. The foreground is charmingly
painted, the color is unusually pure and
truthful, the rocks have all the solidity
of nature, the foliage is crisp and well
defined, and there is motion in the water.
At the same time the aerial perspective
has been managed with so much skill that
the spectator really feels as if the grand
mountain on which shines the glittering
cross were many miles away. In its general
treatment, "The Mountain of the Holy
Cross" reminds us strongly of the studies
of Caíame, that almost unrivaled painter
of wild mountain scenery, though at the
same time we fully recognized the fact
that Mr. Moran's work bears the unmis-
takable stamp of originality and we think
that it will unquestionably take rank as
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one of the finest examples of American

landscape art that has yet been produced.

Mr. Moran may well be proud of a work

exhibiting so much technical skill, com-

bined with such noble simplicity and even
severity of treatment, and all who take an

interest in the progress of American art

must gratefully recognize the fact that at

last we have among us an artist of native

birth eminently capable of interpreting

the sentiment of our wilder mountain

scenery in a style commensurate with its

grandeur and beauty. (NYT, 10 Apr. 1875)

MR. T H O M A S M O RAN ... exhibits at

Schaus's his recently-painted view of

"The Mountain of the Holy Cross," in

Colorado. The scene of the painting is

a most picturesque one, with the high,

snowy mountain at the head of a deep

ravine, through whose rocky bottom the

stream from the mountain wildly plunges.

Far up the mountain-side, and above all

vegetation, two snow-filled crevices unite

in forming a gigantic cross, which is

visible at a great distance. The scene is

one of the most excessive loneliness and

remoteness; not the slightest trace of man
appears in the wild glen, whose vegeta-

tion is torn and gnarled by winter storms.
The mountain is about one hundred and

fifty miles west of Denver, and is in the

very heart of the Rocky Mountain range.

The name was given to it by the old

Spanish missionaries, who penetrated to

this region two or three centuries ago, and

were naturally greatly impressed by this

marvellous apparition of the chief symbol

of their religion. The accessories of the

landscape are very fine, and the tangled

undergrowth and twisted pine-trees are

a fit setting for the silent peak at the top

of the ravine. The studies from which

the picture was painted were made last
summer, when Mr. Moran, with a few

friends, penetrated the wilderness. (Apple-

tons [24 Apr. 18751,535)

MR. T H O M A S M O R A N is already known

to our readers as.. .the painter of two

large and remarkable pictures, "The

Grand Canon of the Yellowstone River,"

and "The Chasm of the Colorado." A

third work by this industrious artist now
claims our attention, having recently been

on exhibition at the gallery of Schaus

& Co. It is a view of "The Mountain of

the Holy Cross," so called because of a
peculiarity of the bare rocky wall which

springs to the summit from the body of

the mountain. In this wall are two com-

paratively narrow transverse fissures, filled

with ice and snow, which mark a very

distinct cross on the face of the great

height. This, at first sight, might seem too

bizarre a matter for successful pictorial

treatment; but Mr. Moran, by virtue of

his careful study of rock structure, and his

apparently instinctive sympathy with

mountain-nature, has avoided all appear-

ance of sensationalism in his use of it.

The astonishing novelty of his subject in

the Yellowstone picture laid that work

open, perhaps, to some slight reproach of

making an appeal to our interest that bor-

dered on the factitious, but it cannot be
even suspected in the present case. "The

Mountain of the Holy Cross," too, is
much in advance of the "Yellowstone" in

another particular—that of general com-

position. There was a massive realism and

sturdy directness in the latter which was
very attractive; it seemed as if the artist

had seized a great block out of the moun-

tains and flung it before us with some-

thing of a giant's strength; but it wanted

rounding, nevertheless, and was too

abrupt in its presentation. The present

effort is more comprehensive. The painter

has got farther away from his subject,

and so thrown it into a better focus. "The

Mountain of the Holy Cross" is an
impressive and pleasing picture; and the

eye, resting upon the solemn rocks of the

foreground, touched here and there with

sunlight, the swirling rush of the indigo-

tinged river, and following the flood back

in its windings through the glen, finds

an abundant variety of interest before it

reaches the snowy cross on the lofty
mountain, walling in the scene. We might,

it is true, make some complaint of a cer-

tain effect of confusion that struck us

as resulting from the crowded presence of

the clouds high up in the middle and
right of the picture, and of some deficien-

cies of strong and accurate definition in

the heights sloping upward in the left

background; but we have no intention of

dwelling on these points, for Mr. Moran

is, in the main, successful; and, good as

were the qualities of his two larger works

previously exhibited, he has here gone

beyond his own earlier success, in combin-

ing those qualities to a more completely

satisfying end." (Scribner's [June 1875], 252-253)

B E Y O N D A Q U E S T I O N , in the painting

of this picture, Mr. Thomas Moran

has made one of those exceptional pro-
fessional leaps which bridge the chasm

between reputation and immortality.

Church did not more certainly do so, in

his "Niagara" and "Heart of the Andes,"
two pictures closely following each other
and combining to form the ladder (if so

humble an image may be used) up which
he rose from an ordinary appreciation

to that of a magnate of the first rank in
the art-world; Bierstadt did not more

certainly do so, in his "Rocky Mountains,"

at once supplying the strongest proof

of the power with which he could depict

composite nature, and of the fact that,

this excellence reached at a single bound,

he could never go beyond. (TheAldine, July

1875,379)

M O R A N ' S M O U N T A I N of the Holy

Cross, which is on exhibition of the

gallery of L. A. Eliot & Co., adjoining the

Globe Theatre, deserves to rank among
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the finest works that have hither to come
from the easel of a native artist. It is a
strikingly beautiful picture in every essen-
tial. The drawing throughout is wonder-
fully clear and decisive. The masses of
rock in the foreground for texture, truth-
fulness of form, color, and general treat-
ment, are equal to anything we have seen
from a modern hand. Not the slightest
detail has been neglected, and yet the
effect of them is superbly broad and nat-
ural The whole is vividly impressive.
The spectator stands before it absorbed in
thought, and presently becomes fascinated
with the poetry that pervades it. In sub-
ject, treatment, color, atmosphere, draw-
ing and handling, the work is worthy
of the highest praise. It is a masterpiece,
and we do not know which of our artists
could have painted it as well as Mr.
Moran has done it. The public should
not neglect tO pay it a visit. (Boston Transcript,

9 Nov. 1875)

M O R A N ' S L A R G E and masterly painting,
"The Mountain of the Holy Cross," now
on exhibition at the gallery of L. Eliot
& Co., adjoining the Globe Theatre, is
attracting a great deal of attention from
connoisseurs and the public in general. It
is a superb piece of work, technically con-
sidered, and is in advance of even the very
best the artist has previously given us.
The coloring is exceedingly rich and har-
monious, the drawing is wonderfully clear
and true, and the textures throughout are
reproduced with a skill and a conscien-
tiousness but seldom seen in paintings of
this size. Perhaps the finest bit of art in
the work is the mass of rocks in the fore-
ground. These are almost perfect, not only
in their finely varied forms, their color,
and their solidity, but in their admirable
relief. The shrubbery and the foliage are
painted with a free but at the same time
a careful hand, and, even though occupy-
ing a subordinate place in the picture, are

finished to a high degree. Mr. Moran's
touch has greatly improved in firmness,
crispness and certainty, and in this canvas
he shows a thorough command over the
techniques of his art. The only point in
which he really seems to have failed is in
giving distance. The picture seems to lack
atmosphere. The objects in the middle
and extreme distance are quite as strongly
defined as are those in the foreground,
and even the far-away mountain, with its
cross of snow embedded in the fissure of
the rocks, shows every marking on its
surface. It has been said, in excuse of this
apparent fault, that the atmosphere in this
region is so clear and pure, that distant
objects are seen in all their minuteness of
detail. It may be so, but the lack of space
is felt nevertheless. Beyond this, we have
only praise to bestow upon the painting,
which is an honor to American art, and
is well worth the seeing by every person
of taste and Culture. (Boston Evening Gazette,

14 Nov. 1875)

THE P I C T U R E is in moderate and
grateful tone, very different from the
extraordinary color in Mr. Moran's previ-
ous works upon this region. The compo-
sition is pleasing and regular, even to
the point of conventionality, and there is
much faithful and skilful painting of
details. The perspective along the reaches
of the river is managed in a masterly man-
ner [there is] one failing of the picture,
—which for chaste and harmonious tone
and composition and artistic handling
is entitled to rank very high among the
best landscapes—and that fault is the
weakness of aerial perspective. The moun-
tain cross is not far enough away. (Boston
Transcript, 16 Nov. 1875)

T H E R E is NOW on exhibition at the
art gallery of Messrs. Pettes & Leathe,
Nos. 606 and 608 Washington avenue, a
magnificent painting by Thomas Moran,

entitled "The Mountain of the Holy
Cross." It is a most successful effort to
portray a remarkable view in the Rocky
mountains... .Thousands of people in
St. Louis, if they have not seen the precise
scene depicted by Mr. Moran, are yet
familiar with Rocky mountain scenery in
general, and all such will realize the truth-
fulness of this delineation in its general
characteristics. The cross is but an inci-
dent in the picture, and whilst it is a
prominent feature, it is not by any means
a predominant one. Strike it entirely out,
and the painting would simply lose the
significance of its title; it would still
remain a beautiful and artistic representa-
tion of mountain scenery. All the details
are wrought out with marvelous fidelity.
The sky is such as belongs to a mountain-
ous country; the rocks have all the solidity
of nature, the foliage is crisp and well
defined, and there is motion in the water.
At the same time the aerial perspective
has been managed with such skill that the
spectator almost feels as if the grand
mountain on which shines the glittering
cross were miles away. The painting
will remain on exhibition a short time.
(St. Louis Republican, 18 Feb. 1876)
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Ponce de Leon

in Florida

1878, oil on canvas

160 x 292.1 (63 x 115)

The Cummer Museum

of Art & Gardens,

Acquired for the people

of Florida by The

Frederick H. Schultz

Family and Barnett

Banks, Inc. Additional

funds provided by the

Cummer Council

MR. T H O M A S M O H A N ' S lately com-
pleted large painting of the Discovery of
Florida by Ponce de Leon will soon be
placed on exhibition at the Corcoran
Gallery, where the public is invited by the
artist to call and inspect it after it shall
have been put in position. This work has
been on private view for some time past in
the Wright Building, on G street, where,
in spite of limited space and inadequate
and unsuitable light, it created a decidedly
favorable impression upon artists and
connoisseurs who had the opportunity to
see it. Many of these regard it as Mr.
Moran's best effort; but upon this point
there is likely to be a difference of opin-
ion, even among the artist's friends it
is a pleasing and impressive canvas, and
contains much painting of a very high
order of merit. As commemorating a his-
torical event of great importance in the
ante-revolutionary period of our history, it
would make a fitting companion to Bier-
stadt's "Discovery of the Hudson River,"
hanging on the south wall of the House,
—that is, to fill the panel now occupied
by that artist's other picture, the "Discov-
ery of California," which, we understand,
the library committee of Congress have
decided not to purchase. (Evening Star [DC],
20 Apr. 1878)

MR W O R T H I N G T O N of Georgetown
called. He surprised me by his criticism
upon Moran's Ponce de Leon, the trees
of which he insists as an old resident of
Florida, are utterly unlike the timber
of that state. He says that the live oak is
black in bark, grows up straight, has enor-
mous boughs, Octhat none of the trees
represent the bark of Florida timber. &
that the fallen birch is utterly absurd, as
that tree is not known there. If this be
so, the prospect of selling the picture is
a poor one. (William MacLeod, 29 Apr. 1878,

curator's journal, Corcoran)

U N D E R THE R E C E N T re-enactment of
the joint resolution requiring the removal
from the Capitol of all works of art not
belonging to government, Bierstadt's large
picture representing the discovery of Cali-
fornia will have to be taken from the Hall
of the House, where it has hung so long
in spite of the Congressional rule above
referred to, and which, other artists say,
was rigidly enforced against everything
else An earnest movement has also
been made by the friends of Mr. Moran
for the purchase of his "Ponce de Leon
in Florida," now on exhibition in the
Corcoran Gallery. The main objection
urged against the purchase of the latter
is the fact that the nation has already
bought two of Mr. Moran's paintings—the
Canon of the Yellowstone and the Canon
of the Colorado, which hang in the room
opening out of the east gallery of the Sen-
ate. The friends of other artists insist they
ought to have a chance, and that the walls
of the capitol should not be covered by
the works of a few men to the exclusion of
Others. (Evening Star [DC], 22 June 1878)

IN 1878 i P A I N T E D the large picture of

Ponce De Leon in Florida 4 x 7 feet &,

tried to sell it to Congress to fill a panel in

the House of Reps but failed oc Bierstadt

picture of the Discovery of California

was bought for the place, most of the Com

being... indifferent & the chief excuse

being that they had already bought two

pictures from me. But professing at the

same time that they preferred mine. It is

now in the Corcoran Gallery but as yet

unsold. 1878. (Old Book of Lists, GA: "Sold at

my sale in 1882 [sic—1886] for 2000 to Knoedlers —

they sold it to Ponce de Leon Hotel Florida"

[added in pencil])

T H O M A S M O R A N ' S new picture of
the "Exploration of Florida by Ponce de
Leon"... is also in the Gallery. We look
out from a shadowy, marshy foreground,

under the colonnade of forest-trees,
upon a clearing bounded by gigantic trees
of cypress and live-oak, with a vista of
tall palmettos and a dreamy bit of river
beyond. On the sunlit open-ing, under the
trees drooping with moss, stand De Leon
and his soldiers in the picturesque mili-
tary garb of the time, confronting a tribe
of Indians, as though he was about to
resume his exploring march. Altogether
there is a charming blending of knightly
romance and primeval sylvan solitude in
this picture, which is executed with elabo-
rate finish. It was painted with a view of
disposing of it to Congress, as a pendant
to the "Discovery of the Hudson," by
Bierstadt, filling a panel in the House of
Representatives. (ArtJournal4 [July 1878], 223)

F I F T Y - F O U R T H Annual Exhibition
of the Academy of Design—Important
Pictures—First Notice. Over the best
landscape by William Hart which we
have seen for a long time hangs, on the
east wall, "Ponce de Leon in Florida"...
by Thomas Moran. It is a strong picture,
though, as in the case of the Inness, we
can hardly see the reason for its great size.
It is, however, a grandiose subject, treated
with a thorough and masterly grasp. The
eye is led through an opening between the
magnificent tree forms to the skilfully
introduced mass of figures in the glade.
(NYHerald, 28 Mar. 1879)

NO; S I Z E W I L L not help a picture. On
the contrary, it becomes at once an ele-
ment of weakness, unless the subject and
the style are on an equal scale. One end
of the South Room is half filled with a
gigantic composition by Thomas Moran,
representing Ponce de Leon and his
Spanish hunters for gold and the fountain
of immortal youth. It is Florida The
Everglades are there—very much there,
one may say: and the bright groups of
horsemen and Indians at a distance repre-
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sent well enough the imaginary scene.
There is a black lizard in the left fore-
ground, and Spanish moss hangs from
moldering trees. But it is waste energy.
Since Leutze's time, no one except the
wild Western Congressman cares for such
spectacular affairs— But in this picture
there is no strong interest. The filibuster
and his party are doing nothing. We are
therefore cast back on the technical merits
of the painting. One it has. Mr. Moran
is almost always strong in perspective, and
his craft in that respect does not desert
him Moran is therefore best when he
adheres to some homely, everyday scene
which does not demand warmth of color
or a draft upon the imagination.

The good perspective of Thomas
Moran might be profitably imitated by a
host of painters here. (NYT, j Apr. 1879)

A L A R G E P A I N T I N G byThomas Moran,
"Ponce de Leon in Florida,"... is the most
ambitious landscape in the [NAD] exhibi-
tion. There is shown a vast deal of earnest
work and high purpose, and, if the result
is not wholly satisfactory, much must
be conceded to the difficulties of the plan.
(Art Journal 5 [May 1879], 159)

T H O M A S M O R A N , honored by an ap-
preciative nation with various commis-
sions for the Capitol, and with successive
summer excursions of a romantic and to
him inexpensive nature, shows the result
of some of his travels in a Florida scene,
"Ponce de Leon."...Moran's "Florida,"
with Ponce de Leon's explorers, is a rich
and imposing drop curtain—Both of
the landscapist's contributions aforesaid
have an almost terrifying ease and mastery
of style, and this not in the way of slick-
ness or emptiness, but with downright
fecundity of varied effects; but the artist's
determination is to teach Nature how
to look, not to learn how Nature looks.
(Boston Transcript, 20 May 1879)

N O R H A S Mr. Moran's genius confined
itself to the delineation of the sublime
scenery of the great west. He has also vis-
ited the south, and revelled in its gorgeous
colours and its affluence of tropic vegeta-
tion. The music of the palm has touched
his soul, and the tender azure of the skies
which overarch Mexico's Gulf has
kindled his fancy. Among the number of
admirable paintings suggested by such
scenes may be mentioned his "Ponce de
Leon in Florida."This is a large canvas,
and represents a clearing, or rather an
opening, in a dense, luxuriant grove of
palms and oaks, draped with the long
festoons of Spanish moss. A little on one
side of this clearing De Leon arid his
companions are seen coming to a halt.
The grouping of the figures is excellent
and attractive; but the chief merit of the
painting is the poetic faithfulness with
which the character of a southern forest is
suggested. The pendulous masses of
graceful foliage are most effectively ren-
dered, and make this one of Mr. Moran's
finest works. (Benjamin 1882, 92)

M O R A N ' S "Ponce de Leon" hangs mid-
way of the galeria in the Biltmore hotel,
a picture of the school of another day,
rich with his eternal genius and power.

The patina of age gives glory to the
winey browns and greens, the luscious
shadows of the big painting. The virgin
forest spreads its pageant before the feet
of the adventurer. Century old trees
gather together in a mighty regiment,
towering higher and higher so that they
shut out the light from lush undergrowth
that is never touched by the sun. In their
midst is a clearing above which stretches
the blue mantle of the sky that is like a
royal canopy fastened to the tree tops. In
the shadows the white men and the red
men stand together, trying to bridge the
gulf that separates one world from
another. (LA Herald, ijan. 1927)
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Portneuf Canon, Idaho

1879, watercolor

30.5 x 50.2 (12 x 19%)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Green River, Wyoming

1879, watercolor,

pencil, and opaque

white on paper

26.4 x 37.2 (io3/s x 14%);

Jefferson National

Expansion Memorial,

National Park Service

57
Green River Buttes,

Wyoming

1879, watercolor

26 x 35.2 (iol/4 x 13%)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Lower Manhattan

from Communipaw,

New Jersey

1880, oil on canvas

64 x 114.9 (253//16 x 451/^)

Washington County

Museum of Fine Arts,

Hagerstown, Maryland

T H O M A S MoRAN...shows...a view of
sugar bakeries at Communipaw. Let us
not deny the finished ability of this pro-
lific artist in expressive brush-work; the
remarkable length of his catalogue of the
conventional formulae which may be
taken for the conventional textures and
growths of nature, is most imposing. His
touch for grass, his touch for pine trees,
his touch for rocks, his touch for mud and
gravel, his touch for cloud, is ready at a
moment's notice, whereupon the thing is
in a moment defined. A turn of the wrist,
a play of the astonished bristles, and the
thing is painted. It is like seeing a juggler's
exhibition to inspect his facility. The

temptation that goes with this least reas-
suring of the gifts of the gods is to rest
content with superficial impressions. Mr.
Thomas Moran's.. ."Communipaw" is a
silver dazzle of sugar-baking palaces rising
among the mists and exhalations of a uni-
versal thaw, which expresses itself in front
by "realistic" mud and "practicable" slush,
that assault the senses like the smell of
washing-soda in the stage presentment of
"L'Assommoir." (Strahan 1879, 4)

OF p icTu RE s au E elements existing on
every hand without limit, those embraced
in a view of Jersey City across Morris
Canal appear in a picture characterized
by some of Thomas Moran's best quali-
ties. It is a gray day, showing but dimly
the New York Post-Office and other great
buildings of the quarter across the North
River. But the poetry of the air makes
itself felt along that artificial water-course
about the depots beyond, and among
those common scenes of commercial
industry in a manner which the artist has
perhaps never so forcibly realized before.
The picture will probably be seen in the
Spring exhibition. (Art Amateur, Feb. 1880, 52)
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Fort George Island

1880, oil on canvas

27.9 x 40.6 (ii x 16)

Robbie and Sam

Vickers

AT THE M O U T H of the St. Johns River,
which, taking its rise in the wonderful
springs and impassable swamps of south-
ern Florida, rolls its waters four hundred
miles due north to the Atlantic, lies the
Island of Fort George. It is one of that
chain of Sea Islands—so famous for their
long-fiber cotton in the old times before
the war—which stretch along the coast
from Savannah to St. Augustine.

Of the throngs of tourists who every
winter pass this island in their search for
health or pleasure in the land of Ponce de
Leon, comparatively few even know of its
existence. Yet it would be hard to find a
spot combining more advantages and
delights than this

The island of Fort George received
its name from a fortification of some kind,
probably not very considerable, which
stood in colonial times upon a point of
land on the northern shore, built to with-
stand attacks from the Spanish Some
slight remains of earth-works alone show
where it stood—

The island has an area of some twelve
hundred acres of low wooded plateau, sur-
rounded mostly by a band of salt meadow
of varying width, beyond which, on the
eastern and southern sides, three or four
miles of fine beach stretch along the sea.
Toward the northern end the land rises
somewhat irregularly, culminating in
Mount Cornelia, the highest point on
the coast south of Cape Hatteras....
A pleasant, home-like hotel affords
accommodation for visitors to the island;
boats are at hand for sailing or fishing,
or excursions to the neighborhood; miles
of avenues have been cut with fine taste
and discrimination in all directions
throughout the woods, and connected
with the drive upon the beach

And to Fort George nature has been
very bountiful. About forty kinds of trees
grow upon its surface, our northern pines
and cedars—their foliage becoming softer
and finer in this southern latitude—min-
gling with the huge live oak, the luxuriant
magnolia and the stately palm The air
and sea teem with life in inexhaustible
variety

Over wood and plain and sea and sky
the sunset throws a glory of its own. The
scene is one of perfect repose and peace.
Standing here, we cannot wonder that a
universal sentiment has inspired the poets
of all times to find their ideal of peace and
felicity in far-off islands of the sea; that
Pindar sang in sweetest numbers of the
"Islands of the Blest," of our own Whit-
tier: "I know not where His islands lift /
Their fronded palms in air, / I only know
I cannot drift / Beyond His love and
care." (Dodge 1877, 652-661)
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Thomas and Mary Moran were comfort-

ably settled in their new home in New York City.1 After a decade in Newark,

and several years after Richard Watson Gilder had made the same decision,

Moran moved his family and his studio to Manhattan. By the end of the year

Gilder would be named editor-in-chief of Century Magazine, successor to

Scribner's, and Moran would be elected an Associate of the National Academy

of Design. Still close friends, Moran and Gilder had chosen to settle their

families in the city that had emerged as the art and publishing capital of the

nation. For more than three decades New York (and soon East Hampton)

would serve as Morans professional home base. During that period he also

continued to travel to distant ports—always with sketchbook in hand.

Just a few weeks after moving to New York, Moran joined his old

friend William Henry Jackson on a trip to the Southwest. Several years ear-

lier, while traveling with F V. Hayden's survey party, Jackson and several of

his companions had, in their own words, "discovered" the extraordinary cliff

dwellings at Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado.2 Although others had

clearly preceded them to the site, Jackson was the first to photograph the

dwellings.3 Traveling with him at the time was Ernest Ingersoll, correspon-

dent for the New York Tribune, who wrote an account of their adventure

GBif ¿^W /eft?/





that attracted considerable attention when published 3 Novem-

ber 1874.4 Ever alert to intriguing and marketable subjects for

pictures, Moran undoubtedly saw Jackson's photographs and may

have read Ingersoll's report as well, but it was not until 1881 that

he journeyed to the land of pueb-

los and cliff dwellings himself.

Moran traveled first to

Denver, where he was joined by

Jackson, who had recently estab-

lished a business in the city, and

by Ernest Ingersoll, who was

then employed by Harper's Mag-

azine. 5 Aboard the Denver

& Rio Grande Railroad, Moran

and his party journeyed south

into New Mexico, the southern

terminus of the rail line. In so

doing, they traveled through

territory relatively unexplored

by artists. Moran spent several

weeks sketching, not only in

New Mexico but also in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. Not

surprisingly, however, when he returned east, it was the land of

the pueblos that commanded attention. The New York Indepen-

dent, for example, reported that the artist had "visited many of

the Indian pueblos and made a large number of studies."6 Once

again Moran had identified a fresh subject for paintings that had

already received attention in the popular press. Ingersoll's prose

served as an effective drumroll for the paintings Moran quickly

began to produce.7 Ironically, some of the first fruits of his sketch-

ing trip to the Southwest were seen abroad before they were seen

in the East, for early in 1882 Thomas and Mary Moran, accom-

panied by their three children, returned to Bolton, England.

Home Again

In many ways Moran's trip to Bolton was a triumphant return.

Celebrated in local newspapers as a native son who had achieved

success in America, Moran was the subject of sustained applause.

Ever the businessman, he had not traveled empty handed. At

Bromley's Art Gallery in Bolton, Moran mounted a sizable exhi-

bition. The Manchester Guardian recorded the numbers: "22 oil

paintings, 100 water colour drawings, and a series of 25 illustra-

tions from Longfellow's 'Hiawatha.'"The Guardian went on to

note that Moran also brought with him a series of etchings (as

had Mary), a number of proof engravings of illustrations he had

published in Scribner's and other magazines, and a complete set

of his Yellowstone chromolithographs published by Prang.8 Sales

were apparently brisk, for a Boston newspaper later reported:

"His paintings and etchings have been warmly commended by

critics, and he has sold nearly all of them to eager purchasers."9

The true highlight of the European trip came later, when Thomas

and Mary visited London and met John Ruskin (fig. i).

As noted earlier, Moran had become acquainted with the

writings of Ruskin while still an aspiring apprentice in Philadel-
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Page 119: Thomas Moran,

c. 1884, photograph

by Napoleon Sarony, New

York, courtesy East Hamp-

ton Library.

1. John Ruskin, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

2. Thomas Moran, The

Resounding Sea, 1880,

etching, courtesy Gilcrease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

See also cat. 66.

3. Thomas Moran, The

Harbor of Vera Cruz, Mexico,

1885, etching, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

phia during the 18505. Thirty years later his admiration for Turner's

champion had not diminished. Well before his return to America

the New York Herald reported that Ruskin had not only expressed

admiration for Moran's work, he had also purchased "two pictures

and six etchings (including three by Mrs. Moran)." In addition,

the Herald noted: "Of one of Mr. Moran's etchings, 'The wave

breaking on the shore,' Mr. Ruskin was especially complimentary,

saying it was 'the finest piece of water drawing he had ever seen

by any man'" (fig. 2). Reporting that Ruskin had ordered a set of

Moran's Yellowstone chromolithographs, the Herald concluded:

"Mr. Ruskin's pleasure in examining the work of and meeting so

ardent and talented a disciple of Turner as Mr. Moran, must have

naturally been great, and he called several times upon the artist."10

Hearing words of approval from Ruskin regarding his

own paintings and etchings, as well as those of Mary, must have

been one of the high points of Moran's professional life. As a

young man Moran had made literal copies of works by Turner.

While abroad in 1862 he had studied works from the Turner

bequest —works ordered and arranged by Ruskin. Most impor-

tant, however, Ruskin must have recognized, especially in the

Yellowstone images, that Moran had put the lessons of Turner

to good use, for while the landscape was American, the aesthetic

and technical provenance of Moran's imagery was clearly British.

The Moran/Ruskin meeting was recorded in several

American newspapers—often with a hint of pride that works by

two American artists had been purchased by the eminent Eng-

lish critic. Although well along in years, Ruskin remained an art

celebrity in 1882, and his stamp of approval was a marketing tool

that Moran put to good use.

Mexico

Just a few weeks after returning from Europe, Moran sailed again.

Accompanied by Arthur G. Renshaw of the Mexican National

Railroad and a mining engineer identified only as Mr. Hahn,

Moran began a journey that would take him first to Cuba, then

on to Mexico. Although the circumstances that prompted the

trip are not clear, Moran took full advantage of the opportunity

to sketch yet another distant landscape about which much had

already been written.n Tireless in his pursuit of new subject mat-

ter, Moran completed a large number of sketches including several

extraordinary views of the Trojes Mine in central Mexico (cat. 64).

Ironically, it was during the Mexican trip that Moran

made written reference to an even more distant port—one that

eventually became, perhaps, his most popular subject. Shortly

after arriving in Vera Cruz, Moran wrote to Mary sharing news

of his trip (fig. 3). In describing the Mexican coastal city, he called

Vera Cruz "another pictorial place like Venice. A quiet smooth

sea reflecting the castle and buildings. Very green water."12 At

the time he made the comment, Moran had not been to Venice.

He had, however, seen many images of Venice—a substantial

number by Turner.

Venice: "A Boast, a Marvel, and a Show"

In February 1886, at Ortgies Gallery in New York, Moran placed

more than sixty works on exhibition prior to auction.13 In account-

ing for such a large display of works by a single artist, the New

York Herald reported, "Mr. Moran and his wife, Mary Nimmo

Moran, leave for a European trip in June, and therefore the for-

mer decided to dispose of his unsold works by auction."14 In fact,
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4. J.M.W.Turner, Bridge

of Sighs, Ducal Palace,

and Custom-House, Venice,

c.1833, oil on canvas,

courtesy Tate Gallery,

London.

5. Thomas Moran's

Venetian gondola on

Hook Pond, East

Hampton, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

Thomas Moran made the European trip alone, departing in

April rather than June.15 By i May he had arrived in Venice. Two

days later he wrote to Mary: "Venice is all, and more, than trav-

ellers have reported of it. It is wonderful. I shall make no attempt

at description but will tell you all when I get back."16

Only one letter survives from Moran's Venetian sojourn,

thus we cannot know with certainty who the artist saw while

abroad. It seems likely, however, that he visited the salon of a

much-beloved hostess with American ties, Mrs. Arthur Bron-

son. Mrs. Bronson, born Katharine de Kay, was a sister of Helena

de Kay, wife of Moran's close friend, Richard Watson Gilder.

Described as one of the founders of the Anglo-American colony

in Venice, Mrs. Bronson had arrived in the city in 1876. She main-

tained her home and salon in the Casa Alvisi, a small palace,

located at the mouth of the Grand Canal directly opposite Santa

Maria della Salute. James McNeill Whistler and John Singer

Sargent were frequent visitors, as were Henry James and Robert

Browning. It was Browning who described Mrs. Bronson as the

"best Cicerone in the world; she knows everything and teaches

me all she knows. There never was such a guide."17 Considering

the close relationship Moran enjoyed with Gilder, Mrs. Bronson's

brother-in-law, it seems unlikely that Moran would forgo meet-

ing and benefiting from Mrs. Bronson's guidance as well.

While Gilder probably provided Moran with an intro-

duction to the city's most gracious hostess, Venice was clearly a

city Moran already knew well—at least visually—before he

arrived. Once again, his tutors were Byron, Turner, and Ruskin.

Ruskin visited Venice for the first time in 1835; many addi-

tional trips would follow, the last in 1888. Enchanted by the city

and passionate about the preservation of its architectural treasures,

Ruskin wrote extensively about the "jewel on the Adriatic." In

March 1851 the first volume of The Stones of Venice was published

simultaneously in England and America. The second and third

volumes appeared two years later. Several excerpts were pub-

lished in The Crayon in 1855, giving the book wide currency in

American art circles.18

Like Moran, Ruskin "knew" Venice visually before he

actually visited the city, because he had seen Venice through

Turner's eyes before he departed England. Turner had traveled

to Venice as early as 1819, following in the footsteps of the figure

who seemed to be at once Childe Harold and Lord Byron. It

was Byron who wrote of Venice in the fourth canto of Childe

Harold's Pilgrimage:

I loved her from my boyhood; she to me
Was as a fairy city of the heart,
Rising like water columns from the sea,
Of joy the sojourn, and of wealth the mart;
And Otway, Radcliffe, Schiller, Shakespeare's art,
Had stamp'd her image in me, and even so,
Although I found her thus, we did not part;
Perchance even dearer in her day of woe,
Than when she was a boast, a marvel, and a show.

It is interesting to note that the first oil painting Turner com-

pleted of a Venetian subject was titled Bridge of Sighs, Ducal

Palace, and Custom-House, Venice: Canaletti Painting (fig. 4). The

picture was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1833 accompanied

by lines from Byron's Childe Harold'. "I stood upon a bridge, a

palace and/A prison on each hand."19 Turner's painting was

given to the National Gallery, London, in 1847 anc^tnus w°uld

have been part of the collection Thomas and Edward Moran

traveled abroad to see in 1862. In 1890, shortly after returning

from his second trip to Venice, Moran exhibited his own version

of the "Bridge of Sighs" at the National Academy of Design

in New York.

In November 1882, four years before Moran made his

first trip to Venice, Century Magazine published an article on

the city by Henry James. James began his essay by noting:

"Venice has been painted and described many thousands of

times, and of all the cities of the world it is the easiest to visit

without going there. Open the first book and you will find a

rhapsody about it; step into the first picture dealer's and you

will find three or four high colored Views' of it."20 According

to James, so much had been written about Venice, so many

photographs had been taken, so many pictures had been

painted that nothing new remained to be said. Characteristi-

cally, James went on to write a lengthy article.
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When Moran returned from Venice in 1886, he was in a

similar position. A decade earlier he had returned from distant

lands bringing back the first watercolors ever seen of marvelous

geological formations and wondrous new landscapes. With a

temporary corner on the market, he had managed to define (even

copyright) some of the most remarkable of these—Yellowstone,

the Grand Canyon, and Mountain of the Holy Cross, in partic-

ular. When he returned from Venice, the situation was reversed.

Other artists had preceded him by many years, and as James

noted, the city and subject were so well known that nothing

remained to be said. Nevertheless, Moran set to work immedi-

ately, using his sketches to produce studio oils. At the National

Academy annual exhibition the following spring, Moran sub-

mitted two works, both Venetian subjects: The Church of Santa

Maria della Salute, Venice, and The Gate of Venice. From that

moment forward Moran contributed a Venetian painting to the

academy exhibition nearly every year he participated. The sub-

ject became his "best seller."

As others have noted, works of art with Venetian sub-

jects enjoyed extraordinary popularity during the second half

of the nineteenth century.21 Nostalgia for a non-industrial

past certainly played a role, as did the dreamlike, otherworldly

quality of a city floating on water. Travel literature, eagerly

read, and often of high quality, also contributed to widespread

interest in the city.

For Moran, known to be an admirer of Ruskin, Turner,

and Byron, the three figures primarily responsible for the resur-

gence of interest in Venice in the nineteenth century, the city had

enormous appeal. Moran's debt to Turner's Venetian pictures

was immediately recognized by his contemporaries and surely

contributed to the popularity and marketability of his pictures.

Like Turner, Moran made full use of the reflective inter-

play that occurred when architecture and exotic vessels were mir-

rored by the surface of the sea. The resulting mix of bright color

and shimmering light produced the poetic or "dreamlike" quality

that Moran's contemporaries frequently noted in his Venetian

paintings. Using a compositional technique quite like that he had

employed with his Green River pictures, Moran often "anchored"

his Venetian paintings with recognizable architecture and then

freely invented foreground elements. Thus as Citadel Rock and

Castle Rock immediately defined a Green River landscape, Santa

Maria della Salute, the Campanile, and the Doge's Palace set the

scene in Venice. In place of the Indian caravans that frequently

made their way across the foregrounds of Moran's Green River

pictures, gondolas and fishing vessels filled with brightly cos-

tumed figures often float in the foreground of Venetian paintings.
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6. Thomas Moran,

The Grand Canyon of

the Colorado, 1892 -1908,

oil on canvas, courtesy

Philadelphia Museum of

Art, Gift of Graeme

Lorimer.

7. Nance's Trail Down,

1892, photograph by

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

In The Fisherman's Wedding Party, Venice (cat. 76), for example,

Moran placed decorated vessels with their colorfully attired rev-

elers in the left foreground.

Like his Green River paintings, Moran s views of Venice

were nostalgic fictions. As noted earlier, the railroad had replaced

the Indian in Green River by the time Moran visited the site.

Although gondolas and fishing boats still plied Venetian waters

in the i88os, the point of comparison was with an industrialized

America pushing full speed into a new age. In Moran's paintings

Venice served as a dreamy, poetic refuge from rapid change.

Poetic associations may have gotten the best of Moran

during his second visit to the city in 1890, for he returned home

with a gondola, which he subsequently launched on a pond near

his summer residence in East Hampton (fig. 5). Reporting on

what was surely one of the most unusual events of the season,

the East Hampton Star noted:

Artist Moran has placed his Venetian gondola upon Hook Pond, and on
Tuesday a party consisting of himself, Dr. Herrick, Dr. Monroe, and
their ladies, enjoyed a sail around the pond on that novel craft. The gon-
dola is 38 feet long, and about four or five feet wide at the centre, and is
propelled by a gondolier who stands upon the stern and works the oar
upon a curiously shaped arm, by which he is enabled to guide the boat as
well as propel it without taking the oar from the water This is proba-
bly the only Venetian gondola in America, and it has a peculiar mark of
distinction, having been at one time owned by the poet Browning.22

Several years later, a visitor to Moran's studio inquired about the

gondola and recorded the artist's response:

"That is Robert Browning's gondola that we bought in Venice. It is
the gondola which the poet used all the time he was in the city of the
Adriatic. In it he wrote 'In a Gondola.'There are the chairs that were
always in the boat, and were used by Mr. Browning." Mr. Moran pointed
to two antique, heavily carven ebony chairs beside the old fireplace.
"Robert Browning bought them in one of the old palaces, as I learned
from the poet's gondolier, who was in our employ the entire time we
were in Venice."23

Robert Browning's gondola did not fare well in East Hampton's

Hook Pond and before long was relegated to the status of yard

ornament. There it became a particularly apt totem for the artist

who may have painted more views of Venice than any other

American of the nineteenth century.

Return West

In March 1892 the East Hampton Star quoted a biographical

sketch of summer resident Thomas Moran that identified him

with an earlier generation of painters: "Among our older Ameri-

can painters who have achieved great eminence in the past, there

is no one who has a greater enthusiasm for his art than has

Thomas Moran. He is the youngest old man—with possibly

two exceptions—both in person and in the character of art
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who can be found at the present moment with a palette on his

thumb."24 Moran was fifty-five years old at the time the East

Hampton article appeared and, ironically, just about to depart

on a rigorous trip to the Grand Canyon and Yellowstone—

the landscapes that had made

him famous two decades before.

Accompanied by his twenty-

eight-year-old son, Paul, Moran

journeyed first to Chicago,

where he entered into a business

relationship with the Atchison,

Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad.

Anxious to promote themselves

as the rail route to the Grand

Canyon, the Santa Fe Railroad

subsidized Moran's 1892 trip

in exchange for the copyright

of a painting that could be

used for promotional purposes

(fig. 6).25 Over time the Santa

Fe Railroad became one of

Moran's best patrons, sponsor-

ing numerous trips to the

canyon and extended stays at

the El Tovar Hotel.

In 1892 the company's

advertising agent, C. A. Higgins,

traveled with Moran to the

Grand Canyon. On 21 May they reached Flagstaff, Arizona,

where they were joined by William Henry Jackson. Although

both Moran and Jackson had visited the canyon earlier, they

had not done so together, nor had they visited the south rim.

Thus the collaboration between artist and photographer that

had proven so rewarding in Yellowstone in 1871 took place at

the Grand Canyon for the first time in 1892.

Early in June 1892 Moran, Jackson, and their companions

reached the rim of the canyon. There they were met by legendary

guide and raconteur, John Hance (fig. 7). Hance had arrived at

the canyon a decade earlier in search of mining opportunities but

had quickly perceived that tourism would prove more profitable.

His "ranch" near Grandview Point was, in effect, the canyon's first

hotel, and it was there that Moran and his party stayed early in

their journey as they made their way down the canyon to the river.

All the while Moran sketched and Jackson took photographs.

Several days later Moran described the descent in a letter to

Mary, noting that as they neared the river the route became so

©

treacherous they had to let themselves down with ropes. He

continued, "We were all very tired having descended more than

5000 feet from the brink to the river, but it was a glorious trip."26

Jackson took a number of photographs from the floor of the

canyon before they began

their ascent. As Moran noted,

"We had to mount all the

falls again by the ropes we

came down on, which we

accomplished all right and

just at dark camped under

some rocks about 2 miles

from Hance's cabin in the

canon. After a good supper

we wrapped ourselves in our

blankets and laid on the open

ground and slept the sleep

of the tired."27 It was likely

at this camp that Moran

completed one of the most

remarkable of his Grand

Canyon watercolors, In the

Lava Beds (cat. 71). The image

is small and elegantly spare.

All around are the lava cliffs

that proved such an impedi-

ment to their canyon descent.

In the middle distance smoke

from the evening campfire drifts upward. At the right, beneath

massive boulders, are the tiny figures of Moran's fellow travelers.

In the foreground, fragile and isolated, is Jackson's camera.

Mounted on spindly legs that look to have been painted with

single strokes of a tiny brush, the camera seems aptly emblematic

of the fragility of the human enterprise in a landscape as over-

powering as that of the Grand Canyon. Less than 10 x 12 inches

in size, Moran's plein-air watercolor stands in marked contrast to

the enormous paintings that brought him great acclaim. In the

Lava Beds serves as a fitting reminder that Moran's remarkable

plein-air studies frequently exhibit an intimacy that did not

transfer to his studio oils. Much less iconic than the monumen-

tal canvases, they record the artist's personal response rather

than a market mandate.

After a week at the Grand Canyon, Moran and his

party returned to Flagstaff. From there Mr. Higgins returned

to Chicago, and Paul to East Hampton. Moran and Jackson,

however, journeyed on—first to Denver, then to Yellowstone.
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S.Thomas Moran, The

Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone, 1893 -1901,

oil on canvas, courtesy

National Museum of

American Art, Smith-

sonian Institution, Gift

of George D. Pratt.

9. Thomas Moran's

house at East Hampton,

1995.

The purpose of the journey was reported by Denver's Rocky Moun-

tain News: "Mr. Moran is on his way to Yellowstone National

Park. He will be accompanied on his trip by W.H.Jackson of

this city and the world's fair commissioners of Wyoming, the

object of the trip being to secure materials for a large picture to

be exhibited at the world's fair."28

When Moran returned to Yellowstone in 1892, he found

himself a celebrity. In a letter to Mary he wrote: "I have been made

much of at all the places in the park as the great and only 'Moran'

the painter of Yellowstone and I am looked at curiously by all

the people at the Hotels."29 Jackson and Moran spent many days

in the park visiting sites they had been the first to photograph

and paint nearly twenty years earlier. Keenly aware of changes in

the landscape, Moran noted, "The Great Blue Spring that I drew

for Prang's work is about ten times as large as when I saw it last

and has become the greatest geyser in the basin" (Appendix i).30

Although he visited many sites within the park, Moran

chose to meet his obligation to the exposition committee by

returning to the subject of the painting that Congress had pur-

chased twenty years earlier. On a canvas even larger than the first

(8 x 14 feet) Moran revisited, visually, the Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone (fig. 8). Although the view down the canyon is the

same, the two paintings are significantly different. In the later

work Moran's brushwork is far looser and geologic concerns

more relaxed. In the foreground at the left, where the figures of

Hayden, Jackson, and Moran had provided scale and historical

presence in the earlier painting, all signs of human presence

have been erased. Even the towering trees that framed the first

picture have been reduced in size. Instead Moran concentrated

on Yellowstone's spectacular color. No longer fearful of disbelief,

Moran was free to celebrate the luminous colors of the canyon

with paint that is remarkably thin and transparent.

Ironically, just prior to his return to the Grand Canyon

and Yellowstone in 1892, the East Hampton Star published a bio-

graphical sketch of Moran that included the comments:

Two decades ago, when Mr. Moran made a journey through the Yellow-
stone region and spent many enchanted months in the wildest portions
of the Rockies he was convinced that no greater mine of pictorial wealth
could be found than in the country upon whose inspiring grandeur he
then feasted his eyes. He did not dare to paint nature as she was in these
parts. Untraveled folk would call him mad and say the burning colors of
his mountains and ravines did not exist, or, if they did, they were not as he
showed them. As it was, when our painter returned from the West laden
with a store of marvelous canvases, he was forewarned by his brother
painters that it would be little better than professional suicide to exhibit
such startling views in a public gallery as those he privately displayed. It
did not take many years of persistent painting and exhibiting of his Yel-
lowstone and various Rocky Mountain pictures to convince the long-eared
public that what he presented was the modified truth of nature and not
eccentric nightmares of color and design.31

8
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By 1892 Yellowstone had been visited by enough "long-eared"

tourists that Moran no longer had to fear being labeled "dishon-

est" for his depiction of the canyon's startling color.

In 1893 Moran's late version of Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone, along with an earlier painting of North Atlantic icebergs,

Spectres from the North (cat. 70), was exhibited at the World's

Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Neither picture drew special

attention and both remained unsold at the time of the artist's

death. Well aware of changes in the market, Moran told a Denver

reporter in June 1892, "I prefer to paint western scenes, but the

Eastern people don't appreciate the grand scenery of the Rockies.

They are not familiar with mountain effects and it is much easier

to sell a picture of a Long Island swamp than the grandest pic-

ture of Colorado."32 Times and the picture market had changed.

In June 1898, shortly after the outbreak of the Spanish

American War, a military camp was hastily built near Montauk,

on the eastern tip of Long Island. Later in the year, when

Theodore Roosevelt's Rough Riders and other soldiers began to

return from Cuba ill with fever, a tent hospital was added to the

Montauk camp. By late September two additional hospitals in

East Hampton were also treating fever-ridden soldiers.33

For months residents of East Hampton and other Long

Island communities helped care for the soldiers. Mary Moran

and her daughter Ruth were among many volunteers acknowl-

edged in the East Hampton Star as having contributed to the

effort. In September 1898 the Brooklyn Eagle reported on the

kindness of East Hampton residents, noting: "Many of the cot-

tagers at East Hampton now send their carriages daily to the

soldiers hospitals to give the men a drive on pleasant days, and

the sight of a group of troopers in blue or in the faded buff uni-

form of the Rough Riders, carefully wrapped in blankets, driven

by a liveried coachman, is frequently met on the village drives

or along the picturesque lanes."34

Such kind ministrations had tragic consequences for the

Moran family the following year, when first Ruth and then her

mother became ill. After a long convalescence Ruth recovered,

but on 25 September 1899 Mary Moran died. She was buried the

following day in the cemetery across the street from the East

Hampton home she and Thomas had built fifteen years earlier.3S

Following her mother's death, Ruth became her father's

constant companion and business partner for the remainder of

his life. Despite Ruth's dedication to his well-being, Moran

never fully recovered from the loss of Mary.

Loss

When Moran returned home in August 1892, it was to the house

and studio that he and Mary had built eight years earlier in the

village of East Hampton on Long Island. Both had first visited

the area in 1878 when they were invited to accompany members

of the Tile Club on a sketching trip. Enchanted by the village

and the surrounding countryside, they later purchased property

on Main Street near Town Pond. In 1884 they built the home

that initially served as a summer residence but quickly became

the center of Moran family life (fig. 9).
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6o
Toltec Gorge,

Colorado

c. 1881, watercolor

31.9 X 24.1 (l29/16 X 9%)

Cooper-Hewitt

National Design

Museum, Smithsonian

Institution, Gift of

Thomas Moran

Washington only

six M I L E S ahead lay the canon of which

we had heard so much,—the Toltec Gorge,

whose praises could not be overdrawn.

Evidently his majesty had entrenched

himself in glories beside which any ordi-

nary monarch would lose his magnificence.

Was this king of canons really so great

he could afford to risk all rivalry? Here,

on the left, what noble martello-tower of

native lava is that which stands undizzied

on the very brink of the precipice? I should

like to roll it off, and watch it cut a swath

through that puny forest down there, and

dam up the whole stream with its huge

breadth—

In the most secluded nook of the

mountains we come upon Phantom

Curve, with its company of isolated rocks,

made of stuff so hard as to have stood

upright, tall, grotesque, and sunburned.

.. .Miles away you can trace these black

pinnacles, like sentinels, mid-way up

the slopes; but here at hand they fill the

eye....

Winding along the slender track,

among these solemn forms, we approach

the gorge, the vastly seamed and wrinkled

face of whose opposite wall confronts us

under the frown of an intense shade,—

unused to the light from all eternity; but

on this, the sunny side, a rosy pile, lifts

its massive head proudly far above us, its

square, fearless forehead,—

Fronting heaven's splendor,

Strong and full and clear.

How should we pass it? On the right

stood the solid palisade of the sierra,

rising unbroken to the ultimate heights;

on the left the gulf, its sides more and more

nearly vertical, more and more terrible

in their armature of splintered ledges and

pike-pointed tree-tops,—more often

breaking away into perpendicular cliffs,

whence we could hurl a pebble, or our-

selves, into the mad torrent easily seen but

too far below to be heard; and as we draw

nearer, the rosy crags rise higher and more

distinct across our path. We turn a curve

in the track the cars leaning toward the

inside, as if they, too, retreated from

the look down into that "vasty deep," and

lo! a gateway tunneled through,—the

barrier is conquered!

The blank of the tunnel gives one

time to think. Pictures of the beetling,

ebony-pillared cliffs linger in the retina

suddenly deprived of the reality, and

reproduce the seamed and jagged rocks

in fiery similitude upon the darkness. In

a twinkling the impression fades, and

at the same instant you catch a gleam of

advancing light, and dash out into the

sunshine,—into the sunshine only? Oh,

no, out into the air,—an awful leap

abroad into invisible bounded space; and

you catch your breath, startled beyond

self-control!

Then it is all over, and you are still

on your feet, listening to the familiar

ring of the brown walls as they fly past.

What was it you saw that made your

breathing cease, and the blood chill in

your heart with swift terror? It is hard to

remember; but there remains a feeling of

an instant's suspension over an irregular

chasm that seemed cut to the very center

of the earth, and, to your dilated eye,

gleamed brightly at the bottom, as though

it penetrated even the realms of Pluto.

You knew it opened outwardly into the

gorge, for there in front stood the mighty

wall, bracing the mountain far overhead,

and below flashed the foaming river.

This is the sum of your recollection,

photographed upon your brain by a men-

tal process more instantaneous than any

application of art—

Our train having halted, the Artist

sought a favorable position for obtaining

the sketch of Toltec Gorge which adorns

these pages, the Photographer became

similarly absorbed, and the remaining

members of the expedition zealously

examined a spot whose counterpart in

rugged and inspiring sublimity probably

does not exist elsewhere in America. A

few rods up the canon a thin and ragged

pinnacle rises abruptly from the very

bottom to a level with the railway track.

This point has been christened Eva Cliff,

and when we had gained its crest by dint

of much laborious and hazardous climb-

ing over a narrow gangway of rocks, by

which it is barely connected with the

neighboring bank, our exertions were well

repaid by the splendid view of the gorge

it afforded. (Ingersoll 1885,116-118)

AN H O U R ' S R I D E from Antonita brings

the traveler to the brow of a precipitous

hill, from whence he looks down on the

picturesque valley of the Los Pinos. As

the advance is made around the mountain

spurs and deep ravines, glimpses are caught

of profound depths and towering heights,

and then the train, making a detour of

four miles around a side canon, plunges

into the blackness of Toltec tunnel, which

is remarkable in that it pierces the summit

of the mountain instead of its base. Twelve

hundred feet of perpendicular descent

would take one to the bottom of the gorge,

while the seared and wrinkled expanse of

the opposite wall confronts us, lifting its

massive bulwarks high above us

When the train emerges from the

tunnel it is upon the brink of a precipice.

A solid bridge of trestle-work, set in the

rock after the manner of a balcony, sup-

ports the track, and from this coigne of

vantage the traveler beholds a most thrilling

spectacle. The tremendous gorge, whose

sides are splintered rocks and monumen-

tal crags and whose depths are filled with

the snow-white waters of a foaming

torrent, lies beneath him, the blue sky is

above him and all around the majesty and

mystery of the mountains. (Rhymes of the

Rockies; Or, What the Poets Have Found to Say of the

Beautiful Scenery on the Denver and Rio Grande

Railroad [Chicago, 1891], 27)
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Toltec Gorge

Against the snows of cloud hills high,
Majestic mountains, centuries old,

Reach rugged heights far up the sky,
Like Babel's tower in story old.

The winds of night in furious rage
Beat 'gainst the wall 'twixt earth and Heaven;

Each element tireless war did wage;
Backward, defeated each was driven.

The warm Chinook o'er the prairie sighed;
The north wind fled to frozen seas;

The chill east wind in coast fogs died;
The avalanche crashed amid the trees.

Furrowed and tortured, in silent woe,
One mountain bore the storms of ages,

And sun of summer or winter's snow
Left no trace on its mystic pages.

But a drift of snow that lay long hidden
In creviced niche on a lean peak's crest,

Wept bitter tears that crept unchidden
Far down the mountain's unyielding breast.

The river down in the valley knew,
For the stream whispered when they met—

The brook and river—and, laughing, too,
The hills had never a thought as yet.

In years the mountain's heart of rock
Yields to the subtle brook, and fast,

With thunder peal and earthquake shock,
Crashed chasm open—defeat at last.

Centuries pass. The deep drifted snows
Fade 'neath summer suns, and the stream

Widens the gorge, and misty breath throws
High up black walls that silvery gleam.

But a web is cast of iron strong,
Like a spider's home of thread-like coil.

The brook is tamed, and its echoing song
Praises the power of human toil.

(Patience Stapleton, in Rhymes of the Rockies, 1891, 28)
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61
Green River Cliffs,

Wyoming

1881, oil on canvas

63-5 * 157-5 (25 * 62)
Private Collection,

Colorado

M R . M O R A N employs colour with great

mastery; there is no thinness or weakness

evident in his paintings. The texture of

rocks and foliage is carefully and truth-

fully reproduced. He is partial to the

brighter aspects of nature, and succeeds in

representing them without conveying the

impression of garishness. A painting he

has recently completed shows a sublime,

isolated peak, cloven in the centre, that
soars like a Titanic feudal tower above the
banks of the Green River, a tributary of

the Colorado. The colours of this natural
fortress are vivid copper, streaked with
vermilion, and merging into leaden grey.

It is painted sun-smitten against the fore-

boding gloom of a coming storm. The

broad river flows grandly at its base

through an endless plain that fades off

like the ocean into the infinite. In the

foreground a troop of Indian warriors, in

the gay accoutrements of battle, are guid-

ing their spirited ponies through long sere

herbage to the river's brink. The colours

in this painting, with the contrasted greys

and reds, are very striking, and yet are

so admirably harmonised that one is con-
vinced without hesitation that the scene

must be strictly true to nature. (Benjamin

1882, 92)
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62
Cliffs of the Upper

Colorado River,

Wyoming Territory

1882, oil on canvas

40.6 x 61 (16 x 24)

National Museum of

American Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Bequest of Henry

Ward Ranger through

the National Academy

of Design
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Pass at Glencoe,

Scotland

1882, watercolor

50.8 x 76.2 (20 x 30)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

H O I S T E D O N C E more upon the roof of
a Highland coach, in the best of spirits,
pipes and cigars, flasks of the real moun-
tain tonic within easy range, there was not
a merrier party within the rocky shores
of Scotland. There is something very in-
vigorating about a Highland coach, the
four spirited horses, the smoothness of
the roads, the humor of the driver, who
is generally a character, the delightful
feeling of utter abandon—

The American tourist who has never
visited the Yosemite Valley or the Canons
of Colorado, can form but little idea
of the Wildness and grandeur of Glen
Coe. Our ride that day of 20 miles led us
through wilds where cultivation is un-
known, and where the lonely shepherd's

is the only human foot that treads the
heath. Rocks on every hand—mountains
on every side.

"Crags, knolls and stones confusedly
hurled, the fragments of an earlier
world." ([Viator],"Scotland: Coaching" NY Mail,

20 May 1872)

T H E "Bridge of Three Waters, Pass
of Glencoe, Scotland," where the mas-
sacre of the MacDonalds took place,
is painted with the love and the spirit
of a Highlander, and one might fancy
that the artist had worked to the sound
of the bagpipes. Mr. Moran possesses
something of the feeling for color
that made Turner immortal. ("Art Notes,"
The Critic [27 Feb. 1886], 108)
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64
Trojes Mine

1883, watercolor

25.4 x 36.8 (io x 14^/2)

Private Collection



65
In the Canon above

Trojes, Mexico

1883, watercolor

27.9 X54 (ll X 2ll/4)

Private Collection
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66
The Much Resounding Sea

1884, oil on canvas

63.9 X 158.2 (253/16 X Ó25/ló)

National Gallery of Art,
Washington, Gift of the
Avalon Foundation

L I K E U N T O the blast of boisterous
winds, which rushes down to the plain,
urged by the thunder of Father Jove, and
with a dreadful tumult is mingled with
the ocean; and in it [rise] many boiling
billows of the much resounding sea,
swollen, whitened with foam. (The Iliad
of Homer, trans. Theodore Alois Buckley [New

York, 1857])
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Cloudy Day at

Amagansett

1884, oil on canvas

40.6 x 50.8 (16 x 20)

Private Collection,

Seattle
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68
Rapids above Niagara

1885, °il on canvas

51.4 x 76.8 (201/4 x 301A}

Dr. Donald and Kathryn

O'Connor Counts
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View of Venice

1888, watercolor

28.6x41.6 (n^xio^)

Corcoran Gallery

of Art, Washington, DC,

Gift of James Parmelee

Washington and

Seattle only
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7o
Spectres from

the North

1891, oil on canvas

188 x 299.7 (74 x 118)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

I C E B E R G S , P A I N T E D f r o m sketches

made...in the spring of 1890 on the trip to

Antwerp. It was painted immediately

after my return, in Easthampton, oc first

exhibited there in the old Clinton Acad-

emy. I think it one of my best works. It

was part of my exhibit at the Great

World's Fair in Chicago in 1893. (GA ledger)

T H O M A S M O R A N ' S large painting

"Ice-bergs in Mid Ocean" was put on

exhibition in Clinton Hall Friday after-

noon, for the purpose of raising money

to build a suitable walk from the bathing

houses to the beach. The admission

was 5oc and enough cash was taken to

do away with further inconveniences in

regard to walks upon the beach. (EH Star,

30 Aug. 1890)

S P E C T R E S F R O M THE N O R T H IS the

title of the large painting from the brush

of artist Thomas Moran, which was

exhibited in Clinton Hall on the after-

noon of Aug. 29. The picture, which mea-

sured six by eight feet, was stationed in

the proscenium, and had been tastily

draped by the ladies of the committee in

charge. Mr. Moran took his subject for

the picture from a view he obtained of

three large ice bergs in the middle of the

Atlantic during his recent return trip from

Europe, and has succeeded in making a

realistic picture, embracing beautiful sky,

the dark rolling ocean, and three majestic

and stately ice bergs. The longer one

looked at the picture the more true to

nature it appeared, and one could easily

imagine he was being rocked by the

boundless waves as he sat and gazed at

the wonderful portrayal of oceanic

grandeur. The artist has informed us that

there are some details about the work

which are yet unfinished Mr. Moran

will exhibit his picture at the different

clubs in New York this winter, and in the

spring it will be put on exhibition at the

national academy. (Unidentified newspaper

clipping, EHL scrapbook)

A P L A C E OF honor is given to a large

painting by Mr. Thomas Moran, Spectres

from the North. It is a scene from mid-

ocean. An iceberg the size of an island

occupies the middle distance and is seen

through the spray of great billows that

charge against its front with as much fury

as if it were solid rock. A comrade 'spectre'

is seen in the right distance and the fore-

ground is full of tumbling waves. No sail

disturbs the savage grandeur of the scene.

The iceberg rises into pinnacles, and in

places is brilliant with the rainbow colors

that sunlight produces when penetrating

great masses of ice. One thinks of the

paintings of Bradford, who has long held

a monopoly of such subjects, but only to

the credit of Mr. Moran. He has kept the

marvelous play of colors in the berg, but

softened them by distance and by inter-

posing atmosphere in which the moisture

of the ocean is understood, while the

clouds of spray from the surf reduce the

brilliancy of the iridescence still more.

The waves of the foreground are painted

with surprising power, magnificently

drawn and magnificently colored. It is a

living scene without human life, and

marks a point in the artist's career which

calls for congratulations. (NYT, 17 Jan. 1891;

repr. EH Star, 23 Jan.)
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In the Lava Beds

1892, watercolor

24.1 x 31.1 (9 V!z x 12 IA]

G. Andrew Bjurman

A F T E R D I N N E R we started for the river.
The trail was easy enough until we struck

the first waterfall in the lava. Here we

let ourselves down with ropes and in the

same way of six waterfalls. Jackson's

photos will show you how we did it. We

reached the river about 4 in the afternoon.

It was very full and muddy and it seemed

to me that the rapids were equal to the

Whirlpool rapids at Niagara. Black lava

2000 feet in height was all around us

except an occasional glimpse of the higher

sandstone peaks in the openings. We were

all very tired having descended more than

5000 feet from the brink to the river, but
it was a glorious trip. After photographing

for an hour, we began the return to where

we were to camp for the night about

2 miles up. We had to mount all the falls

again by the ropes we came down on,

which we accomplished all right and just

at dark camped under some rocks about

2 miles from Hance's cabin in the Canon.

After a good supper we wrapped our-

selves in our blankets and laid on the open

ground and slept the sleep of the tired.

(Moran to Mary Nimmo Moran, from Denver,

5 June 1892, in Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 90-91)
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Smelting Works

at Denver

1892, watercolor

24 x 31.8 (93/s x i2 vy
The Cleveland Museum

of Art, Bequest of

Mrs. Henry A. Everett

for the Dorothy

Burnham Everett

Memorial Collection

Washington only

N O T A B L E A M O N G the latter is a little
classic, Smelting Works in Denver. Not a

thrilling theme, you'll admit. But behold

what the artist-soul of him has done with

it. Black masses against a yellow and
orange sky make it a thing to carry away

for a low hour, if you have such. (Santa

Barbara Morning News, 16 June 1925)
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Canon of the Belle

Fourche, Wyoming

1892, pen and ink,

pencil and ink wash,

heightened with white

17.8 x 24.6 (7X9n / i6)

National Museum of
American Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Gift of Dr. William
Henry Holmes

Washington only

74
Chama below

the Summit

1892, watercolor

21.9X30.2 (8 5 / 8XI I%)

Cooper-Hewitt
National Design

Museum, Smithsonian
Institution, Gift of
Thomas Moran
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Hot Springs,

Yellowstone

2i July 1892, watercolor

25.4x30.5 (10 x 12)

Cooper-Hewitt

National Design

Museum, Smithsonian

Institution, Gift

of Thomas Moran
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The Fisherman's

Wedding Party

1892, oil on canvas

61x83.8(24x33)

The Detroit Institute

of Arts, Bequest

of Alfred]. Fisher
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Golden Gateway

to the Yellowstone

1893, oil on canvas

92.1 x 127.6 (361A x 501/4)

Buffalo Bill

Historical Center,

Cody, Wyoming

P O S E D ON THE trcstled road, I looked
back at the Golden Gate Pass. It is one
of those marvellous vistas of mountain
scenery utterly beyond the pen or brush
of any man. Paint cannot touch it, and
words are wasted. War, storms at sea, and
mountain scenery are bigger than any
expression little man has ever developed.
Mr. Thomas Moran made a famous stag-
ger at this pass in his painting; and great
as is the painting, when I contemplated
the pass itself I marvelled at the courage
of the man who dared the deed. But as
the stages of the Park Company run over
this road, every tourist sees its grandeur,
and bangs away with his kodak. (Frederic
Remington, "Policing the Yellowstone," Harper's

Weekly w [12 Jan. 1895], 35)
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Mountain of

the Holy Cross

1894, watercolor

48.9x35.6 (19 l/4x 14)

Denver Art Museum,

Anonymous Gift
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Autumn

c. 1893-1897, oil on canvas

76.2 x 91.4 (30 x 36)

The Philbrook Museum

of Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma,

Gift of Laura A. Clubb
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The Three Tétons

T H I R T Y - s E VEN mounted men and
twenty-five pack animals could hardly fail
to disturb the unbroken slumber of a
region which, from every rock and tree
and mountain, answers to the faintest
sound with reduplicated murmurs. But as
we looked before us and beheld, rising
through the morning vapors, the glinting
sides and summits of the Tetons, we felt
that even this country, desolate and virgin
as it was, had a thrilling history. Those
grand old mountains covered with eternal
snow had, by their very isolation, pointed
the way to the Pacific to all the early
explorers, from the days of Lewis and
Clark, through the mountain passes and
river mazes of this the most intricate part
of the continent. Guided by them, Hunt
in 1811 led his little half-starved band out
of the almost inextricable wilderness of
the Bighorn Mountains, and pursued his
long and tortuous journey to the Colum-
bia. Often did they serve during his years
wandering to guide Bonneville to the
friendly wigwams of the Bannacks or
Shoshones. And in the recent history of
the country, the first sight of them has
often assured the perplexed gold-hunter
that he was on the right path to the
Northern Eldorado. Rough, jagged, and
pointed, they stood out before us nearer
than I had ever before seen them, shining
like gigantic crystals in the morning sun-
beams—

After a ride often miles, we arrived
at mid-day at the Middle Fork of the
Snake, or the Mad river of Mr. Hunt. It is
not as large as the North Fork, but much
more rapid. All day the Tetons reared
their heads in full view. From the summit,
midway to the base, they seemed to be
covered with perpetual snow. In the but-
tressed sides, as the eye scanned them
critically, many places were seen where the
rocks were nearly vertical, and which it

would be impossible to scale. They were
apparently intrenched in a wilderness of
rocks, as inaccessible as their summits—

Eight miles of difficult travel took
us fairly into the Tetón basin. This basin,
hid away among the mountains, is like
an oasis in the desert. It embraces an
area of about eight hundred square miles,
and is carpeted with the heaviest and
largest bunch-grass I have ever seen. It
is bounded on three sides by a range of
snow-capped mountains, and forms a
complete cul-de-sac. Camas and yamph
grow all over it in great abundance, and
in the lowlands and along the streams are
found large patches of strawberries of the
finest flavor. Our entrance into this valley
was effected by traveling over high table-
lands and rolling foot-hills, which for a
distance of twelve or fifteen miles were
covered with vegetation. Innumerable
crystal streams flow from the surrounding
mountains into the Tetón river, which
traverses the valley longitudinally....

There is no greater wonder in moun-
tain scenery on this continent, than the
tendency it has to shorten distance to the
eye and lengthen it to the feet. A range
of mountains apparently ten miles distant
may be fifty miles away. A plain, to all
appearances as smooth as a floor, is
often broken into deep ravines, yawning
chasms, and formidable foot-hills. Every-
thing in distance and surfact is deceptive.
(Langford 1873,129 — 157)

HAD OUR first sight of the great Tetón
some 70 miles away.

The Tetons are now plainly visible but not
well defined owing to the mistiness of the
atmosphere. They loom grandly above all
the other mountains An intervening ridge
dividing us from the Tetón Basin stretches
for miles to the north of a beautiful pink-
ish yellow with delicate shades of pale
cobalt while the distant range is of an ex-
quisite blue with but little definition of
forms on their surfaces

Following a trail leading up the edge of
the Canon we found that it led down into
the Canon which has a beautiful stream
flowing through it fringed with Water
Elms, Pine Cottonwoods &c—

The Tetons here loomed up grandly
against the sky & from this point is
perhaps the finest pictorial range in the
United States or even in N. America

It is very hot this afternoon & so very
smoky that the Tetón peaks can scarcely
be seen & at times are entirely obscured
so that sketching is out of the question
¿ewe spend our time working up some
of our sketches made previously

The peaks of the Tetons are from this
point entirely hidden from view but a
number of other fine peaks present them-
selves in view. The view is very magnifi-
cent. The opposite mountain rises 5000
feet about the river with a granite base
surmounted by sandstone oc capped with
tremendous precipices of limestone. The
slopes are covered in place with a growth
of large pines but the summit is nearly
bare of vegetation.

(Moran's diary, 22-27 Aug. 1879, GTNP)
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1895, oil on canvas

52.4x77.5 (205/8X30V2)

The White House
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June, East Hampton

1895, °il on canvas

50.8 x 76.2 (20 x 30)

Private Collection

J U N E , E A S T H A M P T O N . . . presents a
smiling picture of a neighborhood land-
scape, almost like England in its general
aspect, but quite true enough in observa-
tion to be American. (NY Sun, Feb. 1897)
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Green River, Wyoming

1896, oil on canvas

51.1 x 76.8 (20 Vs x 301A]

Private Collection,

courtesy Jordan-Volpe

Gallery

T H O M A S M o R A N . . . with his..."The
Cliffs of Green River, Wyoming."... I

think me there is no better exponent of

God's own architecture. From the base

to the pinnacle the volcanic upheaval and

descendant stand in sullenness and pride,

dignified and morose, yielding nothing

but a diversified quality and quantity,

unintelligible, unconquered, but brought

nearer home by Mr. Moran than by any

other artist throughout the length and

breadth of the land. (Lockington 1901, 68)
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The Tetón Range

1897, °il on canvas

76.2 x 114.3 (3° x 45)

The Metropolitan

Museum of Art,

Bequest of Moses

Tananbaum, 1937
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Solitude

1897, °il on canvas
119.4x86.4 (47x34)

Private Collection
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Landscape

1898, oil on canvas

51.4 x 76.5 (20 VA, x 30 Vs)

David H. Koch

Washington and
Tul s a only
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In the Tetón Range

1899, oil on canvas

106.7 x ?6-2 U2 x 3°)
Museum of Western

Art, Denver

!57

Washington only
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Cliff Dwellers

1899, oil on canvas

51.1 x 76.5 (20 Vs x 30 Vs)

Berea College,

Berea, Kentucky

D I S C O V E R E D L AT E LY. . . by the Hayden

Geological Survey On the terraces of

the more open canons are multitudes of

picturesque ruins; in the bottom lands are

the remains of towns; in the wilder canons

the houses are perched upon the face of

the dizzy chasm They are so high that

the naked eye can distinguish them

merely as specks. There is no access to
them from above on account of the rocks

that project overhead, and no present way

of reaching them from below, although

doubling paths and footholes in the rocks

show where the way was trodden of old by

human feet—

The cliffs in some part are limestone,

but more frequently sandstone, with alter-

nating strata of shales and clay. The softer

layers are hollowed out, leaving caves,

whose solid stone ledges serve as the

floors and roofs of the cliff dwellings. A

few houses have two stories, and one

shows four stories, but generally they are
not higher than a man's head. Division

walls are built from the rear of the open-

ing and running outward to the front of

the cave, which is so neatly walled by
masonry of the prevailing stone that the

artificial work is scarcely noticeable by a

casual observer As to the habits of

these dwellers in mid-air we know almost

nothing It is assumed that the present
Pueblo Indians are the descendants of
these people, from the fact that their huts

to-day resemble the ancient cave houses.

The absence of implements of warfare,

either completed or unfinished, gives rise
to the opinion that they were a peaceful

race. Near some of the cities thousands of

flint arrow heads were found sticking in

the cliff—all pointing toward the city—

showing that some strong invader had

attacked them. (NYPost, 17 Oct. 1879)

AT S E V E R A L P O I N T S upon the rim of

the Grand Canon, both east and west

of the stage terminus, the razed walls of

ancient stone dwellings may be seen....

The most famous group, and the

largest aggregation, is found in Walnut

Canon, eight miles southeast from

Flagstaff. This canon is several hundred

feet deep and some three miles long, with

steep terraced walls of limestone. Along

the shelving terraces, under beetling pro-

jections of the strata, are scores of these

quaint abodes. The larger are divided into

four or five compartments by cemented

walls, many parts of which are still intact.

It is believed that these ancient people

customarily dwelt upon the plateau above,

retiring to their fortifications when

attacked by an enemy. (Higgins 1897,25)
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1 9 0 0 - 1 9 2 6 : " O L D G U A R D "

just a few months after his

wife's death, Thomas Moran, accompanied by his daughter Ruth, returned

to Yellowstone. Thirty years had passed since Nathaniel Langford s article

describing a western wonderland near the Yellowstone River had piqued

Moran's interest and sent him west to join F. V. Hayden s survey party. That

trip had changed both the course of Moran's career and the nation's legis-

lative agenda.

By 1900 Moran had spent nearly three decades signing his paintings

with a colophon that included three letters: TYM. The name he had invented

for himself was Thomas "Yellowstone" Moran. During that same thirty-year

period Congress had amplified the original Yellowstone legislation, setting

aside additional "parks," including Yosemite in 1890. Inextricably linked through

his paintings to numerous landscapes that eventually became national parks,

Moran would one day be described as the "father" of the national park system.

By the time Moran and his daughter arrived in Yellowstone in the

summer of 1900, much had changed. The isolated landscape Jackson had

photographed and Moran had sketched in 1871 had become a tourist mecca.

The railroads, stage lines, and hotels that transported and served increasing

numbers of tourists were thriving. Congressional action may have curtailed

commercial excess within the park, but outside the entry gates commercial

enterprise was faring very well.
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1900—1926: "Old Guard"

Preceding page:

Thomas Moran, 1921,

photograph by Glenhills,

Santa Barbara, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

1. Thomas Moran,

The Falls of the Snake

River, illustration

from "Idaho Scenery,"

The Aldine (June

1876), 195.

Moran's trip to Yellowstone in 1900 was part of a larger

journey that included stops in Utah and Idaho. It was the Idaho

leg of the trip—the rail and stage expedition to Shoshone Falls

on the Snake River—that resulted in Moran's last major western

landscape.

Shoshone Falls

As had been the case with the pivotal paintings of the 18705,

including Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Moran had produced

images of Shoshone Falls (perhaps using photographs by Timo-

thy O'Sullivan) before he had actually visited the site. In June

1876, for example, The Aldine published an illustration titled "The

Falls of the Snake River" by Thomas Moran (fig. i). A similar

view of the falls was included in the set of fifteen chromolitho-

graphs based on paintings by Moran published in 1876 by Louis

Prang (Appendix i). Photographs of spectacular western land-

scapes had sent Moran west in earlier years, and in 1900 they

may have done so again.

Unlike Yellowstone, Shoshone Falls was, at the turn of

the century, a "fresh" subject for pictures. The large size of Moran's

finished painting (6 x n feet) suggests that from the outset he con-

ceived of the work as a picture for a special exhibition. Indeed, it

is likely that Moran's trip to the Snake River in 1900 was prompted

by his wish to exhibit a large painting of a new western subject

at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New York, the fol-

lowing year.

Like Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, and Mountain of

the Holy Cross, Shoshone Falls had enjoyed considerable "press"

before Moran began his large canvas. As early as 1866 the Philadel-

phia Evening Bulletin reprinted an extensive article from a Salt

Lake City newspaper titled "The Niagara of the West—The

Great Shoshone Falls." Describing the falls as "a world wonder

which for savage scenery and power sublime stands unrivaled in

America," the author continued in a nationalistic vein: "As

tourists tell, the cataracts of Southern Asia and the falls of the

fair Rhine; the Victoria Falls, of Zambezi, Africa, as explored by

Livingston, and the Fall of Staubach, Switzerland, as immortal-

ized in Byron's Manfred, may each have special points, but as a

whole, for wildness and for witchery, for width and volume, this

'Niagara of the West' will stand second to none of all."1 Addi-

tional testimonials were offered by Albert D. Richardson, who

wrote in 1867 that the cataract was "unequaled in the world, save

by Niagara," and by an unidentified author (perhaps Timothy

O'Sullivan), who wrote in the September 1869 issue oí Harper's

Magazine that Shoshone Falls was "one of nature's greatest

spectacles."2 Even Clarence King, in his classic 1872 publication

Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada, described the "incessant

roar" of the cascading water and compared the grandeur of the

falls to that of Niagara.3 Despite the tantalizing nature of these

early descriptions, Shoshone Falls had not become the subject

of a major picture before Moran journeyed to the site in 1900.

In a letter written many years later, Ruth Moran recalled

the visit she and her father made to Idaho, noting that Moran

"was tremendously impressed by the Falls, and told me when

he saw them that not since his first sight of the Yellowstone

and the Grand Canyon had he been so stirred and thrilled as by

Shoshone." She went on to comment that "there were no houses

nor people to spoil the grandeur of the mighty torrent of water."4

In fact, by the time Thomas and Ruth Moran arrived, Shoshone

Falls had been a tourist attraction for a number of years.

Although the Shoshone Falls site was not directly served

by a rail line, the potential for tourist traffic had been antici-

pated more than two decades before the Morans arrived. In 1876

Charles Walgamott had fenced the area around the falls in an

attempt to establish squatter's rights to a site he predicted would

become a tourist destination. Before long Walgamott began

operating a stage line to ferry visitors to the falls from the nearby

town of Shoshone. For the comfort of overnighters a "hotel"

constructed entirely of tents was erected. Some years later the

Union Pacific Railroad began to promote special excursions to

the falls as part of an extended Yellowstone tour.5 By 1900, the

date of Moran's visit, Shoshone Falls had won a place on the

tourists' map of the West.

Predictably, Moran's painting betrays not the slightest

hint of tourism. Exercising the same editing privileges he had

employed with his Green River pictures, Moran stripped the site

of all human reference and produced a painting of a grand but

forbidding landscape.

As noted above, early visitors to Shoshone Falls frequently

compared the cataract to Niagara, the American standard by

which all other waterfalls were judged. Western enthusiasts were

quick to point out that Shoshone Falls was approximately fifty

feet higher than Niagara and the rush of water over the lava cliffs

every bit as magnificent as that of the eastern cataract when the

Snake River was swollen with winter runoff.

By the time Moran actually saw the falls, the Niagara

comparison had been made repeatedly. In fact, as Linda Hults

has pointed out, Moran may have consciously tipped his hat to

the most famous image of Niagara created during the nineteenth

century, Frederic Church's Niagara (1857), wnen ne composed

his view of Shoshone Falls.6 Despite the compositional echo of

Church's Niagara, Moran's Shoshone Falls (cat. 88) is clearly a
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western landscape and its stark and forbidding character more

closely aligned to the artist's own Chasm of the Colorado. Clarence

King, perhaps the most gifted writer to describe the Snake River

landscape and the falls, anticipated Moran's view when he wrote:

Dead barrenness is the whole sentiment of the scene Above the
brink, the whole breadth of the river is broken by a dozen small, trachyte
islands, which the water has carved into fantastic forms: rounding some
into low domes, sharpening others into mere pillars, and now and then
wearing out deep caves. At the very brink of the fall a few twisted ever-
greens cling with their roots to the rock, and lean over the abyss of foam

with something of that air
of fatal fascination which is
apt to take possession of men.
In plan the fall recurves up
stream in a deep horseshoe,
resembling the outline of
Niagara. The total breadth is
about seven hundred feet,
and the greatest height of the
single fall about one hundred
and ninety. Among the islands
above the brink are several
beautiful cascades, where por-
tions of the river pour over
in lace-like forms. The whole
mass of cataract is one ever-
varying sheet of spray. '

Like Chasm of the Colorado,

Moran's painting of Sho-

shone Falls is a roiling,

turbulent, statement about

the power of water. Carv-

ing its way through lava

rock, the Snake River is

the violent protagonist

of the picture. Coursing

through a gorge flanked by stone battlements, the steel grey water

of the river plunges more than 200 feet over a serrated edge.

Thunderclouds, dark and threatening, move swiftly along the

distant horizon. The "roar" Clarence King described is palpable.

Ironically, at the time Moran visited the falls, that roar

was about to be significantly reduced. In October 1900, just a

few months after Moran's visit, the major newspaper in the

Washington/Idaho area reported that an enormous irrigation

project was about to be undertaken: "News of the organization

of the greatest irrigation project ever launched in this state, if

not in the northwest, has leaked out tonight. Moreover, the pro-

jectors of the undertaking propose to do what has always been

supposed to be impossible—they will take water from the Snake

River some miles above Shoshone Falls and irrigate 200,000

acres of the wonderfully fertile land that stretches away on the

plateau 1000 feet above the tumbling river."8 The process by

which Idaho would become the third most heavily irrigated state

(behind California and Texas) had begun. During the coming

decades a series of dams would harness the river and the "savage

grandeur" of the scene, as captured in Moran's painting, would

be diminished.

In January 1901 Moran exhibited Shoshone Falls at the

National Academy of Design in New York. In a review of the

exhibition Charles Caffin began by applauding "the increased

recognition given to younger members of the Academy." He

went on to write that despite this hopeful development it would

be "churlish" to bemoan the presence of the "Old Guard." Among

this group Caffin singled out Moran, focusing his attention on

the artist's large western landscape:

"The Shoshone Falls of Snake River, Idaho," by Thomas Moran,
N. A., represents a brave and earnest effort to portray a grand phase of
nature. The canvas is very large, but the painter has not relied upon size
to suggest bigness, having resolutely attacked the big elements of his
subject—the rock formation, like giant ramparts and bastions, and the
plunge of the mass of water. On these there is an infinity of patient
labor expended, which leaves, however, no sense of niggling detail. The
composition counts fairly as a whole, and possesses an impressiveness
which cannot be reasonably ignored. That our preference may not be for
the grand and panoramic in nature is beside the question. Wisely or
unwisely the artist has attempted their portrayal, and from this point of
view with remarkable success.9

Caffin's review of Shoshone Falls serves as an apt marker of the

change of tone that began to characterize commentary about

Moran's work during the early years of the twentieth century.

Respectful rather than enthusiastic, Caffin prefaced his remarks

with appreciative acknowledgment of the battles an earlier

generation had fought, noting that the "Old Guard" had labored

"under difficulties of which the younger generation can have

little or no conception" and in so doing had done "their share

in building up a national art."10

When shown at the Pan-American Exposition just a

few months after its debut at the National Academy of Design,

Shoshone Falls was awarded a silver medal. Nevertheless, the

picture was the last of Moran's large panoramic western land-

scapes and remained unsold at his death.n Taste and the times

had changed.

"Working as Hard as Ever"

In June 1901 Edward Moran, Thomas Moran's elder brother,

died. It was Edward whom Thomas acknowledged as his earliest
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/poo -1926: "Old Guard"

2. Thomas Moran on

the Santa Fe Railroad, Los

Angeles, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

3. Advertisement for Santa

Fe Railroad published in

Fine Arts Journal, January

1909.

mentor—the person who offered encouragement and studio

space when Thomas had nothing more than ambition.12 Eight

months after Edward's death, in February 1902, John Moran

died. Five years older than Thomas and a skilled photographer,

John had remained in Phila-

delphia when his brothers

moved north. Close com-

panions when young, the

brothers had pursued similar

careers each initially depen-

dent upon the support of

the others. In less than three

years Thomas Moran had

lost three of the most impor-

tant people in his life. In

1907 he lost his only son.

Paul Moran, who shared his

father's interest in painting,

died in Los Angeles at age

forty-three.

Despite such sadness

and loss—or perhaps because

of it—Thomas Moran

turned his full attention to

work during the first decade

of the twentieth century,

producing an astonishing

number of paintings. These

he aggressively marketed

through private galleries

throughout the country. His

business relationship with

Moulton and Rickets Gal-

lery in Chicago, for example, was such that he painted pictures

on order—often by subject. Moran's best patron, however,

was neither a gallery nor a collector but rather the Santa Fe

Railroad (fig. 2).

Following Mary's death, Thomas and Ruth Moran spent

nearly every winter during the next two decades at the Grand

Canyon. In exchange for rail passes and hotel accommodations,

Moran produced paintings of the canyon that were used as

promotional tools in hotels, offices, and railroad cars. Additional

images were distributed on calendars, in guidebooks and bro-

chures, even on stationery. Eventually Moran became so closely

identified with the canyon that the railroad used his picture in

advertisements (fig. 3).

2 )

When not wintering in the Southwest, Ruth and Thomas

Moran were often traveling. Blessed with health and energy,

Moran maintained a daunting travel schedule that included four

trips to Europe during the last years of his life. In 1911, just back

from one of his European

expeditions, Moran told a

reporter from the New York

World: "I looked at the

Alps, but they are nothing

compared to the majestic

grandeur of our wonderful

Rockies. I have painted

them all my life and I shall

continue to paint them as

long as I can hold a brush.

I am working as hard as

ever I did.... I go to Cali-

fornia in the Autumn.

There I will paint all win-

ter. I have hundreds of

sketches of the Rockies

and the Sierra Nevadas, of

course, for I have been

making them for years, but

I still want more."13 The

extensive and detailed

ledgers Moran kept during

this period testify not

only to his productivity but

also to his active engage-

ment in the sale of his

work. Capitalizing on sub-

jects that had demonstrated

market strength, Moran produced a large number of Venetian,

Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, and Green River images. Although

often repetitive, some of the late works do rival in quality the

paintings that broke new ground many years earlier.

As he grew older, Moran came to be described as the "dean

of American painters." He also became the subject of numerous

newspaper and periodical "profiles." Surprisingly, the articles

frequently echo commentary published many years earlier.

In 1900, for instance, Richard Ladegast, wrote that Moran "has

never been a mere copist, even of Nature. All that he does is

directed by an imagination so poetical, and yet so clear, and

truthful, that his work is more akin to creation than reproduction."14

That same year Frederick W. Morton credited Moran with being
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a "pioneer" in the article he wrote for Brush and Pencil, describ-

ing the artist's "mental bent" as "poetic" and declaring that his

"chief characteristic" is "a rich, almost exotic, imagination."1^

Even Moran s well-known admiration for Turner was addressed

late in his career when a critic for the New York Times wrote:

"He has been called 'an artist spoiled by too much study of

Turner,' a criticism which has always seemed rather paradoxical,

for it is difficult to conceive how the influence of the great Eng-

lish master could spoil any painter. If Thomas Moran sees

Venice and even the majestic scenery of our far West as Turner

might have seen them, the visions which he transcribes are

none the less strong or entrancing on this account."16

Richard Ladegast was correct in stating that Moran was

not a copist. More than many of his contemporaries realized,

Moran was an imaginative painter. He was also a skilled pro-

moter. Although genuinely interested in literature, music, and

the related arts, Moran consciously cultivated an image that

combined, in a somewhat improbable way, the most attractive

traits of the romantic poet and the expedition artist. Skillfully

employing the technical vocabulary of artists he admired, in-

cluding Turner, with subject matter that extended the range of

the romantic landscape, Moran created a number of works

that redefined several tenets central to the romanticism of his

day. From the ancient volcanic landscape of distant Idaho,

for example, he created a solitude more profound, more threat-

ening than any conjured by Byron or Dante.

Open and candid regarding his lack of interest in

topographical views, Moran was never just a reporter. Even the

field studies he gathered as raw material for studio paintings

betray his self-stated interest in making pictures not documents.

Despite the enormous size of his most famous works, Moran

may have been at his best in the small watercolor sketches

he produced in the field. Nowhere perhaps is the romanticism

of the age summarized more elegantly than in the small water-

color based on field studies Moran created in 1873 of the

tiny boats carrying the Powell expedition down the Rio Virgin

between the walls of Zion Canyon (cat. 46). Rarely has the

human enterprise appeared so fragile or so heroic.

Self-cast as the artist/pilgrim in wondrous but difficult

landscapes, Moran created and then marketed images that

were born as much of imagination as of experience. A master

at mixing fact and fiction, Moran used the technique to great

advantage, producing some of the most remarkable landscapes

of the nineteenth century.
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Shoshone Falls on

the Snake River

1900, oil on canvas

182.9 x 365-8 (72 x 144)

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma

AWAY IN T H E wilds of Idaho, midway

between Salt Lake and Oregon, the air is

thundering and the earth is rent by a
cataract as imposing as Niagara. Situated

on the sage-brush plains, which calmly

sleep between the Rocky Mountains and

the Cascade Range, and are alike un-

tenanted by Ceres or the god of gold, the

Great Shoshone is a world wonder. (Phila.

Evening Bulletin, 17 July 1866; from the Salt Lake

(Union) Vide tie, May 31)

S T I L L THE R I V E R was invisible in its

winding chasm, one thousand feet below

the surface of the plain; but now at three

miles we heard more clearly its thrilling

roar, and saw the mist with its violet tinge

of rainbow, which arises forever and ever,

as if old Shoshonee were taking a vapor-
bath or smoking his pipe.

At last we alighted on a broken floor

of brown lava, descended the precipice for

three hundred feet by a natural rock stair-

way, walked a few hundred yards across a

terrace of grass, lava and cedars; and stood

upon a second precipice.

Peering over the edge, five hundred

feet beneath us we saw the river, after its

terrific leap, peaceful as a mirror. Half a

mile above, in full view, was the cataract.

It is unequaled in the world, save by

Niagara, of which it vividly reminded
us. It is not all height like Yosemite, nor
all breadth and power like the Great
Falls of the Missouri, nor all strength and

volume like Niagara; but combines the

three elements —

Down the stream I could find no

place where I dared attempt to descend

the almost unbroken wall to the water's

edge. But just below the brink I crept out

to the edge of the projecting rock. Cling-

ing to a hardy cedar, I saw the peaceful

waters two hundred and fifty feet below

me. Above, the surface of the water is

broken into five channels by little islands.

Thence I saw the river come gliding

swift, clear and smooth to the dizzy edge;

the long plunge; and the caldron, which

boils beneath, under wafting clouds of

spray. The fall itself is of purest white,

interspersed with myriads of glassy drops

— a cataract of snow with an avalanche of

jewels. Mocking and belittling all human

splendor, Nature is here in her lace and

pearls, her robe of diamonds and tiara of

rainbow. (Richardson 1867, 497, 499)

T H E N L E A V I N G this they moved north-

ward toward the falls of the Snake River,

designated, in the vicinity of Salt Lake, as

the Great Shoshone Falls Standing

upon the craggy rocks that jut out from

and form the walls of the table-land

below the falls, one may obtain a bird's

eye view of one of the most sublime of

Rocky Mountain scenes. Even in this

location, which is many feet above the

falls, the air is heavy with moisture, which

is attributable to the mist into which the

river's great leap slivers the water. From

the position on the crags you have also a

grand sight of the different falls, of which

the main one seems but the culmination.

Each small fall is in itself a perfect gem

with a setting of grandeur in the glorious

masses of rock... .There is in the entire

region of the falls such wildness of beauty

that a feeling pervades the mind almost
unconsciously that you are, if not the
first white man who has ever trod that
trail, certainly one of the very few who

have ventured so far. From the island

above the falls you may not see the great
leap that the water takes, but you will

certainly feel sensible of the fact that you

are in the presence of one of one of

Nature's greatest spectacles as you listen

to the roar of the falling water and

gaze down the stream over the fall at

the wild scene beyond. (John Samson [Tim-

othy O'Sullivan?], "Photographs from the High

Rockies," Harpers New Monthly Magazine 39

[Sept. 18691,475)

WE W E R E breakfasting when the sun

rose, and shortly afterward, mounting into

the saddle, headed toward the canon of

the Shoshone A few miles in front the

smooth surface of the plain was broken

by a ragged, zigzag line of black, which

marked the edge of the farther wall of the

Snake canon. A dull throbbing sound

greeted us. Its pulsations were deep, and

seemed to proceed from the ground

beneath our feet. Leaving the cavalry to

bring up the wagon, my two friends and

I galloped on, and were quickly upon the

edge of the canon-wall. We looked down

into a broad, circular excavation, three

quarters of a mile in diameter, and nearly

seven hundred feet deep. East and north

over the edges of the canon, we looked

across miles and miles of the Snake plain,

far on to the blue boundary mountains.

The wall of the gorge opposite us, like the

cliff at our feet, sank in perpendicular

bluffs nearly to the level of the river, the

broad excavation being covered by rough

piles of black lava and rounded domes

of trachyte rock. An horizon as level as

the sea; a circling wall, whose sharp edges

were here and there battlemented in huge,

fortress-like masses; a broad river, smooth

and unruffled, flowing quietly into the

middle of the scene, and then plunging

into a labyrinth of rocks, tumbling over a
precipice two hundred feet high, and

moving westward in a still, deep current
to disappear behind a black promontory.

It is a strange, savage scene: a monotony

of pale blue sky, olive and gray stretches of

desert, frowning walls of jetty lava, deep
beryl-green of river-stretches, reflecting,

here and there, the intense solemnity of

the cliffs, and in the centre a dazzling

sheet of foam. In the early morning light,

the shadows of the cliff were cast over half

the basin, defining themselves in sharp

outline here and there on the river. Upon

the foam of the cataract one point of the

rock cast a cobalt-blue shadow. Where
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the river flowed around the western pro-

montory, it was wholly in shadow, and

of a deep sea-green. A scanty growth of

coniferous trees fringed the brink of the

lower cliffs, overhanging the river The

mere suggestion of trees clinging here

and there along the walls serves rather to

heighten than to relieve the forbidding

gloom of the place. Nor does the flashing

whiteness, where the river tears itself

among the rocky islands, or rolls in spray

down the cliff, brighten the aspect. In

contrast with its brilliancy, the rocks seem

darker and more wild. The descent of four

hundred feet, from our stand-point to the

level of the river above the falls, has to be

made by a narrow, winding path, among

rough ledges of lava. We were obliged to

leave our wagon at the summit, and pack

down the camp equipment, and photo-

graphic apparatus upon carefully led mules.

By midday we were comfortably camped

on the margin of the left bank, just above

the brink of the falls. My tent was pitched

upon the edge of a cliff, directly over-

hanging the rapids. From my door I looked

over the cataract, and, whenever the veil

of mist was blown aside, could see for a

mile down the river. The lower half of the
canon is excavated in a gray, porphyritic
trachyte. It is over this material that the

Snake falls —
In the early spring, when swollen

by the rapidly melted snows, the river
pours over with something like the grand

volume of Niagara, but, at the time of

my visit, it was wholly white foam

Immense volumes of foam roll up the

cataract-base, and, whirling about in the

eddying winds, rise often a thousand feet

in the air. When the wind blows down

the canon, a gray mist obscures the river

for half a mile; and when, as is usually the

case in the afternoon, the breezes blow

eastward, the foam-cloud curls over the

brink of the fall, and hangs like a veil over

the upper river Incessant roar, rein-

forced by a thousand echoes, fills the canon.

Out of this monotone, from time to time,

rise strange, wild sounds, and now and

then may be heard a slow, measured beat,

not unlike the recurring fall of breakers

Night is the true time to appreciate

the full force of the scene. I lay and

watched it many hours. The broken rim

of the basin profiled itself upon a mass

of drifting clouds where torn openings

revealed gleams of pale moonlight and

bits of remote sky trembling with misty

stars. Intervals of light and blank dark-

ness hurriedly followed each other. For a

moment the black gorge would be

crowded with forms. Tall cliffs, ramparts

of lava, the rugged outlines of islands

huddled together on the cataract's brink,

faintly luminous foam breaking over black

rapids, the swift, white leap of the river,

and a ghostly, formless mist through

which the canon-walls and far reach of

the lower river were veiled and unveiled

again and again. A moment of this strange

picture, and then a rush of black shadow,

when nothing could be seen but the

breaks in the clouds, the basin rim, and a

vague, white centre in the general darkness.
After sleeping on the nightmarish

brink of the falls, it was no small satisfac-
tion to climb out of this Dantean gulf and
find myself once more upon a pleasantly

prosaic foreground of sage. (Clarence King,
Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada [Boston, 1872];

repr. Lincoln, NB, 1970,188-191)

i F I R S T V I S I T E D Shoshone falls in

company with two traveling women

whose names I have long forgotten, and a

stage driver by the name of Joe Mason

It was along about the last days of August

or first of September, 1875. While more

than fifty years have elapsed since that

day the experience of the trip made such

a deep imprint on my young mind that

the picture is flashed before me often

and clearly

There was just an Indian trail down

the hill, so.. .we hoofed it down to the

river where we went from place to place

finding new points of interest, each loc-

ation seeming better than the one we had

just left....

That day while eating our lunch

at the falls we built imaginary hotels to

accommodate tourists who would be

attracted to this beauty spot. We could all

see the possibilities of a great pleasure
resort. No country in the world could pro-

duce a location where beauty, grandeur

and power was so artistically and profusely

intermixed. And with all this natural

display no one had cared to own or claim

the land adjoining to Shoshone falls.

This impressed me and I inquired

as to how the land could be procured.

I was informed that the land was unsur-

veyed...and all that was required to secure

the land was to use a squatter's right and

hold possession, which required the post-

ing of a notice on the land making claim

to all you pretended to fence.... Along

in the early part of the summer of 1876

I.. .put up a pair of bars across the trails

near the top of the hill and had the
country fenced around Shoshone falls...
both up and down the river

We knew [after 1879] that the rail-

road was building but had no idea that it

had gotten that far into Idaho. Shoshone

was quite a little city of tents and was to
be quite a prominent point. Everything

was business and bustle

We inaugurated a daily stage line

from Shoshone to Shoshone Falls

Presently the travel began to come but it

came in spurts and spells.... During that

season we handled several excursion par-

ties including the Omaha Business Men's

association of some forty-five people, and

the Colorado Press association of about

the same number—In 1883 we sold our

holdings to a syndicate of capitalisas] —

(Walgamott 1926, 57-60)
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IT is S T I L L rare to meet anyone who

has seen the Falls of the Snake; and people

look with mild surprise upon those who,

having visited Shoshone, presume to com-

pare it with Niagara. Yet no one possessed

of a keen eye for the beautiful and the
picturesque can visit the two places with-

out feeling that the Idaho cataract, high

up in the great table-land amid its lava

beds, and those wonderful mountain skies

and in that mountain atmosphere, is

incomparably the more attractive, and,

indeed, except in volume of water, the

more wonderful, as well as more interest-

ing, of the two

There was never a day during our

Shoshone visit that, for a moment, the

region did not become a hideous reality

from which I longed to escape. But all

such moments were followed by hours

when the very height of the walls that

hemmed us in, and the wild noise of the

falling river fascinated and exhilarated.

You should see the river gather itself

together for its leap into the lower depths

of the canon; should listen to the roar it

makes; should feel the earth tremble with
the shock; should watch the rising mists,

ghost-like in the moonlight; should give

days to the isolated place, to know the fas-

cinations of Shoshone Falls. Telling one
how high the Falls are, how deep the
canon is, gives no idea of the place itself...

full of novelties and strange sights. Night-

loving bats live in the caverns that honey-
comb the cliffs; and on top of the high,
slim pinnacle of red rock, rising amid-
stream, an eagle has her nest and rears her

brood. There are points overlooking the

Falls where, unless strong, you will feel ill

and dizzy; and there are others where you

will delight to sit and read

At Niagara the river falls two hun-

dred and twenty-five feet in twenty-five

miles. At Shoshone the Snake descends

five hundred feet in four miles. The Great

Fall of Shoshone is crescent-shaped, and

is two hundred and twenty-five feet high

by nine hundred and fifty feet wide. The

plunge is unbroken. Facing it one sees a

quivering wall of water that stretches from

one side of the canon to the other. The

roar is deafening, and its force so great

that the displaced air is as fierce as a tor-
nado. The earth trembles from the blow it

receives. You yourself are drenched with

spray; and the rising mist is like a fog at

sea, blown hither and thither, and so

catching the sun's rays as to form arch

upon arch of glorious color. (Roberts 1888, xi,

155-156,164)

T H O M A S M O R A N of New York who has

earned the reputation as among the fore-

most of distinctively American painters, is

a guest at The Knuirford with his daugh-

ter, Miss Moran, enroute to Shoshone

Falls on the Snake river, which he will

sketch and color in water, and then paint

in oil during the fall or winter in his

New York Studio. (Salt Lake City Daily Tribune,

June 1900, EHL scrapbook)

THE L A R G E S T and most attractive pic-

ture in the art gallery at the Pan-Ameri-

can is Thomas Moran's painting of the

Shoshone Falls, Snake River, Idaho. The

picture is twelve feet six inches by twelve
feet and occupies a prominent position in
the large exhibit. Mr. Moran has at his

East Hampton studio a photograph of the

painting which is thirty two inches long
and is one of the finest specimens of pho-
tographic art we have ever seen. (EH Star,

26 July 1901)

THE P U B L I C library will have on ex-

hibition during the next ten days a paint-

ing by Thomas Moran, an artist who

has recently become a resident of Santa

Barbara, after spending two winters

as a visitor.

The painting is of the Shoshone

Falls, Snake River, Idaho, and is consid-

ered by connoisseurs one of the artist's

most important canvases. It is one of three

paintings that Mr. Moran has made of the

most impressive landscapes of America:

one of the Grand Canyon of Arizona, one

of the Yellowstone Canyon and this of

Shoshone Falls. The canvas is 6 by 12 feet,
and was painted in 1900 immediately

after the artist's visit to the west when

the work was accomplished in one month.

(Unidentified newspaper clipping, 1920, EHL

scrapbook)

" S H O S H O N E FALLS," the magnificent

oil painting by Mr. Moran that was

shown at the public library for several

weeks, about 18 months ago, and which

was so warmly praised by thousands of

people, is now in the painter's studio at his

residence. Mr. Moran considers this the

grandest waterfall he has ever seen, in that

it has a most magnificent background of

rocky lava bluffs, which rise to a height of

looo feet above the mighty torrent, while

Niagara, for instance, has a background
altogether plain and uninteresting, com-

paratively flat. In the former picture the
mad tumult of water in its wild rush has

almost the effect of taking one's breath

away, and the drawing and coloring

are such as could only be the work of real

genius. (Santa Barbara Sunday Morning Press,

Dec. 1921 clipping, EHL scrapbook)
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Looking up the Trail

at Bright Angel, Grand

Canyon of Arizona

1901, watercolor

37-8 X 26.4 (14% X IO3/8)

Cooper-Hewitt

National Design

Museum, Smithsonian

Institution, Gift of

Thomas Moran

O N L Y BY descending into the Canon

may one arrive at anything like com-

prehension of its proportions, and the

descent cannot be too urgently com-

mended to every visitor who is sufficiently

robust to bear a reasonable amount of

fatigue— Not the most fervid pictures of

a poet's fancy could transcend the glories

then revealed in the depths of the

Canon; inky shadows, pale gildings of

lofty spires, golden splendors of sun beat-

ing full on façades of red and yellow,

obscurations of distant peaks by veils of

transient shower, glimpses of white towers

half drowned in purple haze, suffusions

of rosy light blended in reflection from

a hundred tinted walls. Caught up to

exalted emotional heights the beholder

becomes unmindful of fatigue. He

mounts on wings. He drives the chariot

of the sun.

Having returned to the plateau, it

will be found that the descent into the

Canon has bestowed a sense of intimacy

that almost amounts to a mental grasp

of the scene. (Higgins 1897,14,18)
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Sunset in Mid-Ocean

1904, oil on canvas

76.2 x 101.6 (30 x 40)

Private Collection
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Grand Canyon

1904, oil on canvas

76.2 x 152.4 (30 x 60)

Private Collection

Washington only
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Bright Angel Trail

1904, oil on canvas

101.6 x 76.2 (40 x 30)

Private Collection

A F T E R THE C L O U D S had lifted and

the sun was shining once more, the party

assembled, in riding array, to take "The

Trail to Those Below." There was much
amusement and snapping of cameras in

the little corral beside the hotel at the
mounting of the mules. Pete and Johnny,

two wise little animals whose packs were

larger than themselves, led the way down

the Bright Angel Trail, looking back occa-
sionally to see that the long line of riders

were following properly. The descent

seemed perilous or safe as one had fear or

confidence, and while some of the party

rode down with joy, to others the trip
meant heroism. The guides were watchful,

the mules sure of foot and the plateau was

reached without mishap. For two hours

the way lay along the side of a creamy cliff

and some one cried with wonder, "Oh!

how strange, the Canyon is all yellow and

white." But five hundred feet below the

rim, the Canyon began to be all red, in an
infinite variety of shades and hues, and,
looking up, the vast golden rocks became

but as the foam upon the crest of the

sea. The plateau was soft with sage brush

and although the snow still covered the

ground about the hotel, here was found a
small, but fertile garden, with roses and

chrysanthemums blooming luxuriantly

under vivid green trees. (Stevens 1911,113)
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Indian Pueblo,

Laguna, New Mexico

1905, oil on canvas

50.8 x 76.2 (20 x 30)

Private Collection,

Colorado

J74
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Tantallon Castle,

North Berwick,

Scotland

1910, oil on canvas

76.8 x 101.6 (30% x 40)

Private Collection

Marmion, Canto V

But scant three miles the band had rode,
When o'er a height they passed,

And, sudden, close before them showed
His towers, Tantallon vast;

Broad, massive, high, and stretching far,
And held impregnable in war,
On a projecting rock they rose,
And round three sides the ocean flows,
The fourth did battled walls enclose,

And double mound and fosse.
By narrow drawbridge, outworks strong,
Through studded gates, and entrance long,

To the main court they cross.
It was a wide and stately square:
Around were lodgings, fit and fair,

And towers of various form,
Which on the court projected far,
And broke its lines quadrangular.

Here was square keep, there turret high,
Or pinnacle that sought the sky,
Whence oft the Warder could descry

The gathering ocean-storm.

(John Dennis, éd., The Poetical Works of Sir

Walter Scott, vol. 2 [London, 1892], 156-157)
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95
Grand Canyon

1912, oil on canvas

40.3 x 60.6 (15% x 23%)

The Nelson-Atkins

Museum of Art, Kansas

City, Missouri, Bequest

of Katherine Harvey
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A Miracle of Nature

1913, oil on canvas

51.1x76.5 (20V8X30V8)

David H. Koch

Washington and Tulsa only
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Hopi Village, Arizona

1916, oil on canvas

50.8 x 76.2 (20 x 30)

Heckscher Museum

of Art, Huntington,

New York, August

Heckscher Collection
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Chronology 1837-1858

Moran's parents, Mary

Higson Moran and Thomas

Moran Sr., courtesy

East Hampton Library.

•1837-

12 February. Thomas Moran born at

6 Duncan St., Bolton, Lancashire, Eng-
land. Fifth child, fourth son of Thomas

(1802-1862) and Mary Higson Moran

(1807-1883). Older siblings: Edward (1829

-1901); John (1831-1902); James (1833-
before 1850); and Sarah (1835-?). Younger

siblings: Elizabeth (1839-?); Peter (1841-

1914); William (1846-1871); Mary (1849-

1933); and James (1852-1860). (Birth certifi-

cates of Thomas, Elizabeth, and Peter Moran,

Bolton district registry; 1850 and 1860 U.S. Census;

EHL; interment records, Old Cathedral and West

Laurel Hill Cemeteries, Phila.)

Thomas Moran (Sr.) emigrates to the

U.S., eventually establishing a mill at

Carrocksink [currently Cohocksink], near

Philadelphia. (Bolton Journal, 22 Apr. 1882)

• 1843 •

Mary Higson Moran takes sons Edward

and Thomas to see George Catlin's travel-

ing exhibition and Indian troop in Man-

chester, England. (Shaun Greenhalgh, 24 June

1987, quoting Mary Higson Moran, Gilcrease

research files)

• 1844 *

13 April-31 May. Mary Moran; children

Edward, John, James, Sarah, Thomas,
Elizabeth, Peter; and Mary's mother,

Sarah Higson, travel from Liverpool to

Philadelphia aboard Thomas P. Cope.

Sarah Higson dies en route. (Harrison 1978,

43-44; passenger lists, Phila., 1800-1882, NA)

30 July. Thomas (Jr.), John, and Peter

Moran become naturalized citizens. (Natu-

ralization records, U.S. Circuit Court, Phila.)

Thomas Moran (Sr.) listed as a weaver

in Kensington, an outlying district of
Philadelphia, until 1857. (M'Elroy's Phila.

City Directory)

• 1846 •

7 November. Thomas Moran (Sr.) applies

for naturalization; granted to him and

remaining unnaturalized family members,

2 Oct. 1849. (Naturalization records, U.S. Circuit

Court, Phila.)

• 1850 •

io August. U.S. Census lists Moran

household as: Thomas Moran 48, weaver,

born in Ireland; Elizabeth [Mary] 42;

John 18, printer; Sarah 15; Thomas 13;

Elizabeth n; Peter 9, all born in England;

William 7, Mary 5, born in Pennsylvania;
William Thompson 28, warper, born in

England, and Susan 20, born in Pennsyl-

vania. (Schedule i. Free Inhabitants in. . .3rd
Ward ... Kensington . . . , 139)

• 1852 •

Thomas Moran (Jr.) completes studies

at Harrisons Grammar School on Master

St., Kensington. (Moran's copy oí Flora's

Lexicon, EHL; Curtis 1897, 325)

.1853.
Moran enters apprenticeship with Scat-

tergood and Telfer, a wood engraving

firm in Philadelphia; he later terminates

apprenticeship prematurely. (Boston Transcript,

i Dec. 1875; notes by Ruth Moran and Mary Tassin

Moran, 1903, and by Thomas Moran, GA; M'Elroy's)

Moran completes Catawissa Valley,

inscribed "one of my earliest drawings

on wood. T. Moran 1853" (EHL).

9 May-27 June. PAFA annual exhibition.

Edward Moran exhibits for first time,

showing View on the Susquehanna (no. 356).

(Phila. N. American and Gazette', Rutledge 1955, 144)

.1855.
Edward Moran moves from Kensington

to Philadelphia. (M'Elroy's; Rutledge 1955, X44)

io April. PAFA annual exhibition. Edward

Moran exhibits four paintings. (Crayon,

7 Mar., 159; Rutledge 1955,144)

• 1 8 5 6 -

Thomas Moran (Jr.) joins brother Edward

at 186 Locust St., Phila. (M'Elroy's; Rutledge

1955,144,145)

15 April. Moran sketches and dates Bridge

over the Schuylkill, Philadelphia (Gilcrease).
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Moran's siblings Edward,

John, Sarah, and Peter

Moran (left to right), cour-

tesy East Hampton Library.

Interior of James S. Earle

& Son Gallery, Philadel-

phia, stereograph by John

Moran, courtesy Library

Company of Philadelphia.

30 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin reports
opening of PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits for first time with six

watercolors, Absecom; Sketch on the

Delaware; Evening on the Danube;

Martello Tower, on the Kentish Coast;

Landscape, Showery Weather; Embarkation

on Lake Shalimar (nos. 367, 368, 391, 394,

437, 439). Edward Moran exhibits six

paintings. (Rutledge 1955,144,145)

.1857.
10 March -16 May. First annual exhibition
of DCAA. Moran exhibits View on Tacony

Creek (no. 24). Edward Moran exhibits

tWO Works. (Cobb 1963-1965, 122, 124; Crayon

[June], 186; Yarnall and Gerdts 1986, 2465, 2466, 2469)

23 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin advertises

sale at James S. Earle Gallery on 24 Apr.

of a collection of oil paintings by "promi-

nent American and European Artists,"

including Thomas and Edward Moran.

27 April-20 June. PAFA annual exhi-

bition. Moran exhibits "Among the

Ruins—there he lingered" and four water-

colors, Coast Scene; On Raritan Bay; The

Narrows—Entrance to NY Bay; Dunure

Castle (nos. 152, 401, 404, 411, 417). Edward

Moran exhibits five paintings. (Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 27 Apr. and 17 June; Rutledge 1955,144,145)

18 May-20 June. NAD annual exhibition.

Edward Moran exhibits for first time,

with New Castle on the Delaware (no. 180).

(Cummings 1865, 356; Cowdrey 1943, 2:30)

27 October. Thomas Moran sketches and
dates Falls of the Schuylkill (MFA Boston).

• 1858.

Moran listed as an artist at 515 Chestnut

St., Phila., and with brother Edward at

915 Sergeant St. Thomas Moran (Sr.)

listed as a paper carrier at 828 Centre St.

with son Peter, a lithographer. (M'Elroy's;

Rutledge 1955,144,145)

At Children's Hospital Benefit in Philadel-

phia, Moran exhibits Sepia Drawing and

Scene on Pine Creek, Tioga Co. (nos. 138,

140). Edward Moran exhibits three works.
(Yarnall and Gerdts 1986, 2464, 2468)

io February. DCAA annual exhibition

opens. Moran exhibits Welsh Mountain

Stream (no. 26). Edward Moran exhibits

tWO paintings. (Cobb 1963-1965,124; Yarnall and

Gerdts 1986, 2463, 2466, 2468)
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Chronology 1858—1861

Thomas Moran, c. 1860,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Mary Nimmo Moran,

courtesy East Hampton

Libary.

20 April-19 June. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Waiting for the Tide;

View on Tacony Creek; Haunted House; and

two watercolors, Studies; "There is a temple

in ruin stands... " (nos. 262, 286, 289, 368,

380). Edward Moran exhibits eight paint-

ings. (Phila. N. American and Gazette, 19 Apr.,

15 June; Rutledge 1955,144, 146)

* 1859 •

Thomas, Edward, and Peter Moran all

listed at 915 Sergeant St.; Thomas Moran

(Sr.) at 828 Knox (formerly Centre) St.

with son Peter. (M'Elroy's; Rutledge 1955,144,145)

3 January. Crayon announces opening of

DCAA annual exhibition. Moran exhibits

Haunted House (no. 44). (Yarnall and Gerdts

1986, 2465, 2467)

25 April-25 June. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Marine—near Cape

Elizabeth, Maine; Deserted Fortress; Sum-

mer Morning on the Coast; Coast of New-

foundland (nos. 132,188, 299, 337). Edward

Moran exhibits seven paintings. Peter

Moran exhibits for first time, with three

works. (Phila. News, 25 Apr. and 20 June; Rutledge

1955,144-146)

• i860 •

Moran listed at 828 Knox with his father

and brother John, a photographer; at 915

Sergeant with brothers Edward and Peter;

and at 726 Sansom St. with engraver

Samuel Sartain and painter and graphic

artist Stephen J. Ferris. (M'Elroy's; Cohen's

City Directory; Rutledge 1955, 72,144,145)

John Sartain, engraver (and father of

Samuel), demonstrates etching technique

to Thomas Moran and Stephen J. Ferris.

(Wray 1893,53-54)

12 March. Edward Moran is elected an

Academician of PAFA. (Goodyear 1973, n.p.)

23 April-30 June. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Sunset] First Ship;

Sketch on the Coast; and Rocky Coast (nos.

103,123,131, 290). Edward Moran exhi-

bits four paintings; Peter, one. (Phila. News,

23 Apr. and 29 June; Rutledge 1955,145,146)

24 April. Phila. Press reviews PAFA ex-

hibition: "Mr. T. Moran has two excellent

marine pieces, Nos. 123 and 131."

29 June. U.S. Census lists Thomas Moran

(Sr.) 58, "Ledger Currier," value of

personal estate 800, born Ireland, and his

household as: Mary 54; John 29, artist;
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John Sartain, engraving,

Collection of Merl M.

Moore Jr.

Stephen J.Ferris,Self-

Portrait, 1880, etching,

courtesy National Museum

of American History,

Smithsonian Institution,

Graphic Arts Collection.

Sarah 25; Thomas 23, artist; Elizabeth 21;
Peter 19, glass painter apprentice; William
14; Mary n; James 8, all born England
[sic]] Valentine Stause, 22, Clerk, born

Russia [husband of Sarah]. (Schedule i. Free
Inhabitants in ... 2Oth Ward ... Phila. . . . , 221)

3 July. Phila. Press reviews PAFA exhibition:

"From T. Moran there is a fine 'Sunset/ a

'Sketch on the Coast/ and 'A Rocky Coast.'

This last has the water a little too white."

Mid-July. Moran and Isaac Williams,

another Philadelphia artist, leave for a trip

to Lake Superior. (Morand 1996,14-16)

23 - 24 July. Moran sketches and dates

Old Mill Wheel at Marquette, Lake Superior

(MFA Boston).

25 July. U.S. Census lists Edward Moran

32, artist, value of personal estate 1000,

born England, and his household as: Eliz-

abeth 29, and James 10, both born Penn-

sylvania. (Schedule i. Free Inhabitants... East

Ward, loth District... County of Phila., 191)

25 July. Youngest Moran brother, James,

has died at age 8. (Interment records, Old

Cathedral Cemetery, Phila.)

26 and 29 July. Moran sketches and dates

Miners Castle, Pictured Rocks, Lake

Superior, and At Miners River, Pictured

Rocks, Lake Superior (Gilcrease).

6 and 7 August. Sketches and dates Our

Camp at the Pictured Rocks, Lake Superior,

Looking from the South Entrance of the

Great Cave, Pictured Rocks, Lake Superior;

Great Cave, Pictured Rocks from the East',

Side of the Entrance to the Great Cave, Pic-

tured Rocks; and Entrance to the Great

Cave, Pictured Rocks (MFA Boston;

Gilcrease).

9 August. Moran writes Mary Nimmo,

his future wife: "Since my last letter we

have seen the great sight, the Pictured

Rocks. They exceeded my expectations

though in a manner different from what I

had supposed them. But I will tell you all

about them when I come back which will

not be long now as we have got sketches

of the important points. We left here in a
Mackinaw boat with only another man
and ourselves on last Sunday morning at

9 o'clock and reached the farthest point

about 2 o'clock having rowed the whole

distance of 12 miles. We then landed and
pitched our tent on the sand beach, lit a

fire, cooked our dinner... took a sail to
the great cave and made a sketch. We

slept on the beach 3 nights and got back

here on Wednesday night I shall stay

here about a week longer to finish my

sketches." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 23-24)

August. Moran sketches In the Forest of

Munising, Lake Superior, inscribed "Aug.

1860" (Gilcrease).

22 August. On his return trip to Philadel-
phia, sketches and dates St. Clair Flats,
Michigan, and Mill at Newport River, St.

Clair, Michigan (Gilcrease; MFA Boston).

5 September. Sketches and dates Delaware

Water Gap (Gilcrease).

i November. Sketches, dates, and inscribes

two scenes in environs of Philadelphia:

Crescentville and From Nature, Green Lane

(Gilcrease).

5 December. Completes and dates a cliché-

verre, Flight into Egypt (Gilcrease).

•1861.
Moran listed at 927 N. nth with his father

and brothers John and Peter; and at 726

Sansom with Samuel Sartain and Stephen

J. Ferris. Peter Moran listed again at

915 Sergeant with his brother Edward.

(Mc'Elroy's; Rutledge 1955, 72,144,145)

Moran inscribes and dates sketch of

Manayunk, an industrial town on the

Schuylkill River west of Philadelphia

(Gilcrease).

12 February. Thomas Moran is elected an

Academician of PAFA. (Board minutes, PAFA

archives)

Spring. Thomas, John, and perhaps Ed-

ward and/or Peter Moran go to Cata-

wissa, PA, on the Susquehanna River, to
sketch and photograph. Some of Thomas'

sketches are used as illustrations for

"Catawissa Railroad," in Harper's Monthly,

June 1862. (Thomas J. Evans, 25 Oct. 1985,

Gilcrease research files; sketches at Gilcrease, EHL,

MFA Boston; photographs by John Moran, LCP)

22 April-29 June. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Flight into Egypt',

Salvator Rosa Sketching Banditti', Grand

Portal of Pictured Rocks, Lake Superior, Pic-

tured Rocks from Miner's River, Lake Supe-

rior', Sunset in the Woods (Autumn) (nos. 52,

159,177, 233, 514). Edward Moran exhibits

ten paintings; Peter, one. (Phila. Evening Bul-

letin, 22 Apr. and 17 June; Rutledge 1955,145,146)
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Ch roño logy 1861 —1863

Elizabeth Moran Ferris,

1878, portrait drawing by

Stephen J. Ferris, courtesy

National Museum of

American History, Smith-

sonian Institution,

Graphic Arts Collection.

Thomas Moran Sr.,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Mary Nimmo Moran,

1858, tintype, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

Thomas and Edward

Moran (?) in Killing the

Snake, 1863, stereo-

graph by John Moran,

Private Collection.

30 November. James S. Earle Gallery

advertises in Phila. Evening Bulletin

"Elegant Exhibition" of oil paintings,

including works by Thomas Moran.

• l8Ó2 •

Moran listed at 806 Coates with his

father, brother John, and Stephen J. Ferris.

(Mc'Elroy's; Rutledge 1955, 72,144, 145)

Elizabeth Moran marries Stephen J. Ferris.

(BiographicalAlbum 1889, 327)

20 February. Thomas Moran (Sr.) dies;

burial at Cathedral Cemetery. (Phila.
Inquirer, 22 Feb.; Phila. Public Ledger, 21-22 Feb.)

20-21 March. At BAA, Moran exhibits

Classic Ruins (no. 60). (Marlor 1970,281, 403)

28 April-28 June. PAFA annual exhibi-
tion. Moran exhibits Composition—on

the Schuylkill', Valley of the Catawissa in

Autumn; Evening—Scene on the Little

Schuylkill', Summer on the Susquehanna',

Evening on the Susquehanna near Williams-

port; Columbia Bridge over the Schuylkill',

View near Kellyville (nos. 15, 90,119,132,

151, 214, and no. 812 of supplement).

Edward Moran exhibits nineteen paint-

ings; Peter, three. (Phila. Evening Bulletin,

21 Apr. and 21 June; Rutledge 1955,145,146)

May. Thomas and Edward Moran travel to

England, probably arriving in Liverpool.

June. "Catawissa Railroad," Harper's

Monthly, 27: "A work of great merit...
produced by the artist Thomas Moran

of Philadelphia [probably Valley of the
Catawissa in Autumn]... attracted consid-

erable attention and elicited the highest

encomiums from connoisseurs at the

recent artists' reception of Philadelphia."

3 June. Phila. Evening Bulletin reviews

PAFA exhibition: "Passing by the many

beautiful foreign works, the exhibition

is especially valuable as evidence of the

merit of the artists of Philadelphia —

Among these will be found not a few

which are worthy of any Art school in

Europe.... In landscape are those of

Weber, Richards, Lewis, Haseltine, and

the brothers Moran—who, by the way,

have recently sailed for Europe."

14,16-17 June. Moran inscribes and

dates Liverpool', in Bolton, his birthplace,

sketches and dates Forthill Bridge at Bolton,

Lancashire, and Tonge Fold (Gilcrease;

Bolton Museum and Art Gallery).

25, 27 June. Traveling south, sketches
and dates Windsor and Windsor Castle',

then back in London, In Greenwich Park',

Houses of Parliament from Hungerford

Bridge', and St. Paul's from under Waterloo

Bridge (Gilcrease; Corcoran).

i July. Still in London area, sketches and

dates From Waterloo Bridge and Richmond

(Gilcrease).

4-5 July. Traveling to the eastern coast,

sketches and dates Margate', then moving

south, Ramsgate (Gilcrease).
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7~8, i2 July. Continuing along coast,

sketches and dates Sundown Castle;

inscribes and dates Sundown Castle,

Deal; Dover; At Dover; Margate; then

Arundel Town and Castle; and Hastings

(Gilcrease; EHL).

13-15 July. Sketches and dates Cliffs of

E cele sb or ne, Neur Hastings; East Cliff,

Hastings; inscribes and dates Portchester

(Corcoran; Gilcrease).

19 - 22 July. Sketches and dates Bexhill;

inscribes and dates three sketches titled

Hastings and another, On the Beach, Hast-

ings; then completes two more dated
and inscribed Hustings (Gilcrease;
MFA Boston).

24, 26, 29 July. Inscribes and dates Town

and Castle of Lewes; Arundel Town and

Castle; Carisbrooke Castle, Isle of Wight
//"i -i \(Grilcrease).

Fall. Thomas and Edward Moran return

to Philadelphia.

13 November. Boston Transcript reviews

exhibition in Boston at Messrs. Sowle

& Jenks: "The two brothers Moran...

have three or four wood scenes of great

merit."

• i8Ó3«
Moran listed at 806 Coates with brother

John and Stephen J. Ferris; and at S.W.

8th and Coates with his mother and

brother Peter. Peter listed again at 915

Sergeant with brother Edward. (Mc'Elroy's;

Rutledge 1955, 72, 144,145)

Shoenberger Collection exhibited in

Pittsburgh, including Moran's Golden

Bough (no. 23). (Yarnall and Gerdts 1986, 2467)

9 February. Moran marries Mary Nimmo

(1842-1899) of Crescentville, PA, at the

Church of the Assumption, Blessed Vir-

gin Mary, Phila. (Marriage records, ABVM)

7 May. PA FA annual exhibition opens.

Moran exhibits Evening on the Susque-

hunnu; Landscape; Hastings, South Coast of

England; Summer Moonlight; "On the Lone

Chorasmian Coast"; Watercolor Drawing;

Watercolor Drawing; Kilchurn Castle, Scot-

land; Autumn on the Susquehanna, near

Catuwissu (nos. 33, 80,128,161, 406, 411,

436, 468, 476). Edward Moran exhibits

seven paintings; Peter, one. (Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 4 and 7 May; Rutledge 1955,145,146)

July. Moran begins to paint Wissahickon

in Summer, first work noted on what will
become his "OpUS List." (See Appendix 2)

August. Moran begins to document his

own work, assigning Opus numbers.

Fall. John Moran and "his artist brothers"

travel to Delaware Water Gap to sketch

and photograph. Sellers 1863, 435:

"Mr. [John] Moran... returned from the

Delaware Water Gap... [with] a rich

treat in pictures... one called Killing

the Snake... [in which] an artist's box of

colors is partially shown... indicating

the calling of the two venturesome ones

who... made the capture [Thomas and

Edward?]."
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Chronology 1863 -1865

Mary Nimmo Moran

with first child, Paul,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

September. Moran sketches and dates
Wissahickon (Gilcrease).

October and November. Paints Opus 2,

Autumn on the Wissahickon, "incited by a

most glorious Autumn."

December. Paints Opus 3, Okehampton

Castle, to fulfill a commission.

27 December. Sellers 1864, 31, mentions

visit to John Moran's studio: "What gives

such a charm to all Mr. Moran's pictures

is the thorough knowledge he has of

painting and all the elements of a good

picture. He showed us some studies he

had made from his brother s [Thomas']

landscapes in oil, which certainly seemed

to have been taken from nature."

28 December. Phila. Evening Bulletin

advertises auction the next day by
F. Gabrylewitz (Phila.) of paintings by

"PR Rothermel, James Hamilton, E. <3c

T. Moran... J. L. [Isaac] Williams... and
other American and European artists."

• 1864 •

Moran listed at 838 Race St. (Rutledge 1955,

144,145)

January. Paints Opus 4, Canadian Water-

fall, Sunset.

lo February. Phila. Evening Bulletin men-

tions AFS reception at PAFA the previous

day: "Mr. Moran, Mr. Schuessele [sic],

Mr. Bonfield, Mr. F. de B. Richards and

several other artists deserve to be named

for the excellence of the works they

presented."

April. Paints Opus 5, Creisham Glen,

Wissahickon, Autumn.

ii April. First child, Paul Nimmo Moran,

born to Thomas and Mary Nimmo

Moran. (Baptismal and birth records, ABVM)

25 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin reports

opening of PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Windsor Castle', Autumn on

the Wissahickon', Okehampton', and Autumn

(nos. 31, 63,167,199). Edward and Peter

Moran each exhibit one painting. (Rutledge

1955,145,146)

30 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin reviews

PAFA exhibition: "Mr. T. Moran exhibits

several landscapes, the most ambitious of

which (no. 31, 'Windsor Castle') we like

least. The haze in the atmosphere has a '

smeared look, and the details are not hap-

pily executed. His two autumnal views,

199 and 63, are much more interesting pic-

tures, and show not only fine effect but

admirable painting of foliage and rocks."

May. Moran paints Opus 6, Reminiscence

of the Passaic.

14 May. Round Table, 344: "T. Moran has

painted this year a picture which is in
many respects better than anything he has

heretofore done, an Autumn on the Wis-
sahickon.'The splendid brilliancy of our

October landscape is portrayed with truth-
fulness and grace, and with a care for

which we had hardly given Mr. Moran
credit. There is some bad drawing in the

foreground, which is, too, rather glaring

in color, but the whole is real and effec-

tive, and among the most attractive land-

scapes of the exhibition. After looking at

this work, it was with surprise that I

turned to... 'Windsor Castle', by the same

artist. Here is a large picture painted in a

Turneresque manner, thin and yellow and

unmeaning. The trees are the mere sug-

gestions, or rather shadows of trees; the

color of the whole is one sickly yellow

green; and though it may be an excellent
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Picture gallery at Sani-

tary Fair, Philadelphia,

1864, stereograph by John

Moran, courtesy Library

Company of Philadelphia.

likeness of Windsor Park—from the
numerous prints we see of this same view
there is doubtless truth in the main prints
of the picture—it certainly bears no

resemblance to anything that grows upon

this side of the Atlantic. O Mr. Moran,

we are glad to welcome your truthful hills

and autumn woods, but not any more

Turner and Windsor Castle, if you please."

June. Moran paints Opus 7, Nutting,

Autumn, for presentation to the "Sanitary"

[Great Central] Fair.

7-29 June. Great Central Fair for the

Benefit of the Sanitary Commission,

Phila. Moran serves on fine arts commit-

tee and exhibits Autumn on the Wissahickon;

Creisham Creek', Reminiscence of the Passaic;

Fall Scenery [Nutting, Autumn]', Cost of

Loyalty in East Tennessee', Susquehanna;

Ascending a Greenland Glacier', Ruined

Fortress (nos. 19, 26, 513, 734, 782, 848, 920,

939). Edward Moran exhibits eight paint-

ings; Peter, one. (NYPost, 6 June; Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 28 June; Great Central Fair cat.)

18 June. Round Table, 10, describes a water-
color by Moran in Great Central Fair:

"an autumn wood view, which looks like a
repetition of that shown at the Academy

[Autumn on the Wissahickon, see 14 May]."

29 June-5 July. Great Central Fair closes,

but art gallery remains open. (Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 28 June, 6 July)

5-6 July. Sale of paintings from Great

Central Fair to benefit the Sanitary Com-

mission. Moran's Fall Scenery {Nutting,

Autumn] sells for a reported $74. (Phila.

Evening Bulletin, 7 July; Round Table, 16 July, 74;

Appendix 2)

16 July-17 November. William Moran

serves in Union Army as a private, Capt.

Bender's 196 Regiment, Pennsylvania

Infantry, only Moran brother to serve in

Civil War. (Company muster rolls, NA)

July and August. Moran takes sketching

trip along Pennsylvania Central Railroad.

Selected sketches result in illustrations

for "River Scenery of Pennsylvania,"

TheAldine (1878). (Morand 1996,23-25)

26 July. Inscribes and dates Huntingdon

(Gilcrease).

3-6 and 8-9 August. Inscribes and dates

Huntingdon from Warriors Ridge; Hun-

tingdon; and Warriors Ridge, Huntingdon,

Pa.; Uienjuniata below Huntingdon and

Johnstown; then Willmore; then On the

Conemaugh below Lockport; Conemaugh at

Lockport; and Conemaugh at Bolívar

(Gilcrease; MFA Boston).

ii - 25 August. Following the Conemaugh

River, inscribes and dates Conemaugh

below Johnstown and Willmore and in-

scribes four versions of Gallatzin; then

inscribes and dates Spruce Creek and Water

Street; Uienjuniata at Spruce Creek; Tussey

Mountain, Spruce Creek; two versions of

Spruce Creek; Mill Creek; Near Mapleton;

Juniata at Mill Creek; and another Mill

Creek (Gilcrease; EHL).

September. Paints Opus 8, Juniata,

Evening.

November. Paints Opus 9, Autumn After-

noon, Wissahickon, and Opus 10, Woods

in Autumn.

25 November-16 January i805.Jam.es L.

Claghorn Collection exhibited at PAFA

to benefit U.S. Christian Commission,

"contributing to the comfort of our brave

soldiers." Includes Moran's watercolor
Kilchurn Castle (U. S. Christian Commis-

sion cat., no. 240). (Phila. Evening Bulletin,

26 Nov., 5, 8, i2 Dec.)

December. Paints Opus n, Wilds of Lake

Superior.

•1865.

Moran listed at 1812 Wood with his brother

Peter. (Mc'Elroy's; Rutledge 1955,144,145)

4 January. Auction of paintings from

reception to benefit AFS (29 Dec.).

Moran contributes Woods in Autumn
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Chrono logy 1865-1866

(which sells for $180, one of the highest

prices in the sale); Greenland Glacier,

and Summer Shower (cat. nos. i, 17, 40).

Edward contributes two paintings. (Phila.

Evening Bulletin, 30 Dec. 1864; NY Post, 30 Jan.

1865; Appendix 2)

February. Paints Opus 12, Farewell of

Summer.

March. Paints Opus 13, Conemaugh,

Autumn.

15 March. Phila. Evening Bulletin

announces auction by Earle & Sons at

PAFA of "elegant collection of Paintings,

comprising the latest and finest impor-

tations and also a large number of the

works of our Philadelphia artists, promi-

nent among whom are Thos. Moran."

23 March. At Earle & Sons sale Moran's

Wilds of Lake Superior brings $610. (Phila.

Evening Bulletin, 24 Mar.; Appendix 2)

7 April. Phila. Press mentions "Next Fine

Arts Exhibition" at PAFA, for which

James Hamilton, Moran, and others form

exhibition committee.

24 April-io June. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Autumn on the Wis-

sahickon; Landscape; and Farewell of Sum-

mer (nos. 636, 670, 775). Edward Moran

exhibits eight paintings; Peter, four. (Phila.
Evening Bulletin, 5 June; Rutledge 1955, 145, 146)

25 April. Phila. Press reviews PAFA exhi-
bition: "Three Morans are exhibitors

Mr. T. Moran gives us.. . Autumn upon

the Wissahickon.'The picture is very

pleasant in its technical execution, but

is too rawly gay in color, and wants the

application of some tolerably unscrupu-

lous glazing to produce a greater sobriety

in its general tone."

29 April. Phila. N. American and Gazette

reviews PAFA exhibition: "T. Moran, a

brother of Edward Moran, has a picture,

Autumn on the Wissahickon' (no. 636),

which depicts the lovely scene when the

colors of fall have touched the foliage.

The gradations of the distance, it will be

noticed, are finely marked by the lessening

foliage, the winding road, teams, dust, and

cattle. The foreground is loosely sketched

in and stands out in high contrast to the
remainder."

May. Moran paints Opus 14, Wood Scene,

Autumn.

i May. Phila. Press: "We... can scarcely

compliment Mr. T. Moran upon his color

in... 'Farewell of Summer.' It is much

too gay and flowery. This is a somewhat

generic error in the translation of nature

by the gentlemen bearing this name.

It, however, makes them popular, and,

because popular, successful painters."

24 May. Phila. Evening Bulletin advertises

sale at Thomas Birch & Sons gallery that

includes works by Thomas and Edward

Moran.

June. Moran paints Opus i^Juniata,

below Huntingdon.

23 June. Phila. Press mentions national

competition with prizes sponsored by

Phila. Sketch Club (Edward Moran, v.p.)

as an "excellent and honest effort to

advance the cause of American art....

Contributors must be residents of the

United States — The list will be closed
on the first of October."

July-August. Moran goes on sketching

trip to Pike County, PA, visiting the
Delaware Valley Resort Cataract Region.

(Morand 1996, 27-29)

22-30 July. Sketches and dates two ver-

sions of Milford; sketches two versions of

Raymondskill; inscribes and dates eleven

sketches of either Sawkill or Sawkill

Falls', sketches and dates two versions of

Milford; two versions of Vandermark; and

Hemlock Root, Vandermark (Gilcrease;

MFA Boston; EHL).

3-5, 7-9, and i2 August. Returning to

Sawkill, sketches and dates Sawkill; Sawkill

Fall', and Picnic Rock, Sawkill', another

version of Vandermark', then two more

versions of Sawkill', Sawkill Fall', Adams

Creek', and Hemlock, Sawkill Fall; then

Lower Fall of Adams Creek; then two

versions of Sawkill; several versions of

Adams Creek; and Bull Run, Milford; then

another Sawkill (Gilcrease; MFA Boston).

30 September. Round Table, 60: "Thomas

Moran has spent the summer among

the waterfalls of Pike county. Other artists

may have been as industrious as he, but

none can show a larger collection of stud-

ies, for Moran possesses a singular facility

of execution, and many of these sketches

are remarkable examples of his power

of expressing the character of scenery in

broad masses of light and dark. But this
very facility, however admirable in sketch-

ing, is very dangerous in painting; and, if

he be not very careful to keep it in check,

will render his pictures liable to severe

criticism."

September and October. Moran paints

Opus 17, Autumnal Woods.

27 October. Phila. Evening Bulletin'. "The

Philadelphia School of Design for Women

has arranged to have a course of lectures

before the pupils. The lecturers are Prof.

A. R. Thomas, Prof. T. C. Porter, SJ. Ferris,

T. W. Braidwood (Principal at the School),

and T Moran, the landscape painter."
According to his ledger, Moran "Made 24
studies for the School of Design for Women

during 1865 oc early 1866." (Appendix 2)

November. Moran paints Opus 16,
Clearing in the Mountains.

14 November. Phila. Evening Bulletin

advertises paintings by Moran for sale at

James S. Earle & Sons on 16-17 Nov.

24 November-2i December. AFS exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits On the Conemaugh

and drawings Children of the Mountain;

Morning; and Evening. (Henry Tuckerman,

NY Post, 27 Nov.; Phila. Evening Bulletin, 9 Nov.)

5 December 1865-3 January 1866. Phila.

Sketch Club first annual prize exhibition
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Paul Nimmo Moran,

c.l 868, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

at PAFA. Edward Moran exhibits four
works. "It has begun to be felt that it is
now time to uphold our own noble artists
in the eyes of American patrons and try

to stop the influx of cheap foreign journey

work gotten up with contemptuous haste

for the Western market." (Phila. Sketch Club

cat.; Phila. Evening Bulletin, 6 Dec.)

6 December. Phila. Evening Bulletin: "Mr.

Thomas Moran is finishing a large picture

called 'The Children of the Mountain,'

with a daring effect of clouds and wilder-

ness. Mr. T Moran is undoubtedly a poet,

though he occasionally leaves it a little

uncertain whether he controls, or is con-

trolled by, the frenzy. This grand picture is

partially an amplification of one of those

rich charcoal drawings recently published

in photography."

• i860.

Moran listed at 1812 Wood, Phila., and

50 rue de l'Ouest, Paris. (Mc'ElroyV, Rutledge

1955,145; Salon cat., 150)

Moran exhibits Autumn on the Wissahickon

(no. 8) at the Utica [NY] Art Association

annual exhibition. (Yarnall and Gerdts 1986, 2467)

January and May. Moran paints Opus 18,

Evening on thejuniata.

19 January. Phila. Evening Bulletin'. "A

great sale of Oil Paintings takes place this

evening... at Scott's Art Gallery.... The

collection embraces several very interest-
ing subjects from the easels of some of our

most talented artists, among which we
notice S.B. Waugh, T. Moran."

February. Moran records: "The Track of

the Storm. An allegory of the war for the

republic. Charcoal drawing on paper."

(Appendix 2)

6 March. Phila. Evening Bulletin publishes

article on Moran's Track of the Storm, one

of his few images related to the Civil War.

16 April-4 July. NAD exhibition. Moran

exhibits for the first time with Under the

Trees (no. 474). Edward Moran exhibits

two paintings; Peter, one. (TVYT, 17 Apr.;

Naylor 1973, 647, 653)

18 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin adver-

tises sale at A. S. Robinson's of American

and foreign oil paintings on 18 -19 April:

"134—Thomas Moran, Philadelphia,

'Coast of New Brunswick.'" Reviewer

calls sale "one of the finest collections of

paintings ever offered to the public in
America.... there are hundreds visiting
it today."

23 April. PAFA annual exhibition opens.

Thomas, Edward, and Peter Moran do

not exhibit. Reviewer remarks on the prej-

udices of the hanging committee: "Next

in order of preference come the New York

and foreign artists, thus rendering it nec-

essary to place many worthy conceptions

of our own painters in inferior positions.

The watchword of the Academy should

be 'Encouragement to Philadelphia Art.'

Two prominent artists of our city, Messrs.
Thomas and Edward Moran, have recently
contributed to the New York Spring Ex-
hibition some of their best works. It was

thought proper by those in charge of that

establishment to give these gentlemen's

pictures such elevated places that it is a

matter of regret to their admirers that

they were ever confided to the hands of a

Strange committee." (Phila. Evening Bulletin,

20 and 22 Apr.)

5 May. Round Table reviews PAFA exhibi-

tion: "Of the usual contributors, some are

remembered by their absence, such as the

brothers Moran."

May. Moran paints Opus 19, Shores of

Lake Superior.

23 May. Boston Transcript: "We invite the

attention of lovers of nature and the best

works in art to two paintings, to be seen in

the windows of Childs Ocjenks's Gallery

of Art They are entitled 'June,' by W.T.

Richards of Philadelphia, and 'October,' by

Thomas Moran of the same city, and are

both in the style called pre-Raphaelite —

Moran is a later disciple of the same class,

and is making for himself a sure place as a

delineator of autumnal effects. He has all

the merits of Cropsey's coloring, with less

of hardness and lack of atmosphere."

2 June. Phila. Evening Bulletin mentions

local artists preparing to take their summer

holidays, with a number going abroad:

"He [Thomas Moran] has taken with him

a number of unfinished works, including
a splendid landscape which he intends to

place in the Paris Exhibition of 1867."

5 June. Moran requests passport for him-

self, wife Mary, and son Paul, which is

granted 8 June. (Application no. 26741, NA)

16 June. Moran and family depart for

Europe on the steamship Etna. (NYT, 17 June)

October. In Paris, Moran paints Opus 20,

Morning in Autumn.
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Chronology 1866 —i86j

View of the Exposition

Universelle, Paris, published

in L'Exposition Universelle...

Illustrée, vol. 2 (Paris, 1867).

Thomas Moran, Rome from

the Claudian Aqueduct,

1867, graphite on paper,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.
December. Moran finishes Opus 21, Chil-
dren of the Mountain, which he had begun
in Philadelphia.

15 December. Phila. Evening Bulletin'.
"That excellent association of Philadel-
phia artists, known as 'The Artists' Fund
Society/ have recently got possession of
beautiful new rooms at 1334 Chestnut
street... which they intend to keep open
for the free exhibition of pictures by
members of the Society and others. A
fine collection of original works is now
on exhibition and will be sold at auction
on Tuesday evening next Among
the artists contributing to this sale are...
E. Moran, T. Moran, P. Moran.... The
proceeds... are for the maintenance
of the gallery."

17 December. At AFS Moran exhibits a
painting based on Thomas Moore's poem,
Lalla Rookh. According to the Phila.
Evening Bulletin: "Mr. T. Moran has sev-
eral masterly works, and... Arrival of
Lalla Rookh at the Imperial Palace,' is a
wonderful romance on canvas, which is
worthy of Turner's best efforts."

18 December. Phila. Evening Bulletin
announces postponement of AFS sale
until January 1867 "in order that the public
may have a longer opportunity to examine
the fine works in the new Galleries."

•1867.

Moran again listed at 1812 Wood, Phila.,

and 50 rue de L'Ouest, Paris. (McElroy's;

Rutledge 1955, 145; Salon cat., 150)

Early 1867. Moran meets Jean-Baptiste-
Camille Corot at his Paris studio, which
he recalls years later: "I remember him
well... and had a pleasant visit with him,
though we had to converse through an
interpreter, as he understood no English
and I no French. He was at work in his
Paris studio and was full of life—a bright,
wide awake, cheerful old fellow at 80.
'Papa' Corot they called him. It was not
until he had become an aged man that he
was appreciated, and even then the popu-
larity of his pictures was nothing to what
it is now. 'When I was painting good pic-
tures,' said he, 'nobody would have them,
but now that my eyes are poor I can't
seem to paint enough.' At that time he
was turning out those gray pictures that
you find in every American auction at the
rate of two or three a day, and when you
consider the vast number of imitations
that have been turned out it is easy to see
that there are Corots—real and bogus —
enough to fill a museum. I could at that
time have bought almost anything that
had Corot's name on it for $50 to $100,
but I was studying and hadn't the money."
(Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 18 Aug. 1889)

22 January Phila. Inquirer notes that
Moran's View on Lake Superior (no. 138)
is included in a lottery to support the
Crosby Opera House Art Association of

Chicago. Catalogue entry (p. 18) reads,
"A landscape, by one of the most poetic of
our modern students of nature." Edward
Moran's Children of the Seashore is also
included (p. 22).

19 February. AFS reception at new gal-
leries. Moran exhibits Autumn and Autumn
Morning (cat. nos. 5, 31). Edward Moran
exhibits one painting; Peter, two.

20, 23 February. Phila. Evening Bulletin
reviews AFS reception: "The attendance
was so large as to show how rapidly the
public interest in the institution is increas-
ing .... Owing to the crowds it was not
possible to make special note... of the
works of other artists But there are
five pictures by the Morans"; "Mr. T.
Moran's Autumn Morning'... is a warm,
poetical, delicious landscape."

23, 26, 27 February. On a trip to Italy,
Moran sketches and dates Civitavecchia',
then Ruins of the Palace of the Caesars,
Rome] then Colosseum, Rome, and two
versions of Palace of the Caesars, Rome
(Gilcrease). (Morand 1996)

March. Sketches in the Campagna,
inscribing several images "March":
Aqueduct on the Campagna, Rome] Clau-
dian Aqueduct, Rome] Campagna near
Rome; and Rome from the Aqueduct. At
the Villa Borghese, sketches and in-
scribes Alpine Pine in the Villa Borghese,
Rome; Oaks in the Villa Borgese, Rome,
and Pines in the Villa Borgese, Rome
(Gilcrease).
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6,12 March. Sketches and dates Rome
from the Glaudian Aqueduct; then Lake

Nemi (EHL; Gilcrease).

Later March. Sketches and inscribes

Passage of the St. Gotthard, nearAmsteag

(Gilcrease).

i April. Sketches and dates Argegno, Lake

of Como (Gilcrease).

i April-31 October. Exposition Universelle

in Paris. Moran exhibits Autumn on the

Conemaugh, Pennsylvania, and Children of

the Mountain (nos. 62, 63), both brought

to Paris for the exhibition. (Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 2 Apr.; Leslie 1868, 39)

Spring. Moran finishes Opus 22, The

Woods Were God's First Temples, a painting

begun in the spring of 1866 and brought

to Paris.

5 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin lists

American artists contributing works to

the Paris Exposition, including "T. Moran,

Philadelphia—Autumn on the Cone-

maugh River'—C.L. Sharpless [owner]."

15 April. Salon opens in Paris.

Moran exhibits Une forêt en Amérique

(cat. no. 1095).

16 April. AFS reception. Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 17 Apr.: "There are excellent

works by Rothermel, Hamilton, the

Morans ... and many other favorites."

22 April-i June. PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Autumn Landscape (no.

118). Edward Moran exhibits one work.

(Phila. Evening Bulletin, 22 Apr., 29 May; Rutledge

1955, 145, 146)

1-13 May. Moran and family travel from

Liverpool to New York aboard the steamer

City of New York. (NYT, 14 May)

23 May. Phila. Evening Bulletin reviews
PAFA annual exhibition: "An Autumn

Landscape,' by T. Moran... elicits many

expressions of pleasure from those who

study its beauties of color and sentiment."

June. Moran paints Opus 24, Rome,

from the Campagna, Sunset.

16 June. Second child, Mary Scott Moran

(1867-1955), born to Thomas and Mary

Nimmo Moran. (Moran family monument,

South End Cemetery, East Hampton)

2i June. Thomas Eakins writes his father

about sending Moran's picture (presum-

ably Children of the Mountain} via direct

steamer from Paris to Philadelphia. (Foster

and Leibold 1989, 146)

June and July. Moran paints Opus 25,

Last Arrow.

July. Paints Opus 23, Temple of Venus and

Castle ofBaiae.

August. Paints Opus 27, Lake of Como.

September. Paints Opus 26, Evening after

Rain, Fontainebleau, Opus 28, Bay of

Baiae, Sunrise, and Opus 29, Pozzuoh

and Bay of Baiae.

September and October. Paints Opus 32,

Hiawatha.

October. Paints Opus 30, Forest of

Fontainebleau, and Opus 31, From the

Quay at Naples.

November. Thomas Eakins, in a letter

to his family, says he has returned Moran's

picture from "the Great Exhibition."

(Foster and Leibold 1989, 149)

14 November-u March 1868. NAD's first

annual winter exhibition, which incorpo-

rates works from AWC S exhibition and

Exposition Universelle. Moran exhibits

Children of the Mountain (cat. no. 671),

back from Paris. (Putnains Magazine [Jan. 1868],

132; NY'J\ /Mar.)

3 December. At AFS sale Moran's Forest

of Fontainebleau brings $80. (Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 30 Nov., 3 Dec.; Appendix 2)

13 December. Phila. Evening Bulletin'. "Mr.
Thomas Moran is... very well represented

on the walls of the Artists' Fund galleries

at present. His manner in landscape
painting has changed of late years, and is
now as individual as that of any painter of

the day. Several of the works now exhibit-

ing are from studies made in Italy and

elsewhere during his late European tour.

They are charming in composition and
splendid in color. Avoiding the extreme of

realism, and yet equally avoiding technical

faults, Mr. Moran's works are poems as

well as pictures. The romantic is a distinct

but not obtrusive element in them, and

they create ever new impressions in the

mind of the careful observer."

December 1867, January 1868. Moran

paints Opus 33, Scene on the Tohickon Creek.
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Chronology 1868-1870

• 1868.

Thomas and Edward Moran live in inde-
pendent households in Philadelphia. Peter
Moran shares a home with his mother,
with brothers John and William, both
photographers, and with Stephen J. Ferris.
(Gopsill's Phila. City Directory; Rutledge 1955, 72,

144, H5)

February and March. Thomas Moran
serves as chairman of AFS exhibition
committee and contributes Sketches',
Grecian Ruin; Children of the Mountain',
Remorse of Cain (cat. nos. 46, 54,137,146).
Edward Moran exhibits three paintings;
Peter, tWO. (Phila. Evening Bulletin, 13 Feb.; Moran's

ledger also lists Rome, from the Campagna, Sunset;

Last Arrow; and Hiawatha [Opus nos. 24, 25, 32])

14 February. Phila. Evening Bulletin
reviews AFS exhibition: "In the first room,
on entering, the visitor will be struck with
the large canvas by Thomas Moran, a
copy of one of the most important works
of Turner in the National Gallery of Lon-
don, and catalogued as 'Ulysses deriding
Polyphemus.' It is gorgeously rich in color,
and perhaps will give a better idea of
Turner's grand manner than can be derived
from any of the few original pictures by
him that have been brought to this coun-
try Mr. T. Moran's own style is well repre-
sented in the exhibition by two landscapes
in oil, and by several drawings of great
strength and beauty."

March. Moran paints Opus 34, Hiawatha
and the Serpents, and Opus 35, Remorse
of Cain.

4 April. AFS reception. Phila. Evening

Bulletin, 6 Apr.: "The oil paintings are

creditable to the industry and enterprise of

the Fund Associates. Mr. Thomas Moran
contributes two large pictures, his 'Chil-
dren of the Mountain,' which attracted
the notice of all American visitors at the

Paris Exposition, and a late work, the
'Remorse of Cain.'"

27 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin reports
opening of PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran does not exhibit but is on the
managing committee. Edward Moran
exhibits four paintings. (Rutledge 1955,145)

June. Moran completes eight drawings,
six of which are engraved by Samuel
Sartain and appear as illustrations in
Reverend Daniel March's Night Scenes in
the Bible, published in 1868. (Appendix 2)

June. Paints Opus 36, Sacrifice of Isaac,
and Opus 37, Wood Scene, Autumn.

Summer. Paints Opus 39, Rome with
St. Peters and the Castle of St. Angelo.

October. Paints Opus 38, Autumn on
the Wissahickon, in exchange for money
and clothing.

November. Thomas and Edward Moran
elected honorary members (nonresident
participants) of AWCS of NY, although
Thomas does not exhibit with society
until 1873. (Foster 1982,137)

November. Moran paints Opus 40, Alpine
Peak, Evening, Opus 41, Lake Superior

Morning, and Opus 42, Waterfall, his last
designated Opus. Moran later wrote,
"Ceased numbering in 1868."

December. Gives Opus 42, Waterfall, to
Thomas Eakins for Christmas.

• 1869 *

Thomas and John Moran living in inde-
pendent households in Philadelphia.
Edward and Peter listed separately as well
as with their mother, brother William,
and Stephen J. Ferris. (Gopsill's; Rutledge 1955,

72> H5)

ii March. Phila. N. American and Gazette:

"Artists' Fund Annual To extend the
influence of the society, as well as to
increase its means, the members have
published a volume containing twenty

photographs by John Moran, of as many
original paintings by the members of the
society. The photographs are large, on
large cardboard, handsomely bound

Thomas Moran [contributes] 'The Pic-
tured Rocks of Lake Superior in the
Morning';... Peter Moran, 'A Herd Scared
by a Thunderstorm,'... Edward Moran,
'Lost at Sea.'... The landscapes are all
interesting and are happily relieved by the
marines and interiors and studies of cattle.
The work of the photographer has been
achieved with signal success, so that it will
be difficult to find... any ornament... that
is so desirable and procurable." (One copy
owned by LCP)

24 March. Phila. N. American and Gazette
mentions works by Thomas, Edward,
and Peter Moran included in M. Thomas
<5c Sons "Sale of Oil Paintings. Compris-
ing important parts of Two Private
Collections."

15 April. Edward Moran resigns from
PAFA following dispute about exhibition
policies. (Letter to board, Harriet Sartain Collec-

tion, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, AAA)

26 April. PAFA annual exhibition opens.
Thomas Moran exhibits Dreamland; Chil-
dren of the Mountain; Ripening of the Leaf;
Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo; Remorse
of Cain; Mountain Stream; From Longfel-
low's "Hiawatha"; Ruins of the Palace of the
Caesars; River Bank; Charcoal Drawing;
Hemlock Forest (nos. 84,106,119,164,166,
175,190, 219, 251, 255, 261). Mary Nimmo
Moran exhibits at PAFA for the first time,
with Wood Scene (no. 8). (Phila. N. American

and Gazette, 26 Apr.; Rutledge 1955, 146)

26 April. Phila. American and Gazette
reviews PAFA exhibition, listing Thomas
as both an Academician and a member of
the exhibition committee: "Of the more

conspicuous productions of the Philadel-
phia School of Art, we notice the follow-

ing: ... 'Dreamland,' by Thomas Moran.

This young artist has given us in Phila-
delphia a lovely revelation of the golden

visions that dance through a painter's
fancy, and although Mr. Moran has other

pictures in the exhibition on which he has
expended more time and care, we think
his fame for this season may safely rest
exclusively on this one. He has evidently
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Thomas Moran, Falls of

the Schuylkill (Cloud Study),

1870, graphite on news-

print, courtesy Gilcrease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

read Ruskin to some purpose, and has
given us in this ideal scene one of those

superb designs that only rarely make their
appearance in the galleries of an academy.

The rarity of such pictures shows how

little of the ideal is, after all, prevalent

among artists, either abroad or at home,

realism having swept all before it, and

brought art down to the level of hum-

drum details. Fortunately Mr. Thomas

Moran had a predecessor in Philadelphia

in this line. Mr. James Hamilton, who,

after encountering an amount of ridicule

sufficient to have frightened most artists,
has firmly established his ideas and his

style; and we see in Mr. Moran's 'Dream-

land' that Hamilton's wonderful success

is inducing others to adopt the ideal,

and leave off painting brass kettles and

mullein stalks."

25 May. Phila. Press reports on art in

Philadelphia and PAFA exhibition: "We

could point out two or three dozen first-

class pictures in this very exhibition....

Thos. Moran's 'Dream Land,' (reminding

one of F. Danby's poetical productions),

and 'Ruins of the Palace of the Caesars;'

and 'Cattle and Bridge of St. Angelo.'"

Article goes on to complain that Philadel-
phia art is often maligned, citing H.T

Tuckerman's Book of the Artists, which gives

Philadelphia only 25 pages out of 640, and

"Edward, Thomas, and Peter Moran,

with Bispham, Bonfield, J.G. Brown, G.C.
Lamdin, E.D. Lewis, T.B. Read, W.T.

Richards, three Smiths, H.J. Hazeltine,
and several other of our really eminent

local artists did not receive all together as
much notice as would extend over a single
page." (See Tuckerman 1867)

17 November. Phila. Evening Bulletin

advertises Moran's lithograph: "Swarth-

more College. A Magnificent Drawing on

Stone, By Thomas Moran. Of this new

and beautiful Collegiate Institution of the

Society of Friends. Size of the Picture,

14 inches by 6 inches. Price, $1.00. For

sale by Uriah Hunt's Sons."

52teífifeS$£S*í*»>» **¿Lxnt SI»— '/ • .

2i December. Moran's Kilchurn Castle (no.

134) included in PAFA exhibition of the

Claghorn Collection, along with Edward's

Towing a Disabled Brig. (Yarnall and Gerdts

1986, 43, 2469, 2464)

• iS/O •

Moran's Landscape (no. 153) exhibited in

Harrison Collection at the Gallery of

Joseph Harrison Jr., Rittenhouse Square,

Phila. Edward Moran is represented by

one painting. (Yarnall and Gerdts 1986, 43,

2464, 2468)

Spring. Exhibition of Pittsburgh Art
Gallery. Moran exhibits Ripening of the

Leafy Children of the Mountain', Hiawatha

and Pearl Feather', Roman Campagna (nos.
7, 2i, 53, 58). Edward Moran exhibits one

painting; Peter, four. (Yarnall and Gerdts 1986,

44, 2462, 2466, 2467, 2469)

2i March. Phila. Evening Bulletin men-

tions Philadelphia School of Design for

Women: "The use of oil colors is explained

by Mr. Thomas Moran."

15 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin announces

D'Huyvetter sale at B. Scott's: "Purchasers

must not forget the claims of the Ameri-

can artists represented: Thos. Moran's

'Sunshine on Snow,' a little in the manner

of Jacobsen's favorite picture, is one of the

best landscapes he has lately turned out."

18 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin: "[Swiss

painter Alexandre] Caíame is well repre-

sented ... in Philadelphia in the collections

of Mr. J. Bohlen, Mr. J. R. Claghorn and

Joseph Harrison. Upon two, at least, of

our excellent landscape painters, Caíame

had a strong educational influence—Paul

Weber and Thomas Moran."

20 April. Phila. Evening Bulletin comments

on D'Huyvetter sale: "Nearly half the pic-

tures in the catalogue were disposed of

last night by Mr. Scott, at his Galleries...

and the remainder will be sold this evening.

The attendance was considerable, com-

prising many of our recognized leaders in

taste, but the prices obtained were low.

Some of them were as follows:... 'Winter'

[Sunshine on Snow], byT. Moran, $97 %."

28, 30 June, 8 August. Moran sketches
and dates Falls of the Schuylkill and West,

Time, ^2 past 6 O'CIock (cloud study);

then Storm—Evening Looking Southwest',

then Falls of Schuylkill (Gilcrease).

20 August. Second daughter, Ruth Bed-

ford Moran (1870-1948), born to Thomas

and Mary Nimmo Moran. (Moran family

monument, South End Cemetery, East Hampton)

September. Moran sketches and dates

two versions of Falls of the Schuylkill and

Wissahickon (Gilcrease; EHL).
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Ruth Moran, c.l874,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Thomas Moran (with fish)

on the Hayden expedition

to Yellowstone, 1871,

photograph by William

Henry Jackson, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

22 September. Sketches and dates

Schuylkill Falls (EÏÏL).

Fall. Paints two scenes from West Laurel

Hill Cemetery— View from Pencoyd Point

and View up the Schuylkill—for the Smiths,
owners of the cemetery company, in

exchange for four lots. (GA Old Book of Lists)

November. Scribner's Monthly begins pub-
lication. Moran contributes illustration for

T. Edwards Clark's "Bottom of the Sea" in

premier issue.

i November. NY Post: "E. Moran, the

marine painter of Philadelphia, will sell
his entire collection of finished works

and sketches, consisting of seventy-five

or eighty examples, through Messrs.

Earle <3c Son, of that city, about the first
of December."

8-io December. First art reception and

exhibition of the ULC of Phila. Moran

serves on hanging committee and con-

tributes Brook Scene; View in Laurel Hill;

View in Laurel Hill (nos. 43, 90, 91).

Edward Moran exhibits six works; Peter,

One. (Whiteman 1978, 5; Yarn-all and Gerdts 1986,

43, 2462 - 2463, 2466 - 2468)

Winter. Richard Watson Gilder, manag-

ing editor of Scribner's art department,
commissions Moran to illustrate Nathaniel

P. Langford's "Wonders of the Yellow-

stone." (Scribner's, May and June 1871)

Thomas and John Moran living in sepa-

rate households in Philadelphia. Edward
listed there with his mother and brothers
Peter and William, then moves to E. i/th

St., NY. (Gopsill's; NAD summer exh. cat.)

26-29 April. 3rd art reception of ULC

of Phila. Moran exhibits On the Schuylkill.

(Yarnall and Gerdts 1986, 43, 2469)

May and June. Nathaniel P. Langford's

"Wonders of the Yellowstone" published

in Scribner's. Illustrations by Moran are

based on field sketches made by 1870

Washburn-Doane expedition members

Charles Moore and Walter Trumbull.

Fourteen ink wash drawings made for the

engraver are now at Gilcrease. (Treuttner
1976, 241-242; Morand 1983, 4-8)

/June. A.B. Nettleton, office manager
of Northern Pacific R.R. (Phila.), to F V.
Hayden: "My friend Thos. Moran, an
artist of Philadelphia of rare genius, has

completed arrangements for spending a

month or two in the Yellowstone country,
taking sketches for painting. He is very
desirous of joining your party at Virginia

City or Helena, and accompanying you to

the headwaters of the Yellowstone. I have

encouraged him to believe that you would

be glad to have him join your party, and

that you would in all probability extend to

him every possible facility. Please under-

stand that we do not wish to burden you

with more people than you can attend to,

but I think that Mr. Moran will be a very

desirable addition to your expedition, and

that he will be almost no trouble at all, and

it will be a great accommodation to us
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F.V. Hayden, courtesy

Smithsonian Institution

Archives.

Thomas Moran in At the

Mammoth Hot Springs,

Gardiner River, 1871,

photograph by William

Henry Jackson, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Colorado His-

torical Society.

and to the road, if you will assist him in

his efforts. He, of course, expects to pay

for his own expenses, and simply wishes

to take advantage of your cavalry escort

for protection." (Hayden 1C, NA)

16 June. Nettleton to Hayden in Ogden,

UT: "This will introduce my friend Thomas

Moran of this city, of whom I think I wrote

you at Ogden. Mr. Moran is an artist (land-

scape painter) of much genius, who desires

to take sketches in the upper Yellowstone

region from which to paint some fine

pictures on his return. That he will surpass

Bierstadt's Yosemite we who know him

best fully believe. He goes out under the

patronage of Mssrs. Scribner &, Co Pub-

lishers N.Y. and our Mr. Cooke on whom

(as well as himself) you will confer a great

favor by receiving Mr. Moran into your

party when you start for the Yellowstone

Country." (Hayden 1C, NA)

July. Moran arrives in Green River, WY,

via Union Pacific R.R. Completes and

inscribes "First sketch made in the West at

Green River, Wyoming, 1871" (Gilcrease).

July. Arrives in Corinne, UT, by train.

Traveling by stagecoach, joins Hayden

expedition at Virginia City, MT. Survey

party proceeds on horseback to Fort Ellis.

(Inscribed sketch at EHL; Jackson 1936, 152)

4, 7, 8 July. Moran sketches and dates

Beaver Head Canyon, Montana, and South

West Canyon^ then Sulphur Spring Creek

near the Madison; then Warm Springs Creek,

Idaho, and Ruby Range from near the Gal-

¡atm(MYA Boston; YNP).

u July. Helena Herald [MT] : "In our Vir-

ginia [City] correspondence yesterday, the

names of the gentlemen composing this

Expedition were given, with their respec-

tive specialties in all branches of natural

sciences and in art, with the single excep-

tion, we think, of Mr. Moran, landscape

painter, who is directly in the interest

of the N.P. R.R. Company. The scientific

corps was fitted out by direction of the

Secretary of the Interior, and is complete

in every detail. Yellowstone Lake will be

navigated and sounded; the altitude of the

mountain ranges and peaks definitely

ascertained; in fact a complete and exhaus-

tive report of the physical features and

phenomena of this wonderful region, will

be presented to the country. An Agricul-

tural and Geological map, drawn upon the

immense scale of four miles to the inch,

will accompany the report to the Secretary

of the Interior, while the geological col-

lections will be deposited, as required, in

the Smithsonian Institute We doubt

not that the report of this scientific expe-

dition will attract thousands of tourists to

the country of the Yellowstone."

ii July. Moran's travel journal: "On Tues-

day last started from camp [Ft. Ellis]

in company with Hayden, Jackson (the

photographer) Elliot (draughtsman)

Thornborn (topographer) Dixon (Jack-

son's assistant) Dr Campbell, Lt. Gerome,

6c Lt. Norton of Fort Ellis, for a small

lake in the Mountains about 15 miles dis-

tant. About one half of the distance lays

through dense forests with a great deal ofo o

fallen timber, making it very difficult to

travel through with horses. The path in

many places very precipitous <3c dangerous.

One part of the route lay through mag-

nificent forest of pines &firs all growing

straight as ships mast, & growing but a few
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feet apart. Passed over debris of a great

land slide, where the whole face of the
mountain had fallen down at some time,

laying bare a great cliff some 500 feet high.

The view of the lake, as we approached it,

was very beautiful The Mountains sur-

rounding it are about 11,000 feet high...

having snow still upon them — After

descending to the shore of the lake, some

of the party fished in it <3c caught a few of

the finest trout that I have yet seen. After

a rest... all the party started back for camp

excepting Jackson, Dixon & myself, we

having concluded to remain over until the

next day for the purpose of photographing

& sketching in the vicinity. Made a large

fire <5c cooked our supper of black tailed

deer meat during the night it rained

a little but not enough to wet us to any

extent. Got up early enough in the morn-

ing to get our breakfast, & commence

photographing as soon as the sun rose. The

outlet of the lake is through an immense

gorge in the Mountains bordered with

great cliffs & peaks of limestone, some

of them isolated Reforming splendid fore-

ground material for pictures. Sketched but

little, but worked hard with the photogra-

pher selecting points to be taken occ

Jackson got 13 negatives during the day,
which considering the difficulties quite a
feat I think. Started back for camp at 31/z

o'clock. Clouds began to gather <3c a rain

set in the Mts all around us but did not
fall heavily on us. Jackson's pack mule

<5c traps got pretty well shaken up in the
return by having to force a passage between

trees not wide enough apart to allow free

passage of the pack. When about half

way back Dixon's horse got his foot fast

between two fallen trees <5c in his frantic

efforts to extricate himself he struck

Dixon, who had dismounted to help him,

square on the top of the head with his

fore foot, peeling his scalp & hurting him

considerably. The view from the Moun-

tains south east of our Camp & on the

road to the lake looking toward the Yel-

lowstone Country glorious, & I do not

expect to see any finer general view of

the Rocky Mountains. We got back

to Camp [Fort Ellis] at 7% p.m." [rest

of page torn off] (YJ)

15 July. With preparations complete,

Hayden's expedition departs Fort Ellis,

entering the Yellowstone valley 30 miles

due east. Ascending the valley ten miles

farther, they pitch a permanent camp

near Bottler's Ranch, close to the lower

canyon. From this point they change their

mode of travel to pack animals. (Hayden

18723, 388; for spelling of "Bottler's" see Whittlesey

1988, 27; and Modelski 1984, 90)

15 - 20 July. "Left [Fort] Ellis for Yellow-

stone camp Trail Creek"; "Left camp on

Trail Creek in company with Stephenson,

Jackson & Dummy, for the Crow Agency.

Stayed at the Agency all night. We were

each presented with a buffalo robe by

Major Pease"; "Left the Agency at 12

o'clock, did some photographing in the

Lower Canyon & reached Boettlers [sic]

ranch at l/2 o'clock that night after a severe

ride in the dark of 35 miles from the

Agency"; "remained in camp at Boettlers";

"Left Boettlers in Co with Jackson, Dixon,

Ellick, Jose, ôcCrissman. Reached the

Middle Canyon in the afternoon. Camped

for the night. Did some tall fishing, pho-

tographed & sketched some next morn-
ing"; "Left the Middle Canon &went as
far as the devil's slide on Cinnabar Mt
where we camped for the night." (YJ)

21-24 July. "Sketched 6c photos in the
morning. The main party passed us in

the forenoon. Went on in the afternoon
as far as the Hot Springs on Gardners

River"—sketches and dates Yellowstone

above Boettlers Ranch ( JNEM); "in camp

at Hot Springs [3 days]. Left in the after-

noon oc went as far as day light allowed

oc camped in a small Ravine near the

Yellowstone." (YJ)

25-31 July. "Left camp in the ravine early

8c touched the Yellowstone at [Baronett

Bridge]. Thence to Tower Falls"—sketches

and dates Near Meadow Creek (Cooper-

Hewitt); "Remained at Tower Falls sketch-
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Col. Baker and Officers,

Ft. Ellis, 1871, photograph

by William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Yellowstone

National Park.

The Expedition Odometer,

1871, photograph by

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Yellowstone

National Park.

Bottler's Ranch, 1871,

photograph by William

Henry Jackson, courtesy

Yellowstone National

Park.

Liberty Cap, 187 ̂ photo-

graph by William Henry

Jackson, courtesy Yellow-

stone National Park. See

also cat. 17.

ing & photographing"; "Left Tower Falls.

Halted at noon on Mt. Washburne.

Arrived at Yellowstone falls in the even-

ing"; "Sketching oc photographing about

the Falls"; "Photographing & sketching

around the Falls & Canon"; "Still at the

Falls"; "Left the falls, reached Crater

Hill, large Sulphur Spring & many Mud

Springs. Left at noon & camped at the

Mud Volcano." (YJ)

1-5 August. "Photog. & sketching at Mud

Volcano. Left Mud Volcano at noon &,

reached the Yellowstone Lake where the

whole party &, escort were encamped";

"Made photographs & sketches of the
Lake & river in forenoon, followed the

main camp in the afternoon to the border

of the Lake. 30 miles through heavy tim-

ber & was lost for several hours at night

in a dense forest on a mountain side

covered with fallen trees. Got into camp

at lo x/2 o'clock"; "Moved camp a few

miles farther round the lake to the Hot

Springs"; "remained all this day at the
same camp. Did some sketching about the

springs. Took the boat to the springs far-
ther round the lake &c had a hard pull to

get back as the lake was rough & the wind

against us" — sketches and dates Yellow-

stone Lake ( JNEM); "Camp moved to the

springs visited yesterday." (YJ)

6-io August. "Jackson, Dixon, & myself

started out to find the Madison Lake to

get a photograph of it, but after travelling

through heavy forests until two o'clock,

gave up the search & got back to camp at

evening"—sketches and dates Yellowstone

Lake (JNEM); "In camp all day. Photo.

some of the springs in the evening. Lieut.

Doane arrived from Ellis with an order

for the return of the escort to the fort.

Grugan & Tyler invited me to return with

them, &, as the Wonders of the Yellow-

stone had been seen, I concluded to return.

4 Biscuits a day for last 5 days" — sketches

and dates Great Blue Spring of the Lower

Geyser Basin of Fire Hole River, Yellowstone,

and Fire Hole River (YNP; Clark 1981,

no. 8); "Set out with Jackson, Smith, &

the escort across the country for the gey-

sers in Fire Hole River, led by Doane.

Struck the river 9 miles below the geysers
&, camped." Jackson records: "We were
now prepared to return to our base, and

we left the lake by way of Pelican Creek

and crossed over to the East Fork of the

Yellowstone. At Soda Butte we laid over

one day, while I completed my first series

of hot spring pictures"—Moran sketches

and dates Lower Entrance to Madison

Canyon^ In Lower Madison Canyon', and

In the Madison Canon (JNEM; Gilcrease;

YNP). Moran records: "Went to the

geysers. Helped Jackson during the day

& returned by myself to camp"—sketches

and dates Ravine in Madison Canyon

(JNEM); "Started down the Madison &
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camped on a dull spot on the edge of the

River near a bit of burnt timber, after pass-

ing through the Upper Canyon with the

great cliff on it." (YJ; Jackson 1940,202)

ii ~ 14 August. "Moved across the country
& reached the 2nd Canyon of the Madi-

son &c camped in it. It is a grand canyon";

"Passed out of the Canyon into the open

country <3c camped near the basaltic ridge";

"Reached the ranches & camped on the

road to Virginia City near Hayden's old

camp." According to Jackson, "the party

made its way back to Botelers' Ranch

by the same route we had followed on our

ascent. We had spent exactly forty days

in the Yellowstone." Moran continues:

"Camped at Bradleys Ranch on Warm

Springs Creek." (YJ; Jackson 1940,202)

25 August. Moran sketches and dates

Left Half Beaver Head Canon (YNP).

29 August. Helena Herald: "Mr. Thomas

Moran, one of the artists who accompa-

nied Professor Hayden to Yellowstone

Lake, returned last evening en route for the

States. He says that the exploring party

... discovered many curiosities that were

not seen by the party last year.. . . At

Gardner's river, seventy-five miles beyond

Bozeman, they visited the hot springs,

discovered some time before by some of

the citizens of Bozeman. Mr. Moran says

they constitute one of the most remark-
able curiosities of the world.... He had a

number of photographic views and some

outline drawings of his own, which gave
an idea of the springs and the scenery in

the vicinity.... There was every evidence,

Mr. Moran says, that a fresh eruption had

taken place at the Mud Volcano, as trees

were broken down in all directions around

it, and completely bespattered with mud.

At the lake, the party had constructed a

boat, visited the islands and inlets, and

found many things of great interest. They

had also visited the Geyser basin, and

while there, witnessed the eruption of one

geyser, not described by the party last year,

which by actual measurement, projected

water to the height of 300 feet. A new

geyser region has been discovered by the

denizens of the hot springs on Gardiner's

river, some miles up the stream which, at

the time Mr. Moran left, had been only

from a distance of four or five miles. It

was reported to be very lively in action,

but discovered too late in the day to be
visited, and admit of a return to camp. A

party was to visit it a few days after Mr.

Moran left."

16 September. NY Post: "T. Moran, the

celebrated landscape artist, has just returned

from the wonderful Yellowstone region,

with subjects for several large paintings

exhibiting the peculiar and magnificent

scenery of that grand and unique region.

He accompanied Professor Hayden's

Government Expedition, as a guest, but

returned somewhat in advance of that

party. He confirms all the marvellous sto-

ries that have been told of the Yellowstone."

27 September. Boston Transcript: "T. Moran

has just returned from the Yellowstone

region with a number of sketches in pen-

cil and water-colors, which will form the

material for a series of paintings, exhibit-

ing the peculiar scenery of that very extra-
ordinary country."

6 October. Newark Daily Advertiser: "A

New York correspondent, judicious and

reliable, writes us about the scenery of the

Yellowstone River and the picture which
Mr. Moran, about to become a resident of
Newark, is to paint here from his sketches

made while acting as artist of the Yellow-
stone Expedition Mr. Thomas Moran,

of Philadelphia, completed his sketches
some time since and returned alone, bring-

ing the most remarkable portfolio, perhaps,

that it has ever fallen to the lot of an artist

to fill. Some of the astonishing features of

the scenery were sketched by a soldier of

the expedition last year, and were brought

out in Scribner's Monthly, with a narrative

by Gov. Langford. They excited much

wonder, not unmixed with incredulity."

13 December. Moran's younger brother

William dies at age 25. (Phila. Public Ledger,

15 and 16 Dec.; interment records, Old Cathedral

Cemetery, Phila.)

Winter. Moran and family move to

Newark, NJ. (Aloran to Hayden, u Mar. 1872;

Holbrook's Newark Citv Directory)

• l8/2 •

Moran listed at 61 Sherman Ave., then

moves to 166 Brunswick St., Newark.
(Moran to Hayden, n Mar. and 6 April; Holbrook's)

January. Scribner's publishes Isaac Brom-

ley's "Wonders of the West" with illustra-

tions by Moran.

3 January. National Republican [DC]:

"Professor Hayden, who recently explored

the Yellow Stone river, is busily engaged

on his report, which is to be sent to Con-

gress about the middle of February. It is

proposed to get out an illustrated edition,

which, when finished, will be one of the

most valuable acquisitions to any library."

February Scribner's publishes Hayden's

"Wonders of the West II" with illustra-

tions by Moran.

23 February. Moran and many "distin-

guished journalists" attend reception

held by TheAldine. Mark Twain and
Bayard Taylor both speak. ([D.o.c. Town-

ley], NY Mail, 26 Feb.)

2 March. President Ulysses S. Grant signs
bill to make Yellowstone the first national
park, following passage by the Senate

(30 Jan.) and House (27 Feb.). (Congressional

Globe, 42nd Cong., 2nd sess., pp. 697, 1228, 1416;

Statutes 1871/1873, 17:32; and NY Mail, 25 Mar.)

ii March. From his Newark studio Moran

writes Hayden that his large painting of

the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone is

"now more than half finished" and asks

for a photograph of Hayden so he might

include him as a figure in the picture.

(HaydenIC,NA)

i April. Boston Daily Advertiser reports

the visit of "several art-critics" to Moran's

Newark studio to see his unfinished

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone', they

were "very enthusiastic about it."
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Moran's Grand Canyon

of the Yellowstone in the

U.S. Capitol, 1872,

stereograph by Charles

Bierstadt, Collection of

Merl M.Moore Jr.

6 April. Moran acknowledges receipt of

photographs from Hayden, adding "The

picture is all that I ever hoped to make of

it <Sc the indications are that it will make a
sensation wherever it is exhibited." Moran

notes that he is eager for Hayden to see

the painting and criticize its "geology."

(Hayden 1C, NA)

12 April-4 July. NAD spring exhibition.

Moran exhibits Autumn on the Conemaugh

(no. 292). (Christian Union, 17 Apr.; NYTribune,

i July; Naylor 1973, 647)

15 April. From his Newark studio Moran

writes Hayden to ask for advance payment

for drawings for government publication,

citing expenses associated with his Yellow-

stone painting and adding: "Mr. [Howard]

Carroll a N.Y. critic [NYT] was over last

Saturday, also Mr. Brooks of the Tribune.

Both were impressed & are as Gilder says

'enthused.'They are going to write it up

in the various papers <5t in Boston. Mr.

Warner of the Hartford Courant, comes

tomorrow to see it. I am confident of
finishing this week." (Hayden ic, NA)

18 April. [D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail,

comments on NAD exhibition: "'Autumn

on the Connemh' [sic], by Thomas Moran
... does not fairly represent the artist
This painting was done in 1865, seven
years ago, since when Mr. Moran's pro-

gress has been as marked as that of any

school-boy between seven and fourteen."

20 April. Moran writes Hayden that his

"big" Yellowstone picture is "finished except

the figures <5c the frame will be finished on

Tuesday morning next. I hope, &c believe,

it will meet all the expectations raised of

it." (Hayden 1C, NA)

26 April. Moran to Hayden, acknowledg-

ing receipt of advance payment and report-

ing that "President Smith, Vice Près. Rice

&part of the directors of the N.P. R.R.

were over to see the picture yesterday oc

were decidedly enthusiastic over it. So far
I have been unable to obtain any gallery in

N.Y. for the private view, but hope to do

so tomorrow, &, the View' will take place

next Thursday afternoon & evening, when

all the directors of the N.P. R.R., Jay Cooke,

Gen. Nettleton & all New York will be

present. I wish you could also be present,

&, hope your business engagement may

permit it. I have the picture in the frame

&, it looks stunning. I should like to have
taken the pic. to Washington in the early

part of next week but the prestige it will

give it by exhibiting it to N. York is of so

much importance that I thought it best to

wait a few days in order to reap this great

advantage. I confidently hope to be able to

accompany your expedition the coming

summer oc to find some new subjects for

important pictures." (Hayden ic, NA)

29 April. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Mr. Thomas Moran will be happy to

receive at his studio... on Tuesday after-

noon and evening, all of his Newark

friends.. .who may desire to see, before it

leaves the city, his large painting of 'The

Grand Canon of the Yellowstone.'This

remarkable picture covers a space of twelve

by seven feet, and has been visited during

its painting by connoisseurs and critics

from New York..., who have expressed
their opinions in the warmest terms of

admiration. It is a faithful likeness of one

of the most wonderful.. .scenes of the
famous valley of the Yellowstone river,

and will soon be removed to Washington
where it will be exhibited in the hall of

the Smithsonian Institution. Mr. Moran,

who was the artist of the late government

expedition to that country, is now a resi-
dent of our city and with the generosity of

a true artist, invites all who would like to

see it to do so to-morrow at his residence

in Brunswick street, near the terminus of

the Broad street horse-car railway. The

painting is the finest work of art ever pro-

duced in our State—full of vigor, rich

coloring and vivid effects, and ought to

become the property of the government."
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Mount Moran and Jackson

Lake, so named by Hayden

on expedition, 1872,

photograph by Crandall,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

i May. Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone

leaves Moran's studio for exhibition in

New York. (Hayden 1C, NA)

1 May. [D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail:

"Tomorrow afternoon and evening the
'Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone' by
Thomas Moran will be exhibited in the
large exhibition room of Messrs. Leavitt

and Co. Clinton Hall, to the friends

of the artist who have been invited to a
private view. After this exhibition the

painting will be taken to Washington at

the request of Dr. Hayden of the U. S.

Exploring Expedition and there exhibited.

... We shall indeed be disappointed if it

fails to prove in every respect a work of

surpassing interest, and to excite more

comment and admiration than any land-

scape yet painted in this country."

2 May. [D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail:

"Thos. Moran's painting—'The Grand

Canyon of the Yellowstone'—as

announced yesterday, will be exhibited

this afternoon and evening at Leavitts'

We saw it yesterday afternoon, and do

not hesitate to say that the completed

work fully sustains the good opinion we

expressed of it when we saw it a month
ago, unfinished, at Newark. It is, to our
mind, a most remarkable work of Art—

remarkable in its successful treatment

of a subject of extraordinary difficulty—

one in which the order of nature seems
set aside; and it is thoroughly admirable
in its technique. By this work Mr. Moran

has established his claim to rank among

the first landscapists of America."

8 May. NY Post: "[Moran's Yellowstone

picture is] a literal transcript of nature

The first view of this picture causes a

feeling of disappointment, owing to its

extreme brilliancy of color, but after a few

moments of study the composition is felt

to be in harmony throughout; the gor-

geous tones of the foreground blend in

subtle gradations with the receding colors

which lead off into the perspective, and

are in effect refined and beautiful. The
picture is carefully painted, and, what is

remarkable in so large a work, it will bear

a close examination. The structure, texture

and character of the rocky formation of
these remarkable cliffs are most vividly
rendered, and the artist is to be congratu-
lated upon the success of his work."

(Repr. San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, 20 May;

and Helena Herald, 30 May)

9 May. National Republican and Evening

Star [DC]: "Mr. Thomas Moran's great

picture of the Grand Canyon of the Yel-

lowstone, which produced such a decided

sensation in New York last week, will be

open to public inspection today, the great

hall of the Smithsonian Institute. This

picture, which the art critics of New York

place upon the same level with Church's

Niagara, should be seen by all interested

in art matters, or who love the beautiful

and grand in nature."
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13 May. NY Post previews June edition of

TheAldine: "The full-page picture under-
neath the title, 'Kwasind, the Strong Man,'
drawn by T. Moran, is a marvellous tri-

umph in the representation of forest shade

and dense foliage."

15 May. [D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail:
"Thos. Moran's remarkable work, 'The

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone,'

will, on its return from Washington, be

exhibited at Goupils' for one month."

18 May. From Washington Moran writes

his wife Mary regarding his efforts to

have his Yellowstone painting placed in

the Capitol. Appointment with Senator

Charles Sumner was disappointing. (EHL)

20 May. Moran writes Mary that he has

obtained permission to install his painting

in the Capitol and continues: "I am sick

of Washington and want to get home bad

but I must see the thing through and shall

do all I can to sell it. I shall ask $20,000.00.

Two of the explorers of the Colorado,

Wheeler and Powell, both want me to go
with them this season. I have seen some

of their photos and the region is quite as

wonderful and as remarkable as the Yel-

lowstone, but of course my going with

them is out of the question. King's expe-

dition people also desire me to accompany
them, which when Hayden hears it, will

make him all the more anxious for me

to accompany him, but unless the picture

is sold to Congress I shall not go on any
of them. These other expedition people
opened their eyes when they saw my

pictures and sketches." (Fryxell, UW)

21 May. In daily letter to Mary, Moran
reports that the Yellowstone picture will

be installed the next day "in the old Hall

of Representatives where every member of

Congress will see it I shall have a fair

show now at least and if I cannot sell to

Congress it will not be for want of an

opportunity of letting them see the picture,

but because they will not buy a picture.

Congress will adjourn on the 2Qth of May

so I shall not have very long to wait to

know the result. I have had a hard day's

work but feel good on it." (EHL)

22 May. Moran reports to Mary: "I got

the picture up in the place I wanted this

morning. The light is good and the pic-
ture looks well." He also mentions offer

from John Wesley Powell to take him to

see the Grand Canyon of the Colorado

and concludes: "The time occupied in the

trip would be 4 months. Of course I shall

not go, but I said I would consider it."

Finally, he notes that he will meet with

the Librarian of Congress the following

day regarding the sale of his Yellowstone
picture. (Fryxell, UW)

22 May. [D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail, pre-

views June edition of Scribner's, with "a

second installment of 'Traveling by Tele-

graph,' lavishly studded with illustrations;

several of which are of Moran's best and

worthy of places of honor anywhere."

24 May. Moran asks Hayden for his assis-

tance in selling Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone: "Since you were here before, I have

succeeded in getting the picture placed

in the old Hall of Representatives, «Sen-

nas created quite a sensation there. It was

quite evident that it was useless to con-
tinue its exhibition at the Smithsonian, so

far as getting Congressmen to see it was

concerned. Many of the members have
expressed the opinion that Congress

should purchase it. Mr. Spofford the librar-

ian thinks so too. Now the members have

nearly all seen it, <5c the only thing remain-

ing to be done is to bring the matter before

the Joint Committee of Congress on

Library, to find if they will introduce a
resolution to that effect. I asked [Henry]

Dawes what he thought of the chances,

<5c he made a favorable reply. Your assis-

tance towards this end would be most

valuable. I want your immediate influence
with Dawes &, [James] Garfield in order

to bring the matter before the House

Committee, of which Mr. [John] Peters

is chairman, the other members being

[William] Wheeler & [Lewis] Campbell.

The Senate Committee are [Justin] Mor-

rill... (chairman) <Sc [Timothy] Howe oc

[John] Sherman. I am likely to find how

Morrill would stand this forenoon through

a friend. Could I see you at the old Hall

of Reps, at 2 o'clock. I will be there at 2, 3,

&, 4 o'clock. Whatever movements I make

to bring it before Congress must be done

immediately as so little of the session

remains. Kellogg desires to see you as soon

as possible." (Hayden 1C, NA; Bio. Congress 1989)

25 May. Boston Transcript: "A surprisingly

beautiful work of art, now on exhibition

in Washington, namely, Moran's painting

of the Yellowstone Canon, was on Tues-

day placed in the old Hall of Representa-

tives at the Capitol, and hourly attracted

immense crowds of spectators, both gen-
eral and connoisseur. Moran is a young

artist, and until very recently compara-

tively unknown. He has undoubtedly

made his reputation on his representation

of the canon, which is Bierstadt repeated,

but perfectly original."

26 May. Moran and Hayden breakfast

in Washington with William Blackmore,

English entrepreneur who will travel to

Yellowstone with Hayden shortly. (Taylor

1980,25)

Summer. Moran: "In Summer of 1872

made sixteen water color drawings
of the Scenery of Yellowstone region

for Mr William Blackmore of London

for $800.00." (GA Old Book of Lists)

June. D. Appleton and Company begins

publication of Picturesque America, issued
in 48 parts over two years; Moran con-

tributes numerous illustrations. (Rainey
T994> 77)

June. Scribner's, 251-252, discusses Turner's
Slave Ship, Church's Parthenon, and Moran's

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone: "Mr.

Thomas Moran's picture of the Yellow-
stone Canon is the most remarkable work
of art which has been exhibited in this
country for a long time."

June. TheAldine publishes Moran's

Kwasind, the Strong Man, to illustrate

"The Noble Savage," which discusses

Longfellow's Song of Hiawatha: "Mr.

Moran has caught the spirit of his origi-

nal, the wild and primitive feeling in

which these Indian traditions originated.

His characteristic excellences—power
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William Blackmore,

photograph published in

Herbert O. Brayer's William

Blackmore: The Spanish

Land Grants of New Mexico

and Colorado, 1863-1878

(Denver, 1949).

and imagination — are represented as well

as they can be without color, in which

he excels. For what he is, he has no master

in America."

i]\m.Q.Appletons, 612: "Mr. Moran is for-
tunate not only in the splendor of his

subject {Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone],

but in having painted a picture that is
likely to rank with the great landscapes

of Church, Bierstadt, and Gifford."

3 June. National Republican [DC]: "Thomas

Moran's painting of the Grand Canon of

the Yellowstone, now on exhibition in the

old Hall of Representatives, is, we learn,

offered for sale to the Government. The

subject itself is most fitting for a great

painting to adorn the Capitol, and there

are three or four places in the building

waiting to be filled with works of national

interest and artistic value. This painting is

declared by the art critics to stand, in point

of artistic merit, second only to the great-

est painting by an American artist, which

is claimed to be Church's Niagara, and it

is stamped with most, if not all the excel-

lencies of that work. Congress should not

run the risk of its going into some private

collection by waiting till next session before
ordering its purchase. Without wishing to

make any unjust comparisons we believe

the picture is far more valuable than any

now owned by the Government, and worth

much more than Congress will be asked
to appropriate. It may be worthy of con-
sideration that there is not in the Capitol

a picture of American landscape or Amer-

ican scenery of any kind, if we are not
mistaken, painted by a native born Amer-
ican citizen. This is therefore an occasion

when encouragement to American art by

Government patronage will be properly

and judiciously extended."

8 June. Moran copyrights Grand Canon

of the Yellowstone. (Copyright no. 6141 C, EHL)

10 June. Congress acts "To enable the

joint committee on the library to purchase

Moran's large painting of the Canyon of

the Yellowstone, ten thousand dollars."

(Statutes 1871/1873, 17:347, 362)

12 June. Newark Daily Advertiser. "Mr.

Moran's picture of the Yellowstone Canon,

previous to its actual delivery and sale

to the Government, which will be in July

... will be taken to Boston and placed

on exhibition for a short time. When it

is brought back it will be placed oppo-

site the northeast grand stair case of the

Capitol, a worthy place for a noble pic-

ture. The price paid by Government was

$10,000. Newark feels an especial pride

in this success of one of her artists, as the

picture was painted here and here first
exhibited." (Repr. San Francisco Daily Evening

Bulletin, 29 June)

17 June. Boston Transcript. "The Canyon
of the Yellowstone, as rendered by
Thomas Moran, in his great picture, now
on exhibition at the gallery of Elliot,

Blakeslee & Noyes... is prominent among

the attractions of the season, not to be
omitted by citizens or visitors."

20 June. [D.O.C. Townley], NY Mail,

previews July magazines: "Scribner's opens

with a comprehensive article... on 'West

Point.'... The illustrations are lavish and

of varied merit, the frontispiece is one of

Moran's superb scenes—up the river from

Garrison's."

24 June. From Newark, Moran writes J. W.

Powell to decline his offer of travel to the

Grand Canyon, citing the press of work.

(Powell 1C, NA)

12 July. Newark Daily Advertiser reports

that Moran will contribute works to the

upcoming Newark Industrial Exposition.

25 July. NY Post: "Thomas Moran's remark-
able painting, 'The Grand Canon of the

Yellowstone,' is now on exhibition at the

Goupil Gallery. This fine picture was

noticed in the Evening Post on its first exhi-
bition here, at the Clinton Hall Gallery...

previous to its removal to Washington and

purchase by the government by order of

Congress. Its first exhibition here was very

brief, and but few had an opportunity of

seeing it. The work is now to be exhibited

for a period of two weeks or longer, after

which it is to be removed to Washington,

where it will be hung at the head of the

grand staircase in the Senate wing of the

Capitol. The picture is entitled to more

than ordinary notice from the fact that it

is the only landscape ever bought by order

of Congress and the first work of art pur-

chased solely on its merits as such."

28 July. NYT: "[Moran] has certainly cho-

sen a grand subject [Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone] whereon to exercise his skill,
and we have the assurance of those who

have spent months in wandering about

these regions, and are perfectly familiar

with the scene Mr. Moran has spread

before us, that the composition is most

faithful to the original in every detail."

2 August. NY Post: "The exhibition of

Moran's great painting, 'The Grand Canon

of the Yellowstone,' which has attracted so
much attention at the Goupil Gallery dur-
ing the past week will close on Saturday

next; therefore lovers of art who desire to

see this fine picture in its present favor-

able position should avail themselves of

the opportunity at once. The painting is

to be removed to Washington on Monday

next, when it is to be delivered to the gov-

ernment. It has been assigned a position

at the head of the grand staircase in the

Senate wing of the Capitol."

3 August. Newark Daily Advertiser. "While

speaking of the [Newark Industrial Ex-

position] we regret to say that efforts to
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secure for the exhibition, one of Newark's

brightest gems of art (Moran's 'Yellow-
Stone' picture) have failed, as the painting
has been purchased by Government for

$10,000, and is to be delivered this day.
However, Mr. Moran takes a lively inter-

est in the exhibition, and will contribute a

fine collection, among them is 'Storm in

the Mountains' 6 feet by 5 feet, 'Dream-
land,' 'Hemlock Forest,' &c."

After 3 August. Unidentified newspaper

clipping: "It is a very dangerous thing for

an artist to risk his reputation in painting

a big picture of the most tremendous

eccentricity in which nature is known to

have indulged; but Mr. Moran has taken

the risk, and, so far as we can judge, has

used it to advantage." (EHL scrapbook)

9 August. NY Post: "Mr. Thomas Moran

has deposited with the government, in

the Capitol building, the painting of the

Yellowstone Canon, which was purchased
by the government from him last session.

It will be immediately put in position in

the place allotted to it by the Library

Committee."

14 August. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Mr. T. Moran will exhibit [at the Newark

Industrial Exposition] his celebrated

painting of the 'Children of the Mountain,'

'Dream Land' and one of his great Hia-

watha pictures, also some elegant water-

color sketches of Yellowstone scenery."

24 August. Thomas and Mary Moran
depart on a trip to Yosemite: "Mrs
M & I went to the Yo Semite in August

1872 & made a number of pencil &,

ink sketches &4 sketches in water colors."

(YJ; G A Old Book of Lists)

29 August. Hayden to Moran, from Mon-

tana Territory: "We elected you Honorary

Member of the U.S. Geological Survey

No. 2. Blackmore was elected No. 3 <Sc

Langford No. 4." (GA)

September. Hayden's survey party names a

peak of the Tetón range after Moran at sug-

gestion of R. W. Gilder, editor of Scribners.

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 133; Hayden 1C, NA)

5 September. The Nation: "Mr. Thomas

Moran has delivered to Congress his pic-
ture of the Yellowstone Valley, the instance
being the first in our history where a work
of art that is neither heroic art nor histori-

cal art has been chosen for national pur-

chase. The painting obtained from Mr.

Moran is a landscape; or, to do more jus-

tice to its scope and multiplication of

points of sight, a diorama; or, to rise with

the occasion in qualifying a picture that

explains the marvels of geological forma-

tion and natural chemistry, it is a chart of

physical geography."

5 October. Thomas and Mary Moran

return from Yosemite. (GA Old Book of Lists)

24 November. Moran to Hayden, from

Newark: "I... have an order from Jay Cooke

for 16 water color drawings & many oth-

ers from other parties, so you can imagine

I am pretty busy. Colorado Powell was
very much disappointed that I did not go

with him last summer & he offered me

great inducements, but the Yellowstone is

my love. I shall come to Washington this

winter &c shall bring with me all the Yel-

lowstone work that I have been doing as

well as some other material." (Hayden ic, NA)

Winter. Watercolors of Yellowstone Moran

painted for William Blackmore exhibited

at Goupil's, NY. (Scribners^n. 1873, 394; Black-

more 1872)

.1873.

January. The Aldine publishes "Pictured
Rocks of Lake Superior" with drawings by

Moran: "The chief feature of the Pictured

Rocks can only be represented by color,

and must, therefore, be left to the imagi-

nation of the reader; enough remains, how-
ever, when this is subtracted, to startle the

artist, and to call forth the utmost skill of

the pencil. What they are, translated in

black and white, Mr. Moran has shown

us. His illustrations are full of power, and

are strikingly suggestive of the wild and

magnificent scenes in which the Pictured

Rocks are set—the old forests by which

they are crowned and the stormy waters

from which they rise."

January Scribner's, 394: "A collection of

water-color drawings, by Mr. Thomas
Moran, the subjects taken from the Yellow-

stone country, have been lately removed
from Goupil's, where they were seen by
many persons — although not, strictly

speaking, on exhibition—and have been

sent to England by their purchaser, Mr.

William Blackmore."

January. Scribner's, 399: " [John W. Palmer,

éd.] Songs of Nature (Scribner, Armstrong

oc Co.) is a beautiful volume of verse and

picture, especially suited to the holiday

season. This is the fourth and final volume

in the re-issue of Folk Songs — There

is a noble design by T. Moran on the first

page, illustrating Bryant's Forest Hymn.

... and other well-known artists have

helped to make the present one of the

most attractive volumes ever printed in

the country."

2i January. Newark Daily Advertiser:

"Mr. T. Moran has just completed a set

of water color drawings of the Yellow-

stone country for Jay Cooke, of Phila-

delphia."

28 January. Moran writes Hayden from

Newark to ask for Yellowstone "specimens."

(Hayden 1C, NA)

31 January. O.B. Bunce, za.,Appletons,

writes Hayden: "Mr. Moran is now mak-

ing drawings of scenes along the Union

and the Pacific roads. I am extremely grate-

ful to you for your offer to give him the
use of [Jackson's photographs] and also
for your consent to prepare the article."
(Hayden 1C, NA.; cited in Lindquist-Cock 1967,

146 n 45)

February. Junius Henri Browne in Scrib-

ner's describes Moran's Grand Canyon of

the Yellowstone: "The only really good pic-

ture that is to be found in the Capitol

This picture was taken to Washington at

the strong urging of persons who thought

the government ought to buy it and put it

in the Capitol. When it reached Wash-

ington it was allowed a resting-place in

the Speaker's Room, and during some

weeks was seen by a great many members
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Powell expedition, 1873,

showing John Wesley

Powell (second from left)

and Thomas Moran (fourth

from left), courtesy East

Hampton Library.

Major Powell in southern

Utah, 1873, photograph

by John K. Millers, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

of Congress and by visitors to the Capitol.

Finally it was purchased, and it is a pleas-

ant thing to be able to say, considering

how much talk there is of speculation, and

jobbery, and improper influences used, in

every Congressional grant of money, that

Mr. Moran s picture was bought on its
own merits, and that the money paid for it
came to the artist undiminished by a
penny of brokerage disguised under what-

ever name."

6 February. NYT reports opening of

annual AWCS exhibition at NAD. Moran

exhibits Cliffs in the Grand Canon of the

Yellowstone', South Dome from Glacier

Point; Great Blue Spring, Yellowstone Park;

Hiawatha and the Serpent; and two

works called^ Suggestion (cat. nos. 46,

175,238,310,311,327).

16 February. NYT reviews AWCS

exhibition, with "two sketches by John

Ruskin (Nos. 271 and 319) and some

good drawings in black and white by

Thomas Moran."

25 February. Boston Transcript quotes The

Nations review of the AWCS exhibition:

"Mr. Thomas Moran exhibits nothing but

studies, but studies in great variety, from

dark caprices apparently printed off from

an inky sponge, and very suggestive in

their way, to the caprices of Yellowstone

scenery, which strike the eye as odd, and

nothing more."

March. The Aldine publishes "Yellowstone

Region" with illustrations by Moran.

lo March. Moran writes Hayden to thank

him for Yellowstone specimens and adds:

"I have got your drawings under way, one

of which is particularly good, the great

Blue Spring of the Lower Geyser Basin,

which I will send to you at once if you

desire it. Will have the two drawings for

Mrs. Hayden done by the first of May."
(Hayden 1C, NA)

19 March. NY Post previews April's

Aldine: "The reading matter of this hand-

some and unique monthly rivals the

art department, and that needs no praise

at this period of its success. The full-

page illustrations [include]... 'Tower

Creek, below the Falls' from Thomas

Moran... These are all in Aldine style;

and that term has become specific and

well defined. An attractive paper, both

in literary interest and art illustration,
is 'The Yellowstone Region,' in which
the illustrations, four in number, from
Thomas Moran (whose 'Grand Canon

of the Yellowstone' was purchased by

the government at Washington last fall),
are very handsome."

31 March. Moran writes Hayden to ex-

press regret that the survey was not given

proper credit when Moran's Yellowstone

illustrations were published by Harper's:

"If I draw any more Yellowstone for

publication, I will make it a condition

that proper credit is given to the Survey."

(Hayden 1C, NA)

April. The A ¡dine publishes another

"Yellowstone Region" with illustrations

by Moran.
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4 April. From Newark, Moran writes to
thank Hayden for naming a peak after
him ("Mount Moran" in the Tetons) and
to say he expects to travel with the survey
that summer. (Hayden ic, NA)

5 April. Harper's Weekly publishes R. W.
Raymond's "Heart of the Continent: The
Hot Springs and Geysers of the Yellow
Stone Region" with illustrations by Moran.

12 May. From Newark, Moran acknowl-
edges payment of $150 from Hayden for
drawings: "I do not think I can get off
before the i5th of June, as I have to go into
Maine for a week in the beginning of June.
I saw Wheeler's photos from the Grand
Canon of the Colorado today. They are
poor & Jackson will knock spots out of
them." (Hayden 1C, NA)

28 May. Moran advises Hayden that he
has agreed "to accompany a sort of news-
paper oc literary party on a fishing excur-
sion into Maine, if it will not interfere
with joining your party in the matter of
time. They start on the 6th of June & I
expect to return ot be ready to start for
the west about the i5th or i6th of June."
(Hayden 1C, NA)

28 June. Moran writes Hayden about a
change of plans: "There were a number of
reasons which made it imperative upon
me to reach the Grand Canon of the Col-
orado this summer if it were possible to
do so, &, also to reach it at a time that
would enable me to return east by the ist
of September. Under the impression that
you would go there, I made a number of
contracts to furnish pictures of the region,
amounting in all to about 100, but your
last letter left me in doubt as to whether
you would go there at all & in any event
that you would not go down until the
end of your season, which would imply a
very late return. This seemed to render
my chances of reaching that region very

remote, & although exceedingly desirous
of accompanying your Survey this sum-
mer, I felt it obligatory on me to accept

the offer made by Maj. Powell as the only
chance of getting there within the limits

of the time that I could give to it & I have
agreed to accompany him. Mr. Colburn
has also concluded to go. I hope that you
will not feel that I do not appreciate your
great kindness & the invaluable oppor-
tunity of seeing the region of your present
Survey, but my business relations with
others & my intense desire to see
the Grand Canon force me to change my
original plan of accompanying you this
summer & I hasten to write that you may
make no provision in reference to my join-
ing your party in the field." (Hayden ic, NA)

5 July. Moran writes his wife Mary from
Cheyenne, WY, en route to the Grand
Canyon. He is traveling with J. E. Col-
burn of NYT. (Bassfbrd and Fryxell 1967, 27;
see also Appendix 3)

6 July. Moran arrives in Salt Lake City,
then writes Mary on 9 July: "We go tomor-
row morning certain. We leave here by
R. R. to Lehi 40 miles then take the stage
to Fillmore no miles, where we shall be
met by ambulance and horses so that we
can ride on horseback or in wagon as we

please. Powell will leave us at Fillmore
and will not join us again for 3 weeks as
he goes off to make treaties with the Indi-
ans. We shall reach the Canons about the

i5th of July. We had rather a dull day yes-

terday making a few visits and killed the
afternoon at Camp Douglas. The officers
there, like the officers at all military posts,

are splendid fellows. Today Maj. Gordon
escorted me around to the various saloons
in town but saw nothing different from
such places in any of the western towns.
In the afternoon Powell and I went to
Brigham Young's house and I was intro-
duced to all the leading Mormons." (Itiner-
ary, YNP sketchbook; Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 29)

io -16 July. Travels to Springville; Spanish
Fork Canyon; back to Springville; on to
Steward's and Mt. Nebo; ascends Mt.
Nebo, descends and rides toward Fillmore,
stopping at Mona or Willow Creek;
then On to Cedar. (YNP sketchbook; Colburn,

23 July, see Appendix 3)

17 July. Reaches Fillmore, where he writes
Mary: "We arrived at this place this morn-
ing after a very severe ride of two days.
The day after I wrote you last, we rode to
a ranch at the foot of Mt. Nebo and con-
cluded to ascend to the top. Nebo is the
highest mountain in Utah or Nevada being
12000 feet. Before sundown we ascended
about 2000 feet and made our camp for
the night, cooked supper, played a game
of Euchre, wrapped our blankets round us
and went to sleep. We were up and off
again by 6 o'clock. It was an awful climb
but we made the top by 12 Vi o'clock hav-
ing mounted 6500 feet. We made coffee
from the snow and remained up about
two hours. It was the most magnificent
sight of my life and no person who has not
ascended to such an elevation can have the
faintest conception of the glorious sight.
It seems as if the whole world was laid out
before you; and although I do not think I
would undergo the labor of another ascent,
I would not have missed this for ten times
the fatigue. I stood it first rate but Powell,
Colburn, and Pilling were sick and vom-
ited when we got down We came to
this point by private team. We are just 160

miles south of Salt Lake City. We leave
here tomorrow morning and shall make a
bee line for the Grand Canon, which we

shall reach in 5 days. We shall travel but

30 or 40 miles a day. We go the rest of the
distance on horseback, and Powell has the

animals all ready. We shall return to Salt
Lake on horseback and so get out of the
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horrid stage ride. It is an awful country

that we have been traveling over and I

cannot conceive how human beings can

Stand to live on it." (YNP sketchbook; Bassford

and Fryxell 1967, 31-32)

18-23 July- Travels from Fillmore to Dog
Valley; Beaver; Parowan; Karmano; and

Toquerville. (YNP sketchbook)

23 - 26 July. Sketches and dates Utah, Rio

Virgin', Approach to Toquerville', Near Toquer-

ville; Toquerville from the Lava Road; and

Colburn Butte Taylor Canyon; then Gate

of Little Zion Valley; then Canon near

Tocquerville, Lava Lower Hills (Gilcrease;

JNEM; YNP sketchbook).

27 July-i August. Travels from Toquerville

to Sheep Troughs, sketching and dating

Road to Kanab; Cathedral on the Road to

Kanab; From Humian Hills North, Creek

Domes, Rio Virgin; From Humian Hill, Rio

Virgin Chasm; Look up the Virgin from

Humian Hill; and Volcano Cones Humian

Ledge, Rio Virgin. In Zion Valley: Looking

up the Valley, Right Hand Side, from above

the Ranch, Looking toward the Gates;

Cathedral Mountain from Gorge, on Way

to Grafton; and Virgin Tower from Grafton;

then Zion; Capitol Dome; Dome Opposite

Heaps from below the Ranch, the Citadel;

Sphinx, the North Gate, Zion; Monument;

Zion Canon no. 6; Above the Cave 2; Cave 2

no. 4; Virgin 2. no. j; and Zion no. 2, Nar-

rows. Travels back to Sheep Troughs,

sketching Mosque near Kanab and Entrance

to the Valley of Enchantment, Zion, Rio

Virgen [sic], S. Utah. Travels to Pike, then

on to ranch (YNP sketchbook).

2 August. From Kanab, Moran writes

Mary about his trip to the Canyon of

the Virgin with John Hillers, expedition

photographer. (Bassford and Fryxell 1967,

35-36)

7 August. Evening Star [DC], reporting

on Powell expedition, states that Moran

and Colburn intend to return to Salt Lake

City by lo Sept.

7,10 August. Moran sketches and dates

Cliffs a Yellow Gray with Outcropping of

Red at Intervals near Kanab; Near Kanab;

and Kanab; then Side Gulch, Grand Canyon,

and Lava Overflow at the Foot of To Ro

Weap (YNP sketchbook; EHL; YNP).

13 August. From Kanab, Moran writes

Mary telling her the party had reached

the rim of the Grand Canyon and was

setting out to view it from another van-

tage point. (See Appendix 3)

25 August. Sketches and dates Grand

Canon Colorado (YNP sketchbook).

3 September-4 October. Cincinnati Indus-

trial Exposition. Moran exhibits French

Coast near Dieppe (cat. no. 45). (Yarnall and
Gerdts 1986, 2469)

6-10 September, 4 October. Sketches and

dates Long Valley Orange Cliff; then Mon-

roe in the Sevier Valley and Volcanic Cones

and Salt Mines at Salina Utah, Sevier Valley;

then Drinkers Bridge over the Sevier; then

Little Cottonwood Canyon from Sandy;

then Hook Pond from the Volcano (YNP

sketchbook).

2i October. Helena Herald publishes an

article on Jay Cooke's home: "One of the

last of his purchases was a small album
of Moran's views on the Yellowstone, for

which he gave $1,000."

25 October. Moran to Hayden, from

Newark: "I am at work on the design of

the Chasm of the Colorado &it promises

Splendidly." (Hayden 1C, NA)

25 November. Moran to Hayden: "I have

not yet touched paint to the Colorado

Chasm, but have finished the design for

it in charcoal." (Hayden 1C, NA)

4 December. Moran to Hayden: "Powell

came to see me Thanksgiving day &

brought in a set of the Indian pictures. As

you say, they are stunning. I am having a

picture painted from one of them. He

was highly delighted with the design for

the Chasm of the Colorado. He also

commissioned me to paint him quite a

large picture of the Grand Canon of the

Colorado." (Hayden 1C, NA)

26 December. Sending New Year's greet-

ings to Hayden, Moran promises to speak

with publishers of TheAldine about using

a Mountain of the Holy Cross image.

He also reports that Yellowstone images

were published in latest installment of

Picturesque America. (Hayden 1C, NA)

• 18/4 •

Moran listed at 166 Brunswick, then

moves to 9 Thomas St., Newark. (Moran to

McLeod, 15 May; Holbrook's)

January. TheAldine publishes "Utah

Scenery" with illustrations by Moran:

"Mr. Thomas Moran has visited some

of the most picturesque places in Utah

Territory, and his pencil has faithfully

reproduced them for TheAldine."

5 January. From Newark, Moran writes

Hayden that he is about to travel to

Washington. (Harden 1C, NA)

29 January. Moran writes Hayden that he

left a photograph of his Grand Canyon

painting to be forwarded to Representa-

tive Marcus L. Ward of New Jersey.
(Hayden 1C, NA)

29 January-28 February. AWCS annual

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits
Sulphur Spring, Yellowstone Country

(cat. no. 254), owned by Clarence Cook.

(NY Graphic, 29 Jan.; A'lT, 8 Feb.)

14 February. Evening Star [DC] reports

that joint congressional committee on

Library of Congress directs removal of

Moran's painting of the Grand Canyon

of the Yellowstone from the old hall of the

House of Representatives to a position

in the rear of the ladies' gallery of the

Senate.

27 February. Moran notes: "3 Yellowstone

drawings of Prang Com [mission], for

12. viz Devils Den, Hot Springs, Towers
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[of] Tower Fall 300. In all I made 24

drawings for Mr. Prang for his work in

chromo of the National Yellowstone Park
in which work he used 15 of them. Mr.

Kirkpatrick of Newark afterward bought

two of them, the Canon of the Rio Virgen

& the Upper Fall of the Yellowstone."

(GA Old Book of Lists)

18 April. Appletons begins series of articles,

"Canons of the Colorado and the Moquis

Pueblos," with illustrations by Moran.

(Sequels on Apr. 25, and May 2, 9,16, 23, and 30)

27 April. Newark Daily Advertiser. "Moran's

picture of the Chasm of the Colorado will

be privately exhibited to invited guests on

next Thursday [30 Apr.] evening at Upper

Library Hall, and on Friday evening will

be publicly shown to all who come."

2 May. Newark Daily Advertiser. "Moran's

picture attracted a large crowd of admirers

yesterday and will remain on exhibition

throughout to-day."

4 May. Newark Daily Advertiser. "Mr.

Moran's painting is to be taken to

New York this week and placed on exhi-

bition there."

5 May. Lavish praise for Moran's Chasm

of the Colorado is published in letter to the
editor of Newark Daily Advertiser.

9 May. NY Mail: "Mr. T. Moran has com-

pleted a painting of the 'Chasm of the
Colorado,' which will be exhibited on pri-

vate view next Monday evening at the

Leavitt Art Rooms... and subsequently
at Goupil's Gallery."

12 May. NYT: "Mr. Thomas Moran's new

picture, 'The Chasm of the Colorado,' was

exhibited last evening at the Leavitt Art

Rooms — The canvas is a very large one,

and represents one of those wild rock-

strewn scenes, in which enormous masses

of granite have been piled one upon the

other by some tremendous agency that

has now receded and left them for man to

wonder at its power. It would be unfair to

criticize any painting seen only under an

artificial light, and of this it need only be

said here that it is evidently a very strong

picture and very brilliant in color, and one
on which the artist has labored conscien-

tiously, introducing more detail than is

usually to be found in such works. It will

be on view at the Goupil Gallery during

the week, when the public will have an

opportunity of judging of its merits."

12 May. NY Tribune: "Mr. Thomas

Moran, who two years ago painted a pic-

ture, 'The Canon of the Yellowstone,'

which gave him a national reputation—
a reputation not diminished by the fact

that the work was afterward purchased

by the government and placed in the

Capitol—has just completed another

important picture, which was exhibited

a week or so ago in Newark, where the

artist lives, and again last evening at

Leavitt's room on Broadway to a small

party of personal friends and members

of the press. It is now on exhibition at

Goupil's Gallery... where it will remain

for two weeks. It will, it is hardly neces-

sary to say, repay many visits and the

most careful study. It is a strange theme,

treated with real power and with a skill

rare, at this time, anywhere, either at
home or abroad. The work deserves a

more extended notice, which it must
receive at some other time."

12 May. Newark Daily Advertiser: "'The

Chasm of the Colorado,'was privately
exhibited [in NY] last evening to mem-

bers of the press."

12 May. NY Post: "Thomas Moran's paint-

ing of'The Chasm of the Colorado'...
is evidently a faithful study of the topo-

graphical formation of that remarkable

region which it portrays, containing canons,

sandstone cliffs and other marvelous fea-

tures. The foreground, representing a dis-

tance of about a mile in width, assumes

the form of an amphitheater. Here we see

upon the rocks which arch the sides of a

minor chasm the effect of the disintegrat-

ing process which separates the chalk from

the sandstone, and gives to this scenery its

wonderful character.

Leading off into the distance are

seen a number of cliffs which resemble
ruined towers and castles. The artist says

that the sandstone here is formed in

upright columns, and as the chalk disap-

pears from the interstices, the columns

assume these delusive shapes, as shown

in the picture. The distance given in the

view is about one hundred and twenty-

five miles, and through the transparent

atmosphere peculiar to the region the

course of the Colorado may be traced for

many miles through the Grand Canon,

the sides of which are said to be six thou-

sand feet in height.

The perspective of the picture is one

of the most remarkable points in the work.

The scene is drawn under a passing storm,

the features of which add to the brilliancy

of the picture. The work is strong in color,

and every detail is worked up with the

most conscientious care. The artist, to his

credit be it said, has simply given us a view

of the landscape as he saw it; he has copied

a leaf from Nature's book."

15 May. From Newark, Moran writes

William MacLeod, curator of the Corco-

ran, asking if he might arrange to show

Chasm of the Colorado: "The picture is the

proper companion of the Yellowstone

Canon and I hope Congress may be

induced to look on it in that light, but
as things look at present, its purchase by

the Govt. seems extremely unlikely. It is

universally conceded that it surpasses the

Yellowstone picture, but of that you will
soon have an opportunity of judging."
(Letter 317, director's records, Corcoran)

20-25 May. Series of letters between
Moran and MacLeod regarding possible

exhibition of Chasm of the Colorado at the

Corcoran. (Letters 318, 319, and letterpress vol-

umes, director's records, Corcoran)

25 May. Letter to the editor of NYT:

"There are some who find fault (as did

your critic [see entry for cat. 47]) with

Moran's painting of the 'Chasm of the

Colorado,' on the ground that it does not

impress the beholder with a sense of vast-

ness commensurate with the actual size
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Members of expedition

to Mountain of the Holy

Cross, 1874, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

and distances. I suppose it would have been

easy for the artist to have thrown in a few

pigmy human figures, in which case there
would have been no difficulty (especially
with the aid of a yard-stick) in judging the

height of the rocks in the immense fore-
ground from which the height of the dis-

tant peak could have been approximately

estimated. But it seems to me that the
absence of human figures attests the instinct

of a genuine artist. The same painter has

made use of a group of explorers, with

their horses, in his splendid picture of

'The Yellowstone Canon'; but in the pre-

sent scene it would have been necessary

to draw them much smaller. They would

have presented an insignificant appear-

ance and would, according to the opinion

of many, have been out of keeping with

the peculiar phase of nature exhibited.

But after all, figures or no figures, the

impression of immensity should be given.

That it is given by means of the shrubbery,

and tree-growth in the foreground, and

still more by the painter's masterly draw-
ing and bold and skillful manipulation of

light and shade, I think many hundreds

will testify who have had the pleasure of
seeing, at Goupil's, this most daring, able,

and interesting rendering of a splendid

and extraordinary scene."

4 June. Moran's Chasm of the Colorado

ÍS hung at the Corcoran. (Curatorial records,

Corcoran)

8 June. Evening Star [DC]: "There is now

in the Corcoran Art Gallery a new paint-

ing, by Mr. Thomas Moran. It is called

the 'Chasm of the Colorado,' and is a view

of a portion of the Grand Gorge of the

Colorado river, which was first explored

and mapped a few years since by Maj.

J. W. Powell. The scene lies in northern

Arizona, about four hundred miles south

of Salt Lake City. The painting is of the

same size as the Yellowstone picture at the

Capitol, and it can be seen by all visitors

to the Gallery, in the room east of the

stairway, adjoining the main picture hall."

17 June. Bill passed by Congress appropri-

ates funds "to enable the Joint Committee

on the Library to purchase such works of

art for ornamenting the Capitol as may be

ordered and approved," enabling purchase

of Moran's Chasm of the Colorado. (Statutes

1873/1875; U.S. House 1873/1874)

26 June. Moran's Chasm of the Colorado is

removed from Corcoran Gallery. (Curatorial

records, Corcoran)

3 July Moran copyrights Chasm of the

Colorado. (Copyright no. 8847 E, EHL)

14 July. Evening Star [DC]: "Congress,

on the unanimous recommendation of

the Joint Committee on the Library,

purchased Moran's great painting, the

'Chasm of the Colorado.' By direction of
the same committee the spacious hall on

the second floor of the Capitol, and look-

ing out upon the eastern portico of the
Senate extension, has been set apart for its

accommodation, together with the com-

panion painting, the 'Grand Canon of the

Yellowstone,' by the same artist, and now
in the national statuary hall."

8 August. Moran joins group in Denver

to travel via Fairplay, CO, to the Arkansas
River, Tennessee Pass, and Eagle River to

the Mountain of the Holy Cross. (Denver

Rocky Mt. News, i Sept.)

9, lo August. Sketches and dates Camp

of the Two Pines', then No. 2 Camp of the

Evening Star, on the Platte (recto), and

Pike's Peak from the Road to Fairplay

(verso) (JNEM).

10, ii August. From Turkey Creek, CO,

Moran writes his wife Mary about his

departure from Denver. Traveling with

him are J. S. Delano (son of the Secretary

of the Interior), Col. W. L. Woods, James
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Stevenson [assistant to F. V. Hayden], a

driver for the wagon, and a cook. The next

day he writes Mary from the Platte River

about his journey into the Colorado

mountains. (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 45-47)

12 August. Sketches and dates Holy Cross

Trip, Camp Vexation, S. Branch of the N.

Plafte(JNEM).

13 August. From camp at South Park,

Moran writes Mary that he is within

three days of seeing the Mountain of the

Holy Cross. (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 49)

18, 20, 23, 26 August. Sketches and dates
Camp on the Upper Arkansas in Tennessee

Pass; then Camp on Eagle River, then
Delano Valley, Eagle River; then Upper

Twin Lake (JNEM; Gilcrease).

24 August. Moran to Mary, from camp

on the Arkansas River: "Of all the hard

climbing that I have experienced, this beat

it. Almost perpendicular, covered with

burnt & fallen timber, lying 3 or 4 deep.

It was only by slow & persevering effort

that the horses could get through oc we

had to walk a good part of the way. When

we got to the top the view was perfectly

magnificent. 2,000 feet below us lay the

Moutonnée Valley with the Holy Cross

Creek rushing through it & at the head of

the valley the splendid peak of the Holy

Cross, with the range continuing to the

left of us In the Valley is one of the

most picturesque waterfalls that I have

ever seen. I shall use it in the foreground

of the picture. We had a glorious campfire

that night, and Jim says that in all his

experience, he had never seen worse trav-

elling We have had a most delightful,
but hard trip <5c as we are now out of the

woods, I consider it over. It will probably

be the 5th of September before I reach

home I have not done much sketch-

ing, but have done a good deal of look-

ing. (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 51-57)

30 August. Moran and party return to
Denver. (Denver Rocky Mt. News, i Sept.)

September. The Aldine publishes "Storm

in Utah" with illustration by Moran:

"Both the artist and the engraver have

succeeded in catching the spirit of nature

in the remarkable picture representing

Utah scenery. The rush of the water, the

solidity of the rocks, the feeling of wind

and strife of elements have been wonder-

fully depicted. As a specimen of fine and

delicate engraving, equal to that of a steel-

plate, nothing has ever been seen in

The Aldine to surpass this."

3 September. Denver Rocky Mt. News:

"Mr. Thomas Moran... left Denver

Tuesday night for the east He will at
once commence work on a painting of

the Mount of the Holy Cross, and hopes

to have it completed by January i, 1875.

Mr. Moran considers the two paintings

alluded to [Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone and Chasm of the Colorado}, and

the one about to be begun, three of the

grandest subjects on this continent,

especially the latter."

8 September. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Mr. Thomas Moran, the artist who has

produced some of the finest pictures
which adorn our national capitol, has

just returned from the Rocky Mountains,

where he has been engaged in sketching

for a new picture."

November. Moran's Cliffs of Green River,

in a gold frame, is listed as the most expen-

sive "Aldine Art Union Prize, Series A" at

$500. (Aldine Art Union, "Prospectus —1874-1875.")

18 November. NY Post: "Thomas Moran,

the well-known painter of the 'Chasm of

the Colorado' and 'The Grand Canon of

the Yellowstone,' both of which pictures
were purchased by resolution of Congress

and are now in the possession of the gov-

ernment at Washington, spent the summer

on the western slope of the Rocky Moun-

tains in sketching the impressive scenery

of that wild and picturesque region. Mr.

Moran returned to his studio in Newark

early in October, and since that time he

has been engaged upon several commis-
sions Another interesting picture,

which is also drawn from studies made
last summer, gives a view of the famous

'Mountain of the Holy Cross.' As is

known to many, this cross is formed by

two ravines on the mountain-side crossing

each other, both of which are filled snow.

To the right of this great natural cross,

and almost at its foot, there appears a

great snowy chasm, which is in effect like

a kneeling figure and lends a weird inter-

est to the scene. Both pictures will be

finished during the present month."
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17 December. In response to request from
editor of American Cyclopedia, Moran sub-
mits a biographical statement for publica-
tion. (Letter, LC mss div.)

19 December. Moran writes Powell from
Newark to compliment him on his recent
article in Scribner's and to say he has not
yet finished the drawings Powell ordered
"but will have them soon." (Powell ic, NA)

.1875.
25 January. Newark Daily Advertiser.
"Moran, the artist, is engaged upon a
painting of'The Mountain of the Holy
Cross,' to be chromoed."

30 January-27 February. AWCS annual
exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits On
the Schuylkill and Near Hastings, England
(cat. nos. 371, 384). (NYPost, i and 26 Feb.)

5 March. Moran writes William Trost
Richards advising him to ask Hayden for
photographs of the Rocky Mountains and
noting: "I have nearly finished my picture
of the Mt. of the Holy Cross. It is 5 x 7
feet."(Fryxell,UW)

9 March. Newark Daily Advertiser. "Mr.
Thomas Moran has nearly finished his
picture of the 'Mountain of the Holy
Cross,' which is said to be as well executed
as his 'Falls of the Yellowstone' and the
'Grand Canon of the Colorado.'"

5 April. Newark Daily Advertiser reports
that Moran's new picture, Mountain of the
Holy Cross, which had been on private view
at his house, is on exhibition at Schaus'
Gallery, NY.

6 April. Boston Transcript reports Moran's
recent completion of Mountain of the Holy
Cross: "Mr. Moran has given the marvelous
effect of this strange freak of nature with-
out making it too prominent."

8 April-20 May. NAD annual exhibition.
Moran exhibits Overland Train, Green
River, Utah, and Cúfica Bay, Honduras
(cat. nos. 280, 459). (Boston Transcript, 2 Apr.)

9 April. Boston Transcript reviews April's
Aldine: "The mountain scenery of Utah is
represented with much force and grandeur
in three large engravings on wood by
Thomas Moran, that rank high as gen-
uine works of art."

14 April. NY Post comments on Mountain
of the Holy Cross: "The perspective effect is
remarkably fine, and every detail of run-
ning water, crumbling rock and forest ver-
dure is drawn and painted with the great-
est care and a fidelity worthy of the highest
praise. The painting is not so large as his
'Grand Chasm of the Yellow Stone' and
its companion piece, which were purchased
by order of Congress, but in its artistic
qualities it shows a decided advance over
those great works."

15 April. The Independent [NY]: "At Mr.
Schaus's little gallery, there is an undoubted
original by an American artist well worthy
of special study. It is a view by Mr. Moran
of one of the most remarkable objects in
mountain scenery, being an accurate
reproduction of the eminence among the
Rocky Mountains called the Mountain of
the Holy Cross. The cross at the summit
of the mountain is formed by fissures in
the rocks which are filled with perpetual
snow, and the effect is most remarkable.
The picture is a noble representation of
wild mountain scenery, and the fore-
ground is painted with great delicacy and
beauty, giving the characteristic shrubs
which grow in the locality with accuracy
of form and color, or, at least, with an
appearance of fidelity which only the visi-
tor to the locality could question."

17 April. NYT reviews NAD exhibition:
"'The Overland Train'... by Mr. Thomas
Moran, gives a view in Utah, in which
rocks and water are bright with all the
prismatic colors. It is a picture that we
cannot admire. If it be really an attempt to
represent truthfully the local color of cer-
tain districts in Utah, then we think the
attempt had better not been made. There
are scenes that no artist can paint, and
colors in nature that no artist can transfer
to his canvas. We do not believe in Mr.

Moran's Utah any more than we do in
Mr. Bierstadt's California."

24 April. NY Post reviews NAD exhibi-
tion: "One of the best landscapes in the
collection (on many accounts it seems to
us the very best) is Thomas Moran's
'Green River in Utah.'This painting has
more color in it than almost any one on
exhibition."

24 April. Appletoris, 535: "[Moran's] paint-
ing of'Green River,' in Utah, at the Acad-
emy, is in many important respects the
finest landscape in that exhibition."

26 April. Moran to William MacLeod: "I
expect to bring my new picture of 'The
Mountain of the Holy Cross' to Washing-
ton about the middle of May." (Letter 579,
director's records, Corcoran)

May. Art Journal reviews NAD exhibition:
"Thomas Moran's 'Overland Train, Green
River, Utah,' is chiefly remarkable as a
study of the peculiar local colour of the
region."

i Mzy.Appletoris, 568: "The Overland
Train, Green River, Utah,' by Thomas
Moran, is in the front rank among the
landscapes As a palette of color, this
picture suggests the works of Samuel
Coleman, but, in the Utah landscape,
color and tone have a meaning and lan-
guage of weather and climate, such as is
seldom equaled; and the drawing, too, has
a precision and force which, if the picture
had no color at all, would still give it full-
ness and brilliancy. The variety of the
cloud-forms, and their effects in the quiet
river, make the spectator think of Turner,
so changeful are they in kind and in theme;
but it is Turner in his best days, not lurid,
and with the lineaments of his landscape
blurred and fantastic."

10 May. Moran writes Powell that Moun-
tain of the Holy Cross "has been on exhibi-
tion for some time & has received the
highest praise from the artists & the pub-
lic with a fair share of newspaper lauda-
tion." (Powell 1C, NA)
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ment for The Mountain of

the Holy Cross, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

i2 May. Moran to MacLeod: "I will send

the picture of'The Mountain of the Holy

Cross' to the Gallery so as to arrive on the

25th of this month. I had hoped to have

sent the picture earlier but at the urgent

request of a number of New Yorkers I

have kept it on exhibition longer than I at

first intended. It has been a decided great

success in New York with the artists. All
conceding to it the highest praise." (Letter

597, director's records, Corcoran)

22 May. NY Tribune: "The exhibition of

Mr. Thomas Moran's picture, 'The Moun-
tain of the Holy Cross,' which has been
on view during the last three or four weeks

at Schaus's Gallery... will close on Mon-

day next [24 May]. Owing perhaps to its

striking subject this has been one of the
artist's most popular pictures and every-
body will regret its removal."

29 May. Mountain of the Holy Cross arrives

in Washington for installation at the Cor-

coran. (Curatorial records, Corcoran)

io June. Moran writes MacLeod with

regret at not having seen him in Washing-

ton when Mountain of the Holy Cross was

hung at the Corcoran and asking when

the committee will meet to decide whether

to purchase the painting. (Letter 621, director's

records, Corcoran)

12 June. NY Post reports that Moran's

Overland Train, Green River, Utah, sold

at Schenck's Gallery for $645.

14 June. MacLeod to Moran: "After due

examination of your picture of the 'Holy
Cross' and deliberation upon your offer

of it for sale, the Committee respectfully

declined purchasing it." (Letterpress volumes,

director's records, Corcoran)

July. Henry James in The Galaxy, 95,
writes in regard to NAD exhibition, that

American landscape painting is superior

to figure painting and "some of the rocks
were most delectable—those, for instance,
of Mr. Thomas Moran, in his picture of

certain geological eccentricities in Utah.

The cliffs there, it appears, are orange and

pink, emerald green and cerulean blue;

they look at a distance as if, in emulation

of the vulgar liberties taken with the

exposed strata in the suburbs of New York,

they had been densely covered with bill-

posters of every colour of the rainbow.

Mr. Moran's picture is, in the literal sense

of the word, a brilliant production. We

confess it gives a rather uncomfortable

wrench to our prosy preconceptions of the

conduct and complexion of rocks, even in

their more fantastic moods; but we remem-

ber that all this is in Utah, and that Utah

is terribly far away. We cannot help wish-

ing that Mr. Moran would try his hand at

something a little nearer home, so that we

might have a chance to congratulate him,

with a good conscience, not only upon his

brilliancy, but upon his fidelity."

29 July. Newark Daily Advertiser. "Mr.

Thomas Moran, the celebrated landscape
painter, is spending the Summer with his

family at Blairstown, Warren county."

Later in the summer Moran visits Pikes

County, PA, among other places. (Letters
637 and 651, director's records, Corcoran)

October. Scribner's publishes John Wesley

Powell's "Overland Trip to the Grand

Canon" with illustrations by Moran.

19 October. Boston Transcript: "Thomas

Moran's large and beautiful picture of'The

Mountain of the Holy Cross' is expected

in Boston early in November, when it will

be placed... in the gallery of L. A. Elliot."
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Thomas Moran, portrait

drawing by Stephen J.

Ferris, 1876, courtesy

Smithsonian Institution.

25 October. Boston Transcript: "Thomas

Moran's large picture [Mountain of the

Holy Cross] will shortly be placed on exhi-

bition in the gallery of L. A. Elliot & Co.

It has for several months formed one of

the chief attractions of the Corcoran Art

Gallery in Washington."

26 October. Mountain of the Holy Cross

leaves Washington for Boston. (Curatorial

records, Corcoran)

29 October. NY Post: "Thomas Moran's

picture of'The Mountain of the Holy

Cross' is to be placed on exhibition in

Boston early next month."

i December. Boston Transcript, prompted

by interest in Mountain of the Holy Cross,

publishes perhaps the first detailed bio-

graphical sketch of Moran.

6 December. NY Post: "A large and valu-

able collection of American and European

oil paintings owned by Mr. Louis Prang,

of Boston, was opened for exhibition at

the Leavitt Art Rooms... yesterday morn-

ing. Many of the subjects of these paint-

ings have been published under the name

of'Prang's Chromos,' and are well known
to the public, but the originals have never

before been offered for sale, as they are

now." Moran is one of the artists whose

work is included.

7 December. Newark Daily Advertiser:

"The Centennial Commission has issued

a list... of the applications of New Jersey

exhibitors for... the Centennial Exhi-
bition It may be said to the credit of
New Jersey that few of them are frivo-

lous or unworthy those from Essex

county [include]:.. .Thomas Moran, Oil

Paintings."

7 December. Boston Transcript: "Three

more paintings by Thomas Moran have

been added to the exhibition of his noble

work, 'The Mountain of the Holy Cross,'

at Eliot's gallery. One is a very ambi-
tious and largely successful essay at the

Turneresque, Azure Cliffs of Green River

at Sunrise.'The composition—a wood-

crowned crag jutting forth in soft but

dense shadow... with an obelisk-like peak

rearing itself to immense heights, beside

the track of the vertical flood of yellow

light striking upwards from the rolling

vapors of sunrise—is very powerful, and

the brave color very successful, while the

atmospheric effect is less so. A wide land-

scape of Utah mountain ranges and in-

tervales, called 'The Temples of the Rio

Virgen,' bathed in warm and rich colors

and a hot, hazy summer atmosphere, is

also a very handsome picture."

2i December. Boston Transcript: "The

exhibition of Thomas Moran's large and

beautiful picture of'The Mountain of the
Holy Cross,' at the gallery of L. A. Elliot
& Co., will close on [31 Dec.]. It will then

be sent to St. Louis for exhibition."

• 1876.

L. Prang issues Yellowstone National Park,

and the Mountain Regions of Portions of

Idaho, Nevada, Colorado, and Utah, described

by Ferdinand V. Hayden and illustrated

with 15 chromolithographs based on

watercolors by Moran. (See Appendix i)

At Rochester Academy of Art, Moran

exhibits Dreamland and Valley of the Rio

Virgin, S. Utah (nos. 165,166); at Chicago
Academy of Design, he exhibits Ride for

Life: Plains of the Humboldt (no. 158).

(GA ledger)

January. TheAldine publishes "Glories of

Southern Utah" with prints of Moran's

Azure Cliffs of Green River and Elfins' Water

Pocket and says of Rock Rovers Land: "In

many regards this picture has never been

excelled by any artist... it adds materially

to the reputation of Mr. Moran as one of

the high priests of continental scenery."

26 January. Newark Daily Advertiser:

"Mr. Thomas Moran, the landscape

painter, accompanied by his wife and

three children, has left Newark for a

long visit to Philadelphia."

31 January-26 February. AWCS annual

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits Soli-

tude (no. 122). (NYPost, i Feb.)

16 February. St. Louis Republican: "'Moun-

tain of the Holy Cross,' now on exhibition

at Pettes <5c Leathe's. 'It is, without ques-

tion, the greatest painting produced so far

by an American artist' (New York Herald)!'

March. TheAldine, 91-92, reviews AWCS
exhibition, noting that after only a few

years American watercolor painting has

become equal in quality to that of the old

world and adding: "Thos. Moran conveys
the feeling of his subject very forcibly as

well as carefully, in 'Solitude.'"

4 April. House of Representatives debates
whether or not to lend two Moran

paintings in the Capitol to the Centennial
Exhibition; VOte ÍS nay. (Congressionalrecord,

44th Cong., ist sess., 4:2185.)

5 April. Newark Daily Advertiser:

"The House of Representatives yesterday

defeated a joint resolution authorizing

the removal of Moran's paintings of the

Yellowstone and Colorado canons to the

Centennial. The argument in opposition

was that the Capitol should not be denuded

of its decorations. Mr. [Fernando] Wood

and Mr. [Samuel Sullivan] Cox both

opposed the resolution, Mr. Wood claim-

ing that the Centennial was a private
affair. The Government will send big guns,

models of ships, collections of minerals,

Indian blankets and implements, curiosi-
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Moran's exhibitor's pass

for the Centennial Exposi-

tion, Philadelphia (recto

and verso), 1876, courtesy

Gilcrease Archive.

Interior of the Centennial

Exposition art gallery,

displaying Moran's Moun-

tain of the Holy Cross

(center left), stereograph,

Private Collection.

ties and the like, at a cost of $2,000,000,
but will not have a picture in the gallery

of arts."

24 April-5 June. PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Ride for Life (no. 50),

owned by J. Snedecor. (Falk 1989,33,342)

10 May-io November. Centennial Exhi-

bition in Philadelphia. Moran is awarded

both a medal and a diploma, exhibiting

Mountain of the Holy Cross] "Fiercely the red

sun descending... "; Valley of the Rio Virgin,

Utah', Dream of the Orient (nos. 196,1039,

1047,1049)> srx drawings based on Long-
fellow's Hiawatha, and, with AWCS of

NY, Hot Springs of the Yellowstone, Wyoming

Territory (no. 376). Edward, Peter, and

John Moran also exhibit. Thomas Moran's

exhibitor's pass, personalized with his

photograph, shows that he visited the

exhibit many times. (Ingram 1876, 73; Interna-

tional Exhibition 1876; exhibitor's pass, GA)

29 May. Moran writes Powell hoping to

meet soon in Philadelphia and asking

whether Powell plans to go to the Grand

Canyon this summer: "If you can make

me one of your corps I think I would go

too I am just finishing a pretty large

picture of a side gulch in the Grand

Canon, a great amphitheatre with fall

that I think will please you. The subject

is based on the illustration opposite page

64 in your report." (Powell ic, NA)

5 June. Moran writes Henry Wadsworth

Longfellow asking for the opportunity

to show him his proposed illustrations

for Hiawatha. (Letter, Houghton Library,

Harvard University)

July. Women's Centennial Committee of

Wisconsin commissions Moran to paint

two pictures. Thomas and Mary Moran

spend several days in Madison sketching:

"Painted two views of the Lakes at Madi-
son, Wisconsin, 30" x 45", for $1000 each.

They were for a nucleus at the University

of Wisconsin and Mrs. [Alexander]

Mitchell paid one thousand and Ole Bull

gave a concert to pay for the other." Sun-
set on Lake Mendota and Sunrise on Lake

Monona were late additions to the Cen-

tennial Exhibition, hung in Memorial

Hall to represent the state of Wisconsin.
Both were destroyed in 1884 in a fire at

the university. Mrs. Mitchell became an

important patron for Moran. (GA ledger;

Madison newspaper clipping, 7 Dec., EHL scrap-

book; Taylor 1936, 90)

27 July. Moran sketches and dates First

Lake, Madison, Wisconsin. Also dated 1876

are sketches Madison, Wisconsin, and Third

Lake, Madison, Wisconsin (Gilcrease).
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Mary Nimmo Moran

in costume in Moran's

Newark studio, 1876,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Paul Nimmo Moran, 1876,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

3 August. From Madison, Mrs. Sarah F.

Dean to her brother, Lucius Fairchild:

"I had a lovely time with Thomas Moran

the artist and his wife, who is something

of an artist too. They were consigned to
me by Mrs. Mitchell and I drove or sailed

with them all the time they were here."

(Kellogg 1926, 130)

16 August. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Mr. T Moran, whose fame as a landscape

painter is already national, has received

a munificent order from [Mrs. Mitchell],

the subject to be chosen from sketches

made at a recent visit to the four lakes of

Wisconsin."

18 August. NY Post: "Thomas Moran,

who went to Colorado last June to

paint two large pictures of the mountain

scenery, for which he had received

commissions, has begun his homeward

journey, and is passing a few weeks in

Wisconsin."

20 September. NY Post reports opening of

Chicago Interstate Industrial Exposition.

Moran exhibits Azure Cliffs of Green River

(no. loi). (GA ledger)

28 September. Newark Daily Advertiser

and Boston Transcript announce Moran's

Centennial award for excellence in land-

scape painting for Mountain of the Holy

Cross. Peter and Edward Moran also receive
awards. (Walker 1877, 89; Phila. Evening Bulletin,

ID Nov. 1914)

4 December. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"During the present week an Art Exhi-

bition will be opened at Upper Library

Hall Among the Newark artists

represented will be Thomas Moran."

6 December. Boston Transcript: "Mr.

Thomas Moran has nearly completed his

series of illustrations in India ink of

Longfellow's 'Hiawatha,' which are being

etched by his brother Peter, who, by

the way, was the only etcher awarded a

medal at the Centennial."

ii December. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"The popular interest which has been
recently exhibited in works of art in this

city is altogether unprecedented. It is usu-

ally conceded that in a manufacturing town

the cultivation of refined taste is neglected
for the acquirement of useful knowledge
and the accumulation of wealth. But ever

since the advent here of Thomas Moran,

the distinguished landscape painter, the

people of Newark have shown great inter-

est in the exhibition of pictures whenever

really meritorious works of art have been

placed on view. This fact has induced some

liberal spirited citizens to collect a gallery

of paintings, the like of which has never

been seen outside of the largest cities in

this country. The pictures are by the most

distinguished American artists, and have

nearly all been loaned for the occasion

by the artists themselves, who all take a
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Thomas Moran and

Newark artist John Bolles

in costume in Moran's

studio, 1876, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

deep interest in extending the love of art
throughout the community. In this collec-
tion Bierstadt will be represented by two
important pictures, Eastman Johnson will

have three of his best works, Ed. Moran

will send two grand marine views, and

McEntee, Gifford, Church, DeHaas,
David Johnson, Story, Inness, Miss Oden-

heimer, and, in fact, all the leading artists,

will be represented by works upon which

they rely for their reputation. T. Moran

will exhibit his charming view of the Plains

of the Rio Virgin, which was awarded a

medal at the Centennial Exhibition. A

striking feature of the collection will be a

facsimilie [painted by Thomas Moran] of
one of J. M.W. Turner's most famous pic-
tures, 'Ulysses deriding Polephemus' [sic],
which was purchased by the British Gov-

ernment for $60,000. To-night there will

be a private view of the collection, at

Upper Library Hall, and to-morrow the

gallery will be open to the general public."

12 December. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Yesterday evening there was opened in

Upper Library Hall probably the most

meritorious exhibition of paintings ever

held in this city The copy of one of

Turner's pictures... was painted by Moran,

and it is a relief to turn to the works in his
own style, which are as beautiful as Turner

is homely. 'Rock River Land' is one, and
it is a noble picture, to which we shall do
justice hereafter. Another is 'The Azure

Cliffs of Green River,' which we must

also defer."

20 December. Newark Daily Advertiser:

"The art reception, given by the Essex

Club at their elegant mansion on Park

place, was the paramount social event last

evening The spacious apartments on

the second floor were transformed into

a series of picture galleries, the walls of

which were covered with examples of for-

eign and domestic art, the owners of which

had generously contributed them for the

occasion The rooms were radiant with

lights from endless rows of gas jets effec-

tively distributed under the supervision of

Mr. T. Moran."

27 December. From Newark, Moran writes

Prang &c Co., having received a copy of

the Yellowstone portfolio: "a most sump-

tuous <5c magnificent work." (Moran archive,

NGA; see Appendix i)

28 December. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"During yesterday and last night there

was a perfect rush of visitors at Upper

Library Hall to see the excellent display of

pictures which has been there for the past

two weeks. As the time draws near for the

close of the exhibition public interest

increases, and a very earnest general

request has been made that it be contin-
ued for a short time longer. In response to

this demand the managers have decided
to allow the pictures to remain on view

one night longer, but as they have to be

returned to their owners on Saturday, to-

night and to-morrow will be positively the
last opportunity to see them.

Last evening a new picture was

added to the collection, and has attracted

universal admiration. It is a small but

exquisitely painted view of the Golden

Cliffs of Green River, in Wyoming Terri-

tory, by Thomas Moran. The artist has

chosen one of the glowing sunset effects

to which the peaks are indebted for their
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Louis Prang, courtesy

National Museum of

American History, Smith-

sonian Institution,

Graphic Arts Collection.

Thomas Moran, 1877,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

name. Those who know Moran only

through his larger and more ambitious

pictures are naturally surprised that the

same hand that displayed on canvas the

grandeur of the Canon of the Yellowstone

and the Chasm of the Colorado would

have the delicate touch necessary to the

production of the little gem now on exhi-

bition in the Loan collection. There are

many, however, who infinitely prefer his

smaller works to greater achievements, as

the delicate little canvases of Meissonier

may be preferred to the grander paintings

of Horace Vernet."

.1877.
February. Scribner's publishes Edward

Seymour's "Trout Fishing in Rangeley

Lakes" with illustrations by Moran.

ii February. TV YT lists Thomas and Mary

Moran traveling on steamship San Jacinto

from New York to Savannah, en route to

Fort George Island, FL (at the mouth of

the St. Johns River 25 miles from Jackson-

ville). Moran sketches extensively around

Fort George and Lake Isabel, later pro-

ducing five illustrations for September

Scribner's article "Island of the Sea."

(Morand 1996, 44-46)

15 February. The Nation reviews Prang's

Yellowstone portfolio: "There can be no
doubt that this work of Mr. Moran's was
worth doing, and worth doing so well;

and it is especially to be commended that
Mr. Prang was willing to undertake so

costly an enterprise Concerning Mr.
Moran's artistic qualifications, we can

cheerfully say that we think he is at his

best when working on paper instead of on

canvas. The Yellowstone studies present a

series of color-effects taken from regions

confessedly out of the plane of common

human experience, and accordingly we do

not pretend to judge them; we only wonder

how scenes described in the text as ideally

glorious should generally look crude and

shocking in the water-colors; and again,

we cannot but be a little surprised to find

the bold, not to say violent, scale of color

used for the topographic curiosities of the

Yellowstone adopted afterwards, with not
much chastisement, for subjects like the
mountain of the Holy Cross and other

scenes more or less out of fairyland. We

humbly confess, however, that the only
way to judge these views perfectly would be

to get a camping outfit, go into the West,

and successively put a mule at every one of

the summits, passes, and natural belve-

deres from which the startling results we

see were obtained The boldness and

facility of the drawing are really impressive.

The artist of an exploring party, it is evi-

dent, cannot dawdle over his task; when

he comes home he must do one of two

things; he must work up photographs—

a process which inevitably produces dead,

coaly-looking pictures—or he must give

broad, spirited results, with his sketches

for the base. The latter process is the best,

and we must not complain too much of

the perpetual Turner sky and Caíame pine-

trees in works done under such difficulty

and with so much enterprise. On the

whole, the untravelled world is under

vast obligations for these vivid reports of

regions we shall not all live to see in any

other form."

22 February. Moran sketches and dates

St. Augustine (Gilcrease).

March. American Journal of Science and

Arts, 229-230, reviews Prang's Yellow-

stone portfolio: "This volume of colored

sketches... is magnificent in scale and

beautiful in execution. Mr. Moran is well

known for his fine landscapes; and it is
fortunate that such a painter has been over

the wonderful Yellowstone region with his

pencil. The colors of the landscapes will

be thought too brilliant by those who have

not visited the region, and perhaps in one

or two cases the artist has allowed his feel-

ings in that exhilarating atmosphere to

influence in some degree his brush. But,

in other cases, that for example of the

scenery along the Canon of the Yellow-

stone, as we understand from one who

has visited the region, the colors even fall

short of the reality."

March. In Florida, Moran sketches and
dates Ghost House; two works inscribed
Fort George Island; and From Point Isabel,

Fort George Island (Gilcrease; M FA
Boston).

i, 5 March. Sketches and dates Fort George

Island, Florida; From Shell Hummocks, Fort

George Island; and three works inscribed

Fort George Island; then Palmetto Trees at

Lake Isabel, Fort George Island, Florida;

two inscribed Lake Isabel, Fort George

Island, Florida; and three inscribed Fort

George Island (Gilcrease; EHL; MFA

Boston).

9 March. Newark Daily Advertiser reviews

Prang's Yellowstone portfolio: "It is a gen-

uine triumph of American graphic art —

The coloring is perfect and the perspec-

tive admirably maintained."
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20 March. Boston Transcript quotes the
Boston Evening Gazette: "Mr. Thomas
Moran, the painter of Yellowstone fame,
has just returned from Florida, where

he and his wife have been visiting Mrs.

Alexander Mitchell, a wealthy patron of

art. Mr. Moran has brought back a port-

folio full of sketches of Southern scenery,

which is as different from the brilliant

Yellowstone as possible. While South, he

visited Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, at her

orange grove, and hung from moonlit bal-

conies in old St. Augustine, listening to

the music of guitars and castanets. If he

puts all he saw on canvas, he will have

some beautiful pictures."

3 April-2 June. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits On the Border of the Forest \

Cliffs of the Upper Colorado; Near Waver ly

Park—N.J. ; Cloudy Day, and Arkansas

Divide, Rocky Mountains (nos. 39,112, 253,

294, 366). Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits

for the first time, with one work. (NY Post,

9 Jan.; Naylor 1973, 653, 656)

17 April. Newark Daily Advertiser reviews

NAD exhibition: "[Moran] surprises his

friends by showing a wonderful versatility

in his picture called 'On the Edge of the

Forest,' painted in such cool grays and

browns, and so entirely different from

what the public has seen in his Yellow-

stone series that one can scarcely recog-

nize his work. In this trying light it appears

to lack warmth in the green of the fore-

ground and the grays of the sky and the
far off horizon. But for vigor, firmness,
and decision of handling, as well as com-
position and conception, it is not excelled

in the whole exhibition. Who among

our artists can paint rocks like him? The
delicate crisp touch of his brush shows a

facility and perfection that is not excelled

anywhere."

22 April-4 June. PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Sunset: Castle Cliff Col-

orado, and Golden Cliffs on Green River

(nos. 229, 234), both owned by D. P. Secor.

(Falk 1989, 33, 342)

28 April. NY Post reviews NAD exhibi-
tion: "Mr. Thomas Moran's landscapes are
five in number; but, if we except the bright
little 'Rocky Mountains'... with its real

snow and its sense of the out-doors, one

of them tells the story of all, and that one

is the 'Near Waverly Park.'... It is as spa-

cious and as breezy as a Lambinet, and at

the same time finely mysterious. The mate-

rials of the scene are very simple—a bare

heath, a few ugly trees, a country road,

common enough clouds; not much more

than John Crome used to use in produc-

ing his best effects. There is no attempt

at pictorial deception, nor any slurring or

muddling of details. Comparing it with

Mr. Miller's small landscape... the details

seem to be affectionately cherished; com-
paring it with Mr. W.T. Richards's land-

scape ... they seem to be cordially despised;

comparing it with the artist's other land-

scapes ... they seem to be moderately well

respected. Take your position fifteen feet

away from the little picture, and there is

something about its openness, and atmos-

pheric rotundity, and amplitude and clear-

ness which makes one think of Cicery.

There is not a painting in the exhibition

that excels in these qualities; and it is all

the more pleasant to say so because Mr.

Moran this year has climbed into the

company of the most growing American

artists. He has excelled himself superbly."

TO and 15 May. First NY Post then Boston

Transcript publish articles criticizing
NAD's process of electing Academicians

and Associates: "Thomas Moran, who
enjoys a national reputation, is also among
the rejected."

17 May. Boston Transcript: "Edward Moran

has put on exhibition at the Kurtz Gallery,

New York, preliminary to his departure

for Europe, about 120 of his paintings and

sketches, with a view to their public sale."

18 May. Boston Transcript. "Mr. Thomas

Moran of New York has sent to Williams

& Everett a fine work which he entitles A

Dream of the Orient,' a gorgeous picture

not unlike some of Turner's pictures of

Italy. On the shore rise splendid palaces,

and before these float a regal fleet deco-
rated with painted sails and brilliant hang-
ings. A glowing sunlight floods the whole
picture. Through study of the works of the

great English painter, Mr. Moran has no

doubt become familiar with his methods.

The present picture, though original in

subject, is treated in such a way as to call to

mind effects of light and color for which

Turner was famous, showing that contact

with his work has influenced very largely

the thought and purpose of our artists."

27 August. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Thomas Moran and Mrs. Moran are

spending a few weeks in Wisconsin, and

will return early in September."

29 October. American Art Association

[later SAA] founded at meeting in the

home of Richard Watson Gilder and

Helena de Kay Gilder, in protest of prac-
tices of NAD. Moran is among founding

members. (Art Journal [Mar. 1878], 94; NY Post,

29 and 30 Oct.; Lansdale 1911, 725)

6 December. Newark Daily Advertiser

announces opening of 2nd annual loan

exhibition of American art at Upper

Library Hall, Newark. Moran exhibits

Cloudy Day (no. 70).

27 December. Boston Transcript quotes

NY Tribune concerning art matters in

New York: "Not the least interesting of the

coming displays will be that of the Am-

erican Art Association in March and

April — there is work and earnestness of
purpose in the men connected with the

movement, and their exhibition will be a

beautiful affair and an event in the art

history of the United States. At present
there are less than twenty people in the

association, namely, Walter Shirlaw,

the president of it; Mr. St. Gaudens, the

vice president; Wyatt Easton, the secre-

tary; Louis Tiffany, treasurer; and Messrs.

Dielman, Coleman, Swain Gifford,

Homer Martin, Sartain, LaFarge, Thomas

Moran, Lathrop, Julian Wier, and Mrs.

Gilder, members, with perhaps three or

four others."
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• 18/8.

Moran records: "During the past seven

years (1878) I have made about 400 or 500

illustrations on wood nearly all done at

night." (EHL)

5 January Evening Star [DC]: "Mr.

Thomas Moran, with whose fine paint-

ings and attractive book illustrations the

people of Washington are familiar, is in

the city for a prolonged visit. We under-

stand he will have some of his lately

finished pictures on view shortly, and it is

not unlikely that he may open a studio

here at no distant day."

ii January. William MacLeod notes:

"Maj. Powell & Mr Moran artist called.

The latter advised me to apply poppy oil

to Des Goffes <3c the 'Weeper' & clean the

'Monk'. Maj. Powell thinks Bierstadt's

Mt. Corcoran not truthful in form of the

mountain—too much of a precipice.

Mr Moran thinks it the best Bierstadt we

Could buy." (Curator's journal, director's records,

Corcoran)

26 January. Evening Star [DC]: "The

reception of the Washington Art Club on

Tuesday evening was pronounced a great

success, as well in the display of pictures

on the walls as in the large assemblage of

appreciative people gathered together to

enjoy it. . . . with the exception of some
excellent and characteristic examples con-
tributed by Miss Searle, of Dusseldorf,

and by Mr. Thomas Moran and Mr. F.
Waller, of New York, the exhibition was

a purely local one Washington seems
to have been during the week quite a gath-

ering point for artists from other places.

Among those who were here—some of

them being still in the city—may be

named... Messrs. Bierstadt, Moran and

Waller, painters."

4 February-3 March. AWCS annual exhi-

bition at NAD. Moran exhibits woodcut

and original engraved by F. S. King for

Scribner &, Co. (cat. no. 564). (Evening Star

[DC], 5 Jan.)

23 February. Evening Star [DC]: "Not a

little feeling is entertained in art circles at

the manner in which the rule of Congress

prohibiting the exhibition of private works

of art in the Capitol building is violated or

ignored by somebody assuming to have

authority in the premises. In spite of this

very proper provision, one large picture,

the property of the artist who painted it

[Albert Bierstadt], has been given a con-

spicuous place in the House side for more

than two years past, yet when another

artist of acknowledged ability and reputa-

tion several weeks ago asked for a similar

opportunity to exhibit for a period of only

thirty days an original painting illustrating

an interesting episode in early American

history, his request was quietly 'laid on the

table,' and remains up to this time, so far

as can be learned, without any action,—

the other picture meantime still holding

its position. A proceeding which smacks

so much of favoritism as this is alike unfair

to artists and discreditable to those guilty

of such discriminations. All applicants of

equal or nearly equal merit ought to be

put upon the same footing in regard to

facilities for exhibiting their works, or, still

better, the wholesome prohibitory rule

should be rigidly enforced in all cases. A

body like Congress can afford to be just,

between man and man, even if it doesn't

know much about art."

March. John Moran in Art Journal dis-

cusses purpose of SAA and notes that the
new organization of artists will hold its

first annual exhibition in the Kurtz

Gallery, NY.

6-29 March. First SAA exhibition at

Kurtz Gallery. Moran exhibits Kanab

Canon, S. Utah', Autumn Afternoon', Fort

George Island, Florida', and Twilight. (Boston

Transcript, 6 Mar.; NYT, i Apr.; Phila. Telegraph,

13 Mar.)

13 March. Phila. Telegraph reviews SAA

exhibition: "Mr. Thomas Moran—who

once was a Philadelphian, but who for

many years past has had his headquarters

in New York—has four pictures, one—

'Kanab Canon, in Southern Utah'—in the

old Moranish manner with which all good

Philadelphians are, or ought to be, famil-

iar. The others — entitled, respectively, An

Autumn Afternoon'; 'Fort George Island,

Florida'; and 'Twilight'—are not in Mr.

Moran's accustomed style, and they indi-

cate that the artist has been giving discrim-

inating study of late to the works of some

of the best French landscapists. Be that as

it may, they are good pictures, worth look-

ing at and worth the buying of any one

having a large store of the current money

of the nation to draw upon."

16 March. Evening Star [DC]: "The Soci-

ety of American Artists have decided to

open their annual exhibition rooms free to

the public on Sunday afternoons. This

step is a wide departure from the rule of

the more conservative Academy of Design,

and one which will probably shock the

sensibilities of not a few staid New Yorkers,

but it will certainly draw the great heart of

the people closer to the new organization,

which aims to be the exponent in this

country of liberal and progressive art."

17 March. NYT reviews SAA exhibition:

"La Farge is here, Whistler, Homer Mar-

tin, and William Hunt, R. Swain Gifford,

Wyant, and Thomas Moran... one of the

best known favorites of the older exhibi-

tions. In him the breath of progress has

stirred to curious results. He seems to be
striving after the methods of Diaz....

'Fort George Island, Florida,' has external

resemblances to the work of that painter,
and so has... An Autumn Afternoon.'

In his old style—what we may dub his
'Yellowstone style'—is... 'Kanab Canon,

Southern Utah,' but... 'Twilight,' is Diaz

again. Evidently, Mr. Moran is anxious to

hit on some popular vein."

April. Art Journal, 126, reviews SAA exhi-

bition: "Thomas Moran has made some

strong and effective imitations of Diaz or

Rousseau."

April. "A New Departure in American

Art," Harper's Monthly, mentions

Moran as being a member, by election,

of the SAA.
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Moran family at Newark,

1878, photograph pub-

lished in the East-Hampton

Star, 7 January 1887,

courtesy Miss Dorothy

King and East-Hampton

Star.

2 April-i June. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Summer Shower; Watering

Place; and Dream of the Orient (nos. 157,

698, 716). (Evening Star [DC], 30 Mar.; Naylor

i973> 653)

io April. NYT reviews NAD exhibition:

"Here is Mr. Thomas Moran, who is

frankly Turneresque, because he admires

Turner and finds that the public likes his

interpretations of that eccentric genius....

A Dream of the Orient'... is not so bad a

dream, as dreams go. This will not please

those who have got to like the twang of

Turner, but how few, comparatively, have

seen Turner's pictures, and how few of

those who have seen them learn to appre-

ciate them? ... A Summer Shower'... in

which the styles of Diaz and Turner are by

no means disagreeably blended; for, if Mr.

T Moran be somewhat lacking in imagi-

nation, his execution is marvelously facile

and his knowledge of what the people like

remarkably sure."

13 April. MacLeod notes: "Mr Moran

called & left directions for receiving his

picture when ready." (Curator's journal, direc-

tor's records, Corcoran)

18 April. Newark Daily Advertiser reviews

NAD exhibition: "There are some very

interesting oil paintings [including] a

lovely landscape by Thomas Moran...

A Summer Shower.' His other contribu-

tions [are]... 'The Watering Place,' and...

A Dream of the Orient.'This same 'Dream

of the Orient' seems to affect the metro-

politan critics very much, like shaking a

red rag at a bull. It makes them mad at

once and they say very disagreeable things

about it. And yet it is really beautiful,

no matter what they say, and admirably

illustrates the title. It is an agreeable com-

bination of delicate tints and indefinite

forms—not a picture perhaps but simply

a fantasy and as such a thing of beauty,

worthy of the fertile imagination and

skilful hand that produced it."

20 April. Evening Star [DC] notes that

Moran's recently completed Discovery of

Florida by Ponce de Leon will soon be exhib-

ited at the Corcoran Gallery. It has been

on private view in the city for some time.

22 April-18 May. BAA exhibition. Moran

exhibits Twilight and Fort George Island,

Florida (nos. 43, 273). (Marlor 1970, 281,392)

23 April. MacLeod records: "Went to see

Mr Moran's picture of Ponce de Leon in

Florida and found it a very fine work.

Have sent word to Mr Barlow to send it

up tO-morrOW. (Curator's journal, director's

records, Corcoran)

24 April. MacLeod: "Moran's picture of

the Discovery of Florida by Ponce de

Leon... was hung... in the S.W. Gallery."

(Curator's journal, director's records, Corcoran)

24 April-5 June. PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Mountain of the Holy Cross,

Colorado; Cloudy Day; Near Waver ly, N.J. ;

On the Coast of Florida; and Cliffs on the

Upper Colorado, Wyoming (nos. 97, 220, 236,

270, 293). Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits

one work. (Falk 1989,33,341-342)

27 April. Moran writes MacLeod giving

title of his painting as "Ponce de Leon in

Florida" and asking him to "put a card on

the picture with title." (Letter 1334, director's

records, Corcoran)

27 April. Evening Star [DC]: "Mr. Moran's

large new picture of'Ponce de Leon in

Florida,' to which reference was made last

week, is now on exhibition in the Corco-

ran Gallery. It is well worthy the attention

of connoisseurs and the public."
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Thomas Moran, Near Felt-

ville,N.J., 1878, graphite,

wash, and gouache on

paper, courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

29 April. NY Herald reviews NAD exhibi-

tion: "Thomas Moran has produced a fine

picture, full of strength, in his 'The Water-

ing Place.'... Its chief fault... is a slight

spottiness in effect. But how excellent is

the sky, pure and real is its line and full of

slow motion in the good cloud forms; how

suggestive of action is the figure of the

horseman at the rise of the moorland; and

how admirably is the eye carried from the

man and horse past the cattle by the pool

to the blue bird flying over it in the shade.

The color is rich and real, if slightly

opaque, and the vista into the woods on

the right is rendered with great skill."

i May. Exposition Universelle opens in

Paris: "An engraving by F. S. King, of one

of Thomas Moran s landscapes, was the

only work in the Exposition representing

this artist, who ranks in his own land

among the foremost. The truth is, the

commissioners appointed by the President

to select pictures did not invite Mr. Moran

to contribute, and thus one of the most

eminent of American landscapists was

virtually unknown at the Exposition.

It is very much to be regretted that

such important works as Mr. Moran's

'Grand Canon of the Yellowstone,' painted

after his return from the Hayden explor-

ing expedition, and 'The Chasm of the

Colorado,' sketched during the Powell

expedition, and both purchased by Con-

gress to adorn the Capitol, could not have

been sent to Paris in 1878, as well as his

famous 'Mountain of the Holy Cross.' Such

works are truly representative of Ameri-

can landscapes and landscape painters. At

the Lotos Club exhibition of paintings,

held the last of February in the present

year, Mr. Moran exhibited a new and

strikingly beautiful picture, called 'Castel-

lated Colorado,' which was at once sold

for $1,000, and purchased by an American
who intends sending it to the next exhibi-

tion of the Royal Academy in London.

This striking and curious picture showed

a long range of immense castle-like rocks,

which towered heavenward like a row of

St. Peter's domes, only a thousand to

fifteen hundred feet high instead of a few

hundred. A placid stream, lined with trees,

flows at their base, while far away to the

left stretches a plain over which gallops a

troop of horsemen. The sky is intensely

clear and blue, contrasting strongly with

the reddish and yellow tints of the rocks."

(Gonse 1879, 2; The Aldine 9 [1878-1879], 265)

17, 2i, 22 June. MacLeod records: "MrT
Moran landscapist, called. He is here to

sell his 'Ponce de Leon' to Congress";

"Mr Moran got permission to remove

cotton screen from over the east Gallery,

in order that the 'Ponce de Leon' may be

seen to better advantage by the Commit-

tee from Congress who are to call <$c

examine it. Senator Howe called while I

was out, to examine it"; "Mr Moran has

taken leave. His picture will remain for

a season. Will sell it to the Gallery, but

will name no price." (Curator's journal, direc-

tor's records, Corcoran)

22 June. Evening Star [DC] reports reso-

lution requiring "removal from the Capi-

tol of all works of art not belonging to

government." Bierstadt's Discovery of Cal-

ifornia must be purchased or removed.

Moran and friends lobby for purchase of

Ponce de Leon, but Congress ultimately

purchases the Bierstadt.

Late July. Moran records: "Feltville, New

Jersey (deserted village), family there with

artist friends." (GA ledger; Morand 1996, 46, 53)

20, 30 July, and August. Sketches and
dates three versions of Feltville (Gilcrease).

Early September. Morans visit East Hamp-

ton, Long Island, staying at Gardner's

Hotel as guests of the Tile Club. Thomas

Moran sketches extensively, filling small

sketchbook (Gilcrease). (Rattray 1941, 49,133)

7-9,14 September. Sketches and dates

four drawings inscribed East Hampton',

then Pig-Pen, East Hampton, and East

Hampton', then Montauk Light', Montauk;

and Looking South, Montauk (Gilcrease).

19 September. From Newark, Moran

writes Powell to say he met the artist S. R.

Gifford while at Montauk Point, and "in

talking over our western experiences he

said that he had a great desire to read your

account of the Canons of the Colorado

which he had often heard spoken about

& he wanted to know how he could get a

copy. I told him they were now scarce but

that I thought you would let him have a

copy <3c I promised to write you on the

subject. If you can let him have a copy
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please send it to my care <5c I will deliver it
to him & have him sign the receipt for it.

I have just rec'd a letter from Cap. Dut-
ton on the subject of bringing the Canons
before the British public in the London
Graphic or London News. I think it can be
done with much advantage to your Survey
as well as to myself, as I propose to shortly
exhibit my pictures in England.

I wish it was not so expensive running
down to Washington, as I could then run
down 6c talk the matter over with him.

I have now finished a large Canon
picture which I wish to present to you in
acknowledgement of the innumerable
courtesies oc favors you have done me in
years past. I shall send it down to you in a
few days." (Powell ic, NA)

ii November. Moran to MacLeod:
"Although I have made no formal offer
of'Ponce de Leon in Florida to the Art
Committee of the Corcoran Gallery, yet
I suppose they are aware that I have it for
sale. Now I do not want to make a formal
offer of the picture to them, unless I had
some reason to believe that they would
take the propriety of its purchase into
serious consideration. Do you know how
they look upon it, or what they think of it.
My reason for asking about it at present,
is that before a great while I shall want to
exhibit the picture in New York & other
places, ocwhen I have brought it from
Washington, there is no probability that I
should have it down there again. Of course
I should be very glad indeed if it should
find a resting place in such fine company,
& I think we could come to a satisfactory
understanding in regard to the price if the
Art Committee desired — Can you not
find out for me the feeling of the Commit-
tee on the subject oclet me know? I could
then lay my plans for the future move-
ments of the picture & you would confer
an obligation P. S. I have taken a
studio in New York & shall go into it
about the first of Dec. <5c when you are in
New York, shall be pleased to have you
Call. (Letter 1469, director's records, Corcoran)

13 November. MacLeod records receipt
of a letter from Moran wishing "to know

if Art Committee has passed upon his
Florida picture." (Curator's journal, director's

records, Corcoran)

13 November. Boston Transcript reports
that Moran is awarded bronze medal at
exhibition of Massachusetts Charitable
Mechanic Association.

18 November. MacLeod to Moran: "I have
delayed replying... until I could inform
you of definite action of the Art Commit-
tee or the Board upon your offer to sell
'Ponce de Leon.' I have to state that noth-
ing has been done. They know of your
offer, and have not even inquired the price.
Indeed, they show no disposition to pur-
chase anything at present, and perhaps
will take the steps to do so before their
annual meeting in January. There are sev-
eral pictures before them for purchase. If
however anything should occur favorable
to buying, I will let you know." (Letterpress
volumes, director's records, Corcoran)

9 December. Newark Daily Advertiser.
"An original Turner picture... has just been
rescued from obscurity in a West Jersey
farm house at Hammonton, Atlantic county,
by Mr. Thomas Moran, the artist, who
now has it in his possession and is engaged
in cleaning off the dust and smoke which
begrimes its surface, preparatory to exhi-
biting it to connoisseurs at his studio in
New York. The story is that twenty-five
years ago a young English artist named
John Butterton, came to Philadelphia with
the picture in his possession. Mr. Moran,
then a boy, saw it and has ever since re-
membered it with enthusiasm but lost
trace of it Recently the following adver-
tisement appeared in Scribner's Magazine:

Picture For Sale.—For sale, an
important picture, by Turner, the famous
English painter. For particulars and price
address J.B., Post Office box 146 Ham-
monton, N.J.

Mr. Moran recognized the initials at
once and went to Hammonton, where he
found Butterton, the proprietor of a nurs-
ery, who recognized him and showed him
the picture. He was anxious to place it
where it would be appreciated and finally

fixed the terms at so reasonable a figure
that Mr. Moran immediately concluded
the bargain and brought it to Newark. He
does not state the cost, but says it is val-
ued by experts at from $25,000 to $30,000.
It is said to be the largest Turner picture
ever seen in America and measures three
feet eight inches by four feet eight inches,
being double the size of the 'Slave Ship.'"

• 1879 •

9 January. Exhibition at ULC of NY.
Moran exhibits Plains of the Humboldt
(cat. no. 29). NY Post, 10 Jan.: "The mean-
ing of Mr. Wyant's, Mr. Swain Gifford's,
Mr. Thomas Moran's and Mr. George H.
Boughton's landscapes lies behind the
paint thereof."

15 January-8 February. Boston Art Club
exhibition. Moran exhibits Watering
Place (no. l6o). (Chadbourne, Gabosh, and

Vogel 1991, 277)

28 January. Moran sketches and dates
After the Thaw, near Communipaw Ferry
(Guild Hall, East Hampton).

3 February-i March. AWCS annual exhi-
bition at NAD. Moran exhibits Afternoon
Ride and Téton Range, Idaho (cat. nos. 121,
2Ol). (Newark Daily Advertiser, 29 Jan. and 6 Feb.;

TheAldine 9 [1878-1879], 270)

4 February. Moran asks MacLeod to return
Ponce de Leon to him since the Corcoran
does not seem to want to purchase it: "Art
Matters are improving in every way in
New York with the revival of business.
Many men who have been students abroad
are returning & taking studios in New
York I have taken a studio in... Booth's
Theatre Building [23rd St. and 6th Ave.]."
(Letter 1517, director's records, Corcoran)

8 February. MacLeod to Moran, confirm-

ing that he will return Ponce de Leon.

(Letterpress volumes, director's records, Corcoran)

18 February. Moran writes Powell to request
prepayment for a Green River picture and
adds: "I am now settled at work in my New
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Booth's Theater Building

in New York, where Moran

established his studio in

1879.

York studio getting ready for the spring

exhibitions." (Powell ic, NA)

March. Samuel G.W. Benjamin in

Harper's Monthly. "The number of those

who have made a specialty of black and

white, whether for illustration or other-

wise, is so large that as we turn to them a

wide field opens upon us Mr. Thomas

Moran ranks with Mr. Fenn as a vivid

delineator of landscape, handling a vigor-

ous and versatile pencil, and inspired by
poetic fervor."

6 March. Moran attends Baltimore recep-

tion at home of well-known connoisseur

and collector, Mr. William T Walters

(who was also a trustee of the Corcoran

and the Peabody Institute). (NYPost, 7 Mar.)

8 March. Newark Daily Advertiser. "There

is trouble in the Society of American

Artists of New York. The society is about

to hold its regular exhibition. Yesterday it

was announced in select circles that the

Hanging Committee had actually rejected

a picture by Thomas Moran, late of this

city, one of the Vice Presidents of the
society. Investigation revealed that Mr.

Moran had sent in two pictures; that one

was a large canvas 4% by 3 feet, a 'Scene

in Florida,' the other was about 20 by 24

inches, a wood interior, entitled 'Wood-

land Reflections,' with a female figure. The

small one the Committee accepted and

placed on the line, but the large one, the

'Scene in Florida,' the committee decided

unanimously was not worthy of a place on

the line, and concluded to return it to Mr.

Moran rather than risk a public offence

or injure its sale by hanging it high. Mr.

Moran was full of righteous wrath when

he learned of the decision, and ordered

both pictures back to his studio. Some of

his friends were equally indignant, and

R. C. Minor and Wordsworth Thompson

withdrew their pictures.... The Hanging

Committee consists of Homer Martin,

J. A. Weir and W.M. Chase, and they

remain firm. It is charged that they have

given preference to their own pictures."

8 March. Boston Transcript: "Thomas

Moran, a member of the Society of Amer-

ican Artists, sent in his resignation yester-

day because of the rejection of a large land-

scape of his by the hanging committee."

9 March. Moran writes Powell, concerned

that two previous letters remain unan-

swered and saying if Powell cannot send

the amount of money Moran requested

to please send something, as he is hard
pressed with bills. (Powell ic, NA)

13 March. Reception for ULC of NY.

NY Post, 14 Mar., comments on Moran's

painting: "The Florida landscape which
the Society of American artists refused to

hang... is deeper in meaning and riper in

pictorial effect than three-fourths of the

landscapes in that society's exhibition."

17 March. Moran to Powell: "I received
your letter & the postal orders for which

thanks. A few days before receiving it I

had a letter from Donaldson which I did

not understand, as he said you had asked

me to send the picture of the Rio Virgen.

I wrote him that I had not heard from you

to that effect. The picture of the Rio Vir-

gen I had already sold to a Mr. Johnson in

New York but on receiving your letter, I

saw him & arranged to give him another

subject in place of it, so I can let you have

that picture. Shall I send it down to you in

Washington? Let me know immediately

as I want to do a little work on it before it

leaves my studio. Hoping your plans for

the Surveys are working out to your satis-

faction." (Powell 1C, NA)

29 March. NY Post previews NAD exhi-

bition: "Mr. Thomas Moran's very large

tropical landscape with figures represents

an historical scene Especial attention

is due to Mr. Thomas Moran's small
landscape—Long Island flats in the fore-

ground, the towers of the Brooklyn bridge

beyond, and a locomotive at the left—

as a study of mist and smoke."

31 March. President Rutherford B. Hayes

writes letter of introduction from Wash-

ington to commanding officer at Fort Hall,

Idaho Territory, for "Mr. Thomas Moran

a distinguished American artist, for whom

I bespeak such attention and courtesy as

he would extend to myself." (Fryxell, UW)

31 March. Reception at NAD. NY Post,

i Apr.: "For the first time in the history

of these exhibitions not a single foreign

picture was to be seen."

1 April-31 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits After the Thaw—Commu-

nipau Ferry, Ponce de Leon in Florida... ;

and Woodland Reflections (no. 289,317, 472).

Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits three paint-
ings. (NYPost, 3 Jan.; Naylor 1973, 653, 656)

2 April. NY Post: "The regular monthly

reception of the Art Students' League was

noticeable for the display of a series of pic-

tures and studies by Mr. Thomas Moran,
who recently somewhat famously resigned

from the Society of American Artists. As

the management of the league is supposed

to be in harmony with that of the young

society, the presence of Mr. Moran in such

force and with such a welcome caused

comment beyond the praise that works

so clever were sure to elicit."

4 April. Newark Daily Advertiser: "The

[NAD] exhibition, as a whole, is very fine,

the artists having evidently done their

best to make it so One of the largest

pictures in the exhibition is by Thomas
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Thomas Moran, A Road

near the Sea, East Hampton,

1880, etching, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

Moran... 'Ponce de Leon in Florida '

It represents the depth of a tropical forest,

with a group of Spaniards in the centre

and some Indians regarding them."

28 April-2 June. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Bringing Home the

Cattle, Coast of Florida, and Plaza, owned

by Scribner & Co. (nos. 221, 365). (Falk

1989,33>342)

5 May-4 August, inth Exhibition of the

Royal Academy of Arts, London. Moran

exhibits Mountain of the Holy Cross

(cat. no. 488). (Art Journal $ [Aug. 1879], 256)

8 May. The Independent [NY] reviews

PAFA exhibition: "Mr. Thomas Moran's

After a thaw / in Communipaw' is an odd
and affected picture, in which we fail to

detect a particle of truth or of genuine
artistic merit. It is an excess of an effete
English-school mannerism. It is particu-

larly unpleasant by reason of its want of

values and the patchy style of its compo-

sition. If we would cut out a bit here and

a bit there, we might get several agree-

able sketches by themselves. As a whole,

it is disjointed, and the color has a raw,

unbaked look."

9 May. Boston Transcript: "Thomas Moran,

the artist, and his brother [Peter] will make

a summer trip to the Rocky Mountains,

and the latter will study the Indians as a

subject for pictures."

12 May. Newark Daily Advertiser: "Mr.

Moran's picture, recently rejected in New

York, was sent on to the Philadelphia

Academy for exhibition. The New York

Society of American Artists remonstrated

relative to the hanging of Moran's and

Eakin's pictures in the exhibition. A dele-

gation was sent there to confer with the

Academy people and to arrive at some def-
inite understanding with them. Although

the result of the meeting was not made

public, a member of the Academy Hang-

ing Committee states that the decision

was satisfactory to both parties and the

meeting was harmonious. To-day the gal-

leries of the Academy will be entirely
rehung, and Mr. Moran's picture will not
be seen in the exhibition hereafter."

20 May. Newark Daily Advertiser reports

on SAA at PAFA: "They were invited here

after the close of their exhibition... in New

York. Part of their newspaper fame here

has arisen from the little misunderstand-

ing they have had with their Philadelphia

hosts. As representatives of the Munich

school of art they naturally object to any

picture which does not conform to its

rules, especially when it is brought into

what they intend shall be an exposition

of their peculiar theories. Their work was

brought here with such an understanding,

and a large gallery assigned to them for
such a purpose. But much to their dismay

when a deputation came down to look

after the Munich school of art, they found

that a picture by Mr. Thomas Moran,

'Bringing Home the Cattle,' which for

reasons sufficiently clear to themselves had

been emphatically rejected by these revo-

lutionary artists in New York, had been

classed here among their pictures. Irrever-
ent Philadelphians, unable or unwilling to

see the difference between a Moran and a

Shirlaw, or a Chase, had put the obnox-

ious landscape in a post of honor —

Great dissatisfaction was the result."

June. Art Journal^ 191-192: "The American

Art Gallery is a new and most important

departure in the interest of Art. It

has long been felt that American painters

were... without an adequate means of

reaching the public, the galleries of the

dealers being for the most part given up to

important pictures. This is now changed

Messrs. Moore and Sutton have taken

Kurtz's Gallery... and, with an additional

room, opened them as a permanent gallery

and sales-room for American paintings

and works of Art. The initiative took place

on Monday, May 3rd, and the opening
was most auspicious, many persons going

so far as to say that it was the best exhi-

bition of exclusively American pictures,

for its size, that had been seen in New

York for many years Among the artists

represented are Inness, De Haas, Brown,

Wyant, R. Swain Gifford, Edward Moran,
Colman, Dielman, Thomas Moran."

Summer. Morans rent Conkling House
in East Hampton for the season. (Rattray
1941, 49, 86)

ii July. On Long Island, Moran sketches

and dates Montauk (EHL).

18 July. NY Post: "Upon the studio doors

of nearly all our prominent artists are

cards bearing the words 'Out of the city

for the summer.'... Mr. A. H. Baldwin

returned to New York this morning from

Easthampton — A jolly party we had
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down there. Peter and Thomas Moran are

there; also Professor John F. Weir, J.H.

Dolph, Jervis McEntee, Samuel Colman

and A. F. Bunner. Such a picturesque

place it is! We all did some sketching and

found plenty of material.'The Morans

will start for a trip out west in the Rocky

Mountains in a few days."

August. Moran travels to the Southwest

and the Donner Pass region of Sierra

Nevada mountains with his brother Peter.

(Morand 1996, 49-53)

5, 8,11-14 August. Sketches and dates

Murphy s Cabin from Kese berg's Camp,

Donner Party, and Tahoe; then another

Tahoe; Chinese Wheel for Raising Water,

Elko; and Ruby Range; then On the Border

of Great Salt Lake, Utah;U\zn Upper End

ofCottonwood Canyon^ then In Little Cot-

tonwood Canyon; Upper End of Little Cot-

tonwood Canyon; Upper End ofCottonwood

Canyon; and Near the Summit of Cotton-

wood Canyon; UiznAlta, Utah (Gilcrease;

Cleveland Museum of Art; MFA Boston;

EHL; Cooper-Hewitt).

21 August. Moran records: "Left Fort Hall

with Cap. A. H. Bainbridge & 20 men,

2 wagons. On way to Taylors Bridge very

hot. Mirage. Dogs exhausted. Pete sick.

Reached Taylors Bridge late in afternoon.

27 miles. Desolation. Abandoned town.
R. R. Bridge over the Snake — Dis-

charged soldier in the morning came into

camp & made disturbance — Highway
robber. Dismal Camp. Furious wind all

night driving sand everywhere almost

Blinding. Gray dismal morning. Black

Basalt. Abomination. Rushing river like

Niagara Rapids." (Diary, GTNP)

22 August. "Left Camp at Taylors Bridge

at 7 o'clock. Cold & windy with dust fol-

lowing & blinding us all the way. At noon

passed Blackjacks on Willow Creek. All

sage plain proposed irrigation. Arrived at

12 at Buck from Connecticut. 7 miles to

South Fork of Snake two hours to get

across on the opposite side. Had terrible

time to get the Heavy wagons up the

embankment & through the willows 40

feet. 12 mules soldiers yelling & beating

the mules. Got up all right ocwent into

Camp in a beautiful spot on the north

bank of the river. Soldiers bathing. Water-

ing the stock near Taylors Bridge. Had

our first sight of the great Tetón some 70

miles away. Indian herderfs] seldom speak

<3c keep studiously apart from the other

men Amusing to see the mules inquisi-

tively surrounding the teamster who was

handling rations. Fires all over the coun-

try." (Diary, GTNP)

22 August. Sketches and dates Snake River

above Taylor's Bridge (JNEM).

23 August. "Following foothills surmounted

by basalt over a plain covered with fine

bunch grass a beautiful grazing <5c

farming Country with means of easy irri-

gation from South fork of the Snake which

is a splendid current & clear as crystal. We

are directly opposite Crater Buttes across

the Snake — The Salmon river range

close in the distance enveloped in a deli-

cate blue haze. To the east lies the Snake

river range, a low line of mountains sepa-
rating us from the Tetón Basin At

11:20 reached a fine cold stream, probably

Moody Creek where we rested % hour to

water the animals. The Te tons are now

plainly visible but not well defined owing

to the mistiness of the atmosphere. They

loom grandly above all the other moun-

tains. An intervening ridge dividing us
from the Tetón Basin stretches for miles

to the north of a beautiful pinkish yellow

with delicate shades of pale cobalt while
the distant range is of an exquisite blue."

(Diary, GTNP)

24 August. "Tetón River Camp a wind

blowing nearly as bad as at Taylors Bridge,

driving the dust everywhere & covering

our breakfast. Cold but bright overhead.

The Tetons from this camp [were] very

well defined... before the sun rose but soon

disappeared when the atmosphere lighted.

... Reached Canon Creek at n o'clock

after a 15 mile ride over rolling country

covered with excellent grass — We struck

the canon at a point where it is about 800

feet in depth with very precipitous banks

covered with the debris from the basaltic

columns with which the upper edge is

fringed — following a trail leading up the

edge of the Canon we found that it led

down into the Canyon, which has a beau-

tiful stream flowing through it fringed

with Water Elms, Pine Cottonwoods

<$cc.... About a mile above we found a
depression in the side of the Canon down

which we could make our way to a flat

space.... here the wagons were unloaded

& after packing the material on the pack

Mules the Wagons... were sent back to

Boqua.'... We made our camp on the flat

in the Canon. Caught a few Mountain

trout &, ascended the Canon again to

get a glimpse of the Tetons, but from this

point only the top of Mt. Moran is

visible." (Diary, GTNP)

25 August. "We were out of Bed this morn-

ing at 5.30. It was very cold & ice had

formed on the tin cups. In another hour

we were under way over what appeared to
be a rolling but smooth country, but as

we advanced we found our mistake. Every

mile we found a gulch bordered with

aspens in depth from 100 to 200 feet but

we found no difficulty in crossing any of
them. After passing the divide between

the Tetón Basin & our last camp, we found

a gently rolling country descending to the

Basin. The Tetons here loomed up grandly

against the sky & from this point is per-

haps the finest pictorial range in the

United States or even in N. America.
After descending the slope about 3 miles
we came upon a small ice cold stream &,

determined to camp." (Diary, GTNP)

26 August. Sketches and dates Three

Tetons (GTNP). "From Camp this morn-

ing our way lay over a smooth rolling

country descending gently to the bottom

of the Tetón Basin... through which the

Tetón river flows The Tetón river can

be forded at almost any point — At the

mouth of the Canon we found a pretty

good camping spot on the edge of the

banks of the river which are here about 14

feet high. A fine growth of pine fills the

river Bottom &c good grazing for animals

covers the space between ourselves &

the hills. It is very hot this afternoon

& so very smoky that the Tetón peaks can

scarcely be seen & at times are entirely
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obscured so that sketching is out of the

question &we spend our time working

up some of our sketches made previously."
(Diary, GTNP)

27 August. "After a good night's rest we

got up on the morning of the 27th at an

early hour the Cap., Pete, myself &

two men started on a trip up the Canon.

We proceeded over a not difficult way

about 6 miles & ascended to the top of a

granite cliff about 500 feet to get a good

view of the Canon that leads up to the

right of the Tetons. The peaks of the Tetons

are from this point entirely hidden from

view but a number of other fine peaks

present themselves The view is very

magnificent. The opposite mountain rises

5000 feet above the river with a granite

base surmounted by sandstone &, capped

with tremendous precipices of limestone.

The slopes are covered in places with a

growth of large pines but the summit is

nearly bare of vegetation. We remained on

the cliff some 3 hours sketching & after-

ward amused ourselves by rolling down

great granite boulders over the precipice

upon which we stood & watching their

descent as they went rebounding from

rock to rock & crashing through the

brush & dead timber at the base with a

noise like the report of musketry & echo-

ing reverberating through the Canon.

Descending to the valley we found red

raspberry <Sc [black] currants plentiful

with which we regaled ourselves — We

returned to Camp early in the afternoon.

The fires in the surrounding mountains
had become so dense as almost to obscure
the peaks of the Tetons <5c the sun went

down in fiery redness. A strong & cold
wind began to blow soon after <3c during

the night a violent thunder storm contin-
ued until nearly day break accompanied

by rain in the canon & snow on the peaks.

Heavy storm clouds hung over the range

dropping snow or rain occasionally <5c a

cold wind blew." (Diary, GTNP)

27 August. Sketches and dates Entrance to

the Tetón Canyon (GTNP).

28 - 29 August. "We broke camp & left the

Canon at 6.30. After an uncomfortable

breakfast prepared under difficulties of

rain & a cold wind. As we left the Canon

6c came into the open plain the sun broke
through the dense clouds that overhung

the mountains for a time and showed his

face fitfully all day — we proceeded to

the Tetón River near its junction with

Bear Creek where we intended to camp

but after a rest of a couple of hours... we

concluded to go on some 8 miles to our

old Camp on the other side of the Tetón

Valley where we arrived about 4 o'clock.

... It was cold & windy during the

evening & considerable snow fell on the

mountain during the day A roaring

camp fire dispelled the cold, &. our camp

being in a sheltered spot we slept com-

fortably &, next morning... we followed

our old trail toward Canon creek for some

time when we were again joined by

Beaver Dick who guided over a new route

to Boqua's We journeyed along <5c

reached Boqua's ranch early in the after-

noon <5c found that the party we had left

in charge of the wagons was camped on

Moody Creek near its junction with the

South fork of the Tetón River some four

miles further on It was very cold dur-

ing the night, heavy ice forming on the

water in our buckets The Cap ordered

the start but left 3 men at the camp

We proceeded on our way toward the S

fork of the Snake River, & when about 8

miles on our way we descried the men with

the Indians coming along. We halted for

half an hour until they came up. They had

all their worldly goods with them packed

on 3 Horses consisting of beaver, otter,
deer, bear, & other skins —We bought
some otter skins from them, but a coveted

gray bear skin the squaw would not part

with We recrossed the Snake River

without accident &, arrived at Willow
Creek at its junction with Sand Creek at

3 o'clock & went into Camp. Cedars,

Cottonwood in the bottoms & a beautiful

day. The ever present Crater Buttes

on our right all day backed by Salmon

River Ranges." (Diary, GTNP)

i, IO-I2 September. Sketches and dates

Green River; then Green River, Wyoming

Territory; Green River from the Ferry; and

Green River (Gilcrease; JNEM; Cooper-

Hewitt; present location unknown). Of

the nearly 50 extant sketches from the

summer trip, 17 represent Green River.

(Morand 1996, 51-53)

22 September-ii October. At Exposition

in St. Louis. Moran exhibits Passing

Shower; On the Edge of a Wood, N.H.;

and October in New Hampshire. (Art Amateur

[Sept.], 76)

23 October. The Independent [NY]:

"Thomas Moran, in company with his

brother, Peter Moran, the animal painter,

spent the past summer among the Sierra

mountain range of California, the Elcho

and Ruby ranges in Nevada, and the

Wahsatch range in Utah. They made a

series of landscape studies in water colors."

9-13 December. First exhibition of the

Springfield [MA] Art Association. Amer-

ican Art Review (Jan. 1880), 130: "Most

of the contributors were local artists, but
well-known New York and Boston names,

such as... Thomas Moran... were also

represented."

22 December. NY Post: "One of the latest,

most varied and brightest collections

of pictures ever seen at a club reception

in this city now enlightens the walls of

[the Lotos Club].There are seventy-six

examples, almost exclusively by American

artists, including... the 'Bathers' by T.

Moran."

27 December. Newark Daily Advertiser.
"There are so many attractions [this sea-
son] ... that there is some danger that our

art loving citizens... will overlook a most

meritorious exhibition of paintings in

Upper Library Hall. It must not be con-

founded with the 'galleries' that come here
to be sold at auction —gilt frames with

the pictures thrown in—for every picture

is by a leading artist, and... we find such

names in the catalogue as DeHaas, Geo.

Inness, Morston Ream (one of the best

painters of fruit in the world), Cropsey,

the two Morans, Bierstadt... and more

than a score of others of equal merit."
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Chronology 1880

• 1880-

January. Moran in Europe. Autobiog-

raphy of Francis Coates Jones says he saw

Moran on train to Paris from London

"starting on the seven hour trip with a

bundle one foot long, a violin case under

one arm and clutched under the other, a

live cat." (DeWitt McClellan Lockman papers,

AAA, roll 503, p. 8)

3 January. Newark Daily Advertiser dis-

cusses pictures at Upper Library Hall:

"Of... captivating character is... 'Land-

scape,' by Mr. Thomas Moran. The

elements are disturbed, and the picture

suggests the dashing new school, which

was introduced by the late Fortuney"

February S.R. Koehler vs\ American Art

Review, 151, says Moran has completed

9 etching plates, including Study of Trees

(first plate etched in 1860); Bazaar, Bridge

and Trees', Evening', Study of Willows',

PassaicMeadows', Ku-Ra-Tu. A Pah-Ute

Girl', Yellowstone River; and Empty Cradle:

"There is a marked difference in these

plates, owing to the fact, undoubtedly,

that the artist has been experimenting

The touch in Mr. Thomas Moran's etch-

ings is peculiarly attractive. There is a

nervous vitality in it, which makes every

line an interesting subject of study."

2 February-i March. At NAD Moran

exhibits with AWCS, Morning (cat. no.

169), and with NYEC, Empty Cradle; In

the Marshes; Head Waters of the Yellowstone;

Bazaar; Study with Willows; Bridge

and Trees; and Evening (cat. nos. 169, 383,

403, 430, 472, 475, 477). (American Art Review

[March], 214)

3 February. Newark Daily Advertiser

reviews AWCS exhibition: "It would have

paid you to have come over to secure...

'Morning,' $75, by Thomas Moran, a beau-

tiful picture, full of feeling, with just a

tinge of the impressionists' dashy features

in the trees and their foliage."

19 February. NY Post: "The brothers Peter

and Thomas Moran are the American

etchers represented in the February...

American Art Review, the former appear-

ing in 'Noonday Rest'—some horses

and mules under a shed—and the latter

in 'The Passaic Meadows.' The Moran

family are much interested in etching:

Mrs. Thomas Moran and her son Paul,

Mrs. Peter Moran, her brother-in-law Mr.

S.J. Ferris, and his son G. Ferris, have all

done excellent work with the needle. Mr.

Thomas Moran's present example is a very

delicate, almost gray-toned landscape."

28 February. NY Post reviews AWCS exhi-

bition: "Mr. Thomas Moran—past find-

ing out though his color-scheme in oils

is sometimes—vindicates his reputation

anew in the intellectual apprehension and

the manual certainty of his delicate atmos-

pheric study, 'Morning.'"

March. Art Journal, 92-93, reviews AWCS

exhibition: "'Morning' by Thomas Moran,

is an effective bit of work by an artist who,

in the language of others, often gives us

very clever thoughts of his own When

one studies the etchings of such artists as

R. Swain Gifford, Farrer, Bellows, Moran,

or the Messrs. Smillie... and discovers how

admirably they have labored in the field,

he is more encouraged than by any other

sign of progress now evident in American

aesthetics; for there is no medium in pic-

torial Art by which the genuine artistic

nature can better give expression to the

more profound and emotional sentiments

inspired by the harmonies of Nature."

March. American Art Review, 214, dis-

cusses AWCS exhibition: "A black and

white room competes with the regular

black and white exhibition only in the

matter of etchings — Thomas Moran

[inclines] to a soft massiveness and mys-

tery, with the woods and waters of his

favorite Yellowstone."

12 March. Moran records: "Sold Mountain

of Holy Cross to Dr. W. A. Bell of Mani-

tou, CO, for $4500." (GA small notebook

1877/1882, 30; in Partial Memorandum Concerning

Pictures 1879-1882, i, Moran notes price as $5,000)

22 March. NY Post notes the Morans will

be represented at the loan exhibition in

the new Metropolitan Museum of Art.

26 March. NY Post previews NAD exhibi-

tion, mentioning that about 500 works

were rejected, that the "New-School"

artists are only imperfectly represented,

and that "a view of New York by T.

Moran" is included.

30 March - 29 May. NAD annual exhi-

bition. Moran exhibits Sunrise on the

Colorado River; Arkansas Diredo, Rocky

Mountain; Bringing Home the Cattle,

Coast of Florida; and Grey Day (nos. 8,

363, 390, 410). Mary Nimmo Moran

exhibits one work. (NYPost, 13 Jan.; Naylor

1973, 654, 656)

5 April-30 May. PAFA annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits etchings Bridge and Trees;

Evening; Headwaters of the Yellowstone;

Empty Cradle; Study of Willows; Newark

Meadows; and Bazaar (nos. 276, 320, 331,

373, 379, 380, 383). Mary Nimmo Moran

exhibits four etchings and a painting.

(Falk 1989, 33, 341-342)

6 April. Moran, involved in formation

of a new art association in Newark, writes

to R. H. Latimer for a sample charter.

(NYPL mss, Ford Collection, Ni5,1076)

17 April. NY Post reviews NAD exhibition:

"Mr. Thomas Moran's view in the Newark

meadows, A Gray Day,' is facile in com-

position and perspective but the distant

buildings seem unnecessarily lofty."

10 May. Moran is proposed for member-

ship in the NYEC. (Minutes, NYEC)

19-30 May. BAA exhibition. Moran

exhibits Color Study (no. 229). (Marlor 1970,

281,392)

June. American Art Review, 363: "The

majority of [auction] sales of American

pictures seem to have taken place in

Boston Study in Wales, by Thomas

Moran, brought $48."
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Thomas Moran, A Road

near the Sea, 1880, etching,

courtesy Cuerease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

4 June. Boston Transcript comments on

exhibition of original designs for Christ-

mas cards by Louis Prang &, Co. in NY:

"Several well-known artists of New York
and of Boston are among the competitors,

and the work of Thomas Moran, F. S.

Church and W. S. Macy, among others,

is easily identified."

12 June. Moran sketches and dates Balti-

more from Federal Hill (EHL).

Summer. Rents Conkling house in East

Hampton for the season. (Rattray 1941,49,

86; Morand 1996, 53 - 56)

23, 29 June. Sketches and dates East

Hampton Beach and East Hampton (EHL).

6,12, 23 July. Sketches and dates East

Hampton; Sand Hill Road to Geórgica Pond,

East Hampton; and Watermills, Long Island

(Gilcrease; EHL).

2 August. Sketches and dates East Hamp-

ton(EHL).

3 August. Boston Transcript reports

upcoming Louisville Industrial Exhibi-

tion: "Among the pictures, some two

hundred in number, which will be for-

warded by Louis R. Menger, from New

York studios, to the Louisville exhibition,

are Thomas Moran's large work, Tonce

de Leon in Florida.'"

5,12,15 August. Sketches and dates East

Hampton; Evening, East Hampton; and

Sassafras Trees, East Hampton (EHL;

Gilcrease).

27, 28 August. Sketches and dates East

Hampton and a view of East Hampton

(EHL).

2, 5 September. Sketches and dates Mon-

tauk and Napeague (Gilcrease).

8 September-20 October. Annual art

exhibition of the Inter-State Industrial

Exposition in Chicago. Moran exhibits
New York from Jersey City and etchings

with NYEC, one of which—Bazaar—is

called "a forcible piece of work." Mary

Nimmo Moran also exhibits etchings with

NYEC. (American Art Review 2 [Nov.], 19-21)

io, 12 September. Moran sketches and

dates Egypt Road; then Pond from Egypt

Road and two sketches inscribed Ama-

gansett (EHL; Gilcrease).

22 September. Denver Rocky Mt. News:

"Lovers of the Beautiful will be interested

in learning that Moran's great painting,

the 'Mountain of the Holy Cross,' has

been placed at the disposal of St. Andrew's

church, Manitou, and will be on exhibi-
tion for a limited period, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays, from 9 to 4 p.m., at the

residence of Dr. W. A. Bell, in that charm-

ing vicinage. This great masterpiece of

art is alone worthy a trip to Manitou."

According to Henry Teetor in

Magazine of Western History (1889), 4-8:

"Whilst [Mountain of the Holy Cross] was

being exhibited in the Royal Academy

in London, Mrs. Bell saw it there and

wrote to her husband to see it on its

return to New York. Dr. Bell (who was

then and had been for some years the

vice-president of the Denver &, Rio Grande

Railway Company) was in New York

attending the now historic contest in the

Supreme Court of the United States, for

the possession of the Grand Canon of the

Arkansas between his company and the

Atchison, Topeka &, Santa Fe Railroad Co.

Being greatly struck with the beauty and

merit of the painting, and naturally asso-

ciating it in his mind with the herculean

efforts of his road to penetrate these Rocky

Mountain fastnesses, he entered into an

understanding with Mr. Moran that he

would purchase the painting if his com-

pany won its suit before the Supreme

Court. Within three months the painting

was his, and now reposes permanently at

his home in Manitou, at the gate of the

mountains, and with surroundings in every

respect fitting its great artistic merits."

26 October. Newark Daily Advertiser: "We

have noted the return to town of our justly
celebrated artist, Thomas Moran, who, we
understand, has been spending the Sum-

mer season at East Hampton, a quaint pic-

turesque old town on Long Island, with

plenty of material for those with an artis-

tic eye, where he has accumulated a port-
folio of delightful sketches, which we hope

to see carried out to a greater extent on

some worthy canvas or in the effective

method of the etching tool. His talented

wife, known to the art world as M. Moran,

has also been busy with her pencil and

brush, getting material for work which we

shall probably have opportunity to admire

when our next exhibition is open."
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Mary Nimmo Moran,

c. 1878, photograph

by Napoleon Sarony,

New York, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

7 December-i January 1881. BAA semi-
annual exhibition. Moran exhibits New

York from Jersey City and Bathers (nos. 78,

171), "both as important as anything Mr.

Moran has done, perhaps." (Marlor 1970,
392, 2%r, Art Journal j [Jan. i88i],32)

22 December. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"The annual exhibition of the Salama-

gundi Club of New York opened with a

private view on Saturday evening last

Among the contributors were Thos. Moran

and M.N. Moran, of this city, who exhib-

ited a number of etchings, the subjects of

which were taken from studies made while

away during the Summer. They were very

well spoken of, and Mrs. Moran, who

seems to have caught the spirit of that style

of art, especially received many favorable

criticisms from the artists present. We

shall expect to see some fine examples

from both Mr. and Mrs. Moran when our

regular Academy exhibition is open."

• 1881.

Maintaining studio at Booth's Theater

Building, Moran moves residence in June

from Newark to 5ist St. and 7th Ave., NY.

(Holbrook's; New York City Directory)

Ladies Art Association of NY hires Moran

to teach an etching class. (Peet 1988,14)

January. Art Amateur, 25, reviews art exhi-
bition at Lotos Club, calling Moran's

Communipaw Flats an "excellent picture"
but "too old an acquaintance for present

comment."

10 January. Moran is elected a member of

the NYEC. (Minutes, NYEC)

15 January. First issue of The Critic pub-

lished, with editors Jeannette L. and

Joseph B. Gilder, siblings of Richard

Watson Gilder. Moran contributes illus-

trations. (NYT, 21 Nov. 1909)

2i January-23 February. AWCS annual
exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits

Montauk Point; Neshaminy Creek, Pa.;

Oak Grove, Amagansett; Feudal Stronghold',

Sketch in Northern Arizona', Morning', Near

Bordentown, N.J. (cat. nos. 23,116,137,194,

250, 261, 425) and serves on hanging com-

mittee. (Art Journal [Mw.], 95)

22 January. Newark Daily Advertiser reviews

AWCS exhibition: "Notwithstanding the

pitiless storm there was a large attendance

of artists and critics, who were jubilant

over the unanimous verdict that it is the

most extensive and important collection

of works ever displayed by the Society,

both as the number and the merit of their

exhibits. It was also a demonstration of
the rapid advance that has taken place in
the production of watercolor art. The

hanging committee, of which T. Moran,

of Newark, was one of the most efficient

members, displayed unusual discrimina-
tion and impartiality in placing the bewil-

dering mass of pictures, which fill four or

five large rooms, and the catalogue, which

is itself a work of art, is uncommonly well

classified to facilitate the desires of specta-

tors and buyers. All of our foremost artists

are represented, and the prices established

are almost if not quite up to the value of

oil paintings of similar merit. Among the

conspicuous examples are several from

S. Coman, T. W. Wood, H. Farrer, Quar-

terly, the Morans, H.P. Smith, who has

rapidly assumed a place in the front rank,

Bellows and a host other well-known

names. The exhibition will open to the

public on Monday and is richly worth a

visit from amateurs."

27 January. Newark Daily Advertiser

reviews AWCS exhibition: "Thomas

Moran and Edward Moran, and still

further M. Nimmo Moran... are all well

represented in the collection Thomas

Moran has seven drawings in the exhibi-

tion; his... 'Montauk Point' commands

attention. But I must look at Mr. Moran's

work when there is more favorable oppor-

tunity to appreciate him."

29 January-19 February. At Boston Art

Club Moran exhibits New York from Jersey

City and Bringing Home the Cattle, Coast

of Florida (nOS. 57, 96). (Chadbourne, Gabosh,

and Vogel 1991, 277)

February. Edward Strahan reviews AWCS

exhibition for Art Amateur, 48-50: "The

Moran family communicates the tradition

of art from torch to torch, from influence

to influence. No less than nine of the name

are known as exhibitors Mr. Thomas

Moran has a large, highly finished compo-

sition showing the lighthouse, the ponds,

the hills, and the distant sea of Montauk

Point; at the fresh-water pools a mounted

Indian herdsman, sole vestige of the old

red kings of Long Island, drives to water

the cattle which inherited right gives him
the privilege of rearing."

ii February. Mary Nimmo Moran is unan-

imously elected a member of NYEC.
(Henry Farrer to Mary Nimmo Moran, EHL)

March. Art Amateur, 72, reviews Boston

Art Club exhibition: "Your landscapists

are on hand in force—Thos. Moran with

two of his grandiose compositions."

8-19 March. At BAA Moran exhibits

watercolors Morning, Salt Ponds at East

Hampton-, On the Neshaming Creek, Penn.;

Sunset in North Arizona', Feudal Strong-

hold; Near Bordentown, N.J. ; Oak Grove,

Amagansett, L.L;Near the Grand Canyon,

N. Arizona; and Morning (nos. 185-187,

471, 491, 527, 530, 537). (Marlor 1970, 281, 392)
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Peter Moran, Pueblo of

Taos, North, 1881, etching,

courtesy National Museum

of American History,

Smithsonian Institution,

Graphic Arts Collection.

23 March -14 May. NAD annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Sunset, Long Island

Sound', Reminiscence of Florida', Green

River, Wyoming; Path to the Village (nos.

33, 305, 364, 435) and serves on hanging

committee. Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits

tWO works. (Newark Daily Advertiser, 25 Mar.;

Naylor 1973, 654, 656; Art Journal j [June], 192)

4 April. First annual exhibition of SPE

opens in London. Moran exhibits Above

Lower Falls, Yellowstone', Sounding Sea',

Coast of Long Island', Twilight, Bridge-

hampton Road', Study in Southern Utah',

Montauk Ponds; Rainbow, Southerly Wind',

A Bazaar', Three Mile Harbor; Sassafras

Grove; and Study of Willows. Mary Nimmo

Moran exhibits five etchings. (ArtJournal

7 [Mar.], 96)

6 April. Sale of collection of Mr. David

Jones, at Leavitt's galleries. Moran's Castel-

lated Colorado sells to Mr. Lanthier for

$5OO.OO. (ArtJournal 7 [May], 160)

22 April. NY Post quotes London Spectators

review of SPE exhibition: "If the truth

must be told, the majority of the British

work is inferior both in method and imag-

ination [to that of the Continental and

American artists]. The London Academy

says: 'It would take more space than is

available here to distinguish as they deserve

the works oí Henry Farrer, Robert Swain

Gifford, Thomas and Mary Moran, and

F. S. Church.'"

23 April-2i May. At Boston Art Club

Moran exhibits watercolors Misty Morn-

ing, Neshaminy Creek, Pa.; Sunset, a Feudal

Stronghold; and Near the Grand Canon of

the Colorado, N. Arizona (nos. 123, 250,

2Ó2J. (Chadbourne, Gabosh, and Vogel 1991, 277)

28 April. Newark Daily Advertiser.

"Thomas Moran, the artist, who has

been a resident of this city for the past

twelve years, is about to remove to apart-

ments in the Wyoming Flat [NY]."

7 May. Thomas and Mary Nimmo Moran

invited to become Fellows of the SPE and

to exhibit at Hanover Gallery, London.

James D. Smillie later writes, "I sent 104

Etching pps by 15 American Etchers—12

of whom were afterwards elected 'Origi-

nal Fellows'—Mrs. Moran sent six etch-

ing pps to that exhibit. She was the only

woman elected, among the total 65 ori-

ginal fellows of all nationalities." Uniden-

tified newspaper clipping attached to

Smillie's letter: "The British Society of

Painter-Etchers has invited Messrs. Henry

Farrer, A. F Bellows, F. S. Church, Thomas

Moran, Mary Nimmo Moran, R. Swain

Gifford, J.M. Falconer and James D.

Smillie, who were among the prominent

American contributors to the first annual

exhibition of the Society, to become Fel-

lows. This is properly regarded as a very

just compliment to the artists named,

all of whom are regarded at home as pos-

sessing a high order of talent as etchers."

(Printed invitations, GA; Smillie to Moran, 19 Mar.

1895, with clipping, EHL)

7 May. The Critic, 126: "The etchings of

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moran have been

highly spoken of by the London art crit-

ics. Mrs. Moran, whose work some of

them took to be that of a man, was espe-

cially complimented."

lo May. NY Post "The catalogue of the

recent exhibition of the London 'Society

of Painter Etchers' mentions four hundred

and ninety two examples. The New York

names are Bellows, F. S. Church, Colman,

Falconer, Henry Farrer, Swain Gifford,

Thomas Moran, Mary Nimmo Moran,

Sartain, and J.D. Smillie."

12 May. Moran is elected an Associate

(ANA) of NAD at its annual meeting.

(American Art Review 2, no. i [June], 89; NY Post,

13 May; printed notification, GA)

13 May. Moran elected to the executive

committee of the NYEC at its annual

meeting. Peter Moran elected a non-

resident member. (American Art Review 2,

no. i [June], 89)

24 May From New York studio Moran

writes artist-friend William H. Holmes:

"I would very much like to do the work

you speak of. For the best engraving, they

would cost about one hundred & fifty

dollars each. Add from $35.00 to $40.00

to that for drawing will make them cost

185.00 to 190.00 each. The number to be

done might modify this price but not to

any great extent. In my opinion it is always

better to have a small number of good

engravings than a large number of poor

ones." Holmes accompanied Clarence

Button's expedition to Grand Canyon in
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1880. He and Moran both produced illus-

trations for Dutton's Tertiary History of

the Grand Canon District, published 1882.

Moran's illustration The Transept was

based on a sketch by Holmes. (Fryxell, UW;

Morand 1996, 96 n 62)

6 June. Newark Daily Advertiser'. "Mr. and

Mrs. Thos. Moran are comfortably situ-

ated in the new home in New York city,

and are as industrious as ever, working

steadily with a true love for their chosen

profession; they are making many friends

with their social, pleasant manners and

agreeable entertaining."

Late June. Moran visits Niagara Falls to

fulfill commission from engraving firm

Schell and Hogan for 12 views for Pic-

turesque Canada-, provides 9 before end

of the year. (Pringle 1989,12-21; Morand 1996,

56; GA small notebook 1877/1882, 43)

Late June. Moran sketches Under the

American Fall from Goat Island, inscribed

June (Gilcrease).

29, 30 June. Sketches and dates Rapids

below Lower Suspension Bridge, Niagara

Falls, and Niagara River from Brock

Monument (Gilcrease).

30 June. The Independent [NY] : "There
are seven Morans in the last Academy

Catalogue, and all of them artists of con-
siderable note, some of them famous the
world over Thomas Moran (Booth's

Building) began his art life as a wood

engraver—a good beginning for a man

whose genius insures him immunity from

the usual formal precision of that craft —

The grander aspects of Nature—towering

rocks, primeval forests, mountain passes

abounding in somber shadows, glowing

skies, and sun-saturated seas of mist—

all these things are so well done by Mr.

Moran that he may be reckoned with the

half dozen really successful painters of

American scenery. He is less sensational

than Bierstadt, less sentimental than
Church, though he is far surpassed by the

latter artist in the reproduction of delicate

and subtle atmospheric gradations of color.

One sees Turner's influence in his work

continually; not an unpleasant influence

when kept subordinate to the artist's strong

personality and to a faithful regard for local

facts of color and of atmospheric quality."

July. Art Journal, 221 - 224, commenting

on American pictures at Metropolitan

Museum: "After a Thaw at Cummunipaw'

[sic] is the best canvas that Mr. Thomas

Moran has ever painted, to our mind. It is

fairly 'ringing' with brilliant humidity, and

its picturesqueness has the agreeably solid

basis of actual truth which one misses in

his Turneresque landscapes and in his bitu-

menized wood interiors. In other words,

it is clever as all Mr. Moran's work is, but

frank and real at the same time; whereas an

obvious sophistication is sometimes char-

acteristic of his more popular successes."

Art Journal also notes that "Thomas
and Peter Moran will spend the sum-

mer in New Mexico, Arizona and the

| Yellows tone" and that London's SPE

has elected Thomas and Mary Nimmo

Moran as Fellows.

It further announces: "Thomas

Moran has finished a large etching of his

'Conway Castle,' by Turner, but it will not

be published until the fall The edition

will be limited to 300 The original

picture, with proofs of the etching, have

been taken to England by Mr. R. E. Moore

of the American Art Gallery, for exhibi-
tion." Moran records: "Sold Vi interest
in Turner plate to Moore for 500.00."

(GA small notebook 1877/1882).

July. S.R. Koehler in American Art Review,

104, reports that since an earlier notice

Moran has made a number of plates,

including The Rainbow, Montauk Ponds',

Bridgehampton Road', Southerly Wind',

Morning', Sassafras Grove; Three-Mile

Harbor', Sounding Sea', Sand Dunes, Long

Island Coast; In Northern Arizona; Tower

Falls, Yellowstone Park', and Cedars on Sand

Hills'. "Many of these plates were etched

on Long Island, directly from nature,

and the feeling of nature has been most
admirably preserved in them.... It may

unhesitatingly be affirmed that among

these twelve plates is to be found some

of the freshest and healthiest work yet

done by an American etcher, and it is

pleasant to know that, on the strength

of their testimony to his abilities, Mr.

Moran has been elected a fellow of the

Society of Painter-Etchers lately orga-

nized in England."

7 July. Moran to S. R. Koehler: "Mrs.

Moran has lately made a pretty large plate

of The Cliff Dwellers of New York,'

shanties on the rocks in our street which

were removed a few days after she had

finished her etching. As you say, it is a

good field, and would have an historic

value in time to come. The plate she has

made is rather too large for the Review

but if after you see it, you would like to

have the plate, it can be cut down to a

usable size without detriment to the etch-

ing. In a day or two I will send you the

proof. I go to the Yellowstone." (EHL)

2i July. Boston Transcript. "Mr. Koehler

has also a brief account [in American Art

Review] of a new series of etchings by

Thomas Moran, with an example of this

later work, entitled 'Morning.'"

Late July. Moran travels with J. G. Pang-

born, engraver John Karst, and a railroad

official through Maryland, Virginia, West

Virginia, and Pennsylvania to fulfill com-

mission from railroad for illustrations for
Picturesque B. & O.: Historical and Descrip-

tive, to be written by Pangborn and pub-

lished in 1882. Publication gives detailed

account of trip. (GA small notebook 1877/1882,

26; Morand 1996, 56-58)

30 July. Moran sketches and dates

Potomac at Catoctin Mountain, Bald Eagle

Island (Gilcrease).

August. Art Journal, 256: "The Buffalo

Academy of Fine Arts has purchased

for $1,000 Thomas Moran's large and

important painting, 'Bringing Home the

Cattle—Coast of Florida.'The rejection

of this picture at the exhibition of 1879 by
the Society of American Artists, led to

Mr. Moran's resignation from that body."
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8, 9 August. Moran sketches and dates

Rawley and Idiotic Leap, Rawley

(Gilcrease).

13 August. Boston Transcript: "A few of

the pictures in hand for the Charitable

Mechanic Association's art gallery are as

follows: Thomas Moran, A Moquis Town

in Arizona ($350) [cat. no. 143]."

22 August. Boston Transcript previews

September periodicals: "A third article of
note in [Scribner's] is John Muir's 'The

Coniferous Forests of the Sierra Nevada,'

illustrated by Vanderhoof, George Inness,

Jr., and Thomas Moran."

Late August. Moran and John Karst go

to Denver and join photographer W. H.

Jackson, Ernest Ingersoll of Harper's, and

Mrs. Ingersoll for trip following narrow-

gauge rail lines through Colorado and

New Mexico. Moran makes sketches for

illustrations for Ingersoll's Crest of the Con-

tinent (1885) for the Denver & Rio Grande

R. R., which provides private train and

gives Jackson flat car to use as a photogra-

pher's platform. Moran designates draw-

ings for illustrations for Harper's Garden

of the Gods; Ojo Caliente for D &RG.

Ingersoll's book gives detailed account of
trip. (Morand 1996, 58-63, 206 - 210; Newhall and

Edkins 1974, 145; GA small notebook 1877/1882)

September. Art Journal, 286: "The ninth
Black and White exhibition at the Dudley

Gallery in London, contains the following
contributions from American artists.

In wood engravings... 'The Bathers' after
Thomas Moran."

4 September. Denver Rocky Mt. News:

"Mr. Thomas Moran, the distinguished

New York artist, is in [Leadville]. Mr.

Moran's name has become almost a

household word from his magnificent

work in 'Scribner's Monthly,' and his well

known view of the Mount of the Holy

Cross. He will remain in the city for some

days and spend his spare time sketching

in the vicinity."

15,16, 20 September. Moran sketches and

dates Upper Twin Lake, Wasatch Mountains;

then Martha Lake; then Green River and
Green River Buttes, Wyoming Territory

(Gilcrease; Stark Museum).

October. Art Journal, 319: "The great fair

which is annually held in St. Louis con-

stitutes one of the Art events of the season.

... This year, as usual, the exhibition has

been excellent. Among the New York

artists represented were Thomas Moran."

Moran records that he sent Fort George

Island, Florida (sold from exh. for $400.00),

and Crossing the Stream. (GA Partial Memo-

randum Concerning Pictures 1879-1882,13)

October. Richard Watson Gilder becomes

editor-in-chief of Century Illustrated

Monthly Magazine; first issue is Nov. 1881.

(Smith 1970, 24-25)

20 October. The Independent [NY]:

"Thomas Moran has returned East from

an extended tour in Colorado, Utah, and

New Mexico."

November. Art Journal, 352: "At the recent

Chicago-Interstate Industrial Exposi-

tion .. .'The Cliffs of Green River,' Thos.

Moran, [sold for] $1,000 — The financial

success of the smaller exhibition of the

Milwaukee Industrial Exposition has also

been very marked. Among the paintings

sold were: 'Cloudy Day Near Waverly,

N.Y.,'Thomas Moran, $250." Moran

notes that he sent to Chicago, Crab Pond

East Hampton, L.I. ; Three Mile Harbor;

and Green River Cliffs (sold to Mr. Clapp

of Chicago); and sent to Milwaukee,

Near Waverly (same as 1877 NAD cat. no.
253, sold for $250.00 from exhibition).

(GA Partial Memorandum Concerning Pictures

1879-1882, 11-13; small notebook 1877/1882, 43)

December. Art Journal, 380: "The Christmas

cards issued by Prang <Sc Co. this season are

of unusual interest through the impetus

given by the prize competition of last

spring. The reproduction of the prize cards

meets every anticipation both in color and

in the working out of the details. Among

the new cards are... designs by... Thomas
Moran."

3 December. Newark Daily Advertiser

reviews paintings at Upper Library Hall:

"The gallery as a whole is a very fair
exhibit of modern art. It comprises one

hundred and thirty-nine works by those

whose names are familiar as household

words with others we think entirely new

to this city. Cropsey, Gifford... and Moran

are as well known and appreciated here as

they are elsewhere.... The finest of artists

may be disappointing, however, and while

we are in the vein of fault finding Thomas

Moran may as well have a part of it."

Reviewer judges "Fiercely the red sun

descending... " a "failure."

9 December. Boston Transcript'. "There is

a thoroughly interesting collection of pic-

tures by American artists at Messrs. Doll

& Richards's just now Moran's sunset

over the East Hampton sand wastes has

much that is fine, the landscape being

somewhat better than the sky."

•1882-

Moran moves residence to 166 W. 55th

St., NY. (New York City Directory)

Moran becomes member of the Century
Association. (CenturyAssociation 1947,394)

Moran elected non-resident member of

PSE. (Patterson 1994, 22)

Publication of J. G. Pangborn, Picturesque

B.&O.

30 January-25 February. At NAD Moran

exhibits with AWCS, Noon—A Sketch in

Cottonwood Canon, Utah; Sketch from

Nature—Little Cottonwood Canon, Utah;

Sketch from Nature—Green River, Utah

(cat. nos. 207, 329, 475); and with NYEC,

Montauk Point, L.I.; Old Church of San

Juan, N. M. ; Conway Castle, N. Wales (after

J.M. W. Turner) (cat. nos. 168-170), also

serving on executive committee. Mary

Nimmo Moran exhibits n works. (NYPost,

28 Jan. and 23 Feb.; NYT, 28 Jan.)
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Chronology 1882

The Century Club, New

York, 1882, published in

The Century, 1847-1946

(New York, 1947).

February. Samuel G. W. Benjamin in

Magazine of Art, 89-93: "Never before has

there been a nobler opportunity afforded

the artist to aid in the growth of his native

land, and to feel that, while ministering to

his love of the sublime and the beautiful,

he was at the same time a teacher and a

co-worker with the pioneer, the man of

science, and the soldier, who cleared, sur-

veyed, and held this mighty continent,

and brought it under the mild sway of

civilisation as steamboats began to

navigate the rivers, and railways covered

the land with a network of steel, the land-

scape-painters kept pace with the march

of improvement In considering the

variety and excellence of Mr. Moran's

attainments in art, it is impossible to assign

him any other than very great ability. If

he has not achieved the highest flights of

art, he has yet exhibited extraordinary ver-

satility in doing many things and doing

them well, together with a very unusual

exuberance of imagination. Furthermore,

the public owe him a debt of gratitude for

the enterprise and ability which have

done so much to entertain and instruct."

February. Art Journal [NY], 63: "Thomas

Moran has been invited to etch for 'The

Portfolio.'"

i2 February. Unidentified newspaper clip-

ping: "In visiting Thomas Moran at his

studio... one is surprised at the simple

and unostentatious manner in which this

great artist lives and works. Working

in a room accessible to anyone... and sur-

rounded by only such accessories as are

required, Mr. Moran was found busily

engaged on a large oil painting for the

Royal British Academy. It was a scene in

the green river country, and possesses many

meritorious features, even in its sketched

Stage." (EHL scrapbook)

28 March -13 May. NAD annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits On the St. Johns River,

Florida; Under the Trees; Pueblo of S an Juan,

N.M.\ Three Mile Harbor, L.I.\ and Out-

skirts of the Village—Twilight (nos. 59, 250,

3/0, 555, 596). (NYPost, 4 Jan.; Naylor 1973, 654)

28 March. Boston Transcript reports that

46 works sold on opening day of the NAD

exhibition, including Moran's Under the

Trees for $150.

28 March. Phila. Press reviews NAD exhi-

bition: "Mr. Thomas Moran appears by

no means to so good advantage, his only

important contribution being an extremely

conventional and unsatisfactory landscape

of largish size, but very limited interest."

April. Art Journal, 127, reports that Moran

is on the board of control for AWCS.

April. Harper's Monthly publishes Ernest

Ingersoll's "Silver San Juan" with illustra-

tions by Moran.

18 April. Boston Transcript: "From New

York:—Thomas Moran and Mary Nimmo

Moran will sail for England, for a six-

months' stay, in the first week of May. Mr.

Moran, who sent to the Royal Academy

... his 'Cliffs of the Green River,' will take

with him several paintings and studies."

22 April. Bolton Journal [England] pub-

lishes lengthy article on the Moran family.

Mentions Moran's trip to England in

1862; exhibition oí Mountain of the Holy

Cross at the Royal Academy, London, and

subsequent purchase by Englishman Dr.

Bell; Yellowstone watercolor commission

for Englishman William Blackmore; sale

in England of the larger part of Prang's

edition on Yellowstone Park. Second half

of article features interview with Moran's

mother, Mary Higson Moran, and biog-

raphies of Moran artists: "With such a

distinguished roll of men and women pos-

sessed of genius of high order it will read-

ily be believed that in America when the

name Moran is found in a catalogue, the

public expects a work of art." (Repr. Bolton

Evening News, 24-25 Apr.)
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Thomas Moran, Strathaven

Castle, 1882, graphite on

paper, courtesy Cuerease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

12 May. Thomas and Mary Nimmo

Moran and their children leave New

York aboard steamer Ethiopia bound for
Glasgow, Scotland. (NYPost, 13 May)

i June. Moran sketches and dates Strath-

aven Castle and Strathaven in Scotland;

undated sketches indicate he also visited
Glencoe Pass and Fingal's Cave, Staffa

(Gilcrease). Mary Nimmo Moran was
born in Strathaven. (Morand 1996, 63-67)

9 June. Manchester Guardian [England]:

"There is at present on view at Mr. T

Bromley's Art Gallery... a collection of

works which... will be interesting to

Bolton people... [for] the talented artist

who has produced them is a native of the

town — we have depicted in the works
scenery of the Far West—of countries

one often reads about, but which there is

little chance of visiting by the vast major-

ity of the people — The artist is Mr.

Thomas Moran, whose fame had reached

Bolton some time ago In addition to

the above there is a series of high class

etchings by Mrs. Moran, and proof engrav-

ings by Mr. Moran of illustrations he had
furnished in Scribner's, Harper's and other

magazines. Mr. Moran likewise exhibits

a work published in 1876, in which are 15

reproductions of water-colour drawings

of scenery in the Yellowstone National
Park... The collection will remain at Mr.

Bromley's rooms during the whole of next

week." In Bolton, the Morans stay with

Tillotson family, owners of Tillotson's

Newspapers, Ltd. (Fred L. Tillotson to Helen

Comstock, editor of Connoisseur Magazine, 12 Jan.

1937, EHL)

June. Bolton Evening News publishes letter
to the editor calling for a public honor for
Moran. (EHL scrapbook)

June. Bolton Evening News'. "Whether as

a painter in oil or water colors, Mr. Moran

will gain numerous admirers, his brilliant

coloring in the former line of artistic work

being as striking as the faithfulness and

cleverness of the outlines of his less ambi-

tious effects in water-color and in black

and white sketches. His oil-paintings con-

sist for the most part of representations of

the wild force of Nature as displayed in

the rugged scenery of the Far West; the

spectator stands amazed before some of

the artist's pictures, lost in admiring awe

at the exhibition of the mighty agencies at

work in the trackless West." (EHL)

3 July. NY Herald quotes Bolton Journal:

"Bolton has many gifted sons of whom

she may be justly proud, and among these

must now be counted Mr. Thomas Moran.

He has long been known to fame as an

artist on the other side of the Atlantic,

where his productions adorn the walls

of Congress and are the joy of lovers of

art; but until recently even his name was

unknown in his native town. Mr. Moran,

however, is just now paying a visit to

Bolton, and a selection of his works will
remain on exhibition for a few days at
Mr. Bromley's art gallery. We venture to

affirm that admirers of landscape and

other art works of a high order will expe-

rience a pleasant surprise on viewing the

productions of this truly great painter."

4 July. Sir Francis Seymour Haden of

the SPE writes to invite Thomas and

Mary Nimmo Moran to visit him at his

home. (GA)

29 July. The Critic, 207: "Mr. Thomas

Moran has given an exhibition of his oil-

and water-color paintings at his native

town, Bolton, England, and the local

papers have praised them in the highest

terms, commending also the paintings

and etchings of his wife."

4 September. NY Herald quotes Bolton

Daily Chronicle'. "It will gratify our towns-

people generally, and particularly those

interested in art, to learn that upon a sec-

ond visit to view the paintings and etch-

ings executed by Mr. T. Moran, exhibited

a short time ago at Mr. Bromley's Art

Gallery... and now in London, Mr. John

Ruskin, the great art critic, purchased two

pictures and six etchings (including three

by Mrs. Moran, who is the only lady mem-

ber of the London Society of Painter-

Etchers) .... In addition to his purchases

of paintings and etchings, Mr. Ruskin

ordered a copy of Mr. Moran's work on

the Yellowstone Park [Appendix i].

Though he does not admire etching as a

method of art expression, he was much

pleased with the work in that line by both
Mr. and Mrs. Moran, and thought that

the latter had a 'grand style' for etching."

Moran also recorded, "Small panel picture

of Communipaw. Sold to John Ruskin in

London 1882." (GA Old Book of Lists)

9 September. The Critic, 245: "Mr. Ruskin

has just bought a number of the etchings

and water colors of Mr. Thomas Moran,

and some of the etchings of his wife. The

veteran art-critic spent several afternoons

in looking over Mr. Moran's portfolios,

and expressed much surprise at the char-

acter of the country (mostly the Yellow-
stone) which they depict. He criticised the
drawings with characteristic freedom and

enthusiasm of utterance. Mr. Moran's

power of painting rocks and drawing water

was greater than that of any painter of

whom he knew. An etching of an ocean-
scene was pronounced 'the best thing ever

done.' He termed Mrs. Moran's style of

etching 'grand,' and ordered duplicates of

the specimens he had bought."

TO, 14-15 September. In North Wales,

Moran sketches and dates two versions

of Conway as well as a series dated 1882,

including one inscribed, "Conway from
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Chronology 1882-1883

across the River, near Turner's point
of view"; then Chwilog, Wales; Afon Wen,
N. Wales; Criccieth Castle, Cardigan Bay,
N. Wales; Harlech Castle and Snowden,
N. Wales; and From Hotel Window, Harlech
(EHL; Gilcrease).

22 September. Boston Transcript: "Not
many American artists have been more
favorably received in England than Mr.
Thomas Moran."

27 October. NY Post: "Thomas Moran has
returned from Scotland with a portfolio
full of sketches."

18 November. The Critic, 317: "One of the
most picturesque and interesting plates in
the series of American Etchings is Thomas
Moran s view of'Three Mile Harbor, Long
Island,' which has just appeared Mr.
Moran has brought home from his recent
trip to Great Britain many studies of Eng-
lish, Welsh, and Scottish scenery, some of
which he will utilize in future etchings."

2 December. Moran exhibits for the first
time at Century Club, with Pueblo of San
Juan and Ringwood (nos. 25,30). (ÇA, AAA)

5-16 December. Fall BAA exhibition.
Moran exhibits Watering Place and Autum-
nal Woods (nos. 89, 124). (Marlor 1970, 281, 393)

27 December~3 February 1883. Exhibition of
PSE at PAFA. Thomas and Mary Nimmo
Moran both exhibit. (Patterson 1994, 22-23)

27 December. John Ruskin writes Moran
in New York: "I have your kind and inter-
esting letter of the nth with pamphlet on
American art. Ward brought me yesterday
the beautiful bridge by Mrs. Moran and
your little landscape.—the Yellowstone
Park—etc—will doubtless arrive later. I
reply at once to send you Christmas greet-
ings and hope you will not work as hard—
or you will break down some day when
you least expect it. — and I do wish with
my whole heart you would give up—
for a while all that flaring and glaring and
splashing and rearing triumph—and
paint, not etch—some quiet things like

that little tree landscape absolutely from
nature.... I hope you will come back to
England to study [Turner's] work....
please do mind what I said, about a severer
and simpler sincerity of study." (EHL)

• 1883-

13 January. At Century Club Moran
exhibits Landscape (no. 30). (CA, AAA)

20 January. The Critic, 24: "The Catalogue
of the First Exhibition of the Philadelphia
Society of Etchers is the most tasteful one
we have ever seen. It contains etchings
by F. S. Church, P. Moran, J. Simson, H.
Farrar, SJ. Ferris, T. Moran, J. Pennell,
and B. Uhle. There are 1070 etchings in
the exhibition."

21 January. NYT quotes London Academy
to say that Moran is "one of the most
original and thoroughly national artists
that America has produced, and his etch-
ings are characterized no less by sugges-
tiveness of light and space than by ready
seizure of landscape character. That given
in the thirteenth number of American
Etchings' is quite representative and gives
that interest to the meagre country at
Three Mile Harbor, Long Island, which
can only be seen by an artist and expressed
by rare skill in selection of line."

29 January-25 February. At NAD Moran
exhibits with AWC S, Bridge of the Three
Waters, Glencoe, Scotland, and Cliffs of
Green River, Wyoming (cat. nos. 275, 420);
and with NYEC, Harlech Castle, N. Wales;
Pass of Glencoe; English River, Hampshire;
PortMadoc, N. Wales; Strathaven Castle,
Scotland (cat. nos. 101-105), also serving on
executive and hanging committees. Mary
Nimmo Moran exhibits three works. (Boston
Transcript, 27 Jan.; NYT, 24 Feb.)

Late January. Moran sails aboard White
Star Line ship from New York to Mexico
via Cuba, with Arthur G. Renshaw,
British representative of the Mexican
National Railroad, and mining engineer
Mr. Hahn. (Envelope of fragmentary trip diary,

GA; Morand 1996, 67-72)

29, 30 January. Moran sketches and dates
Double Headed Shot Keys, Elbow Key Light,
Bahama Island Light, and Off the Bahamas;
then Havana (Gilcrease). (Christie's cat.,
27 Sept. 1990; Sotheby's cat., 18 Dec. 1991)

February. M. G. van Rensselaer in Cen-
tury Magazine, 494-495: "Mrs. Moran, is,
as yet, the only woman who is a member
of the New York Etching Club.... Her
work...is, above all things, direct, emphatic,
bold — Mrs. Moran's immediate success
with the needle was doubtless owing to
the fact that she was her husband's pupil.
Mr. Thomas Moran had etched for many
years before the art became so popular as
now, and has experimented in a score of
ways, even with the little-practiced art of
etching on glass. His plates are various in
character, but to me his best results are
those of delicacy and refinement and grace,
rather than those of force. His seashore
sketches are especially attractive. If there
is a fault to be found with his work—
which, by the way, has won him hearty
praise from Mr. Ruskin, who is not a lover
of the art in general—it will be that his
compositions sometimes lack unity of con-
ception and consequently of effect Mr.
Thomas Moran's very large plate, after
the Turner in his possession, is the most
ambitious and also the most successful
reproductive etching yet attempted in
America."

3 February. Moran to Mary, from Vera
Cruz: "[Havana] is I think the most pic-
turesque place I ever saw. Everywhere it
is a picture. The color is something inde-
scribably beautiful. The people, the vehi-
cles, churches, plazas, everything is pic-
torial I made some sketches from the
vessel which are good. I would like to
have made some sketches in the city but
had no time We left Havana early in
the evening [30 Jan.] and the effect of the
setting sun on the towers and walls of the
Moro Castle and the city was splendid —
Next day was spent in the open sea
Plenty of flying fish and a fine sunset —

We arrived at Progresso in Yucatan
[i Feb.], a perfectly flat country left
Progresso after sunset and today as I write
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Thomas Moran, The

Cabana, Havana, 1883,

watercolor and graphite

on paper, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

Thomas Moran, Sunday

Morning, Maravatio, 1883,

watercolor and graphite

on paper, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

we are within 100 miles of Vera Cruz

where we shall take the R.R. to Mexico

City. The Captain says we shall be there

very early in the morning. The Cap is a

fine fellow with a taste for art... [he]

placed his cabin at my disposal and I

have done all my sketching there. He is

musical also —
Here we are at Vera Cruz, another

pictorial place like Venice. A quiet smooth

sea reflecting the castle and buildings."
(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 61-62)

3-8 February. Moran sketches and dates

Vera Cruz', then San Juan d'Ulloa, Vera

Cruz', Spanish Fort, Paso del Macho', On the

Metlac River, Mexico', Cordova', then two

versions of Orizaba; then Near Vera Cruz

and Waterfall at Atoyac; then two versions

of Mexico and Outskirts of Mexico City

(Cuerease; EHL).

8 February. Moran to Mary, from Mexico

City: "We had rooms in the Hotel Diligen-

cia [Vera Cruz] overlooking the plaza and

the cathedral with its variously colored tile

roof and domes. The city with its numer-

ous churches, from the ship looked much

like Venice — The Castle of San Juan and

Ulloa is very pictorial and I made several

sketches of both the castle and the city

The country around Vera Cruz reminds
me very much of Colorado and Idaho.

From the ship on Saturday morning we

had a glimpse of the great shining peak of
Orizaba some 60 miles distant looming
up high into the clouds and covered with

snow. It is some 16000 feet high....

We left Vera Cruz on Sunday morn-

ing ... for Orizaba. After leaving the Coast

the tropical growth became very luxuriant

and the dry sandy country soon gave way

to a green and pleasant land, and as we rose

toward the mountains the air became much

cooler I succeeded in getting a couple

of sketches before breakfast We left

for Mexico [City] at 10:30, the R.R. going

up a very steep grade through the moun-

tains, but it was so cloudy and rainy that

we could see but little of the country. Had

it been clear, I think the scenery would

have been very fine, as I think the great

snow peak would have been in sight nearly

all the way We reached Esperanza at

two o'clock. This point is some 12000 feet

above Vera Cruz and here we had a fine
view of the snow-covered peak rising...
above us against an intensely blue sky. It

was a grand sight. I made a sketch while
the train was waiting, and I think I can do
something with it when I get home. From

this point the road begins to descend by a

gradual slope toward the Valley of Mex-

ico. Here we encountered the great dusty

country of which I had heard so much,

but it was not any worse than what I had

often experienced in the west, and it is

without the alkali [In Mexico City]

we were met by some of [R. R. rep.] Mr.

Renshaw's friends who took us in carriages

to the Hotel San Carlos where rooms had

been provided for us.
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Mary Nimmo Moran and

Thomas Moran in photo-

graphic portraits they

sent with Christmas cards

in 1883, courtesy Yellow-

stone National Park.

Next day I wandered about the town

and found it very interesting and pictorial,

and as it was a feast day everybody seemed

to be out in the streets, bad smelling and

dirty but just the thing for pictures In

the evening the band played in the plaza

opposite the great cathedral and maskers

were plentiful. It was the Mardi-Gras in

Mexico. Next day I and Mr. Hahn went

to the imperial hill of Chapultepec the

ancient residence of the Montezumas and

Aztec kings, but I was disappointed as it

was too cloudy to see the peaks of Popocat-

apetl and Istaccihuitl. The day was very

hot and we came back tired out. In the

afternoon I went into the outskirts of the

city where the poor people live From

the outskirts this morning I had a fine

view of the two great mountains, snow
covered and rising into the clear sky I

have made some sketches about the city

that I think I can make good use of, and

Mexico has furnished me with lots of sug-

gestions Today Renshaw told us... we

had better start westward to Toluca and

some other place with an unpronounce-

able name near the mines that Mr. Hahn

is going to inspect I anxiously await a

letter from you that I may hear how things

are going with you and how mother is.

I fear the worst for her and shall be glad

if I hear that my fears are unfounded."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 63-67)

10 February. Moran's mother has died
at age 75. (Interment records, Old Cathedral

Cemetery, Phila.)

u February. Moran to Mary, from Mara-

vatio: "This place... is some 200 miles west
of Mexico [City] — Yesterday I started

out sketching but found the sun very hot,

and after being out about 3 hours I returned

to the Hotel, or rather stable, for it is lit-

tle better than one, and in the afternoon

worked up the sketches I had made The

country here is very much like New Mex-

ico and I feel a trifle disappointed with

the scenery, which is rather barren than

luxuriant. The towns however are always

picturesque." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 69-71)

ii -14 February. Moran sketches and dates

Sunday Morning, Maravatio; From Acam-

baro, West', and Payday, beyond Maravatio;

two sketches inscribed Maravatio; and

San Jose', beyond Maravatio; and then San

José, Mexico (Gilcrease; EHL).

17 February. Moran sketches and dates

Quirio, Mexico (Gilcrease).

20 February. Moran to Mary, from Mara-

vatio: "We left this place 4 or 5 days ago

and went to Acambaro with a party of six.

From there we went by Buck Board to

Morelia 90 miles from this place. We

stayed there one whole day and returned

to Acambaro. Remained there over night

and came here this morning on a special

train. We are just about to start for Trojes

mines where we shall remain a couple of

days, return here, and then start north-

ward for Monterey, and then home where

Mr. Renshaw says we shall arrive about

the i5th of March — I have some good

sketches." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 73)

25 - 27 February. Moran sketches and dates

From Hotel Window, Celaya; Calderón,

Mexico; then Dolores, Hidalgo (Gilcrease).

Travels from San Miguel to Dolores via

Sanctuario in the rain: "This morning

we found it rainy &c very cold <$c after the

sample of the roads we had yesterday we

decided to remain over until tomorrow as

it would be almost impossible to make

Jaral or San Francisco 50 to 60 miles with-

out riding far into the night. Dolores is a

poor &, uninteresting town of about 8000

people. But the hotel kept by a Spaniard

is one of the best we have stopped We

obtained a change of mules as those we

came with.. .were tired out." (Diary, GA)

28 February. Leaves Dolores for Chiri-

moya, passing through "the Gate or Gap

of Chirimoya where the mountains are

magnificent." Sketches and dates On the

Plateau above Dolores and Gate ofChiri-

molla (Gilcrease). (Diary, GA)

i March. Travels from Chirimoya to Jaral,

"Queer town with conical granaries... [in]
very fertile & large [valley] surrounded by
fine Mts. ¿>c thickly wooded. Contains a

large Laguna. The natives tell us it is 20

leagues from here to Potosi. Very cold <5c

drizzly." Sketches and dates Near San

Francisco and Mountain Range on the West

Side of San Louis Valley above San Francisco

(Cooper-Hewitt; Phillips Academy,

Andover). (Diary, GA)

7-8, ii, 13 March. Sketches and dates

El Fraile near Catorce; then Yucca Grove

beyond Ce dm! and Ojo de Agua, Saltillo',

then Arroyo at Saltillo; Saltillo; and Santa

Catarina near Monterrey; then Near Mon-

terrey (Gilcrease; EHL).
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14-24 March. BAA exhibition. Moran
exhibits watercolor Cliffs of Green River,

Wyoming (no. 116) and four etchings.
(Marlor 1970, 281, 393)

Mid-March. Returning from Mexico,

Moran receives letter from Ruskin, dated

15 Feb.: "I had so much to say to you about

your book [Appendix i] that I could not

say it when it came, and am still less able

now. But it will be spoken of, I hope not

in any way displeasing to you, at my first

Oxford lectures in giving account of the

new energies of modern art—and mean-

time, in justice to yourself, please Force

yourself to show leaves and stones—and

as God means us all to be shaded by, and

to walk on—and be buried under.—till

you see the daily beauty of these and make

others see it." (EHL)

Spring. Moran rents Mulford House in

East Hampton. (Wilkins 1966,174)

2 April-12 May. NAD annual exhibition.
Moran exhibits On the Stour, Hampshire,

England', Pass ofGlencoe, Scotland; and

Autumnal Woods (nos. 165, 221, 388). Mary
Nimmo Moran exhibits one work. (Naylor

1973, 654, 656)

7 April. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Cliffs of Green River, Wyoming Territory,

and Pass ofGlencoe—Scotland (nos. 36, 37).

(ÇA, AAA)

16 April. Moran sketches and dates a
landscape he inscribes "After Claude"
(Gilcrease).

5 May. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Maravatio, Mexico (no. i) and 12 water-
color studies of Mexico. (CA, AAA)

10 May. The Independent [NY] reviews

NAD exhibition: "Thomas Moran, in his

'Pass of Glencoe,' has certainly gotten

something of the grandeur of Nature on

to his canvas. But the picture is rather

sensational in its composition—would do

for the background of a Highland battle

in some stage drama of Scottish life."

19 May. The Critic, 236, mentions loan col-

lection at Metropolitan Museum: "The

skill displayed in Mr. Thomas Moran's big
picture of Ponce de Leon in Florida will

astonish many who saw it years ago, but
who have seen nothing as good by Mr.

Moran since then."

2 June. Boston Transcript quotes from Pall

Mall Gazette [England] : "There is now on

view in the drawing-room of the Egyptian

Hall an interesting exhibition of Ameri-

can watercolor drawings and etchings, by

a variety of painters, very few of whom

have ever been heard of in England. The

innumerable company of Morans, which

is certainly the most artistic family since

the days of the Van Huysums, sends spec-

imens by five of its members... perhaps the

most interesting and accomplished draw-

ings in the gallery Mr. William Chase's

'Spaniard' is extremely clever, and so are

many of Mr. Thomas Moran's etchings."

2 June. At Century Club Moran exhibits
Enquiring the Way (no. 18). (CA, AAA)

July-August. On Long Island, Moran

sketches and dates Amagansett and Between

Napeague Beach and Amagansett (EHL;

Gilcrease).

31 August. Sketches and dates Gardiner

Bay, Fresh Pond, Gardiner Bay, and Fresh

Pond (Gilcrease; EHL).

26, 27 September. Sketches and dates

East Hampton and At Foot ofFithians

Lot, East Hampton; then another East
Hampton (EHL).

10 October. Letter from American House,

Denver, to Moran: "I have fulfilled my

part of our compact of last spring... and

am happy to inform you that you are a

one third owner in the Thos Moran Lode.

Which interest is valued at $2,500 to-

day Location certificate filed 8:50 AM

Sep 20th, 1883... All I ask of you is $154.75.

That I was obliged to borrow in order to

secure the claim we have It is far bet-

ter than anything they are asking $50,000

for today in that section. I send by this

mail the location certificate also a paper

containing an opinion of a famous expert

I have with me about four pounds of
ore which you will see when I get to New

York in about tWO weeks." (Letter and certi-

ficate, GA)

22 October. NAD autumn exhibition opens.

Moran exhibits Glory of Spring and Clouds

and Sunlight, Long Island (cat. nos. 127,

202), and serves on exhibition committee.

(NYT, 20 Oct.)

15 November. Deed registered to Mary

Nimmo Moran for about 2/s-acre property

on Main St., East Hampton, from Edward

and Phoebe Osborne, for $1,500. (Suffolk

County records, Riverhead, NY, Liber 278, p. 36)

20 December. Boston Transcript: "In no

work that we have seen has the present

status of the art [of etching] in America

been so well set forth as in the 'Twenty

Original Etchings' just brought forth by

Cassell &, Co. of New York Thomas

Moran [contributes] aTurneresque

Mexican study."

Christmas. Thomas and Mary Moran

send out Christmas cards with portrait

photographs of themselves. (YNP)

28 December 1883 -12 January 1884. Sale at

American Art Galleries, Madison Square,

NY, of American paintings owned by

Thomas B. Clarke, to raise funds for figure

study award at NAD annual exhibition.

Boston Transcript, i Jan. 1884: "Thomas
Moran has three delightful pictures—

'Morning at Vera Cruz'—as full of rich
color as a Venetian scene; 'Inquiring the

Way,' suggestive of cool, shadowy paths in

the mountains, and a study at Easthamp-

ton [cat. nos. 82-84]."

• 1884.

Moran moves residence to 9 E. i7th

S t., NY. (Naylor 1973, 654)

Completes building of studio-cottage on

Main St., East Hampton. (Whipple 1993,21)
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Chronology 1884

Thomas Moran's studio

at East Hampton (exterior

and interior), New York,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

12, 26 January, 2 February. At Century Club

Moran exhibits Gathering Storm (no. 7); 59

studies and sketches; then Dream of the

Orient (no. 18). (ÇA, AAA)

4 February-i March. At NAD Moran ex-

hibits with AWCS, City ofOrisaba, Mexico;

Maravatio, Mexico; Street in Maravatio,

Mexico; Silver Mine of Trojes, Mexico; Castle

of San Juan D'Ulloa, Harbor of Vera Cruz,

Mexico; Tower of Cortes, Mexico; Off the

Bahamas; and Havana, Cuba (cat. nos. 188,

189,194-199); and with NYEC, Apple

Orchard; Study ofButtonwoods; On the Shore

of Gardiner's Bay, LI.; Tower ofCortez (nos.

136-138, and 139 from "Twenty Original

Etchings by American Artists"), also serv-

ing on executive and hanging committees.

Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits five works.

(Boston Transcript, 14 Feb.)

i March. At Century Club Moran exhibits

San Juan Abajo—Mexico (no. 28). (CA, AAA)

5 April. N'Y Herald on varnishing day at

NAD: "There is a large and strong study

of waves at sunset, by Thomas Moran, and

a large and well studied one of waves at

midday, by Edward Moran."

5 April. Boston Transcript reports on var-

nishing day: "Thomas and Edward Moran

occupy a good portion of the south wall

with two large sea pieces, similar as to

idea—the solitary grandeur of the ocean

just after a storm—but very different in

treatment. Of the two, the one by Thomas

[Norther in the Gulf of Mexico] pleased me

most, being deeper in tone, and having

better perspective effects than the latter.

The huge black, surging billows interpose

their crests between the spectator and a

thin stretch of golden sunlight on the hori-

zon, giving a dash of welcome color to the

scene. The spray in the distance is better

managed than that in the foreground,

which lacks lightness."

6 April. NY Tribune reports on sales at

NAD exhibition: "There was the usual

large attendance of'Buyers' Day' at the

Academy yesterday, and the sales opened

in a not discouraging fashion. Among the

pictures sold were... A Gathering Storm,

East Hampton,'Thomas Moran, $500."

7 April-17 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Gathering Storm, East

Hampton, L. I. ; Norther in the Gulf of

Mexico; Market Days in S an Juan, Abajo,

Mexico (nos. 30, 241, 679), and serves on

exhibition committee. (NYHerald, 4 Apr.,

18 May; Naylor 1973, 654)

13 April. Morgan Molihenney reviews

NAD exhibition for NY'Herald'. "Of the

two elder brothers Moran, Thomas, in his

large Turneresque view of A Norther in

the Gulf of Mexico' shows more actual

power as a painter than we have found in

his work for some time, while Edward,

though somewhat prosaic in his well

drawn painting called 'The Sea,' shows a

bright, attractive little work in the scene

on 'Greenport Dock on Saturday After-

noon.' ... Thomas Moran's principal land-

scape is A Gathering Storm—Easthamp-

ton, Long Island.'This is a thinly painted

canvas, rich in color and dramatic in effect.

It introduces the familiar windmill. He

also shows a large and not particularly

successful work picturing 'Market Day

in San Juan Abajo, Mexico.'"

16 April. NY Post reviews NAD exhibi-

tion: "The veteran Moran allows his facil-

ity of treatment to carry him too far, and

his 'Gathering Storm'... with a remark-

able power over effect and large masses,

has a glittering facility in rendering the

detail and an exaggeration of the effective

passages which suggest morbid feeling

and a drift into the mechanical and for-

mal ... the tract that lies beyond wise and

good conventionalization. Moran is a col-

orist in the proper sense of the term, and

it is his own fault if he seems to some to be

merely trying to catch the tricks of Turner."
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Thomas Moran, Commu-

nipaw,NJ., 1884, etching,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

27 April. NY Tribune announces recent

election officers of NYEC: "Henry Farrer,

president; J. C. Nicoll, secretary; F. S.

Church, Thomas Moran and Frederic

Dielman, members of the executive

committee."

28 April. NY Tribune reviews NAD exhi-

bition: "Now that our business men real-

ize our nearness to Mexico we may expect

some of our artists to follow in the foot-

steps of Messrs. Ferguson and Thomas

Moran. The former sends a painting of

the river and peak of Orizaba, the latter

'Market Days in San Juan.'... It is absurd

that artists when they start on a search for

subjects should overlook the riches within

our own borders and so near as Mexico."

3 May. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Much-Resounding Sea (no. 24). (ÇA, AAA)

4 May. NY Herald: "The names of C.F

Ulrich, F. D. Millet, C. Y. Turner, Arthur

Quartley and Thomas Moran should cer-

tainly be found this year among those of

the academicians elected." Moran is elected

a full Academician (N. A.) and listed as

such in the NAD autumn exh. cat. (p. 5).

He presented Three Mile Harbor as diploma

piece. (Clark 1954,121)

8 May. Boston Transcript, 16 May: "A

collection of etchings and engravings by

ancient and modern masters formed the

major part of the exhibition at the Union

League Club, New York [8 -10 May]....

Among the ancient engravers and etchers

represented were Rembrandt, Durer...

among modern etchers, Haden, Whistler,

Millet, Corot, Duveneck, Thomas Moran

and Peter Moran."

17 May. NY Post: "We have received from

Thomas Moran an etching after Turner,

to which attaches an unusual interest, not

only as etching of a sound and severe style,

but on account of the quality of the pic-

ture, which we have seen and which leaves

no doubt as to its originality, even if its

pedigree were not unquestionable.... Mr.

Moran in rendering it in white and black

has not softened a defect or shirked a dif-

ficulty. Such as was the original he has

given it with an exemplary fidelity and

sympathy with the qualities of the picture.

The etching is 16 x 21 inches, and is cer-

tainly one of the most important etchings

yet done in this country, not only in size,

but for its artistic excellence."

28 August, 18 September. Boston Transcript:

"At the forthcoming exhibition of the

Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Asso-

ciation, opening Sept. 10, there will be an

exceptionally interesting collection of the

originals of Prang's publications—pictures

by Thomas Moran, Murphy, Miss Bridges,

F. S. Church, J.W. Champney, Jean Robie

and others." Moran's original and litho-

graphic work included in Prang display.

24 October. Boston Transcript comments on

paintings at the Institute Fair: "Another

remarkable canvas is Thomas Moran's

'Ponce de Leon in Florida,' in which

wealth of foliate, luxuriant undergrowth

and richness of coloring make up a most

delightful whole and convey a vivid realiza-

tion of the special beauty of the region."

TO - 28 November. NAD autumn exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Sunrise—Harbor of

Havana (cat. no. 304). (NYTribune, 25 May;

NYT, 28 Nov.)

4 December. Boston Transcript: "There is

now on public exhibition in New York a

collection of designs for Christmas cards,

entered in a limited competition established

by Prang <5c Co. They were all ordered

and paid for by the firm, and in addition

compete for prizes of $1000, $500, $300

and $200. These prizes were awarded by

the votes of about a hundred of the deal-

ers in such cards. The first prize fell to

Charles D. Weldon, the second to William

H. Low, the third to Thomas Moran, and

the fourth to Frederick Dielman. There

are twenty-three designs in all by twenty-

two well-known painters.... Mr. Moran

[pictures] an angel trumpeting through a

town at sunrise."

6 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Stormy Day at East Hampton

(no. 38). (CA,AAA)

12 December. Boston Transcript comments

further about Prang prize designs:

"Mr. Moran is represented by two views
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Chronology 1884 —1886

of medieval cities, rich and glowing in

color, one of them, while the other is dark

and very blue, both being injured by

somewhat theatrical perspective and

angels poorly drawn."

Thomas Moran, 1884,

photograph by Napoleon

Sa rony, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

Thomas Moran's daughter

Mary with Edward Moran's

son Percy in the East

Hampton studio, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

• 1885.

io January. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Finga/s Cave', Landscape', and

Whirlpool Rapids—Niagara (nos. 9, n, 31).

(ÇA, AAA)

24 January. The Critic, 43: "Opposite the

New York home of Mr. Thomas Moran

rise the high walls of Jefferson Market

Police Court. From his doorstep, the other

night, I saw the moon behind the clock-

tower, the light and shadow making a

most picturesque bit in the heart of this

prosaic city. 'Why don't you put that scene

into a picture?' I said to the artist. 'Because

I have already done so,' he replied. 'I put an

angel over the tower, and made a Christ-

mas card of it, and it took the prize.' We

both laughed involuntarily, for the combi-

nation of an angel and the Jefferson Mar-

ket Police Court resulting in a Christmas

card struck us both as very funny."

Flyer for "Prang's Christmas and

New-Year Cards" says, "Season 1885-86.

Third Prize Card.—By Thomas Moran.

This design illustrates Christmas eve in a

medieval city, over the cathedral spires of

which hovers an angel, carrying a lighted

torch against a dark blue night sky. The

color effect is strong and eminently char-

acteristic of Mr. Moran's genius." (NMAH

archives, Norcross, box 42, folder 8)

2-28 February. At NAD Moran exhibits

with AWCS, Bridge in Lancashire, England',
' O O '

Hackensack Marshes', Gardiner's Bay, Long

Island Sound', Showery Day, Long Island

(cat. nos. 299, 375, 423, 509); and with

NYEC, Communipaw (cat. no. 160), also

serving on executive and hanging commit-

tees. Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits five

works. (NYT, 31 Jan., 15 Feb.)

7 February. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Return of the Life-Boat, East

Hampton Beach (no. 4). (CA, AAA)

15 February. NYT reviews NYEC exhibi-

tion: "Thomas, Peter, and Mrs. Nimmo

Moran have works of more than common

excellence, the first showing a view of

Communipaw, in which the smoke from

factory chimneys is felt delightfully."

19 February. The Independent [NY] reviews

AWCS exhibition: "The Morans are out

in full force There are four pictures by

Thomas Moran, any one of which would

be known for his work without the signa-

ture, which is equivalent to saying that

they are excellent in motif and in techni-

cal qualities."

26 February. The Independent reviews

NYEC exhibition: "The Morans are pre-

sent in force, as usual."

7 March. Boston Transcript: "The Chau-

tauqua Circle has just added a new and

important branch This is an art 'circle,'

to be called the Chautauqua Society of

Fine Arts, in which it is proposed to give

lessons in drawing and painting by corre-

spondence Mr. Frank Fowler has been

appointed director, and Messrs. R. Swain

Gifford, Thomas Moran and Will H.

Low will act as committee of award. The

course of study will extend over two years,

at the end of which time diplomas will

be given and prizes awarded for the best

work in the different classes."

23 March-4 April. BAA exhibition.

Moran exhibits watercolors Cliffs of the

Upper Colorado', Gardiner's Bay, L.I.',

and Near Beverly, N.J. (nos. 61,155, 266).

(Marlor 1970, 281, 393)

4 April. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Lancashire Village (no. 3). (CA, AAA)

6 April-16 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Summer Afternoon; Aban-

doning Waterlogged Vessel, East Hampton,

L.I.', Long Island Landscape; Finga/s Cave,

Island of Staffa; and Morning at Vera Cruz,

Mexico (nos. II2, 271, 344, 479, 561). (Naylor

1973, 654)

ii April. The Critic, 174, reviews NAD exhi-

bition: "Notable [is]... 'Morning at Vera

Cruz,' a marine full of light and blue by

Thomas Moran."

18 April. Boston Transcript reports on ex-

hibition and prizes at galleries of Ameri-

can Art Association, NY: "Mr. Thomas

Moran shows a big canvas, 'The Pass of

Glencoe,' with the mountains wrapped

in clouds and mist."

17 May. Brooklyn Eagle: "Mr. Moran is

about taking his summer quarters in East-

hampton, L.L, which is becoming quite a

resort for artists, and where he has built

himself a cottage with a studio annex, or
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Thomas Moran, Niagara,

from the Canadian Side,

1885, etching, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

studio with cottage annex, for the studio
is 30 x 40 feet in dimension. He has of
late given some attention to marine paint-
ing, aiming to produce pictures that indi-

cate the force and vastness of the ocean."

October. Century Magazine publishes

Lizzie Champney's "Summer Haunts of

American Artists," with a photograph

of the interior of Moran's studio in East

Hampton: "Here, also, Mr. Thomas Moran

has a house and studio, and his wife, Mrs.

Nimmo Moran, has etched many of her

vigorous plates."

i2 October. Moran sketches and dates

Geórgica, and two drawings inscribed

Swamp, Geórgica (Gilcrease).

14 October. From East Hampton, Moran

writes to art patron William T. Evans:

"Would it be an inconvenience to you to

let me have remainder due on 'The Dream

of the Orient? I would not ask it if it will

put you to the least inconvenience & my

only reason for doing so now is that the

expense of my new studio has much

exceeded my original calculations 6c has

left me 'short'just now I have been

hard at work this summer & have painted

good things; especially a couple of subjects

from Montauk point of boulders & wreck-

age under the cliffs." (Evans papers, AAA)

23 November. NAD autumn exhibition

opens. Moran exhibits Under the Trees,

a Glimpse of Geórgica Pond, L.I.', Misty

Morning at Appoquogue, L.I.', Southerly

Wind and a Cloudy Sky (cat. nos. 199, 246,
505) and serves on Council. (NYT, 22 Nov.)

5 December. The Critic, 268: "'Etching' by

S.R. Koehler (Cassell & Co.), is published

at an opportune moment. It is at once a
fairly complete work on etching, written

from the standpoint of a contemporary

amateur and student, and a handsome holi-

day art book Thirty full-page plates, by

old and modern masters, are given. Those

by the modern men have been selected

with reference to their exemplification of

some principle of technique as well as for

representative artistic quality [Among]

modern plates are... 'Twilight in Arizona'

by Thomas Moran, showing the quality of

shadow and tone resulting from employ-

ment of the roulette... and original etch-

ings, in the characteristic manner of each

artist, by... Peter Moran... and Mrs. Mary

Nimmo Moran." (See also Boston Transcript,

19 Dec.)

io December. The Independent [NY]
reviews NAD autumn exhibition: "Thomas

Moran's 'Southerly Wind and a Cloudy

Sky' has much force, and recalls Diaz."

12 December. Boston Transcript: "As a

companion in artistic beauty, though of a

wholly different character, the same house

[Estes & Lauriat] brings out a sumptuous

volume entitled American Etchings,' con-

sisting of a series of twenty choice etch-

ings by Smillie, Moran, Parrish, Ferris,

Garrett and others, printed in several

Styles." (See also The Critic, 19 Dec., 296)

18 December. Boston Transcript reports
that at the American Art Association sale

of the George Whitney collection (on

exhibition at American Art Gallery, NY,

8-18 Dec.) Moran's Autumn on the
Wissahickon sold for $255.

.1886.
Henry Teetor in Magazine of Western His-

tory (1889): "[Mountain of the Holy Cross]

had a narrow escape from destruction in

January 1886. A fire broke out at midnight

which consumed Briarhurst and most of

its contents. Dr. Bell was at the time in

Boston. After rescuing the children, the

first object Mrs. Bell sought to save was

this picture. Its canvas measured seven

feet and ten inches, by six feet, and the

frame was too securely fastened against

the wall to be moved. Mrs. Bell, with the

aid of the butler, cut out the canvas and

thus saved art an irreparable loss."

9 January. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Niagara and Coast Scene (nos. 3, 4).

(CA, AAA)

30 January-27 February. At NAD Moran

exhibits with AWCS, Mountain of the Holy

Cross, Colorado, and Moonrise, Outskirts of

the City ofCelayo, Mexico (cat. nos. 344,

707); and with NYEC, Vera Cruz', Coming

to the Anchor (after Harry Chase); On the

Marne (after Daubigny); Twilight (after

N.V. Diaz) (cat. nos. 113-116), also serving

on executive committee. Mary Nimmo
Moran exhibits five works. (NYT, 30 Jan.)

6 February. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Rangeley Stream, Maine', Niagara

Rapids', and Landscape (nos. 39-41).

(CA, AAA)

8 February. NYT reviews NYEC and

AWCS exhibitions: "In many cases it is

possible to examine the same artist as he

works with watercolors and acid, noting

which he excels in here, which there, and

sometimes recalling his work in oils

The difference is great between a large

brilliantly wrought Turneresque 'Vera
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Chronology 1886

Thomas Moran in his

New York City studio,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Cruz' by Thomas Moran, all [cirrus] cloud,

sheeny water space, and knowing-looking
sea craft, and the tragic effects produced
by the heavy burin of Mr. Alexander
Schilling 'Moonlight, Communipaw,'

by J. C. Nicoll, recalls a very successful

watercolor by Thomas Moran, being the

same view from a slightly different point,
and with more sentiment."

15 February. Moran to William MacLeod,

curator of the Corcoran: "As you will see

by the enclosed card and catalogue, I am

about to have a sale of all my paintings,

including the Ponce de Leon in Florida,

which you will remember is a large size

6 x 9 feet and suited more to a public

gallery than to an individual collection.

I wrote to say that if the Trustees of the

Gallery will forward a bid of $2000.00

to Ortgies & Co before the sale of the

24th of Feb, I would let it go to them if

there were no higher bids. If you will place
the matter before them in time for them to

make a decision before the sale, I shall be
much obliged to you." MacLeod responds
23 Feb.; Board meets 24 Feb., directing

curator to inform Moran the sale date has

passed. (Letter 3719, curator's journal, and letterpress

volumes; all in director's records, Corcoran)

17 - 23 February. Moran exhibits 64 works

at Ortgies & Co. Gallery preparatory to

public auction. (Ortgies 1886)

18 February NY Herald reviews Ortgies

exhibition: "Mr. Moran is one of the most

brilliant as well as technically one of the

most dexterous of American painters. He

draws and paints with a facility which

sometimes verges on the fatal. His land-

scapes are often remarkable for truth of

effect, and yet as often the artist is carried
too far by his skill in picturesque rendi-
tion. Few if any landscape painters in the

country could show such a wide range in
subject and locality as are to be found in

the collection of Mr. Moran.

Few painters can handle the grandiose

in landscape with the sure, masterly hand
that he possesses, and a few can paint the

infinite depth and variety to be found in a

clouded sky as he can. And yet there is

often, with all this skill and power, a lack

of sympathetic feeling and a coldness of

facture to be found in Mr. Morans work.

It is nearly always picturesque, but rarely

poetic. Of course, the influence of Turner

is over it all, though the American painter

has attained a strong individuality. Among

the works in the present collection in which

there is found the true poetic spirit are the

robust and effective 'Lancashire Village
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Twilight,' the brilliant, deep toned little
view of'A Moquis Town in Arizona,
Evening,' and the superb and richly col-
ored illustration of Browning's line, 'Childe

Harold to the dark tower came.'These

works, and especially the two latter, have

fine qualities of color, and yet the painter

cannot take high rank as a colorist. His

coloring is often brilliant, but rarely

beautiful
The views of the Niagara Falls rapids

and of the whirlpool ones show, like the

Long Island shore scenes, remarkable brio

and skill in the handling of turbulent

water, in which the wet quality is, how-

ever, somewhat lacking. The various views

of the striking scenery of Southern Utah

and Colorado are highly picturesque. The

'Canon of the Rio Virgin is, however, also

painty. The views of Vera Cruz and Havana

are picturesque and Turneresque, and
there are a couple of pleasing Corot-like

effects called A Riverside Morning' and

'In the Meadows.'There are several Long

Island landscapes and a large view of
The Cliffs of Montauk.'

Among the watercolors will be found

especially interesting the Mexican sketches.

'The Cabana, Harbor of Havana,' and the

earliest work shown, the very Turneresque

Arundel Castle, Sussex, England.'There

is a small oil by Mrs. Moran called 'The

Newark Meadows.'There is a catalogue of

the collection illustrated by light etchings,

five by Mr. and three by Mrs. Moran."

18/23 February. Unidentified newspaper

reviews Ortgies exhibition: "It has been
said that 'Thomas Moran had he not stud-
ied Turner so deeply would be the foremost
living American artist,' and the remark is

often quoted. While it has much truth, its

assertion is entirely too sweeping, for it

infers a lack of originality which is by no

means wanting in the artist's work. His

pictures, while they give evidence in most

instances of a perhaps unconscious striving

after Turneresque effects, show deep appre-

ciation of nature, charming atmospheric

effects, are boldly handled and have for

the most part delicious color schemes."

(EHL scrapbook)

22 February. NYT\ "An artist equally able

as a painter in oils and water colors and as
an etcher is about to sell 64 pieces from
his studio, many of which have been exhib-

ited, and none of which depart greatly

from his usual grade of excellence. They

range from a 5 x 8 sketch on the Potomac to

the big 'Ponce de Leon in the Everglades

of Florida,' and offer examples of work

from Great Britain, such as 'Welsh Moun-

tains Near Conway,' and 'Fingal's Cave,

Staffa,' with its brilliant and spirited wave

effects, to records of travel in the Yosemite

and Mexico The way in which Mr.

Thomas Moran can paint the life of the

sea as shown in the wave near the sands is

quite startling; it looks like an error to find

him doing anything else when there are so

few really great marine painters living."

24 February. Moran's collection auctioned

by Thomas E. Kirby of American Art

Association.

25 February. NYT reports on Ortgies sale:
"Thomas E. Kirby sold at public auction

last evening the pictures in oil and water

colors of Thomas Moran The atten-

dance was large and the bidding spirited.

Sixty-one pictures were sold at a total of
$10,321. The highest price obtained for a

single picture was $2,000, for 'Ponce de

Leon in Florida.' Following is a list of the

paintings which brought $300 and upward:

Canon of the Rio Virgen, in Southern

Utah $395; New York City from Commu-

nipaw 400; Havana (Cuba) Sunrise 315;

The Rescuing Party 585; Rock Towers of
the Colorado 560; A Stormy Sunset on
the Upper Colorado 425; Blowing a Gale,

Easthampton Beach 550; The Whirlpool
Rapids, Niagara River 490; The Cliffs of
Montauk 425."

27 February. The Critic, 108: "Thomas

Moran's exhibition of his works at Ortgies

gallery, which closed on Wednesday, served

a good purpose in presenting to the New

York public this painter's strong individu-

ality in all its roundness. His is a many-

sided talent, and while he is never negative,

his degrees of positiveness are tolerably

unequal as to force and artistic merit. In

some of his Long Island subjects is visible

that beauty of subdued color and gray
tone which is distinctively modern."

6 March. At Century Club Moran exhibits

January Thaw at Communipaw; Wooded

Landscape; and Sunset on a Rocky Coast.

(ÇA, AAA)

6 March. EH Star mentions Ortgies exhibi-

tion and sale, adding: "Mr. Thomas Moran,

the celebrated painter, who has an exten-

sive studio in this place, is going abroad."

3 April. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Communipaw, Gleaningfrom the Wreck', and

an untitled work (nos. 22-24). (CA, AAA)

14 April. Thomas Moran sets sail on the

steamship Fulda, bound for Bremen, Ger-

many, via Southampton, England. (Moran

to S. R. Koehler, 13 Apr., EHL; NYT, 15 Apr.)

3 May. Moran writes Mary from the Grand

Hotel, Venice: "Since my arrival [i May]
I have done nothing but wander about

the streets & I have done no work as yet."

During his stay in Venice, Moran sketches

extensively. (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 77;

Morand 1996, 72-73)

6, 7 May. Moran sketches and dates

Venice and St. Michael's in Campo Santo

(Gilcrease).

August. Following return from Europe,

Moran sketches East Hampton Beach,

inscribed "Aug 1886" (Gilcrease).

15 December. Boston Transcript reviews
new book American Art: "The New York

house of Cassell & Co. bring out a mag-

nificent volume illustrative of the work of

American etchers and wood engravers. It

contains twenty-five plates from paintings

in public and private collections, printed

on a large folio page of specially prepared

paper, with text by S. R. Koehler

the painters and etchers represented

[include]... Thomas Moran."
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• 1887.

Thomas and Mary Nimmo Moran travel
to Florida. (De Montaigu i888/Fryxell 1958,

46-47; biographical notes by Ruth B. Moran, EHL;

Morand 1996, 73)

15 January. EH Star. "At the monthly meet-

ing of the Rembrandt Club of Brooklyn

[5 Jan.], one of Mr. Moran's etchings was

purchased some time ago the club

decided to purchase an etching by some

well known artist, buying the plate out-

right. A sufficient number of copies were

to be struck to give one to each member

and then the plate was to be broken up.

Eleven etchings were submitted by dif-

ferent artists for the club competition

About seventy-five of the one hundred

members were present, and when the

question was put to vote... [it] was unani-

mous in favor of Mr. Moran's plate. The
price paid is $600 — A pleasant feature of

the evening was the presence of Mr.

Moran as a guest of the club. His picture

is a landscape—a scene at Long Pond,

Easthampton — Mr. Moran has employed

a free line in the execution of this plate,

deepening the shadows in the foreground

by a touch of mezzotint, and the clouds

are drawn with a subtlety and force that

suggest the glowing skies of Turner.

One of the other etchings submitted

for the club's inspection was by Mrs.
Moran, the artist's wife."

24 January. Boston Transcript: "The cata-
logue of the A.T. Stewart collection, soon

to be shown in New York, preliminary to

its sale, will contain etchings by R. Swain
Gifford, W.M. Chase, Thomas Moran....

Besides the sixteen etchings there will be

twenty to thirty process prints and eight

or ten drawings by [Edward's sons] Leon

and Percy Moran."

29 January. The Critic, 59: "The jury for

selecting works in New York for the Amer-

ican Exhibition at London consists of

Messrs. Bierstadt, J.Q^A. Ward, Thomas

Moran, William M. Chase, Alden Weir

and Frederick Dielman."

31 January-26 February. At NAD Moran

exhibits with AWCS, Giudecca, Venice, and
Palace on the Grand Canal, Venice (cat.

nos. 208, 448); and with NYEC, Morning

on the Coast, East Hampton, L. I. ; On the

St. Johns River, Florida', Harbor of Vera

Cruz, Mexico; Resounding Sea; Niagara

Falls, from Canadian Side; Month of May

(after C.F. Daubigny) (cat. nos. 131-136),

also serving on executive committee.

Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits two works.

(The Critic, 5 Feb., 69, which also notes that

"Thomas Moran and M. Nimmo Moran have

strong line-work in their various plates")

19 February. The Critic, 92: "The Rem-

brandt Club of Brooklyn recently offered

a prize of $600 for the best original etch-
ing of an American subject. It was won by

Thomas Moran, whose only serious rival

in the competition was his wife. The judges

were very evenly divided at first, but finally

decided for the husband. What a happy

frame of mind the man must be in who

knows that if he doesn't win a $600 prize,

his wife will! There is nothing like keep-

ing the prizes in the family."

2 April. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Mountain of the Holy Cross. (ÇA, AAA)

4 April-14 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Church of Santa Maria

della Salute, Venice, and Gate of Venice (nos.
29, 213) and serves on hanging committee.
(The Critic, 22 Jan., 47; Naylor 1973, 654)

2i April. Mrs. Schuyler van Rensselaer in

The Independent [NY] reviews NAD exhi-

bition; "Nor is there space left to say much

of the landscapes.... Mr. Thomas Moran

a view of Venice, quite in his old Turner-

esque manner."

7 May. At Century Club Moran exhibits

two works titled Venice (nos. i, 2). (CA, AAA)

9 May-31 October. American Exhibition

in London. Moran exhibits In the 'Yellow-

stone Park', Canon of the Colorado (cat.

nos. 1377,1378); and six engravings. (Times

[London], 9 May; exh. cat., 17-18, 29)

13 May. Boston Transcript reports election

of officers of NAD at its annual meeting:
"President, D. Huntington; vice-president,

T. W. Wood; corresponding secretary,

H. W. Robbins; treasurer, Alfred Jones;

council—R. Swain Gifford, F. S. Church,

J.G. Brown, F. Dielman, Thomas Moran,

S.J.Guy."

4 June. EH Star. "Mr. Thomas Moran

and family... arrived [31 May] and took

possession of their cottage in this place."

14 July. Daily News [London] reviews

American Exhibition in London: "Thomas

Moran of New York, judging by his pic-

ture, 'In the Yellowstone Park... follows

Turner, or more probably Pyne—but

neither of these artists would be quite so

brown in his foreground as this picture

chances to be."

30 July, 13, 27 August. EH Star reports that

Moran family participates in such social

events in East Hampton as "Germans,"

"Assemblies," and "Concerts."

i November. Boston Transcript announces

special exhibitions of the work of Ameri-

can women etchers at MFA Boston and

ULC [i Nov.-31 Dec.; and 12-21 Apr.

1888]: "Easily first among the women

etchers is Mrs. M. Nimmo Moran, pupil

of her husband, Thomas Moran. Fifty-
four of her plates are shown, constituting

an exhibit of great variety and original
force. In the movement of her skies Mrs.
Moran occasionally reminds one of her

husband's work, but with a difference.

Her 'Haunted House' is a romantic and

strongly colored plate, in a vein quite

peculiar to herself"

2i November-17 December. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits Morning in

Venice (cat. no. 109) and serves on Council

and the selection committee. (The Critic,

26 Nov., 275)

3 December. The Critic, 287: "About 100

artists met at the Academy on Nov. 25th

to arrange for sending a representative
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National Academy of

Design jury of selection,

Moran at right in second

row, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

collection of American pictures to the
coming exhibition at Munich. The com-
mittee of arrangements consists of East-
man Johnson, Thomas Moran, Edward
Gay and William M. Chase. The same
artists will probably form part of the Amer-
ican Jury of Selection."

22 December. F. V. Hayden dies in Phila-
delphia after a long illness. (American Geolo-
gist i [Feb. 1888], 110-113)

• l888-

Moran moves residence to 37 W. 22nd
St., NY. (Naylor 1973, 654)

28 January. NYT previews the AWCS exhi-
bition: "Full of good picture Thomas
and Leon Moran... and other steady con-
tributors are represented as usual."

30 January- 25 February. At NAD Moran
exhibits with AWCS, Santa Maria della
Salute, Venice', On the Upper Colorado,
Wyoming Territory; and Fondamenta Ca
Dio, Venice (cat. nos. 302, 308, 430); and
with NYEC, Venice and Dordrecht (both
after A. F. Bunner) (cat. nos. 131,132),
also serving on executive committee.
Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits five works.
(The Critic, 4 Feb., 58)

11 February. EH Star reviews AWCS exhi-
bition: "Landscapes by Thomas Moran
and Edward Moran are among the notable
pictures."

31 March. The Critic, 158: "Last week's
Loan Exhibition of etchings by the Young
Men's Christian Association... of Orange,
East Orange, and South Orange [NJ]
showed that valuable etchings abound in
that neighborhood The Morans...
were present in force, with capital plates.
... An etching by T. Moran accompanied
the special invitations to the exhibition."

2 April-12 May. NAD annual exhibition.
Moran exhibits Venice; Sand Dunes of Fort
George Island, Florida; and Steam and Fog
(nOS. 192, 329, 497). (The Critic, 31 Mar., 158;

12 May, 235; Naylor 1973, 654-655)

16 April. Boston Transcript: "At the sale of
the Chapman collection... in Chickering
Hall, the bidding was rapid, and high
prices were paid for some of the more
notable pictures.... 'Near Westhampton,'
Thomas Moran, $450."

28 April. The Critic, 210, reports election
of officers of NAD at annual meeting:
"Daniel Huntington was elected Presi-
dent, T. W. Wood, Vice-Président, T.
Addison Richards, Corresponding Secre-
tary, and [Alfred] Jones, Treasurer The
Hanging Committee consists of Charles
H. Miller, F.D. Millet, Thomas Moran,
J. Francis Murphy and J. C. Nicoll."

4 May. Boston Transcript: "The last of the
important exhibitions... for the season is
that under the auspices of the American
Art Association... [which] consists solely
of paintings and sculptures of American
artists Thomas Moran has a conven-
tionally brilliant Venetian scene."

5 May. The Critic, 223, reports sales of
$17,000 at NAD: "Among recent sales
are... Thomas Moran's 'Venice' ($300)."

28 May-30 June. Annual exhibition of
American oil paintings, AIC. Moran

exhibits Pass ofGlencoe, Scotland; Morning,

Fort George Island, Florida; and Misty

Morning, Communipaw (nos. 42, 49, 54).

(Falk igcjoa, 631)

9 June. EH Star: "Mr. Thomas Moran and
family, are now occupying their cottage."

31 July. Boston Transcript: "The leading
American etchers have formed a society
[SAE], having for its objects: First, the
elevation of the art of etching in this coun-
try; secondly, the limitation of editions,
each publication by the members of the
society being guaranteed by the stamp of
the Society of American Etchers, in the
same way as English prints are protected
by the printsellers' stamp. The officers
elected for the ensuing year are Thomas
Moran, president, C. Y. Turner, secretary;
and Frederick Dielman, treasurer." (Repr.
The Critic, n Aug., 70)

3 September. Moran delivers etching
plate for Mountain of the Holy Cross to
printer J. D. Waring. On 29 Sept. he signs
30 proofs of the print for Waring and
keeps 5 for himself as the first of 12 proofs
he eventually reserves. On i Dec. he signs
20 more proofs for Waring. (GA account of
etchings 1888-1895,7)
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4 September. Sketches and dates Three
Mile Harbor (Gilcrease).

6 October. The Critic, 169: "Mr. Klackner
has recently published several important
new plates, among them being a large
and effective etching, with considerable
depth of color and good quality of tone,
by Thomas Moran. It is called 'The Gate
of Venice/ and is taken from a group of
barges off the Riva dei Schiavoni, looking
towards the Ducal Palace Thomas
Moran's 'Mountain of the Holy Cross,'
reproduced from his own large painting
of that name, is the second plate issued
by the Society of American Etchers, of
which Mr. Moran is President."

19 November-16 December. NAD autumn
exhibition. Moran exhibits Ducal Palace,

from the Giudecca, Venice, and Midsummer,
Long Island (c&t. nos. 276, 361), and serves
on selection and hanging committees.
(The Critic, 29 Sept., 154)

19 November. NYT reviews NAD autumn
exhibition: "From Thomas Moran comes
an ideal presentment of a much-painted
view in Venice."

19 November. First exhibition of S AE
opens at Ortgies Gallery, NY. The Critic,
24 Nov., 261-262: "The present exhibition
consists of fifteen plates, both original and
reproductive — Two brilliant original
plates by C. A. Platt... and M. Nimmo
Moran's 'St. Johns River, Florida,' are the
most satisfactory plates in the exhibition
Thomas Moran's 'Mountain of the Holy
Cross,' is very elaborately treated and
composed in the decorative way peculiar
to this etcher. Simplification would add to
its strength without injuring its effect."

Magazine also notes: "The Ohio
Society of [NY] held an exhibition of pic-
tures in connection with a ladies reception
last Monday evening [i9th]. Among the
artists represented were Thomas Moran."

8 December. The Critic, 292: "At a social
reunion at the Academy of Design, last
week, Col. Rush C. Hawkins, the Ameri-
can Art Commissioner of the Paris Exposi-

tion next year, was the guest of the evening.
The proposed display of American art at
the exposition was discussed Thomas
Moran [is on the jury] Another jury
will be chosen at Paris to cooperate with
the New York jury, and special jurors will
be appointed to represent other branches
of art, such as architecture, engraving on
metal, etc."

9 December. NYT: "The 400 or 500 pic-
tures at the Academy of Design take
their character as a collection from three
groups—the marines, the French views
and genre, and the Italian shores. With
regard to the last named, Venice is, of
course, the spot favored above all others.
Besides the views of the Ducal Palace by
Thomas Moran and Walter Palmer there
is a bit from some quay of Venice byJ.H.
Twachtman."

• 1889-

12 January, 2 February. At Century Club
Moran exhibits Venice and Wreck on Mon-
tauk. (ÇA, AAA)

24 January-/ March. PAFA annual exhi-
bition. Moran exhibits two etchings with
SAE: Mountain of the Holy Cross, Colorado,
and Conway Castle, N. Wales (after J.M.W.
Turner). (Falk 1989,342)

6 February-2 March. At NAD Moran
exhibits with AWCS, Entrance to the Grand
Canal, Venice; Long Island Landscape', and
Conway Castle, Wales (cat. nos. 116, 232,
305); and with NYEC, Mountain of the
Holy Cross (cat. no. 90), also serving on
executive committee. (The Critic, 26 Jan., 46)

2i February. Boston Transcript: "The com-
mittee of artists selecting the [American]
pictures to be included in the... coming
international exhibition (...Moran [et
al.]...) have accepted nearly 190 pictures
out of a total offering of about three
hundred. Most of the canvases are large,
and, in the opinion of those in a position
to know, the exhibits as a whole will be
the most creditable to American art of
any ever sent out of the country The

American artists living in Europe have
a jury of their own."

28 February. Boston Transcript: "Some of
the American artists are not satisfied with
the way in which they have been treated
by the committee on American art at the
Paris International Exposition Thomas
Moran appears to be the spokesman for
the malcontents. A list is given of the
artists 'who will not be represented.' It
includes the names of Bierstadt, De Haas,
William Hart, the Morans, Homer, F.E.
Church, Inness, La Farge, Lippincott,
Shirlaw, Dielman, Millet, Warner and St.
Gaudens. The list might be longer, and
not prove anything to the prejudice of the
committee. It is not to be expected that
all, or even a majority, of the American
artists will be presented at Paris. Many
would abstain from exhibiting under any
circumstances. It is to be expected natu-
rally that those Americans who reside in
France will be more interested than those
who stay at home. Mr. Moran says he
makes a distinction 'between American
and Franco-American artists.' All very
well; but what then? Shall we call him an
Anglo-American because his pictures
smack of Turner?"

3 March. NYT: "A very creditable show-
ing of the etched work of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Moran is in formation at Klack-
ner's rooms. The high rank of Thomas
Moran as an etcher is an old story, but the
merits of Mrs. M. Nimmo Moran may
not be so generally known. The walls are
covered with the striking work of these
two artists, among which the views by
Mr. Moran in Wales, Venice, and the
Yellowstone country are prominent, and
those by Mrs. Moran from Long Island
and Florida."

5 March. Exhibition of 129 etchings by
Thomas and Mary Nimmo Moran opens
at C. Klackner's, a commercial gallery in
NY. (NYT, 3 Mar.; Trumbull 1889)

7 March. Exhibition of American art
opens at new residence of Vice President
Morton, 1500 Rhode Island Ave., Wash-
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Fancy dress ball at Moran's

East Hampton studio,

August 1889, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

ington, to benefit Garfield Memorial
Hospital. Moran is among contributors.
(Evening Star [DC], 2 and 7 Mar.; The Critic,

9 Mar., 122)

ii March. NY Tribune reviews Moran
exhibition at Klackner's: "Both etchers
have earned the esteem of the public....
Mr. Moran shows seventy-one etchings
and Mrs. Moran fifty-eight.... [Mr.
Moran's] command of technical resources
has been frequently demonstrated... and
the present collection illustrates fully the
artist's range from pure line to mezzotint,
and his facility in employing the diversi-
fied methods possible for the designer
upon copper He is no narrow partisan
of any special school or style. He has gone
out among the Long Island sand dunes,
selecting the characteristic phases of the
scene before him and swiftly noting down
the decisive lines, and again he has called
to his aid roulette, scraper, all the aids
within reach of the etcher and printer, and
he has worked and reworked his plate

to the last point of elaboration. The 'Gate
of Venice,' etched after Mr. Moran's paint-
ing shown at the Academy in 1880 is exhib-
ited as his most 'important' plate, and
those who remember the strong serial
chromatic effects of the original will agree
that they have been very cleverly indicated
in the reproduction All these large
plates show a thorough acquaintance with
the etcher's craft and remarkable energy
and industry. Some of the smaller plates
admit us to a closer intimacy with an artist
whom we have learned to know as an
etcher of vigor and spirit, sometimes lack-
ing in tactful selection and in concentra-
tion, sometimes covering his plate with
straggling or scratchy lines, which are
devoid of truthful relations and apparently
of genuine artistic purpose, but an etcher
whose work is masculine, intelligent and
versatile

[Mrs. Moran's] rapid advance in self-
confidence and certainty in execution may
be traced in these plates, which present for
the most part subjects selected at East-

hampton [There are] plates character-
ized by reserve as well as by unusual vigor
of line It may be possible to trace some
resemblance between the linear work of
these two etchers, but the merit of the
results renders comparison futile."

16 March. The Critic, 135, reviews exhibi-
tion at Klackner's: "Though husband and
wife, each, as is well-known to amateurs,
sees and interprets nature in a different way.
Mr. Moran likes complicated and diffi-
cult subjects, composes in the Turneresque
manner, and is master of a technique
equalled for range and subtlety by few
living etchers. Mrs. Moran's work is bolder,
broader, and more often displays sympa-
thy with the ordinary aspects of nature."

i April-ii May. NAD annual exhibition.
Moran exhibits Venice and A Pastoral (nos.
183,383). (Naylor 1973, 655)

May. Elizabeth Bisland in Cosmopolitan,
14,18-19: "Thomas Moran, the etcher, and
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Thomas Moran in his

New York studio, c. 1891,

with his Spectres from

the North identifiable on

the wall, courtesy East

Hampton Library. See

also cat. 70.

Moran in his New York

studio, c. 1897, with Soli-

tude on his easel, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

See also cat. 84.

Mary Nimmo, his wife, work side by side

down in their studio on Twenty-second

Street. Big tables near the light, on which

are laid the plates while the artists are at

work, are an important feature of their

furnishings; but there are easels, too, for

before either of them was an etcher they

were painters. There is not much attempt

at decorative fittings here, the only adorn-

ments being Indian weapons, wampum

belts, and other bits of savage finery, which

were picked up by the artist when he was

a member of a government surveying party

and made the sketches for his great picture

of'The Mountain of the Holy Cross.'...

Etching is comparatively a recent experi-
ment with him; but how fully he was justi-

fied in abandoning in great part the brush
for the needle is shown by the fact that
among a number of plates in London

Ruskin singled out one of Moran's as being

the best that ever came from London, and

one of the best that modern art had pro-

duced. Mrs. Moran is scarcely less famous

in the use of the needle and acid than her

husband, having, curiously enough, devel-

oped her artistic capacity through the

influence of studio life."

30 May-30 June. Annual exhibition of

oil paintings at AIC. Moran exhibits

Landscape (no. 138, owned by James W.

Ellworth). (Falk i99oa, 631)

19 August. Moran family gives "fancy

dress party" called "Chalepa ta Kala" in

East Hampton studio, with musicians

and elaborate costumes. EH Star, 31 Aug.,

reports at length, concluding "Many of

the costumes were photographed by Mr.

Murray on the following afternoon."

18 November. Autumn exhibition opens at

NAD. Moran exhibits Venice and Sunset on

Long Island (cat. nos. 336, 393). (The Critic,

26 Oct., 204)

7 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Cloudy Day, Long Island. (ÇA, AAA)

• 1890 •

ii January. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Gathering Storm. (CA, AAA)

31 January. Boston Transcript: "James D.

Gill's thirteenth yearly exhibition opens at

Springfield today with one hundred and

three pictures on the walls. Among the

artists represented are Thomas Moran."

3 February-i March. Annual AWCS

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits Bridge

of Sighs, Venice, and Venice from the Giudecca

(cat. nos. 47, 617).

i March. The Critic, in: "Mr. Caroll Beck-

with is President and Mr. Montague

Marks Treasurer and Secretary of a new

art organization, the American Society

of Painters on Stone. The other members

are Messrs — Edward Moran, Thomas

Moran.... The art of lithography will

receive new life... from the organization

of this society, which has no present inten-

tion of holding exhibitions, but will pre-

sumably publish works by its members."

7 April-16 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Clouds and Sunshine', Bridge

of Sighs, Venice', Autumn, Long Island', and

Venice from the Public Gardens (nos. 18,172,

299, 411). (The Critic, u Jan., 23; Boston Transcript,

2i May; Naylor 1973, 655)

14 April. NY Post reviews NAD exhibi-
tion: "Thomas Moran still contributes
stately, handsome, artificial landscapes."

28 April. On voyage to Antwerp from

New York with his family, Moran sketches
Icebergs in the Middle Atlantic', Berg to the

North of Us-, Berg to the North after Pass-

ing, Icebergs', Tower of Spray, and two

drawings inscribed Iceberg (Gilcrease).

(GA ledger, 3)

i, 9,17-18, 20 May. Sketches and dates

At Sea-, then St. Marks Cathedral, Cologne,

and Cologne', then Verona', Verona from the

Bridge of St. Peter, and Castle of St. Peter

and Bridge, Verona', then Venice', then San

Giorgio Maggiore and Island from the Lido,

Looking South (Gilcrease; EHL).
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Thomas Moran, Moonlight

Fete in Venice, graphite

and pen and ink on paper,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

22-23, 2^> 29, 31 May. Sketches and dates

San Giorgio Maggiorefrom the Giudecca\

then Euranofrom Murano and two ver-

sions of Murano; then Garibalde; then

Burano and Canal Burano\ then Picture of

Sails from Chioggia', Venice from Malamocco',

and Peí/estriña (Gilcrease; EHL).

19 July. EH Star reprints an article from

NY Hera/a7: "Among the many cottagers

from New York already [in East Hampton]

with their families are... the talented

Moran family."

2 August. EH Star: "Thomas Moran, who

owns a fine cottage on the main street,

and is an all-the-year-round resident, has

recently returned from a trip to London."

30 August. EH Star reports that Moran

exhibited Icebergs in Mid Ocean [Spectres

from the North] at Clinton Academy, East

Hampton, on 29 Aug. Also quotes A^Y

Herald: "The only busy class [in East

Hampton] are the artists, who with palette

and brush immortalize the surf and the

woods. 'Tom' Moran spends his summers

here in a weatherbeaten shingled house of

a novel interior. The first floor is devoted

to a studio, with an immense plate glass

window looking out toward the north, and

a winding stair leading to regions above.

Great screens form partitions when neces-

sary, and I hear that when meal time comes

the table is set behind one of these."

6 September. EH Star. "Thomas Moran...

while in Venice purchased the gondola

and its outfit that belonged to the poet

Browning. It was brought to this place by

the steamer 'Shelter Island' [31 Aug.]

Mr. Moran was in town overseeing its

shipment, by teams to East Hampton,

where he is to have it placed in Hook

Pond."

18 October. EH Star: "We dropped into

the studio of Thomas Moran, and were

greatly surprised to learn that such a cosy

and picturesque work-shop of art existed

in our village. We found Mr. Moran work-

ing upon a Venetian painting which...

showed several large palaces and public

buildings well known to travelers in Venice,

also the junction of several main canals,

upon which floated numerous gondolas

and together with the many figures repre-

sented, dressed in the striking costumes of

the Venetians, makes a very lively scene in

the heart of Venice. The artist informed

us that the picture when finished would

be topographically correct, even to the

minutest details. Of course it is needless

to say that such a picture from the brush

of this artist is worth several hundred dol-

lars. The artist kindly left his work and

showed us around his interesting studio.

First, a piece of etching work which he

had under way, and described very minutely

the process Mr. Moran has become

quite expert in the art, and produces many

handsome etchings. Mrs. Moran is consid-

ered one of the best etchers in this coun-

try. The artist then proceeded to show us

his numerous curiosities, picked up during

his travels

The studio was planned by the artist

himself, and is of no particular style of

architecture. The studio proper occupies

the whole of the ground floor, and the

ceiling is at least eighteen feet high. At

one end of the room is a large plate glass

window reaching from the floor nearly half

way to the ceiling, and across the other end

extends a gallery where are placed easy

chairs and sofas, and a cabinet in which

the artist keeps a large collection of pic-

tures representing all branches of picture-

making. From the corner of the gallery

the door opens into an octagon-shaped

room of glass in which one may keep warm

by the sun's rays on a cold winter day. It is

an interesting sight to sit in the gallery

and look down into the studio ornamented

with scores of pictures and endless bric-a-

brac. Mr. Moran showed us a number of

paintings he has under way, the prices of

which will range from $200 to $1,000.

Among the lot we noticed two or three

East Hampton scenes."

i November. EH Star: "Thomas Moran,

the artist, has closed up his studio, and

with his family, gone to New York where

he has a winter studio between Fifth and

Sixth avenues."

December. At ULC Moran exhibits

Bravo, Sunset. (GA ledger)
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12 December. NY Post reviews ULC exhi-

bition: "Modern painters, both American

and foreign are by no means neglected

American painters are represented by...

Thomas Moran."

The Century Club, after

1891, published in

The Century, 1847- 1946

(New York, 1947).

• 1891 •

io January. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Spectres from the North and Venice.

(ÇA, AAA)

16 -19 January. Exhibition of paintings

by members at Salmagundi Club. NYT,

17 Jan.: "A place of honor is given to a

large painting by Mr. Thomas Moran,

'Spectres from the North.'" The Critic,

23 Jan., 47: "About a hundred paintings...

were exhibited at the new rooms of the

Club Among the most interesting

were... 'Specters from the North' (that is

to say, icebergs) by T. Moran."

31 January. TVYT previews of AWCS exhi-

bition: "Mr. Thomas Moran's 'Old Tower

of Torcello' is a Venetian view that does

not lack style, but in 'Venice from San
Giorgio' he lapses into mannerism."

i February. NYT previews NYEC exhibi-

tion: "Thomas Moran contributes a bril-

liant and imposing landscape from Long

Island."

2-28 February. At NAD Moran exhibits

with AWCS, Old Town of Torcello and

Venice from San Giorgio (cat. nos. 217, 638);
and with NYEC, Long Island Landscape

(cat. no. 92), also serving on executive

committee.

7 February. The Critic, 71, calls the AWCS

and NYEC exhibitions "unusually interest-

ing" and praises Moran's Long Island Land-

scape, "with a marshy foreground and a row

of fine old trees in the middle distance."

7 February. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Morning in Venice', Burano', and

Cloudy Day. (CA, AAA)

16 February. NY Post, reviewing shows

at NAD, says Moran's watercolors were

among "the principal things in the ex-

hibition, and all extremely good."

2i March. Moran sketches and dates Villa

Alexandria, in St. Augustine, FL, home
of Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, a patron of

Moran's since 1876 commission for Cen-

tennial Fair. Moran also painted San Juan

Abajo, Mexico, for her in 1885, and Venice

from near the Public Gardens (EHL).

(GA ledger)

2i March. The Critic, 160, reports exhibi-
tion on 9-11 March of "about 150 works

in black and white" by Salmagundi Club

members, including Moran's india ink

illustrations of Longfellow's Hiawatha

among "the most notable exhibits."

The Critic also notes: "The New York
Art Guild, which filed articles of incorpo-

ration at Albany on Tuesday, is designed

to secure for its members guarantees of

indemnity from damages at exhibitions

where the works of its members are shown,

or in transportation Any artist may

join the Guild by paying the small initia-

tion fee, and thus protect himself. Its

affairs will be managed by seven trustees,

those for the first year being Thomas

Moran, John H. Dolph, Percival De Luce,

J.H. Witt, Chester Loomis, Charles Y.

Turner, and one other to be selected."

6 April-15 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Spectres from the North',

Morning— Venice', and Burano, Venice

(nos. 386, 449, 511). (The Critic, 17 Jan., 35;

Naylor 1973, 655)

17 April. NY Post: "The Salmagundi Club

opens with the usual festivities this evening

another of its periodic exhibitions... con-

fined to watercolors, with a few pastels

[including] a 'Glimpse of Venice' by

Thomas Moran."

29 May. EH Star. "Thomas Moran the

artist, of New York, arrived at his studio

cottage on Tuesday [26 May]."

August. Western Pennsylvania Exposition

in Pittsburgh. Moran exhibits Iceberg in

Mid Atlantic: Spectres from the North and

Reminiscence of Venice Sunrise. (NYPost, 8 Aug.)

4 September. EH Star mentions entertain-

ment for "the village improvement fund"

that included "the Moran trio" and a vio-

lin obligato played by Thomas Moran.

ii, 18 September. EH Star lists Moran as
an incorporator and committee member

on constitution and by-laws of the newly

created, but not yet built, Maidstone Club

in East Hampton. Moran chosen (12 Sept.)

as one of nine directors of the club and

elected vice president for one year.

2 October. EH Star. "The artists come year
after year, producing beautiful pictures,

many of which grace the exhibitions all

over the country. Mr. Thos. Moran was

the first to make his home here His

work is so well known that comments on

it are hardly necessary but one would like

to see more of the local scenery from his

hands; Mrs. Moran has given us more of

it in her etchings, which prove what can

be done with local bits. Their son Paul,

who has lately been studying in Paris, is

back again working with new ideas."

9 October. EH Star. "Thomas Moran is at
work upon two paintings of East Hamp-

ton subjects, one being a picture of the

surf and the other a scene at Town Pond."
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15 October-28 November. Exhibition of

the Thomas B. Clarke collection of Amer-

ican paintings at PAFA includes Moran's
At East Hampton, L.L, and Vera Cruz

(cat. nos. 142,143).

30 October. EH Star. "The only city

people now remaining in town are Mr.

Moran and family."

23 November-20 December. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits Goose Pond, East

Hampton, and Venice from the Lagoon, Fish-

erman's Wedding Party (cat. nos. 341, 364).

3 December. Boston Transcript comments on

December issue of St. Nicholas magazine:

"The stupendous scenery of the Grand

Canyon of the Colorado affords a most

congenial theme for the pencil of Thomas

Moran, who furnishes six grandiose draw-

ings of it for the Christmas St. Nicholas.

'Within the Grand Canyon (p. 125) is a

thoroughly characteristic Moran, with a

rocky world of castellated crags rising to

dizzy heights on all sides, and the morn-

ing sun sending forth a flashing array of

golden beams to light up the grim depths

of the black chasm, after a most dramatic

and time-honored fashion. The dark land-

scape on p. 129, 'Tree trunk petrified into

an agate bridge,' is strongly effective."

10 - ii December. Moran's Old Tower of

Torcello included in exhibition and private

sale to benefit Messiah Home for Chil-

dren, held at Sherry's, NY. (NYPost, i Dec.)

• 1892 •

1-27 February. At NAD Moran exhibits

with AWCS, Morning in Chioggia', Pila in

Saltillo, Mexico^ Rock Tower of the Upper

Colorado*, San Juan, Mexico', Breezy Day,

Outskirts of Venice', Grand Canal, Venice',

Newtown Creek, L.I.', Communipaw, and

Icebergs (cat. nos. 43, 83, 93,183,190, 220,

280, 291, 298, 395). For NYEC serves on

the executive committee but does not

exhibit. (NYEC cat.)

5 February. EH Star quotes The World's

review of the AWCS exhibition: "Thomas

Moran has ten of those vigorous, strongly
colored compositions which so ably sustain

from year to year his artistic reputation."

6 February. NY Post reports sales of $10,028

for 114 pictures at AWCS exhibition,

including Moran's Grand Canal for $100.

13 February. The Critic, 106: "Of a large

number of water-colors and some oil-

paintings belonging to L. Prang 8c Co.

of Boston, exhibited at the American Art

Galleries, the water-colors are by far the

best, and include some desirable examples

of well-known artists. Among the most

interesting may be mentioned Mr. Thomas

Moran's views in the Yellowstone region."

16 February. NY Post: "It is obviously unfair

to consider the Prang collection of pictures,

on exhibition at the American Art Associ-

ation Galleries, from a 'high art' point of

view, for both collector and artist, recog-

nizing the limitations of the art of repro-

duction, have plainly performed their work

accordingly.... Not a few, however, afford

genuine pleasure... Mr. Thos. Moran's

'Scenes in the Yellowstone' are quite equal

to much he has since done."

27 February. NY Post announces latest sales

at AWCS exhibition, including Moran

Icebergs for $100 and Breezy Day for $175.

4 March. EH Star quotes The Recorder.

"Given a subject which most accords with
[Moran's] sentiment, his style of painting
and his fondness for color, there is no

native painter of our day who may hope to

excel him in his chosen field."

2i March-17 April. Annual watercolor

exhibition by American artists at AIC.

Moran exhibits Morning in Chioggia, Venice',

Rock Tower of the Colorado', and San Juan,

Mexico (nos. 129-131). (Falk^oa, 631)

4 April-14 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Lotus Eaters', Clouds and

Sunshine', and Ducal Palace and Prison —

Venice (nos. 6, 360, 420). (NYPost, 9 Jan.;

Naylor 1973, 655)

29 April. EH Star mentions Moran's plans

to return to the Rocky Mountains in the

summer: "Mr. Moran went through the

remoter parts of the West years before the

rail-roads were carried through, and it was

to his pictures of the wonderful peak and

canon scenery that the public owed its

first approximately correct knowledge

of the region."

6 May. EH Star. "Mr. Thomas Moran and

family arrived at the studio [2 May]... for

the summer."

15 May. Thomas and Paul Moran leave
East Hampton for the West. (EH Star,

20 May)

18 May. Moran to Mary, from Chicago.

He and Paul arrived the night before and

have made satisfactory arrangements with

the Santa Fe Railroad: "They will have a

special conveyance... for us to make the

trip to the Canon in one day." (Bassford and

Fryxell 1967, 81, 83)

22 May. Moran to Mary, from Flagstaff,

AZ: "We visited today the cliff dwellers

house in a Canon about 10 miles from

here. The Canon itself was not interesting

and the buildings only curious because of

their antiquity and the uncertainty of who

built them We start tomorrow morn-

ing for the Grand Canon with every com-

fort and convenience.... I think we shall
be at the Canon for a week." (Bassford and

Fryxell 1967, 85)

25 May. Moran sketches and dates Oppo-

site Hance Camp (Gilcrease). Writes to
Mary from camp at the Grand Canyon:

"Have just looked into the Canon and am
not yet sure whether this point is as good

as the one I painted, but think it is. Today

the party go on an expedition to find out

the best points and then go to work. Our

party consists of myself, Jackson, Paul,

Mr. Higgins of [SFRR] Chicago, and

Jackson's assistant [Sam Taylor]." (Bassford

and Fryxell 1967, 87)
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26 May. Coconino Sun [Flagstaff, AZ]:

"The following visitors left for the Grand

Canyon during the week: The... party

consisted of T. Moran, an eminent artist

of New York, and his son, Paul N. Moran.

These gentlemen will take a number of

sketches of the Grand Canyon from which

paintings will be made, and lithographs

will be made from them for advertising

purposes for the Santa Fe route — The

stage line is now a successful institution,

and travel over it continues to increase

each week."

27, 29, 31 May Moran sketches and dates

Hance Canyon', then Grand Canyon of the

Colorado', Looking North from Moran Point,

Grand Canyon', two versions of'Looking

West from Moran Point; and Shadows,

Grand Canyon', then Shiva Temple (EHL;

Gilcrease;JNEM).

1-4 June. Sketches and dates San Fran-

cisco Mountains, from between Flagstaff

and Cedar Ranch', The Needles', Rock Tower

near Manuelito; and Laguna from East

(Gilcrease; Cooper-Hewitt; NMAA; EHL).

5 June. Moran to Mary, from Denver,

describes trip to and descent into Grand

Canyon: "The first descent of about 3000

feet is very steep, but we made it rapidly.

The views on the way down are very mag-

nificent. All our traps were on pack horses
and how they could get down is remark-
able as it was the most perpendicular trail

I was ever on [three days later] started

out with the pack animals and the big

cameras for Bissel's point again where

Jackson made negatives of the great sweep
of the Canon embracing a view of about

125 miles. His photographs will be nearly

7 feet long by 30 inches high. The follow-

ing day we spent at various points along

the Canon edge and he made 100 nega-

tives altogether.

On Monday.. .we had heavy rain...,

and when it cleared we were treated to the

most magnificent sight of all. Clouds and

sunshine in the Canon. He made many
photos of it and will have some splendid

effects. I have made some sketches that

will serve my purposes well.

We left the Canon on Tuesday... and

reached Flagstaff Wednesday afternoon

On the same afternoon Paul and Higgins

left for home, and in the evening I and

Jackson left for 'The Needles' on the lower

Colorado in the Mohave Desert on the

western edge of Arizona Jackson got

his pictures of the bridge and we returned

on another freight train to Needles early

and loafed... until the East bound passen-

ger train from San Francisco came along

in the evening and took us eastward...

and we arrived here in Denver on Satur-

day evening." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 89-93)

7 June. Moran's watercolor New town Creek,

L.I., contributed for sale at Ortgies to bene-

fit the Grant Monument fund. (exh. cat., 13)

7 June. Moran to Mary, from Denver:

"Yesterday morning I went down to Col-

orado Springs thinking to meet Dr. Bell

but found that he had gone to New Mex-

ico I saw his private sec'y, Lundstrom,

and he showed me the picture of the H.

Cross. It is in a terribly bad state. The

whole of the lower end of the picture is

rotted off from dampness and it is dread-

fully discolored. It can however be put

in good condition again. Stindolph can

remove all the varnish and dirt and re-line

it, and with some work... it will, I think,

be as good as ever. Bell has leased a place

at Maidstone in Kent, England, and is
going to live there for some time to come

and is going to take the picture there. His
other two pictures, Venice and the Jersey

City picture, look as fresh as the day he

got them." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 95-96)

ii June. Moran to Mary: "Jackson has just

heard from the Yellowstone people. They

are ready to go whenever he is It is

just a week since I arrived here [Denver]

and it is getting very tiresome as well as

expensive — I have put in the time well

however in working up sketches. Have

worked up eight during the week. I have

about 25 sketches altogether.

The best of them I shall send to Mr.
White in Chicago until my return from

Yellowstone as I do not want to risk their

loss during the travelling there.

Jackson's negatives are turning out

splendidly and they will furnish me mate-

rials for innumerable pictures.

Jackson and I are concocting a scheme

for publication of six subjects of grand

size of the Holy Cross, Yo Semite, Yellow-

stone, Shasta, and two others. He says

they sell well." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 97)

12 June. Moran sketches and dates Smelt-

ing Works at Denver (Cleveland Museum).

14 June. Moran to Mary, about prepara-

tions for the Yellowstone trip: "We found

that the party would consist of 8, Jackson

and his assistant, myself, Mr. [Mead], Mr.

Gilchrist, Mr. Williams of the Wyoming

Commissioners [for the World's Fair],

and a packer and cook. We have arranged

to start on.. June 2ist It will take us

some time to reach the park from Sheri-

dan as our progress will be slow, it being a

comparatively unknown region, and Jack-

son will make many photos on the way."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 99)

16 June. Moran to Mary: "I went to a little

party at Jackson's and met a relative of F.D.

Millet's I showed him the sketches I

had painted and he was delighted with
them. He is much interested in art and

wanted me to meet a man named Hay-

den, one of Denver's rich men They

are concocting a scheme for an Art Insti-
tute for Denver and want my advice about
it — Millet invited me to accompany him-
self and a few friends to a fishing lake."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967,101)

18 June. Moran sketches Wellington Lake

near Denver and Nesmuth Fall, Wellington

Lake (Gilcrease; Cooper-Hewitt).

18 June. Denver Rocky Mt. News'. "Thomas

Moran, one of the greatest of American

artists... is on his way to Yellowstone

national park Mr. Moran stated that

within the last month he has made a num-

ber of sketches of the Grand Canyon of

the Colorado from which he will make
selections for a painting to accompany the

Yellowstone picture at the world's fair."
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Group with which Moran

traveled to Yellowstone

in 1892 (Moran on horse-

back at center), photo-

graphed at Morris Basin

by William Henry Jackson,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Interior of Hance's cabin,

1892 (Moran near wall

at right), photograph by

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

21 June. Moran to Mary,: "Last night I

spent at the house of a Mr. Ward and he
had 20 or 30 people to meet me there. I

showed my sketches etc. I have been quite
lionized in Denver the last few days, but

I do not see any clear financial results
from it. It may come later on." (Bassfbrd and

Fryxell 1967,103)

22 June. Moran to Mary, from Aurora,

NB: "Here we are in full swing for the

Yellowstone. We left Denver last night at

8:30 and met the party from Wyoming."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967,105)

23 June. Moran to Mary, from Newcastle,

WY: "We left Aurora yesterday and arrived

here this morning. About 200 miles far-

ther on our way. We shall reach Moorcroft
about noon, and from there we make a

trip into the Black Hills to make some
photos and shall not return to the R.R.

until Monday next, and it will be the next
Thursday before we reach Sheridan, the

point where we take to the horses. From

Gillette we take the stage for about 200

miles. All this makes a delay in time that

I had not expected or calculated for." (Bass-

ford and Fryxell 1967,105)

24 June. Moran to Mary, from Gillette:

"We arrived here yesterday afternoon and

are just about to start for the 'Devil's

Tower' some 70 miles away This place

is a frontier R.R. town at the end of the

line and the place is an awfully tough

one." Party is overtaken by a violent hail

storm and has to camp in the open. (Bass-

ford and Fryxell 1967,108; Moran 1894!}, 452)

25 June. Group retraces route to Belle

Fourche, stays at ranch of Burke and

MacKenzie, finally reaching Devil's

Tower the next day. (Moran 1894!}, 454)

27 June. Moran to Mary, from Currycomb

Ranch near Devil's Tower: "After an ad-

venturous journey we have been to &

photographed the 'Tower.'... We... return

tomorrow to Gillette." (Bassford and Fryxell

1967,109)

29 June. Moran to Mary, from Gillette:

"We returned from our trip to the Devil's

Tower last night & we had an unique expe-

rience during the trip. I commenced an
account of it today with a view to a maga-

zine article which I think would prove
interesting." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967,109)

i July. Moran to Mary, from Sheridan:

"We left Gillette yesterday and arrived

here this morning after a tedious ride of

26 hours, going all night. This is a

delightfully situated small town at the

foot of the Big Horn range, a fine stream

of water running right through the town."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, in)

3 July. Sketches and dates Near Sheridan

and Goose Creek, Sheridan (NMAA).
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5 July. Moran to Mary, from camp in Big

Horn Mts.: "Jackson and a few of the oth-

ers start today for Clouds Peak. I intended

... to go with them but backed out this

morning as I was afraid the journey would

be too dangerous and fatiguing Our

camp is in a beautiful little valley on top of

the mountains." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967,113)

7 July. Moran sketches and dates On the

North Fork of Tongue River, Big Horn

Mountains', Big Horn Mountains, Tongue

River; Tongue River Cliffs; and On the

Way from Tongue River (Cooper-Hewitt;

NMAA).

13 July. Moran to Mary, from camp on
Stinking Water River: "We are progress-

ing slowly toward the park but shall not

reach it nearly so soon as I had expected.

Jackson says we shall get to the Hot Springs

on Gardiner's River on the icth but I think

it will be the 2oth. This will leave me but

a short time in the park, as my [railroad]

passes only extend 3 days past the ist

of August." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967,115)

13-16,18-19 July. Moran sketches and dates

On Sunshine Fork of Clark's Fork; Heart

Mountain, from Camp', South Fork of Clark's

Fork, Sunshine River; and Yellowstone

Range from Dead Indian Hill; then Peak on

the Sunshine Fork; Mountain Top near Camp,

Cooke City; On Soda Butte Creek; and Index;

then Lower Falls of South Fork of Gardner

River; and two versions oí Sulphur Moun-

tain (NMAA; Cooper-Hewitt; JNEM).

20 July Moran to Mary, from Yellowstone:

"We have just arrived here after a most

wearying journey We left Dayton on

the 4th of July and have been in the sad-

dle ever since. I have not yet gone up to

look at the Springs, but from the Hotel it

looks as if they had lost the color they had

Originally." (Bassford and Fryxell 1967,117)

2i, 23 - 24 July. Moran sketches and dates

Upper Basins and Dead Since First Visit in

i8ji; then Golden Gate Road; Golden Gate,

Yellowstone Park; and Yellowstone Park,

Golden Gate; then New Geyser, Noms;

Nor ris Geyser Basin, Yellowstone Park;

Hurricane Vent; and two versions ofNorris

(Gilcrease; Cooper-Hewitt; NMAA).

26 July. Moran to Mary: "I have made

[arrangements] with [F. Jay] Haynes [offi-

cial Yellowstone photographer and owner

of concessions in the park] to sell my Yel-

lowstone pictures, which... looks like a

fine opening for me. We remained at the

[Mammoth Hot] Springs two days. I

stayed at the Hotel in preference to camp,

as did Jackson and a couple of the others.

We have all had enough of camp life. I

made 4 or 5 color sketches of the Springs

and I made a number of sketches that will

work up well. After a day... we left for the

Grand Canon where we stayed two days

and made a great many photos. I saw so
much to sketch that I have determined to

return there myself after I have been to

the Geyser Basins and the lake and spend

a week at work there. It is as glorious in

color as ever and I was completely carried

away by its magnificence. I think I can

paint a better picture of it than the old

one after I have made my sketches At

the Canon we decided that we would not
go further through the park Sol and

Jackson, Mead and Crosby have a Con-

cord stage, four fine horses and a driver to

go where and when we please. We left the

Canon this morning and following the

road up the Yellowstone arrived at the
lake this afternoon at 5 o'clock, and put

up at the Hotel. The lake is fine but too

large and the mountains too far off for

good pictures. We stay here all day tomor-
row to photograph and fish and the day
after we go to the upper Geyser Basin —

I read a dispatch from Haynes asking the

price of water colors and saying he had a

customer. I told him they were the same

price as oils, but nothing for less than

$100.00 — I shall leave the party at the

Lower Geyser Basin and return to the

Canon, do my work there and return

home at once, via Northern Pacific.

I think I shall get home about the

8th of August. I am very well satisfied

with the artistic side of the trip so far and

I think the financial part will pan out all

right when I get some work out. Alto-

gether this trip will prove of great advan-

tage to me I am sure — I think I have

opened the way to come out again when-

ever I want to without paying R. R. fares."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 119-122)

26, 28-29 July. Moran sketches and dates

West Wall of the Canon; then Springs on

the Border of Yellowstone Lake; Stevenson's

Island, Yellowstone Lake; and From Old

Faithful; Castle; then three views of Lower

Geyser Basin; Lioness and Bear Cubs, Upper

Geyser Basin; Fan Geyser; and two views

oí Excelsior Geyser (Cooper-Hewitt; YNP;

NMAA; Gilcrease).

29 July. Moran to Mary, from Lower

Geyser Basin Hotel: "We left the upper

Geyser Basin this morning and arrived

here about noon today. The Great Blue

Spring that I drew for Prang's work is

about 10 times as large as when I saw it

last and has become the greatest Geyser in

the Basin each big spring seems finer

and more beautiful than the last one."

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 123)

30-31 July, 3-4 August. Moran sketches

and dates Beryl Spring; then two views of

Moran Point, Yellowstone Canyon; Turreted

Peaks in Yellowstone Canyon; Upper Fall;

and Looking over the Lower Falls; then

Cinnabar Mountain; then Yellowstone

Badlands; Badlands of the Yellowstone;

Yellowstone River near Rosebud; Badland

near Boice; and Badlands of the Dakota

(NMAA; Cooper-Hewitt; Gilcrease).

19 August. EH Star reports opening of

Maidstone Club on 13 August, its walls
decorated with pictures loaned for the

occasion, including several etchings by

Mary Nimmo Moran.

August. Moran paints Grand Canyon of

the Colorado in Arizona, giving copyright

to Santa Fe Railroad "in consideration of

paying expenses 6c transportation from

N. York to the Canon <3c back of myself

& Paul." (GA ledger)

October. Moran repairs Mountain of the

Holy Cross in his studio for Dr. Bell of

Colorado. (GA ledger)
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8 October. Boston Transcript mentions

Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic
Association exhibition: "There is much
to admire in Mr. Moran's picture of
Venice, in the manner of Turner."

8 and 23 October. NY Herald re views

Columbian art exhibition at NAD (through

22 Oct.) that includes "Thomas Moran's

fantastic and colorful Dream of the Orient

(No. 114)... The Mountain of the Holy

Cross, Colorado (No. 101, owned by Dr.

Bell), and A Northeast Gale at East Hamp-

ton (No. 186)."

28 October. EH Star. "Mr. Paul Moran

has returned to the city for the winter.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moran have been

on a pleasure trip to Baltimore."

28 October. EH Star. "We dropped into

Mr. Thomas Moran's studio on Thursday

afternoon [2/th] and found the artist at

work upon the large painting of the Grand

Canon of the Yellowstone. The picture is
fourteen feet long and eight feet high, and

to give a description of it in cold type is

next to impossible. The banks of the canon

are composed of ledges, peaks and bowlders

[sic] of volcanic origin, presenting colors

varying from a snowy white to a bright

red, and representing curious growths of

countless centuries. The coloring is grand,

and it is upon such a subject that Mr.

Moran finds himself right at home. He

expects to have this picture together with

more of his best works upon exhibition

at the World's Fair."

4 November. EH Star. "Mr. Thomas Moran

and family will leave town in a few days

for their winter residence in New York."

2i November-17 December. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits Napeague Beach,

L.I., and Moonrise—East Hampton Beach,

L.I. (cat. nos. 201, 366).

27 November. Colorado Sun quotes the

prospectus of the Denver Art League:

"The league... aspires, in the near future,

to the establishment and maintenance of

a permanent museum of art, which shall

possess a suitable building and afford an

opportunity for the collection and preser-
vation and extension of the arts of design."
In order to raise funds, the league will

hold exhibitions, the next of which will be

works by Moran, including about "250 oil

paintings, water colors and engravings,

among them a magnificent painting, 8 x 14,

taken from a recent sketch in the Yellow-

stone country and intended for the World's

fair. It will be here shown for the first time,

with many other productions fresh from

the easel of the same eminent artist."

28 November. Denver Republican: "To

almost everyone who has traveled in the

great West, and through the [railroad]

car window or from the mountain trail,

had the sublime panorama of its scenery

unrolled before his eyes, the name of

Thomas Moran, the artist, is familiar.

Perhaps no American artist is more

widely known, for his work has not been

confined to the galleries. Reproductions
of many of his greatest works have en-

riched the monthly magazines, the guide

books, folders and general literature of

travel in the West.

That the largest collection of his

works ever shown should be exhibited in
Denver seems peculiarly fitting, as it was

in Colorado that he found the material

for some of his greatest work, and that the

Denver Art league will give, not only its

members but the general public, the oppor-
tunity of viewing so important a collection

is promise that much good may be expected

from that organization, if it receives a
little of the encouragement it deserves."

i December. NY Herald: "Thomas Moran,

N.A., displayed yesterday at his studio his

recently painted and huge painting of'The

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone,' which

he will exhibit first at Denver and then at

the World's Fair. The... canvas is a fore-

noon effect, with spray rising from the falls,

and is handled with great artistic skill and

realism. Twenty years ago Mr. Moran

exhibited a somewhat smaller picture of

the same subject and from the same point

of view, but with an afternoon effect. This

is now in the Capitol at Washington."

3 December. NY Post: "Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas Moran invited friends to their
studio last Wednesday afternoon 'to a view
of the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone,'

a large canvas even for Mr. Moran, giving

a comprehensive view of that marvelous

spot from an imaginary point of view."

Mid-December. Unidentified newspaper

reports on Moran exhibition in Denver:

"The hanging committee, consisting of

Messrs. W.H.Jackson, S. Richards, Robert

Long... hopes to be through with its work

by Saturday." (EHL scrapbook)

18 December. Denver Rocky Mt. News:

"Last evening at the Hayden 8c Dickinson

building... a private full dress reception

was given by the members of the Denver

Art League, signalizing the opening of

the display of the works of Thomas Moran.

It was a very brilliant affair and largely

attended The pictures were well hung

in the spacious room allotted to them,
affording ample distance for view

The exhibition is well arranged for
study, commencing in black and whites

upon the first wall of the long side wall at

the entrance, merging gradually into color

works at the further end, until one arrives

at the last compartment, where stands the

colossal canvas 'Grand Canon of the Yel-

lowstone.'The collection numbers over

260 pieces, a full list of which has been

previously published."
Article goes on to mention etchings;

wood engravings and photographic repro-

ductions from original drawings, sketches,
and paintings; preparatory sketches and

lithographs; india ink drawings to illus-
trate Hiawatha; twelve color reproduc-

tions of the Yellowstone Park watercolors;

and finally a series of watercolor paint-

ings. It concludes: "There are few men in

America who can show such a versatility

of talent. This man has explored almost

every material and method in his art, with

an endless variety of subjects. Having vis-

ited different lands, always in search of

the beautiful. While Mr. Moran has a

poetic temperament and shows a poetic

feeling all through his work, he is always

faithful to nature in great things."
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Ch roño logy 1892—1894

22, 25 December. Denver Rocky Mt. News

publishes long admiring articles on

Moran's etchings and other works in black

and white.

• 1893 *

2 January. Denver Rocky Mt. News:

"Thomas Moran, the artist, arrived in the

city from New York yesterday and estab-

lished himself for a week's vacation

After six months of continuous work in

the studio, Mr. Moran accepted the urgent

invitation of Denver friends to visit the city

while his paintings are on exhibition

A reception will be tendered Mr. Moran at

the rooms of the Art League 'I know

of nothing new in art circles,' remarked
the noted painter, in reply to an inquiry,

'except it be the apathy or antagonism

American artists in relation to the art

exhibit at the world's fair.'" Article dis-

cusses at length a controversy surrounding

the jury's selection of paintings for the

upcoming World's Fair, in which partiality

for European works of art is alleged by

American artists. "'If Americans had a fair

chance for competition,' said Mr. Moran,

'I am satisfied the works of our own coun-

try would compare favorably with those

of any country of the world.'... Moran's

picture of the Yellowstone canon and the

wonderful painting of the icebergs in the

Atlantic, now on exhibition in this city,
will be on exhibition at the world's fair. The

'Yellowstone Canon' Mr. Moran regards as

the greatest work he has ever completed."

3, 8 January. Moran sketches and dates

Pike's Peak from the Bluffs East of Colorado

Springs', then two sketches inscribed Lizard

Head (Gilcrease; Cooper-Hewitt). (Morand

1996,79)

8 January. Denver Rocky Mt. News reports

on Denver Art League's well-attended

reception in honor of Moran. Also runs a

letter to the editor: "As a governing mem-

ber of the Denver Art League... I should

like to know why the excellent collection

of paintings of Thomas Moran is closed

to the public on Sundays — The Art

league managers have done a good work

in bringing this superb collection of pic-
tures to this city and have spared neither

time nor expense in doing so. Just why

they should prevent a large number of citi-

zens of Denver from seeing this collection

by closing its doors upon the only day in

the week when the breadwinners of Den-

ver could make it possible to see the exhi-

bition is most extraordinary and beyond

comprehension This is the best exhibi-

tion ever made in Denver, and for study

and instruction far and away better than

most exhibitions which have ever come to

the Western country, and its like may not

come to us again soon."

Announcement in same issue of

paper: "[The Moran] exhibition, which

includes the well known pictures 'The

Mount of the Holy Cross,' 'The Grand

Canon of the Yellowstone' and 'Spectres

from the North' together with 260 others,

will be open on Sunday from 2 o'clock till

9. Admission 25 cents."

Extensive review of exhibition

explores Moran's methods and styles;

"astonishing" variety of subjects; use of

blue or gray paper to affect images of sky

and water, or warmer-toned paper for rep-

resentations of sunlit scenes and arid land-

scapes. The review praises a "highly fin-

ished" Venetian picture as being "almost

photographically true" yet admires "merest

sketches" and "suggestive notes" as having

"quite as much importance," continuing
"Few artists would consent to make public

their inside workings and methods of stor-
ing information for future work." With

respect to Yellowstone watercolor sketches,

whose unusual colors may "cause a major-

ity of visitors who have never seen this

region to doubt their fidelity to nature,"

the review defends Moran: "These sub-

jects were never made with the intention

of exhibiting them. They were made solely

as his private truthful records of the scenes

which he visited and as such were laid

aside with numberless others for future

reference at any time he might need them.

It is not likely that he would have written

in his own records things which were not

true, or calculated to deceive only him-

self." In contrast to Europeans, the aver-

age American seems to deem it "his duty,

first and last, to pick some flaw or fault

instead of seeking for the beautiful. If he

is fortunate enough to find anything which

he does not understand he proceeds imme-

diately in the broadest terms to 'roast the

artist.'"This article calls on Colorado audi-

ences to view Moran's watercolors in light

of their experience of seeing the moun-

tains, canyons, and related subjects "on a

cold gloomy day" as well as "under the

glow and glimmer of sunset [where] they

become strange weird dreams of color,

exceeding any and all resources of the

artist's pallet."

15 January. Denver Rocky Mt. News: "The

Moran exhibition, which was brought

here under the auspices of the Denver Art

league, will probably end at the close of

the coming week unless the attendance

should warrant the league in extending
[it] this exhibition is intended for the

world's fair and must be delivered in

Chicago within a prescribed time

Mr. Moran was again in the city on

Thursday [12 Jan.], after having made a

student trip into the mountains with his

old friend, Mr. William H.Jackson, in a

special car provided by the president of

the Rio Grande Southern road to select

the most picturesque points en route,

which will appear later in a special card of

this company for circulation in Europe,

setting forth the beauties of the natural
scenery... to the intending visitors to the

world's fair.
Attendance at the Moran exhibition

has not been equal to expectations and

the Art league managers are sadly disap-

pointed. Having procured the choicest

and latest of the famous artist's produc-

tions, the league certainly deserved more

consideration from the public. Last week

the average attendance was less than sev-

enty-five daily, whereas the actual expenses

can only be met by trebling that number.

As this is the last week, it is hoped that

the lovers of art will testify their apprecia-

tion by attending in large numbers."

2i January. Denver Rocky Mt. News: "A

dispatch was received from the artist,

Thomas Moran, last evening, granting to
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the Denver Art league the privilege of
continuing the exhibition another week.

Messrs. Hayden, Dickinson and Feld-
hauser, the owners of the building at Six-

teenth and California, promptly extended

the use of the room for another week
without charge. The collection is attract-

ing general attention from art lovers, and

it is expected that next week's attendance
will be the largest of any week since the

doors were thrown open."

22 January. Denver Rocky Mt. News:

"Thomas Moran... exhibition will close

on Monday, the 2jd... when the 'Grand

Canon of the Yellowstone,' 'The Spectres

of the North' and 'The Lotus Eaters'

will go to the world's fair at Chicago."

25 February. Boston Transcript'. "New York

Artists in a Ferment About the World's

Fair Exhibit Here for the moment

the dispute rests. The latest word of the

indigenous, speaking through the mouth

of Mr. Thomas Moran, declares that the

exhibit from New York at the Fair 'will
show American imitation of French art—

that is all.'"

26 March. Moran writes Richard Watson

Gilder regarding an article he is preparing

for Century Magazine, saying he will get

to it as soon as he can, but "I am worked

night &c day to fulfill work I have con-

tracted to do by a certain time." (NYPL, mss)

27 March -13 May. NAD annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone and Showery Day in Venice

(nOS. 222, 324). (Naylor 1973, 655)

31 March. EH Star: "Thomas Moran

will send his large picture of Yellowstone

canon to the world's fair, after all."

Spring. Annual Exposition in St. Louis.

Moran's Vera Cruz (cat. no. 174), lent by

Thomas B. Clarke of New York.

April, May, June. Frances M. Benson in

Quarterly Illustrated: "There are sixteen

members of [the Moran family] who are

marine, landscape, animal, portrait, and

genre painters, etchers, and illustrators,

and an even dozen of these are so near the

head of their class that they are known
as the 'Twelve Apostles.'... Thomas

Moran is the landscape painter of the

family, and he is the hardest-working one

of the lot. Although not of robust build,

his endurance is marvelous, and he may

frequently be found in his studio from early

morning until midnight. There is not a

process of photography, lithographing,

or etching, but he is familiar with it —

For his mastery of the processes, and his

exact knowledge of cause and effect in

nature, Thomas Moran has been dubbed

the 'scientist-artist,' and his pictures of the

Yellowstone are almost authoritative on

rock formations and waterways... Thomas

and Mary Nimmo are perhaps the most

noted couple of the family In obedience

to the parental wish, Paul went about the

world searching for an education and a

vocation, but finally returned with the con-

viction that he would rather be a poverty-

stricken artist, if need be, than make money

in any other profession, and now father

and son are working side by side. Paul is

essentially a painter of American subjects,

believing there is ample opportunity for

the native brush in the varying types of
different sections.

What one has to consider in review-

ing the achievements of this remarkable

family of artists is not so much the vast-

ness of its collective genius as the unceas-
ing industry and enormous production

of its individual members They are a

rare company, are these Morans, and what
they have done in the past, as well as what

they are likely to do in time to come, will
at least be individual, if not wholly remark-
able. But what commendation could be

greater?" (Benson 1893, 66-84)

i May. World's Columbian Exposition

opens in Chicago. Moran exhibits Grand

Canyon of the Yellowstone and Icebergs in

Mid-Atlantic [Spectres from the North]

(World's Columbian Exposition rev. cat.

nos. 1016,1162). Mary Nimmo Moran

exhibits 12 etchings and is awarded a

medal and a diploma. Edward, Leon, and

Peter and his wife Emily also exhibit.

5 May. EH Star: "Mrs. Thomas Moran

arrived at the studio on Tuesday [2nd]."

i June. Moran sketches and dates Sand

Hills back of East Hampton (Gilcrease).

18 June. Moran to Gilder, following return

from May trip to Baltimore, about article

for Century Magazine: "I have now sub-

stantially finished it & will send it to you

within three days at farthest." (NYPL, mss)

23 June. EH Star lists Moran among those

now occupying their summer residences

in East Hampton.

20 September. Moran sketches and dates

East Hampton (Gilcrease).

4 December-18 January 1894. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits Great Blue

Spring, Yellowstone Park\ Venice\ Autumn,

Long Island (cat. nos. no, 191, 262) and

serves on the council, jury of selection, and

committees on catalogue and decoration.

• 1894»

January. Century Magazine publishes

"Journey to the Devil's Tower in Wyoming

(Artists' Adventures)," written and illus-

trated by Moran, an account of his trip to

Yellowstone, the Tetons, and Big Horn

Mts. with W. H. Jackson in 1892.

1 February. Gill exhibition opens in

Springfield, MA. Moran exhibits Bridge

of Sighs.

2 February. Boston Transcript: "The Gill
exhibition... is the one art event of the

year in that part of the State, and it has

become an event of consequence to the

artists who exhibit there, because of the

impressive list of sales, which is duly pub-

lished each winter at the close of the exhi-

bition. The exhibition this winter con-

tains, among other things, paintings by...

Thomas Moran."

5 February-3 March. Annual AWCS

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits Cliffs

of Green River, Wyoming', Effect of Mirage,
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Chrono logy 189 4 - i8ç 6

Thomas Moran, 1897,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Bad Lands, Wyoming; Mountain of the Holy

Cross, Colorado; Santa Maria, Venice; Sunset,

Long Island Sound; Tower Creek. Yellow-

stone Park; and Passage in Venice (cat. nos.

61, 65-67,165, 603, 605).

i March. The Collector: "For upwards of

twenty years a familiar visitor to the studios

of New York artists has been Mr. James

D. Gill... originally... a bookseller and

stationer dealing incidentally in prints and

other artistic objects.... But he was more

than a mere tradesman. He had a natural

love for pictures himself, and a good judg-

ment of their merits He appreciated

the fact that Springfield was a rich city in

pretty much everything but the treasures

of art, and the inspiration came upon him

to supply the deficiency His catalogue

enumerates one hundred and twenty-

seven pictures, and these include examples
of some of the best brushes in America.

Such notable painters as... Thomas

Moran... are worthily represented."

April. Moran gives Passage Way in Venice

to Salmagundi Club. (GA ledger)

i April-ii May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Golden Gate, Yellowstone

Park; Sunrise after a Storm; and Morning in

Venice (nos. 169, 292, 350). (Naylor 1973, 655)

3 April-6 May. Annual watercolor exhibi-
tion by American artists at AIC. Moran

exhibits Tower Creek, Yellowstone Park

(no. 138). (Falk i99oa, 631)

7 April. The Critic, 244, reviews NAD

exhibition: "Thomas Moran a 'Sunrise

after a Storm,' in which [color] values are

ignored... is beautifully composed."

27 April. EH Star. "Miss Ruth Moran

arrived at her father's studio on Wednes-

day, and is preparing the house for occu-

pancy by the rest of the family soon."

4 May. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, the

famous painter, and family arrived in town

for the summer on Monday [30 Apr.]."

25 May. EH Star. "The brothers Moran

contributed greatly to the success of all

the affairs at this place last year, and will

of course, again."

8 June. EH Star lists Moran among cot-

tage owners in residence.

10 December-5 January. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits Sunrise in

Mist—East Hampton; Venice; and Grand

Canyon of the Yellowstone (cat. nos. 122,

282, 287), and serves on council and com-

mittee on catalogue and decorations. Mary

Nimmo Moran exhibits two works.

• 1895 •

4 February-2 March. Annual AWCS

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits Santa

Maria de lia Salute, Venice; Old Tower of

Tor cello, Venice; and Icebergs in Mid-Atlantic

(cat. nos. 411, 454, 479).

29 March. NY Post previews NAD exhi-

bition: "Upwards of 500 paintings have

been hung with such judgment as the

limited space and limited 'rights' of mem-

bers permitted to the hanging commit-

tee, Messrs. Vinton, Low, and Inness

places of honor are occupied by marines by

William T. Richards and Thomas Moran."

i April-ii May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Sunset over the Grand

Canal, Venice; Gala Day in Venice; and

Morning in Venice (nos. 35, 283, 350). (NY

Post, 29 Mar.; Naylor 1973, 655)

27 April. NY Post "The exhibition of paint-

ings now at the Lotos Club... [included]

some marines by Edward and Thomas

Moran [among] the list of better things —

the entire display is made by artist mem-

bers of the club."

4 May. NY Post reports on at NAD, includ-

ing Moran's Sunset over the Grand Canal,

Venice, for $450.

17 May. EH Star announces Moran's elec-

tion as a member of the Council at NAD

and also a member of the jury of selections.

14 June. EH Star lists Moran among

East Hampton summer residents who

will occupy their own cottages during
the season.

16 August. EH Star. "The most impor-

tant social event among East Hampton's
summer residents this season was the

wedding, at St. Luke's chapel, on Thurs-

day, Aug. 15, of Miss Mary Scott Moran,

eldest daughter of Thomas Moran,

N. A., the distinguished painter of land-

scapes, to Mr. Wirt DeVivier Tassin,

of Washington, D.C."

i November. EH Star. "Mr. Thomas

Moran, the artist, left town with his

family yesterday for New York."

ii November. E. S. Brooke writes to PAFA

proposing to enter at the forthcoming

Academy exhibition eight reproductions
of pen drawings made by Moran to illus-

trate Lloyd Mifflin's poem "The Hills"

and ten reproductions of wash drawings

made by Moran to illustrate a volume of

sonnets by Mifflin: "There will be 18 in
the series.... these drawings will be found

most attractive in the Black and White

Department.... They will be exhibited,

later, in New York." On 5 Dec. Brooks

writes that Mifflin will send 18 drawings.

(Letters, PAFA archives)

22 November. EH Star. "Mr. Thomas
Moran, N.A., one of our summer resi-

dents, was recently elected president of
the Salmagundi Club of New York. The
club is composed of artists and literary

men of the highest rank."

20 December. EH Star. "Among the

notable pictures which have been exhib-

ited in New York recently, previous to

being seen at the Academy and other

leading exhibitions of the year, are a group

of characteristic canvasses by Thomas

Moran. Several East Hampton land-

scapes, with their quiet pools, luxuriant

foliage and distant windmills, form a

pleasing contrast to the brilliantly colored

scenes of Colorado canons and Venetians

palaces. All of Moran's pictures are char-

acterized by brilliant technical qualities
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and a wealth of color which make them

notable in any collection. Among the

paintings exhibited by Mr. Moran were

some Montauk pictures."

23 December-ii January 1896. NAD

autumn exhibition. Moran exhibits June—

East Hampton; Fort Pond Bay, Montauk;

Three Tetons, Idaho (cat. nos. 56,148, 227),
and serves on council, jury of selection,

and committee on catalogue and decora-
tions. Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits

one work.

23 December-22 February 1896. PAFA
annual exhibition includes pen and ink
drawings by Moran: Autumn Strews Sod;

Fields of Frozen Sleet; November: Dull and

Sere; A Thousand Sheaves of Golden Grain;

High upon Some Cloudy Crest; And Rest

Them on My Paradise; Spring Comes Back

in All Her Green; and Though in the Laurel

Underbrush (nos. 558-565) — illustrations

for "The Hills" by Lloyd Mifflin. (Falk

1989,342)

27 December. EH Star describes paintings

in NAD autumn exhibition: "Three bril-

liant landscapes by Thomas Moran, one
called 'June in East Hampton,' one a scene

in the mountains of Idaho, and the other

a view of Fort Pond bay, Montauk. The

last named is a view over the waters of the

harbor from the eastern side. The view is

taken looking westward and shows the

highlands of North Neck in the foreground

with the bay and pond and the beach in

the middle distance, with Hither woods

and a glimpse of Gardiner's Island in the

background."

• 1896 •

22 January. NY Post announces upcoming

NAD exhibition, with Moran on the

selection jury.

31 January. NY Post previews AWCS

exhibition, with its "many ambitious works
and examples of the pictures of leading

watercolorists"; Moran's Venice, from San

Giorgio (no. 140) is described as "bright

with color."

3-29 February. Annual AWCS exhibi-

tion at NAD. Moran exhibits Morning

in Chioggia, Venice; Shrine of the Lagoon,

Venice; and Venice from San Giorgio (cat.

nos. lo, 6o, 140).

30 March-16 May. NAD annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Cliffs of Green River,

Wyoming; Tetón Range; and Venice from

San Giorgio (nos. 257, 311, 391). (NYPost,

22 Jan.; Naylor 1973, 655)

i May. EH Star: "Thomas Moran arrived

at his studio in this village yesterday."

29 June. Moran sketches and dates

Montauk (Gilcrease).

23 August. EH Star writes that Moran

hosted a reading by Richard Watson

Gilder, editor of the Century Magazine,

at his studio on 17 Mar., with about 80

people present.

2 October. EH Star: "Stepping into the

picturesque studio of Mr. Thomas Moran
on Wednesday morning, the Star reporter
found Mr. Moran busy upon his pictures.

Standing upon an easel was a handsome

painting which Mr. Moran had finished

the day before. The subject is from the

story of the Arabian Nights.'... The rich

coloring and delicate tones which one sees

and the innumerable suggestions of things

one doesn't see in the painting fascinate

the beholder and make of it a picture

which one could live with for all time.

Another beautiful painting was

from the upper Colorado, Wyoming, and

another, Lake Como, Northern Italy, was

very pretty, giving one a clear conception

of the rare beauty of those superb lakes of

upper Italy.

A striking, and yet impressive picture

among the group was a large painting from

the biblical study of Rispah [sic], showing

the bereaved woman watching over the

dead bodies of her seven sons.

A painting of local interest was one

of Montauk, taken from the northeast

coast, between Shagwanac and the point.
This is a very large painting, and like

Montauk itself has a beauty about its col-

oring and composition that is all its own.

Mr. Moran says he has been hard at

work all summer, and during the past five

months spent in his East Hampton studio,
has done the very best work of his life.

And, indeed, from the standpoint of the

lay spectator, it seemed to the reporter

impossible that human hands could make

more beautiful pictures."

16 October. EH Star: "Artist Thomas

Moran and family left town yesterday."

23 November-19 December. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits City of Queen

Marjaneh (from the ''Arabian Nights");

Rizpah; and Fourth Voyage ofSinbadthe

Sailor (from the "Arabian Nights") (cat.

nos. 144,150, 242).

24 November. NY Post reviews NAD

autumn exhibition: "[There] is a land-

scape by Mr. Moran, called 'Rispah' [sic]

(no. 150), that shows force and skill."
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• 1897 *

14-16 January. At ULC of NY exhibition

of paintings by American artists, Moran

exhibits Venice from the Giudecca (cat.

no. 23).

1-27 February. Annual AWCS exhibition

at NAD. Moran exhibits Outskirts of Venice;

Low Tide, Venice; Venice from the Gtudecca;

Chioggia, Venice; Cliffs of the Upper Colorado,

Wyoming; Rocs Egg (from the "Arabian

Nights''); Sunset in Venice; Santa Maria

della Salute; and Shrine in the Lagoon,

Venice (cat. nos. 58,102,126,163,168, 405,

419, 423, 427).

8 February. Moran one-man exhibition

opens at C. W. Kraushaar Galleries,

NY. Catalogue includes original verses

by Edith M. Thomas.

13 February. NY Post reviews Moran

exhibition at Kraushaar: "Twenty-five can-

vases ... give a pretty fair impression of

his abilities as a painter. In subject they

range from Florida to Venice, and from
Wyoming to Montauk Point. But it is

impossible to mistake the familiar touch

and scheme of color, be the pretext what

it may."

Mid-February. NY Sun reviews Moran

exhibition: "The pictures well exemplify
Mr. Moran's characteristic methods, well-
balanced composition, and effective con-

trasts of light and shade, in the Venetian

scenes particularly, rich and varied color

being the most striking elements. After
Rain'... [is] one of the canvases in which

a sober color scheme is well carried out in

the gray and black of wind-driven clouds

and the dull yellow of the seashore, while

'The Bride of the Adriatic'... is one of the

most brilliant and unified... [and] 'Mon-

tauk' ... is a large landscape showing

a flat valley with a strongly handled sky."

(Undated clipping, EHL scrapbook)

17 February. NYT reviews Moran exhibi-
tion: "A virile draftsman, a rich colorist,

and a painter of unusual poetic thought

and feeling, his work is known to all art

lovers in America for its strength and

individuality. He has been called 'an artist

spoiled by too much study of Turner,' a

criticism which has always seemed rather

paradoxical, for it is difficult to conceive

how the influence of the great English

master could spoil any painter. If Thomas

Moran sees Venice and even the majestic

scenery of our far West as Turner might

have seen them, the visions which he tran-

scribes are none the less strong or entranc-

ing on this account But there are in

the present exhibition... other canvases

which do not deserve the criticism above

alluded to. Autumn on Long Island,' with

its fine sweep of wind and sky, its clear

atmosphere and rich deep color; 'Castle

Lonely,' with its splendid flaming, sunset

sky, and its strong poetic conception; 'Mon-

tauk,' with its superb distance and atmos-

phere, and 'June at Easthampton,' with its

rich greens, are the work of an original,

forceful painter."

20 February. The Critic reviews Moran

exhibition: "The pictures... comprise a

fair share of the artist's most interesting

work. Four Venetian views are especially

rich in color, high in key and satisfactory

in composition.... The Yellowstone Val-

ley and the colored cliffs of Arizona fur-

nish subjects for several pictures, and,

imaginatively treated, an impressive land-

scape setting for figures, such as that of
Rizpah, and architectural fantasies from
the Arabian Nights.'The artist is at his

best when his imagination is moved, as

in these cases, by something weird or

wonderful in his subject; but even of such
homely bits of nature as are to be found
on Long Island he makes something out

of the common."

13 March. NY Post: "A collection of mod-

ern paintings in oil and water color to be

sold by order of Mr. Charles Knapp, execu-

tor, together with additions from two pri-

vate galleries, is now on exhibition at the

Fifth Avenue Galleries A landscape by

George Inness... is one of the curiosities

on display, and a 'Slave Hunt, Dismal

Swamp,' by Thomas Moran, is not far

behind it." (Executor's sale cat., 16 Mar.)

Spring. Annual Exposition in St. Louis.

Moran exhibits City of Queen Marjaneb

(from the "Arabian Nights" (cat. no. 349).

5 April-15 May NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Sansovino in Venice—154®',

Solitude; and Montauk (nos. 121, 305, 402).

Mary Nimmo Moran exhibits one work.

(NYPost, 15 Jan.; Naylor 1973, 655)

25 October. Moran's early mentor John

Sartain dies in Philadelphia at age 89.

(The Critic, 30 Oct.)

30 October. Lucy Cleveland in NY Post:

"Thomas Moran has... a studio where he

is spreading the sun-mosaic from Fairy-

land with his brushes dipped in dreams

You stand in delightful wonder at first as

you look and catch the... butterfly's view

of the room in which are gathered

together in artistic confusion and charm

relics from rambles... in every part of this

variform world... Across that dark wood-

carven gallery above are thrown the gor-

geous vestments, now dulled,... of prelates

of Brittany, ecclesiastical fragments from

Hungary, fragrant moth-eaten robes from

old Rome Suspended... swing bulbous

bronze delights of mosque and seraglio

lamps... deep-hued lustrous as the eyes of

a Sultan's favorite, or the jeweled splen-

dors of her little sandalled feet. Here are
rugs from Persia and Afghanistan... here
is an Egyptian rug with the coat of
arms... of the Pharaoh—the winged disc

of the sun — There are on the easel four
pictures from distinct Fairyland. No other

of our artists is attempting these things.
... Bluebeard's Castle... Sinbad the

Sailor's Land These fairy pictures that

open to you the lands of the ideal give

one new courageous hope that the cult of

realism is passing."

5 November. EH Star: "Thomas Moran, the

artist, closed his studio here on Monday

and with his family departed for the city."

12 November. NY Post previews NAD

exhibition: "The adjoining east gallery is

rendered attractive by such works as...

Thomas Moran's A Feudal Tower.'"
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Mary Nimmo Moran, 1899,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

15 November -18 December. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits Feudal Tower;

Santa Maria and the Ducal Palace, Venice',

and Moonrise, Chioggia, Venice (cat. nos.

171,184, 264).

• 1898.
13 -15 January. ULC of NY loan exhibition

of paintings by American artists. Moran

exhibits Feudal Tower (cat. no. 32).

2i January- 26 February. Annual AWCS

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits In the

Sierra Nevada] Yellowstone Range, National

Park, Wyoming^ and In the Big Horn Moun-

tains (cat. nos. 14, 68, 281).

28 March-14 May. NAD annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Tetón Range, Idaho',

Story of the Third Sheik (from the "Arabian

Nights"); and Sunset (nos. m, 177, 282).

(Naylor 1973, 656)

3 June. EH Star lists Moran among cot-

tage owners who will occupy their own

residences during the summer.

19 August. EH Star: "Among the artists

now in East Hampton are... Thomas

Moran and Paul N. Moran."

5 August, 9 September. EH Star reports

that troops have been removed from San-

tiago to Montauk because of yellow fever

and that "some ladies of East Hampton

have opened a small hospital for the care

of sick soldiers from Montauk."

23 September. EH Star notes that Mary

Nimmo Moran donated sheets and flan-

nel bands to the Relief Corps Hospital in

East Hampton.

7 October. EH Star notes that Mary

Nimmo Moran and her daughter Ruth

donate food "delicacies" once a week to

the East Hampton Relief Corp.

28 October. EH Star lists Ruth Moran as

a member of the Red Cross Society.

7 November-3 December. NAD autumn

exhibition. Moran exhibits "Childe Roland

to the Dark Tower Came"', Dream of Venice',

and Venice from the Lagoon (cat. nos. 210,

222, 226).

15 November. EH Star, reviewing NAD

exhibition, notes that Moran's Long Island

Landscape, is included.

• 1899 •

13 February-ii March. Annual AWCS

exhibition at NAD. Moran exhibits Santa

Maria and Ducal Palace, Venice: Chioggia,' oo J

Venice', and Sunset, Venice (cat. nos. 197,

299,359).

24 February. EH Star. "At the great picture

sale last week at Chickering Hall, New

York, when Thomas B. Clarke's collection

of American paintings [was] sold, many

artists well known in East Hampton were

represented. The sale was the largest of its

kind ever held in this country, the prices

paid during the four nights' auction being

$234,495. In the list we noticed the follow-

ing pictures which have a local interest:...

Thomas Moran's 'Vera Cruz' was bought

by C.M. Pratt for $725."

3 April-13 May. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Stream in the Tetón Range,

Idaho', Venetian Fiesta', and Mountain

ofLodestone (from the "Arabian Nights")

(nos. 159, 187, 195). (Naylor 1973, 656)

i2 May EH Star. "Thomas Moran, the

landscape painter, and Mrs. Moran

arrived at their studio yesterday."
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Thomas Moran in Yellow-

stone, 1900, courtesy East

Hampton Library.

14 May. For NYTMagazine Charles de

Kay writes article about East Hampton

that includes two pictures of Moran's

studio: "The first artist to take root in

East Hampton was Thomas Moran,

whose pretty cottage studio looks from

out its honeysuckle hedges across the old

village pond, where the first settlers laid

out their farms and established their

graveyard. The painter of Venice, of Scot-

tish moors and the Yellowstone found the

even temperature and quiet landscapes

of East Hampton just the kind he wanted,

and his wife, Mrs. Nimmo Moran, has

found in the surrounding fields, lakes,

and beaches capital subjects for the art

of which she has a mastery—the art of

etching. With their son, who is also a

painter, the Moran family forms a trio of

artists that by this time has become one

of the noteworthy points of the town."

(Repr. EH Star, 19 May)

2i July. EH Star notes about the Village

Fair: "Among other things of particular

interest we noticed an etching, 'Meadow

Grasses,' by M. Nimmo Moran, and

another etching by Thomas Moran,

entitled, A Road Near the Sea, East

Hampton.'"

ii August. EH Star lists Moran among

cottage owners in residence.

25 September. Mary Nimmo Moran dies
from "enterocolitis" at age 57. She became
ill caring for her daughter Ruth. (Death

record, town clerk's office, East Hampton)

29 September. EH Star, In a memorial

article: "East Hampton has sustained a

sad and irreparable loss in the death of

Mrs. Moran. Intimately associated with

East Hampton scenes and East Hampton

people for the past twenty years, in art, in

society, and in her home life, Mrs. Moran

has endeared herself to the hearts of all

classes of our people She was... laid to

rest in the South Burying-ground, oppo-

site the old wind-mill that has so often

been a feature in her paintings and etch-

ings. She loved East Hampton and all

that was associated with this village."

29 September. EH Star: "Miss Ruth

Moran, daughter of Thomas Moran,

who has been seriously ill for several

weeks, is convalescing."

13 October. EH Star: "Thomas Moran will

close his studio and return to the city on

Monday next [loth]."

12 November. Moran moves to Mrs. Stimp-

son's Boarding House, 84 Irving Place,

NY, making a dated inventory "of all the

pictures and other material of value, in my

studio, 37 West 22nd Street, at this date...

and also the pictures that belong to me
on loan at other places." (GA ledger)

22 December. EH Star: "The will of Mrs.

Mary N. Moran, late of East Hampton,

has been probated by Surrogate Petty.

Mrs. Moran was the wife of Thomas

Moran, the artist. The house and contents
on Main street, East Hampton, are given

to Ruth B. Moran, at whose death the

property is to go to Mr. Moran, and if he

is not living then to his heirs. All residue

is given to husband, Thomas Moran.

The will is dated March 20,1898. The

executors are Dr. Edward Osborne and

Mrs. Phoebe H. Osborne, of East Hamp-

ton. The petition gives the personal

estate at $1,500 and the real property is

valued at $1,800."

• 1900 •

i-27 January. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Téton Range, Idaho; Cliff

Dwellers, Arizona', and Pearl of Venice (nos.

66, 98, 115). (Naylor 1973, 656)

13 January. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Venice and Munroes Cottage at

East Hampton. (ÇA, AAA)

i February. Annual AWC S exhibition at

NAD. Moran exhibits Venice from San

Giorgio', Cliffs of Green River, Wyoming',

and Venice (cat. nos. 14,105,161).

3 March, 7 April, 5 May, 3 June. At Cen-

tury Club Moran exhibits Long Island

Landscape, Montauk (watercolor), and
Rocky Mountain Stream; then Ulysses and

the Sirens', then Venice; Fort Pond Bay, Mon-

tauk; Long Island Landscape; Mountain

Stream, Idaho; and Rock Towers of the Rio

Virgin, S. Utah; then Solitude. (CA, AAA)

Summer. Thomas and Ruth Moran travel

west, visiting Shoshone Falls on the Snake

River, Blue Lakes in Idaho, and Yellow-

stone—Moran's last trip to the park. (Salt

Lake City Daily Tribune, undated article in EHL

scrapbook; Morand 1996, 81; Ruth Moran letter,

19 Feb. 1931, Fryxell, UW)

9 June. Salt Lake City Daily Tribune inter-

views Moran: "'You may quote me as say-

ing anything complimentary about Utah
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Edward Moran, photo-

graph by Napoleon Sarony,

New York, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

scenery It is unquestionably the great-
est in the United States, and, in my estima-
tion, Europe has no scenery that is really
comparable with the American. Take the
Swiss as an illustration of European scenery.
It is what you might call very decent and
well-behaved. Its lines are convincing and
proper, as though built according to pre-
arranged and well-proportioned design. It
is rather on the order of grace and symme-
try. You know from seeing one just what
to expect in another, but the American—
the Utah scenery, for instance—is ruggedly
grand, inspiring, impressive. It is heaped
up, massed up, and often in a profusion
of irregularities, tempestuous combina-
tions and stupendous effects that fairly
daze the beholder, leaving him to wonder
and admire by the hour.'...

On being asked as to his mode of
traveling and working, the artist said he
never carried an easel or any oil colors.
These were left at home in the studio. All
he was encumbered with was a good-sized
portfolio for his paper and sketches, while
for coloring he used water color. The rest
of his equipment was the same as that
of any other tourist on camping out. The
artist said he had slept many a night in the
open air without a tent, and had tramped
many a hundred miles. But he could not
do that now as much as formerly, as he was
63 years old. 'In working,' he said, 'I use
my memory. This I have trained from
youth up, so that while sketching and col-
oring, I impress indelibly upon my mem-
ory the features of the landscape and the
combinations of coloring, so that when
back in my studio the water color will
recall vividly all the striking peculiarities
of the scenes visited.'

The artist then remarked: 'While
there are many American painters of Amer-
ican scenery, a majority of them secured
their instruction in Europe and imbibed
the spirit of the old masters. Now art is
nature viewed through the temperament,
and these foreign-instructed American
artists show their foreign training in their
American work. It is American scenery
viewed through European spectacles, and
as such it is not truly American. The way
to present American themes on canvas, is

to see them as they actually are, and not
according to European models or stan-
dards. So I hold that American painters
ought to get their fundamental instruction
in this country, whose subjects they are to
make their life study.'"

September. Richard Ladegast in Truth
Magazine: "Essentially a colorist, a master
of technique and form, Thomas Moran is
beyond all else an 'individualist.' He has
never been a mere copyist, even of Nature.
All that he does is directed by an imagina-
tion so poetical, and yet so clear, and truth-
ful, that his work is more akin to creation
than reproduction."

October. Frederick W. Morton in Brush
and Pencil: "It is not often that pioneers in
a nascent art are privileged to share in its
mature glory and take part in achievements
that command the respect and elicit the
admiration of critics and connoisseurs; but
such is the unique distinction of Thomas
Moran What is equally notable, Moran
is to-day what he has been from the outset
of his career—an American painter, with
love for American subjects and pride in
American work.... The reason of this—
and the same dominant force is to be traced
in all his subsequent work—is to be found
in the character and temperament of the
painter himself. His mental bent is poetic,
and a rich, almost exotic, imagination is
his chief characteristic."

3 November, i December. At Century Club
Moran exhibits Solitude; then Shoshone Falls
of Snake River, Idaho; Yellowstone Canon',
and Passing Shower, Venice. (ÇA, AAA)

• ICO! •

5 January-2 February. NAD annual exhi-
bition. Moran exhibits Yellowstone Canon;
Passing Shower, Venice', and Shoshone Falls
of Snake River, Idaho (nos. 4,152, 208). (Falk
i99ob, 367)

12 January. At Century Club Moran
exhibits In Arizona', East Hampton Mead-
ows; Sunset, Wyoming; and Long Island
Scene. (CA, AAA)

19 January. Reviewing the NAD exhibi-
tion for Harper's Weekly, Charles Caffin
singles out for praise Moran's Shoshone
Falls of Snake River.

19 January. W. H. Jackson writes to
Moran from Detroit about photograph
of Shoshone Falls, discussing price and
royalty arrangements for negatives and
painting: "I have just been reading the...
current number of Harper's Weekly of
the opening of the exhibition, and from
the fact that they start off with such an
extended notice of your picture I judge
that it is making a very decided impression.

There is one thing sure—and that is
that such pictures as 'Shoshone Falls' will
live many a long year after the eccentrici-
ties of the faddists have been lost sight of
and forgotten." (EHL)

29 January. Moran to Mr. Nicholson
at Santa Fe Railroad about an article
requested: "I have decided that my literary
capacity is 'Nil.' I tried it once before,
& on rereading the article in the Century
Magazine [T. Moran 1894] I felt ashamed
of it, & have reresolved not to again take
pen in hand for publication. I am of opin-
ion that nothing finer or more descriptive
of the Grand Canon can be written (for
those who have not seen it), than the one
done by our dear dead friend Higgins
after the trip we made there together.
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Ch roño logy 1901 — 1903

At Grand Canyon in 1901,

John Hance,Thomas

Moran, George Inness Jr.,

and George H. McCord

(left to right), courtesy

Museum of New Mexico.

Moran at Acoma, New

Mexico, 1901, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

While I wish that I had literary capac-

ity to give to others what I see in the Grand

Canon I am convinced that I can only paint

it, which I expect to continue to do until

my hand ceases to work." (GA; yet see Moran

1903 and Moran 1906; see also Higgins 1897)

ii February-24 March. AWCS annual

exhibition. Moran exhibits Cliffs of Green

River, Wyoming; Morning in Arizona; Walls

of the Yellowstone Canyon; In Shoshone

Village, Idaho; and Venice from the Lagoon.

(Wilson 1994, 4, 8)

2 March. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Ulysses and the Sirens; and Glen Eyrie,

Garden of the Gods, Colorado. (ÇA, AAA)

14 March. Moran copyrights Shoshone Falls

of Snake River, Idaho. (LC doc. Class I. xxc.

no. 542; EHL)

May. W. P. Lockington in Brush and Pen-

cil reviews watercolor exhibition Philadel-

phia Art Club at which "sturdy Thomas

Moran" exhibits Morning in Arizona and

Cliffs of Green River, Wyoming.

May. Moran travels to Grand Canyon for

Santa Fe Railroad with George Inness Jr.,

George H. McCord, Gustave H. Buck,

their wives, and Ruth Moran. Trip orga-

nized by W. H. Simpson, assistant general

passenger agent and head of advertising.

Moran goes on to New Mexico and Col-

orado. (Simpson 1909, 23-25)

i May-i November. Pan American Expo-

sition in Buffalo. Moran exhibits Passing

Shower, Venice, and Shoshone Falls of Snake

River, Idaho, which receives a silver medal.

(Exh. cat., 90 and frontispiece; GA ledger)

4 May. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Yellowstone Canon; Scene from Lalla Rookh;

and Sunset in Arizona. (CA, AAA)

24-25, 31 May. At Grand Canyon, Moran
sketches and dates From Rowe Point, Look-

ing West, and From Havasupai Point,

Looking East; in New Mexico, sketches

and dates Sandstorm at Acoma (JNEM;

Cooper-Hewitt; Stark Museum).

2, 7 June. In Colorado, sketches and dates

two drawings inscribed Spanish Peaks, Col-

orado; also Pike's Peak and Cameron's Cove

and Manitou Canyon; and Ruxton, Colorado

at Manitou, from Cog Railroad (Gilcrease;

Cooper-Hewitt; Amon Carter).

9 June. Moran's older brother Edward

dies in New York at age 71. (NYT, 10 June)

18 June. In New Mexico, Moran sketches

and dates Bit of Laguna (Cooper-Hewitt).

July. Hugh Coleman in Brush and Pencil:

"In the death of Edward Moran... Amer-

ica lost one of its ablest and most versatile

artists. Coupled with his rare ability as a

painter, he had an unusual aptitude for

teaching his art, and, perhaps what is

equally noteworthy, a genius for work.

To him is due primarily the development

of his brothers, Thomas and Peter, and

also of the younger generation of Morans,

Percy and Leon, all of whom have acquired

enviable reputations In measure he

lacked the ideality of his brother Thomas,

and was not wooed as was the latter by
the grander aspects of nature. His tastes
were more pastoral, and his landscapes,

therefore, were simpler and less preten-

tious than his brother's."

26 July. EH Star. "The largest and most

attractive picture in the art gallery at the

Pan-American is Thomas Moran's paint-

ing of the Shoshone Falls, Snake River,

Idaho."

August. Moran sends Grand Canyon of

the Yellowstone (1893) to Antlers Hotel,

Colorado Springs, for display and sale, a

practice he continues with other paint-

ings. (GA ledger)

2 November. At Century Club Moran

exhibits In Arizona and Landscape in

Summer. (CA, AAA)
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Thomas Moran sketching

at Grand Canyon with

daughters Ruth and Mary

Moran Tassin, 1910,

courtesy Museum of New

Mexico.

i December-i June 1902. Moran exhibits
Shoshone Falls at exposition in Charleston
(no. 244); Peter and Percy Moran also
exhibit. (See Fine Arts, South Carolina Inter-State

and West India Exposition cat.)

7 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits 16 works. (ÇA, AAA)

• 1902 •

At American Art Society exhibition, Phila.,
Moran exhibits Long Island Landscape
and Sunset near La Rita and is awarded a
gold medal. (Ledger and certificate, GA)

3 January-i February. NAD annual exhi-
bition. Moran exhibits Sunrise Venice',
Windy Hilltop, Amagansett', and Morning
in Arizona (nos. 45, 78, 381). (Falk iggob, 367)

6-7 February. Public auction of Edward
Moran collection, 102 works, at Fifth
Avenue Galleries, NY. (Collection cat.)

22 February. Moran's older brother John
dies in New York at age 70. (Interment
records, West Laurel Hill Cemetery, Phila.)

i March. At Century Club Moran ex-
hibits At the Foot of Great Pond Montauk.
(CA, AAA)

2i April-4 May. Annual AWCS exhibi-
tion. Moran exhibits Grand Canyon of the
Yellowstone', Rock and Village ofAcoma',
Desert in Southern Utah', Venice', Rock Tower
in the Grand Canyon of Arizona', and In a
Side Canyon of the Colorado River, (Wilson
1994, ii, 14)

3 May. At Century Club Moran exhibits
Edge of the Village, Long Island. (CA, AAA)

20 May. George H. Yarnell, secretary of
AFS of NY, to Moran: "In recognition

of a kindly act on your part, by which sev-

eral hundred dollars were paid into the
Treasury of the Artists' Fund Society, and
as an expression of their esteem and of

their grateful feeling to you, the Board

of Control... by a unanimous vote elected
you an Honorary Member [13 May].

If accepted by you, they feel that they
can in that way have you identified
with a Society that will always feel glad
to honor you in every way that lies in
their power." (GA)

8 June. In New Mexico, Moran sketches
and dates Navajo Church near Wingate,
N.M. (EHL).

20 June. EH Star lists Moran among
cottage owners who will be in residence
in East Hampton this season.

i November. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Bad Lands, Dakota, and Sunset,

New Mexico. (CA, AAA)

6 December. At Century Club Moran
exhibits Rock ofAcoma, N.M.; Grand

Canon of Arizona', and Solitude. (CA, AAA)

• 1903 •

In addition to Moran's residence in
East Hampton, the artist is listed
at Mrs. Stimpson's Boarding House,
NY. (Falk i99ob, 367; GA ledger; EH Star,

19 June)

3-31 January. NAD annual exhibition.
Moran exhibits Forest Glade, East
Hampton', Sunset near La Rita, New
Mexico', and In the Land of the Dakotas
(nOS. 112, 239, 306). (Falk i99ob, 367)

7 March. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Clouds and Sunshine. (CA, AAA)

April. Brush and Pencil publishes
"Knowledge a Prime Requisite for Art,"
written by Moran.

16, 28 April. In New Mexico, Moran

sketches and dates Albuquerque', in
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Chronology 1903-1906

Thomas Moran, Grand

Canyon of the Yellowstone,

1904, oil on canvas,

courtesy Honolulu Acad-

emy of Arts, Gift of the

Bank of Hawaii, 1970.

Mexico, sketches and dates Gorfes Palace

and Ruins at Cuernavaca (Gilcrease).

May. Sketches and dates Cuernavaca,

Bridge over the Baranca (Gilcrease).

4 May. Moran in Mexico City. (Dated

receipt from shop, "Antiquities Antigüedades,"

Mexico City, GA)

7 May. Sketches and dates Huehuetoca,

Mexico, and Lime Kilns at Tula (EHL;

Gilcrease).

June. Brush and Pencil publishes "Plea for a

National Art Gallery," written by Moran.

19 June. EH Star lists Moran among

cottage owners who will be in residence

for the season.

7 August. Moran in East Hampton.

(Dated inventory, GA ledger)

25 September. EH Star. "T. E. Babcock is

building an addition to Thomas Moran's

studio-cottage."

5 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits ii works. (ÇA, AAA)

• 1904»

2-30 January. NAD annual exhibition.

Moran exhibits Butterflies of Venice', Edge

of the Grand Canon, Arizona', Gossips at

the Well, Mexico; and Cortes Palace at Cuer-

navaca, Mexico (nos. 88,179, 216, 269).

(Falk i99ob, 367)

9 January, 5 March. At Century Club

Moran exhibits Valley of the Yuma and n

charcoal sketches; then Woods in Autumn;

Near Sag Harbor; and Venice. (CA, AAA)

28 April-5 June. Annual watercolor exhi-

bition by American artists at AIC. Moran

exhibits Desert in South Utah (no. 241).

(Falk igcoa, 631)

May-December. Universal Exposition

in St. Louis commemorating Louisiana

Purchase. Moran exhibits Solitude

and Cloud and Sunshine, Montauk, L.I.

(cat. nos. 534~535)- (See also Holland art
dept. cat.).

17, 27 May, 17 June. Sketches and dates

Grand Canyon; then Yosemite North and

South Domes; then another Grand Canyon

(Gilcrease; Yosemite).

24 June. EH Star lists Moran among sum-

mer residents now occupying their cottages.

14 October. Charles de Kay, for EH Star.

"No wonder the landscape and marine
painters, Thomas Moran... and others,

swear by East Hampton."

4 November. EH Star. "Thomas Moran

closed his cottage here and returned to the
city. Mr. Moran has been busily engaged

in his studio here during the summer upon

four of the grandest nature scenes to be

found in America. They are the Yellow-

stone Park, the Yosemite Valley, the Grand

Canon and the Petrified Forests of Arizona.

The paintings will first go to the Century

Club, after which they will be placed in

some of the exhibitions."

3 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone;

Grand Canyon of the Colorado; Domes of

Yosemite; and Petrified Forest. (CA, AAA)

10 December. In letter to the editor, Art

News, marine painter Parker Newton

comments on Comparative Art Exhibi-

tion: "An excellent opportunity... was

lost sight of when the committee over-
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Thomas and Ruth Moran

at Yosemite, 1904, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

looked Thomas Moran in hanging Turner's

'Venice.' Moran painted the entrance to

the Grand Canal from the same spot and it

would not have been very difficult to have

borrowed one of his pictures and placed it

next to Turner's."

31 December-28 January 1905. NAD

annual exhibition. Moran exhibits Santa

Maria and the Ducal Palace, Venice', Teoloya-

can, Mexico', and Montauk Pond (nos. 67,

128, 192). (Falk i99ob, 367)

• 1905 •

23 January-4 March. PAFA annual exhibi-

tion. Moran exhibits Venice (no. 101, owned

by Edward Coates). (Falk 1989,342)

14 January, 4 February. At Century Club

Moran exhibits Montauk', Autumn Woods',

and Mount Moran', then Dark Tower',

Indian Village', and Cloudy Day. (ÇA, AAA)

12 March. Moran gives Church of Teolo-

yucan to poet Edith M. Thomas, who

responds: "The scene is, for me, simple

enchantment, like a mysterious revival

of some romantic scene once known and

long unvisited But... I am not quite

unaware what a charming reality it is, in

point of art,— in the breadth,—quiet-

ness— and richness of feeling, that per-

vades the whole canvas." (GA)

18 May. At Grand Canyon, Moran sketches

and dates Bright Angel [Trail] (Gilcrease).

23 June. EH Star: "Thomas Moran, the

noted landscape painter, and his family

have arrived at his studio on Main Street."

25 July. Moran copyrights Sunset atAma-

gansett, L.I. (LC doc. class I. XXc. no. 15006, EHL)

28 July. EH Star lists Moran among owners

occupying their cottages in East Hampton.

7 November. At Century Club Moran

exhibits At Close of Day and Yosemite Fa/L

(CA, AAA)

23 December-20 January 1906. NAD

annual exhibition. Moran exhibits Sunset,

East Hampton, L.I.; Entrance to Grand

Canal, Venice', and Indian Pueblo of Laguna,

New Mexico (nos. 6, 104, 207). (Falk iggob, 367)

29 December. Moran: "After this date all

pictures will have a number in the order of

their finish." He numbers eight paintings,

then discontinues the practice. (GA ledger)

• 1906 •

5 January. Twelfth Night special exhibition

at Century Club. Moran exhibits Hitting

the Pipe. (CA, AAA)

25 January. Charles Cook to Moran, from

Honolulu: "Am glad to report the safe

arrival of the two pictures [they] have

been hung in our Bank for the past three

weeks and very much admired. I have hung

the Venice picture in our Directors room

at the Directors meeting of the Bank held

yesterday, it was voted that the Bank of

Hawaii purchase your 'Grand Canyon of

the Yellowstone' for $1,500.00 and I here-

with enclose... this amount. I forwarded...

a notice from one of our papers regarding

your pictures and also a report that you

and your daughter would likely come to

the islands in the summer I hope that

you may find the Island scenery such that

you may be tempted to represent some of

it on canvas and I have no doubt but you

will be able to sell several pictures." (EHL)

3 February, 7 April. At Century Club,

Moran exhibits Petrified Forest; then Childe

Roland', Pueblo of Terra', and Mexican Well.

(CA, AAA)

12 May. Poet Lloyd Mifflin writes Moran,

including a sonnet dedicated to the artist:

"I find several blemishes in the Sonnet

which I can correct, and I hope to improve

it... and send you a better version... [in

margin:]—I mean to publish it when I

revise it—and why could not it be illus-

trated with one of your pictures?" (GA)

6 July. EH Star lists Moran among summer

residents now occupying their cottages.

6, 8, ii, 12,15 September. In Wales,

Moran sketches and dates Conway;

then two more versions of Conway, and

Queens Tower, Conway Castle; then Con-

way from the Mountain and Gateway,

Conway, North Wales; then Lighter at

Conway; then Harlech and Dollwydellan

Tower (Gilcrease). (Morand 1996,82-87)

22 December-19 January 1907. NAD

winter exhibition. Moran exhibits Desert,

Southern Utah, and Mexican Well, Cuer-

navaca (cat. nos. 19, 256).
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• 1907»

2 March. At Century Club Moran exhibits
Solitude*, Mount Moran'^ Petrified Forest',
Grand Canyon, Dark Tower', and Montauk.
(CA, AAA)

16 March-20 April. NAD annual exhibi-
tion. Moran exhibits Morning, Venice, and
Tower Creek, Yellowstone Park (nos. 26,356).
(Falk iççob, 367)

12, 2i, 25 May. At Grand Canyon Moran
sketches and dates Clouds and Mist in the

Canyon and Grand Canyon', two drawings
inscribed Grand View, then Grand Canyon
(Gilcrease).

26 May. Paul Nimmo Moran, only son of
Thomas and Mary Nimmo Moran, dies in
Los Angeles at age 43. NY Post, 27 May:
"Paul N. Moran, a painter... belonged to a
remarkably gifted family He studied in
Paris and was achieving a measure of suc-
cess in this country when ill health obliged
him to go West." (Also NYT, 27 May; Moran

family monument, South End Cemetery, East

Hampton)

2i June. EH S far: "Thomas Moran and
family are now at their studio on Main
Street."

7 December. At Century Club Moran
exhibits Mist in Grand Canyon. (CA, AAA)

14 December-ii January 1908. NAD winter
exhibition. Moran exhibits Summer Showery

Venice, and Near Cuernavaca, Mexico (nos.
51,52). (Falk i99ob, 367)

• 1908 •

January. At Century Club. Moran exhibits

King Arthur s Castle. (CA, AAA)

12 February Lloyd Mifflin to Moran,
thanking him for invitation to visit his

New York studio: "How fortunate you
are to be able to work and produce things
which satisfy your sense of color & form
and which delight so many people of cul-

tivated tastes. It is a great blessing—this
wonderful talent of yours. But you always
treated it lightly yourself. And now men
are painting literal views of ugly nature <3c
calling it Art, and people are buying them,
too. There seems to be no power of com-
position extant, and without it, what is
painting but colored photography?" (EHL)

14 March -18 April. NAD annual exhibi-
tion. Moran exhibits Harlech Castle, North
Wales (no. 35). (Falk i99ob, 367)

27 March -12 April. Newark Artists' Club
exhibition. Moran exhibits Petrified Forest.
(GA ledger)

i May. EH Star. "Among the guests at
the Osborne House the past week were...
Thomas Moran, Miss Ruth Moran."

8 May. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, the well-
known landscape painter and his daughter,
Miss Ruth Moran, are spending a couple
of months in Arizona. Mr. Moran has
already painted many pictures depicting
scenes in that region, which have become
famous."

June. Moran sketches and dates Hermit
Chasm, Grand Canyon (Gilcrease).

12 July. Sketches and dates Rain in Canyon
and Grand Canyon, Arizona (Cooper-
Hewitt). Charles Lummis in Out West
recalls this visit: "Only a few weeks ago,
after a gap of sixteen or seventeen years,
I had the joy again of sitting there with
'Old Tom' Moran, who has come nearer
to doing the Impossible than any other
meddler with paints-and-canvas in the
Southwest. No one knows better than he

the hopelessness of painting God's mas-

terpiece; but no one so well has made a
transcript for our comprehension. He has
just repainted his great picture of the Grand
Canon; and I would like to see someone

try to better it."

28 July. Sketches and dates Street in Laguna,
New Mexico (Gilcrease).

7 August. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and
his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, who have
been spending the past two months in Ari-
zona, returned to East Hampton this week
and are now at the Moran studio."

14 August. EH Star lists Moran among
cottage owners settled in their summer
homes in East Hampton.

28 November. Brooklyn Times publishes
"Long Island Painter of World Wide
Fame" on occasion of special recognition
given Moran by the Huntington Culture
Club. Artist is quoted: "I decided very early
that I would be an American painter I
like the comparatively flat land of eastern
Long Island, such as I have near my studio
at East Hampton... and then I like the
rugged mountains of the Rockies Col-
orado and the Southwest in general is the
field for me. I was the first painter except
Bierstadt to work there.

The painter, of all men, must be a stu-
dent of nature. He must be well informed
upon all subjects. He must have knowledge
before he begins to paint. He may get it
in an educational institution, or he may
have it in the form of intuition, but he must
have it Science and art are vastly differ-
ent. They have little in common, yet art
must agree with science. Truth in all forms
must agree."

5-13 December. At Century Club monthly
exhibition, Moran shows Petrified Forest.
(CA, AAA)

• 1909 •

8 January. EH Star, reporting on a meet-
ing of the "Ramblers": "Thomas Moran,
though mentioned as one of the Hudson

River school, really belongs to a later period
and has a wider knowledge of painting.
Mr. Moran... kindly loaned one of his
pictures to the society for this meeting.
The picture was a drawing on canvas in

charcoal and white of a scene in Mexico,
and was a striking illustration of Mr.
Moran's wonderful technical power in
design, drawing and composition."
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Thomas Moran and

companions at the Grand

Canyon, 1910, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

Moran at the Grand

Canyon, 1910, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

4 February. Moran copyrights Receding

Wave. (LC doc. class I. XXc. no. 28271, EHL)

6-12 February. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Icebergs. (CA, AAA)

May. At Grand Canyon, Moran

painted Canons of the Colorado, Zoroaster.

(GA ledger)

2 July. EH Star. "Moran and family are now

at their studio-cottage on Main Street."

14 September. From East Hampton, Moran

to Gustave Buek (v.p., American Litho-

graphic Company): "I had intended to call

on you when you were down last week, but
I got so busy on the pictures that I did not

get around. Ruth tells me she saw you, &c
that your man wanted to know the price
of the Turner. The price is $35000.00. The

picture goes to Chicago on the ist of Octo-
ber &. will probably not come back to New

York. There is to be an illustrated article on

it in the October number of some Chicago

magazine. As the picture is to go away so

soon, I thought you might let the man who

inquired about it know." (GA)

20 November. Lloyd Mifflin to Moran:

"The Publishers will issue a small vol. of

my Poems during Nov.—making my tenth

vol and I have included in it a Sonnet

on 'Thomas Moran, N. A.,' It is impos-

sible to condense what I would like to say
into the space of a sonnet, and it is neces-
sary to give discriminating laudation, but

I have refrained from saying what I would

like to say, for if I should do so, it would
recoil and do injury instead of good. I

tried to have the poem published six

months ago in a N.Y. paper, but I suppose

they looked upon it as a 'puff and de-

clined to print it. So I reserved it for my

Book." (GA)

4 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Woodland Pond. (CA, AAA)

• ICIO •

8 January. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Yosemite Waterfall; Toltec Gorge, Colorado;

and Tower Creek, Yellowstone Park. (CA, AAA)

February. Lloyd Mifflin's tribute poem

"Thomas Moran, N.A." is published in

Fine Arts Journal.

5 February. At Century Club Moran

exhibits High Sierras, Nevada, and Petri-

fied Forest. (CA,AAA)

i March. Moran notes: "Painted 20 pictures

O to date." (GA ledger)
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25 March. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, the
great painter, is occupying his cottage here
during Easter week."

29 April. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and
his daughter, Miss Ruth B. Moran, will sail
from New York tomorrow for England."

Summer. Thomas and Ruth Moran travel
in Britain along the southwest coast. Route
follows the rail lines around the coast,
between resort towns. (Morand 1996,85-87)

25, 31 May. Moran sketches and dates
Bridge at Warwick, then Torquay (Gilcrease).

1-3, 7, 9,11-13 June. Sketches and dates
two works inscribed Anstey Cove; then
Cockington Quarry and Cockington Lane\

then two works inscribed Brixham\ then
Valley of Rock, Tïntagel; then Tintagel', then
three versions of Clovelly (Gilcrease).

15,17-19, 23 June. Sketches and dates Ilfra-
combe; then Lynmouth Light Tower and
Bay; then Castle, Valley of Rocks, Lynmouth;
then Valley of Rocks, Lyn; then Lynmouth
(Gilcrease).

26 June, 13 July. Sketches and dates Mon-
now Bridge, M.onmouth\ then Trossachs\
and Near Silver Strand, Katrine, Scotland
(Gilcrease).

15 August. Thomas and Ruth Moran return
to New York from Britain. Moran records:
"Pictures painted since my return from
England where we spent the summer of
1910. returned August 15... Tantallon Castle,
Scotland... Cockington Lane, near Tourquay...
Trout Brook... Wild Wales!' (GA ledger)

26 August. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and

Miss Moran, who have been spending a
portion of the summer in Europe, arrived

in New York last week, and are now at
their studio cottage in East Hampton,

where they will remain until late fall."

13 September. Moran sends autobiographi-
cal sketch to Mr. Elliott Woods, Architect
of the Capitol, at Woods' request. (Moran to
Woods, 13 Sept., in A & R mss, Office of the Archi-

tect of the Capitol)

Fall. Thomas and Ruth Moran go to Grand
Canyon with Gustave Buck, Mr. and Mrs.
Elliot Daingerfield, Frederick Ballard
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt Parshall,
Edward Potthast; Mr & Mrs. Charles
Buck; Mr. and Mrs. Giles Whiting; Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Simpson (organizer of
similar excursion in 1901); George Stevens
(director of Toledo Museum), and wife
Nina Spalding Stevens (biographer of
Moran, who chronicles trip). Santa Fe Rail-
road provides private rail car for the jour-
ney and lodging at station hotels en route.
(Stevens 1911,107)

5 November. Grand Canyon party gathers
in Chicago, beginning trip with dinner
hosted by R. R. Ricketts at ULC. Group
travels through Kansas City, La Junta, and
Albuquerque by rail to Grand Canyon. At
Grand Canyon, they stay at El Tovar Hotel,
spending ten days seeing sights like Hopi
Point, Pete Berry's Ranch, Grand View
Point, and Bright Angel Trail. Artists work
day and night, outdoors and in studio in
El Tovar. (Stevens 1911,107-113 and map)

12 November. "Artists' Souvenir Dinner"
held at El Tovar. (Stevens 1911, illus. of souvenir

menu)

• 1911•

14 January, 4 February. At Century Club
Moran exhibits Grand Canyon, Arizona;
then Twilight. (ÇA, AAA)

i April. At Century Club Moran exhibits
Roaring Forties; Hook Pond, East Hamp-
ton, L.L\ and A Bit ofAcoma, New Mexico.
(CA, AAA)

2i April. EH Star. "Moran and his daugh-

ter, Miss Ruth Moran, sailed from New
York for Antwerp on Saturday last, where

they expect to remain until June 12."

12 June. Thomas and Ruth Moran return
to New York on steamship Minnetonka.

According to NY World: "Among the inter-
esting passengers was Thomas Moran, the
most famous of the old school of American
artists whose work has been wholly land-
scape. His daughter, Ruth, accompanied

him, having been his companion during
the past four months on a tour of the
European galleries — The only living
artist—he is now in his seventy-fifth year,
strong and vigorous from a lifetime spent
in the open—who has never painted any-
thing but American mountain scenes,
smiled at the suggestion that he may have
made a study, and perhaps some sketches,
of the Alps while in Switzerland. 'It has
been my life-work' he said, 'to put on can-
vas only American natural life I want
some typical winter scenes.'"

15 September. Fred Tillotson, proprietor
ofBolton (England) newspapers, writes
Moran, requesting photograph of him and
details of his career for a future article.
Clipping from Bolton Journal and Guardian

with brief outline of Moran's career is
enclosed, written on the occasion of a gift
of a Moran painting to Bolton. Tillotson
recalls Thomas and Mary Nimmo Moran's
visit to Bolton in 1882 when he was a small
boy, and sends regards from his mother,
with whom the Morans had stayed. (GA)

lo November. EH Star. "Moran and his
daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, left New York
on Tuesday for the Grand Canyon, Ari-
zona, where they will spend an indefinite
time, Mr. Moran making sketches and
studies of the wonderful works of nature
to be found there."

26 November. Moran, Edward Potthast,
Elliott Daingerfield, DeWitt Parshall, and
Frederick Ballard Williams exhibit works
from their trip to the Grand Canyon at
Moulton and Ricketts' new gallery in New
York. Gustav Kobbe in NY Herald Sunday
Magazine reviews exhibition, which will
travel to Buffalo, Toledo, St. Louis, and
Chicago: "And a fine showing the results

of this artists' painting expedition make—
Mr. Moran's pictures, panoramic in scope,
but softened by the draperies of mist that
swathe the distant buttes and make them
look like islands in a hanging sea."

December. Thomas and Ruth Moran stay
at El Tovar and are joined by Mary Moran
Tassin. Moran notes: "Dec 1911... spent the
Winter 1912 at the Canon." (GA ledger, 76)
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Ruth and Thomas Moran

in Santa Barbara, California,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

Christmas. Moran gives paintings as gifts

to ElTovar employees: Glimpse of Canyon,

Pines] Canyon at Evening', Index Peak,

Wyoming. (GA ledger)

7 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Mexican Fiesta. (CA, AAA)

Winter. Thomas and Ruth Moran at the

Grand Canyon. (GA ledger, 77)

• 1912 •

16 February. Moran sketches and dates

Cyprus Point [Monterey, CA] (Gilcrease).

26 April. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and

his daughter Miss Ruth Moran, have

returned from their trip to the Grand

Canyon, and are now in New York

The Morans will come to East Hamp-

ton early in the season."

4 May. At Century Club Moran exhibits

Point Lobos, California. (CA, AAA)

8 November. EH Star. "Thomas Moran

and his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran,

closed their studio this week and returned

to the city."

.1913.
10 January. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and

his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, are now

at ElTovar, Grand Canyon, Arizona."

4 April. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and

his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, who

have been spending the winter at Grand

Canyon, Arizona, will arrive in New York

this week, and will arrive at the Moran stu-

dio in East-Hampton early in the season."

25 April. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, Miss

Ruth Moran, and [Mary Moran Tassin]

are sailing on the steamer Minnetonka for

England, to be gone until about July i,

when they will come to East Hampton

for the remainder of the season."

4 July. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and

daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, arrived in

New York on Monday evening on the

Minnetonka, after a two month rest in

Europe."

ii July. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and Miss

Ruth Moran arrived at their studio cottage

here last week."

5 December. EH Star. "Thomas Moran

and his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, closed

their cottage here this week and went to

the city."

Winter. Thomas and Ruth Moran at

Grand Canyon. (GA ledger, 78)

• 1914 •

Moran records that he is basing his

prices on the size of the work: "20" x 30"

$1,800; 25" x 30" $2,000; 30" x 40" $3,000;

22" X 42" $2,500." (GA ledger, 96)

6 March. Chicago art dealer Moulton

and Ricketts goes into bankruptcy, owing

Moran $9,400.00. (GA ledger, 82, and list of

paintings 1899-1918, 59)

29 May. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, the

world's greatest landscape painter, and his

daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, have arrived

at their cottage here after spending the

winter at Grand Canyon, Arizona."

24 June. Shoshone Falls and Spectres from

the North are released from Moulton and

Ricketts bankruptcy and sent to storage in

New York. (GA list of paintings 1899-1918, 60)

9 November. Peter Moran dies in Phila-

delphia at age 73. Art News (14 Nov.):

"He was one of the best animal painters in

the country and formed with his brothers

Edward and Thomas..., a trio that did

much to elevate the standard of American

art as it was understood a few years ago."

(See also Phila. Evening Bulletin, 10 Nov.; interment

records, West Laurel Hill Cemetery)
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Chronology 1914-1917

Thomas Moran at Panama-

Pacific Exposition, San

Francisco, 1915, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

Moran at Point Lobos,

California, 1919, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

5 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Lair of the Mountain Lion', Zion

Canyon, S. Utah', Point Lobos, California',

Venice', Cypress Point, Monterey, California',

Petrified Forest, Arizona', Mexican Fiesta',

Green River Buttes, Wyoming', In Mid-

Atlantic; North Perrin Cliffs, Devonshire;

Index Peak, Wyoming; Ulysses and the Sirens;

and Cliffs near Gallup, New Mexico.

(ÇA, AAA)

19 December-17 January 1915. NAD win-

ter exhibition. Moran exhibits Castle Rock,

Green River, Wyoming (cat. no. 117).

.1915.
20 February-4 December. Panama-Pacific

International Exposition in San Francisco.

Moran exhibits Old Apple Orchard;

Hook Pond, East Hampton; Breaking Wave;

Light House; Solitude; California Forest

(cat. nos. 378, 388, 393, 395, 442, 2954); and

seven prints.

8 April-8 May. Exhibition at Grolier

Club (NY) of American book illustra-

tions includes woodcuts by Moran for

St. Nicholas, for Bryant and Gay's Popular

History of the United States, and for Whit-

tier's Mabel Martin as well as an engraver's

proof and a "Vignette drawn... on box-

wood, ready for the Wood Engraver."

(Anthony, Cole, and Kingsley 1916)

May. Moran at the Grand Canyon.

(GA ledger, 85)

28 May. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, N.A.,

and his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, have

arrived at their cottage on Main Street."

24 June. Moran is notified he has been

elected an honorary member of the Salma-

gundi Club. (Howard Giles to Moran, 24 June, GA)

25 August. Moran gives 1892 watercolor

In the Lava Beds to Gustave Buck for his

birthday, inscribed at lower left: "To G.H.

Buck on his Birthday, Aug. 25th 1915 from

T Moran."

4 December. At Century Club Moran

exhibits Venice; Sunrise in Mid-Ocean; and

Grand Canyon of Arizona. (CA, AAA)

11-31 December. "Society of Men Who

Paint the Far West" exhibition at Mac-

beth Gallery, NY. Moran's Indian Peak,

Wyoming; Mist in the Canyon; and Castle

Rock, Green River, Wyoming are included.

Art News 14 (n Dec.), 6: "The display is

remarkable, aside from its pictorial interest,

on account of the first public appearance of

a new method of guaranteeing the authen-

ticity of pictures by the thumb print, in the

paint, of the artist. Thomas Moran, the

originator of the scheme, has thus marked

his three contributions, just over his signa-

ture So capable a painter is Mr. Moran,

that it is no discredit to his co-exhibitors

to say they, except perhaps in more mod-

ern, if not more skillful, ways of laying on

paint, have gone little beyond him. And

again he has poeticized, while they have

in the main but realized The color of

the locale is often so hot that in a few cases

the landscapes seem to rise half-fused out

of volcanic embers."

• 1916 •

Moran listed at 735 N. Los Robles Ave.,

Pasadena, as well as on Main St., East

Hampton.

4 February. Pasadena Star reports on exhi-

bition of Moran paintings to be held at

Hotel Green, 15-29 Feb., while Moran

winters in Pasadena: "Mr. Moran is a firm

believer in the dictum of Ruskin that no

picture can be successfully completed out

of doors, but only in the studio, where there

is opportunity for concentration and care-

ful work 'Paint on a picture is not there

to be seen,' declared Mr. Moran 'That

is one fault I find with the modern depar-

tures The artist must know what to

select and what to leave out, and paint his

trees not leaf by leaf, nor yet with a splash
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Thomas Moran with a

camera, c.1920, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

of green, but in such a way as the leaves

appear to be there Modern art grew

out of the ignorance of the beauty and

laws of nature.'"

Moran exhibits Santa Maria della

Salute, Venice', Morning in a Storm, Mid-

Atlantic', Cliffs of New Mexico, near Gallup',

Grove of Sequoias, near Yosemite; Point

Lobos, Monterey Coast; Mexican Fiesta,

Cuernavaca; Castle Rock, Green River, Wy.\

Buttes of Green River, Wy.; Landscape, East

Hampton, L.I.', Elue Beard's Castle', Sinbad

and His Companions', and Cypress Point,

Monterey. (Exh. list and invitation, GA)

ii March. Pasadena Star quotes Moran in

an interview by Gussie Packard DuBois:

"Nature always has something in reserve for

the eye; so the best painting should have.

The successful artist must know nature

1 have no patience with any of the modern

fads in painting. Most of them have been

deliberate frauds, attempts in the hands of

unprincipled men to fool people who never

think for themselves... The highest art lies

in the concealment of art I don't care

anything about paint; I want to see what

[the artist] says with it." DuBois reports

that Moran and his daughter will remain

in Pasadena until late April, return to

New York for a month, then go to their

summer home.

2 June. EH Star. "Thomas Moran and

daughter, Miss Ruth Moran will arrive

today for the summer."

Winter. Moran writes William H. Holmes,

curator for the National Museum, Washing-

ton: "I am sending to the National] Parks

Ex [hibit] two of my pictures that I con-

sider the very best that I have ever painted.

I hope you will like them & see that they

are well displayed. I think the purpose of

the exhibit is a fine idea and hope it will

succeed It has been arranged that these

two pictures are to be held over until May

ist. We are just on the eve of departure for

the Arizona Canyon, from there we (I &

my daughter Ruth) go to California until

the latter part of April, then back to the

Az. Canon for a time oc then to New

York." (Draft of letter, GA)

.1917.
2 January-9 March. National Parks Exhi-

bition at National Museum, Washington,

"designed to bring to the attention of

Americans some of the marvelous natural

attractions of their own country," includes

four Moran works: Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone and Rocky Mountain Solitude

lent by the artist; Grand Canyon of Arizona

on the Santa Fe lent by Atchison, Topeka,

and Santa Fe Railroad; and In the Grand

Canyon of the Colorado lent by the National

Museum. (Report, National Museum, 78-80, 126)

17 January. Holmes to Moran at El Tovar

Hotel, Grand Canyon: "I must tell you

that our National Parks Exhibit is a great

success and that I have on the walls four

of your works, namely: The great picture

of the Grand Canyon which I regard as

the greatest work in landscape that the

world has produced; the 'Solitude' which

is a beautiful work; a small painting of the

Grand Canyon, and the side canyon which

you presented to Major Powell—not a

very large picture, but one of the best

things you ever did and no end of other

things which assist in telling the story of

the Parks.

I do not get done admiring and prais-

ing your 'Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone,' which, choicely placed in our large

room is lighted to the very best advantage,

and I cannot but wish that it could stay

there indefinitely. I have no idea whether

the picture belongs to you, or to whom it

belongs, but if it is not called for elsewhere,

I trust that you will leave it with us as long

as possible.

The exhibit has been, indeed, a

great success. Thousands of people saw

and admired it and it is to remain in

place until after the 4th of March." (GA)

5 February. Holmes to Moran at the El

Tovar Hotel, Grand Canyon, enclosing a

copy of his remarks to the Parks Congress,

reiterating the success of the National

Parks exhibition, and asking for instruc-

tions regarding his works at the close of

the show: "The light is perfect and your

picture shows to enormous advantage. I

wish that the fates might decide that it

remain there for ever." (GA)

26 April. Meeting of the council of the

Cooper-Hewitt Museum. Among the

new acquisitions are "a series of sketches

selected personally by the dean of Ameri-
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Ruth and Thomas Moran

at Yosemite, 1922, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

can painters, Thomas Moran, from his own
life work, intended to express it fully for
the benefit of our students and such others
as care to familiarize themselves with the
methods of perhaps the only American
painter eulogized by John Ruskin." Sketches
are a gift from the artist. (Minutes, council of
Cooper-Hewitt, GA)

22 and 29 June. EH Star reports that
Thomas and Ruth Moran are in East
Hampton for the summer.

• 1918 •

Moran listed at La Morada Apts., 1821
Anacapa St., Santa Barbara, CA; as well
as in East Hampton. (Santa Barbara City

Directory; EH S far, 19 July)

• 1919 •

12 November. Holmes to Moran's daugh-
ter Mary Moran Tassin at "The Brackett,"
Santa Barbara, sending his regards to
Moran: "I am greatly pleased to have your
letter of November 5th and to know that
your father is still in good shape and hard
at work I consider him the greatest
landscape painter that the world has ever
known." (GA)

• 1920 •

Spring. Unidentified Santa Barbara news-
paper: "The public library will have on
exhibition during the next ten days a paint-
ing by Thomas Moran, an artist who has
recently become a resident of Santa Bar-
bara, after spending two winters as a visi-
tor. The painting is of the Shoshone Falls,
Snake River, Idaho, and is considered by

connoisseurs one of the artist's most impor-
tant canvases. It is one of three paintings

that [he] has made of the most impressive
landscapes of America: one of the Grand
Canyon of Arizona, one of the Yellowstone

Canyon and this of Shoshone Falls. The

canvas is 6 by 12 feet, and was painted in
1900 immediately after the artist's visit to
the west when the work was accomplished
in one month. The picture has been ex-
hibited in several large cities, and is now

going to the Grand Canyon to take the place
of a picture of the Canyon that was recently
purchased by Mr. Lorimer, the editor of
the Saturday Evening Post." (EHL scrapbook)

i and 15 May. Thomas and Ruth Moran
at Grand Canyon, where he sketches
and dates two versions of Desert View

(Gilcrease). (Morand 1996, 87-91)

9 July. EH Star. "Thomas Moran, the
noted artist, and daughter Miss Ruth

Moran, who have been spending the
winter in Santa Barbara, Cal., have

arrived at their studio on Main street."

October. Moran sends Grand Canyon and
Painted Desert to Fred Harvey's gallery,
El Tovar Hotel, Grand Canyon, to sell.
(GA ledger)

17 December. EH Star. "Thomas Moran
and his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, are
established in their winter home in the
Mission City [Santa Barbara]."

• 1921•

23 September. EH Star. "Thomas Moran
and his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran, who

have been at Santa Barbara, Cal., are at
the Schuyler, New York City."

4 December. Santa Barbara Morning Press:

"Thomas Moran, Santa Barbara's interna-

tionally famous artist, who left the city last
September for a visit to New York City
and his old home at East Hampton, Long
Island, at which latter place he practiced
his profession for many years, has returned
to his home at 1821 Anacapa street, accom-
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Thomas Moran ¡n Santa

Barbara, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

panied by his daughter, Miss Ruth Moran,

his companion on all his travels.
Expressing his joy in his return, Mr.

Moran exclaimed to the writer, with real

enthusiasm: 'Santa Barbara is a beautiful

place for an artist—or for anyone else! I

am glad to note that there is afoot in this

city a forward movement in art—and I

must say, in simple candor, that I cannot

see much progress in art in general in other

parts, local or foreign. The salutary increase

of interest in such matters in Santa Bar-

bara I attribute principally to the beneficial

influence of the new School of the Arts, one

of the most commendable and admirable
local enterprises of which I know.'...

A Venetian picture, now nearing its

finish, is one of the few of Mr. Moran's

recent works. It shows the entrance to the

Grand Canal that would delight the artistic

senses of the lover of the beauties of this

ancient home of art—the abode of Titian,

Paul Veronese and many others of the great

painters of the world. The colors are bril-

liant and the painting shows the Doge's

Palace, the Campanile and the Church of

Salut, built as an offering to the saints in

supplication for the banishment of a dev-

astating plague." (EHL scrapbook)

• 1922 •

U. Seeley Jr. recounts a 1922 visit to Moran:
"I have never enjoyed any meeting more.

He is just as original and just as much of

an individualist in his methods as he is in

the great pictures he paints.

He was at work in his studio when
Mrs. Seeley and I called there with one of
his personal friends. The studio was large

and almost square. Scattered about the

room were little tabourets, on each of them

an ash tray and a package of little cigars.

Mr. Moran was working on a picture.
He had completed the general composi-

tion and was developing its completed

glory. I was never told that when he was

so engaged he would not stop to talk or

eat. It was incredible that a man of 85

could put as much physical and mental

energy into anything as he was giving to

that labor of love.

He never took his eyes off the canvas.

He would get far over to one side and then

almost across the room, studying the paint-
ing closely. Then he would hurry across the

studio with his brush poised, make one

little stroke and back away, looking neither

to right or left, studying again from some

other angle. Again he would dash forward,

make not more than one or two strokes —

then back away.

It was fascinating. If his cigar went

out or burned down, he dropped it into

the nearest ash tray and without looking

groped for a fresh smoke. He was a picture

of intensity and energy. I never saw such

Concentration." (Osborne Bulletin 1924, 18-19)

lo March. EH Star. "Miss Ruth B. Moran

and Thomas Moran, summer residents of

this village, are among the recent arrivals

at the Hotel Maryland, Pasadena."

Early Summer. Thomas and Ruth Moran

visit Yosemite. (Draft of letter, Ruth Moran to

Gustave Buck, 11 Mar., G A)

2 July. Charles Lummis visits Santa Bar-

bara and photographs Moran at work in

his Studio. (Moneta 1985, 24)

7 October. From East Hampton, Ruth

Moran to William H. Holmes of the

National Museum: "Father and I are break-

ing up our old home and studio, before set-
tling down in California." On behalf of her

father, Ruth offers to send Shoshone Falls,

Idaho, and Spectres from the North to Wash-

ington for exhibition. The offer is later

accepted. (EHL; Smithsonian annual report, 54)

17 November-17 December. NAD
winter exhibition. Moran exhibits Venice

(cat. no. 201).

.1923.
24 February. Holmes to Ruth Moran

in Santa Barbara, reporting that Shoshone

Falls, Idaho, arrived at the National

Museum on 20 Feb. and that when a frame

has been made for Spectres from the North,

both pictures will hang in the "hall

devoted to Geology." (EHL)

29 March. Moran sketches and dates Near

Los Olivos and two works inscribed Near

Los Olivos, California (Gilcrease).

13 July. Holmes to Ruth Moran advising

her that Shoshone Falls, Idaho, and Spectres

from the North have been hung in the north

lobby of the museum, "facing the entrance

where everybody sees them," not in the

geology division as previously stated. (EHL)

5 October. Describing Moran as the "grand

old man of American art," Kansas City Star

publishes extensive article, "Noted Ameri-

can Artist Still Sticks to His Easel at 86:
Thomas Moran is confessedly America's
greatest landscape painter, as he is also the

painter of America's greatest landscapes —

his has ever been the perspective of a coun-

try upon which Nature has lavished colossal
splendors he has evinced a combination
of realism and idealism that sets his work

superlatively apart from the many workers

in the same field." Article is prompted by

the exhibition of three Moran paintings at

Findlay Gallery, Kansas City.
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Moran's bed in his garden

in Santa Barbara following

earthquake in 1925, cour-

tesy East Hampton Library.

• 1924 •

12 January. Article signed W. H. S., pub-

lished in Osborne Bulletin, quotes Ruth

Moran as saying, "father had recently felt

the weight of the years and was painting

very little."

15 March. Moran unanimously elected

honorary member of Painters of the

West. (Arthur M. Hazard [secretary] to Moran,

17 Mar., G A)

July. Ruth and Thomas Moran make brief

visit to Grand Canyon. (Gillespie 1924,366)

August. Harriet Sisson Gillespie in Inter-

national Studio: "Despite the fact that Mr.

Moran has spent the last eight years in

California as a concession to the rigors of

winter... he returns each autumn to spend a

few months in his old haunts. Two spots on

earth most completely satisfy Mr. Moran.

One is the Grand Canon, and the other

is East Hampton, Long Island... He basks

in the beauty of long-familiar scenes."

(Repr. in part Christian Science Monitor, 14 Aug., and

Current Opinion [Oct.], 447)

.1925.

io February. Spectres from the North is shown

at the National Museum along with sketches

of icebergs made in 1890. (GA ledger)

16, 2i June. Laura Bride Powers in Santa

Barbara Morning Press, reporting that

Moran watercolors will be on view for two

weeks at Santa Barbara Art Club, calls the

works "lyric poems" and "records of fleet-
ing moments of beauty" and singles out for

praise Smelting Works in Denver. (Repr. EH
S far, 3 July)

29 June. Earthquake in California. As a
precautionary measure in the aftermath,

Moran's bed is moved into the garden.

(LA Times, 16 Aug.)

October. Davenport [IA] Municipal Art

Gallery opens with exhibition of paintings

presented to the museum by C. A. Ficke.

Welcoming the Return of the Boat (cat. no.

188) by Moran is included.

17 October-15 November. Commemora-

tive exhibition by members of NAD,

1825-1925, at Corcoran includes Moran's

Glory of the Canyon (cat. no. 291). Travels

to Grand Central Art Galleries (NY) i

December-3 January 1926. (NAD, Centennial

Exhibition, 14)

• 1926 •

25 August. Thomas Moran dies at his home

in Santa Barbara. Ruth Moran telegraphs

family friend Gustave Buck: "Father died

peacefully this evening." (Santa Barbara Morn-

ing Press, 26 Aug.; EH Sfar, 27 Aug.)

27 August. Santa Barbara Morning Press:

"Funeral services for Thomas Moran, N.A.,

dean of American artists and a leader of

Santa Barbara's art colony... will be held in
the Charles T. Holland chapel at n o'clock

this morning, with Dr. Van Deering, act-

ing rector of Trinity Episcopal church,

officiating."

26 December. NY American reviews

memorial exhibition at Milch Gallery

(NY), noting that the 63 oil paintings

and watercolors in the exhibition "pres-

ent an amazing record of industry, imagi-

nation, exquisite color and superb paint-

ing in both mediums."
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Moran family monument

at South End Cemetery,

East Hampton, New York.
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P R I N T M A K E R " O F T H E F I R S T R A N K "

involvement in printmaking opens a

broad window onto American nineteenth-century print history. In one

respect his graphic production was typical of many artists working from 1840

to 1890: his drawings and watercolors were reproduced as wood engravings

or chromolithographs by professional printmakers. These images were then

published in journals and in the popular literary press, or they were produced

as larger pictures intended for framing. Until the 18908, when the photo-

graphic halftone replaced the print as the principal means of visual reproduc-

tion, Moran enjoyed a continuous source of income from this form of

employment.1 The production of drawings and watercolors for reproductive

illustration was not Moran's only connection with prints. Beginning about

1860 and continuing for thirty years—except for a hiatus from 1870 to 1878 —

Moran worked in lithography and etching. His lithographs represent one of

the few instances in American printmaking before 1880 when an artist whose

public recognition lay in painting worked directly and regularly in a print

medium.2 What Moran himself wrote about his etchings from the i88os still

holds true today: "His reputation as an etcher is of the first rank."3

Moran s first sustained foray into printmaking (1860-1869) was with

lithography, although he initially experimented with cliché-verre and etching.

His second concentrated effort (1878-1891) produced the etchings that have

B Y T H O M A S P . B R U H N
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Printmaker "of the First Rank"

marked his most significant and best-known body of work as a

printmaker. Indeed, Moran's prints span the two eras that define

the mix of American printmaking in the nineteenth century.

The lithographs from the i86os lie within the period of the

reproductive print, while the etchings of the i88os appear at the

beginning of the modern era of American printmaking, when

prints were defined as a medium of artistic creativity.

Preceding page: Detail

of Morning (fig. 17)

1. J.M.W.Turner, Solway

Moss, 1816, etching

and mezzotint, courtesy

National Gallery of Art,

Washington.

Much of the value that we perceive in Moran's litho-

graphs and etchings is determined by the very fact that Moran

made them. In contrast, Moran's audience in the i86os general-

ly placed little significance on a print's execution except in a

technical sense. Only in the i88os did authorship of a print and

the author's hand become an issue, although little distinction

was perceived between prints an artist made that are unique to

the medium and those based on the artist's work in another

medium. Copies after another artist's work remained just that,

but a reproductive etching by an artist of Moran's stature proba-

bly gained status from the presence of his name as etcher. In

this shift lies perhaps the most important turning point in Am-

erican print history: the realization by artists and public alike

that the same values of artistic expression and creativity that

give painting or sculpture its special significance are intrinsic to

print media as well. Moran's printmaking is a reflection of the

changes that the graphic arts underwent between the years of

the Civil War and the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition,

and his etchings and lithographs stand out as among the finest

made in nineteenth-century America.4

Early Graphic Influences

In 1853, when Moran was sixteen, he entered into an apprentice-

ship at Scattergood and Telfer, wood engravers in Philadelphia.

He was indifferent to the discipline necessary to become a prac-

ticing wood engraver, but he recalled that his apprenticeship

"very directly led the way to an artistic career—drawing rather

than engraving proved to be the outcome of this connection

& after 3 years of this service Young Moran abruptly severed

the connection and launched out on his own account as a water

color painter."5 His time spent in the firm—he left in 1857—

proved important in two ways. First, the practical knowledge he

gained of the medium's technical requirements and the linear

qualities needed to draw for wood engraving likely contributed

to his success as an illustrator in the 18705. Second, during this

period Moran first encountered the art and use of color of

Joseph Mallord William Turner.6

Moran had become a proficient watercolorist while

working for Scattergood and Telfer, and the charm and quality

of his work enabled him to trade "his pictures to an old

bookseller [C.J. Price &, Co.], for 'The Rivers of France,' the

'Liber Studiorum,' and everything that contained the work

of'Turner.'"7 Moran also obtained a volume of Richard Ear-

lom's Liber Veritatis, or a Collection of Prints after the Original

Designs of Claude Le Lorrain....8 Earlom reproduced in etching

and mezzotint an album of drawings by Claude Lorrain, which

the artist had sketched as a record of his paintings. Moran's

initial interest in Claude is not surprising, given his Anglophile

predisposition; a similar arcadian quality occasionally surfaces

in his Pennsylvania lithographs of the i86os and Long Island

landscapes of the i88os. But what the Liber Veritatis after Claude

may have suggested to Moran was the possibility of creating

a published compilation of an artist's work, a possibility that

Turner's Liber Studiorum must have made explicit.

The Liber Studiorum represents Turner's efforts to bring

his own artistic ideas and reputation before a larger public and

to control the appearance of prints done after his own works.9

Although Moran never spoke about the specific influence that

Turner's prints—and the Liber Studiorum especially—may

have had on his own printmaking, certain characteristics of

Turner's Liber suggest qualities that Moran would exploit in his

own work (fig. i). Most apparent is the constant role light plays

in Turner's prints. Moran could not help but respond to the

way in which Turner evokes specific moods by the fall of light,

by its density and directness, and by the interplay of clouds and

light in the sky. What Moran could do in painting, he could

equally well express in the media of prints. Parenthetically,
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Moran was one of the only important etchers in the i88os

who used techniques such as the roulette and mezzotint rocker

to lay down tonal passages in his etchings that compare to

Turner's work.

A second possible association was what the Liber Studio-

rum might have meant to Moran by the middle i86os. Through-

out much of the decade Moran seems to have worked toward

creating a publishable compilation of his own designs, which he

variously referred to as "Studies for Pictures" and "Studies and

Pictures."The drawings or lithographs of the landscape studies

that would constitute these portfolios were often unique works,

apparently drawn with this end in mind. Moran may have

hoped that the publication of his drawings would enhance his

still limited reputation and offer a compendium of landscapes

that would have pedagogical value.

Despite Moran's interest in Turner, his two earliest etch-

ings are copies after two English illustrators. On a print that

copies a slight piece of landscape by Myles Birket Foster, Moran

records in his own hand that this print was "My First plate, after

Foster. 1856 about."10 Although these works by Foster were

etched plates, they have the style of wood engravings, with short,

delicate strokes, a cleanly wiped plate, and shadowed areas cre-

ated by an increased number of lines rather than more deeply

etched ones. Moran's etching style is similarly cramped. Small,

tight lines lend density to the landscape but provide no visual

recession or structure to individual parts. The result is totally lin-

ear in execution and, like Birket Foster's designs, small in scale

(314 x 3% inches). Moran inscribed a second delicately executed

landscape "No. 2. 2nd Experiment."11 This one is clearly dated

1860 and thus was produced about the same time as his first

lithograph in 1859 and his three clichés-verre in 1860. These pro-

tean efforts raise the question of where in Philadelphia and from

whom young Moran learned to etch on copper, draw on stone,

or scratch a photographic plate.

In his 1893 volume on the history of etching in America,

Henry Russell Wray briefly describes the first lesson in etching

that Moran and his friend and future brother-in-law Stephen

Ferris received from the famous reproductive mezzotinter John

Sartain. "As early as 1860, John Sartain, the veteran engraver,

practically illustrated for Thomas Moran and Stephen J. Ferris,

the process of etching Before his enthusiastic audience of

two, Mr. Sartain prepared a plate, made a drawing, and described

the action of acids on different metals."12

As an artist, educator, and organizer of cultural events,

Sartain stood out as a major figure in the Philadelphia print

world. He excelled as a reproductive engraver of portraits, his-

torical images, and sentimental genre subjects.13 Technically he

practiced the so-called mixed method, which combined mez-

zotint with etching, line engraving, and stipple or aquatint. The

advantage of the mixed method was its greater facility in expedi-

tiously producing sturdy printing plates. Young Moran probably

had little interest in the historical set pieces or genre subjects that

Sartain engraved, nor must he have cared much for the techniques

of the metal engraver, which were more varied but as disciplined

as those of the wood engraver. The immediacy and technical ease

of etching may have momentarily intrigued him, but etching's

role in the arts of this period was generally ancillary to that of

engraving. Moran might well have turned away from etching

because the medium showed little commercial possibility unless

combined with engraving. He was nevertheless interested in

printmaking, and if his two experiments with etching were unsat-

isfactory, he was willing to try others. Besides etching, he became

involved with lithography and, most surprisingly, with clichés-

verre prints in 1859 and 1860.

Clichés-verre are created through a chemically photo-

graphic technique that is mechanically similar to etching. One

early writer on the artist exuberantly but mistakenly attributed

the technique to Moran's invention, but cliché-verre in fact dates

to the earliest years of photography.14 Technically, cliché-verre

mimics etching by

the act of drawing through a prepared ground, generally printer's ink
(dusted white for contrast) or fogged collodion. In cliché-verre, however,
the ground rests on a transparent matrix surface [glass in the nineteenth
century] rather than on metal corroded with acid. The drawing is most
often done with an etching needle, quill pen, or other sharp instrument.
Once drawn, the plate becomes a photographic negative and exposure to
the sun, as printing agent, transfers the design to light-sensitive paper.
Alternatively, the cliché-verre negative can be rendered as a monochrome
painting, brushing emulsion in the form of oil paint onto the transparent
matrix By modifying the applied paint, thus altering the amount of
light reaching the sensitized sheet, the artist can produce a complete
range of tones.15

Cliché-verre lent itself to line drawing, and tonal gradations

were difficult to achieve given this limitation. In spite of the

autographic character of the medium, works tend to look more

reproductive than freehand.

Two of Moran's clichés-verre from 1860 are of specific sub-

jects, The Flight into Egypt and The Haunted House (fig. 2), while

the third depicts a copse of trees and a swampy pond.16 Both of

the titled images were themes Moran had sketched or painted

before—and would again—although one work did not strictly

replicate another.17 They are meticulously drawn, expressive

pieces with diminutive figures enveloped in an exotic or eerie
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( 2 )

setting. The sky glows softly, and in some printings the moon

has already risen. In turn, the landscape scene is reminiscent of

Moran's two etchings in the contrast between lights and darks

and in the handling of the sky and billowy clouds. Photographi-

cally, these clichés-verre are unusually sophisticated prints, and

the subtle gradations of the sky make them quite unlike any

ordinary cliché-verre of this period. In fact, some doubt has been

expressed that they are cliché-verre at all but are instead "camera

copies of Moran's work."18 The Haunted House, however, has

penciled on it "Etching through Collodian, on a glass plate. The

Haunted House. T. Moran 1860," and The Flight into Egypt is

inscribed in the image "The Flight into Egypt./Glass Etching.

1860."19 This leaves little doubt that Moran personally drew

them and that they are not photographic copies of his drawings.

If Moran did not learn cliché-verre on his own, his brother

John most likely instructed him.20 John first appears profession-

ally as a photographer in 1859, and during the next decade he

established himself in Philadelphia as the preeminent landscape

and urban photographer. He worked closely with his younger

brother Thomas during this period, and he was personally involved

in the theoretical discussions surrounding photography as a fine

art. John could have provided the technical knowledge necessary

to make a cliché-verre, and his technical involvement offers a

possible answer as to why these prints might reasonably be taken

for photographic copies. Some examples of The Haunted House

and The Flight into Egypt have a rising moon artfully placed in a

delicately shaded sky. This suggests that variant printings were

made from a tonal rather than a linear plate. Such was the case,

according to a correspondent to the Photographic News, who saw

at least one of Moran's clichés-verre in 1863. Although he proba-

bly confused John and Thomas, he was impressed by the quality

of work. "Mr. Moran, of Philadelphia, has made some very fine

moonlight pictures by double printing. He first prints the sky,

making a full moon by laying a coin over the glass, and then

prints from the negative. The effect of having a tree branch or

chimney top appear against the moon is very fine. His photo-

graphic etching of 'The Haunted House' printed in this way, is

exquisitely fine, and perhaps stands at the head of American

Art Photography."21 Moran was certainly curious about differ-

ent print techniques. His brief forays into etching and cliché-

verre suggest he may have sought a print medium that combined

simplicity, ease, printability, and commercial acceptability, which

neither of these did in 1860. But in lithography he found the

medium that would occupy him for the next decade.

Lithography

Almost all of Moran's lithographs were meant to be black and

white in an era when color played a dominant role in lithogra-

phic art. Chromolithography (color printing from lithographic

stones) had been perfected by the 18505, and artists such as

Moran's contemporary Albert Bierstadt exploited its natural

appeal as a mass-produced substitute for their paintings.22

In a more popular vein Currier and Ivés produced hand-colored

lithographs that found great favor with the public. Black-and-

white lithography, however, proved neither a high-end medium

for the reproduction of works of art nor a commercially viable

artistic medium. Lithography maintained too much of its

own character to endear it to the general public and to compete

with the textural capabilities and technical expertise of line

engraving or the mixed style.

Moran probably learned lithography either in a litho-

graphic shop or from one of his brothers — Edward or Peter—

who were both practiced lithographers.23 Thomas' training began

about 1859, according to the inscription on the mount of his

earliest dated lithograph, a small coastal scene.24The two

known examples of this print bear pencil dates—in the image,

on the sheet, or on the mount—of 1857,1859, and 1860.25

The artist's lithographs fall into three groups that can be

generally defined by subject and purpose. In the first group are

the earliest works, which have the appearance of study pieces that

were drawn in order to learn the lithographic technique through

the example of others (fig. 3). Some seem to be variations on pop-

ular types, such as English coastal scenes, while others are direct

copies, most notably after the work of Eugène Isabey (Sartain

may have provided the prints from which Moran worked).26
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2. Thomas Moran, The

Haunted House, 1860,

cliché-verre, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

3. Thomas Moran, Untitled

(Seacoast—Low Tide),

early 1860s, lithograph,

courtesy New York Public

Library; Astor, Lenox,

and Tilden Foundations.

4. Thomas Moran, Untitled

(Six Fossilized Fish), 1863,

lithograph, courtesy

New York Public Library;

Astor, Lenox, and Tilden

Foundations.

Marine scenes are frequently encountered among the lithographs

in this first group, and on the whole, the prints tend to be un-

signed on the stone.

Purpose links the lithographs in the second group, which

contains studies of fossil shells and fish (fig. 4) and sketches of

fully detailed landscapes with railroads (fig. 7). None is dated

in the stone, and the typical lithographed signature is a vertically

conjoined "T" over an "M."27 These lithographs were commis-

sioned projects that represent early examples of the artist's illus-

trational skills.

The third group of lithographs post-

dates the trip to Europe taken by Thomas

and his wife Mary from June 1866 to May

1867. These landscapes partially reflect the

scenery he sketched in Italy and the Alps,

and they share a common link to Moran's

proposed portfolio of lithographs entitled

"Studies and Pictures." Almost all are

signed "T. Moran" on the stone, several

have titles, and as a rule they are dated.

These lithographs stand out as Moran's

most mature work, and they show why, for

an artist who thought in such coloristic

terms, lithography proved a natural medium.

While the etchings and clichés-verre that Moran drew

around 1859 and 1860 are all landscapes with small figures some-

times added, three of his earliest lithographs are seascapes, which

suggest the influence in subject matter of his brother Edward

as well as of Turner and English marine art in general.28 Set on

the English or Normandy coast, Moran's generic scenes depict a

quiescent sea with fishing boats left stranded by the receding

tide (see fig. 3). He emphasizes the sky with dense atmospheric

clouds above a low horizon line and endows an otherwise ordi-

nary setting with grandeur and sublimity by projecting the sky

into a major role. While the earliest tidal scene is ill-drawn and

poorly printed, one characteristic of Moran's lithographic style is

already apparent: he draws tonally by emphasizing the broad edge

of the crayon, not the tip. Moran then combines these heavy,

broad strokes with a reductive approach to structural highlights

and contours by scraping and scratching

through the blacks. This technique per-

mits him to conceive images that are

both plausibly structured and subjectively

defined by light and atmosphere.

Although his early lithographs are still

dominated by gray tones and his drawing

is still tentative, he expresses a sensibility

for the medium that differs from that

shown by those few of his artist peers

who attempted lithography.

One important influence on

Moran was the energetic style and tech-

nique of Isabey, whose portfolio of litho-

graphs, "Six Marines," was first published

in 1833. From this set, which fully exploits the black and white

potential of the medium, Moran chose Retour de Port (c. 1832)

to copy almost line for line, retaining all the pictorial effects of

the original (fig. 5).29 He copied not just the roiling waters,

cloudy sky, and thrashing boats but also Isabey s finesse at creat-

ing watery highlights and dense coloristic effects. In further
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emulation of Isabey, Moran's lithograph shows considerable

scraping and some scratching to bring out highlights and to

sculpt form. Moran felt strongly enough about the piece

that on the margin of the only known impression he wrote,

"Drawn on stone byTMoran after Isabey 1862."30

Three other subjects — a twilight landscape, cows by a

stone bridge, and a study of a man and a wagon—belong to this

same period.31 Except for the twilight landscape, both of the other

lithographs are probably copies. The source of the man and wagon

is a small lithographic study by Paul Huet, whose handling of the

crayon and the densely colored blacks must have attracted Moran.

Of the remaining two lithographs, neither shows particularly

strong drawing or compositional organization. The image of the

cows by the crumpled stone bridge and rococoesque foliage seems

unlike Moran,

except when it is

placed in the con-

text of paintings

such as The Haunted

House (1858) and

Summer on the Sus-

quehanna (1860),

in which organic

forms become

evanescent froth.

The other

early work, with

its indifferent tech-

nique and lack of

defining edge, is either a scene of a rising or a setting sun. This

lithograph easily would have been forgotten if not for its subse-

quent history. In 1880 Moran resurrected the composition and

used it as the background for his etching Twilight in Arizona.

The etching's limited printing in 1880 was succeeded by a widely

circulated impression that had been liberally darkened to a

mezzotint tone by heavy roulette work on the plate. This ver-

sion, printed in 1885,32 is the only etching known that is clearly

based on an earlier lithograph.

Moran applied these lessons to the striking 1864 lithograph

of tidal flats with fishermen and a boat (fig. 6).33 Although drily

and unevenly printed, the images created of sky, sand, and sea by

Moran's handling of the crayon are strikingly redolent of Turner's

mezzotinted effects. Moran drags the crayon across the stone in

long curving or short twisted strokes to give the allusion of a sky

of sunset reds and oranges. Fragments of white light are scraped

out of the darker colors, and staccato strokes, almost like the

teeth of a mezzotint rocker, delineate the foreground sand. Moran

signed the stone "T. Moran 1864," suggesting his authorship of

the image.34

How did Moran intend to use lithography? Two answers

seem possible. By 1867 Moran clearly viewed lithography as

another vehicle for expressing his artistic ideas and translating

them into a multiple. In the early i86os, however, he also saw

the medium's practicality, and initially he may have undertaken

it simply for its potential earning power. If Moran did make a

living by producing lithographed illustrations, he never spoke

of it. But just enough evidence exists to raise the possibility that

unsigned, commissioned illustrational lithography by Moran

might one day be found buried in mid-century reports or guides.

In the 16 November 1869 issue of the Philadelphia Evening

Bulletin, a correspondent wrote:

Our Friendly readers will be interested in the large new lithograph of
Swarthmore College, just drawn by Thomas Moran and printed by
McGuigan. It is a spirited and handsome design. Mr. Moran does him-
self great credit whenever he lays his powerful hand to the lithographic
crayon. His drawings for the guide-book now preparing by the West
Chester Railroad Company (on which road, by the by, Swarthmore
College is situated), are very brilliant and effective, and indicate in a
curious degree the peculiar brushing and color of the artist's well-known
oil-paintings.

An advertisement published the following day provides addi-

tional data, such as its price ($1.00) and its size (6 x 14 inches).35

The brief notice offers considerable information: it confirms

the existence of the Swarthmore lithograph; it identifies a set

of small lithographs that were previously unidentified; it broad-

ens our knowledge of Moran's activity as a quasi-commercial

lithographer; and it underscores the relationship between

Moran's paintings and lithographs.36 Until this notice was

found, Moran's only clearly commissioned lithographs were

three sheets illustrating fossilized shells and fish (fig. 4), signed

in pencil and variously dated to 1862,1863, and 1867.37 While

the inscriptions might be later additions, the prints were

intended "for scientific work" and are mentioned in lithograph

inventories.38 This is the type of straightforward visual illus-

tration for which lithography was well suited. Yet even within

the confines of this close replication of form, Moran's

draftsmanship is firm.

Around 1869 Moran was offered a commission to sketch

lithographic illustrations for the Guidebook to the West Chester

and Philadelphia Railroad (fig. 7). This handbook, published

in Philadelphia in 1869, offered a lengthy narrative description

of the sights, towns, and manufactories that lay along the rail-

road's route. Typically, the railroads enlisted artists and writers

©
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5. Thomas Moran after

Eugène Isabey, Return

to Port, 1862, lithograph,

courtesy New York Public

Library; Astor, Lenox,

and Tilden Foundations.

6. Thomas Moran Unfitted

(Beached Fishing Boats),

1864, lithograph, courtesy

Cooper-Hewitt Museum

of Design, Smithsonian

Institution.

7. Thomas Moran,

Baltimore Junction, 1869,

lithograph, courtesy

East Hampton Library.

to record their impressions of a particularly scenic route. The

resulting guidebooks were then used as effective promotional

tools. Moran had earlier done similar work for Harper's Monthly,

when his sketches of views along the Susquehanna River appeared

as woodcuts in June 1862. He had traveled on the Catawissa

Railroad with his brother John, who photographed many of the

same scenes that Thomas drew, and the two brothers may have

again shared ideas.39

Eleven of the original fourteen lithographs were in

Moran's collection after his death but were never included in any

of his lifetime inventories.40

As commercial work, they

were probably proofs before

the lettering was added. None

is dated, but Moran did sign

five of them with the early ver-

sion of his monogram — the

"T" over the "M" without

serifs — that predates his first

expedition to see the Yellow-

stone region in 1871. In addi-

tion to their uniform measure-

ments (3% x 6 inches), these

prints share a consistent range of middle tones, a straight-

forward drawing style, a preference for a broad view of the land-

scape, and a descriptive picture postcard-like image. Although

tracks are prominent in several of the scenes, trains are seen in

only two (including fig. 7).

Two Portfolios

At some point in the early i86os

Moran decided to publish a portfolio,

called "Studies for Pictures," of his

own work in reproduction. In its ear-

liest form it was to consist of photo-

graphs taken by John of large-scale

landscape drawings by Thomas in

charcoal and possibly lithography.

By 1866, however, when Moran and

Mary Nimmo visited England,

France, and Italy, the idea was super-

seded. Referring to sketches from

his travels in the Northeast, the Lake

Superior region, and Europe, Moran

intended to recreate scenes as a series

of original lithographic drawings and

publish them as "Studies and Pictures."

Unfortunately, neither plan seems to have been realized. Yet the

piecemeal results prove Moran was capable of some of the finest

lithographic draftsmanship in nineteenth-century America.

The basis for the above works are the sketches Moran

made both at home around Pennsylvania and on his several trips

farther afield. His earliest distant excursion, to the south shore

of Lake Superior and the scenically famous Pictured Rocks, took

place over the summer of 1860. As he did on every trip, Moran

sketched assiduously, paying special attention to the stratigraphy

of the Michigan shoreline and the coloration of natural forms.41

He traveled to England in

1862 and took an extended

European journey with Mary

between 1866 and 1867.42

The myriad drawings he

brought back formed the

basis for subsequent paint-

ings and lithographs well

beyond the period in which

he executed them.

While all of the lith-

ographs for the portfolio

"Studies and Pictures" were

drawn from 1867 to 1869, its phantom predecessor "Studies for

Pictures" should be briefly considered first. If Moran was overly

presumptuous in thinking that a volume of his drawings repro-

duced photographically would find a market, he was at least

correct in realizing that publishing photographic reproductions

6
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of artworks was a burgeoning industry. From the late 18505

to the middle i86os, numerous volumes reproducing the art of

contemporary artists, the old masters, and the collections of

European galleries became available.43 In an age before color

photography, paintings were frequently reproduced first as a

simplified line engraving or drawing and then photographed for

reproduction, a process that clarified what otherwise might be

tonal muddiness. Photography not only greatly simplified the

process of reproduction but it also offered a record that could

become the artist's perfect Liber Studiorum.

The earliest datable reference to the joint project of

Thomas and John is a comment that appeared in the Philadel-

phia Photographer in 1866, written in regard to an earlier article

on photography and the fine arts and how they do not have to

be quarreling adversaries: "The Morans [Thomas and Edward]

paint their gorgeous landscapes and draw their unsurpassed

charcoal sketches, while another brother makes photographs of

them, and saves the delay and expense attendant upon getting

steel engravings made."44 One example of this exists in a pho-

tograph by John of a landscape

drawing by Thomas dated 1864.

Judging from the photograph, this

highly finished charcoal drawing

appears to be worked in much

the same way Moran worked the

lithographic stone. It could easily

be mistaken for a photograph

of a lithograph.45 In an ambiguous

note, probably by Ruth Moran

during one of her periodic inven-

tories of her father's work, the

writer states, "1862 & 64 was mak-

ing charcoal drawings and litho-

graphs— designs for pictures, &

for a series—to be photographed

by his brother John Moran."46 The simplest interpretation is

that the works were done in 1862 and 1864 and included studies

for later pictures and "for a series—to be photographed by his

brother John Moran." But if lithographs were also to be pho-

tographed for the series, would this have included Moran's 1864

beach scene of the English Channel (fig. 6)? While it might

seem redundant to reproduce a lithograph, it was certainly not

out of the question.

The final evidence that Moran planned a portfolio is

found in his "Old Book of Lists, 1863-1909," which includes

notations and diverse listings of works, such as:

Clearing. Charcoal. Canvas/size 30 x 45 in. Rubbed off to paint./

Made in Aug. 1864. Put in S. for Pic.

The Children of the Mountain/ Charcoal on paper 52 x 62 inches

Jan. 1865/pub. in Studies for Pictures.

Sentinels of the Coast/ Charcoal on paper. Jan. i805/Size 25 x 45.

destroyed. Pub. in Studies for Pic.

A Canadian Waterfall. Charcoal/on Canvas. Made in May 18647

Size 30 x 45 in. Rubbed off to paint on/published in my "Studies

for Pictures."47

Twelve entries clearly state in one form or another that the

cited work was published in "Studies for Pictures."Ten of the

twelve drawings were charcoal on canvas or paper, and two are

in "Vandyke Brown."The charcoal on canvas drawings were

all subsequently rubbed off or "destroyed," and the canvases

were painted over. The wording of the inventory suggests that

these drawings no longer existed when inventoried. Perhaps

Moran was working from existing photographs of the drawings

taken by his brother John. With the exception of two titles

listed under "Studies for Pictures" — Solitude and The Wissa-

hickon—none of the titles in the inventory corresponds to

any of the lithographs of 1867 to 1869, suggesting, in fact, that

the drawings were not preparatory studies for the later litho-

graphs.48 Moreover, the constant reference to "Studies for Pic-

tures" rather than "Studies and Pictures" is, as a title, closer to

the function of the drawings, just as "Studies and Pictures" is

to the later lithographs. Taken together, these points, but espe-

cially the remark about "designs for pictures, &, for a series"

being drawn in 1862 and 1864, suggest that a portfolio of works,

possibly including lithographs, was under way before 1865. Prior

to Thomas and Mary leaving for Europe, John was making

photographs of these drawings in lieu of engravings. When they

were gathered as a portfolio, they were possibly put on sale.

Unfortunately, no set has yet been identified.

Following his and Mary's return from Europe in the

spring of 1867, Moran's personal efforts in 1868 and 1869 centered

on the production of a portfolio of lithographs entitled "Studies

and Pictures." Seventeen lithographs still exist from this period

and derive from the landscape drawings he had executed since

1860.49 These late lithographs, with their interesting variations

in design, exhibit the style and coherency of an artistically and

technically mature artist. Moran alternates between a fully worked

out image that is held within the limits of the picture frame and

a vignetted image that "floats" on the surrounding white of the

paper (fig. 8). The technique of isolating the scene in a field of

white was common in illustration and approximates Moran's

sketching method.
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8. Thomas Moran, Unfitted

(View of the Wissahickon

with Stone Bridge), 18687

1869, lithograph, courtesy

Library Company of Phila-

delphia.

9. Thomas Moran, In the

Forest of the Wissahickon,

1868, lithograph, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

10. Thomas Moran, Boy

of Baiae, 1869, lithograph,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

At whatever point the project ended, only three works had

been chosen for inclusion: In the Forest of the Wissahickon (fig. 9),

a claustrophobic, impenetrable woodland interior; On the

Susquehanna, Pa., a bucolic evocation of the American landscape;

and The Bay of Baiae (fig. 10), which derives from his stay in

Italy.50 Typical of Moran's most evocative images, naturalistic

details culled from the landscape and woods have been trans-

formed to elicit a specific emotional response from the viewer.

The rhythm of dark, light, dark, light in Forest of the Wissa-

hickon selectively illuminates the solid rock ledge, dense trees,

and decaying organic matter to produce a chilling but not

wholly characteristic image. On the Susquehanna conjures an

Edenic vision of the American landscape, with its lush, over-

arching tree, its placid, sun-dappled river, and its fishermen

basking in the warmth of the summer sun. A similarly benign

view of nature set in an exotic location is The Bay of Baiae,

Naples. The barely discernible sun setting to the left casts shad-

ows across the landscape. Like On the Susquehanna, a tree divides

light from dark and becomes the perfect foil for visualizing

the effects of light and shade. Technically, Moran now handles

the lithographic crayon and scraper with absolute assurance.

How many lithographs would have been included in

"Studies and Pictures" is unknown, since nothing indicates that

it was ever completed and no published copy is known. More-

(ÍO)
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11. Thomas Moran,

Solitude, 1869, lithograph,

courtesy New York Public

Library; Astor, Lenox,

and Tilden Foundations.

12. Thomas Moran,

Desolation, c. 1869,

lithograph, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma.

over, with the exception of the lithographs for the West Chester

and Philadelphia Railroad guidebook and one impression of In

the Forest of the Wissahickon, every known impression of the litho-

graphs is in a public institution, and the provenance is invariably

the Moran family. Unlike his etchings, Moran's lithographs have

rarely appeared in the marketplace.51 The likelihood is remote

that more than a dozen impressions of any image were ever

made. Yet, they apparently were exhibited, perhaps individually,

to the public at about the time they were made. ^2

Moran's two masterpieces in the lithographic medium

are Solitude and Desolation (figs, n, 12). ̂  The monumental Soli-

tude of 1869 measures 20% x 16 inches, while its pair, the badly

damaged, unique impression of'Desolation, measures 2i3/s x i55/s

inches. None of Moran's other

lithographs exceeds 14 inches on

a side. Including these dispro-

portionately large images in the

volume planned for "Studies and

Pictures" would have required

an elephant folio, and for reason

of size alone they were probably

never seriously considered. The

genesis of both works lies at the

beginning of the decade when

Moran journeyed to the shores

of Lake Superior to sketch the

Pictured Rocks. There he found

a grand, picturesque landscape

more isolated by distance and

geography than any he had yet en-

countered. This terrain mirrored

Moran's own romantic inclina-

tions about the soul of the land-

scape, and no more majestic

image in print would come from

his hand until he traveled far-

ther west in 1871.

The artist identified the

landscape with the human spirit

and endowed it with qualities

that cause the viewer to respond

to its message. Through lighting

and composition, a centrally

dominant tree becomes the focal

point for both images. In Soli-

tude the tree, alive and growing,

thrusts up into a heavenly light and stands in splendid isolation.

The trees in Desolation are dead or rotted and overgrown, and

the pond is stagnant. Birds hover over a clear running brook in

Solitude, and a squirrel rests nearby. The only life in Desolation are

birds high in the branches or overhead. In Solitude light and the

breaking clouds in the distance play an important role in affirm-

ing life. In Desolation the sun is only faintly visible. Without

light, there is no growth, no life. The power of these images lies

in the intense and visceral way Moran depicts the immense

sense of isolation and death in one and the uplifting feeling of

quiet and self-containment in the other. Moran always tried to

evoke a response from his viewer, and here the motivation is still

genuine. Individually and in their pairing, the two works differ

2 9 2
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technically and histrionically from earlier prints and tro m

American lithographs up to this time. On 15 January 1875 Moran

wrote to L. Prang & Co., publishers of his chromolithographs,

to inquire if they would be interested in printing an edition of

Solitude and Desolation:

The Stone of "Solitude" gave very good results on French india paper

when it was printed from some 3 years ago; but may have deteriorated by

want of care in the meanwhile. The other one "desolation" was never

printed from save an experimental proof and I judge it might work up as

good as it ever was. Both were somewhat spoiled in the original prepara-

tion of the stone by too much acid. I am desirous that you should try

further and work them into the best possible condition and then send

me proofs on French india paper (Buff Color) or if you have not got

that, or cannot get it, on ordinary india paper. I should be sorry if the

two drawings were now worthless through neglect. "4

Nothing apparently came of the request, either from Prang's

disinterest or the condition of the stones. If Moran had pub-

lished "Studies and Pictures," and if Desolation and Solitude

had been editioned, they would have been preeminent among

nineteenth-century American lithographs conceived as original

works of art.

Etching

In the 18705 Moran turned his energies to illustrations repro-

duced in woodcut and chromolithography. His drawings and

paintings of the East and, more important, of the West clearly

educated and influenced contemporary attitudes toward the

American landscape, yet his black-and-white lithographs never

achieved any great degree of circula-

tion. A decade later he turned to etch-

ing and became one of the most suc-

cessful printmakers of the i88os. If

Moran struggled against popular taste

in pushing forward his lithography

projects in the i86os, his career as an

etcher in the i88os was fully caught up

in the national enthusiasm for etching

that swept "its way literally into the

wilderness, and to the very extremities

of the land."5" In etching he found a

print medium that not only bent to

his needs as an artist but was also

buoyed by a groundswell of popularity

that lasted for ten years.

The new vision of etching that

arose from 1878 to 1880 offered two

basic tenets. One was the idea of the

etched print as an original work of

art and the creative product of the

artist who etched the plate. The artist

who copied his or her own work from

another medium onto an etching plate

was still considered to have created an

original work, since the image copied

and the etching made were both the

product of a single individual. What

made etching so accessible to the

artist and capable of sustaining pro-

longed interest was the simplicity of

drawing through an acid-resistant

ground to the copper plate beneath.
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13. Thomas Moran,

A Bazaar, 1869, etching

and sandpaper ground,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

14. Thomas Moran,

Harlech Castle —Wales,

1882,2nd state, etching

and roulette, courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

15. Thomas Moran,

Harlech Castle— Wales,

1888,3rd state, etching

and roulette, courtesy

Cuerease Museum,Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

Biting the plate in acid and then proofing it required some

technical knowledge, but compared to the complexities of litho-

graphic printing or the time consumed in engraving a plate,

etching was immediate and simple. To advocates of etching the

technical characteristics that made it the

preeminent artist's medium were the

absolute freedom of stroke, where the point

"plays upon the ground with even less fric-

tion than the pencil does on paper," and

"a warmth of line and consequently a pos-

sibility of indicating color [that is] far

beyond that obtainable in line engrav-

ing."56 In its purest form, etching was an

objective extension of the subjective act

of creation, a medium directly expressive

of the artist's spirit.

The second tenet proposed an im-

aginative use of the medium. Techniques

that gave color, texture, and character to the

plate were newly exploited. Retroussage,

for example, was a manner of wiping the plate that left trails or

films of ink outside the lines. When combined with a selective

rather than wholly clean wiping of the plate, it could print

tones that ranged from very rich to extremely subtle. Sandpaper

pressed into the plate left pits that collected ink, and in a more

controlled manner, the roulette wheel could add passages of

darker tones.57 The application of these techniques underscored

the artistic and aesthetic choices that artists had to make when

etching and printing a plate.

Already familiar with the technicalities of etching, Moran

soon turned his attention to the medium and by the end of 1878

had drawn seven plates. Years later his daughter Ruth described

the appearance in that year of a press in their home in Newark,

New Jersey. "The old studio in Newark... had its floor strength-

ened and we got a press. Such excitement when the prints of the

first plate were pulled—a small one called A Bazaar, character-

ized by vigorous, almost Rembrandtesque biting, with a curious

effect added by means of sandpapering All of the plates were

successes from the start" (fig. 13).58

Moran's earliest prints show a spirit of experimentation,

but he quickly settled into a way of working that proved expres-

sive for him. Etching in its simplest form was an exercise in

drawing that created forms from lines. In An Apple Orchard, East

Hampton,^ Moran draws with clarity and uses a variety of lines

to suggest the shape of organic forms, the dullness of wooden

planks, and even the dryness of the earth. He did not usually

(13

build shadows by crosshatching, but instead he increased the

number of lines or strengthened individual lines by biting

deeper into the plate.60 This method has a tendency to build

areas of strong contrast, which can be very coloristic or almost

seem splotchy at times. \nAnApple

Orchard Moran achieved an excellent

visual balance of parts, with a sense of the

organic texture of surfaces. Nuances of

light were achieved by contrasting the

lightly bitten background and more deeply

bitten foreground and by the contrasting

brilliance of the unbitten areas of the plate.

This effect emerges even when a faint film

of ink or plate tone is printed across the

entire sheet.

Like Turner, Moran went beyond

line to create atmospheric effects of shad-

owed light. Bridge in the Pass ofGlencoe

and A Tower of Corfez—Mexico (1883) con-

tain broad areas of roulette work, which,

when done with discretion, result in transparent darks that allow

the viewer to see through them to the forms behind.61 In both of

these prints solid rocks and trees retain their identity despite

being hidden in shadowed hollows or seen through dense foliage.

Aquatint, sulphur tints, or selective wiping can achieve compa-

rable results, but Moran seemed to prefer the absolute control

he retained over the plate by leaving little to the vagaries of the

printer. The more densely the roulette is rolled over the plate, the

deeper become the shadows and the more atmospheric the blacks.

Moran's etching Harlech Castle—Wales (figs. 14,15) clearly

shows how the roulette could alter a print.62 In its second state

the peripheral parts of the composition were broadly sketched,

with forms toward the center growing more solid. While a

faint plate tone is evident, roulette work appears only across the

center of the image, from the castle through the low trees too ' o

the small buildings on the right. Although the heavier shading

visually draws the viewer to the center of the work, a sense of

light pervades the scene. Yet the etched line from which the

image is built remains undisguised in much of the print. When

Harlech Castle was reissued in 1888, almost the entire plate had

been reworked with the roulette to darken tints. To create high-

lights or patches of light, Moran burnished the plate smooth

in selected parts, most obviously above the castle and partially

across it. The desire must have been to heighten the romantic

aura of the old castle, but the result is a visually heavy image

dominated by atmospheric turbulence.
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Before they were reprinted in 1888, a number of Moran's

prints were treated to this "improvement," the result of a growing

taste for such enhancements. Four of the seven works reprinted—

Twilight (1878); Harlech Castle (1882);^ Wreck— Montauk (1886);

and Pass ofGlencoe (1886)—received extensive reworking with

the roulette.63 The decision to reprint a number of Thomas'

prints was probably made for the exhibition of the Morans' col-

lected etchings, which was organized by the New York dealer

Christian Klackner in March 1889. An additional three images—

APah-Ute Girl(tàj$)', The Lighthouse (1879); and Conway Castle

(1879)—were unchanged before they were reprinted or editioned

for the first time in 1888.64

One motif Moran first ex-

plored in his lithographs and then

expanded in his etchings was tum-

bling, cascading, breaking bodies of

water. Rushing streams appear in

the lithographs, and waterfalls and

rolling waves became the subjects

of several etchings. Summering in

East Hampton, he painted, drew, and

etched not only the habitable and

benign landscape of the seaside but

the ocean breaking on the seashore,

a potent force of destruction that

cast up debris and left ships floun-

dering. The grandest and most elab-

orate of these studies is The Much

Resounding Sea (fig. 16), published

in 1886.65 An earlier and more freely

drawn etching without the shipwreck

is The Resounding Sea" (fig. 2, p. 120),

which the English critic John Rus-

kin thought "the finest piece of water

drawing he had ever seen by any

man."66 The latter captures the froth

of the waves, although they look

somewhat like exotic lettuce, while

the former establishes the weight

and scale of the ocean's forces in one

of Moran's most successful large-

format etchings. Besides these two

prints by Moran,67 Christian Klack-

ner published four by Winslow

Homer: The Life Line (1884); Eight

Bells (1887); Perils of the Sea (1888);

and Saved (1889).68 The most obvious difference between the

two artists is the dominance of the ocean in Moran's prints and

the dominance of the heroic figure in Homer's work. Moran

was never happy drawing the figure, and his view of the natural

world placed human presence secondary to nature.

Although the basis for Moran's national fame by the i88os

was his paintings of western and southwestern subjects, he etched

relatively few plates with this theme. Of these, A Pah-Ute Girl

and The Empty Cradle (both 1878) were done from photographs

by John Hillers; and Church of San Juan—New Mexico (1881)

was done after a photograph by William Henry Jackson.69

The Coyote—Arizona (1880) is based on an untitled lithograph
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16

16. Thomas Moran, The

Much Resounding Sea,

1886, etching, roulette,

and sandpaper ground,

courtesy Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma. See

also cat. 66.

17. Thomas Moran, Morn-

ing, 1886, etching, roulette,

and sandpaper ground,

courtesy Gilcrease Museum,

Tulsa, Oklahoma.

18. Thomas Moran, Con-

way Castle, 1879, etching,

roulette, and sandpaper

ground, courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Moran did in the i86os before he ever went west.70 Green River,

Wyoming Territory (1886), appeared in an auction catalogue

of Moran's paintings that he and Mary illustrated; The Harbor

of Vera Cruz, Mexico (1886), was commissioned by Christian

Klackner; and Mountain of the Holy Cross was commissioned

by the print publisher}. D. Waring.yl The Tower ofCortez —

Mexico (1883) and The Castle of San Juan D'Ulloa, Vera Cruz,

Mex. (1884) appeared in portfolios of contemporary etchings.

Qn\y The Head of the

Yellowstone River (1878,

first exhibited in 1889)

and the large and small

versions of Tower

Falls —Yellowstone Park

(1880, after his water-

color) are relatively in-

dependent objects.72

Many of Moran's

etchings were created

for much the same pur-

poses as these, and since

Moran was clearly aware

of the market value

of his works, he would

surely have made more western images if such etchings were

marketable. Other than Mountain of the Holy Cross, the only

printed western images that were truly successful among col-

lectors were the Prang 1874 chromolithographs made after

Moran's watercolors of Yellowstone (see Appendix i). Quite

(17;

possibly little market existed for black-and-white images of

the distant western territories. Any reluctance on Moran's part

to etch western scenes because of inherent limitations of scale,

size, and line is out of keeping with his character. '3 Moran

could conceive images of deep sublimity if he chose, and per-

haps the singularly most convincing evocation of his vision is

the 1886 etching Morning (fig. 17). It "shows a sunrise after a

stormy night, the heavy cumulus clouds breaking away before

the sun Long shafts

of light are flung into

vapory depths of sky,

tinting the fragments

of cloud that have bro-

ken from heavy masses

rolling sullenly away

to the left."74

It had been an-

nounced in 1885 that

the Rembrandt Club

of Brooklyn was spon-

soring a competition

for an original etch-

ing of at least 10 x 15

inches: "The plate

taking the prize will become the property of the club. After

zoo perfect impressions of it have been printed it will be

destroyed. Each perfect impression must be signed by the artist

with his name and remarque."'- By selecting Moran's Morning,

the club recognized one of the outstanding etchings of the
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period.76 Within the large image, Moran again evoked an ani-

mistic nature in which the vastness of the oceans, the flatness of

the seashore, the struggle of natural forces, and the ragged flora

of the foreground conjure intimations of the sublime over which

man has no control. The medium never intrudes on the image;

it does not attempt to be anything other than an etching. His

style is fully mature, precise, and in balance with his aims, and

the technical bravura of some later works plays no part.

The Rembrandt Club award was but one of several signs

of Moran's importance to contemporary etching. Both he and

Mary were invited in 1881 to join the newly founded Society of

Painter-Etchers in London, and he was both a founding member

of the New York Etching Club and a member of its executive

board for much, if not all, of its existence. " Moran contributed

to a number of notable publications as well. Three-Mile Harbor

(1880) appeared in the American Etchings series published by the

Art Interchange Publishing Company; and Tower ofCortez —

Mexico was published in Original Etchings by American Artists

(1883).78 He traveled to Mexico in early 1883, and Tower ofCortez

and The Castle of San Juan D'UI/oa, Vera Cruz, Mex. resulted

from the large number of sketches and watercolors he made. /9

The latter was published in Twenty Original American Etchings

(1885),80 composed mostly of etchings by members of the New

York Etching Club. Moran, a member of the publication's selec-

tion committee, seemed to have had a very good relationship

with its editor, Sylvester Koehler, who promoted American

etching through the exhibitions he organized, the publications

he edited, and his oversight of print collections in the Museum

of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Smithsonian Institution.81

Koehler wrote two brief notices about Moran's etchings in his

American Art Review and mentioned the artist's paintings in

his 1886 monograph American Art.82 Koehler discussed Morning

on the St. Johns, Florida, which Moran painted in 1881 and etched

in 1886 to illustrate Koehler's volume.83 By 1886 Moran was

undertaking considerable etching after his own paintings and

those by other artists. While those after his own watercolors or

oils tend to be fine works in their own right—when he was

etching and not just reproducing the image—the tastes of the

late i88os began to dictate different standards. Reproductive

works dominated Moran's last years as a printmaker.

Conway Castle (fig. 18) was an important print for the

artist because it reproduced the putative Turner oil painting that

Moran had purchased in 1878. He worked on the reproductive

etching over the next year, and judging from its size — almost

16 x 2i inches—he must have intended it to be a framing print.

Despite the use of roulette work, especially in the foreground,

this is a line etching. Although Moran avoids the freedom of

drawing that his own etched compositions exhibit, his indiffer-

ence in this work to a highly structured pattern of lines and

to linear uniformity elicited praise from some critics.84 Moran

exhibited the print, but he must not have editioned it until

Klackner "published" it in 1889.

By the late i88os Moran was almost exclusively producing

reproductive work, and Conway Castle was simply another in a

growing number of such prints. Some large reproductions, after

the works of American artists Henry Chase and Andrew F.

Bunner, were meant for display on the wall. Smaller ones intended

for collection catalogues reproduced works by Charles-François

Daubigny and Narcisse-Virgile Diaz de la Peña.85 Although

these prints could reproduce the composition, tonalities, and

"sentiment" of the original picture, they lack both Moran's style

and that of the original artist. What Moran gave them was his

name and the newfound cachet of etching.

While Moran's contemporaries felt that an etching

after one's own design qualified as an original work, technically

and stylistically no distinction can be found between Moran's

"machines" after his own designs and those of another artist.

The similarity is strikingly apparent when comparing Moran's

copy after Andrew Bunner's Venice (1887) to his own Gate of

Venice (1888) (figs. 19, 20).86 Moran had visited Venice in early

May 1886 and after his return painted the work on which the

etching is based. According to Klackner, the etching "occupied
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19. Thomas Moran after

Andrew F. Bunner, Venice,

1887, etching and roulette,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

20. Thomas Moran,

The Gate of Venice, 1888,

etching and roulette,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

the artist upwards of two years, and is by far the most impor-

tant and completely artistic and elaborate plate that he has pro-

duced."87 (This is hardly a surprising comment since Klackner

published the etching and was profiting by its sale.) Klackner

also published Venice, and both works in their comparably large

size and their disciplined, meticulous etching have lost any

sense of improvisation and individual style.

The attraction of reproductive work for Moran, as

undoubtedly for other artists, was remuneration. The New York

publisher J.D. Waring paid Moran $2,500 to etch a copy of

Mountain of the Holy Cross. For this amount Waring received the

plate and Moran signed impressions. By agreement Moran

kept back twelve proofs for himself.88 For the 1891 etched copy

of his brother Edward's White Squadron, Moran received $2,000

from Radke, Lauckner and Co.89 By the end of the 18905, the

glut of etchings, whether reproductive or original, had soured

the market. Issues of fraud, unauthorized reproductions, and

declining quality were sufficiently real to cause printmakers

and dealers to become defensive and to seek reforms. Moran's

interest was waning, and the large reproductive etchings he

executed were symptomatic of his boredom. His last great etch-

ings date to 1886, and the years from 1878 to 1886 were the most

productive and inventive time for him and for his wife Mary.

Despite the loss of public interest in etching after 1890 and

the appearance of a new generation of artists and printmakers

with modernist ideas after 1900, Moran's career as a printmaker

did not quite end in 1891. He never etched again, but a selection

of his and Mary's etchings was reprinted in 1923. In a letter

dated 21 February 1923, Ruth Moran wrote to Gustave H. Buck:

"I have some beautiful prints of Fathers etchings (Mothers too)

made while we were in New York by Peter Platt—and I am

sending some soon to Milch—for sale, Fathers illness prevented

them being all signed—now they are done — and I shall send a

few of each to him." 90

While these prints are marked in no special way, they do

have two characteristics. One, they were apparently always printed

with black ink, which is contrary to the warmer brownish blacks

and even reddish browns in the i88os but consistent with the

19205. Two, they are printed on a soft, wove, slightly textured,

faintly salmon-colored paper that has a slight deckle edge. This

paper is unlike any used in the i88os.91 Impressions printed

on this paper must have constituted much of what was left in the

(19)
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studio after Moran died. The quality of printing varies from

impressions that look worn or lightly printed to others that are

quite good. They mark, in any case, the end of Thomas Moran's

career in the field of American printmaking.

Few artists in nineteenth-century America achieved as

much as Thomas Moran did in the field of printmaking.

While the discipline of wood or metal engraving ill suited his

temperament and cliché-verre held little interest, etching and

lithography exploited his strengths as a draftsman and colorist.

Lithography offered Moran visually sophisticated results with

little more technical knowledge needed than for sketching.

Our loss was his inability to complete "Studies and Pictures"

and the unfortunate paucity of existing impressions. Etching

proved to Moran's liking as well, and the marketability of his

work meant a substantial output. He became a leading figure in

the decade of printmaking that witnessed a radical change

in the attitude of artists, collectors, and the public toward the

medium as a creative discipline. Moran's historical importance

as a printmaker is marked by the stature his contemporaries

accorded him, and his artistic importance by the beauty and

creativity of the works that he etched and drew from 1860 to

1890. In his own words, he was a printmaker "of the first rank."
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M O R A N A N D T H E A R T O F P U B L I S H I N G

^sft/- / O /O a Scñbner's Monthly article about tourism in Maine
included the small wood engraving Mt. Katahdin, a Famous Camping Ground

by Thomas Moran (fig. i).1 The modest image, one of several that accom-

panied the text and only one in a long series that Moran produced for the

magazine over the course of many years, would be unremarkable if not for

the self-conscious presentation of its subject and what that reveals about the

artist and his commercial career.2 The vignetted image of an interior corner

focuses on a studio easel that supports a painted canvas. A painter's maulstick

is propped against its side, and a palette and open paint box sit nearby, along

with other canvases and a sketchbook. The canvas, a picture within a pic-

ture, is legibly signed "F. E. Church" in the lower right, and its mountain view

replicates one of that artist's well-known compositions. Conspicuous in its

tribute to the most famous American landscapist of the nineteenth century,

the print is no less a meditation on the creative process, a contemplation

of the relationship of nature to art, and an astute commentary on the role of

reproductive imagery. As such it embodies a variety of concerns that pre-

occupied Thomas Moran throughout his long career.

By depicting a landscape within a studio and so prominently including

the painter's tools, Moran emphasized the constructed nature both of Church's

painted canvas and of the print that presumes to display it. Quite clearly
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Moran and the Art of Publishing

Preceding page: Color

detail of Grand Canon

from Hermit Rim (fig. 17)

1. Thomas Moran,

Mt. Katahdin, a Famous

Camping Ground, wood

engraving, published

in Scribner's Monthly

(May 1878), 33.

an artist has created this vision. The paradoxical caption, "Mt.

Katahdin, a Famous Camping Ground,... Painted by Thomas

Moran," and the additional signatures of both Moran and the

engraver Frederick S. King, however, complicate the issue of

authorship. The inclusion of the two extra signatures, for ex-

ample, emphasizes the collaborative nature of the reproductive

process and subverts the original artist's authority as primary

intercessor between viewer and nature. These complications of

course concern what Walter Benjamin so memorably defined as

the "aura" of an original work

of art and the problems that

reproductions pose to it, but

they also reflect Moran's under-

standing of the significance

of different media in the late

nineteenth century.3 His illus-

tration is in fact a sophisticated

commentary on representation,

reproduction, and land use.

Although the illustra-

tion is in one sense an homage

to the "grand original" (Mount

Katahdin itself) and a bow

to Church's masterful rendi-

tion of it, Moran claimed it as

an original composition by

reinterpreting the subject and

including his own monogram

signature. Moreover, the work

derives autonomy and cumulative power from its wide

distribution through publication in Scribner's and by its subtle

embodiment of attitudes toward American landscape. In Mt.

Katahdin the subject is transformed from a sublime object of

veneration to an enframed, consumable commodity. As he did

in much of his art, Moran presents the land as available: for

viewing, for contemplation, for tourism, or for purchase. The

"Famous Camping Ground," as the article and picture imply,

could be visited in Maine, hung on the wall in painted form, or

held in the hand by magazine readers. In this way the illustra-

tion assumes a role different than a single, unique painting and

makes land, art, and commerce available to a large audience.

Recognizing this potential, Moran and his patrons used such

published imagery to its full extent, especially in the decades

after the Civil War when commercial publishing and land

development reached unprecedented heights.

Availability: Problem or Achievement

At the same time Moran's commodification of landscape is a

central issue in his commercial career, the very availability that it

embodies in both subject and form impedes understanding of his

achievements. His publishing activities helped make him profes-

sionally prominent, financially stable, and visually influential in

shaping attitudes toward landscape after the Civil War, but they

have also served to diminish his reputation in the twentieth

century. Although his oeuvre is tightly integrated thematically,

aesthetically, and circum-

stantially among various

media, his published art,

which too often has been

displaced by his major paint-

ings, has been relegated to a

minor activity that is usually

understood to have been

driven by financial necessity.

More than simply a shift in

taste or aesthetic ideals, this

perception can be attributed

to efforts in the art world to

devalue illustration as a fine

art. While this has primarily

been a twentieth-century

phenomenon, its roots lay in

the period during which

Moran was most active and

stem from many of the acti-

vities in which he was engaged. In its effect on attitudes toward

his commercial art, this complex stratification of form and

meaning is critical to understanding the significance of his work.

The artist himself did not argue that wood engravings

or other published images were aesthetically equal to paintings,

but neither did he dismiss them as mere reproductions or minor

art. According to Moran, "Commercial work poses no threat to

an artist. A good artist will express himself anyway."4 For him

such work was a vital part of his oeuvre, one that both benefited

from and contributed to other aspects. For historians steeped in

the aesthetic hierarchy that has elevated painting to the highest

visual art, however, Moran's published work sacrificed its aura

in its replication, diminished its prestige in its easy availability

and prodigious quantity, and relinquished its soul in its service

to commercial enterprise. For all these reasons and more, it is

among the most intriguing aspects of his art.
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Studying Moran's Commercial Oeuvre

Moran usually worked at painting and illustration simultane-

ously, creating oils and watercolors by day and drawing wood-

blocks at night when light was poor and color not a concern.5

Subjects, motifs, and details recur in many images, both painted

and printed, providing insights into the development of themes

and into the artist's ideals and priorities. The correspondences

between his paintings and commercial images are thus of

primary importance for understanding his methods, aesthetic

principles, and ultimate achievements as an artist.

Rarely focusing on other painters' work as he did in the

Mt. Katahdin print, Moran more often created original designs

for publication; and sometimes his paintings were inspired by

his illustrations, inverting the expected process. The majority of

his published imagery, estimated at over 2,000 images, was

reproduced through wood engraving, the most common repro-

ductive medium of his time, but he also created scenes that were

replicated through steel engraving, lithography, chromolithog-

raphy, and toward the end of his life, through photographically

produced halftones and color letterpress.6 His ability to com-

plete so much work for publication was due to an indefatigable

energy but also benefited from the assistance of his wife, Mary

Nimmo Moran. Her involvement remains undetermined, since

Moran never publicly acknowledged it, but a letter of 1873

indicates that it may have been substantial: "Work hard to im-

prove your drawing, dear, as I shall have plenty of work for you

this coming winter."7 It was widely known by the i88os that

the couple shared an interest in printmaking, but beyond this

provocative comment, little is known about Mary Nimmo's con-

tributions to her husband's reputation as a major illustrator.

Studying Moran's reproductive work comprehensively is

daunting, since he was so prolific and did not keep complete

records of commercial assignments. Nineteenth-century publi-

cations did not always credit their illustrators, and articles that

contain Moran's designs often include those of other artists as

well. His monogram, which had the advantage of being legible

in reverse in wood engraving, was not always included on the

final carved blocks, and his prints sometimes lack signatures.8

Yet although the subject matter in his images is often similar to

that in works by other artists, his style is distinctive. The atmos-

pheric subtlety and attention to chiaroscuro, texture, and detail

that characterize his paintings are no less apparent in his graphic

art and usually survived the wood engraving process.

Often confusing in Moran's published work are the fre-

quent delays between original execution and publication. This,

coupled with his tendency to repeat compositions and motifs

in a number of versions and to date (sometimes erroneously) pre-

viously undated drawings in his later years, complicates attempts

to determine correspondences among his sketches, paintings,

and reproductive prints. An additional problem is the liberal

sharing and outright pirating of illustrations by nineteenth-

century publishers in the days before copyright enforcement.9

This common activity resulted in identical or only slightly altered

images appearing in very different publications, usually without

notice or reimbursement to the artist. Signatures that appear in

original versions were sometimes removed in secondary issues.

In some instances these activities can be reconstructed, adding

much to our understanding of the significance of illustrated

material in the late nineteenth century and relationships among

artists, publishers, government agencies, and railroads. Repro-

ductions of Moran's work were most often acquired, however,

through direct commissions by publishers, who, although inter-

ested in profit, sought to elevate public taste and to enhance the

reputation of both the artist and their own publications through

a judicious combination of text, illustrations, and high ideals.

In so doing, they appealed to their readers' growing desire for

visual imagery, provided an important venue for American

artists' work, and allied themselves and their publications with

the long-standing prestige of the fine arts.

Moran and the Rise of Publishing

Moran's commercial work is a virtual catalogue of the develop-

ments in reproductive technology during one of the industry's

most formative periods, from 1850 to 1920. Not since the inven-

tion of moveable type had publishing experienced such change.

New methods of making inexpensive paper, the refinement of

wood engraving as a reproductive technique, the invention of

steam-driven presses capable of exerting sufficient pressure to

print engravings, and electroplating processes that transformed

woodblocks into printable plates revolutionized the production

of printed imagery.10 Armed with the new technology, publish-

ing houses and periodicals proliferated, prices for publications

dropped, and more people than ever before gained access to

published material in the United States.n A good deal of that

material contained work by Thomas Moran.

Wood engraving, the medium of most of Moran's pub-

lished work, was relatively new in commercial publishing in the

nineteenth century, but it quickly became the medium of choice

for printed illustrations. It differed from woodcut in that it used

the end grain of boxwood rather than long-grain plank surface;

and like other forms of intaglio, it printed from the incised

lines rather than from the block's surface, allowing for much
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finer detail than the heavier woodcuts. It did have several dis-

advantages: it was limited to a single color, usually black, and

was restricted to line, which ruled out true effects of continuous

tone. Wood engraving also required craftspeople to engrave the

blocks, resulting in translations that often caused artists great

distress as they saw their drawings irrevocably altered. Moran

was sensitive to this vulnerability and was appreciative when

publishers, such as those at The Aldine, an art magazine that

prided itself on its well-executed images, engraved his works

well. He facilitated this as much as possible by working with

publishers who employed the best engravers and by drawing

directly on the blocks rather than submitting designs on paper

that would have to be redrawn by others.12 By working on the

block, however, Moran sacrificed his original images, which

were destroyed in the engraving

process. This consequence pre-

vents comparison of preparatory

designs to their prints and

accounts for the lack of draw-

ings in Moran's oeuvre that

correspond precisely to his pub-

lished wood engravings.13

Moran was never explicit

about the significance or poten-

tial meaning of his illustrative

work. Other than brief men-

tions of profits or assignments

and passing comments about

being pleased or dissatisfied

with the results, he rarely men-

tioned individual commissions

and almost never reflected on

his hopes for his commercial

career as a whole. The fact that

he did place his illustrative work almost exclusively with promi-

nent publishers, however, suggests that through commercial

work Moran hoped to contribute to illustration's position as a

fine art and to enhance his own reputation as an artist.

Mass Production Versus Fine Art

Until photographically produced printing plates became the

norm, which transferred pictorial replication into the realm of

technology, the distinction between reproduction and creation,

or illustrations and art, was slim. Wood engraving in the nine-

teenth century was recognized as a fine art form in the intaglio

tradition, and it was not unusual to include wood engravings

in exhibitions of more traditional media.14 In 1875 the National

Academy of Design exhibited three such prints by Moran within

a larger display of paintings, and reviewers not only approved but

also emphasized their appropriateness in such a context: "The

mountain scenery of Utah, is represented with much force and

grandeur in three large engravings on wood by Thomas Moran,

that rank high as genuine works of art."15 Late in life Moran

also provided his biographer, Nina Spalding Stevens, with a

series of prints and chromolithographs to be discussed with his

paintings.16 He considered this work part of his overall oeuvre

and was never apologetic for its "lesser" status as art.

More problematic than arguments about art versus craft

or commercialism that would later be employed to diminish the

value of reproductions was the challenge to the art world posed

by providing mass-produced visual imagery to an increasingly

diverse public. The controversy concerned the role of art in

society, the relative value of its different forms, and the impact

of reproductive prints on America's cultural development.li

Opinions were mixed: some regarded the growing plethora of

visual media as a boon to the public's knowledge of art, while

others saw it as the degradation of taste.18 The latter perception

became more dominant by the mid-twentieth century, but many

critics during Moran's time considered reproductive imagery an

important means of disseminating art and its ideals. In 1892, for

example, William Coffin wrote, "More has been done through

the medium of illustrated literature to make the masses of people

realize that there is such a thing as art and that it is worth

caring about."19 Moran's illustrative career was thus grounded

within a system that credited published art with elevating aes-

thetic values. Illustrations and reproductive images were to be

encouraged for their contribution to a cultured society.

Literary Publications

Moran's first published illustrations seem to have been two small

wood engravings in Nathaniel Parker Willis' Sacred Poems (1860).20

The commission, which also included a view by Edward Moran,

may have been recommended by James Hamilton, the Moran

brothers' mentor, who was represented by four images. These

unassuming vignettes are most notable for the author's promi-

nence; Willis was one of the most popular writers and publishers

of the time. His important early travel book, American Scenery

(1838-1842), had been illustrated with 125 engraved views by

William Henry Bartlett and set a standard for landscape promo-

tion, making even Moran's modest contribution to the later

publication rather prestigious.21 It was an auspicious beginning

to Moran's long career as a literary illustrator.
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2. Thomas Moran, Kwasind,

the Strong Man, wood

engraving, published in

7fte>Wc//ne5(June1872),

cover.

3. Thomas Moran, The

Song of Hiawatha, wood

engraving, published in

The Poetical Works of Henry

Wadsworth Longfellow

(Boston, 1882), 223.

Although Moran illustrated many different kinds of

texts, one of his favorites was Longfellow's famous poem, The

Song of Hiawatha (1855), which remained extremely popular

throughout the nineteenth century. The artist produced several

oils and a large number of wood engravings and wash drawings

devoted to the theme and planned a special edition of steel

engravings in the mid-iS/os to capitalize on the commercial

appeal of "America's first written epic."22

Moran's first wood engravings from Hiawatha were also

his first for The Aldine. His Kwasind, the Strong Man (fig. 2),

appeared on the June 1872 cover, followed the next year by two

works in the article "The Pictured Rocks of Lake Superior."23

The text in 1873 was devoted primarily to the area's geology, but

the earlier publication not only recounted the tale of Kwasind

and Longfellow's interest in the story but also offered intriguing

commentary on contemporary interpretations of Hiawatha.

Agreeing that the poem was very "American," the author noted

that its appeal lay in the mythic heroism of Native Americans, a

quality missing from their own time: "There is another side to

America than that which its aborigines have turned to the gaze

of the world. There is the early Puritan side, grim and stern as

a battle-frieze on some old temple, alive with determined com-

batants; there is the Colonial and Revolutionary side, wherein

pastoral and warlike scenes are strangely mingled; and there is

the side of To-Day, bustling, money-making—unheroic."24

The passage continued: "All these elements must be taken into

consideration by the poet who

shall aspire to write the one

great American Poem."The

same might be said, as Moran

surely realized, of the one who

aspires to create "great Ameri-

can art." Even his most idealized

commercial works embodied

TheAldines challenge: they

aspired to a mythical heroism

of a natural America but were

firmly grounded within the

"bustling, money-making

[and] unheroic" context of his

own era.

Moran's most ambitious

use of the Hiawatha theme

was his 1875 attempt to publish

an illustrated edition of Long-

fellow's poem, with twenty-five

large steel engravings of his drawings and his brother Peter as

engraver.25 Unlike other ventures in which he sold work or

copyrights to publishers, this project was to be self-published

and may have been meant to capitalize on nationalistic feelings

as the centennial approached. The brothers enlisted a presti-

gious group of subscribers, including President Ulysses S.

Grant, General William Tecumseh Sherman, the railroad mag-

nate Collis P. Huntington, Mark Twain, and Longfellow him-

self. Unfortunately the project was never completed.26 As early

as May 1876 Moran reported without explanation, "Work on the

etchings of Hiawatha has come to a stand still."27 He exhibited

several of the drawings at the Centennial Exposition that year

but kept them, unpublished, for the rest of his life. He did con-

tribute to a few Longfellow anthologies, including the lavishly

illustrated, four-volume Poetical Works of Henry Wadsworth

Longfellow (1879 and 1882; fig. 3), but his interest in the Hiawatha

theme waned after 1876, perhaps because of the failure of the

engraving project.

Despite its dissatisfying conclusion, the proposal's am-

bitiousness is undeniable, and although Moran never again

attempted private publishing, he facilitated other special edition

reproductions of his work throughout his life. His ability to enlist

such significant support for the engraving project demonstrates

the stature to which he had risen by the mid-i87os as well as

the entrepreneurial spirit that sought a place for his art in the

"money-making—unheroic" world.
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4. WalterTrumbull,

Castle Geyser Cone, 1870,

graphite on paper,

courtesy Department of

the Interior, Yellowstone

National Park.

5. Thomas Moran after

Walter Trumbull, Castle

Geyser Cone, wood

engraving, published in

Scribner's Monthly 2

(May 1871), 125.

Scribner's Monthly

Although Moran aspired to illustrate literary epics, the impetus

for his art usually came from magazines, book publishers,

government surveys, and railroad publicity departments. In the

decades after the Civil War—with an ever-expanding railway

network, new sources of commercial enterprise, and a burgeon-

ing reading public—each of these types of patrons sought the

best means to promote American expansion and growth, and

landscape art such as Moran's suited many of their needs. It

suggested a progressive vision at the same time it underscored

traditional aesthetic values, and when combined with text, it

could accommodate a host of agendas, from the overtly commer-

cial to the inspirational. While Moran constantly endeavored to

monumentalize the prospect of the American land, he simulta-

neously worked in the service of industry, making such scenes

available to an ever-wider public via his commercial imagery.

Of all Moran's patrons, Scribner's Monthly was the most

faithful: he illustrated over one hundred articles for the maga-

zine during its lifetime, 1870 to 1881, and he contributed images

to many of the company's other publications, including books

and magazines such as St. Nicholas for children and Century

Magazine, which succeeded Scribner's Monthly in i88i.28 Scrib-

ner's Monthly was conceived as a rival to Harper's Monthly, which

had grown tremendously popular, largely because of its wood

engraved illustrations, and Scribner's sought to supersede that

position through its own essays, editorials, and stories, and its

profusion of high-quality wood engravings.29 Just as important,

Scribner's took an activist position in promoting land for a vari-

ety of uses. It extolled the virtues of pleasure travel, applauded

the achievements of industry, chronicled the progress of states

and regions, and celebrated the government's role in making

progress available to people. Although he always worked on

commission rather than salary, Moran became the principal

landscape illustrator for such stories precisely because his art

visually underscored this agenda.

Moran's close relationship with Scribner's was due in part

to his friendship with Richard Watson Gilder, the managing

editor in charge of the art department, and Alexander Drake,

the art editor. Gilder had been a childhood friend of Moran's in

Bordentown, Pennsylvania, and all three men were neighbors,

first in Philadelphia and then later in Newark and New York.

Gilder became prominent in the literary world and was unfailing

in his support for Moran. An erstwhile poet, Gilder and his wife,

the artist Helena de Kay Gilder, surrounded themselves with

leading writers and artists, including Moran, and they intro-

duced him to many leading industrialists and potential patrons.30

Scribner's prided itself on its service to cultural advance-

ment, and its defense of illustration and technological innova-

tion reinforced that claim. Moran was equally committed to

these issues, and his alliance with the magazine offered him many

opportunities to contribute to the cause and to convey its merits

to a growing audience.
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Popularizing Western Prospects

Moran's work appeared in Scribner's premiere issue in November

1870 and in five other articles during that journal's first year of

publication. Almost immediately Gilder offered Moran a commis-

sion that ultimately changed the course of the artist's career—

a story on the virtually undocumented region of Yellowstone.

In this instance he was not asked to make original drawings

but to rework the first sketches of the area that the Washburn-

Doane expedition had just brought back. Those graphite views

(fig. 4) had been produced by Walter Trumbull and Private

Charles Moore, two amateur artists in the party. Although

Moran had never seen the sights, he was able to enhance the

scenes' appeal and approximate to a remarkable degree the

appearance of the exotic formations (fig. 5).

Shortly before the illustrations appeared in the May and

June issues of Scribner's Monthly in 1871, Moran was invited to join

Ferdinand Hayden's Geographical and Geological Survey of the

Territories.31 The origin of the idea that Moran should go remains

uncertain, but the 1870-1871 illustrative project and Scribner's

close association with the Northern Pacific Railroad (NPRR)

played a major role. Since the magazine was interested in obtain-

ing images of the landscape, and the railroad was planning its

line through the area, all involved recognized the value in having

a noted artist bring back pictures of the mysterious region.32

To realize this visual product, Scribner's and the NPRR

provided the means for Moran to travel with Hayden. Intrigu-

ingly, their assistance did not come in the form of an outright

cash advance or even reimbursement of expenses. Instead, Moran

left the painting Children of the Mountain (cat. 7) with Scribner's

publisher Roswell Smith as collateral for $500, which he "did

not redeem," and he received another $500 from Jay Cooke of

the NPRR in return for a series of watercolors painted after the

trip.33 Moran said later it had not occurred to him that the

magazine should have financed this trip, but although his way

was often paid in future travels, he continued to make such

arrangements from time to time.34

These negotiations reveal more about nineteenth-century

business practice than either the lack of funding standards or

mere penury on the part of publishing companies. By putting

Moran in touch with railroad executives who could offer dis-

count or free rail fare, and by smoothing his way into govern-

ment surveys, the publishers were at once aligning themselves

with the artists with whom they were working and with the

leaders at the forefront of American expansionist enterprise in

the hope of fostering good will. In working with the NPRR and

with Hayden, the magazine agreed to promote the activities of

both the survey and the railroad, and in turn it received primary

reports that promised an edge in the competitive publishing

world. The survey would receive favorable publicity that could

lead to increased appropriations, and the railroad would benefit

from free advertising, which would sell more bonds and even-

tually tickets. More generally, all of the parties were working
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6. Thomas Moran,

Moonlight over Jackson-

ville, Florida, wood

engraving, published in

Edward King's The Great

South (1875), 377.

7. Thomas Moran,

Medmenham Abbey, wood

engraving, published

in Harper's Monthly 62

(January 1881), 213.

together for what they perceived to be the common good of

American progress. In their cooperative efforts they all focused

on how Moran's art would advance their interests. He most

certainly fulfilled their expectations.

A New Intensity

As if to confirm his more active involvement with the publish-

ing industry, within months of his return from Yellowstone

in the fall of 1871 Moran moved his family from Philadelphia to

Newark to be closer to his

publishing patrons.35 He had

been creating illustrations for

over a decade, but it was at

this time that the commercial

part of his career developed

most dramatically. Throughout

the 18705 and i88os his com-

missions, especially for wood

engraving designs but increas-

ingly for chromolithographs,

grew substantially. His most

important patron continued to

be Scribner s Monthly, but he published as well with the rival

Harper's, the fine art periodical TheAldme, and many others.

All of these journals issued significant articles about Yellowstone

and other regions, and they continued to support the artist for

many years.

Moran's work for Scribner s Monthly was exceptionally

varied. Some of it focused on exotic sites that he would never

encounter; other subjects were closer to home. Little correspon-

dence is available to reveal how these commissions were arranged,

but it is clear that Moran did not always create original com-

positions; prolific production required the expeditious use of

sources. For Edward King's extensive series, "The Great South,"

for example, which ran in the magazine from 1873 to 1875 and

was reprinted as a book in 1875, Moran made over fifty illustra-

tions, working from the drawings of J. Wells Champney, the

artist who had accompanied the author through the region.36

The series, which was oriented toward southern conditions since

the Civil War, was geographically and thematically comprehen-

sive and included historical overviews and observations on race

relations as well as commentary on notable sites and develop-

ments. Although not overly celebratory, it did consistently

emphasize the region's promise for commercial reincorporation

into the Union, among other issues of continuing interest to

Scribner s readers.

Moran's images in the articles range from scenes in

Indian Territory and San Antonio to industrial cityscapes, orange

groves, and tropical swamps farther east (fig. 6). He often in-

cluded small figures in the foregrounds as surrogates or metaphor-

ical companions for his viewers and sometimes shaped his com-

positions into arched or circular vignettes to provide additional

interest and three-dimensionality. Most often he presented ele-

vated perspectives, a "magisterial gaze" or "prospect" that invited

a sense of ownership and conveyed the idea of the availability

and potential of the land.37

The Great South

project resulted in a trip to

Florida for an 1877 Scribners

article, "An Island of the

Sea." The state's northern

Atlantic coast near Jackson-

ville was being recognized

as a tourist destination, and

Moran was enlisted to visit

Fort George Island at the

mouth of the St. Johns River,

just east of Jacksonville.

The region was of special interest to northerners since it was

accessible by water (rail service began in the early i88os), and of

course it boasted an exceptional climate that was touted for

both its warmth and its curative properties. By the time Moran

arrived in the mid-i87os, tourism was booming, with an esti-

mated 50,000 visitors annually.38 Moran's Florida work thus had

much in common with his western activities, especially in its

emphasis on tourism for pleasure, exotic scenery, health, and eco-

nomic investment. Yet the Fort George Island vicinity, with its

tropical vegetation and uniquely southern history, especially in

regard to slavery, offered uncommon subject matter and posed

special challenges that ultimately interested Moran less than

those of other regions.

The sheer volume of Moran's work for Scribner and

Company would require a lengthy study unto itself. In addition

to the Monthly, he contributed to many of the company's books

and to its children's publication St. Nicholas. When Scribner s

Monthly became the Century Magazine in the i88os, Moran was

producing fewer illustrations in general, but he did provide some

for that periodical as well. In November 1879, shortly before the

magazine's title changed, the artist wrote in his ledger, "This is

probably the last drawing I shall ever make for Scribner5."39 Even

though he did continue to work for the company in other ways,

Moran recognized in this statement the significant role that
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Scribner's Monthly had played in launching his career as an

artist of national standing.

In summary, Moran provided illustrations to many

general readership periodicals of the day. Most notable among

these were Scribner's Monthly, Harper's Monthly (fig. 7), The

Aldine, as well as a few images to Harpers Weekly.40 All of these

publications brought the American landscape to the public

in important ways and contributed to Moran's growing reputa-

tion. They directed his printed art at a growing appreciation

not only for the scenery of the United States but for art as

well, and Moran's prolific work was an important means of

satisfying those interests.

Railroad Guidebooks

Moran had a long history of working for railway companies,

helping to promote them via illustrated travel articles. His first

illustrations for Harpers Monthly, for example, complemented an

1862 article entitled "The Catawissa Railroad," based on draw-

ings he made nearly a decade earlier during a family outing to

Catawissa, Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna River.41 He later

inscribed one view, The Catawissa Valley, as "one of my earliest

drawings on wood," and it was published as The Town of

Catawissa (fig. 8), complete with train tracks running through

the scene.42

The earliest railroad publication to contain Moran's

views, Guidebook to the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroad,

appeared in 1869 and included fourteen lithographs advertising

the scenery and amenities of a small trunk line into the Phila-

delphia suburbs (see fig. 7, p. 289). Some of the large number

of guidebooks to which Moran later contributed also stand out.

Several had their origins in 1881, an exceptionally busy summer

for the artist. In July, having just returned from a sketching trip

to Niagara Falls for Picturesque Canada, Moran joined writer

Joseph Gladding Pangborn and engraver "Apple" Jack Karst

on an extended tour along the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

Pangborn, who had already published The Rocky Mountain

Tourist (1877) with three of Moran's views, enlisted the artist as

the sole illustrator in his more ambitious Picturesque B. & O.:

Historical and Descriptive (1882), which eventually included

sixty-eight of Moran's illustrations.43
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8. Thomas Moran, The

Town ofCatawissa, wood

engraving, published

in Harper's Monthly 25

(June 1862), 27.

9. The Black Canon,

c. 1881, photograph by

William Henry Jackson,

courtesy Colorado

Historical Society.

Pangborn's text is a much livelier narrative than most

travel guides, even counting its lengthy attention to the history

of the B. &, O. Each member in the party, for example, acquired

a nickname. Moran is referred to as "Yellowstone," and his con-

tribution is noted more prominently than usual for such publi-

cations. The preface states, "The single fact that Thomas Moran

furnished upwards of seventy entirely new drawings... would at

once establish its surpassingly high character in the first artistic

circles of the continent."44 This was the greatest number of

images he produced for any single publication.

In keeping with the book's visual emphasis, Pangborn

constantly directed his reader to imagine the metaphorical trip

in aesthetic terms. Ever mindful of presenting the railroad as a

force for enlightenment in a growing country, Pangborn com-

bined the visual, the industrial, and the natural as engagingly as

possible. In similar fashion Moran drew several landscapes as he

had done with Mt. Katahdîn years before, depicting them as

sketches or paintings propped on the floor, pinned to a wall,

framed by curtains, or resting on an easel. The message is clear:

the land is available, consumable, and transportable via the

railroad. The combined efforts of Pangborn, Moran, and Karst

made this project seem easy, fun, and creative.

Maintaining their breakneck pace in August that same

summer, Karst and Moran headed to Denver to join photo-

grapher William H. Jackson and writer Ernest Ingersoll for

a trip on the Denver and Rio Grande Railway. William Bell,

vice-president of D & RG, had recently purchased Moran's

painting Mountain of the Holy Cross (cat. 53), and he commis-

sioned the men to help promote the new industrial and tourist

lines that the company was building in the Rockies.45 Moran

and his companions were provided with a private train that had

a special open car (fig. 9), and with such accommodations they

created what would form the core of Colorado promotional

material for many years to come.
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A number of publications resulted from the 1881 excur-

sion— several Ingersoll books, including Crest of the Continent

(1885), an article in Harper's Monthly entitled "The Silver San

Juan," an issue of the Colorado Tourist, and numerous guidebooks

and literature—all containing Moran's illustrations. These wood

engravings dominated the D & RG's public relations literature

throughout the i88os, especially the several editions of Rhymes of

the Rockies, an illustrated book of poetry that linked Moran's

views with literary musings on landscape.46 Other railroads also

used some of his D & RG illustrations, both with and without

permission. The Chicago and Alton Railroad, for example,

reprinted Mountain of the Holy Cross in several of its timetables

in the i88os and 18905.

Moran worked for several other leading railroads. His

1879 trip through the Sierra Nevada with his brother Peter was

at least partly funded by a commission from the Union Pacific,

and as late as 1887 that line was republishing his illustrations

in their guidebooks.47Throughout most of his long life Moran

benefited from and in turn contributed to the vast changes in

and perceptions about the transportation industry. His work

provided ways of integrating those perceptions into a new vision

of an industrial, incorporated America.

Guidebooks and Government Reports

Moran's work for government agencies, especially those "Great

Surveys" headed by Ferdinand Hayden and John Wesley Powell,

was intricately connected with

his work for the publishing

industry and the railroads.

Both survey leaders recognized

that well-illustrated reports

and public attention from

notable paintings resulted in

increased government appro-

priations, and they conse-

quently used Moran's art to

the fullest. These men, in

search of images for their

official congressional reports,

often worked closely with

Moran's publishers rather than

with the artist himself, and they provided illustrations to other

publishers without notifying either the original owners or the

artist. These interrelationships reveal the high level of interest in

Moran's work and a passionate belief in its ability to convey a

variety of ideas and ideals to a disparate audience.

Although Hayden and Powell worked with many pub-

lishers, they relied heavily on Scribner's Monthly for Moran's

illustrations and for an avenue to publicize their expeditions.

Each wrote articles for the magazine and negotiated to use

Moran's engravings in their own publications. These relation-

ships began in early 1871, when Scribner's facilitated Moran's

participation in Hayden's expedition. Shortly after his return,

Scribner's Monthly commissioned Hayden to write a follow-up

article to Langford's earlier introduction to the region.48 Moran

was already creating new illustrations, but a problem arose

when Hayden assumed the magazine would allow him free

reprinting rights in his federal report because he had accom-

modated the artist. In the end Hayden prevailed, but the

approval came with a revealing admonition from editor Gilder.

I enclose a check for $100 for your article the publishers of the

monthly really cannot afford to go to such large expense for original

illustrations without getting back part of it from some quarter. Even

Harper's, with its immense resources and circulation has largely depended

upon reproductions. And it cheapens the illustrations to have them

appear in reports, etc. We hardly ever allow the wood-cuts themselves

to go out of our possession, even temporarily. The cuts accompanying

your article cost about $500 and we thought that Uncle Sam would be

rich enough to pay at least half [the] cost. But if it is a matter of your

own purse, we will immediately pack up the blocks and send them to

you that you may have electrotypes taken as you desire—Providing that

you guarantee us against damage, and also against the use of the plates

in any publications save your report We will express the blocks to

you to morrow. Now in this matter the publishers have acted promptly

upon my suggestions and I look

to you to stand by me my dear

Dr.! If in the future we can get

back some of this western

money, legitimately, from the

government, I hope you will

help to that end—and that you

will do all in your power to

make the fourth of my articles,

full, graphic, and successful.49

Twelve of the sixty-four

illustrations in Hayden's 1871

government report were thus

provided free from Scribner's.

Moran was not paid an addi-

tional fee, nor was he directly

acknowledged in Hayden's text as their creator. Furthermore,

Hayden did not comply with Gilder's request that the Scribner's

wood engravings not be used elsewhere. He published his own

book on the West in 1880 with ten of the illustrations and liber-

ally provided them to guidebook writers in exchange for free
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10. Thomas Moran,

Grana Canon, at the Foot

of To-Ró-Weap, Looking

West, wood engraving,

published in Scribner's

Monthly 9 (March 1875),

526.

11. Thomas Moran,

Springville Canon, wood

engraving, published

in TheAldine 7 (January

1874), 14.

publicity.50 His unscrupulous sharing of electrotypes without credit

or payment to the artist is ironic at best, since Hayden was

sensitive to accounts of his discoveries that did not acknowledge

him or his survey. He did contract Moran directly for some

images, and he paid promptly for them, but his aggressive

activities to secure their use demon-

strates his own ambition and his

recognition of the ability of Moran's

imagery to convey his agenda.

John Wesley Powell, with

whom Moran traveled to the

Grand Canyon in 1873, also worked

closely with Gilder, both in writing

articles for Scribner's Monthly and

in obtaining images for inclusion in

his government report. Gilder,

however, had learned a lesson with

Hayden, and he drew up an official

contract with Powell. In exchange

for writing three articles for the

magazine and a fee of $500 for the

wood engravings, Powell assumed

ownership of the electrotypes and

their future use.51

The twenty-four illustrations Moran produced for Powell's

three-part article, "The Canons of the Colorado" (1875) number

among the finest he created for Scribner's.52 Although many of

them were taken directly from Jack Hillers and E. O. Beaman's

photographs from the Powell expedition, Moran redrew them in

ways that accentuate his own style. The textural effects in The

Grand Canon, at the Foot of To-Ro-Weap, Looking West (fig. 10),

for example, correspond closely to the painterly qualities in his

color works. All the images ultimately reappeared in Powell's

official report and later books.

Interested in promoting his own work, Powell generously

shared the wood engravings. Henry T. Williams, for example,

author and publisher of The Pacific Tourist, requested them, even

though he worked directly with Moran for other illustrations.53

Williams wrote to Powell in January 1876: "Mr. Thos. Moran is

now engaged in making some drawings of Far Western Scenery

for a new book which I am about to publish and I desire to

include in it some mention of the Grand Canon of the Colorado.

I write to you at his suggestion to ask if you will sell me electro-

types of any of the illustrations which have appeared in Scribner's

Mag [sic] — and at what prices—also if you can prepare for me

an article description."54

Since Williams wrote three times with the same request

for specific plates, it is uncertain whether Powell ever consented,

but it is interesting that the request came at Moran's suggestion.

The artist obviously considered illustrations for which he had

been paid to be the property of their owners, and he did

not expect to profit from their

additional use. Much later, in the

18905, some of these illustrations

were reissued in several books,

including Stanley Wood's Over

the Range to the Golden Gate

(rev. éd., 1895) and Charles Hig-

gins' The Grand Canyon (1902).

Obviously, the Scribner's wood

engravings continued their use-

fulness long after the 18708.

Through the alliance of

government surveys, the popular

press, and the railroads, Moran's

images reached infinitely more

viewers than they would have oth-

erwise. Moreover, they contributed

significantly to the understanding

of the American continent in the

late nineteenth century, to the development and industrialization

of the American landscape, and to the establishment and pop-

ularity of the national parks. More than any original paintings

could hope to affect, his published art helped establish the pub-

lic's awareness of the natural wealth and potential of the

United States as the country moved into its second century.

Art in TheAldine

In addition to the overtly commercial use of Moran's art to

promote expansion and enterprise, his published work served

more consciously aesthetic agendas. His wood engravings in

TheAldine, for example, are among his most beautiful prints.

The journal prided itself on quality illustrations, and Moran

contributed more than thirty-nine images to its pages from 1872

to 1879.55 He regarded them highly, as he remarked to Powell

in 1873: "Will send you the January no. of the Aldine with the

three of my Utah drawings which are the best pieces of engrav-

ing that have ever been made from my drawings Springville

Canon [fig. n] is particularly fine."56 The magazine employed

the best engravers and often devoted entire pages to single

images, making clear that it considered wood engravings an

important art form.
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Like most nineteenth-century periodicals, The Aldine

went through a series of changes during its eleven years of pro-

duction. As a "typographical art journal," its emphasis on illus-

trations was limited at the time of its founding in 1868. By the

early 18705, however, it focused more intently on art concerns,

including landscape interpretation.57 Moran s work is included

in five of the nine volumes that the magazine produced.5H

Even as The Aldine identified itself as an art journal, it

was no less a lavish travel magazine, and Moran was one of its

most important assets in this regard. Through his work it was

able to join the fervent national enthusiasm for the West and for

other established or potential tourist areas, such as Lake George

(fig. 12); the Juniata, Vermont; and the Pictured Rocks at Lake

(11)

Superior. The magazine featured his most dramatic composi-

tions and combined them with text emphasizing their beauty and

the sites' accessibility via rail, their climatic conditions and cul-

tivation, and other issues of interest to tourists and investors.

The Aldine was not usually overt in its industrial promo-

tion, but it did consistently reiterate in both text and image that

it was helping make American art and landscape available to its

readers. Its article on Yellowstone, for instance, pointedly com-

mends Moran's efforts to "open to us" that remarkable region:

"The Yellowstone region evades description, and almost evades

art. What art can do for it Mr. Thomas Moran has shown in his

great picture painted for Congress, and in the illustrations which

he has drawn for the present number of The Aldine. They open

to us a world as wild as the one we see in dreams, — a strange

and beautiful wonderland, and they are—but we will not bias

the judgment of the reader with regard to them, he can see for

himself what they are."59

The phrase "strange and beautiful wonderland" reveals

that by 1873 this trope had become the conventional description

of the new park. Moran's published and painted works accentu-

ated the "wild" aspects of the West but had also been integral to

transforming Yellowstone into a "wonderland." His art influenced

attitudes toward American landscapes to the point that it offered

entirely new discursive modes for a region.60

Special Commissions:The Illustrated Book

As all of Moran's publishers recognized, the most popular illus-

trated books in the nineteenth century in both the United States

and England contained landscape views.61 Armchair travel

was a favorite pastime, and scenic images accompanied literary

texts, poetry, history books, textbooks, and commemorative

editions to appeal to this taste. Books had a special authority

that influenced attitudes toward landscape in ways not possible

with other publications, and Moran both benefited from and

contributed to this development through a large number of

commissions from book publishers.

Scribner and Company continued to be among his most

important patrons in its book division, soliciting new work from

him and reprinting images from its journal. New editions were

certainly fiscally sensible in a competitive industry, but they also

indicate the popularity and efficacy of the subject matter and,

by extension, of Moran's images.62 In addition to travel books,

Scribner's also showcased his landscapes in history texts. One of

the most important, and most influential in shaping American

values, was the four-volume survey The Popular History of the

United States (1876-1881), edited by the esteemed William Cullen
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Bryant and Sydney Howard Gay This centennial edition con-

tained twenty-nine Moran illustrations that underscored the text's

ideology of America's aesthetic and nationalistic qualities.63

The artist also produced a large quantity of work for Ivison Blake-

man and Company of New York, one of the largest textbook

companies in the East.64The varied subject matter of these

publications includes geography, oceanography, and elementary

readers, but because they are little read today, such textbooks

have been virtually forgotten and their impact discounted. At the

time of their publication, however, they were an inestimable

cultural force in helping young readers to construct their earliest

understandings of landscape and its potential significance in

their lives.

Tracing Moran's career through the many companies

with which he worked is a lesson in the vagaries of the nineteenth-

century publishing industry. At different times, for example,

he worked for Hurd and Houghton; Houghton Osgood and

Company; Houghton, Mifflin and Company; and Osgood and

Company, all varying partnerships of several publishers. Of

these, James Osgood and Company was among his most consis-

tent patrons, and in 1875 it offered him yet another opportunity

to work on Longfellow for its edition of The Hanging of the Crane.fo
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12. Thomas Moran,

Long Island, Lake George,

wood engraving,

published in TheAldine7

(April 1874), 75.

13. Thomas Moran,

View of the Schuylkill

from Laurel Hill, Showing

the Falls Bridge, wood

engraving, published in

The Illustrated History of

the Centennial Exhibition

(Philadelphia, 1876).

14. Thomas Moran,

Upper Yellowstone Falls,

steel engraving, pub-

lished in Picturesque

America, 1874.

Moran also contributed to books written by friends.

He illustrated poems by Lloyd Mifflin beginning in 1895. One

of his last publications during his lifetime was for Henry

Nehemiah Dodge's Christus Victor: A Student's Reverie (1926),

a religious meditation that in-

cluded nineteen of the artist's wash

drawings reproduced through

halftone. Included in this grouping

were some of his old motifs, such

as Mountain of the Holy Cross and

the tree from Solitude.66 It seems

appropriate that in the year of

Moran's death some of his favorite

themes appeared via halftone, the

new technique that had supplanted

wood engraving.

Several deluxe books in

which Moran published illustra-

tions are especially notable. These

luxuriously bound, embossed,

and often gilded volumes were the

forerunners of modern "coffee

table" books and were frequently

perused and prominently displayed

in homes. As such, they carried

a caché and legitimacy that re-

inforced the significance of their

written and illustrative content.

Within these expensive albums,

wood engravings assumed added value as an art form. The con-

structions of landscape ideals in such books was a factor of both

content and context.

Among the most interesting of these books are those

published for the national centennial, such as James McCabe's

The Illustrated History of the Centennial Exhibition (1876), one

of the fair's official publications. Containing sixteen views

by Moran, many of which had appeared earlier in Scribner's

Monthly', along with countless other images by unnamed illus-

trators, this gilded tome of over 600 pages was meant to be

both a guide and a souvenir of the exposition. Since the book

also offered an exhaustive history of Philadelphia, Moran's

work included typical views of the city. Among them was

View of the Schuylkillfrom Laurel Hill, Showing the Falls Bridge

(fig. 13), which focuses on the area's picturesque rivers as

well as the newly constructed bridges that were such a point

of pride.67

(14)

Picturesque America

Of all the deluxe books to which Moran contributed, Picturesque

America: Or the Land We Live In, edited by William Cullen

Bryant, was the most important both in form and influence.

Called "the most magnificent

illustrated work ever produced

in America," it was a large, two-

volume edition published by

D. Appleton and Company,

with forty views by Moran and

over 900 by other leading land-

scapists.68 As Sue Rainey has

recently explained, Picturesque

America, with its nationalistic

focus and native contributors,

appealed both to patriotic sym-

pathies and to the growing

fascination with "the most unfa-

miliar and novel features of

American scenery."69 In addition

to its luxurious presentation, it

contained the most complete

portrayal of the American land-

scape available. Asserting that

"it is our point of view that has

changed," Picturesque America

defined the notion of constructed

vision in its careful organization

and clearly composed imagery

of the natural and industrial environment.70 Enormously success-

ful, it became a model for numerous imitators, most notably

Picturesque Canada (1882), to which Moran also contributed, and

it remains among the most beautiful publications of its kind

from the nineteenth century.

Surprisingly perhaps, Moran was too busy to produce

more than one steel engraving, Upper Yellowstone Falls (fig. 14),

for the chapter on Yellowstone. He did, however, illustrate three

other chapters: E.L. Burlingame's "The Plains and the Sierras,"

W. H. Rideing's "The Rocky Mountains," and J. E. Colburn's

"The Canons of the Colorado." As if to demonstrate the publi-

cation's importance to him, in 1872 Moran refused the "great

inducements" that all four "Great Survey" leaders (Hayden,

Clarence King, Powell, and Lieutenant George Wheeler) invited

him to join their expeditions. Instead, he traveled via the Union

and Central Pacific railroads to California to make images for

Burlingame's chapter.71
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15. Thomas Moran,

Mountain of the Holy

Cross, wood engraving,

published in Picturesque

America, 1874. See also

cat. 53.

16. Thomas Moran,

Rapids above Niagara,

wood engraving,

published in Picturesque

Canada, 1882.

Moran's views in the book focus on the exotic scenery of

the West, glorifying its river valleys, unusual buttes, and close

canyons, but they also emphasize the availability of such sites.

Although the images are sometimes uninhabited, most often

they contain a rider or two who serve as wandering surrogates

for the reader. A few prints include trains, a reminder that

civilization has indeed reached these wild places. The writer

recommends: "It is worth the while to think, in this wonderful

valley, of the engineering skill that was needed to carry the

iron road through its depths And, as if to mock it all Nature

has tried her hand, too, at construction."72 Nature and industry

are thus conflated, both marvels of equal merit, both part of

"Picturesque America."

Many of Moran's illustrations in the book are similar to

his work in other media. Indeed, several have become his signa-

ture works. One of these, Mountain of the Holy Cross (fig. 15), in

Rideing's chapter, both predates Moran's own trip to the mountain

and anticipates his monumental oil of 1875. Basing his engraving

on Jackson's photographs from 1873, he invented the lower por-

tion of the composition, but even after he had visited the site in

1874 and realized that such a view did not exist, he retained the

foreground in later versions. This striking example of Moran's

reconstruction of nature was consistent with the popular pro-

motion of landscape in general and with the Mountain of the

Holy Cross in particular. Views of the actual cross were unavail-

able except at specific points well off the train routes, but this

hardly prevented claims to the contrary from appearing in rail-

road publications.73

In April 1873 Moran wrote to Hayden that he "had

finished up all the work" he was doing for Picturesque America.74

Hayden had been involved with the project from the beginning,

acquiring illustrations for his reports and sharing photographs.75

Powell, in turn, had accommodated Colburn and Moran in 1873.

Once again the government agents, publishers, and artists were

working together to promote interest in the American land-

scape.76 Picturesque America was among the most notable efforts,

and its impact on shaping public perceptions of the landscape

remains evident to this day.

One of the book's most immediate influences was

Picturesque Canada (1881), which was directly modeled on its

example.77 Moran's commission to produce a series of views

of Niagara, the most famous of Canadian /American attractions,

for a Canadian publication indicates the esteem in which he

was held in the i88os.78 In contrast to most earlier sketching

trips, Moran took his entire family to the falls, and the experi-

ence resulted in at least seven major paintings. Some of these,

such as Rapids above Niagara (cat. 68), correspond closely to

the published wood engravings in Picturesque Canada, in this

case an illustration with the same title (fig. 16). The position

above the cataract in The Rapids and in the view entitled simply

Niagara indicates Moran was recalling Frederic E. Church's

famous 1857 painting, but in his focused attention on the fore-

ground rocks and twisted tree, Moran was clearly formulating

his own statement on one of the most frequently depicted

scenes in the world. In the context of the Canadian publication

Moran simultaneously claimed his own authority on the

subject and acknowledged his artistic debt to his predecessors.

Through deluxe parlor books such as Picturesque America

and Picturesque Canada, Moran influenced American thinking

about landscape to an extent that is difficult to gauge. Today,

the volumes' originality may be overshadowed by their similarity

to countless modern coffee-table books, but this should impress

more than demean. The early illustrated landscape books that

packaged and glorified the natural world set a standard that

endures into our own time.
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The Prang Chromolithographs

Even considering the influence of Picturesque America and its

emulators, the most extravagant reproductions of Moran's art

were chromolithographs. The earliest may have been a special

edition of two chromos issued by TheAldine in 1874.79 As the

advertisement that asserted their nationalistic significance in-

dicates, one print depicts the White Mountains and the other

the Green River.

Premium for 1874. Every subscriber to TheAldine for the year 1874 will

receive a pair of chromos. The original pictures were painted in oil for

the publishers of TA [TheAldine] by Thomas Moran, whose great

Colorado picture was purchased by Congress for $10,000. The subjects

were chosen to represent "The East" and "The West." One is a view in

the White Mountains, New Hampshire; the other gives the Cliffs of

Green River, Wyoming Territory. The difference in the nature of the

scenes themselves is a pleasing contrast, and affords a good display of the

artist's scope and coloring. The chromos are each worked from thirty

distinct plates, and are in size (12 x 16) and appearance exact facsimiles

of the originals. The presentation of a worthy example of America's

greatest landscape painter to the subscribers of TA was a bold but pecu-

liarly happy idea, and its successful realization is attested by the following

testimonial over the signature of Mr. Moran himself: "Newark N.J.,

September 20,1873. Messrs. James Sutton & Co. Gentlemen: I am

delighted with the proofs in color of your chromos. They are wonder-

fully successful representations by mechanical process of the original

paintings. Very respectfully, Thos. Moran."
These chromos are in every sense American. They are by an

original American process, with material of American manufacture, from

the designs of American scenery by an American painter, and presented

to subscribers by the first successful American Art Journal. If no better

because of all this they will certainly possess an interest no foreign pro-

duction can inspire, and neither are they any the worse if by reason of

peculiar facilities of production they cost the publishers only a trifle,

while equal in every respect to other chromos that are sold singly for double

the subscription price of TheAldine. Persons of taste will prize these pic-

tures for themselves — not for the price they did or did not cost, and

will appreciate the enterprise that renders their distribution possible.80

Clearly responding to the already vociferous debate over the

merits of color reproductions, TheAldine asserted its aesthetic

authority by quoting the artist himself and by reiterating the

patriotic significance of the work. Also interesting is the refer-

ence to appreciating "the enterprise that renders their distribu-

tion possible." Only through the growth of many industries

and inventions could every subscriber to a magazine receive free

works of art, and the publishers of The Aldine were obviously

proud of this effort to encourage art and culture.
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Several firms reproduced Moran's work chromolithograph-

ically, but none rivaled the quality of Louis Prang's 1876 edition

of Moran's watercolors. Issued as a portfolio entitled The Yellow-

stone National Park, and the Mountain Regions of Portions of Idaho,

Nevada, Colorado, and Utah, it contained some of the most beau-

tiful chromos ever assembled and the most faithful reproduc-

tions of Moran's art. Rare today as complete sets, this publica-

tion is the most valuable of all of Moran's published work.81

The Yellowstone National Park featured fifteen chromo-

lithographs from Moran's watercolors, which had been specially

painted for the project (Appendix i). Prang, who is renowned

for the exceptional quality of his firm's chromolithographs,

approached Moran about the project in 1873. The artist agreed,

although he was initially wary

In reply I would intimate that my previous transaction with you in a
similar business was anything but satisfactory to me, inasmuch as I made
to your order three illustrations from the American poets for which you
were to pay me $75.00. When I sent them to you, you returned them,
merely saying that you had concluded that the publication of the work
would prove too expensive. That, of course, was not my business and
your declining to pay for the pictures you had ordered, was, to put it in
the mildest form, taking a most unfair advantage of me.82

Moran continued, stating he would do the work but the order

must be for at least eight watercolors, for which he would receive

$100 each. He also specified his work schedule, payment plan,

and the number of copies he desired. Within a few weeks, he

wrote back to Prang with apologies, citing a misunderstanding

with his brother Edward, who had apparently handled the ear-

lier transaction. Moran expressed relief at being able to resolve

the situation. "I have felt all along since that time I had been

imposed upon. I now withdraw all that I said in my letter — my

brother Ed has the unfortunate faculty of muddling everything

that he transacts for other people, and yours is not the only

case where misunderstandings have arisen through very similar

circumstances."83 The artist subsequently finished three of the

designs in 1874 and followed with a total of twenty-four, of

which fifteen were published.84 Many of the compositions

were ones he had previously explored, and he maximized their

potential by replicating them with only slight variations.

Although single prints from the group sold for as little as

$1.50 each, the deluxe edition of Yellowstone National Park was

limited to a thousand copies and sold for $60, a significant sum

in the 18705.85 As one review described it:

The book is not a book. It is a portfolio, each of those exquisite chro-
mos being mounted upon pure white card board of imperial size. The
chromos are 14 x 10 inches; the board is 23 x 18 inches, and the letter

press, a gem of typography, is on card board of the same size and purity
of color and texture. It is a genuine triumph of American graphic art,
and some of the lake views almost ripple on the beach as we look at
them. The coloring is perfect and the perspective admirably maintained.
The two great pictures which adorn the Capitol at Washington are
almost as beautiful, in this comparatively miniature form, as they are in
the originals.86

Although E.L. Godkin had debunked "chromo-civilization"

in The Nation in 1874, he published an admiring review of the

Prang edition that only mildly damned it with faint praise. "It is

especially to be commended... .the copying of such watercolors

as these being one of the things that lithography is undeniably

fitted to effect, and, indeed, its chief reason for existence."87

An even more notable accolade came in 1882 when the preemi-

nent aesthetician and English art critic John Ruskin bought a

copy for the Sheffield Museum.88

Moran himself was extremely pleased with the Prang

publication. He wrote to the publisher late in 1876: "It is in every

respect a most sumptuous & magnificent work; if the faithful-

ness with which you have reproduced my water color drawings

is beyond praise. It seems to me that Chromo-Lithography has,

in your hands, attained perfection so skillfully have you repro-

duced every shade and tone of color in the originals. I naturally

feel proud that a work so difficult and extensive should have been

produced in America; 6c hope that your enterprise and skill will

meet with the appreciation it deserves."89

Moran worked with Prang & Co. on other projects, but

not on the scale of the 1876 publication. He produced at least two

other works for chromo by the company: On the Lookout: A Ute

Camp, Utah, and Cliffs of the Upper Colorado River. While creating

the Yellowstone series, he also apparently asked Prang to print

two of his early original lithographs, Solitude (1869) and Desola-

tion (c. 1869).90 And in the late 18705, when Prang's attention

turned to Christmas cards, Moran supplied a number of designs

and won several prizes for them in the firm's annual competi-

tion. 91 The Christmas cards add an interesting dimension to an

artist better known for landscapes and promotional material.

Prang's publication of Moran's work was unique in that

it was an early effort to replicate the coloristic effects found in

his paintings. It is equally interesting that the 1876 series was

frequently mentioned in discussions of chromolithographs,

but it was never criticized as an example of mass reproduction's

detrimental effect on American taste. Other Prang chromos

would be fuel for this debate, but Moran's prints, either by virtue

of their patriotic significance or their technical excellence, seem

to have transcended the fray. Had he done nothing else, Moran
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would be remembered for this series, which remains a land-

mark in publishing history.

Success and the Move away from Illustration

Throughout the 18705 Moran's commissions for illustrations

grew steadily, and by 1878 he wrote, "During the past seven

years I have made about 400 or 500 illustrations on wood,

nearly all done at night."92 In the opening years of the i88os

he exceeded even this remarkable output and earned a sizable

income from his illustrative work.93 After this hectic period,

however, Moran produced fewer commercial illustrations.

Increasingly he turned to original etching, and the steady

sale of his paintings allowed him to reduce his attention to

designs for wood engravings.

His account ledgers are instructive for determining

the costs of publication and the financial significance of his

commercial work. In 1873 Moran included prices of engraving

in a letter to Hayden. "I find that first rate work costs about

$60.00 for pictures . . . 4x6 in." This was for the actual en-

graving of the blocks; the original designs usually brought

less. By the end of the 18708 Moran was commanding between

$10 and $100 per view, with an average being $35.94 In 1880

alone he made $2,586 on commercial work and in 1881—1882

he earned nearly $7,000.95

Although estimates have varied as to the total number of

Moran's illustrations, in 1882 Samuel Benjamin authoritatively

stated: "He soon acquired repute as an illustrator of books and

magazines. It was this which eventually let him to settle in New

York; Scribner's Monthly gave him so many commissions that in

order to be near the publisher he removed to that city. As proof

of his readiness and popularity, it may be stated that during the

last eight years, in addition to the large number of paintings and

etchings he has produced, he has designed over 2,000 illustra-

tions."96 In just over twenty years Moran had compiled an impres-

sive record of published work, but after 1882 he largely turned to

other media. Later he would remark on this shift, saying in his

third-person autobiography, "He has done much as an illustrator

of books, magazines, etc., but has substantially abandoned that

class of work and devotes himself entirely to painting."97

About the same time, printing technology moved toward

photographic reproduction, and wood engravings were in-

creasingly supplanted by halftone images. Instead of drawing

directly on wood blocks that others carved, artists produced ink

drawings that could be directly transferred to printing plates

via the camera. This simpler process was much less expensive for

publishers; in the early 18905, for example, a halftone could be

produced for less than $20, while a wood engraving cost at least

$100.98 Had Moran not chosen to move away from illustration,

developments in technology would have made the decision

for him.

Even as he turned to other activities, Moran considered

commercial art an important part of his career. He included

160 examples of his published illustrations, prints, and repro-

ductions among the 260 works in his 1892 retrospective exhibi-

tion at the Denver Art League. These were admired for their

instructional potential.

Of equal importance [to the oils] are fifty etchings and photogravures,
all proofs, varied in method and treatment as well as subject. The
list includes many wood engravings, lithographs and a large number
of photographs from drawings and paintings. Of especial value to
the student, as the reproduction of drawings in black and white is so
important a factor in the art education of the country to-day, is a
collection of drawings for illustration, which includes ten illustrations
to "Hiawatha" in indian [sic] ink. The comprehensive exhibition closes
with a list of water-color reproductions of Yellowstone park color
d oo

rawings.

Although one phase of his commercial career was thus closing,

Moran's interest in reproductive art did not diminish. In the

last decades of his life he turned his attention to the sale of

paintings and their copyrights for publication.

"Posters" and Art Calendars

As advertising became more sophisticated, Moran's work was

increasingly in demand for calendars, ink blotters, travel

brochures, and other ephemera, and by the early 18905 his paint-

ings were being reproduced on a large scale through chromo-

lithography, letterpress, and eventually the new technique of

offset lithography. These developments offered an entirely new

way to promote his work, and Moran began selling copyrights

of existing images rather than painting new designs for repro-

duction. Although mechanical processes distanced the final

product from the original creation, photographically reproduced

images printed via letterpress were touted by publishers as

respectable substitutes for original works of art, and they were

well received by average Americans. As a result, such ventures

were important to Moran's commercial career, his reputation as

an artist, and indeed the status of reproductions as art. 10°

In 1892 he returned to the Grand Canyon for the first

time since his initial trip, with Powell in 1873.101 As part of the

three-month trip, he traveled for the Santa Fe Railway, which

had extended its line nearly to the canyon, and he produced

a major painting, The Grand Canyon of the Colorado (see fig. 6,

p. 124), for the company in exchange for the trip.102 The finished
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17. Thomas Moran, Grand

Canon from Hermit Rim,

1912, chromolithograph,

courtesy Gilcrease

Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

18. Thomas Moran, Toltec

Gorge, Colorado, published

by Thomas Murphy Art

Calendars, 1898. See also

cat. 60.

oil hung for a number of years at the El Tovar Hotel at the

Canyon, and chromolithographs of it became an important

advertising tool in the early years of the Santa Fe Railway as

the company established its identity as one of the most inno-

vative patrons of art in the West.103 Once the SFRR line actually

reached the canyon in 1901, the railway began a program that

enabled artists to visit the site in return for paintings that would

adorn offices, hotel lobbies, and depots, and would appear in

advertisements and calendars. To further encourage the visual

promotion of this natural tourist attraction, "artists' excursions"

were held in 1901 and again in 1910, and Moran participated

in both.104

Recognized as an influential advocate for the area, Moran

traveled via the SFRR to the Grand Canyon annually until about

1920 and was provided with lodging and a studio at the rimside

El Tovar. He was consistently acknowledged in the company's

tourist literature, and in 1912, twenty years after its first purchase

of his art, the railroad bought another painting from which it

printed 2,500 chromolithographs. This oil, The Grand Canyon

from Hermit Rim Road, remains in the railroad's corporate collec-

tion, and the chromolithograph (fig. 17) has become a valuable

collector's item.105

As chromolithographs were replaced by more efficient

methods of reproduction, Moran enthusiastically sold copy-

rights of his work to emerging companies. This provided him

the luxury of selling his work twice: each copyright brought an

average of $500, and he could still sell the original oil paint-

ing. 106 He was obviously thinking of such benefits during his

1892 trip when he wrote to his wife, "Jackson and I are concoct-

ing a scheme for publication of six subjects of grand size of the

Holy Cross, Yo Semite, Yellowstone, Shasta, and two others.

He says they sell well right along and would be a steady source

of income to me. He says he has paid Bell about a thousand

already in royalty on the Holy Cross."107 Although the details

remain unclear, a later letter from Jackson written from the

Detroit Publishing Company suggests that he arranged for the
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photography of Moran's work and acted as the broker to the

publisher. The final outcome is uncertain, but correspondence

as late as 1901 indicates it was an ongoing project.1()8

Similar to the reproductions Moran and Jackson planned

were art calendars, a phenomenon in

early twentieth-century printing and

advertising. Moran's artworks were

among the first to be reproduced and

distributed in this way. Although many

companies quickly replicated the idea,

it was conceived in 1889 by Thomas

D. Murphy and his friend and fellow

newspaper editor Edmund B. Osborne

in Red Oak, Iowa, as a way to supple-

ment their newspaper business.109

The calendars, adorned with a fine art

reproduction and accompanied by

advertising copy for local businesses,

were given to clients as promotional

gifts. To make his products distinc-

tive, Murphy commissioned origi-

nal art and purchased copyrights to

paintings, and he quickly developed

a unique industry that featured

Moran's work prominently (fig. 18).110

Murphy's calendars were pro-

duced to high specifications, and the company took great pride

in its relationship with artists and its collection of original oils.

Between 1910 and 1926 Moran sold the firm nearly sixty copy-

rights, and Murphy illustrated at least two of his own books

with Moran's works.m He boasted in 1925 that "the pictures of

[H.J.] Dobson and Moran are about the only ones that have not

waned in popularity during the past fifteen years," and he took

some pride in being a factor in that continuing popularity.112

In 1894—1895 Murphy's partner, Edmund Osborne, left

Red Oak to establish his own art calendar company in Allwood,

New Jersey. Osborne and Company also energetically promoted

Moran's art, primarily through large-scale reproductions as

well as calendars. In later years Murphy and Osborne rejoined

forces to form the American Colortype Company, and it, along

with Osborne and Company and JII/Sales Associates, heir to

the Murphy Company, continued to publish Moran's work even
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after the artist's death.113 In 1936 Osborne and Company pro-

duced a special anniversary calendar for the New York Emigrant

Industrial Savings Bank, complete with a short biography of

Moran and twelve reproductions of his paintings.114 Moran's

daughter Ruth wrote the company

that "it would have pleased my father,

Thomas Moran, to observe with what

fidelity modern machinery and skill

can now reproduce these miniature

facsimiles of the artist's work. And it

is also a pleasure to know that the pub-

lic appreciates these reproductions."115

Too often overshadowed by

his painting in art historical literature,

commercial work was a primary means

of economic support for Moran

through most of his life. In the artist's

own opinion and in that of many of

his contemporaries, it comprised an

important vehicle for his talent and

vision. Commissions for illustrations

provided him occasions for travel and

artistic inspiration, and in many cases

the resulting wood engravings formed

the basis for more monumental work.

Even after he left illustration, Moran

continued to focus on reproducing his art through the most

modern means available. His commercial art brought him into

contact with some of the most influential individuals and corpo-

rations of his time, which in turn contributed to his success as a

fine artist in the grand tradition.

The marginalization of Moran's career in reproduction

is largely a product of twentieth-century attitudes toward

aesthetic hierarchies and not something to which the artist

himself ascribed. Indeed the period of his most prolific activity

was precisely when illustration enjoyed acceptance as an art

form. It should be remembered that Thomas Moran's commer-

cial work, which extended over seven decades, profoundly

influenced Americans' evolving conceptions of this country and

its unique landscape. This aspect of his diverse career stands

out as a major component of his development and his profound

achievement as an American artist.
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A P P E N D I X 1 : T H E P R A N G C O M M I S S I O N

C/A&<Ze/tá^ of Thomas
Moran's watercolors, The Yellowstone Park, and the Mountain Regions of Portions

of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado, and Utah, published by Louis Prang of Boston

in 1876, is a monument in the history of publishing. The fifteen prints of

many of Moran's favorite western compositions are among the most faithful

and beautiful reproductions of his art ever printed. The publication was

composed of unbound folio plates, accompanied by a forty-eight-page text

by Ferdinand V. Hayden, the leader of the United States Geological and

Geographical survey that Moran accompanied in 1871, and packaged in an

embossed case. The images reproduced here are from one of two sets in

the collection of the Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa. Although single prints from

the group sold for as little as $1.50 each, the deluxe edition was limited to

one thousand copies and priced at $60, a significant sum in the 18708.:

The appeal of the publication lay not only in the remarkable quality

of the prints, achieved from some thirty lithographic stones for each image,

but also, as Hayden pointed out in the introduction, in their color repro-

duction. "To a person who has not visited the Yellowstone and the territory

adjacent to it," he wrote, "it is simply impossible to conceive of the character

of the scenery, and even the most vivid description is utterly insufficient to

give an accurate idea of it, unless accompanied by color illustrations." While

Hayden's text is largely technical, explaining the geological origins of the



various formations and the details of their location, he also includes a lengthy

description of each site represented and emphasizes that the chromatic var-

iety of the images was the key to their significance, especially in the decades

before widespread color publishing. Moreover, his authority on the region

testified to Moran's accuracy in conveying its appearance.

Prang's portfolio was heralded as one of the most spectacular publica-

tions of the age. Even The Nation, which had earlier criticized the modern

era as a "chromo-civilization" and decried the cheapening effects of imitative

reproductions, agreed that "the untraveled world is under vast obligation for

these vivid reports of regions we shall not all live to see in any other form/'2

Virtually all the reviews acclaimed the work, calling it "beautiful," "exquisite,"

or a "sensation." The Times of London asserted that "no finer specimen of

chromo-lithographie work had been produced anywhere."3 But perhaps the

most telling commentary was from the artist himself in a letter to the pub-

lisher, "It is in every respect a most sumptuous & magnificent work; & the

faithfulness with which you have reproduced my water color drawings is

beyond praise. It seems to me that Chromo-Lithography has, in your hands,

attained perfection so skillfully have you reproduced every shade and tone

of color in the originals. I naturally feel proud that a work so difficult &

extensive should have been produced in America; & hope that your enter-

prise and skill will meet with the appreciation it deserves."4
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THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK,

AND THE MOUNTAIN REGIONS

OF PORTIONS OF IDAHO, NEVADA,

COLORADO, AND UTAH

Described by Professor F.V. Hayden, geologist-in-

charge of the United States Government Exploring

Expeditions to the Yellowstone Valley, and of the

United States Geological and Geographical Survey

of the Territories

Illustrated by chromolithographie reproductions of

water-color sketches, by Thomas Moran, Artist to

the Expedition of 1871

Boston. L. Prang and Company, 1876

Copyright, 1876

By L. Prang & Co.

Preface

The exquisite scenery of the Yellowstone National

Park has become tolerably well known to the public

by photographs, and by illustrations in magazines and

books. But however accurate these illustrations may

have been, they were all wanting in one particular,

which no woodcut, engraving, or photograph can sup-

ply, and which, nevertheless, is of the greatest impor-

tance, especially in the case under consideration. All

representations of landscape scenery must necessarily

lose the greater part of their charm when deprived

of color; but of any representation in black and white

of the scenery of the Yellowstone it may truly be

said that it is like Hamlet with the part of Hamlet

omitted, for the wealth of color in which nature has

clothed the mountains and the springs of that region

constitutes one of the most wonderful elements of

their beauty. To a person who has not visited the Yel-

lowstone and the territory adjacent to it, it is simply

impossible to conceive of the character of its scenery,

and even the most vivid description is utterly insuffi-

cient to give an accurate idea of it, unless accompanied

by colored illustrations. So strange, indeed, are the

freaks of color which nature indulges in habitually in

this wonderful country, that it will no doubt require

strong faith on the part of the reader in the truthful-

ness of both artist and writer to enable him unhesi-

tatingly to accept the statements made in the present

volume by the pen as well as by the brush. For all

the ordinary standards of landscape beauty fail in the

presence of these marvels, which bear a closer resem-

blance to the fairy scenes sometimes represented on

the stage than to the woods and hills which we are

ordinarily accustomed to see.

Such being the case, it has long been my wish

to have the most picturesque and interesting portions

of the Yellowstone National Park illustrated in their

natural colors, but the great expense to be incurred in

such an enterprise deterred me from attempting it. I

was therefore very agreeably surprised when I learned

from the publishers of the present work that they had,

of their own accord and at their own risk, determined

to carry out a similar project, and I cheerfully assented

to the request to take charge of the literary part of the

work, more especially as I knew of my own personal

knowledge that the sketches by Mr. Thomas Moran,

who accompanied me on one of my expeditions, are

not only of a high order of artistic merit, but that they

can also be relied upon as exceedingly correct render-

ings of their subjects, interesting alike to the man

of science, the lover of art, and the admirer of nature.

With the illustrations in this volume before

the reader, I need hardly say that in the reproduction

of Mr. Moran's water-colors Messrs. L. Prang oc Co.

have fully sustained the world-wide reputation to

which they have attained by the conscientious and

artistic practice of the difficult and beautiful process

of chromo-lithography. It is a just subject for national

pride to see a work of this character, which takes equal

rank with anything of the kind ever undertaken in

Europe, produced wholly on American soil. The pub-

lic must now decide whether there is sufficient appre-

ciation for work of so high a standard in the country,

and whether the publishers were justified in incurring

the very considerable out-lay involved in its production.

As to my own share in the work, it will be seen

that I have confined myself to a short account of the

discovery of the Yellowstone region, and of its natural

features, together with a concise description of the

illustrations. Those who desire to pursue the subject

still further will find ample material in the reports

published by me under the auspices of the United

States Government. To these reports the series of

views herewith submitted forms a most valuable and

appropriate supplement.

F.V. Hayden. Office of the U.S. Geological and

Geographical Survey of the Territories. Washington,

D.C., August i, 1876
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Introduction

Within the last two decades the remarkable scenery

of the vast Rocky Mountain region has become more

and more familiar to the travelling public at home

and abroad. The completion of the railroad across the

continent, connecting the Atlantic and the Pacific

Oceans, has rendered accessible new worlds of

grandeur and beauty. The far-famed Yosemite Valley,

the snowy Sierras, the deep gorges of the Colorado

of the West, the unrivalled views about the sources of

the Yellowstone River, the great area of lofty moun-

tain peaks in Central Colorado, — all these are unsur-

passed, even by the world-renowned scenery of the
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Alpine districts of Europe. Located in the northwest-
ern corner of Wyoming Territory is a tract of country

more remarkable for the wonderful phenomena of

nature than any other region on the globe. It may very
properly be called the "Northern Wonder Land," in

contradistinction to a similar region in New Zealand,

which is now known as the "Southern Wonder Land."

It is a singular fact that this marvellous region has

only been known to the world within a period of

about six years. Vague rumors of burning plains, boil-

ing springs, volcanoes ejecting water and mud, great

lakes, and other wonders had indeed reached the

civilized world from time to time; but as the most

astounding stones of petrified forests, of animals

turned to stone, and of streams flowing so rapidly that

their waters became heated, were intermingled with

these rumors, the latter were disregarded altogether

and were looked upon as the wild vagaries of wander-

ing mountaineers. Captains Lewis and Clarke, in

their exploration of the head waters of the Missouri,

in 1805, seem to have heard nothing of the marvels at

the sources of the Madison and Yellowstone. They

merely placed Yellowstone Lake on their map, as a

large body of water, having in all probability derived

their information from the Indians.

The first trustworthy accounts given of the

region were the results of an expedition led by Gen-

eral Washburne, the Surveyor-General of Montana,

and escorted by a small body of United States cavalry
under Lieutenant G.C. Doane, in 1870. This expedi-

tion spent about a month in the interesting localities

on the Yellowstone and Madison Rivers. Mr. N.P.

Langford gave a popular account of it in two articles

published in the second volume of "Scribner's Monthly";

while Lieutenant Doane submitted a report of the

same expedition to the War Department, which report

was published by the government (Executive Document

No. 51, 4ist Congress). In the summer of 1871 a small

party under the command of Colonel J.W. Barlow,

Chief Engineer of the Department of the Missouri,

was sent to the Yellowstone by General Sheridan. On

his return Colonel Barlow also prepared a brief report

of his explorations.

The same season a large and thoroughly

organized party, conducted by the writer, made a sys-
tematic survey of this region under the auspices of

the Department of the Interior. Mr. Thomas Moran

accompanied the expedition as artist, and it was at this
time that he secured the studies from nature which he

has so accurately and vividly embodied in the sketches

reproduced by Messrs. L. Prang oc Co. for this vol-

ume. The official report of this expedition, published

after the return of the party, in the autumn of 1871,

created so great an interest among the people, that in

February, 1872, Congress was induced to pass an act

withdrawing from settlement, occupancy, or sale,

under the laws of the United States, an area about the

sources of the Yellowstone River, consisting of 3,575

square miles, dedicating and setting it apart as a public

park or pleasuring ground for the benefit and enjoy-

ment of the people.

In the spring of 1872, a very liberal appropri-

ation was made by Congress for a more detailed geo-

logical and geographical survey of the park and the

adjacent territory. This appropriation permitted the

writer to organize two well-equipped parties for the

field work. The first party examined the Yellowstone

River to its sources, made accurate charts of the

Geyser Basins, and carefully investigated the previ-

ously unknown canons of the Gallatin and Madison

Rivers. The second party explored the remarkable

basin of the Shoshone or Snake River, which latter

has its source in the Yellowstone Park. Up to the time

of these expeditions the great "divide," or water-shed,

of the continent was probably the least known region

in America, although it exceeds all other regions in

geographical as well as geological interest. But by the

scientific labors then performed our geographical

knowledge of the territory under consideration has at

last been placed upon a secure footing. The magnitude

and the value of these labors will easily be understood,

when it is considered that not less than forty small

streams, which in their union form the upper portion

of Snake River, were carefully surveyed; that new

geyser basins were discovered, and that in the accurate

and detailed reports subsequently published the

wonders of the Yellowstone were for the first time

authoritatively described.

As the wonderland of the National Park is

attracting larger numbers of tourists from year to year,

it will be of interest to learn something in regard to

the routes by which it may be reached. A glance at the

map will show that these routes are numerous, and it

may confidently be asserted that at no distant period

the Park will be as easily accessible as almost any other

mountain region now visited by those who travel for

pleasure.

The first route, which is the most practicable,

the pleasantest, and the one in common use, is the

following via Ogden: Ogden, Utah, is reached from

the East by the Union Pacific Railroad and connect-

ing lines, and from the West by the Central Pacific

Railroad. From Ogden, take the Utah Northern Rail-

road to Franklin in Idaho Territory, whence there is a

stage line to Virginia City and Bozeman, in Montana.

The tourist has the choice of starting from either of

these two places, at each of which a complete outfit of

supplies, animals, and guides may be obtained. From

Bozeman, the route is up the Yellowstone River and
across to the Geyser Basins, and thence by the way of

the Madison River to Virginia City. There is a wagon-

road from Bozeman to the Mammoth Hot Springs,

where there is said to be a hotel. From Virginia City

there is the choice of two roads, one of which leads to

the Madison and follows the trail up the river to the

Geyser Basins. It will be best, however, to follow the

wagon-road which is completed to the Upper Geyser

Basin. This road leaves the southeastern limit of

Virginia City, and strikes the Madison near Wigwam

Creek, where it crosses the river, and follows it to a

point just above the crossing of Lawrence Creek. Here

it recrosses, and closely follows the river to Driftwood

or Big Bend, three miles below the second canon of

the Madison. It then leaves the Madison Valley and

crosses through Reynold's Pass to Henry's Lake, the

head water of Henry's Fork of Snake River. From

Sawtelle's Ranch, on Henry's Lake, the road follows

the east shore of the lake for three miles in a southerly

direction, when it turns to the northeast, and passes

through Tyghee or Targee Pass, and down Beaver

Dam Creek over the South Fork of the Madison,

striking the mouth of the Fire Hole Canon sixteen

miles below the Lower Geyser Basin. It then follows

the river closely, crossing twice before reaching the

basin. From the basins, the route is either via Mud

Volcanoes, Shoshone Lake, or Yellowstone Lake, to

the Yellowstone and Bozeman.

A second route, and one which shortens the

stage ride, will necessitate the purchase of an outfit at

Salt Lake or Ogden. This outfit must be sent ahead

to Market Lake in Snake River Valley, which point

the traveller reaches by going by rail to Franklin, and

thence by stage. This saves about 230 miles of staging.

From Market Lake it is about 100 miles by a pack-

train trail to Henry's Lake, from which point the

Virginia City wagon-road is followed to the "Geyser

Basins." Another route from Market Lake, which is

long and somewhat out of the way, but more interest-

ing, as it gives an opportunity to visit Mount Hayden,

and passes some magnificent scenery, is to travel with

a pack train up Pierre's River across Tetón Pass, and

up the main Snake River to Shoshone Lake, whence

the other points of interest in the Park are readily

reached. This is one of the routes followed by the

Hayden Geological Survey in 1872.

A third route is by way of Camp Brown, a

military post about 120 miles from Rawlins Springs

Station, on the Union Pacific Railroad, with which it

is connected by a stage-road. The trail from Camp

Brown to Yellowstone Lake is said to be easy, and the

distance only about 140 miles. It crosses the moun-

tains at the head of the Upper Yellowstone River,

which stream it follows to the lake. Captain Jones, in

1873, surveyed a route from Point of Rocks Station,

on the Union Pacific Railroad, via Camp Brown, the

Wind River Valley, and the head of Wind River, to

the Yellowstone. He claims that it saves 482 miles in

reaching Yellowstone Lake. The great drawback is

that it is often unsafe on account of Indians, and very

much obstructed by fallen timber.

As a fourth, the Missouri River may be men-

tioned. The river is navigable as far as Fort Benton

until late in the summer, and thence 140 miles of
staging will take the tourist to Helena, 118 miles from

Bozeman. From Bismarck, the present terminus of

the Northern Pacific Railroad, a trip of ten or fifteen
days will bring the traveller to Fort Benton. It will

be a tedious journey, however, over the "bad lands"

of Dakota.

Another plan is to disembark at the mouth

of the Mussel Shell River on the Missouri, and having

ordered horses to be in readiness, to take the wagon

trail to the Crow Indian Agency at the Big Bend

of the Yellowstone. This would give 150 miles of land

travel through a prairie country abounding in antelope

and buffalo, and sometimes Indians.

The National Park may also be visited from

the British Possessions, as well as by a road which fol-

lows the Hell Gate and Bitter Root Rivers from the

west from Walla-Walla.
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The following tables of distances are compiled

principally from the reports of the United States

Geological Survey:

Ogden, Utah, to Franklin, Idaho,

by rail 80 % miles.

Franklin to Virginia City,

Montana (stage) 317

Virginia City to Bozeman (stage) 66

Franklin to Market Lake, Snake

River Valley 152 "

Point of Rocks Station, Union Pacific

Railroad, to Yellowstone Lake,

by Captain Jones's route 289

B O Z E M A N T O G E Y S E R B A S I N S ,

V I A Y E L L O W S T O N E R I V E R

Bozeman o miles.

Fort Ellis 3

Divide between Spring and Trail

Creeks 16

Boteler's Ranch on Yellowstone River . . . . 39

Foot of Second Canon of the

Yellowstone 52

Devil's Slide at Cinnabar Mountain 60

Bridge near mouth of Gardiner's River . . . 68

Cache Valley, the mouth of East Fork

of Yellowstone 84

Crossing of Tower Creek 88

Divide on spur from Mount

Washburn 94

Crossing of Cascade Creek 108

Mud Volcanoes 117 "

Yellowstone Lake at head of river 124

Head of Yellowstone River to Hot Springs

on southwest arm of lake 15

Hot Springs to Upper Geyser Basin 15

Mud Volcanoes to Lower Geyser Basin . . 24

Bridge near mouth of Gardiner's River

to Mammoth Hot Springs 4

M A R K E T L A K E T O Y E L L O W S T O N E L A K E

Market Lake o miles.

Henry's Lake 100
Tyghee Pass no
Gibbons' Fork 133 "

Lower Geyser Basin 140

Upper Geyser Basin 148

Divide 158
Shoshone Geyser Basin 162

Lewis Lake 172

Hot Springs, Yellowstone Lake 180

V I R G I N I A C I T Y T O Y E L L O W S T O N E L A K E

V I A W A G O N R O A D T O G E Y S E R B A S I N S

Virginia City o miles.

Madison River, half-mile from

Wigwam Creek 14

Driftwood or Big Bend of Madison 42

Henry's Lake 60

Tyghee Pass 63
Gibbons' Fork 86

Lower Geyser Basin 93

Upper Geyser Basin 101

Yellowstone Lake 116

From a purely geographical point of view, the

Yellowstone Park may be said to embrace some of the

most remarkable and instructive features in North

America. It forms the very apex, or "divide," of the

continent. Within a radius of twenty-five miles may

be found the sources of three of the largest rivers in

America. The general elevation is from 7,000 to 8,000

feet above the sea, while the mountains, the eternal

snows of which form the sources of the great rivers just

mentioned, rise to a height of from 10,000 to 12,000

feet. Flowing northward are the numerous branches

of the Missouri, Yellowstone, and Wind Rivers, all of

which eventually unite in one great stream, the Mis-

souri. To the south are the branches of Green River,

which latter unites with the Colorado, and finally

empties into the Gulf of California, while south and

west flow the branches of Snake River, which, joining

the Columbia, pour their vast volume of water into

the Pacific.

The Yellowstone Lake, which is one of the

most beautiful bodies of water on the continent, is

always of a deep emerald-green color, and is set like a

gem amid the surrounding volcanic mountain peaks.

The view of it which is embraced in this volume is so

true to nature that but few words of description are

needed. On the south side of the lake, not more than

half a mile distant from it, and not over three hundred

feet above the level of its surface, is the divide be-

tween the drainage of the Atlantic and Pacific slopes.

It would require but little labor to turn the waters of

the lake into Snake River. Here is said to be located

the supposed two-ocean stream, and it is indeed not

improbable that on the summit of this low divide

there is a small lake, the waters of which, at certain

seasons of the year, flow in either direction.

From the summits of the snow-capped peaks

surrounding the lake, which are seen in the sketch,

the view is grand beyond description. From the top

of Red Mountain, on the south side, the scope of

vision embraces a circle having a radius of one hun-

dred fifty miles, within which four hundred and seventy
mountain peaks worthy of a name can be distinctly

observed. The area swept by the eye from this point
cannot be less than fifty thousand square miles, em-

bracing large portions of Wyoming, Montana, Idaho,

and Utah, and exhibiting every variety of the grand-

est and most beautiful scenery. Ten large lakes and

several smaller ones are taken in by this view, and the

entire Yellowstone Park is spread out under the eye.

The purity of the atmosphere in these high latitudes

is well known, so that these statements will not seem

exaggerated. On the east side of the Yellowstone

River, between the first and second canons, we find

one of the most symmetrical and remarkable ranges

of mountains to be seen in the west. The Lower Yel-

lowstone range Mr. Moran pronounced at once equal

in beauty and artistic form to any that he had seen

in Central Europe, and from it he obtained the sketch

for one of the most beautiful and attractive illustra-

tions in this volume. Sharp, jagged peaks and pyra-

midal masses stand out boldly against the sky, their

snow-crowned heads glittering in the sunlight. The

central portion of this range is composed of granite

rocks, through the fissures of which the igneous

matter has risen to the surface, covering the sides and

summits, and giving to the entire mass a peculiarly

sombre hue. At the west base of this range is one of

the remarkable lake basins for which the West has

now become famous. This basin has a length of thirty

miles and an average width of about five miles. It is

supposed that during the Pliocene period there was a

series of these peculiar lake basins all along the upper

portions of the great rivers of the West, in the sedi-

ments of which were entombed the remains of many

extinct animals, such as the mastodon, elephant,

rhinoceros, camel, horse, etc., which, thousands of

years ago, roamed over this broad region unmolested

by man. On either side of the river the view is grand

and picturesque. Emigrant Peak, rising 10,629 feet

above sea level and nearly 6,000 feet above the valley,

stands at the head of the range, and from its melting

snows are fed the numerous streams that water the

hills and plains sloping to the river.

To the geologist the Yellowstone Park offers

an endless field for observation and speculation. Even

in comparatively modern geological times this entire

area was the scene of the most wonderful volcanic

activity, to a degree which has not been equalled in

any other portion of our country. From innumerable

craters or vast fissures in the earth's crust were ejected,

in Pliocene or Post-Pliocene times, vast quantities

of fragments of rocks, ashes, tuffs, etc., into the sur-

rounding waters, where they were rearranged in

horizontal beds from 3,000 to 5,000 feet in thickness.

These beds of volcanic breccia or conglomerate must

originally have covered an area about the sources of

the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers of from 8,000

to 10,000 square miles. It was from these beds that

the strange, marvellous forms, which meet the eye at

every point, have been carved out by the erosive

action of water.

The Grand Canon of the Yellowstone and the

Towers of Tower Falls, which have furnished some

of the most beautiful illustrations in the present col-

lection, are types of this strange scenery. Immense
gorges have been cut through the horizontal beds of

breccia above referred to, with vertical walls 3,000 feet

in height on either side. These walls are surmounted

by a great variety of architectural forms, among

which it does not require a vivid imagination to trace

huge castles and fortress walls. The prevailing hue

is a sombre black, although in many localities almost
every shade of color is represented.

But perhaps the most prominent feature of the

scenery of the Yellowstone National Park is its variety.

The Yosemite Valley, the Shoshone Falls, and the

great gorge of the Colorado have each some marked

peculiarity which characterizes them as a whole. But

here the traveller passes from one unique scene to

another, and his vision never wearies and is never sated.

Among the natural phenomena of the Yellow-

stone National Park the thermal springs, which occur

there in great numbers, have proved to be the leading

objects of interest to scientific men, and in fact to

all people of intelligence the world over. Almost all

the known varieties of hot springs are found in the

crevices of the rocks, which are the result of volcanic

action. The geysers of Iceland are here surpassed in
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number as well as in magnitude; the wonderful

Te Tarata Spring of New Zealand has its rival in the
White Mountain Hot Springs; the mud springs and

mud geysers of Java likewise have there representatives

here; and sulphur and steam vents, such as occur in

similar volcanic regions elsewhere, are distributed over

a large portion of the Park. These hot springs, which

are now slowly dying out, represent the last of a series

of remarkable physical events. The evidence seems

clear that, during the period of volcanic activity above

alluded to, hot springs, and perhaps geysers, were very

numerous over a large portion of the West. We find

their remains or deposits everywhere in other States

and Territories west of the Mississippi, and here and

there a warm or hot spring is left as an indication of

their former power.

A primary classification of the hot springs of

the Park would divide them into two kinds with refer-

ence to their chemical constituents, namely, those in

the deposits of which lime predominates, and those

in which silica is most abundant. Of the first class the

"Hot Springs of Gardiner's River," a view of which

will be found among the illustrations, are a typical

instance; while both the "Castle Geyser, Upper Geyser

Basin," and the "Great Blue Spring," likewise depicted

in this volume, are most beautiful examples of the

second class. The nature of the deposits depends upon

the character of the underlying rocks through which

the heated waters reach the surface. Beneath the

calcareous deposits of the Hot Springs of Gardiner's

River there are from fifteen hundred to two thousand

feet of limestone strata. The heated waters on their

way upward dissolve the lime, and the latter reaches

the surface in solution, and is left by evaporation in

the beautiful and unique forms which so much excite

the admiration of the observer. The silicious springs

come to the surface through volcanic or other rocks

in which silica is the preponderating constituent, and

the silica is deposited about the orifice in the same

way as the lime, but at a far less rapid rate. Here it is
again the process of evaporation which forms the

beautiful decorations about the springs.

It is, however, to the wonderful variety of

exquisitely delicate colors, and the almost unnatural

transparency of the waters, — characteristics which
are common to both classes, — that these springs owe

much of their attractiveness. The orifices through

which the hot waters issue are beautifully enamelled

with a porcelain-like lining, and around the edges a

layer of sulphur is precipitated. Along the sides and

bottoms of the numerous little channels of the streams

that flow from these springs there is a striking display

of the most vivid colors, consisting of various shades

of red, from the fullest scarlet to a bright rose tint,

and yellow, from deep bright sulphur through all con-

ceivable shades to light cream-color. There are also

various shades of green, arising from the peculiar veg-

etable forms with which many of the streams are

filled, and which under the microscope prove to be

diatoms. Great quantities of a fibrous, silky substance,

which occur in the little streams that flow from the

boiling springs, and vibrate with the slightest move-

ment of the water, add still another element of beauty.

The remarkable transparency and deep, vivid

blue of the waters, as shown in the illustrations of the

"Great Blue Springs," and in the quiet, circular spring
opposite the "Castle Geyser," are marvels in themselves,

The sky, with the smallest cloud that flits across its
face, is reflected in the clear depth of these waters; and

the ultramarine colors displayed by them, more vivid

even than the deep blue sea, are greatly heightened by

the constant, gentle vibration. One can look down into

the clear depth and see with perfect distinctness the

minutest ornament on the sides of the basin.

These springs represent every stage of develop-

ment, from the most active geysers of the first class to

the entire extinction of all activity. In the Upper and

Lower Geyser Basins of the Firehole River there are

about fifty springs that might be regarded as geysers

of the first class, throwing upward a column of water

from a few feet to over a hundred feet in height. Then

there is every grade downward to simple boiling or

even quiet hot springs. All about are seen great num-

bers of dead springs which may once have been gey-

sers of the first class. Among the hundreds of groups

of springs that are distributed over the park the

proofs of former intensity are everywhere to be found,

showing that the springs still left are only remnants

as compared with the number and power of those that

must have existed at the cessation of the true volcanic

forces. Next to the geysers are the mud volcanoes,

mud springs, fumaroles, or salses, as they are usually

termed. They also vary in grade from a simple bowl

of turbid water to a vast crater of seething mud fifty

to one hundred feet in diameter. Many of these mud

springs are of great beauty, the silicious fire-clay pre-

senting every shade of yellow and pink, from the

mingling of sulphur and of ferric oxides, and a fineness

of composition that would equal the purest meerschaum.

There are also deep, boiling caldrons from

which are emitted clouds of sulphurous vapors and

steam, that settle down upon the surrounding vegeta-

tion, incrusting it with a fine mud. Dr. Hochstetter,

speaking of the same phenomena in the "Great

Southern Wonderland" of New Zealand, describes

them as follows:

The entrance to the ravine is overgrown with a thicket and

rather difficult of access; it also requires considerable caution, as

suspicious places have to be passed where the visitor is in dan-

ger of being swallowed up in heated mud. Inside, the ravine

has the appearance of a volcanic crater. The bare walls, utterly

destitute of vegetation, are terribly fissured and torn, and odd-

looking serratures, threatening every moment to break loose,

loom up like dismal spectres from red, white, and blue fuma-

role-clay, evidently the last remains of decomposed rocks. The

bottom of the ravine is of fine mud, scattered with blocks of

silicious deposit, like cakes of floating ice after a thaw. Here, a

big caldron of mud is simmering; there, lies a deep basin of

boiling water; next to this is a terrible hole, emitting hissing jets

of steam; and farther on are mud cones from two to five feet

high vomiting hot mud from their craters with dull rumblings,

and imitating on a small scale the play of large fire volcanoes.

— Hochstetter's New Zealand, p. 414.

The probable origin of thermal springs is well

known. The hot springs and geysers of Iceland have

been studied with the greatest care by some of the

ablest scientific men in Europe, as Bunsen, Bischoff,

and Tyndall, and their conclusions have been accepted.

The same phenomena as those of Iceland are

repeated in New Zealand and the Yellowstone
National Park, only on a much more extensive scale.

That all thermal springs are remnants of former

volcanic action there can be no doubt. Geysers, or

intermittent springs, may be regarded as volcanoes,

except that the former throw out heated waters,

while the latter eject melted materials, etc.

We may take it for granted that the hot springs

derive their temperature from heated aqueous vapors

rising from below; and the only question which re-

mains to be settled regards the actual sources of these

vapors. Shall we adopt the theory that the interior

of our globe is in an incandescent state, and that the

origin of the heat is deep-seated below the earth's

crust, rising from the melted nucleus, or shall we look

to a far more superficial force? In the first place, the

water of the hot springs is derived from the surface.

Passing down through fissures in the earth's crust it

meets the heated vapors from below, and portions

being expanded into steam a force is produced, the

same as in a steam engine. If this force can rise freely

in a continual column, a simple boiling spring is pro-

duced. If the channel or passage upward is compli-

cated, we have the phenomena of the spouting spring.

According to Bischoff, the intermittent springs are

caused by the existence of caverns in which the heated

vapors are retained by the pressure of the column of

water from above. The violent escape of the vapor

produces the thunder-like, subterranean sound, and

the tremblings of the earth that precede the eruption.

When so much vapor has escaped that the expansive

force of that which remains has become less than the

pressure of the confining column of water, tranquillity

is restored, and this lasts until a quantity of vapor is

again collected which is sufficient to produce a fresh

eruption. The spouting of the spring is therefore

repeated at intervals, depending on the capacity of the

cavern, the height of the column of water, and the

heat generated below.

The following extract from Dr. Von Hoch-

stetter's description of the New Zealand hot springs

is equally applicable to those of the Yellowstone

Park, and explains the chemical as well as the thermo-
dynamic forces which are in constant operation:

Both kinds of springs owe their origin to the water permeating

the surface and sinking through fissures into the bowels of the

earth, where it becomes heated by the still existing volcanic

fires. High-pressure steam is thus generated, which accompa-

nied by volcanic gasses, such as muriatic acid, sulphurous acid,

sulphuretted hydrogen, and carbonic acid, rises again toward

the colder surface, and is there condensed into hot water. The

overheated steam, however, and the gasses decompose the

rock beneath, dissolve certain ingredients and deposit them on

the surface. According to Bunsen's ingenious observations, a

chronological succession takes place in the co-operation of the

gasses. The sulphurous acid acts first. It must be generated

there where rising sulphur vapor comes into contact with glow-

ing masses of rock. Wherever vapors of sulphurous acid are

constantly formed, there acid springs, or solfataras, arise.

Incrustations of alum are very common in such places, arising
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from the action of sulphuric acid on the alumina and alkali of

the lavas; another product of the decomposition of the lavas is

gypsum, or sulphate of lime, the residuum being a more or less

ferruginous fumarole-clay, — the material of the mud pools.

To the sulphurous acid succeeds sulphuretted hydrogen, pro-

duced by the action of steam upon sulphides, and by the mutual

decomposition of the sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous

acid sulphur is formed, which in all solfataras forms the char-

acteristic precipitate, while the decomposition of silicious

incrustations is either entirely wanting or quite inconsiderable,

and a smell of sulphuretted hydrogen is but rarely noticed.

These acid springs have no periodical outbursts of water.

In course of time, however, the source of sulphurous

acid becomes exhausted, and sulphuretted hydrogen alone

remains active. The acid reaction of the soil disappears,

yielding to an alkaline reaction by the formation of sulphides.

At the same time the action of the carbonic acid begins upon

the rocks, and the alkaline bicarbonates thus produced dissolve

the silica, which, on the evaporation of the water, deposits

in the form of opal or quartz or silicious earth, and thus the

shell of the springs is formed upon the structure of which

the periodicity of the outbursts depends. Professor Bunsen,

rejecting the antiquated theory of Makenzie based upon the

existence of subterraneous chambers from which the water

from time to time is pressed up through the vapors accumulat-

ing on its surface, according to the principle of the Heron

fountain, has proved in the case of the Great Geyser that the

periodical eruptions or explosions essentially depend upon the

existence of a frame of silicious deposits with a deep, flue-shaped

tube, and upon the sudden development of larger masses of

steam from the overheated water in the lower portions of the

tube. The deposition of silica in quantities sufficient for the

formation of this spring apparatus in the course of years takes

place only in the alkaline springs. Their water is either entirely

neutral, or has a slightly alkaline reaction. Silica, chloride of

sodium, carbonates, and sulphates are the chief ingredients

dissolved in it. In the place of sulphurous acid the odor of sul-

phuretted hydrogen is sometimes observed in these springs.

The rocks from which the silicious hot springs of

New Zealand derive their silica are rhyolites and rhyolithic

tuffs, containing seventy and more per cent of silica; while we

know that in Iceland palagonite and palagonitic tuffs, with

fifty per cent of silica, are considered as the material acted upon

and lixiviated by the hot water. By the gradual cooling of the

volcanic rocks under the surface of the earth in the course of

centuries the hot springs also will gradually disappear; for they

too are but a transient phenomenon in the eternal change of

everything created. — Hochstetter's New Zealand, English

translation, p. 432.

The following statistics and chemical analyses have

been derived from the reports of the survey of the

Territories, and will prove of interest to the general

reader:

H E I G H T S A T T A I N E D BY T H E E R U P T I O N S

O F T H E P R I N C I P A L G E Y S E R S I N F I R E - H O L E

B A S I N S , Y E L L O W S T O N E N A T I O N A L P A R K

Name of Geyser. Authority. Height in Feet.

Fountain in Lower Basin. Hayden, 1871. 30 to 60

Architectural in Lower Basin. Hayden, 1871. 60 to 80

Old Faithful, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1871.100 to 150

Old Faithful, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872. ^132

Old Faithful, Upper Basin. Norton, 1872.150

Old Faithful, Upper Basin. Comstock, 1873.150

Old Faithful, Upper Basin. Dunraven, 1874.100 to 150

Giantess, Upper Basin. Langford, 1870. 250

Giantess, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872. *39

Giantess, Upper Basin. Norton, 1872.100

Bee-Hive, Upper Basin. Langford, 1870. *2i9

Bee-Hive, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872.100 to 150

Bee-Hive, Upper Basin. Norton, 1872.100

Castle, Upper Basin. Langford, 1870. 50

Castle, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1871.10 to 15

Castle, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872. *93

Castle, Upper Basin. Comstock, 1873. 30

Castle, Upper Basin. Dunraven, 1874. 250

Grand, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1871. 200

Grand, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872. *i73

Grand, Upper Basin. Comstock, 1873. 200

Turban, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872. *25

Turban, Upper Basin. Comstock, 1873. 30

Giant, Upper Basin. Langford, 1870.140

Grotto, Upper Basin. Langford, 1870. 60

Grotto, Upper Basin. Hayden, 1872. *4i

Grotto, Upper Basin. Comstock, 1873. 25

* Measured by triangulation; the others are estimated.

E L E V A T I O N S I N T H E Y E L L O W S T O N E

N A T I O N A L P A R K

Feet above Sea Level.

Mammoth White Mountain

Hot Springs 6,278 to 7,035

Mud Volcanoes 7>756 to 7,800

Crater Hills Springs 7,828 to 7,979
Sulphur Springs on divide between

Yellowstone and East Fork of

Fire-Hole River 8,246

Lower Geyser Basin 7>25° to 7>35°

Upper Geyser Basin 7?3°° to 7,400

Third Geyser Basin 7>772

Shoshone Lake, Geyser Basin 7,900

L A K E S

Yellowstone Lake 7>788

Shoshone Lake 7^7°

Lewis Lake 7>75°

Madison Lake 8,301

Henry's Lake 6,443

M O U N T A I N P E A K S

Mount Hayden 13,833

Mount Washburn 10,388

Mount Sheridan IO>343

Mount Blackmore 10,134

Mount Delano (Yellowstone Valley) 10,200

Mount Doane 10,118

Electric Peak 10,992

Emigrant Peak 10,629

Red Mountain, south of Yellowstone Lake . . . . 9,806

Lookout Hill, north of Shoshone Lake 8,257

Old Baldy, near Virginia City 9,711

P A S S E S A N D D I V I D E S

Tetón Pass 8,464

Tyghee Pass 7,063

Reynold's Pass, Henry's Lake, north

to Madison River 6,911

Divide, Yellowstone and Gallatin on road

from Fort Ellis to Boteler's Ranch 5,721

Divide on Mount Washburn,

where trail crosses 9,155

Divide between Yellowstone and Madison,

on trail from Mud Volcanoes and

Geyser Basins 8,164

Divide between Madison and Shoshone

Lakes 8,717

Divide between Yellowstone and

Lewis Lakes 8,024

Togwater Pass (Upper Yellowstone to

Wind River) 9,621

A N A L Y S I S OF D E P O S I T F R O M THE HOT

S P R I N G S O F G A R D I N E R ' S R I V E R

Water and volatile matters 32.10 per cent

Lime 57-7° "
Silica 3.32 "

Ferric oxide 3.62 "

Alumina 3.31 "

Soda and magnesia traces — "
100.05 "

A N A L Y S I S O F G E Y E R S I T E F R O M

L O W E R G E Y S E R B A S I N

Water, etc 9.00 per cent
Silica 88.60

Alumina and iron 1.60 "

Lime 0.95 "

Magnesia, soda, potash, and lithia traces — "

100.15 "

A N A L Y S I S O F P I N K M U D F R O M

M U D P U F F S I N L O W E R G E Y S E R B A S I N

Water 8.65 per cent

Silica 44.61 "

Alumina 45-°9 "

Magnesia 2.66 "

Iron 1.86 "

Lime and soda traces — "

102.87 "
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A N A L Y S I S O F G E Y E R S I T E F R O M

U P P E R G E Y S E R B A S I N

Water 13-42 per cent

Silica 79-56 "

Lime 1.54 "

Alumina 0.46 "

Magnesia 1.78

Iron, chlorine, and soda traces — "

96-76 "

A N A L Y S I S O F G E Y E R S I T E F R O M

S H O S H O N E L A K E , G E Y S E R B A S I N

Water ^-oo per cent

Silica 76.80 "

Alumina 9.46 "

Lime i.80 "

Iron, magnesia, and soda traces — "

101.06 "

As has been previously stated in this Introduction,

during the session of 1871-72 a bill was introduced

into both houses of Congress to set apart the area

about the sources of the Yellowstone River, embracing

these wonderful curiosities, as a Public Park for the

benefit and instruction of the people. The bill was

referred to the proper committee. At their request the

writer prepared the following report, which explains

the object of the bill, and on the strength of the infor-

mation therein contained the bill became a law:

The Committee on the Public Lands, having had

under consideration bill H. R. 764, would report as

follows:

The bill now before Congress has for its object the

withdrawal from settlement, occupancy, or sale, under

the laws of the United States, a tract of land fifty-five

by sixty-five miles about the sources of the Yellow-

stone and Missouri Rivers; and dedicates and sets it

apart as a great national park or pleasure-ground for

the benefit and enjoyment of the people. The entire

area comprised within the limits of the reservation

contemplated in this bill is not susceptible of cultiva-

tion with any degree of certainty, and the winters

would be too severe for stock-raising. Whenever the

altitude of the mountain districts exceeds 6,000 feet

above tide water their settlement becomes problema-

tical, unless there are valuable mines to attract people.

The entire area within the limits of the proposed

reservation is over 6,000 feet in altitude, and the Yel-

lowstone Lake, which occupies an area 15 x 22 miles

or 330 square miles, is 7,427 feet. The ranges of moun-

tains that hem the valleys in on every side rise to the

height of 10,000 and 12,000 feet, and are covered

with snow all the year. These mountains are all of vol-

canic origin, and it is not probable that any mines

or minerals of value will ever be found there. During

the months of June, July, and August the climate is

pure and most invigorating, with scarcely any rain or

storms of any kind; but the thermometer frequently

sinks as low as 26°. There is frost every month in the

year. This whole region was in comparatively modern

geological times the scene of the most wonderful

volcanic activity of any portion of our country. The

hot springs and the geysers represent the last stages —

the vents or escape-pipes — of these remarkable vol-

canic manifestations of the internal forces. All these

springs are adorned with decorations more beautiful

than human art ever conceived, and which have

required thousands of years for the cunning hand of

nature to form. Persons are now waiting for the spring

to open to enter in and take possession of these

remarkable curiosities, to make merchandise of these

beautiful specimens, to fence in these rare wonders

so as to charge visitors a fee, as is now done at Niagara

Falls, for the sight of that which ought to be as free

as the air or water.

In a few years this region will be a place of

resort for all classes of people from all portions of the

world. The geysers of Iceland, which have been

objects of interest for the scientific men and travellers

of the entire world, sink into insignificance in com-

parison with the hot springs of the Yellowstone and

Fire-Hole Basins. As a place of resort for invalids, it

will not be excelled by any portion of the world. If

this bill fails to become a law this session, the vandals

who are now waiting to enter into this wonderland

will, in a single season, despoil beyond recovery these

remarkable curiosities which have required all the

cunning skill of nature thousands of years to prepare.

We have already shown that no portion of

this tract can ever be made available for agricultural or

mining purposes. Even if the altitude and the climate

would permit the country to be made available, not

over fifty square miles of the entire area could ever be

settled. The valleys are all narrow, hemmed in by high

volcanic mountains like gigantic walls.

The withdrawal of this tract, therefore, from

sale or settlement takes nothing from the value of the

public domain, and is no pecuniary loss to the govern-

ment, but will be regarded by the entire civilized

world as a step of progress and an honor to Congress

and the nation.

Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.,

January 29,18^2

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your communication of the 27th inst., relative to the

bill now pending in the House of Representatives

dedicating that tract of country known as the Yellow-

stone valley as a National Park.

I hand you herewith the report of Dr. F. V.

Hayden, United States geologist, relative to said pro-

posed reservation, and have only to add that I fully

concur in his recommendations, and trust that the bill

referred to may speedily become a law.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

C. Delano, Secretary

Hon. M. H. Dunne/I, House of Représentatives

The committee, therefore, recommend the passage of

the bill without amendment.

The bill alluded to is as follows:

AN ACT TO SET A P A R T A C E R T A I N T R A C T OF

L A N D L Y I N G N E A R T H E H E A D W A T E R S O F

T H E Y E L L O W S T O N E R I V E R A S A P U B L I C P A R K

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That the tract of land in the Territories of Montana

and Wyoming, lying near the headwaters of the Yel-

lowstone River, and described as follows, to wit: com-

mencing at the junction of Gardiner's River with the

Yellowstone River and running east to the meridian

passing ten miles to the eastward of the most eastern

point of Yellowstone Lake; thence south along said

meridian to the parallel of latitude passing ten miles

south of the most southern point of Yellowstone

Lake; thence west along said parallel to the meridian

passing fifteen miles west of the most western point

of Madison Lake; thence north along said meridian

to the latitude of the junction of the Yellowstone and

Gardiner's Rivers; thence east to the place of begin-

ning, — is hereby reserved and withdrawn from

settlement, occupancy, or sale under the laws of the

United States, and dedicated and set apart as a Public

Park or pleasuring-ground for the benefit and enjoy-

ment of the people; and all persons who shall locate

or settle upon or occupy the same, or any part thereof,

except as hereinafter provided, shall be considered

trespassers and removed therefrom.

SEC. 2. That said Public Park shall be under

the exclusive control of the Secretary of the Interior,

whose duty it shall be, as soon as practicable, to make

and publish such rules and regulations as he may

deem necessary or proper for the care and manage-

ment of the same. Such regulations shall provide for

the preservation, from injury or spoliation, of all tim-

ber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or wonders

within said Park, and their retention in their natural

condition. The Secretary may in his discretion grant

leases for building purposes, for terms not exceeding

ten years, of small parcels of ground, at such places

in said Park as shall require the erection of buildings

for the accommodation of visitors; all of the proceeds

of said leases, and all other revenues that may be

derived from any source connected with said Park, to

be expended under his direction in the management

of the same, and the construction of roads and bridle-

paths therein. He shall provide against the wanton

destruction of the fish and game found within said

Park, and against their capture or destruction for the

purpose of merchandise or profit. He shall also cause

all persons trespassing upon the same after the passage

of this act to be removed therefrom, and generally

shall be authorized to take all such measures as shall

be necessary or proper to fully carry out the objects

and purposes of this act.

Approved March i, 1872.
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G E N E R A L M A P

showing the situation of

the Yellowstone National

Park and the location of

views no. 4,10,11,12,13,

14, and 15.

The two maps which accompany this volume are

designed to show the general geographical position of

the regions described, the routes by which the Yellow-

stone National Park may be reached, and the location

of the views sketched by Mr. Moran.

On the first map, which is the general map, and

on which the National Park is indicated only on a

small scale, the location of the following views

will be found:

4. Lower Yellowstone Range

10. Mountain of the Holy Cross

11. The Mosquito Trail

12. The Sierra Nevada

13. Great Falls of Snake River (Shoshone Falls)

14. Valley of Babbling Waters

15. The Great Salt Lake of Utah

These seven views are all outside of the Park, although

the point of view from which the Lower Yellowstone

Range is taken is situated within the Park.

The second map, which is a detailed map of the

Yellowstone National Park, shows the location of the

remaining eight views, namely:

1. Hot Springs of Gardiner's River

(White Mountain Hot Springs)

2. The Great Blue Spring of the Lower Geyser Basin

3. The Castle Geyser

5. Yellowstone Lake

6. Tower Falls and Sulphur Mountain

j. Head of Yellowstone River

8. The Grand Canon of the Yellowstone

9. The Towers of Tower Falls
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MAP OF THE Y E L L O W -

STONE NATIONAL PARK

showing the location

of views no. 1,2,3,5,6,7,

8, and 9.
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G A R D I N E R ' S R I V E R H O T S P R I N G S

The Mammoth Hot Springs are situated on the west
side of Gardiner's River, a small tributary of the Yel-
lowstone, joining it at the foot of the third Canon in
the northern part of the National Park.

In the springs and their beautiful variegated
deposits we have one of the most remarkable displays
of Nature's architectural work that can be found in the
world. The famous "Te Tarata Spring" of New Zealand
is its only rival.

The deposits cover a space of about two and a
half square miles, extending from the river's edge to
the head of a ravine one thousand feet above the level
of the stream. The softness of the calcareous sedi-
ments renders them especially liable to the action of
atmospheric agencies, and consequently we find a
large proportion of the area covered with the ruins of
former springs, which in many places are overgrown
with pines, beneath which traces only are found of
the beautifully sculptured basins that once were filled
with emerald-tinted water. The weathering of these

portions has given them a grayish color. The active

springs are near the centre of the area, about half-

way up the gorge. They represent but a portion of the

activity that must once have had its seat here, and

which is now gradually dying out. The springs are

constantly changing their position. Where an active

spring exists one season, the next we may find simply

the ruins of its empty basin, while new springs will

have burst through the crust, and the formation of
new basins be progressing only to decay in their turn.

Ascending the hill from the river, we pass over
a hard crust that gives forth a hollow sound under our
feet. From beneath it streams of hot water pour into
the river. Passing by several large pools of warm water
in rusty-edged basins filled with bright green vegeta-
tion, we come suddenly in sight of the main mass of
sediment in which the principal springs are found. It is
two hundred feet high, and its snowy whiteness has
suggested the name of "White Mountain Hot Springs."
The general appearance is that of some huge cascade
that has suddenly been arrested in its descent and
frozen. Examining it more closely, we find that it is
composed of a series of terraces rising one above the
other like a series of steps, each containing semi-
circular basins resplendent with the most beautiful
blue-tinted water. The basins are of all sizes and have
exquisitely scalloped margins, their marble-like
appearance contrasting beautifully with the turquoise-

colored water. These pools have been called "Jupiter's

Baths" and "Diana's Pools."They form elegant natural

bathing-places, and one can choose a deep or shallow,

large or small one, according to fancy. The water in

the upper basins, near the principal springs, being

warmest, as it descends, becomes cooled, so that it

may be found of almost any desired temperature. As
it pours from basin to basin, stalactites are formed,

which ornament the bases of the pools. In some
places they unite with stalagmites built up from below,
thus forming columns. There are various other forms
of ornamentation, some basins being beaded, while
others have beautiful waved lines on their surfaces.

The presence of lime in the sediments has
much to do with many of the peculiar forms that they
assume. The color of the deposits is for the most
part snowy white. On the lower terrace the basins are
tinged with a delicate carmine.

In some of the groups of higher terraces the iron
of the water has colored the edges of the pools most
gorgeously, red predominating, mixed with creamy
yellow, bright yellow of the sulphur, and greens where
there is any vegetation. With the azure tints of the
water itself, we have a scene surpassing all art.

The scenery in the vicinity of the springs is
varied, and beautiful beyond description, especially at
sunset, when the last rays of the sun throw a beauti-
ful rosy light over the whole scene, intensifying the

natural colors of the "Great White Springs."

The original sketch by Mr. Moran is true to

nature; and the wonderful combinations and shades

of coloring which form the most striking feature

of many of the springs in the Park are shown with

great perfection. The reproduction of the sketch by

Messrs. L. Prang 6c Co. is in itself a marvel of accu-

racy and beauty.
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THE GREAT BLUE SPRING OF THE LOWER GEYSER BASIN

At the upper end of the Lower Geyser Basin is a
group of springs that have been called the Half-way
Springs, from the fact that they are about half-way
between the centre of the lower basin and the lower
limit of the upper basin. They are found on the left
bank of the Fire Hole River, on the summit of a
mound-like hill of silica, rising fifty feet above the
level of the river. In this mound are several springs,
among them the Great Blue Spring, one of the grand-
est hot springs ever seen by the human eye. It is near
the margin of the river. Its edge is somewhat broken
down on the river side, while the opposite edge is
intact. At the latter place the lamination of the sili-
cious deposit can readily be seen. The surface of this
vast caldron, 250 feet in diameter, is intensely agitated,
and steam is constantly rising, so that only when the
passing breeze sweeps it aside can we gaze into the
seething pit, where the water over the deepest part of
the spring appears of the most intense blue color, fad-
ing toward the edge into a green. The overflow from
the spring pours over the slope in small channels, or
spreads over broad surfaces, where the evaporation of

the water has deposited a crust of a marvellous combi-
nation of tints. The coloring is very vivid, and of many
shades, from bright scarlet to delicate rose, mingled
with bright and creamy yellows, and vivid green from

the minute vegetation. Some of the channels are lined

with a fine, delicate, yellow, silky vegetable growth,
vibrating with every movement of the water. Back of
the Blue Spring is another large pool 150 feet in diam-
eter. It is almost impossible to give an idea either in
words or picture of the exquisite beauty of the springs
of which the Great Blue Spring is a type.

They are of all sizes, generally funnel-shaped,
reaching unfathomable depths, and lined inside and
out with delicate decorations. Looking into their
depths we seem to see the interior of a fairy palace.
The edge of the Spring is generally scalloped with
exceeding regularity, while the sides, which sometimes
slope inward gradually until lost to view in the depths,
or again descend abruptly and perpendicularly, are
corrugated and incrusted in the most varied manner.
The tint of the clear water in these caverns is a beauti-
ful blue or bluish green, to be compared only to the

blue of a clear sky, and even then we must imagine
the color intensified. It seems as though the cavity
were lined with a portion of the heavens convoluted
and rolled over the projecting ridges on the sides of

the spring, each one of which throws back to us the
sunlight resolved into its primary colors.

Around each spring extends a vast deposit of
silicious sinter generally of a pure white color, except
where the evaporation of the water has coated it, or
where there is a low vegetable growth of a jelly-like

substance of light red or green color, the surface of
which yields beneath the foot like a cushion.

A similar substance is found lining springs
when the temperature of the water is very low. When
dry it resembles a brownish lichen. The temperature
of most of the springs is at or near the boiling-point,
and on a frosty morning the steam rises in dense
clouds, and we might almost imagine ourselves in
some great manufacturing village, the illusion being
assisted by the noise of steam-jets and the throb-
bing of some of the large springs, or the falling of the
water from the eruption of a geyser.
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THE CASTLE GEYSER, UPPER GEYSER BASIN

A geyser is nothing more nor less than a column, or

natural fountain of boiling water, projected at stated

intervals from a tubular orifice in the ground. The

word is Icelandic in origin, being derived from "geysa,"

meaning to rush out, to be impelled. It was formerly

applied only to the great geyser of Iceland, but has

become generic in its application.

Beside the geysers of the Fire Hole, or Upper

Madison, those of Iceland sink into insignificance.

The geysers of the Fire Hole are contained in two

basins, — the lower basin and the upper basin, occupy-

ing altogether about seventy-five square miles. In this

area are thousands of springs, mud-pools, and geysers,

whose temperatures range from warm to the boiling-

point. The water in the river itself, fed by these springs,
is warmer than that of rivers ordinarily. Almost the

entire area throughout the two basins is covered with

a hard glaring-white siliceous sinter. The springs are

of three classes: ist. Those which are constantly agi-

tated or boiling; 2d. Those which are only agitated at

particular periods; and jd. Those which are always

tranquil. To the second class belong all the geysers in

which the water is usually quiet until within a short

time of the eruption, when it begins to bubble, and

there is an escape of steam. The water rises gradually

in the basin until it is suddenly projected into the air

with great violence. Some of the geysers have built

huge siliceous mounds or craters, from the summits

of which the water is propelled in jets.

The lower geyser basin contains a larger num-

ber of springs than the upper basin, and the scene as

we look out upon it on a cool frosty morning surpasses

description. All about us rise columns of steam min-

gled with numerous fountain jets. The delicate wreaths

of steam extend far up into the heavens. Interesting as

is the lower basin, it must yield the palm to the upper

for the magnitude of its geysers. Among the great

geysers the "Castle," represented in the picture, plays

an important part. It has a somewhat irregular crater
in the centre of a gently sloping mound of sinter.

From a platform three feet high, measuring 75 by 100

feet, its cone rises u feet. This cone is 120 feet in

circumference at the base, and 20 feet in diameter at

the top. The orifice of the tube is only three feet in
diameter, and lined with large orange-colored globular

masses. The eruption commences with a succession

of jets of water and steam, which reach a height of

two hundred feet. This continues about a quarter of

an hour, and is succeeded by steam and spray escap-

ing in pulsations, which soon change to a continuous

volume of steam that entirely fills the orifice, being

ejected with steady force and great noise. The noises

are indescribable. It sounds as though the Castle had

a thunder-storm in its interior, and to those noises

of elemental war add the sounds of several steamboats

letting off steam, and we can form some idea of the

sounds heard during the eruption of the geyser.

The entire eruption lasts about an hour and a half.

In front of the Castle is the beautiful blue

spring, which has been given the fanciful name of

"Circe's Boudoir." Words must fail to give an idea of

the exquisite beauty of this spring. It is almost circu-

lar, measuring 19 by 21 feet. The edge is regularly scal-

loped. The basin is of marble-like appearance, and

slopes to a funnel-shaped orifice, which is forty feet

deep. The water in this basin is as clear as crystal, and

of a beautiful blue tint, increasing in depth of color

from the rim to the central orifice. The overflow from
the spring in its meanderings spreads over a large

surface, leaving brilliant streaks of color. On the side

towards the river, shown in the foreground of the

picture, it forms shallow pools, painting the white

siliceous deposits with colors of the rainbow. Beds of

rich creamy white, brilliant reds, and yellows are

intermingled with patches of purple and delicate greens,

surrounded with curious patterns of rich browns

and grays. Where the water is warmest, the colors

are most vivid. The form of the deposits and the blue

color of the water add to the beauty of the picture.

This spring is not the only one of its kind.

Scattered through the basins are numbers that will

rival it in color and beauty of forms. They must be

seen to be appreciated, for even the artist's pencil

in this case falls short of nature.
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T H E L O W E R Y E L L O W S T O N E R A N G E

The Lower Yellowstone Range furnishes one of the

most attractive views in that region of strange and

beautiful scenery, the Northern Wonder-Land. This

range of mountains is located on the east side of the

Yellowstone River, just above the Lower Canon, or

Gate of the Mountains, and about thirty miles south-

east of Fort Ellis, Montana Territory. Seen from the

valley of the river, as in the sketch accompanying this

description, it presents a series of cone-shaped peaks,

resembling pyramids, and grouped alongside of each

other in a row thirty or forty miles long. The sides of

these peaks are almost vertical, and their summits are

bald and covered with perpetual snow. Owing to this

fact the whole chain was formerly called the "Snowy

Mountains," a name frequently met with on old maps.
The Lower Yellowstone Range forms the great

water-shed to the portions of the Yellowstone River

immediately above and below the first canon, and

gives rise to some of the most important branches of
that river. The latter, indeed, receives the waters from

both of its declivities, a curious fact, which, as a refer-

ence to the map will show, is due to the position of

the range within a bend of the Yellowstone. The deep

gorges, which cut through the very core of the moun-

tains, and form the wonderful gulches explored only

by the hardy and daring miner, have been gashed out

by the action of aqueous forces. One of these, named

Emigrant Gulch, extends up into the mountain about

eight miles. It is a deep, narrow gorge, with walls of

green and dark brown quartzite and true gneiss, the

peculiar hues of which are rendered still more sombre

from their contact with volcanic rocks. At its bottom

a fine stream of water flows swiftly over a rocky bed

into the Yellowstone. It is estimated that $150,000 in

gold dust was taken out of this gulch by miners in

1864. The western side of the range forms the eastern

wall of one of the beautiful valleys of the Yellowstone,
about thirty miles long, and with an average width of

from three to five miles. This valley is really an ancient

lake basin, one of the links in a chain of lakes which

in past geological times extended from the sources of

both the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers far down

into the plains. One of the highest cones of the whole

range is Emigrant Peak, and from its summit there

can be seen, as far as the field of vision extends, a

vast mass of basaltic mountains rising to the height

of from 10,000 to 11,000 feet.

The nucleus of the range is composed of gran-

itic rocks, but the volcanic material has flowed up

through the fissures, so that the sides and summits are

covered with it. It is to these rocks that the mountains

owe their varied and peculiar colors. As the rays of

the setting sun rest upon them, they seem to possess

an almost unnatural brilliancy from the blending of a

great variety of hues. The color in Mr. Moran's painting

is in no respect exaggerated, and in nature this beauty

of color is still further enhanced by the remarkable

delicacy of the innumerable shades which unite to

form one glorious whole. The lower portions of the
mountains are covered with a dense growth of pine,

but the summits are bare of vegetation. Several

members of the Geological Survey who have visited

the far-famed mountains of Central Europe regard

this range as in no way inferior in beauty to any in
that country.
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Y E L L O W S T O N E L A K E

On the earliest maps of the West the Yellowstone

River is represented as having its origin in a large

lake called "Eustis Lake." On later maps it appears as

"Sublette's Lake," and later still, the name "Yellow-

stone" is applied to it. It covers an area of about one

hundred and twenty-five square miles, being about

twenty miles long in its greatest length, and fifteen

miles wide across the widest part. Its greatest depth is

only three hundred feet. Its shape has been compared

to that of an outspread hand, the main body of the

lake representing the palm, while the four bays pro-
jecting southward represent the fingers, two of which

are swollen and two dwarfed, and the southwestern

bay represents a much-enlarged thumb.

The elevation of Yellowstone Lake is 7,788

feet. The only lakes of considerable size that have a
greater elevation are the sacred lakes of Thibet, Lake

"Nameho" of the Himalayas, and Lake "Titicaca" of

Peru. The western side of Yellowstone Lake is densely

wooded with tall pines, as also the southern shore,

where there is a great deal of low land, which in the

spring and summer is marshy. There are numerous

small lakelets lying between Yellowstone Lake and

the heads of Snake River.

To the south and west there are no high

mountains; and ascending any one of the ridges in

these directions we can see the streams rising at

our feet flowing on either side with gentle descent,

those on the one hand to join the Atlantic, and those

on the other to mingle with the great Pacific.

The divides are so low that at one place is said to

be a two-ocean stream that divides, one branch flowing

to the Pacific side on the other towards the Atlantic.

The eastern side of the lake is well wooded,

but more broken by beautiful grassy prairies, abound-

ing with game, elk, deer, and grouse. On this side

also there are some of the most beautiful shore-lines

imaginable; some of the curves are as perfect as if

drawn by hand. Mary's Bay, near Steamboat Point, on

the northeast side, is one of the most perfect. Here

also is Diamond Beach, so called from the crystals

found in its sand mingled with particles of obsidian,

or volcanic glass. The rocks about the lake are vol-

canic, trachytes predominating.
The country east of the lake rises very rapidly

into a magnificent range of sharp volcanic peaks,

about 10,000 feet above sea level, on whose slopes

huge snow-banks rest until far into the summer, feed-

ing numerous streams flowing into the lake. The prin-

cipal peaks are Mounts Stevenson and Doane. The

water of the lake is intensely cold at all times. It is

filled with large salmon trout. If we visit the lake early

in the morning, we find the surface perfectly placid,

spreading out before us a quiet sheet of the most var-

ied hues, from vivid green to delicate ultramarine. As

the morning progresses, we notice a curious sound, a

sort of whistle, which we find to be caused by gusts of

wind in the air above our heads. Gradually the lower

atmosphere is put in motion, and the tall pines sway

back and forth in the western breeze, which grows

stronger and stronger until the surface of the lake is

broken into myriads of foam-capped waves that dash

furiously on the shore, forming quite a heavy surf.

This strong western wind is of almost daily occurrence.

There are three islands in the lake, "Stevenson's

Island," "Frank's," and "Dot Island."They are probably

elevated portions of the old lake bed, which have

appeared as land by the gradual subsidence of the

water of the lake, which once covered a much greater

area than at present.

There are numerous hot springs, and the

remains of many that are extinct, found on the shore

of the lake. The most interesting are at Steamboat

Point and on the south-western arm. At Steamboat

Point there are several steam-vents from which the
steam escapes in pulsations with a sound resembling

that caused by the letting off of steam from some
huge steamboat.

On the southwest arm of the lake are some

unique springs whose conical silicious mounds rise

above the surface of the water a short distance from

the shore. The water in these springs is boiling hot,

while that of the lake surrounding them is cold.

Standing on one of these mounds the rod can be
extended and trout caught, which, without being

removed from the hook, may be cooked in the boiling

spring. On the shore is a group of beautiful pink

mud-springs near large pools of hot and warm water.

Brimstone Basin, on the east side of the lake,

is an area of sulphur and alum deposits in which the

springs have long been extinct.

From whatever point the lake is viewed, a

scene of beauty will repay the observer. The student

of science, the lover of nature, and the artist can all

find something of interest on its shores.
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T O W E R F A L L S A N D S U L P H E R MOUNTAIN

Tower Creek is a swift mountain torrent, rising near
Mt. Washburn, in the divide between the Yellowstone,
Gallatin, and Madison Rivers. For about ten miles it
rushes madly along its course, the greater part of the
distance through a canon, the lower portion of which
has been called "The Devil's Den." On either side
of the creek are high tower-like masses, which stand
there as if they kept guard over the stream. Passing
between two of these rocky towers, after it has de-
scribed a semicircular bend, the creek suddenly dashes
over a ledge, which falls perpendicularly one hun-
dred and fifty-six feet to a rounded basin, cut from
the solid rock. Recovering from the shock, the stream
hurries with frightful velocity in numerous rapids
through a gloomy gorge, to join the Yellowstone a
short distance beyond the fall. The upper course of

the creek is obstructed by many bowlders, one of
which at present stands at the extreme edge of the fall,
waiting until the water shall have removed its founda-

tion, when it will be precipitated to the bottom of the
canon, to join company with a similar mass, which
once occupied a place on the brink, and is now contin-
ually bathed by the spray of the descending water.

Some of the lofty towers above referred to
may be ascended by expert climbers. The view of the
fall thus obtained is exceedingly grand, but the great
height is calculated to cause dizziness in the head
of even the boldest adventurer, as he gazes into the
depths of the chasm far below.

A prominent object in the landscape is "Sulphur
Mountain," on the opposite side of the Yellowstone.
Two rows of basaltic columnar rocks, in a bluff wall

that rises from 400 to 500 feet above the river, form a
distinguishing feature of this mountain. The columns,
which extend for two miles along the river and are

plainly visible in the picture, are hexagonal in form,
those in the upper line being from fifteen to twenty
feet high, while those below reach thirty feet. Between
the two rows there are strata of breccia and conglom-
erate, infiltrated with sulphur, from which latter
the mountain has obtained its name. At the foot of
the perpendicular wall the river is a perfect torrent
of emerald-green water, capped with foam.

Tower Creek marks the lower end of the Grand
Canon of the Yellowstone, and the interest which it
excites by reason of the grand scenery surrounding it
is still further enhanced from the fact that there are
several sulphur springs in its vicinity.
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HEAD OF THE Y E L L O W S T O N E RIVER

The Yellowstone River, or "Pierre Jaune" of the early
French trappers, is one of the main branches of the
Missouri, and from its source in Yellowstone Lake to
its mouth at Fort Union, on the west line of Dakota,
has a length of 1,300 miles, with a descent of nearly
6,000 feet. The river passes through a great variety of
scenery, but at no point can it boast of more enchant-
ing beauty than at its very head, near the magnificent
lake of which it forms the outlet. Starting from the
northwest extremity of the lake, it wanders in an aim-
less sort of a way to the northward, with sluggish
current more like a lake than a great stream, its waters
teeming with flocks of geese and ducks. Beautiful
islands spot its broad surface, and beyond its pine-
fringed shore the hazy outlines of distant mountains
stand out boldly against the horizon. Along the shore
there are numerous boiling mud and sulphur springs.

About ten miles below the head of the river the
scene gradually changes, until finally the Yellowstone
is converted into a rapid torrent, rushing along
between rocky banks. Here and there huge rocks stand
up in the middle of the rapids. The stream gains more
and more in velocity as the slope of its bed increases,
and soon it shoots over the Upper Fall, striking far
out from the base of the cliff. At the foot of the fall it
recovers itself, and, as if ashamed of its mad frolic,
wanders quietly and demurely along for a quarter of a
mile until it reaches the Lower Fall. At this point
the water does not plunge or leap, it merely rolls over,
forming a waterfall of the simplest kind, but nearly
400 feet in height. From the foot of the Lower Fall
the stream pours tumultuously down a narrow chasm
in a volcanic plateau, between canon-walls 1,000 feet
in height, and of colors of barbaric richness, yellows,

reds, purples, and black. Through this chasm, which
is known as the Grand Canon, the river flows for
thirty miles. At the mouth of Gardiner's River it again
emerges into the light of day, and thence flows
through a narrow valley, on either side of which rise
snow-capped mountains. Down this valley, still flow-
ing northward, the river holds its way. In two places
the foothills of the mountains close in on the stream
and grant it but a narrow passageway.

At the mouth of Shield's River the course of
the Yellowstone sweeps around to the east, and but a
short distance below this point it leaves the mountains
to flow through broad and fertile bottoms, the home
of the Crow Indians. It receives many large tributaries,
among them the Big Horn, Clark's Fork, and Shield's
River, and is navigable from its mouth to the inter-
section of the Big Horn.
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THE G R A N D C A N O N OF THE YELLOWSTONE

One of the subjects of greatest interest in the Yellow-

stone National Park is the Grand Canon, at the head

of which is the Lower or Great Fall of the Yellow-

stone. It is one of the most remarkable canons in the

world, not only from its depth, but also from the

brilliancy of its coloring. Even art must despair in

attempting to reproduce the gorgeous tints displayed

on its walls. The Yellowstone River on leaving the lake

flows along peacefully between low banks over sandy

reaches and pebbly bottoms, giving no indication

of the turmoil into which it is to plunge but a short

distance below. As it approaches the falls, the stream

narrows and breaks into rapids. Having descended

over the ledge forming the upper fall, 140 feet high, a

farther run of a quarter of a mile brings it to the
Lower or Great Fall situated at the upper limit of the
Grand Canon. Long before the Lower Fall is reached

a deep roar like that of thunder gives warning of its
presence. The river again suddenly narrows to a width

of about loo feet, and in one immense volume rushes

over the precipice, falling nearly 400 feet. Let us

approach the brink and look over. The cloud of spray

obscures the view of the base of the fall. As we look

into the abyss we realize the littleness of man when

compared with the works of nature. Down goes the

whirling mass, battling and writhing as the waters

dash against the rocks with a noise like the discharge

of artillery. Here and there a projecting rock is struck,

and the water is resolved into myriads of drops. The

bottom reached, the column breaks into a cloud of

ascending spray, which, taken in connection with

the varied tints of the canon, produces a scene of un-

equalled magnificence.

The canon extends from the falls to the mouth

of Gardiner's River, a distance of about thirty miles. It

is a gorge cut into volcanic rocks. No language can do

justice to its wonderful grandeur and beauty. Standing

at the edge of the fall we look into the chasm at the

bottom of which the river appears like an attenuated

thread of emerald green with silver edges. The walls,

in many places vertical, slope to the water's edge,

leaving no beach. In some places they are eroded into

fantastic shapes, towers, spires, and Gothic columns;

in others again they present fortress-like fronts, or

long slides of brilliant-colored débris; while elsewhere

they consist of massive rock, separated by jointage,
resembling irregular masonry going to decay. Here

and there a depression has been filled by sandstone, a

remnant of the deposits left at the bottom of the lake,

that once covered all this area. Stripes of bright red

reach from the top to the bottom. The prevailing color

is white, from the decomposing feldspar, streaked

and splotched with red and yellow by deposits of iron

and sulphur, while others of the rocks are black, re-

lieved only by the green, where vegetation has gained

a foothold. Here and there a pine sends it roots into

the sloping débris, clutching the rocks as though its

life were a continual struggle for existence.

An hour and a quarter of hard work will bring

us to the bottom of the canon. Now we see that the

river is a succession of rapids, and its surface a mass

of furiously agitated waves which dash madly against

the rocky walls. The sense of danger which the place

inspires is truly harrowing. The awful silence around

us is broken only by the sounds of the waves. Looking

up we see the pine-fringed margin of the walls, while

farther down and yet far above our heads, some hawks

disturbed by us in our descent float in the air in grace-

ful circles. The rocks throw a dark gray shadow all

about us. The sunlight does not reach us, but gilds the

trees above us with its rays. The scene is fearfully

grand and surpasses description.

The ascent of the canon will take us over two

hours, and we shall have to crawl on our hands and

knees part of the way. We shall have to creep carefully

around ledges, holding on with both hands and feet,
knowing that a single misstep will precipitate us to

the bottom, to become the prey of the angry waves.

The view of the canon from the point selected

for Mr. Moran's sketch, that is to say, some distance

below the falls, is very fine, including the falls as the

centre of the picture. The roar of the cataract is here

partially suppressed by the distance. Far in the back-
ground we catch a shadowy glimpse of distant moun-

tains, and beneath us in the foreground flows the river

between the variegated walls of the gorge. The colors

with which these walls are tinted — yellows, reds,

browns, and whites, all intermingling and gradually

passing into each other — show a greater variety of

shade than ever adorned a work of human art.
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THE T O W E R S OF TOWER FALLS

Tower Falls derives its name from the tower-like
masses of breccia which form one of the most conspi-
cuous features in the scenery surrounding the falls.

For countless ages the action of the water has
been gnawing at the substance of the rocks, the rem-
nants of which still stand on the banks of the creek.
Some of these rocks are as slender as the minarets of a
mosque, while others resemble rude towers, or Gothic
spires. Two gigantic pillars stand at the edge of the
fall, rising 100 feet above its angry waves. Many of
the formations are so fantastic as to excite merriment.

One mass has been named the Devil's Hoof, from a

supposed resemblance to the proverbial hoof of his
Satanic Majesty. The old mountaineers, who first
travelled in the Yellowstone country, were particularly
lavish in their use of the infernal vocabulary, and con-
sequently we find many places bearing Satanic names,
some of which, from their peculiar fitness, will never
be superseded. Between the pillars which stand
along the course of Tower Creek, the stream rushes
madly along over huge bowlders that have fallen in
the process of erosion. Many of these bowlders have

already been carried over the fall, and others will

doubtless share the same fate in the future. The

scenery of rock, water, and forest in the neighborhood
of the falls is strikingly picturesque. The view from
the summit of one of the towers well repays the dan-
gerous climb. The effect at sunrise is particularly strik-
ing. The gray dawn gradually gives place to a rosy
light, and this again fades imperceptibly into the full
yellow light of day which contrasts boldly with the
dark colors of the pillars and the deep green of the
rushing stream at their feet. This effect, which might
have thrown into ecstasies the light-loving soul of a

Turner, has been reproduced with consummate skill

in Mr. Moran's brilliant sketch.
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THE MOUNTAIN OF THE HOLY CROSS

The Mountain of the Holy Cross is in some respects
the most remarkable peak on the American continent.
Not, however, owing to its height of 14,176 feet above
tide water, as there are from fifty to seventy-five peaks
in Central Colorado which reach an elevation of over
14,000 feet; nor on account of the ruggedness and
grandeur of its surroundings, for in this respect it is
also equalled by many of its competitors. The distin-
guishing feature of the mountain, which may be seen
by the naked eye as far away as the summit of Gray's
Peak in the Colorado or Front Range, a distance of
from 80 to loo miles, is the cross on its south side.
This cross, which forms one of the most attractive and
most conspicuous landmarks in the West, is produced
by snow lying in two intersecting seams of gneiss or

granite. The face of the mountain, for about 3,000

feet in height, being nearly vertical, and so steep that

no snow can lie on it, the cross remains visible

throughout the whole year. The upright beam of the

cross is about 1,500 feet in length, the snow in the

crevice being from 50 to 100 feet deep. The length of

the horizontal arm varies with the season, but averages

about 700 feet in length. Under what circumstances,

or at what time, the mountain received its exceedingly
appropriate name is not now known. But it may be

excusable to suppose that the words "Monte Santa
Cruz" came almost spontaneously to the lips of some
early, long-forgotten Catholic missionary, as, in his
perilous wanderings, the uplifted symbol of his faith
suddenly appeared before his wondering eyes.

From the summit of the Mountain of the Holy
Cross the view in every direction is one of the grand-
est and most varied in the West, presenting whole
groups of rugged peaks, which rise high above timber
line and are covered here and there with masses of
perpetual snow. Near the mountain crests repose
beautiful green lakes, filled with ice-cold water from
the melting snow, and forming the sources of the rest-
less mountain streams which rush downward through

the deep gorges. At the base of the Holy Cross there

is a similar lake, and the stream issuing from it is seen

to the left of the picture flowing down the valley in a

series of falls and rapids so connected as to form a

most picturesque cascade for several miles. This valley,

which now forms the rocky bed of the torrent, was

once the bed of an ancient glacier, and its bottom and
sides, for a distance of 2,000 feet or more, are rounded

and scarred by the action of ice. Looking down the

valley from the summit of the mountain, the eye rests

upon one of the most remarkable illustrations of what

are called in Switzerland "Roches Moutonnes," or
"sheep-backed rocks," so called because at a distance
they look like a flock of enormous recumbent sheep.
These rocks, which are scattered irregularly over
the valley, vary in height from ten to fifty feet, and
the inter stices between them are covered with fallen
pines, sometimes forming a network several feet high.

It is impossible to approach on horseback with-
in five miles of the base of the peak, and the reader
may judge of the difficulties which were encountered
by the members of the geological survey, if he will
bear in mind that they had to travel over such a sur-
face loaded down with instruments of all sorts. No
other party has ever visited this spot before or since,

and it is not probable that it will ever be accessible to

the general public.
The Mountain of the Holy Cross is located at

the north end of the great Sawatch or Sierra Madre

Range, in latitude 39° 28' 4" and longitude 106° 28' 37",

about 80 miles west of Denver, in the centre of the

most rugged and mountainous region of Colorado.

The Holy Cross group forms a portion of the water

"divide" of the continent, the drainage of the eastern

slope leading to the Atlantic, while that of the western

leads to the Pacific Ocean.
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THE MOSQUITO TRAIL, ROCKY M O U N T A I N S OF COLORADO

The view here given represents a portion of the great

Park Range, which forms the west wall of the South

Park. It is located in the vicinity of some of the

rich gold and silver mines of Colorado, and the road

to which it owes its name is in reality nothing but a

miner's trail leading across the range from one min-

ing gulch to another. The rocks are what are usually

termed metamorphic, or primary, quartzitic, felds-

pathic, with a small addition of mica. They are every-

where traversed by veins of silver, while the loose

superficial deposits on the sides of the mountains and

in the gorges are filled with fine particles of yellow

gold. The general level of the district is 10,000 feet

above tide water; but the trails which lead over the

ridges and passes carry the traveller above timber line,

or, in other words, above the height of 11,500 feet,
and into the midst of patches of perpetual snow.

Mr. Moran has chosen one of these elevated passes

for his sketch.

The scenery in the vicinity of the Mosquito

Trail is not unlike that of the Holy Cross group, for as

far as the field of vision extends on either side the eye

encounters a wilderness of sharp granite peaks. Form-

ing a portion of the immediate group is Mount Lin-

coln, with an elevation of 14,297 feet,— the highest

point in the Park Range. Of the three mountain

ranges — the loftiest on the continent — which loom

up one after the other, the Sawatch is the most promi-

nent, and literally bristles with high peaks for a dis-

tance of 80 miles from north to south. Conspicuous

among the peaks of this range, which forms the water

divide of the West, are Mount Harvard, with a height

of 14,384 feet; Yale, 14,151 feet; Princeton, 14,199, feet

and many others varying from 12,000 to 14,000 feet.
At the extreme north end of the range stands the

wonderful Mountain of the Holy Cross, while to the

far south the Uncompahgre Peak, one of the highest

points in America, is relieved against the sky. About

ten miles to the westward, nestled in the glacier-worn
gorge of Lake Fork, are distinctly seen the beautiful

Twin Lakes, which at some period in the future will

become one of the most attractive watering-places in

the West. Looking down likewise to the westward, we

can also see the beautiful valley of the Upper Arkansas

River. To the southeast and east of the South Park the

scope of vision finally embraces Pike's Peak, Gray's

and Torrey's Peak, and numbers of others rising to

a height of from 13,000 to 14,000 feet.

From the summit of any of the peaks in the

vicinity of the trail the view in all directions of the

compass is grand beyond description. But with the

grandeur of the scene there is associated a keen sense

of dreariness, loneliness, and desolation.

Returning once more to the spot which formed

our starting-point in the survey just completed, we

may remark that it offers a good example of what are

called cirques or amphitheatres. These latter always
occur at the sources of the small mountain streams

which rise on either side of a mountain crest. All these

streams have their origin at the head of a gorge or

gulch, in a small lake, or reservoir, as it were, which is

produced by the accumulation of the waters from the

melting mountain snow. Some of these lakes are par-

tially frozen the year round, and their water is so

icy cold that little or no animal life can exist in them.

The average elevation of Colorado, the highest

of all the States and Territories in the Union, is 6,600

feet. It may truly be said that in variety, beauty, and

grandeur its scenery is inexhaustible.
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THE SUMMIT OF THE S I E R R A S

The Sierra Nevada or "Snowy Range" of the Pacific

Coast approaches more nearly the Alpine Mountains
of Central Europe than any other range on the Amer-

ican continent. In extent or altitude, and in the abrupt

ruggedness of its many lofty peaks, with their sides

and summits covered by vast masses of snow and ice,

it has no superior in any other part of the world.

The Sierra Nevada Range, of which the beauti-
ful picture before us is a striking illustration, is

situated on the border-line between California and

Nevada, and extends from Tejou Pass to Mount

Shasta, a distance of over 550 miles, its average breadth

being about 80 miles. Its central mass or core is

composed mostly of granite, flanked on both sides by

metamorphic slates, capped with vast masses of

basaltic and other kinds of lava, and heavy beds of

ashes and breccia, witnesses of former subterranean

volcanic forces which must have acted here on a

tremendous scale, and of which at this time we are

only reminded now and then by an earthquake shock.

Among the peaks of this range is found the highest

mountain in the United States, Mount Whitney,

which rises to an elevation of 15,000 feet above the

sea-level, while there are many others from 12,000 to
14,000 feet and upwards. In the same range also the

Yosemite Valley is situated, — that unique and won-
derful locality which has been set apart by legislative

authority as a place of public resort and recreation for

the people, unalienable for all time. The most striking
difference between the Californian and Swiss Alpine

scenery seems to consist principally in the much

smaller quantity of snow in the Sierra as compared

with equal elevations in Switzerland. The marks of old
glaciers are very abundant, the polished surfaces, the

extensive moraines or long trains of detritus, and the

striae engraved on the walls of the canons, testifying

in most eloquent language to the icy covering which

once clothed these mountains as it now clothes the

Alps. The vast glacial masses still to be seen, although

not true glaciers, likewise are silent witnesses of the

past. The magnificent pine forests of the Sierras far

surpass those of the Alps, and form one of the most

attractive features of the scenery, even though they

give a sombre tone to the landscape as seen from a
distance in their dark shades of green.

The view before us is no doubt familiar to

thousands who have crossed the Sierras on the Central
Pacific Railroad. The clouds enveloping the snowy

summits and the mists rising from the gorges can be
seen at almost any season of the year. The beautiful

green lakes, such as Donner Lake, Lake Tahoe, and

hundreds of others of various sizes, attract the eye

from every high point, as they lie nestled among the

mountain peaks. These lakes are fed by the melting of

the snows, and are usually the sources of the myriads

of mountain streams which unite in the lowlands

and form some of the large rivers of the Pacific Coast.

Up to the present day only a preliminary ex-

ploration has been made of the remarkable scenery

of this region, although no portion of the globe is

fraught with deeper interest to the mountaineer and

lover of grand scenery than the Sierra Nevada of the

Pacific Coast.
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THE GREAT FALLS OF S N A K E R I V E R , IDAHO T E R R I T O R Y

The following description is in part abridged from

Mr. Clarence King's graphic account of a visit to the

region of the Snake River in October, 1868.

The Snake River, or Shoshone, — the latter a

far more appropriate Indian name, which ought in

future to be used on all our maps, — forms the main

branch of the great Columbia River, and rises in the

southern portion of the Yellowstone National Park. Its

course for the most part lies across a vast lava plain,

into which it has cut deep canons with almost vertical,

black walls. An observer, standing upon the edge of

the canon-wall, at a point below the Falls, and some-

what lower down the river than the point from which

Mr. Moran's sketch was taken, looks down into a

broad, circular excavation, three quarters of a mile in

diameter, and nearly seven hundred feet deep. The

wall of the gorge opposite to him, plainly seen in the

background of the picture, sinks, like the cliffs at his
feet, in perpendicular bluffs nearly to the level of the

river, while the broad excavation between the walls is

covered by rough piles of black lava and rounded

domes of trachyte rock. The whole aspect of the scene

is strange and savage indeed, — a monotony of pale

blue sky; olive and gray stretches of desert, extending

afar off to the horizon, as level as the sea; a circling

wall of jetty lava, the sharp edges of which are here

and there battlemented in huge fortress-like masses;

a smooth, broad river, the beryl-green waters of

which, here and there reflecting the intense solemnity

of the cliffs, flow quietly into the middle of the scene,

there plunge into a labyrinth of rocks, tumble over

a precipice two hundred feet high, and then, after

having been broken up into a dazzling sheet of foam,

move westward in a still, deep current, to disappear

behind a black promontory, — such are the elements

which in their combination leave upon the beholder

an impression of weird and truly indescribable
grandeur. In the early morning light, the shadows of

the cliffs are cast over half the basin, defining them-

selves in sharp outline here and there on the river.
Upon the foam of the cataract one point of the rock

casts a cobalt-blue shadow. Where the river flows

around the western promontory, it is wholly in

shadow, and of a deep sea-green. A scanty growth of
coniferous trees fringes the brink of the lower cliffs,

overhanging the river. Dead barrenness is the whole

sentiment of the scene. The mere suggestion of

trees clinging here and there along the walls serves

rather to heighten than to relieve the forbidding

gloom of the place. Nor does the flashing whiteness,

where the river tears itself among the rocky islands,

or rolls in spray down the cliff, brighten the aspect;

for in contrast with its brilliancy the rocks seem

darker and more wild.

The descent of four hundred feet from the

wall of the canon to the level of the river above the

falls has to be made by a narrow, winding path, among

rough ledges of lava. The lower half of the canon is

excavated in a gray, porphyritic trachyte, and the ledge

over which the Great Falls of Snake River are preci-

pitated is composed of this material. Above the brink,

the whole breadth of the river is broken up by a dozen

small trachyte islands, which the water has carved into

fantastic forms, now rounding some into low domes,

then sharpening others into mere pillars, and wearing

out deep caves elsewhere. At the very brink of the

fall a few twisted evergreens cling with their roots to

the rock, and lean over the abyss of foam, as if they

were spell-bound by that same fatal fascination which
is apt to take possession of men when standing above

or by the side of masses of falling water.
In plan, the fall recurves up stream in a deep

horseshoe, resembling the outline of Niagara. The

total breadth is about seven hundred feet, and the

greatest height attained at any one point is about one

hundred and ninety. The whole mass of cataract is

one ever-varying sheet of spray. Below the falls the

river is very deep. The right bank sinks into the water

in a clear, sharp precipice, but on the left side a nar-

row pebbly beach extends along the foot of the cliff.

The trachytes are very curiously worn in vertical

forms. Here and there an obelisk, either wholly or half

detached from the canon-wall, juts out like a buttress.

Farther down, these projecting masses stand like a

row of columns upon the left bank, while above them

a solid capping of black lava reaches out to the edge,

and overhangs the river in frowning precipices.
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V A L L E Y O F T H E B A B B L I N G W A T E R S , S O U T H E R N UTAH

The scenery of Southern Utah, along the Colorado

River and its branches, is among the most remarkable

and grand in this or any other country. The canon of

the Colorado, about two hundred miles in length, has

been carved by running water out of the solid crust

of the earth to a depth of from 2,000 to 5,000 feet. In-

numerable side gorges open into the main gorge both

to the right and to the left, and through them many

extensive streams empty into the main river. One of

these side gorges, which bears the poetical name of

"The Valley of the Babbling Waters," is represented

in the picture. It is traversed by a branch of the Rio

Virgin (which flows into the Great Colorado of the

West from the southeastern portion of Utah), and

may be taken as a typical illustration of very much of
the scenery of the Colorado River and its tributaries.

The character of this region is quite peculiar.

The traveller, instead of ascending lofty mountain-

peaks, with their summits far above timber-line, and

clothed with perpetual snow, here descends into the

interior of the earth, to the bottom of vast canons,

which are so deep that even the largest rivers rushing

through them, when seen from the margin of the cliffs

above, seem to be but threads. The canons themselves

present stupendous examples of the carving power of

water, exercised during long periods of time, while the

vast columns of rock, which stand like sentinels along

the walls on either side, bear equal testimony to the

efficiency of atmospheric agencies. The forms due to

erosion, although presenting but little variety, occur

here without number. The rocks are composed largely
of sandstone, intermingled with some beds of lime-

stone. The great variety of colors, such as different

shades of red, green, yellow, etc., adds largely to the

beauty of the scene, and intensifies the amazement of
the beholder.

The whole of the region here described may

be said to be almost inaccessible. In attempting to

traverse it, one would be obliged to cross gorge after

gorge, with nearly vertical walls, three thousand feet

or more in depth. Hence this great country, above

two hundred miles in length and one hundred and

fifty miles in width, and rich in scenes as grand as the

one before us, must ever be dedicated to nature, for

it can never be inhabited by man. It is unique, grand,

barren, and desolate.
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THE GREAT SALT LAKE OF UTAH

Our last illustration presents a view of the Great Salt
Lake of Utah as it is seen in a westerly direction by
an observer standing on the mountain-range which
forms the eastern side of the lake basin. The view

may be regarded as unique, for there is nothing, either
in the western or in any other portion of the North
American continent, that can compare with it. Its
maximum of beauty is reached when the setting sun
sends its slanting rays across the valley and the lake,
and lends an air of enchantment to the entire region.
The picturesque mountains which skirt the western
horizon form a most befitting background for the
magnificent scenery spread out at their feet.

Just underneath the mountains in the fore-
ground is located Great Salt Lake City, in some
respects the most beautiful city in the West. The cool
mountain waters which flow continually along both
sides of its streets serve to refresh animal as well as
vegetable life, while the fruit and ornamental trees,
which abound throughout the city, add greatly, not

only to the beauty of the surroundings, but also to

the comfort of the people.

The water of the lake, although it is as clear as

crystal, is a very strong brine, the amount of salt
held in solution being equal to about twenty per cent,

which is a higher percentage than that of any other

known body of salt water of so large a size. Until
within a few years Salt Lake was supposed to be
entirely destitute of animal life, like the Dead Sea.
Thousands of waterfowl were, however, found to live

around the islands on the lake; and as there must be
something to attract these birds, it was inferred that
after all there must be animated beings in the water.
It has now been ascertained that the lake literally
swarms with a small species of crustacean, capable of
thriving in very strong brine.

Although such streams as the Jordan, Weber,
and Bear Rivers, with numerous smaller streams, have
for ages been pouring their vast volumes of water into
this lake, it is nevertheless a well-known fact that it
has no visible outlet. The question naturally arises as
to what becomes of all the water thus gathered into
one mass. The problem can only be solved by assum-
ing that the water disappears by evaporation.

The great basin, at the bottom of which Salt
Lake is situated, is enclosed by the Wahsatch Moun-

tains on the east, the Sierra Nevada on the west, the

crest or water-divide of the Columbia on the north,

and that of the Colorado on the south. This vast area

is supposed to have been occupied, long ages ago, by

one grand inland sea of fresh water, which had an out-

let into the basin of the Columbia River. At that time

the summits of the smaller mountain-ranges projected
above the surface of this sea in the shape of isolated
islands. The water slowly passing away by evaporation,
there were left those terraces which in their striking

features reveal to us certain oscillations of level, and
the various steps of progress toward the present order
of things. The Salt Lake of our day is but a compara-
tively insignificant remnant of the ancient inland sea,
its briny character being due to the concentration of
the water in rocky basins without outlets.

The Wahsatch Mountains, which, as before
stated, form the eastern wall of the basin, are gashed
through with deep gorges almost to the level of the
plains, and through these the traveller must pass as
he approaches from the East. The Union Pacific Rail-
road, which opens into the great basin near Ogden,
traverses a narrow channel cut through the range by
the Weber River, and known by the name of the
Devil's Gate.

In no portion of the inland West will the tour-

ist so delight to linger, for the purpose of enjoying the

novelty and beauty of the scene, as well as the exhila-

rating influences of the atmosphere, as in the valley of
the Great Salt Lake.
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A P P E N D I X 2 : " O P U S L I S T "

^ÁJW7ia& M&rOft/& "Opus List/' from the collection of the
Gilcrease Museum, is published here for the first time. As Moran himself

wrote, "since Aug 1863 I have numbered every picture that I have painted, to

which I attach any value/'The artist's record includes forty-two of his most

important early works, with their numbering ending in November 1868. Moran

not only provided descriptions of the paintings on this list but often inscribed

the opus numbers on his canvases near his signature.

The "Opus List" is significant for its wealth of original titles and for

the telling glimpse it offers of Moran as a young artist whose comments reveal

an evolving artistic direction. Although he had been painting and exhibiting

for several years, this appears to be the first such record of his efforts.

Moran seems to have periodically taken stock of the contents of his

studio and recorded sales in a timely fashion, yet entries in different colored

inks indicate that he recorded additional information, such a changes in own-

ership of works, somewhat after the fact. In particularly busy times he may

also have left gaps for which he reconstructed information at a later date

(perhaps explaining works listed out of numerical sequence). The opus paint-

ings share ledger pages with drawings and other works that Moran did not

choose to number. He continued to use the ledger in which they are recorded

sporadically until 1909 (titled "Old Book of Lists" on its cover, Gilcrease

Archive 4026.4048).





Appendix 2: "Opus List"

Since Aug 1863 I have numbered every

picture that I have painted, to which I

attach any value.

No. i. The Wissahickon in Summer

Painted in July & August 1863 but never

completed. Made an exchange with my

brother Ned in which this unfinished pic-

ture was included. He finished it, sold it

to Richardson the dealer. So among my

numbered pictures, there is no No. i

Got more knowledge of nature in paint-
ing this than any other study that I ever

painted. It was all painted on the spot.

Size of the picture 29 in. x 36 in. Upright

Four weeks labour upon it.

No. 3. Okehampton Castle

Painted in December 1863, in fulfillment

of a commission from John Bohlen given

previous to my going to England in 1862.

Amount — 50.$ Size 14 x 20 inches

Philadelphia [added in pencil]

No. 4. A Canadian Waterfall, Sunset

Painted in January 1864. Sold to J. S. Earle

& Son for — 75$ Earl [sic\ got $150.00

Size — 16 x 20 inches.

(No number) Landscape, Scotland

Free copy. Painted in Spring of 1864 for

G. R. Orme. An old Commission.

60 x 40 inches price — 150.$

No. 7. Nutting, Autumn

Size 16 x 20 inches. Painted for Repre-

sented to the Sanitary fair in June 1864.

Brought at Sale — 75$

No. 8. Thejuniata, Evening

Painted in September 1864 for G. F

Tyler — price — 200$ Size 20 x 30

Ditto to Gabrylewitz

No. 2. Autumn on the Wissahickon

This picture was painted in October <5c

November 1863. Incited by a most glorious

Autumn. In finishing I decided that my

forte lay in color &, would prove my

strongest point. More decided individual-

ity than in anything previously painted

but with less positive expression of senti-
ment than in many previous works.

Placed it in Earles for sale. Had offers of

150,175, 225, <3c 250 dollars but determined
not to sell for less than 300$ Hung five

or six weeks. Then sold to A. Drexel the

Banker for

Deduct for frame

Commission

Amt. Reed.

Size 29 x 36 inches

300.$

52.$

248.$

24.$

224.$

No. 5. Creisham Glen, Wissahickon

Autumn. This was one of four Commis-

sions from J. S. Earle & Son given on the

strength of the popularity & sale of the

Wissahickon in Autumn which was sold to

Mr. Drexel. Received for it — 200$
Earle sold it to G. F Tyler for — 350$

Painted in April 1864.
Size 29 x 36 — /Long/

My first creditable interior of a wood

No. 6. A Reminiscence of the Passaic, Summer

Size 20 x 30 inches.

Painted May 1864 for Horace B. Fry.

Broker. Price —150$

No. 9. Autumn Afternoon, the Wissahickon

Decidedly my best picture up to this

time. Size 30 x 45 inches. Painted —

November 1864. Earles Commission No. 2

Received for it — 300$ Earle sold it to

Jas. S. Martin for 600$ Highest price yet

obtained for any of my pictures. Cartoon

in charcoal of this picture made June 1864.
Photographed & then destroyed

No. 10. The Woods in Autumn

A suggestion from Creisham Creek

painted for & presented to the Artists

Fund Society in November 1864. Sold

at the sale to Geo Whitney for 180$.

Afterward received — 50$ for additional

work upon it

Size of picture 20 x 24 inches
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No. [crossed out]. A Greenland Glacier

From a sketch by Dr. Hayes. 8 x 12 inches

Given to A.F. S. Nov. 1864 Sold at
sale for — 7$ to Mr. Hurn

No. ii. The Wilds of Lake Superior

Earles Commission No. 3. painted in

December 1864 Size 30 x 45 inches

Received for it — 300$ Sold at Earles

sale in spring of 1865 to Leonard Grover

for — 610$

No. 12. The Farewell of Summer

Painted in February 1865 for Dr. J.M.

Sommerville. Motive from Geddes Run.

Bucks Co. Pa Size 30 x 45 in.

Price — 400$

No. 13. The Conemaugh, Autumn

Size 33 x 50 inches painted in March 1865

for C. Sharpless

price — 800$ Exhibited in the great Ex.

in Paris in 1867.

No. 14. A Wood Scene, Autumn

May 1865 for M.W. Baldwin

price — 150$ size 16 x 20

No. 15. Thejuniata, below Huntingdon

Painted in June 1865 for J.V. Merrick

price — 1200$ size 36 x 58 inches

No. 16. Clearing in the Mountains

Size 30 x 45 inches. Painted for

the Annual Sale of the A.F Society
in Nov 1865. Bought by C. McAllister
at sale for — 350$

No. 17. The Autumnal Woods

Painted for M. Baird in September &

October 1865. from the Cartoon Solitude,

but very much altered, both in Arrange-

ment oc feeling. Size 34 x 40 inches,

price — 650$. A sketch to be thrown into

Bargain. Gave him the sketch in July 1868.

The Saco River. Painted for the

Benefit of Sanford Mason. Size 14 x 20

Nov 1865 Sold at the A.F S.

Sale for — 45$ to Ashmead, Printer

Made 24 studies for the School of Design

for Women during 1865 & early part of

1866. price 350$

The Last Arrow

Charcoal on paper 23 x 34 inches

January 1866

No. 18. Evening on thejuniata, Autumn

Painted in January & May 1866

size 20 x 30 inches.

Commission from Joe Harrison,

price $300.00 poor picture

A Landscape* in Charcoal. Paper

24 x 36 in. Jan 1866. used in S. for. pic.
*(under the trees)

(for Ashmead) (didn't paint it for
Ashmead)

Drawings in Charcoal etc.
A Canadian Waterfall. Charcoal on

canvas. Made in May 1864

size 30 x 45 in. Rubbed off to paint on

published in my "Studies for Pictures"

The Wissahickon. Charcoal on canvas. June

1864. 30 x 45 in. Rubbed off to paint on,

pub'd in S. for pic.

Solitude [crossed out]. Charcoal. Canvas.

Rubbed off to paint on. Same as
Farewell of Summer. 30 x 45 inches
June 1864. Pub in S. for pic.

The Shores of Lake Superior

Painted in Vandyke Brown June 1864

size 25 x 45. Pub in S. for pictures

Clearing. Charcoal. Canvas.

Size 30 x 45 in. Rubbed off to paint

Made in Aug 1864. Pub in S. for Pic

Valley of the Conemaugh

Charcoal on canvas. Made in

September 1864. size 60 x 40. Rubbed off

Pub. in Studies for Pictures

A White Frost

Drawn in Vandyke Brown Nov. 1864.

Size 30 x 45. Pub in S. for Pictures.

Sentinels of the Coast

Charcoal on paper. Jan 1865

size 25 x 45. destroyed

pub in Studies for Pic

The Children of the Mountain

Charcoal on paper 52 x 62 inches Jan 1865

pub in Studies for Pictures

Solitude. Charcoal on paper

25 x 30 inches. Upright. Made March 1865

Sold to H. Davids. Pub in S. for pictures

A Ravine. Charcoal on paper

25 x 30 in. March 1865. Gave it to Dr.

Rowe

Thejuniata. Charcoal on canvas

38 x 56. Made in April 1865. Rubbed off
to paint over pub in Studies for Pics.

Morning. Charcoal on paper

20 x 30 in. Sepr. 1865
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Evening. Charcoal on paper

20 x 30 inches Oct. 1865

No. 20. A Morning in Autumn

Painted in Paris (Paris) in October.

1866 for Henry B. Ashmead

size of picture 30 x 45 inches

Received for it $500 oc an old picture

in return that Ashmead paid $45 at

the sale of the Artists F. Society in 1865

[added in black ink] Ashmead was dissat-

isfied with the picture &, I painted No. 33

in exchange. Painted out the picture in

June 1868 & turned it into a tropical pic-

ture, [added in purple ink] Dreamland

No. 2i. The Children of the Mountain,

a Waterfall, Autumn

Commenced the picture in the spring

of 1866. Brought it with me to Paris

oc finished it in December of this year.

Size of picture 52 x 62 inches

Exhibited in the Universal Exposition

of Paris 1867.

[added in black ink] Bought afterward

by Roswell Smith of Scribners Magazine,

that is I borrowed $500 from him with

which to go on the Yellowstone expedi-

tion with Hayden &, gave the picture as

security oc I did not redeem it. It is now

1909 in the possession of Geo Inness, Jr.

[added in pencil] since sold by Inness Jr.

The Track of the Storm

An allegory of the war for the republic.

Charcoal drawing on paper

Size 54 x 90 inches. February 1866. Pub

in studies for pictures

No. 19. The Shores of Lake Superior

Painted in May 1866 forjas. S. Earle.

Size 25 x 45 in.

Old commission, price $300.00

A Subject from Hiawatha

Painted in black & white. 33 x 50 in.

used in Studies for Pictures.

[added in purple ink] Foolishly gave to

A.W. Drake of Scribners in 1872 x 3.

(No numbers) The Improvisatore

&c Evening in the Wilderness

Painted 6c given to the A. F. Society

sold at the Annual Sale in Jan 1867.

painted in Paris Oct. 1866

Improvisatore to Dr. Holland 1871

for 100$ ["Dr. Holland" and "100"

are in purple ink]

Wilderness to [blank] [for ioo]$

No. 22. The Woods Were God's First Temples

Commenced the picture in the Spring

of 1866. Brought it with me to Paris &

finished it in the spring of 1867.

Size of the picture 52 x 62 inches

Painted to the order of Dr. J.M. Sommer-

ville for $1000

No. 24. Rome, from the Campagna, Sunset

Painted in June 1867 after return from

Europe. Size 25 x 45. Shown at A.F. S. in

Feb &, March 1868. Sent to Chicago in

April 1868. Returned in July 1868.

[added in purple ink] Afterwards sold to

Gilbert for $75.00

No. 23. Temple of Venus £2? Castle ofBaiae

Size 20 x 30 in. Painted in July 1867

for J.S. Gilliams for Dentistry

No. 25. The Last Arrow

Size 52 x 80 inches. Painted in June oc

July 1867. The figures were painted by

Helmick. The male figure is a copy from

Croóme. The picture was commenced in

Paris 6c nearly finished there just like

the drawing, but was entirely remodeled

oc repainted on my return. 8 weeks in

painting it.

[added in black ink] Exhibited at

A. Fund S. in Feb & March 1868. Not

sold. Previously offered 700 for it by

W. F Potts but declined. Sent to Chicago

April 1868.

[added in sepia ink] Returned in July

1868. Sold in August 1868 to Mr. Baird for

700 dollars Baird afterwards paid 125

additional for the frame. Wretched price
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No. 26. Evening after Rain, Fontainebleau

Size 20 x 30 inches. Painted in September

1867. Sold to E. S. Handy for $80.00 in

(December 1867)

No. 28. Bay ofBaiae, Sunrise

Painted in September 1867

Size 20 x 30 inches

Sold to E. S. Handy for $80.00 (Dec 1867)

No. 27. The Lake of Como

Size 40 x 70 inches. Painted in August

1867. First picture sold after my return

from Europe Sold to F. Gutekunst for
$400 =

[added in sepia ink] Afterwards repainted

many parts. G. dissatisfied with his pur-

chase &, traded it off to E. Moran.

[added in purple ink] Afterward E Moran

cut the picture into two &, repainted the

two parts <$c sold them as mine at his sale

in 1877

No. 29. Pozzuoli & Bay ofBaiae

Size 25 x 45 inches
Painted in September 1867.

[added in purple ink] Sold to Mr. Gilbert

for $75.00

No. 30. The Forest of Fontalnbleau

Size 30 x 45 inches

Painted in October 1867 for annual con-

tribution to the Artists Fund Society.

Sold at the sale in December for $80.00

to W. F Potts.

No. 31. [words crossed out] [added in

black ink] From the Quay at Naples

Size 14 x 20 inches

Painted in October 1867. Contribution to

fund for purchase of piano for A. F S.

[added in black ink] to Josiah Brant for

$25.00

No. 32. Hiawatha

Size 33. x 50 inches. Painted in Sepr. and

October 1867. Sky Ocpart of the coast

repainted in March 1868. Exhibited at the

Artists Fund Society in February &

March 1868. Not sold. Sent to Chicago,
April 1868

[added in sepia ink] Returned in July

1868. A picture that I esteem much but

unsaleable in character

[added in purple ink] Afterward ruined it

& is now in an unfinished state.

Charcoal Drawing

Moonlight with Owls & Ruined Castle
Size about 25.30. Sold it to C.F Gristock
for $20.00. Drawn in December 1867

Charcoal Drawing

A Hemlock Forest. Size about 25 x 30
Drawn in December 1867.

An Alpine Gorge

Drawn on canvas in pencil, Crayon.

Lithographic crayon turpentine <3c black.

Size 25 x 37 inches. January 1868.

No. 33. A Scene on the Tohickon Creek,

Autumn. Size 30 x 45 inches

Painted in Dec &Jan 1867-68 for H.B.

Ashmead in place of the picture sent to

him from Paris for which I received 500

dollars

No. 34. Hiawatha & the Serpents

Copy from the larger picture

size 20 x 30. Ordered by Dr. F. Lewis

painted in March 1868. Received for

it $150.00

No. 35. The Remorse of Cain

Size of the picture 52 x 62 inches

painted in ten days in March 1868

Exhibited at the Spring Exhibition of

the Artist's Fund Society same year.

[added in purple ink] On receiving

it again in 1868 I think it is a beastly

bad picture. I may yet repaint it.

No. 36. The Sacrifice of Isaac
First painted in June 1868 on canvas

30 x 36 long. Afterward cut it down

to 25 x 30 which improved the picture
much. Finished it in November 1868
Think it a good picture.

Sketch of same material with a monk

reading. Given to Baird in July 1868

according to agreement size about 20 x 24.
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No. 37. [drawing of a pot]

A Wood Scene, Autumn

Figures in boat & female figure in

Foreground in red dress. Size 38 x 43 in.

Painted to sell &, in 8 days. All pictures

with a pot at end of name, indicate pic-

tures made to sell &, not painted for love

of subject. Painted in June 1868. After-

wards repainted it <Sc consider it one of

my good pictures.

Made 8 drawings in black & white for

Bradley illustrating Dr. March's Night

Scenes in the Bible for which received

$115. Engraved by Saml [Samuel] Sartain.

June 1868.

No. 39. Rome with St. Peters & the Castle

of St. Angelo.

Painted for Dr. Lewis in summer of 1868

Size 20 x 30 inches. A very good picture

especially in tone. Received for it $200.00.

No. 40. An Alpine Peak, Evening

two large pine trees in foreground
Size 25 x 30 inches. Not yet finished

Nov. ist 1868. Never finished. 1870.

Never will be 1874

Elaborate painting or drawing in Black

8c White made for Artists Fund Society

in July 1868. Subject. Lake Superior Morn-

ing used in the A.F. S. Annual for 1868.

Painting in black &, white

The Annunciation to the Shepherds

Size 20 x 30 in. June 1868. For Bradley

Received for it $50. To be engraved

17 x 25 inches by S. Sartain.

Black &, white. Elijah Fed by Ravens

20 x 30 For Artists Fund Society. Not used

November Morning, ditto ditto

Size about 16 x 22. Both in June 1868

lo sketches in sepia in life of Elijah

Elijah & the Widow ofZarephath. Sketch

on panel about 20 x 24. May 1868

Small Autumn Wood Scene

May 1868. size 14 x 17. Painted for
Gladwin of Worcester Mass, for $25

Creek Scene in Autumn.

Size 16 x 20 in summer 1868.

Marked with pot [crossed out]

painted out

No. 38. Autumn on the Wissahickon

Scene about % mile above the Red Bridge

Size 25 x 30. Picture good. Painted in

October 1868. Sold to F. Raig for $150

$50 in cash 100 in trade for clothing

No. 41. Lake Superior Morning

Size about 22 x 34. Same as drawing in

the A.F. S. Annual for 1868 with some

alterations. Not yet finished Nov. ist 1868
but in very promising condition.

No. 42. A Waterfall. Cliffs on right

bank of river. Size about 13 x 18.

Painted Nov 1868. Not of any account,
[added in pencil] Gave it to Eakins

Christmas 1868.

Sketch on panel about 16 x 24
July 1868. Subject. Baths on the Coast

near Naples.

[added in purple ink] Afterward changed

to Elijah & the Woman ofZaripah [sic\.

Afterward to Sunset on a Moquis Town.

Sketch made from the end cut from

Sacrifice of Isaac. Size 8 x 36 inches upright

waterfall in the mountains gave to

Howson

A river scene with dark thunder cloud

coming up [illeg.] 20 x 30

very unpromising though generally liked

by greenhorns. Uncertain at this time
whether it is worth finishing

[added in black ink] never finished

Ceased numbering in 1868
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I L L U S T R A T I O N S

Opening page: First page of the

Opus List in Moran's ledger, Gilcrease

Archive, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

No. 2. Autumn on the Wissahickon,

1863, oil on canvas, Drexel University,

Philadelphia.

No. 5. Creisham Glen, Wissahickon,

Autumn, 1864, oil on canvas, Hevrdejs

Collection. See also cat. 4.

No. 7. Nutting, Autumn, 1864, oil

on canvas, Collection of Conrad J.

Kronholm Jr.

No. 9. Autumn Afternoon, the Wis-

sahickon (now Autumn on the

Wissahickon), 1864, oil on canvas,

Terra Museum of American Art,

Chicago, Daniel J.Terra Collection.

No. 17. The Autumnal Woods

(formerly titled Under the Trees),

1865, oil on canvas, Manoogian

Collection. See also cat. 6.

No. 21. The Children of the Mountain,

1866, oil on canvas,The Anschutz

Collection. See also cat. 7.

No. 19. The Shores of Lake Superior,

1866, present location unknown.

Photograph by John Moran courtesy

Gilcrease Museum,Tulsa, Oklahoma.

No. 22. The Woods Were God's

First Temples (now Woodland Temple),

1867, oil on canvas,The Haggin

Museum, Stockton, California.

No. 23. Temple of Venus & Castle

ofBaiae, 1867, oil on canvas, Private

Collection. Photograph courtesy

Sotheby's, New York.

No. 28. Bay ofBaiae, Sunrise, 1867,

oil on canvas, courtesy Beacon Hill

Fine Art, New York.

No. 33. A Scene on the Tohickon

Creek, Autumn, 1867-1868, oil on

canvas,The Minneapolis Institute

of Arts, The Frances E.Andrews

Wilderness Fund.

No. 34. Hiawatha & the Serpents

(now Hiawatha and the Great Serpent,

the Kenabeek), 1868, oil on canvas,

The Baltimore Museum of Art,

Friends of Art Fund.

No. 41. Lake Superior Morning, 1868,

present location unknown (docu-

mented in charcoal drawing, also

of unknown location). Photograph

by John Moran courtesy Library

Company of Philadelphia.

No. 10. The Woods in Autumn

(now Autumn Foliage), 1864,

Heckscher Museum, Huntington,

New York, August Heckscher

Collection.

No. 11. The Wilds of Lake Superior,

1864, oil on canvas, New Britain

Museum of American Art, Charles F.

Smith Fund. See also cat. 5.

No.25. The Last Arrow, 1867, oil

on canvas,The Berkshire Museum,

Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Gift of

Zenas Crane.

No. 26. Evening after Rain, Fontain-

bleau (also The Evening Hunter),

1867, oil on canvas, Private Collec-

tion. Photograph courtesy Gerald

Peters Gallery, Santa Fe.

No. 27. The Lake of Como (now Lake

Como), 1867, oil on canvas,The

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New

York, Bequest of Miss Emily Buch,

1963.
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A P P E N D I X 3 : L E T T E R S F R O M T H E F A R W E S T

-—^— / x~»

¿7rt/ tn&SU/Tl/Tie/^ O/ /cP/c^ Thomas Moran journeyed west to

join John Wesley Powell on a trip to the Grand Canyon. Four years earlier

Powell had captured the nation s attention when he led a small group of men

in custom-crafted boats through the white water of the Colorado River. After

listening to Powell describe the landscape through which the river had cut its

path, Moran quickly perceived a subject equal in grandeur to that of Yellow-

stone. Already planning a pendant for his painting Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone, which Congress had purchased for the Capitol in 1872, Moran

accepted Powell's invitation to join him the following summer. Accompanying

the party was Justin E. Colburn, a newspaper correspondent, who, during the

course of the journey, sent letters east for publication in the New York Times.

Impatient with earlier promotional literature that painted the West as a lush

garden, Colburn described it instead as a "rainless realm/' Vivid, candid, and

insightful, Colburn's letters offer a clear view of a forbidding landscape and a

firsthand account of the often difficult journey he and Moran made with Powell

to the Grand Canyon in 1873. Colburn's letters are published here as they

appeared in the New York Times on 15 July, 7 August, and 4 September 1873.

On 13 August 1873, the day Colburn wrote his third letter, Thomas

Moran wrote to his wife, Mary Nimmo Moran. Moran's letter, humorous

and revealing, is also included here.





Appendix j: Letters from the Far West

Preceding page:

Thomas Moran (center)

on the Powell expedition,

1873, with Indian boy

and J. E.Colburn, photo-

graph by John K. Millers,

courtesy East Hampton

Library.

T H E G R E A T A M E R I C A N D E S E R T

FROM OMAHA TO SALT LAKE —

A B A R R E N C O U N T R Y

From Our Own Correspondent
Salt Lake City, Tuesday, 8 July 1873

So many descriptions have been written
of the route of the Union Pacific Railroad
from Omaha to Ogden that any letter
merely descriptive would be superfluous.
Indeed I did not intend to write one word
about it, and should not, except that I
found my impressions and expectations,
formed from reading, so at variance with
the truth, and the facts so different from
the notions that extensively prevail, that
something new to many readers seems
quite possible to be written.

There is but one express and mail
train each day from Omaha west. That is
due to leave at 11:30 a.m., but oftener does
not start for one or two hours after that
time, by reason of delay on some one of
the roads from the East for whose Pacific
trains the Union Pacific Railroad usually
waits. The detention at Omaha is easily
made up by the morning of the next day,
and often much sooner; for there are but
few trains to meet, and the time-table is
very slow. There is, therefore, 150 to 175
miles of running by daylight after leaving
Omaha, and during the entire afternoon
the trains go directly toward the setting
sun, over the fertile prairie, almost dead
level, its vast expanse stretching out like
the ocean — the horizon a straight,
unbroken line, and in some of the varying
atmospheric and sky effects hardly to be
distinguished from the horizon at sea.

When one goes to sleep at night of

the first day from Omaha, the last arable
land on the whole journey has been seen.
The supper-station, Grand Island, is on

the verge of "The Great American

Desert" of the maps of fifteen to twenty
years ago. The train has entered the rain-

less realm, where drouth and aridity hold
indisputable sway. This is the great fact,
the fact gigantic in proportions when con-

sidered in its economical aspects and

its importance to the American nation.
A correct impression of what one

will see in a journey across the plains and
of what one will realize who makes it
for the first time, may be given in a few
words. One leaves Omaha and the Mis-
souri River, at noon. There is half a day
of riding through a flat, fertile prairie, in
which many thriving settlements have
been planted. One retires to the berth of
the sleeping car just as the furthest bor-
der of fertility has been reached. On
looking out the next morning the train is
moving up the valley of the North Platte,
with the river to the south, a shallow, lazy,
undetermined looking stream, listlessly
moving back toward the Missouri, and
low ranges of grassy hills, hardly high
enough to be called hills, skirting a near
horizon to the north. The vegetation is
scant, and is, for the most part, a thin,
short kind of grass that seems just ready
to die. The country grows constantly more
barren in appearance during the whole
day, but maintains the same general char-
acteristics. The Platte is left and the plains
become slightly more rolling, narrowing
the view and bringing the horizon nearer
to the eye. The grades become heavier
and the country more rolling after leaving
Cheyenne, and during afternoon the
highest point on the Pacific Roads, Sher-
man, is reached and passed, and one never
would dream of being on the highest
mountain range of North America, and
really more than 8,000 feet above the sea,
but for the information of the guide-books
or the time-tables of the road. Before
night the Laramie Plain, which is greener
and more fertile looking than Platte Val-
ley, but really worthless except for stock
raising, is passed, and the train has entered
a more desolate country than any yet seen.
Nothing grows but sage brush, and even
it looks disgusted with its habitation. It

attains but a feeble, stunted growth. One
has before this caught several glimpses
of the snow-covered Rocky Mountain

summits, many miles distant, and snow
peaks are seen more or less frequently
during the remainder of the journey.

The country is still but little broken.
Perhaps rather rugged would convey an
impression of the surface. The track winds
among low earth hills, worn into curious
forms by the action of wind and frost and

sun on the peculiar soil of which they are
composed. This ends the second day.
There is another night, and in the morn-
ing the passenger looks out still on the
sage-brush desert and curious low hills.

For a few miles near Green River
station there is some interesting scenery,
the hills becoming more prominent, and
the forms more curious and beautiful.
Church Buttes, so-called, give still new
forms of the same general character and
structure as those at Green River. But
otherwise dull, monotonous barrenness
continues till 2 o'clock in the afternoon,
when, soon after leaving Wasatch, the
train enters the beginning of Echo Canon,
and the remainder of the trip to Ogden,
about seventy miles, is made pleasant and
exciting by striking, weird, and oft-times
beautiful scenery. The road advertises that
an observation car will be attached to the
train while passing through this scenery.
But it is not done, and has not been for
some time, though still advertised.

Fortunately for myself and friends
Superintendent Clark's car was attached
to the train at Evanston, to be taken to
Ogden, and by his kind permission we
were afforded the best possible facilities
for sight-seeing.

Most persons, I think, will be disap-
pointed with the scenery of Echo Canon,
though it is really grand and beautiful.
Owing to some optical delusion, probably
the clearness of the atmosphere, and the
consequent distinctness with which
details of form and color can be distin-
guished in the distance, as well as the
homogeneous structure of the rock, pre-
cipices of a thousand feet do not impress
one at first as very high; and it seemed
to me that many a country highway of

New England wound among higher hills
and under loftier cliffs. This scenery, like
Niagara, is disappointing at first, but it
increases in magnitude rapidly after a

little comparison and reflection. At first

most persons will be likely to think the
Cheat River scenery on the Baltimore &
Ohio Road, or the scenery about and west
of Kittaning Point on the Pennsylvania
Central, grander and more interesting.

Many details of the trip — indeed,
all the details — I have omitted, for they
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would prove tedious, as will the journey

itself to nearly every traveler, and if intro-

duced in a letter would but confuse the
impression which ought to be conveyed.

One keeping watch will find many things

novel and entertaining by the way, as, for

instance, the kinds and character of flow-

ers, of which many varieties occur. A few

antelopes and villages of prairie dogs sat-

isfies all the curiosity about animal life.

There are seen, also, a few birds, swallows

being the most numerous.

But the one fact that impresses itself

constantly, till it fixes an indelible impres-

sion, overlying all others made on the

journey, is the utter desolation, the barren-

ness, the worthlessness of all the country

passed through west of a point — say 150

miles from Omaha. Now and then one

will see a stock ranch. This consists of a

turf hut, a tent, or perhaps a small stock-

ade, situated near the river or creek in

some little valley that wears a brighter hue
of green than the surrounding country.

Around it a herder has gathered cattle,

perhaps from twenty-five to fifty, and pos-

sibly sometimes 100. The stock appears

to thrive; but how the man lives, or what

he does with his stock when he has raised

it, is a mystery into which I did not seek

to pry. It was too profound. The Platte

does not seem to irrigate even its own

banks, for in the upper part of its course it

is not marked by any line of increased

growth of vegetation.

Viewed in the light of the facts, how

absurd seems the contest about the Union

Pacific land grant and the cry against
giving away the agricultural lands west of

the Mississippi to railroads; and how
ridiculous the advertisement of the Road

of "Twelve millions of choice farming,
grazing and mineral lands" that "are being

sold to settlers at prices varying from $2

to $10 per acre."The land of the Missouri

River Valley is undoubtedly of very great

value. It is choice farming land; though

there are many obstacles to profitable

culture. West of this there are absolutely

no agricultural lands; and of all the lands

owned by the Railroad, or to be owned

by it when every obstacle to ownership is

removed, except lands in the mountains

which may prove to contain minerals,

and lands east of Grand Island, not a thou-
sand acres are worth more than a penny

an acre. The Government, in reserving
patents for half the lands located by the

Company through Nebraska, retains all

that is worth any thing that was ever

granted to the Union Pacific, except the

million acres for which patents have

already issued.

I have spoken only of the country

through which the railroad passes. Men-

tioning the impression the barrenness of

the country made on my mind to a gen-

tleman who has as great knowledge of

the West as any man living, he made the

astonishing general statement that except-

ing Oregon, which has a wet climate, not

over two per cent of the whole country

west of the looth meridian could ever be

made useful for agricultural purposes —

not even when every river and brook and

stream had been utilized to the utmost

capacity for irrigation. In the whole Terri-

tory of Utah not an acre is productive

without irrigation, and no further irriga-

tion here can be undertaken without the

outlay of great capital.
One other generalization will show

how valueless for agricultural purposes

this rainless country is. When, for pur-

poses of irrigation, all the water west of

the looth meridian (a north and south

line some 200 miles west of Omaha) has

been spread upon the soil, all the agricul-

tural product will not feed the mining

population which may reasonably be
expected to come hither.

The mineral wealth of the region,
there is reason to believe, is greater than

has ever been estimated or dreamed of.

But the mines are in the mountains, and

not on the plains, where the Union Pacific

owns 12,000,000 acres of "choice" sage
brush and alkali desert, excepting 2,000,000

acres of flat, fertile prairie in Nebraska.

The New York Times, 15 July 1873

THE LAND OF MORMON

THREE HUNDRED MILES THROUGH

UTAH — S P A N I S H FORK C A N O N —

MOUNT NEBO — OUT-DOOR BEDROOMS

From Our Special Correspondent

Toquer ville, N. T., Wednesday, 23 July 1873

On the morning of July 10, your corre-

spondent, in company with Major J.W.

Powell and Mr. Thomas Moran, the artist,

left the Utah Southern Railroad Depot,

in Salt Lake City, for a visit to the Grand

Canon of the Colorado River. Twelve days

of leisurely journeying brought Moran and

myself to Toquerville, 300 miles on our

way from Salt Lake, and still 100 miles, or

more, from our destination. From Major

Powell, who is charged with a special

Government commission to the Indians

of this Territory, we parted at Fillmore,

150 miles from Salt Lake, where he re-

mained to meet and confer with Kanosh,

one of the oldest and ablest of the Indian

chiefs, who wishes his people to live like

white men by cultivating the soil.

TheWasatch

At this Mormon village, where I am com-

pelled to remain two days, I take the op-

portunity to jot down some notes about

my trip of 300 miles through the land of

the Mormons. The Southern Railroad,

projected from Salt Lake to the southern

limits of the Territory, does not advance

very fast. It is now running to Lehi, a

small village at the north end of Utah Lake,
thirty miles from Salt Lake. The ride over
this road is not without interest. South

of Salt Lake is a chain of snowy peaks of
the Wasatch range of mountains, rising

abruptly from the level plain to a height
of over 11,000 feet above the sea, or 6,500

feet above the valley. There are no more

picturesque mountains in the world than

this cluster, and the road runs toward its

western angle, affording constantly chang-

ing views, and revealing new beauties in

the landscape as the traveler approaches.

The train passes over the "divide" between

the Salt Lake and Utah Valleys, and down

to Lehigh, on the margin of Utah Lake.

This is a sheet of fresh water, very narrow,
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but about thirty miles long, and the valley
which bears the same name is the most
fertile in Utah.

A Western Valley

The term valley is one which needs a
definition. In the Eastern mind it is asso-
ciated with rich vegetation, a productive
soil, and water, still or running, in low
ground. But this notion must be reversed
when one thinks of the valleys of these
mountains. They are high — none lower
than 4,000 feet above the sea, and some
of them over 5,000, an elevation greater
than the highest of the Green Mountain
range. Instead of being well watered, some
of them have scarcely a spring. Their only
verdure is the gray, dwarfed sage-brush.
They are barren deserts, utterly unfit for
producing any useful plant without irriga-
tion. Salt Lake Valley has the lake from
which it is named, and the River Jordan.
But not a drop of the water that flows into
the valley from the surrounding moun-
tains ever leaves it, except by evaporation.
Part of the water of Utah Valley flows into
Salt Lake, through the outlet of Utah Lake.
But generally each valley drinks up all
the water that flows into it, and, with the
exception of a few small streams in the
vicinity of the Colorado River, not a drop
of water from this Territory reaches the
ocean, or any stream emptying into it. If
the reader can think of a tract of country,
nearly circular, surrounded on all sides by
mountains in an unbroken line, so that
from the plain he can see no way out except
by crossing mountains, and this plain
parched and dried till no green thing is
visible, nor a sign of water, with blasts of
heated air scorching the face — if he can
think of all these, accompanied by burn-
ing thirst, with no means of quenching it,
he may realize the general character of the
Utah valleys. Some are ten miles across,
and others sixty or seventy miles. Taking a
view of Salt Lake Valley, there are seen the
lake and city, with patches reclaimed by
irrigation, and covered with the most vivid
green. Looking into Utah Valley several
towns are to be seen, the furthest twenty-
five miles distant. There is generally one
town at least in each valley, but often so
situated as not to be seen till quite near.

Instead of being in the middle of the valley,
it is at the edge, as near the sources of the
creeks as good land can be found, for all
the streams here are largest at the head,
and decrease as they flow.

Open-Air Bedrooms

At Lehi we took stage for Spanish Fork,
about twenty-five miles further, where we
expected to remain overnight, and perhaps
for a day or two, while Major Powell
should see one or two bands of Ute Indians
who are away from the Uintah Reserva-
tion. But upon arriving at Springville, five
miles from Spanish Fork, occasion offered
to collect the Indians there, and we stopped
for the night. We slept between blankets,
of which we had a plentiful supply, spread
in the door-yard of Mr. Lyman Wood's
house. This affords another point of de-
parture in this discursive letter. No travelers,
and few of the inhabitants of Utah, sleep
indoors or in beds in Summer. So far as
travel is concerned, there is little except of
a local kind — that is to say, teamsters
between the southern country and Salt
Lake, or Mormons going up, Spring and
Fall, to General Conference. These always
carry a camping-mess and blankets, and
stop wherever night overtakes them, cook
their meals, and sleep by the wagons. The
horses or mules, known here always by
the general terms "animals" or "stock," are
hobbled, and turned loose to graze, which,
supplemented by a little wheat, barley, or
oats, forms their subsistence on the road.
For cooking purposes sage brush or cedar
bushes, or anything that will burn, is
gathered, and a very little serves the pur-
pose. Miners and prospectors, going to
and from the southern mining districts of
Nevada, of which Pioche is the centre,
travel in the stage which carries the mail.
They sleep as much as they can in the
coaches, and make a hundred miles a day.
The dust follows the coach in dense
clouds, so that the drivers cannot see their
horses for several minutes at a time. The
pleasures of that kind of travel for 500
miles without rest can be imagined. Any
one who longs for it can be indulged in
this Territory, and I can assure him he will
find the fares enormously high, and the
coaches generally miserably uncomfort-

able. He need make no provision for
sleep. As for the dwellings, very rarely can
more than one bed be found in a house,
and, for that matter, oftener than other-
wise there is no room for more. If a man
has more wives than one he manages
to provide a room and bed for each. The
children, young and old, sleep out of
doors in Summer. What they do in
Winter is more than I can imagine. The
"dwellers in Zion" do not seem to have
even Ginx's knack for tucking away a
round dozen of dirty babies. Sometimes
there is a little bed in the yard near the
door, or on the front porch, if there happen
to be one. Sometimes it is an affair of
dog-kennel architecture, placed near the
wood-pile, or in some corner, into and out
of which a big boy or a half-grown girl
may crawl, sleeping like a spaniel. We have
found our most luxurious couches under
a hay-stack. But such good fortune has
not fallen to us often. We go to bed early,
sleep soundly, get up with the sun, and
have no headaches from bad ventilation.

The Noble Red Man

To continue our journey. We stayed a
night at Springville, so called from an
immense spring, from which flows a large
brook, supplying water to a village of a
thousand inhabitants, in their houses, and
enough to irrigate a large city lot for each.
The next day Wanero, a Ute sub-chief,
who was in Washington last Summer,
came into town with a number of his
band — a picturesque group — who were
chiefly anxious to obtain tobacco and
flour. They were peaceable and had been
behaving themselves very well, begging a
little but not stealing. Wanero has a herd
of forty or fifty cattle in the mountains.
His band seem willing to remain on
the reservation if they are enabled to live
there, but they could say little till they
saw the head chief, who is himself on the
reservation. Major Powell gave them a
sack of flour for each of the three camps
who had representatives present, with
which they were mightily pleased. He
learned that the most troublesome tribe in
Utah, the one with which most difficulty
was expected in negotiations, and called
the Shi-vi-rets, had been broken up this
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season and scattered among other tribes.
About twenty of their number had died
suddenly of some disease which resembled
cholera, and the Indians believed it was
caused by some magical power of the
whites exerted on them because they had
not behaved themselves. The effect of the
superstition has been excellent, and has
reduced the difficulty of the Indian prob-
lem in Utah by one-half at least.

Spanish Fork Canon and Mount Nebo

The same day our party, with several citi-
zens, went twelve miles up Spanish Fort
canon, and made a camp, where we re-
mained two nights. The scenery is fine,
and Moran made several sketches. Major
Powell took advantage of the opportunity
for geological research. The citizens
attended to certain business of their own in
regard to the cattle-herding in the canon.
When we returned to Springville we hired
a span of mules, driver, and wagon, deter-
mined to avoid stage-riding as much as
possible, and with this equipment we went
to Fillmore, stopping to rest at night, and
procuring our meals at the villages and
ranches. There are seldom any hotels, but
almost any family along the road will fur-
nish such as they have of provisions at a
very moderate price. Going to Fillmore
from Salt Lake we passed through Utah,
Juab, and Round Valleys. In Juab Valley,
at Stewart's Ranch, we delayed a day to
ascend Mount Nebo, the highest moun-
tain of either Utah or Nevada. It is one of
the Wasatch range, and 1,200 feet high.
Starting from Stewart's about 4 o'clock in
the afternoon, we drove to the base of the
mountains, about five miles. Then, with
our blankets and rations on our backs, we
climbed till dark. We camped by a little
spring, lighted a fire, and after a supper
of coffee, bread, and chicken, roasted in
the coals, we retired to our blankets. The
night was cold, and we slept little. Early
in the morning we renewed the ascent,
and at 12:20 we stood upon the highest
peak. Part of the ascent was difficult, and

not without danger, perhaps, for often we

had to go where a misstep might be
instant death. We were repaid for our toil
by a glorious mountain view, extending
from the Rocky Mountain summits in

Colorado, to the mountains of Nevada,
and from Salt Lake on the north, almost
to the Grand Canon on the south. We de-
scended with much greater ease and
rapidity, reaching the base of the moun-
tain before dark, and proceeded five miles
on our way to Fillmore, stopping for the
night at Willow Creek, or Mona. Many
of the Mormon villages have in some
manner come by two names. The second
day after, we were in Fillmore early in the
day. After a day's delay, having left Major
Powell and Mr. Pilling, Moran and myself
came here, 150 miles, in five days, on horse-
back most of the distance, in company
with a team taking freight to Major Pow-
ell's party, who are now finishing up in the
field the topographical work of the survey
of the canon country. We are already in
sight of the wonderful cliffs and buttes of
this wonderland, and have seen enough
to know that a rich experience is before us
in the weeks that we shall spend in it.

Mormon Propagandist»!

At this point I must close this letter.
But first, a word about some excitement
caused last year by a rumor in the East
that the Mormons were preparing for a
grand exodus from Utah. Nothing could
be more absurd. The report was caused
by the fact that a "mission" had been sent
across the Colorado into Arizona. These
"missions," as they are called, are simply
colonies of settlement. The object of
sending them into Arizona is to secure
favorable locations for future growth.
Except in a few small valleys in the east,
all the settlements have been made in
Utah that ever can be, and Mormon
growth is near an end unless it expands
beyond the boundaries of the Territory.
The utmost possible increase within the
Territory can hardly exceed the present
number of inhabitants, making the limit
of population that can be supported only
about double what it is now. This state-

ment will probably be a surprise to many
readers, but I will make it plain in a future
letter. It has great significance in relation

to the solution of the Mormon problem.
But it does not portend an exodus.

The New York Times, 7 August 1873

THE C O L O R A D O C A N O N

A TRIP TO THE VERGE OF THE CHASM

MAJOR POWELL 'S SECOND S U R V E Y —

P E C U L I A R I T I E S OF THE COUNTRY —

W A T E R P O C K E T S IN THE R O C K S —

LOOKING DOWN THE A B Y S S —

THE C O L O R A D O AND N I A G A R A

From Our Own Correspondent
Kanab, Utah Territory, Wednesday,
/j August /%

From Toquerville, three weeks ago, I
wrote a nasty sketch of my trip thither
from Salt Lake, journeying toward the
Grand Canon of the Colorado. Since
then, Mr. Moran, Mr. John K. Hillers,
the photographer of the Powell Expedi-
tion, and myself, with a Mr. Adams, a
resident of Kanab, for cook and "packer,"
and a Pi Ute Indian, whom we called
"Jim," whose use was chiefly to consume
rations and run for our "stock," consisting
of mules and horses, have gone down to
the brink of the vast chasm. The Grand
Canon is, perhaps, the least known, or,
rather, known to fewer people than any of
the great natural wonders of our country.
Probably not more than a thousand or
two of white men have ever beheld it in
any portion of its length, while less than
half a hundred have ever visited it at its
two or three most interesting points.
There is not a published map that gives
its proper location in any considerable
part of its course. Yet, generally unknown
as it is, there is no unsettled portion of
our country that has been so thoroughly
explored, surveyed, and measured, and
no similar extent of territory that has
received so much and such careful and
patient scientific investigation and study
as the basin of the Grand Canon. The

results, both topographical and scientific,
will be placed in the reach of all mankind

within the next twelve months, by the
publication of Major Powell's reports, or

a portion of them, to the Smithsonian

Institution. Furthermore, in the early part
of the coming Winter, the Major will

give to the public, through the regular
channels of the trade, a work giving a
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popular account of his first trip through
the canon and subsequent explorations.

The Canon and Its Environs

Nature's work in this canon country is
on the most magnificent scale. The plains
are wide, the mountains high, and the
walls of perpendicular cliffs hemming it in
unbroken, and for many miles altogether
impassable. The gorges are deep, and
the color intense. There is a prodigality of
everything but water, and the vegetable
and animal life which cannot subsist
without it. The Grand Canon, the central
feature of the whole, is for 270 miles an
impassable gorge, whose sides range from
1,000 feet to one mile and a quarter in
perpendicular height, cut through the solid
rock by the action of the wild, impetuous
river that flows through it. Its general
course is east and west; but it is exceed-
ingly tortuous and irregular in its direction.
Into it there break innumerable side canons,
whose united length is thousands of miles.
Some of them run back into the country
a hundred miles or more, and as they as
well as the Grand Canon are for the most
part impassable, the edges of the Grand
Canon cannot be traversed without going
around the side canons also. It is practica-
ble to reach the brink of the canon by any
ordinary effort only at a few points.

Major Powell's First Exploration

Lieut. Ivés and party saw a portion of
the canon in 1858, and he describes in his
report some of its characteristic features.
But he learned nothing of its extent, and
added little to the knowledge that previ-
ously existed in regard to it. Few maps
pretended to even hint at its course.
Nothing of importance was ever made
known in addition to what was conveyed
by Ivés' report till Major Powell, with a
party of men in boats, passed through it
from Green River Station, on the Union
Pacific Railroad, to the running out of the
canon in the North-western portion of
Arizona. This was in the Summer of 1869.
The whole length of the trip was 900 miles,
and it was accomplished in three months
and a day. Ten men in four boats started
from Green River, and seven men and two
boats came safely through. Two boats

were destroyed. Three of the men, think-
ing there was certain death before them
in the canon, chose a point where they
attempted to climb out, hoping to find
chances of life in a trip overland to some
settlement. It was afterward ascertained
that they were all murdered by the Indians
when within two days' travel of the Mor-
mon settlements. The seven who came
through endured terrible sufferings and
hardships, and nearly starved. Major
Powell's papers, containing notes of the
topography of the river, were partially lost,
though, fortunately, the records for the
part of the river below the mouth of the
Kanab Canon were preserved. The brief
accounts of this exploration that have been
published will be remembered. There was
no historian except the hero of the terrible
voyage, who, instead of waiting to inform
the world of his great achievement, turned
his attention to repairing the loss of his
papers. The Expedition had been under-
taken at his own expense, mainly for the
opportunity he believed it presented of
geological study. He was not disappointed
in his expectations, but a large portion of
the material collected having been lost,
another descent was necessary. The sub-
ject was brought before Congress, and
$12,000 was first voted for the survey of
the Colorado Canon, and subsequently
$12,000 was added for the survey of Green
River, as it was found to be only practica-
ble to reach the head of the Grand Canon
by descending the Green River in boats.

Preparations for the Second Survey

The Summer of 1870 was spent by Major
Powell in a trip to the canon through
Utah. He traveled among the frontiers-
men, miners, and Indians and attempted
to establish means of communication by
trails leading down to the river. In this he
was partly successful, and he made arrange-
ments to have his supplies replenished
when opposite the Uintah Indian Reserva-
tion, and again at the mouth of the Dirty
Devil River, which points are both above
the entrance to the Grand Canon proper.

Progress of the Survey

In the meantime, Prof. A. H. Thompson
had been busy in Chicago making the

necessary preparations for the second voy-
age, collecting information and material,
and he has since had entire charge of the
topographical labor, and has done the
most of it himself. The experiences of the
previous voyage were made use of in the
preparations, and such precautions were
taken that the survey on the river was
continued during the Summer of 1871 and
again during 1872, not without peril and
accident, but still without loss of life. The
Winters were spent in a careful survey of
the country about the river by triangulation
from base lines. So diligently and indus-
triously has this branch of the work been
pushed forward that from 58,000 to
60,000 square miles have been covered
and very carefully mapped. Three very
large and interesting fields, never before
entered by white men, have been triangu-
lated and mapped, and one of the three
has never been penetrated by white men,
except Prof. Thompson and Mr. Adams,
who accompanied us to the brink of the
canon. Meanwhile, Major Powell has
devoted himself to a careful study of the
geology of the region, and the result will
be a most remarkable and valuable con-
tribution to his department of scientific
investigation. So quietly has all this labor
gone forward that I fancy nine out of ten
who read the accounts in the Winter of
1869 and '70 of the first voyage through
the canon are wholly unaware of any fur-
ther voyages and explorations having been
made. Nearly all the material for the
reports, both on physical geography and
geology, has been collected, and the maps
and reports will be presented to Congress
early in the next session.

"Little Zion" Valley

Having written thus generally of the
canon and the exploration I turn back to
give you an account of the trip we have
just completed to the canon at the foot of
To-ro-weap Valley. After leaving Toquer-
ville, Moran and myself, with a guide and
a pack-horse, took an excursion of four
days into and through the most interest-
ing and beautiful region we had ever seen.
It is called by the Mormons "Little Zion
Valley"; but as this name has been only a
short time applied, it is to be hoped some
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other, more consonant with the character

of the place, may be adopted. If any name
of religious origin is to be used, some-
thing suggestive of the idea generally

entertained of the New Jerusalem should

be taken. In beauty of forms, in color, in

variety, in everything but size, the valley

vastly excels the famous Yosemite. In a

distance of a dozen miles are as many real

domes, 3,000 feet and upward above the

valley, dome-shaped from the very base,

and most beautifully banded with lines of

color. There are vast arches, cathedrals,

columned temples, monuments and gates

so perfect that the forms are recognizable

without any aid from fancy. A river larger,

and greatly excelling the Merced in

beauty, flows through pleasant meadows

and amid vast boulders, now forming

emerald pools, and again breaking into

cascades. At the foot of the valley, on the

west, stands a mass of cliffs, 4,500 feet

above the valley, called the Temple of the

Virgin, which alone is worth the trip from

Washington to Southern Utah. Having

feasted our eyes with the endless beauties

of this lovely valley we returned to Kanab,

where we found Prof. Thompson and his

working party encamped, and busy with

their topographical labors.

A Trip to the Grand Canon

After some delay for preparation, we
left for the Grand Canon. Our "outfit"

consisted, besides the animals we were to
ride, of two pack-mules — one to carry

Mr. Hillers' photographic apparatus,
and the other our blankets and rations for
ten days. Our rations were flour and

"yeast-powder" for bread, "jerked" beef,

bacon, coffee, tea, cheese, sugar, and

dried peaches. A tin plate, knife, fork
(not silver), and spoon for each person,

was our table outfit, and a somewhat

extravagant one it is generally considered

by the men of the plains. We left here

about noon of the 5th, and made our halt

for the night at Pipe Spring, twenty miles

distant. Kanab is in Utah, just north of

the line. Pipe Spring is in Arizona, eleven

miles south of the line. It is merely a

large, fine spring, at the point of a high

headland or butte, with a stone house, or

rather two stone houses, connected with

high stone walls, forming between them a
kind of fortification. It was so built as a

protection against Indians who, a few
years ago, killed the keeper of the ranch.

The spring is owned by the "Church,"

or "Brother Brigham." There is no other

good water within twenty miles of it.

Between Kanab and Pipe is a good wagon

road. At Pipe we leave the road and

strike directly across the desert, in a south-

westerly direction, taking our course

toward Mount Trumbull, which rises only

fifteen miles from the foot of the To-ro-

weap Valley. The second day we go from

Pipe to the Wild Band Pocket, a round

hole surrounded by low volcanic eleva-

tions, where the drainage from a shower

that, with great good fortune for us, had

fallen two days before, had settled in

quantity to the amount of fifteen or

twenty hogsheads. The pocket has a rock

bottom, and water remains in it until car-

ried away by evaporation. Wild horses,

ranging over 500 to 1,000 square miles,

sometimes come to the pocket for water.

Hence its name. We chanced to see them

grazing near a little bluff, five or six miles

away. Wild Band is only sixteen miles

from Pipe, and we reached it by mid-day.

But we could go no further, for the near-

est water in the direction of the canon

was twenty-five miles away, and it was

not certain that it might not be dried up,
or, as our Indian, Jim, expressed it in his

language, "have died," in which case we

should have to go seven or eight miles

further, and out of our direct course, to

find a spring. We therefore spent the rest
of the day and the night at Wild Band.

"The Pigmies' Hole in the Rock"

The morning of the ju\ we left camp,

and proceeded to the next place where

we hoped to find water, and were not dis-

appointed. We continued direct toward

Mount Trumbull from Wild Band,

passing over a low bluff on which a few

scraggy cedars grew through a sag, or

bottom, up a sharp volcanic ridge, and

around the base of an old volcano. Then

a sharp turn to the south, and two miles

brings us into the upper part of the

To-ro-weap Valley. Then we turn toward

the west, and the southern extremity of

Mount Trumbull, near the base of which

we find the "Unupits Pacavi" (pronounced

oo-noo-pits pah-cah-vee).This is another
"pocket" in a basin of volcanic rock. The

Indian name signifies "the pigmies' hole in

the rock." The Wild Band Pocket water

was so muddy that one could not see the

bottom in a teaspoonful of it. But it tasted

sweet, except a little clayey. The water in

the Unupits Pacavi was clearer, though

discolored by organic matter. But it was

thick with "wigglers" or mosquito larvae,

and "tadpoles." It was also bitter, and left

a prickling sensation in the throat. Men

and animals drank from the same pool.

We made coffee and tea from it, which

I hope was not cruelty to animals, for a

good many "wigglers" and "tadpoles" were

unavoidably boiled to death. To our

rations for dinner were added two rabbits,

shot as we went along by a member of
the party.

Poisonous Pocket Water

On the morning of the 8th we left the

Unupits Pacavi, continuing down the

To-ro-weap, and, after a fifteen miles'

march, came to another water pocket in

basaltic rock, a mile from the brink of the

canon. This water we thought good at

first, but found it to leave the prickling

sensation in the throat, mentioned above.

We camped by it two days. The second
day after dinner every member of the

party was more or less ill, and one or two

were taken with slight vomitings, which,
however, soon passed away. We drank as

little water as possible thereafter, and had
little relish for food or drink again till we

returned to Pipe.

On the Verge

As soon as we had eaten lunch, after our

arrival at the last mentioned pocket, we

proceeded to the brink of the canon. Our

view was obstructed by cliffs, or gulches,

till we arrived almost at the very edge of

the abyss, so that our first sight of it

revealed it in all its mighty grandeur. We

had looked across and seen the top of the

wall on the opposite side. We had indeed

seen as much as that when we were at

Pipe — not the wall at To-ro-weap, but

further up the canon. But we had no view
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which gave us any idea of the vastness of
the chasm. When we were 100 yards away,
a sharp bend in the course of the stream
appeared before us, and the gorge suddenly
opened, almost as if the very crust of the
earth had been instantly rent asunder.
We stop and gaze in awe-stricken silence
upon the wonderful spectacle. But still we
do not yet comprehend, in the fullness of
its power, the grand scene, nor have we all
of it before our eyes. We go forward to the
very edge, and creeping out on a projecting
cliff, look directly down upon the river
raging in its rocky bed, 3,000 feet beneath
our standing-place. Although the river
has a volume equal, at least, to the Ohio
at Cincinnati, so distant is it that we see
but a mere ribbon of sheen, like a little
rivulet or creek. An object the size of a
man by the water's edge, I am told, is in-
visible from our point, except as a speck
before the eye, which cannot be distin-
guished as an object. Yet the water rushes
along with such force that its motion can
be seen, and what appear to be only ripples
on its surface Mr. Hilliers, who came
through the canon in one of the boats,
tells me are huge waves and swift rapids
that hurry along with tremendous speed,
and a deafening roar that is terrible to the
navigator. This is easy to believe, for the roar
of the dashing torrent bounds and echoes
from wall to wall, reaching the point where
we stand, intensifying the impression on
the sense of sight. We seem to stand
directly over the river, but when we come
to consider and examine, we find we are at
least 300 or 400 yards back from the water's
edge. The opposite wall recedes in the
same manner. The walls do not, however,
recede by a regular angle, or inclination,
but by a series of steep terraces, some very
narrow and some quite wide. Between the
terraces they shoot up perpendicularly

hundreds of feet at a single leap. We judge
the chasm to be 1,800 to 2,000 feet across

at the top from where we stand, so it can
be perceived that the angle of inclination

from bottom to top is very slight. We
spent the whole of the afternoon wander-
ing about the verge of the canon, selecting
the most favorable points of view, receiv-
ing momentarily new revelations of mag-

nitude, and new impressions of grandeur.

The Canon and Niagara

There is something in the character of
the impression made upon the sense and
feeling by the Grand Canon peculiar to
itself, and difficult of description. Perhaps
comparison will reveal its real nature,
though any close analysis of the emotion
produced may not be attempted. At Nia-
gara, the impression is one of tremendous
power and activity. The beholder may
stand at arm's length only from the
mighty force he sees displayed, and all
around him are the evidences of its recent
energy. The wide, deep chasm below the
Falls is not so deep but every movement
of the whirling, seething waters is plain to
see. It is not the effect of the force, but its
activity, and the sense of its might, that
produce the emotion of grandeur and sub-
limity. A mountain summit view is grand
because of its vastness, and generally there
is not impression like that made at Nia-
gara, of force and power. At the Grand
Canon, the feeling of grandeur is not pro-
duced by power in activity, for the river is
too far away, and forms too insignificant
a part of the scene. Nor is it produced by
the vastness of the chasm alone, for every
one has seen other things giving a more
distinct impression of great extent or size.
I think the feeling is one of awe and
wonder at the evidence of some mighty,
inconceivable, unknown power, at some
time terribly majestically, and mysteri-
ously energetic, but now ceased. And yet
the force that has wrought so wonderfully
through periods unknown, unmeasured,
and unmeasurable, is a river 3,000 feet
below, so far away that one never thinks
of it as an agency capable of such a work.
Nor, indeed, without study and investiga-
tion and reflection can it be conceived
that its ceaseless motion, through myriads

of years, may have eroded and worn its
rocky channel through plains and moun-
tains, to such a depth that, in places,

Mount Washington, plucked up by the
roots, as Milton's contending legions

plucked the heavenly hills, and thrown
into the chasm, would not appear above
the brink, nor form a dam for the rush-
ing river.

The Upper Cliffs

I have mentioned only the lower and
nearly perpendicular cleft of the rocky
strata. The To-ro-weap has lead us down
to its brink, and there rise all about us
another series of terraces 1,800 or 2,000
feet high, which approach in places almost
to the edge of the narrow chasm on which
we stand, and in others recede a half mile
or mile. This second series of terraces
form a part of the canon chasm, and it is
only in places far distant from each other
that the narrow plateau on which we stand
can be gained. The upper cliffs are broken
into beautiful shapes, extending out into
splendid buttes and headlands, which are
sometimes isolated, except at the bases,
and stand as vast towers or castles beauti-
fully painted and ornamented. The color
of the walls below us is generally red, re-
sembling in no slight degree the Seneca
stone of Washington, of which the Smith-
sonian is constructed. The terraces above
us are generally gray, marked in places
by red and yellow. The effect at sunset on
these cliffs, especially in the distance,
as we see them looking up the canon, is
superb, and has a peculiar beauty.

The Return to Kanab

We spent two days at the foot of To-ro-
weap, Hilliers and Moran made several
photographs and sketches. We returned
the way we came, but little fatigued from
our trip, and well, owing to our good for-
tune in another series of showers which
saved us from thirst and bad water. This
good fortune will not always follow travelers
to the To-ro-weap at this season of the
year. Till the day before we started from
Kanab there had been no rain-fall for
many weeks, and a week earlier our excur-
sion would have been attended, inevitably,
with real suffering from bad water, or no

water at all. We reached Kanab again on
the evening of the i2th. Tomorrow, the

i4th, we start with twelve days' rations for
the Kai Bab Plateau, a still more wonder-
ful and interesting portion of the canon.
This time we have the company of Major
Powell and Mr. Pilling, and expect a trip
of unusual interest and enjoyment.

The New York Times, 4 September 1873
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L E T T E R FROM T H O M A S MORAN

TO M A R Y NIMMO M O R A N

Kanab, ij August 1873

My dear Wife,

The noon after my last letter was dated
we left camp for the Grand Canon at
the foot of To-Ro-Weap Valley. The first
camp we made was at Pipe Springs 20
miles. The next day we reached what is
called the Wild Band Pocket 20 miles. It
is a gulch with a rock bottom that holds
water after the rains and is frequented by
a band of wild horses which we saw in the
distance. All places that hold water after
rain are called water pockets. The Wild
Band Pocket is situated in as absolute a
desert as I ever saw. The water was thick
with a red mud, but was good, and when
you want water you are not particular
about the color of it. We shot some rab-
bits and had a game supper. The wolves
were howling all round us but they did
not come near. I ought to mention that
we had an Indian guide named Jim, a
Pi-Ute with whom we had a good deal of
amusement. His business was to look after
the horses of which we had seven with us.
The next day we got into a volcanic coun-
try full of old craters and lava and reached
the In-nu-pits peccavo, or Witches pocket

in the lava rocks at the foot of Mt. Trum-
bull where we found a large pocket of
clear water but of bad taste from decom-
posed vegetation. This day we travelled
35 miles. Luckily the weather was cool
during the whole trip. From our camp at
the pocket the wall of the Grand Canon
was visible some 15 miles down the valley.
The Indians are very superstitious and
Jim did not much like our camping so
near the pocket. During the night I was
awakened by a wolf crunching the bones
of a rabbit we had eaten. He was not more
than 12 feet from where we were lying,

and it being moonlight, I saw him clearly.

Colburn had his gun in bed with him but

when I rose up the animal took to his

heels and disappeared. There must have

been more than one in camp that night as

Colburn's spur had disappeared having

been carried off by a wolf for the leather
on it. Indian Jim said that he had a bad

dream, that an Indian shot him and he
wanted to clear out very early. About noon
we made another water pocket in the lava
rocks about a mile from the Grand Chasm.
The water was full of red mud again.
After dinner (flour cake and bacon) we
struck out for the Canon. On reaching the

brink the whole gorge for miles lay beneath
us and it was by far the most awfully

grand and impressive scene that I have
ever yet seen. We had reached the Canon
on the second level or edge of the great
gulf. Above and around us rose a wall of
2000 feet and below us a vast chasm 2500
feet in perpendicular depth and l/2 a mile
wide. At the bottom the river very muddy
and seemingly only a hundred feet wide
seemed slowly moving along but in reality
is a rushing torrent filled with rapids. A
suppressed sort of roar comes up constantly
from the chasm but with that exception
every thing impresses you with an awful
stillness. The color of the Great Canon
itself is red, a light Indian Red, and the
material sandstone and red marble and is
in terraces all the way down. All above the
canon is variously colored sandstone
mainly a light flesh or cream color and
worn into very fine forms. I made an out-
line and did a little color work but had
not time nor was it worth while to make a
detailed study in color. We made several
photos which will give me all the details I
want if I conclude to paint the view. We
stayed at the Canon all the next day. In
the evening Jack Hillers the photographer
was bringing a canteen of water from the
pocket when a huge rattlesnake glided
between his feet and he got a thorough
scare. We searched for the snake with
some burning sage brush and I killed it
with a stone. It measured fully 3 ¥2 feet
long. The stone mashed the rattles so we
could not tell how many he had. On our
trip to the Virgin River Jack had another
narrow escape from a rattlesnake. He was

talking to me and had both his elbows
right over a rattler which Colburn shot.

The Indian boy I told you had been bitten

by one died after living nearly 3 days. We

left the Canon pocket for camp at the In-

nu-pits peccavo, and Indian Jim was very

desirous that we should go somewhere

else to camp as he said the little imps

would hurt the horses as well as ourselves,

but we told him the In-nu-pits were all
dead long ago and we finally pacified him,
though I don't think he slept much. Just
after supper Colburn sitting by the fire
found a large Tarantula beside him. He
cleared out in a hurry and we killed him.
This was the third Tarantula we killed.
Between snakes and Tarantulas it made us
feel a little uncomfortable at night down

there, but we are very careful and there is
but little danger of our getting bitten. The

next day we cam back to the Wild Band
pocket and it rained on us all afternoon
and night. Yesterday we reached camp,

having been away 8 days on the trip.
When we got back we found Maj. Powell
had arrived and he had all the Indians in
camp and all the squaws making Indian
toggery for him. He is going to get me an
Indian suit made. This afternoon the
Major and I are going up toward the Vir-
gin River on a little trip to see some lakes
in caverns about 7 miles from here and
shall return this evening. Tomorrow
morning a party of 8 including Colburn,
myself, and Powell start for the Ki-bab
plateau to see the Grand Canon at that
point. It is 3500 feet deep at that point,
and I am inclined to think it is a finer
subject for a picture than the To-Ro-
Weap view. This trip will take 8 days and
I shall then be ready to come home. If I
come down here again you must come
too. You would just go wild over what
there is to see here, and it is perfectly safe
though a pretty hard trip to make. I have
just received your letters, 4 in all, and the
first I have gotten, I am so glad that
everything is all right with you. I am sorry
that Archie has to go to work in the way
he has. The Major is waiting for me to go
to the Lakes so I must close. I had a good
many things to say but must cut short.
This is perhaps the last letter I shall write
from here as I expect to start for home on
my return from the Ki-bab. Work hard to
improve your drawing dear as I shall have

plenty of work for you this coming winter.

70 drawings for Powell, 40 for Appleton,

4 for Aldine, 20 for Scribner's all from

this region beside the water colors and oil

pictures. Kisses and love to you all

Your loving Hub, Tom

(Bassford and Fryxell 1967, 37-42)
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that include different elements

of the lithograph. Morand 1996,

nos. 52, 60, and 63.

35. Both notices were brought to my

attention byjoni Kinsey.

36. The quotes confirm Wilkins 1966,

255: "At least one print issued by

McGuigan, A View of Swarthmore

College, was finished in color by

hand."

37. Bruhn 1990, nos. 7, 8, 23. In a let-

ter to the author, 3 August 1989,

Professor Kennard B. Bork of

Dennison University surmised,

"The fishes are Actinopterygians

('ray-finned') of Cenozoic age

(the last 65 million years). The

'school' bears a resemblance to

Green River forms, but it is diffi-

cult to be overly definitive, given

the lack of visible structure. The

invertebrates... are a pectenoid

(scallop), an oyster, and a turritel-

lid snail. They are marine fossils

and could be Cretaceous or Tertiary

in age. Because of the abundance

of similar forms, both in geographic

and stratigraphie senses, it is diffi-

cult to know their specific origins.

Also abundant are the potential

books and professional articles

which might have contained the

lithographs." The letter is also

quoted in Bruhn 1990,19, with

further remarks. These sheets,

which were probably given to

Moran, lack the text that would

have accompanied the images,

making it difficult to identify the

subject and to track down their

published source.

38. GA 4016.4022.2, AAA, reel 3275,

frame 1070; reel 3272, frame 100.

39. Panzer 1990, 47-48. John had pho-

tographed the West Town School in

1864 (LCP, 8339.F.35/Di62) and

Thomas drew almost the same

view in 1869 (Bruhn 1990, no. 19).

40. The lithographs with their cor-

rect titles are: Glen Riddle; Balti-

more Junction; Wallingford Bridge;

Schuykill.from the "Woodlands";

Crozerville; Angora; Wilcox's Mills;

West Town School; Ridley Creek

from the Media Bridge; Market

St. Hill, West Chester, and Osborns

Hill. (Bruhn 1990, nos. 12-22).

They are all in the EHL. The miss-

ing images are Kellyville; Swarth-

more College; and Residence of

S.J. Sharpless, Street Road Station.

41. Morand 1996,14-16, and nos.

11-20.

42. Morand 1996, 29-34, and nos.

143-191.

43. Panzer 1995, 45-50.

44. Philadelphia Photographer 3, no. 28

(April 1866), 128.

45. The known examples are in the

Gilcrease and the NYPL, whose

copy is identified as a photograph

of a Moran lithograph "in the style

of Caíame" (written on the mat).

46. GA 4027.3970.3; AAA, reel 3275,

frame 260.

47. Moran papers, GA, AAA, reel

3275, frames 1249-1251.

48. The other works referred to in the

Gilcrease inventory are by title:

The Track of the Storm: An Allegory

of the War for the Republic (1866);

Valley ofConemaugh (1864); White

Frost (1864); Farewell of Summer

(1864); Shores of Lake Superior (1864);

and Thejuniata (1865). See AAA,

reel 3275, frames 1235,1249-1251.

49. Bruhn 1990, nos. 24-39 P^us View

of the Wissahickon River with Stone

Bridge at the LCP, P.8065.3.

50. Bruhn 1990, nos. 27-29; Morand

and Friese 1986, nos. 10-12.

51. An impression of In the Forest of

the Wissahickon was sold by a dealer

into a private collection a few years

ago, and the LCP bought The Wis-

sahickon (Bruhn 1990, no. 35) and

View of the Wissahickon with Stone

Bridge in 1973 from a dealer. See

Finkel 1980, 46.
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52. Cook i872b:"Mr. Thomas Moran,

an artist hitherto better known to

the public interested in art by his

lithographic drawings."

53. Bruhn 1990, nos. 30, 31; Morand

and Friese 1986, nos. 13,14.

54. I owe this quotation to Joni Kinsey,

who found it among the Prang

Papers, Hallmark Cards Collec-

tion, Kansas City, MO. The quota-

tion clarifies the issue raised in

Weitenkampf 1903,544, which says

the stone for Solitude "was broken

by an unfortunate fall when but

ten or twelve impressions had been

taken." Weitenkampf was mis-

taken about the stone and must

have meant In the Forest of the Wis-

sahickon; see Bruhn 1990,17, no. 27.

A passage in Art Amateur 20, no. 2

(Jan. 1889), 30, which was brought

to my attention by Helena Wright,

states that the stones were "all

destroyed by fire years ago in the

big printing house in Philadelphia

where they were stored." If this

fire is dated to 1879, that would

conveniently end the project.

55. NYEC 1882, 6.

56. Koehler 1880, 3-4.

57. For a discussion of some of these

techniques and how they applied

to Moran see Morand and Friese

1986,43-48, and Bruhn 1985,17 n 4.

58. Klackner 1889, no. 5, Morand and

Friese 1986, no. 15. Ruth's charac-

terization of A Bazaar is a quote

from Koehler 1880,151. For remarks

on selected Moran etchings see

Bruhn 1985, 27-52.

59. Klackner 1889, no. 36; Morand and

Friese 1986, no. 45.

60. Obvious crosshatching, except in

the sky, is the exception in his etch-

ings, but it appears in prints such

as The Rainbow (1880; Klackner

1889, no. 18; Morand and Friese

1986, no. 27).

61. Klackner 1889, nos. 29, 35; Morand

and Friese 1986, nos. 39, 44. When

Bridge in the Pass ofGlencoe was

reprinted in 1888, it probably

received a slight amount of addi-

tional roulette work.

62. Klackner 1889, no. 33; Morand and

Friese 1986, no. 42.

63. Klackner 1889, nos. 4, 34, 49, and

50; Morand and Friese 1986,

nos. 42, 56, 57. Roulette work and

mezzotinting are not the same,

but both are used to create tonal

passages. While the roulette wheel

was used frequently in the i88os,

the results were often called mez-

zotinting. Mezzotinting uses a

toothed "rocker" to lay down a

dense ground of pits, which hold

ink and print black unless bur-

nished down. The greater the

burnishing, the less ink is printed

and the lighter the area. A roulette

is a toothed wheel that adds pits

to the plate as the wheel is rolled

back and forth. Mezzotinting

works from dark to light, and

roulette from light to dark.

64. Klackner 1889, nos. 8,13,14;

Morand and Friese 1986, nos. 17,

22, 23.

65. Klackner 1889, no. 45, Morand and

Friese 1986, no. 53. On this work

and the other etchings that are

related see O'Brien and Mandel

1984, 38-39; and Bruhn 1985, 34,

36, 42, 44.

66. Klackner 1889, no. 21; Morand and

Friese 1986, no. 29; Bruhn 1985,34,

36. Quote from "An American's

Success in England," NY Herald,

4 Sept. 1882.

67. Klackner also copyrighted a small-

scale version of The Much Resound-

ing Sea that is similar to its right

two-thirds (Klackner 1889, unlisted;

Morand and Friese 1986, no. 63).

This plate illustrated first the

Ortgies catalogue (Ortgies 1886,

no. 19), and then the annual exhi-

bition catalogue of the NYEC,

1887, no. 134.

68. Lloyd Goodrich, The Graphic Art

ofWinslow Homer (New York,

1968), nos. 91, 95, 98,102.

69. Klackner 1889, nos. 8, 9, 28; Morand

and Friese 1986, nos. 17,18, 38.

70. Klackner 1889, no. 27a; Morand

and Friese 1986, no. 36; Bruhn 1985,

36; Bruhn 1990, no. 3.

71. Klackner 1889, nos. 52, 53, 62;

Morand and Friese 1986, nos. 59,

6o; Ortgies 1886, pl. 9; and Bruhn

1985, 44-45.

72. Klackner 1889, no. 25, 26; Morand

and Friese 1986, nos. 33, 34.

73. See Hults 1996,34-36, for an intel-

ligent argument based on the idea

that Moran could not create in

line "the operatic canvases of the

American West, in which large

size and scale, accurate color, geo-

logical and botanical detail and,

above all, the sense of primeval

wildness were important ingredi-

ents." Color limited Moran, but

even Hults admits that Tower Falls

achieves "with linear vigor the sub-

limity that might be diminished

by the small, literally colorless for-

mat of the print."

74. Klackner 1889, no. 54, Morand

and Friese 1986, no. 61; EH Star,

15 Jan. 1887.

75. NYT, 5 Dec. 1885, 2. Also quoted

in Bruhn 1985, 45.

76. For an interesting discussion of

this print and the role of the "sub-

lime" in Moran's etchings see Linda

Hults' essay in Morand and Friese

1986, 32-36.

77. Moran is listed on the board in all

of the NYEC exhibition catalogues

from 1882 to 1892.

78. Klackner 1889, no. 17; Morand

and Friese 1986, no. 26; Bruhn

1985, 33-34. Little is known about

the American Etching series other

than it appeared in the early i88os

and its editor was Ernst Knaufft.

NYT, 19 Nov. 1882, 6, criticizes

plates by Moran, Stephen Parrish,

Henry Hill, and Joseph Pennell,

from which we can infer that

Moran's print appeared in 1882:

"Mr. Moran's Three Mile Harbor,

Long Island, perhaps deserves the

palm among the four; his hand is

so sure, his touch so fine, his trees,

outlines of beach and sand dunes,

his rocks and small distant ships so

clear and draughtsmanlike. There

is more sentiment in Mr. Parrish's

etching, but Mr. Moran's is full

of the ease that belongs to a mas-

ter." Original Etchings, edited by

Sylvester Koehler and published

by Cassell and Company, included

the work of twenty major print-

makers of the time; see Bruhn

1986,18-19.

79. Klackner 1889, no. 41; Morand

and Friese 1986, no. 49. Regarding

the trip to Mexico and many of

the resultant sketches see Morand

1996, 67-72.

80. Bruhn 1985, 20.

81. Ackley 1978,143-150; Clark igSob,

85-86.

82. Bruhn 1985, 22.

83. Klackner 1889, no. 56; Koehler 1886,

pl. n; Bruhn 1985, 47; O'Brien and

Mandel 1984, 37-38.

84. Van Rensselaer 1883, 499.

85. The complete list is: J. Linnell

(1883); H. Chase (1885); T. Rousseau

(1886); C-F Daubigny (1886);

C-F Daubigny (1886); J. F. Kensett

(1886); A.F. Bunner (1887); A. F.

Bunner (1887); G. Inness (1888);

N-V Diaz (1888); J. F Miller (1888);

C. Wiggins (1888); C-F Daubigny

(1888); H. Chase (1890); H. Chase

(1890); and Edw. Moran (1891). See

Klackner 1889, nos. 40, 43, 46-48,

55, 57, 58, 63-66, 70, and unlisted;

Morand and Friese 1986, nos. 48,

51,54,55,62,64,68-70,73-75.

86. Klackner 1889, nos. 57, 61; Morand

and Friese 1986, nos. 64, 67.

87. Klackner 1889,15.

88. Klackner 1889, no. 62. "The prints

from the/Mountain of the Holy

Cross/in Account with J. D.

Waring/price of plate $2500.oo/

Delivered Sep. 3rd 1888." GA

4026.4024, 7; see AAA, reel 3275,

frame 1140.

89. Klackner 1889, unlisted; Morand

and Friese 1986, no. 75. GA

4026.4024, 47.

90. GA 3837.819.1; AAA, reel 3275,

frame 641. Peter Platt was a copper

plate printer who began working

about 1878-1879 and continued

into the 19305. Schuyler Milch was

a New York City dealer who car-

ried Moran's works in the 19205

and to whom the etchings were

sent. According to a list dated Feb-

ruary 1924, Milch received twenty-

five different prints and, with two

exceptions, four of each. The list is

in the EHL and includes: Harlech

Castle, N. Wales', January Thaw,

Communipaw N.J.', Tower of Cortez',

The Lane, E. H. ; Tower Falls,

Wyoming, Church of San Juan,

N. Mex.; Eight House; Port Madoc,

N. Wales; 3 Mile Harbor, L. I. (small);

The Wreck (small); The Bridge;

Sassifras Trees, L.I. (small); Sycamore

Trees E. H. ; Turkish Bazaar, Yel-

lowstone River, Wyoming, Sand

Dunes—E. H.; Montauk Point

L.I.; Strathaven Castle Scotland;

Pah U te Girl; Fresh Pond L. /.; The

Rainbow; An English River, The

Wave; The Whirlpool Niagara; and

The Empty-Cradle (Pah Ute Indian).

91. This paper is watermarked with a

fleur-de-lis crowned escutcheon

with a crown-like beehive within

it. Above the design is the word

" H A N D M A D E " and below is the

word "SWEDEN." Most likely

such paper was imported by the

Japan Paper Company, New York,

which began importing papers

from Japan in 1901 and from Swe-

den at least by 1920. This was

pointed out to me by Judy Walsh,

paper conservator, NGA. For a

discussion of papers used in the

i88os see Bruhn 1985, lo-n.
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1. Arbor Ilex, "Camps and Tramps

about Ktaaden," Scribner's Monthly

16 (May 1878), 33-47.

2. Moran did similar illustrations,

such as Palisades of the Potomac,

which appeared in Pangborn

1882, 121.

3. Benjamin 1978.

4. Pasadena Star, n Mar. 1916, 6; cited

in Wilkins 1966,152.

5. Moran to Powell, 16 Dec. 1873,

NA, RG 57, mfm. 156, roll 2, about

his progress on illustrations from

his experience with the explorer

in Utah and the Grand Canyon

the previous summer: "I'm awfully

pleased with drawing on wood

and have to work every night until

one or two o'clock."

6. Benjamin 1882, 93.

7. Moran to Mary Nimmo Moran

from Kanab, Utah, 13 Aug. 1873;

quoted in Bassford and Fryxell

1967,41-42.

8. Moran's first published use of the

colophon seems to have been in

Bromley 1872, 261 — 267.

9. Moran's friend and editor at

Scribner's Monthly, Richard Watson

Gilder, was among the most out-

spoken advocates for an interna-

tional copyright law that would

protect both writers and artists

from unscrupulous copying of

their work. This legislation was

finally passed in 1891, and after-

ward Moran was quite active in

copyrighting his paintings. See

John 1981, 201-202; Gilder 1916,

191-204; Moran's ledgers at GA,

esp. after 1900; and letters

at EHL, 3-15, 3-16, 3-24.

ID. For more on the development of

printing techniques and the boom

in publishing in the nineteenth

century see Jussim 1983; and

DeVinne 1880, 35.

11. It has been estimated that between

1865 and 1870 the number of Amer-

ican magazines grew at a rate of

about a hundred per year. See Mott

1967,5.

12. Scribner's Monthly, usually refused

illustrations drawn on paper rather

than woodblocks. See Linton

1880,793.

13. Until the advent of photographic

halftone printing, which preserved

the original drawings, Moran only

rarely provided images on paper

for publication. His 1870 drawings

for his first Yellowstone assign-

ment for Scribner's Monthly was

one such instance. These drawings

are preserved in the Moran collec-

tion at Gilcrease.

14. Jussim 1983, 276-277, and passim.

For more on this see Clapper 1995.

15. Boston Transcript, 9 Apr. 1875.

16. According to Stevens' lists in the

Moran papers at Gilcrease these

were Polperro, published by Ger-

lach & Barlow, 1907; Green River

Cliffs, published by Frederickson,

n.d.; and Solitude, published by

Woodward ôcTiernan, 1901.

17. For an extremely thoughtful essay

on this issue and its importance to

American intellectual history see

"Iconography and Intellectual

History: The Halftone Effect,"

in Harris 1990, 304-317.

18. Contemporary critics include

Jarves 1871, 203, and Godkin 1874.

For more see Marzio 1978, 76-102.

19. Coffin 1892,108.

20. Willis 1860,149,167.

21. For more on the American Scenery

commission see Myers 1987,

loo-ioi. For Willis see Beers 1885

and Cortland P. Auser, Nathaniel

P. Willis (New York, 1969).

22. Chamber's Journal (Jan. 1856), 7;

cited in Nickerson 1984, 50.

23. Aldine, Jan. 1873, and frontispiece.

NY Post, 13 May 1872, commented

that "The Aldine' for June merits

the warmest commendation for its

varied excellence in typography,

illustrations and literary contents.

The full-page picture underneath

the title, 'Kwasind,The Strong

Man,' drawn by T. Moran, is a

marvellous triumph in the repre-

sentation of forest shade and

dense foliage." Harper's Monthly

also published an illustrated article

on the Michigan region, but its

images were not by Moran. See

A. L. Rawson, "The Pictured

Rocks of Lake Superior," Harper's

Monthly 34 (May 1867), 681-697.
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have been based on the drawing

North Woods, Lake Superior, Michi-

gan (1860), reproduced in Bassford

and Fryxell 1967, 22, but it is also

quite similar to Moran's lithograph

In the Forest of the Wissahickon

(1868; Gilcrease), which is osten-

sibly a Pennsylvania woodland

scene. Wilkins 1966, 55, states that

Kwasind, the Strong Man was from

Moran's Hiawatha series of steel

engravings from 1875, but since it

appeared in Aldine in 1872, this

seems unlikely. Perhaps it was

simply the other way around—

the 1875 image was based on the

earlier one.

25. Sixteen of the wash drawings were

in progress the first year, and Boston

Transcript, i Dec. 1875, looked

forward to the publication: "Mr.

Moran is a popular illustrator of

books of travels and poems, some

of the most sumptuous volumes

ever published in this country hav-

ing been enriched by the produc-

tions of his pencil Mr. Moran is

at present engaged upon the most

elaborate work which he has yet

undertaken—a series of twenty-

five illustrations of Longfellow's

poem of 'Hiawatha' which his

brother, Peter Moran a most skill-

ful etcher, is reproducing on steel.

These etchings will, we think fur-

nish evidence of a versatility and

originality of talent which entitles

Mr. Moran to a foremost rank."

26. Wilkins 1966, 55.

27. Moran to Powell, 29 May 1876,

NA, RG 57, mfm. 156, roll 4. The
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again in the Boston Transcript,

6 Dec. 1876, and also in The Inde-

pendent [NY], 2i Dec. 1876, with

the notice "Mr. Thomas Moran

has nearly completed his series

of illustrations in India ink of

Longfellow's 'Hiawatha,' which

are being etched by his brother

Peter, who, by the way, was the

only etcher awarded a medal at

the Centennial." Moran reported

in his ledgers, "In 1875 I com-

menced the series of illustrations

to Hiawatha. Up to the present

time I have finished about 16 out

of an intended 25." GA Old Book

of Lists, 4026.4048. For more on

the project see Wilkins 1966, 55.

28. Wilkins 1966, 257, estimates that

Moran produced more than 339

illustrations for Scribner's Monthly.

See also Morand and Friese 1986,

240-243.

29. It was clear by 1853 that circulation

rose when Harper's increased

the number of illustrations in its

monthly publication. See Levin

1980,36.

30. For more on R.W. Gilder see

Gilder 1916, Smith 1970, and

John 1981.

31. Langford 1871. For more on the

trip and Moran's various interac-

tions with the survey, the publish-

ers, and the railroads involved

see Kinsey 1992, 45-92.

32. Nathaniel Langford to Jay Cooke

from the Scribner's offices, 16 Mar.

1871, Cooke papers, Pennsylvania

Historical Society. For more on

this association and its agenda see

Kinsey 1992, esp. 43-92.

33. GA ledger 21. Moran produced

sixteen watercolors for Cooke,

according to a letter he wrote

Hayden, 24 Nov. 1872, NA, RG 57,

mfm. 623, roll 2, frames 655-656.

34. Manuscript biography of Moran,

probably by his daughter Ruth,

Moran papers, AAA, NTMi, frame

190. Also see Moran to Hayden,

28 May 1873, NA, RG 57, mfm. 623,

frames 370-371. In later years,

especially with the Santa Fe, Moran
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35. Benjamin 1882, 90-91.

36. Wilkins 1966,108; King 1875.

37. I would like to thank Roger Stein
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for his prompting my thinking on

this compositional effect. See also

Rainey 1994,34. For a discussion

of "prospect" see Kinsey 1996, esp.

17-19. The term "magisterial gaze"

is from Boime 1991.

38. Gannon 1996, 259. Promotion of

the area began shortly after the

Civil War, when Harriet Beecher

Stowe settled there for her son's

health. See Stowe 1873 and Lanier

1876.

39. GA ledger 1877-1882, 4026.4054, 27.

40. See last section of Bibliography.

41. H. D. Mears, "The Catawissa

Railroad," Harper's Monthly 25

(June 1862), 20-28.

42. This view is similar to a photo-

graph taken by Thomas' brother

John, which was probably made

at the same time as the drawing.

Town of Catawissa is reproduced

in Morand and Friese 1986,172,

no. 76, with the descriptive title

Village in the Valley and dated 1853

by comparison to the East Hamp-

ton drawing.

43. For more see Danly and Marx

1988,5-6.

44. Pangborn 1882. Moran was paid

"about $1500.00" for his illustra-

tions for the publication, according

to his GA ledger, 4026-4054, 46.

45. For more on Bell and his company's

development of eastern Colorado,

especially regarding Colorado

Springs and Manitou as a health

resort and the use of Moran's

images in D & RG publications,

see Kinsey 1992,153-173.

46. These small books are sometimes

indexed in libraries, but more often

they are found in vertical files of

railroad and tourist ephemera, such

as the Warshaw Collection of Busi-

ness Americana at the National

Museum of American History,

Washington, DC; the Mercantile

Library Collection in St. Louis;

the Colorado Historical Society in

Denver; and the California State

Railroad Museum in Sacramento.

47. See Moran papers, GA 4026-4054,

26, 29, 33. Regarding the Sierra

Nevada and Tetón trip see Braff

1981,10; Wilkins 1966,123-130;

and Fryxell 1932.

48. Hayden i872a.

49. Gilder to Hayden, 24 Jan. 1872,

NA, RG 57, mfm. 623, roll 2,

frames 314-318.

50. Hayden 1880. Several of the views

appeared in George Crofutt's New

Overland Tourist Guide and other

Crofutt publications in the 18703

and early i88os. Crofutt to Hayden,

16 Feb. 1872, NA, RG 57, mfm. 623,

roll 2, frame 373. For more on Cro-

futt and his publications see Fifer

1988. Correspondence with other

guidebook writers indicates that

Hayden was quite liberal in sharing

the images. Harry J. Norton to

Hayden, 6 Dec. 1872, NA, RG 47,

mfm. 623, roll 2, frame 669.

51. The agreement is quoted in

Kinsey 1992,125-126.

52. Powell :875b. The articles contain

more than twenty-four illustra-

tions, but the others apparently

were engraved directly from

Hiller's photographs.

53. Williams 1876. At this point in his

career, Moran was generally paid

an average of $35.00 per illustra-

tion. Moran papers, GA 6326.145,

41-44.

54. H.T. Williams to Powell, 20 Jan.

1876, NA, RG 57, mfm. 156, roll 4,

frame 370.

55. There were twelve issues of Aldine

per volume, but they do not indi-

cate a monthly distribution. The

journal was in press for eleven years,

but only nine volumes were issued.

By 1878 the magazine appeared
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56. Moran to Powell, 16 Dec. 1873,

NA, RG 57, mfm. 156, roll 2, refer-

ring to "Utah Scenery," Aldine j

(Jan. 1874), 14-15.

57. I am especially grateful to Janice

Simon at the University of Georgia

for sharing her research on Aldine.

See also Rainey 1994, 21.
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contributor to Aldine. Early in

1872, for example, the publishers

hosted a special celebration to mark

its record circulation of 40,000 and

the promotion of Richard Henry
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B I B L I O G R A P H Y

^¿ÓA(>ara^Á^O fie/er€fiœ& are presented in two mainex / ex r

sections. Critical references on the life and work of Thomas Moran are

listed in chronological order, beginning in 1860 when reviewers first began

to comment on his work, and continuing through 1996. By no means

definitive, the list is offered as a starting point for those who wish to follow

the rise of the artist's reputation and gauge the tenor of subsequent com-

mentary in the order in which it appeared. The second part of the bibliog-

raphy provides an alphabetical listing of additional general works consulted

by the catalogue contributors.

A third reference section, compiled by Joni L. Kinsey, contains many

publications to which Moran contributed illustrations (the number indicated

in parentheses at the end of the entries). His images are not always identified

by his signature, or the colophon he used after 1872, or in the accompanying

texts. They are therefore sometimes difficult to attribute to his hand, and

undoubtedly more will be discovered.
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Chronological References

I860

2i April. "Fine Arts in Philadelphia."

Phila. Press.

3 July. "Academy of Fine Arts."

Phila. Press.

1862

June. "The Catawissa Railroad."

Harper's Monthly 25:20 - 28.

3 June. "The Academy of the Fine

Arts." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

13 November. "Landscape Art."

Boston Transcript.

1864

30 April. "The Fine Arts." Phila.

Evening Bulletin.

14 May. "Philadelphia Art Notes."

Round Table, 344.

18 June. "Philadelphia Art Notes."

Round Table, 10.

1865

7 April. "The Next Fine Arts Exhi-

bition." Phila. Press.

25 April. "Fine Arts." Phila. Press.

29 April. "The Academy of Fine

Arts." Phila. N. American and Gazette.

i May. "Fine Arts." Phila. Press.

30 September. "Philadelphia Art

Notes." Round Table, 60.

27 October. "The School of Design for

Women." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

16 November. "What the Artists Are

About." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

27 November. [Tuckerman, Henry T.].

"Art and Artists in Philadelphia."

NY Post.

6 December. "What the Artists Are

About." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

1866

6 March. "Civil War. The National

Will out of Harmony with the Divine

Will: Suggested by the Track of the

Storm. A Cartoon, by Thomas Moran"

Phila. Evening Bulletin.

22 April. "Pennsylvania Academy of

the Fine Arts." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

5 May. "Philadelphia Art Notes."

Round Table, 279.

23 May. "Two Remarkable Pictures."

Boston Transcript.

2 June. "Art and Artists." Phila.

Evening Bulletin.

15 December. "The Artists' Fund

Society." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

17 December. "The Artists' Fund

Society." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

1867

Tuckerman, Henry T. Book of the

Artists. [Reprinted New York, 1967].

23 February. "The Artists' Fund Exhi-

bition." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

6 April. "American Contributors to

the Paris Exposition." Phila. Evening

Bulletin.

23 May. "The Annual Exhibition

of the Pennsylvania Academy."

Phila. Evening Bulletin.

13 December. "The Fine Arts."

Phila. Evening Bulletin.

1868

14 February. "The Artists' Fund Exhi-

bition." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

6 April. "Reception of the Artists'

Fund." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

1869

26 April. "Academy of the Fine Arts."

Phila. TV. American and Gazette.

25 May. "Fine Arts." Phila. Press.

16 November. "View of Swarthmore

College." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

1870

2i March. "Industrial Fine Arts for

Women." Phila. Evening Bulletin.

15 April. "The Fine Arts." Phila.

Evening Bulletin.

18 April. "Art Items." Phila. Evening

Bulletin.

1871

ii July. "The Yellowstone Scientific

Expedition." Helena Herald [MT].

29 August. "Wonders of the Yellow-

stone Country." Helena Herald.

16 September. "T. Moran." NY Post.

27 September. " T. Moran."Boston

Transcript.

6 October. "A Picture Gallery of

the Yellowstone." Newark Daily

Advertiser.

1872

Bryant, William Cullen, ed. Pictur-

esque America 2 vols. New York.

February. Hayden, F. V. "The Won-

ders of the West II. More about the

Yellowstone." Scribner's 3:388-396.

[Hayden i872a; see General References

for Hayden 1872^

25 March. [Townley, D.O.C.]. "On the

Easel." NY Mail.

i April. "New York." Boston Advertiser.

18 April. "Art Gossip." NY Mail.

29 April. "Moran's 'Grand Canon

of the Yellowstone.'" Newark Daily

Advertiser.

1 May. [Townley, D.O.C.]. "The Grand

Canyon of the Yellowstone." NY Mail.

2 May. [Townley, D.O.C.]. "Thos.

Moran's Picture." NY Mail.

4 May. [Cook, Clarence]. "Mr.

Thomas Moran's 'Great Canon

of the Yellowstone.'" NY Tribune

[Cook i872a; see next page for

Cook i872b]

"A Newark Artist's Grand Master-

piece." Newark Daily Advertiser.

5 May. "Mr. Thomas Moran's Picture."

NYT.

8 May. "A New Painting." NY Post.

9 May. "The Yellowstone." National

Republican [DC].

13 May. "Literary." NY Post.

15 May. [Townley, D.O.C.]. "Art

Notes." NY Mail.

20 May. "Moran's Painting of the

Yellowstone Canyon." San Francisco

Evening Bulletin.

25 May. "A Beautiful Painting."

Boston Transcript.

30 May. "Moran's Painting of

the Yellowstone Canyon." Helena

Herald.

June. "Culture and Progress: Thomas

Moran's 'Grand Canon of the

Yellowstone.'" Scribner's 4:251-252.

[Gilder, Richard Watson.] "The

Old Cabinet." Scribner's 4:242.

"The Noble Savage." Aldine 5:110.

i June. "Ax\." Appletoris 7:612.
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3 June. "Mr. Thomas Moran's Paint-

ing." National Republican [DC].

9 June. Nealy, Mary E. "Art at the

Capitol." Sunday Morning Chronicle

[DC].

ID June. The Statutes at Large and

Proclamations of the United States

of America [Mar. 1871 to Mar. 1873],

I7:347> 362-

12 June. "Mr. Moran's Picture."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

17 June. "The Canyon of the Yellow-

stone." Boston Transcript.

20 June. [Townley, D.O.C.]. NY Mail.

22 June. "The Fine Arts." Boston

Transcript.

29 June. "Art Items." San Francisco

Daily Evening Bulletin.

12 July. "Home Artists at the Great

Show." Newark Daily Advertiser.

25 July. "The Grand Canon of the

Yellowstone." NY Post.

28 July. "Fine Arts." NYT.

August. [Cook, Clarence]. "Art."

Atlantic Monthly 30:246 - 247.

[Cook i872b]

2 August. "The Goupil Gallery."

NY Post.

3 August. "The Exposition of Newark

Industries." Newark Daily Advertiser.

9 August. "Personal." NY Post.

14 August. "Local Matters." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

23 August. "Local Matters." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

5 September. "Fine Arts: The Yellow-

stone Landscape at Washington." The

Nation 15:157-158.

Winter. Blackmore, William.

Catalogue of Water-Colour Drawings

of the Yellowstone Region, Great

National Park of the United States,

Painted by Mr. T. Moran, for William

Blackmore, and List of Photographs

by Mr. W.H. Jackson. N.p.

1873

January. "Culture and Progress:

Thomas Moran's Water-Color

Drawings." Scribner's 5:394.

"The Pictured Rocks of Lake

Superior." Aldine 6:14.

"Songs of Nature." Scribner's 5:399.

2i January. "Personal." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

February. "Art at the Capitol."

Scribner's 5:493-500.

16 February. "The Water-Color

Collection." TV Y T.

18 February. "Fine Arts." NY Mail.

25 February. "Water-Color Pictures."

Boston Transcript.

15 March. "Art Notes." Evening

S tar [DC].

19 March. "The Aldine." NY Post.

April. "The Yellowstone Region."

Aldine 6:74-75.

14 May. "Mr. T. Moran's Sketches."

NYT.

June. Langford, N. P. "The Ascent of

Mount Hayden." Scribner's 6:129-157.

15 July. Colburn, J. E. "The Great

American Desert." NYT.

7 August. Colburn, J. E. "The Land

of Mormon."TV FT.

"Washington News and Gossip."

Evening Star [DC].

4 September. Colburn, J. E. "The

Colorado Canon." NYT.

1874

January. "Utah Scenery." Aldine 7:14-15.

i May. "The Chasm of the Colorado."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

5 May. "Mr. Moran's Picture."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

12 May. "Moran's Picture." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

"Moran's 'Chasm of the Colorado.'"

NY Post.

"Mr. Thomas Moran's 'Chasm of the

Colorado.'" NY Tribune.

"The Chasm of the Colorado." NYT.

13 May. "A New York Criticism on

Moran's Latest Picture." Newark Daily

Advertiser.

18 May. "Fine Arts." NYT.

25 May. "Letters to the Editor." NYT.

30 May. "Art." Appletons 11:700.

8 June. "Washington News and

Gossip." Evening Star [DC].

13 June. "Local Art Notes." Evening

S far [DC].

July. "Culture and Progress: 'The

Chasm of the Colorado.'" Scnbner's

8:373-374-

14 July. "The Pictures at the Capitol."

Evening Star [DC].

September. [Cook, Clarence]. "Art."

Atlantic Monthly 34:375 - 377.

"A Storm in Utah." Aldine 7:175.

i September. "From the Mount of the

Holy Cross." Denver Rocky Mt. News.

3 September. "Art Matters." Denver

Rocky Mt. News.

18 November. "Art Notes." NY Post.

1875

The American Cyclopaedia: A Popular

Dictionary of General Knowledge, s.v.

"Moran, Thomas." Ed. George Ripley

and Charles A. Dana. New York.

5 April. "Moran's New Picture."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

lo April. "Mr. Moran's New Picture."

NYT.

14 April. "Moran's 'Mountain of the

Holy Cross"'NY Post.

15 April. "Fine Arts." The Independent

[NY].

17 April. "The Exhibition at the

Academy of Design." NYT.

24 April. "The Academy Exhibition."

NY Post.

"The Puts." Appletoris 13:535.

i May. "The &x\s.n Appletons 13:568.

22 May. "Thomas Moran's 'Mountain

of the Holy Cross' at Schaus's

Gallery." NY Tribune.

June. "Culture and Progress: Moran's

'Mountain of the Holy Cross.'"

Scribner's 10:252-253.

12 June. "Sale of Paintings." NY Post.

July. James, Henry. "On Some Pictures

Lately Exhibited." Galaxy 20:89-97.

"Moran's 'Mountain of the Holy

Cross. "' Aldine 7:379-380.

19 October. "Art Notes." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

25 October. "Mountain of the Holy

Cross." Boston Transcript.

9 November. "Moran's Mountain of

the Holy Cross." Boston Transcript.

10 November. "Art Matters in

Newark." Newark Daily Advertiser.

14 November. "Art Notes." Boston

Evening Gazette.

16 November. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

i December. "Thomas Moran."

Boston Transcript.

7 December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

2i December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

1876

Hayden, Ferdinand V. The Yellowstone

National Park and Mountain Regions

of Portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado

and Utah. Boston.

January. "Glories of Southern Utah."

Aldine 8:34-35.

18 February. "Mountain of the Holy

Cross." St. Louis Republican.

March. "Water-Color in New York."

Aldine 8:91-92.

4 April. U.S. Congress. House of

Representatives Debate on Loan of

Thomas Moran's Paintings. 44th

Cong., ist sess. Congressional Record

4:2185.

5 April. "Moran's Pictures." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

June. "Idaho Scenery."Aldine 8:195-196.

16 August. "Newark Art Items."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

28 September. "Local Matters."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

6 December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

11 December. "American Artist's Loan

Exhibition." Newark Daily Advertiser.

12 December. "Local Matters."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

28 December. "The Loan Exhibition."

Newark Daily Advertiser.
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Bibliography: Chronological References

1877

15 February. "Fine Arts." The Nation

24:107.

March. Review of Hayden 1876,

American Journal of Science and Arts

13:229-230.

9 March. "A Splendid Work of Art."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

20 March. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

10 April. "The National Academy

of Design." Newark Daily Advertiser.

17 April. "The National Academy

of Design. Newark Daily Advertiser.

28 April. "The National Academy

of Design: Some Landscapes in the

Fifty-second Annual Exhibition."

NY Post.

18 May. "Art and Artists." Boston

Transcript.

6 December. "Exhibition at Library

Hall." Newark Daily Advertiser.

27 December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

1878

13 March. "American Art." Phila.

Evening Telegraph.

10 April. "The Academy Exhibition."

NYT.

18 April. "American Art." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

20 April. "Art Notes." Evening

S tar [DC].

27 April. "Art Notes." Evening

Star [DC].

29 April. NY Herald.

22 June. "Art Notes." Evening

Star [DC].

July. "Notes." Art Journal [NY] 4:223.

9 December. "A Turner Picture in

Newark." Newark Daily Advertiser.

10 December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

1879

Benjamin, Samuel G.W. Our American

Artists. Boston. [Benjamin i879a;

see General References for Benjamin

i879b]

Sheldon, George W. American

Painters. London and New York.

February. [Sheldon, George W.].

"American Painters—Thomas Moran

and Joseph Rusling Meeker. "Art

Journal [NY] 5:41-43.

"Notes. " Art Journal [NY] 5:64.

March. "Thomas Moran." Aldine

9:265.

8 March. "Artistic Indignation."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

14 March. "Art at the Union League

Club" NY Post.

28 March. "Fifty-fourth Annual

Exhibition of the Academy of Design."

NYHerald.

2 April. "The Art Students' League."

NY Post.

7 April. "Artists and Their Works."

NYT.

May. "The Academy Exhibition."

Art Journal [NY] 5:159.

8 May. "The Academy Exhibition—

The Landscapes." The Independent

[NY].

12 May. "Mr. Moran's Picture."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

20 May. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

20 May. "Pennsylvania Academy of

Fine Arts." Newark Daily Advertiser.

June. Strahan, Edward [Earl Shinn].

"The National Academy of Design."

Art Amateur, 4-5.

1880

Benjamin, Samuel G.W. Art in

America. New York.

3 January. "Pictures at Library Hall."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

February. Koehler, S. R. "Thomas

Moran." American Art Review 1:151.

3 February. "American Water Color

Society." Newark Daily Advertiser.

19 February. "Fine Arts." NY Post.

28 February. "The Painters in Water

Colors." NY Post.

March. Benjamin, Samuel G.W.

"American Water-Colour Society." Art

Journal [NY] 6:91-93.

22 September. "Lovers of the

Beautiful." Denver Rocky Mt. News.

26 October. "Art Matters in Newark."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

22 December. "Art Matters."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

1881

22 January. Newark Daily Advertiser.

February. "Exhibition of the American

Water Color Society." Art Amateur, 49.

28 April. "Local News Briefs."

Newark Daily Advertiser.

May. "Picture Sales of the Month."

Art Journal [NY] 7:160.

7 May. "Art Notes." The Critic, 126.

lo May. "Fine Arts." NY Post.

13 May. "Fine Arts." NY Post.

6 June. "Art Matters." Newark

Daily Advertiser.

30 June. "Fine Arts." The Indepen-

dent [NY].

July. Koehler, S. R. "New Etchings

by Thomas Moran. "American

Art Review 2:104.

July. "Art Notes." Art Journal [NY]

7:221-224.

August. "Minor Notes. " Art Journal

[NY] 7:256.

13 August. "Charitable Mechanic

Association's Art Gallery." Boston

Transcript.

September. "Exhibitions Present

and Prospective. " Art Journal 7:

286-287.

4 September. "Leadville." Denver

Rocky Mt. News.

October. "St. Louis." Art Journal

[NY] 7:319.

20 October. "Fine Arts." The Inde-

pendent [NY].

November. "Chicago." Art Journal

[NY] 7:352.

3 December. "The Paintings at

Library Hall." Newark Daily Advertiser.

9 December. "The Fine Arts."

Boston Transcript.

1882

Dutton, Clarence E. Tertiary

History of the Grand Canyon District.

Washington, DC.

February. Benjamin, Samuel G.W.

"A Pioneer of the Palette: Thomas

Moran." Magazine of Art 5:89 - 93.

28 March. "Art at the Metropolis."

Phila. Press.

"Art and Artists." Boston Transcript.

18 April. "Art and Artists." Boston

Transcript.

22 April. "Bolton Artists in the

New World: The Moran Family-

Interesting Personal Remini-

scences." Bolton Journal [England].

[Reprinted in Bolton Evening

News, 24, 25 April.]

9 June. "Exhibition of Paintings

in Bolton." Manchester Guardian

[England].

3 July. "Thomas Moran's Exhibition

in His Native Town." NY Herald.

29 July. "Art Notes." The Critic, 207.

4 September. "An American's Success

in England." NY Herald.

9 September. "Art Notes."

The Critic, 245.

22 September. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

18 November. "Art Notes."

The Critic, 317.

1883

20 January. "Art Notes." The Critic, 24.

February. Van Rensselaer, Maria G.

"American Etchers." Century Magazine

25:483-499. [Reprinted New York,

1886.]

10 May. "Fine Arts." The Independent

[NY].

19 May. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 236.

2 June. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

16 June. "Art Notes." The Critic, 288.

1884

5 April. "National Academy Exhi-

bition." Boston Transcript.

6 April. "The Week in Art Circles."

NY Tribune.

13 April. "Notes About Artistic

Subjects in the New World and the

Old "NYHerald.

16 April. "National Academy of

Design." NY Post.

27 April. "Art News and Comments."

NY Tribune.
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28 April. "The Academy Exhibition."

AT Tribune.

4 May. "Fine Arts." NY Herald.

16 May. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

17 May. "An Etching of Thomas

Moran." NY Post.

28 August. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

18 September. "The Lithographic

Exhibit at the Mechanics Fair."

Boston Transcript.

24 October. "Art Notes."

Boston Transcript.

4 December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

12 December. "The Prang Prize

Designs." Boston Transcript.

1885

Koehler, S. R. Etching: An Outline of

Its Technical Processes and Its History ____

New York.

Koehler, S. R. et al. American Etchings.

Boston.

24 January. The Critic, 43.

15 February. "The Water Colors

and Etchings. "TV Y T.

19 February. "Fine Arts." The Inde-

pendent [NY}.

7 March. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

18 April. "Paintings by Americans."

Boston Transcript.

17 May. "Gallery and Studio." Brooklyn

Daily Eagle.

October. Champney, Lizzie W. "The

Summer Haunts of American Artists."

Century Magazine 30:845 - 860.

5 December. "Holiday Publications."

The Critic, 268.

lo December. "Fine Arts." The Inde-

pendent [NY].

12 December. "Art in Books."

Boston Transcript.

18 December. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

19 December. "New Books."

Boston Transcript.

1886

Koehler, S. R. American Art. Boston.

8 February. "Etchers and Water

Painters. " N Y T.

18 February. "The Moran Exhibition."

NY'Herald.

22 February. "Pictures by Thomas

Moran, NA." NYT.

24 February. "Art and Artists." Boston

Transcript.

Ortgies Galleries. Catalogue of the

Oils and Water Colors of Thomas Moran,

N.A. New York.

25 February. "Sale of the Moran

Paintings. "TV FT.

27 February. "Art Notes."

The Critic, 108.

6 March. EH Star.

15 December. "American Art."

Boston Transcript.

1887

15 January. "Another East Hampton

Picture." EH Star.

29 January. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, &.

19 February. "The Lounger."

The Critic, 92.

13 May. "Art and Artists." Boston

Transcript.

14 July. "Art at the American Exhi-

bition." Daily News [London].

1888

Appletons' Cyclopaedia of American

Biography, s.v. "Moran, Thomas." Ed.

James Grant Wilson and John Fiske.

New York.

31 March. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 158.

16 April. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

28 April. "Art Notes." The Critic, 210.

4 May. "American Paintings."

Boston Transcript.

5 May. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 223.

ii August. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 70.

6 October. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 169.

19 November. "The Autumn

Academy. " N Y T.

24 November. "The Society of

American Etchers." The Critic, 261.

"Art Notes." The Critic, 262.

8 December. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 292.

9 December. "Some Academy

Pictures." NYT.

1889

Clement, Clara Erskine, and Laurence

Hutton. Artists of the Nineteenth

Century and Their Works, s.v. "Moran,

Thomas." Boston and New York.

2i February. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

28 February. "Art Notes." Boston

Transcript.

March. Trumble, Alfred. A Catalogue

of the Complete Etched Works of Thomas

Moran, N.A., and M. Nimmo Moran,

S. PE. New York.

3 March. "Etchings, Drawings,

Pastels. "NYT.

ii March. "Two American Etchers:

The Work of Mr. and Mrs. Moran."

NY Tribune.

16 March. EH Star.

"Etchings at Klackner's."

The Critic, 135.

May. Bisland, Elizabeth. "The Studios

of New York." The Cosmopolitan 7:2-22.

18 August. "Thomas Moran's Interview

with 'Papa' Corot in Paris." Brooklyn

Daily Eagle.

31 August. "Chalepa ta Kala." EH Star.

November. Teetor, Henry Dudley.

"The Mountain of the Holy Cross."

Magazine of Western History 11:4-8.

1890

31 January. "Art and Artists."

Boston Transcript.

1 March. "Art Notes." The Critic, ni.

2 August. "Artists at East Hampton."

E H Star.

30 August. "Summer in East

Hampton" and "Notes." EH Star.

6 September. EH Star.

13 September. EH Star.

18 October. "An Hour in a Studio."

E H Star.

12 December. "The December

Exhibition at the Union League

C\ub"NYPost.

1891

17 January. "The Salmagundi Exhi-

bition. "NYT.

23 January. "Art Notes." The Critic, 47.

23 January. EPI Star.

31 January. "The Water Colors."

NYT.

1 February. "New York Etching

Club." NYT.

7 February. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 76.

2i March. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 160.

17 April. "The Salmagundi Club."

NY Post.

8 August. "Art News Notes."

NY Post.

4 September. E H Star.

2 October. "Artists of East Hampton."

E H Star.

9 October. "They Could Not Make

a Landing." EPI Star.

i December. "Exhibition and Sale

of Paintings." NY Post.

3 December. "The Fine Arts."

Boston Transcript.

1892

13 February. "Art Notes."

The Critic, 106.

16 February. "Art Notes." NY Post.

27 February. "Art News." NY Post.

4 March. "Artist Thomas Moran."

E H Star.

29 April. "Village and Town News."

EH Star.

26 May. "Visitors to the Grand

Canyon." Flagstaff'Coconino Sun

[AZ].

18 June. "A Mountain Painter."

Denver Rocky Mt. News.

8 October. "The Fine Arts."

Boston Transcript.
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"The Columbian Art Display."

NY Herald.

28 October. EH Star.

27 November. "Art Culture in

Denver." Colorado Sun.

28 November. "The Moran Pictures."

Denver Republican.

December. Catalogue of Pictures of

Thomas Moran, N.A., Exhibited under

the Auspices of the Denver Art League.

Denver.

i December. "His New Yellowstone

Picture." NY Herald.

18 December. "Art Notes." Denver

Rocky Mt. News.

22 December. "In Black and White."

Denver Rocky Mt. News.

25 December. "Art Notes." Denver

Rocky Mt. News.

1893

2 January. "Artist Moran Talks."

Denver Rocky Mt. News.

8 January. "Art Notes" and "Reception

at the Art League." Denver Rocky

Mt. News.

15 January. "Denver Art League."

Denver Rocky Mt. News.

21 January. "The Moran Collection."

Denver Rocky Mt. News.

22 January. "Thomas Moran Exhi-

bition." Denver Rocky Mt. News.

25 February. "The Artists and the

Fair." Boston Transcript.

31 March. EH Star.

April. Benson, Frances M. "The

Moran Family." The Quarterly Illustra-

tor 1:66-84.

1894

January. Moran, Thomas. "A Journey

to the Devil's Tower in Wyoming."

Century Magazine 47:450-455.

2 February. "The Fine Arts."

Boston Transcript.

7 April. "The Fine Arts."

The Critic, 244.

1895

4 May. "Art News." NY Post.

17 May. EH Star.

16 August. "Married at St. Luke's.

Tassin-Moran." EH Star.

22 November. EH Star.

1896

Benson, Frances M. "The Moran

Family." In Essays on American Art and

Artists. New York.

22 January. "Academy of Design

Exhibition." NY Post.

2 October. "A Busy Artist." EH Star.

1897

8 February. Kraushaar, C. W.

Catalogue of Pictures by Thomas Moran,

N.A., with Original Verses by Edith M.

Thomas. New York.

13 February. "Art News." NY Post.

17 February. "Pictures in the Galleries."

N YT.

20 February. "Pictures by Mr. Moran."

The Critic, 132.

13 March. "Pictures at Auction."

NY Post.

30 October. Cleveland, Lucy. "In

Thomas Moran's Studio." NY Post.

1899

14 May. De Kay, Charles. "A Happy

Hunting Ground for Artists."

NYT Illustrated Magazine: 8-9.

29 September. "Mrs. Thomas Moran."

EH Star.

1900

Beck, Carol H., éd. Catalogue of the

W. P. Wilstach Collection. Philadelphia.

9 June. "Thos. Moran on Utah

Scenery." Salt Lake City Daily Tribune.

September. Ladegast, Richard. "Thomas

Moran, N.A." Truth 19:209-212.

October. Morton, Frederick W.

"Thomas Moran, Painter-Etcher."

Brush and Pencil 7:1-16.

1901

19 January. Caffin, Charles H. "The

Seventy-sixth Annual Exhibition

of the National Academy of Design."

Harper's Weekly 45:74.

May. Lockington, W. P. "Phila-

delphia Water-Color Exhibition."

Brush and Pencil8:65-72.

26 July. £//Star.

1903

April. Moran, Thomas. "Knowledge a

Prime Requisite in Art." Brush and

Pencil 12:14-16.

June. Moran, Thomas. "Plea for a

National Art Gallery." Brush and Pencil

12:172-175.

1904

Official Catalogue of Exhibitors,

Universal Exposition, St. Louis.

St. Louis.

4 November. "Village and Town

Notes. "EH Star.

10 December. Newton, Parker.

"Apropos of the Comparative

Art Exhibition...to the Editor."

Art News 3:54.

1905

Hosking, Arthur Nicholas, ed. The

Artist's Year Book, 135-136. Chicago.

Isham, Samuel. The History of

American Painting. New York.

1906

Moran, Thomas. "American Art and

American Scenery." In The Grand

Canyon of Arizona, 85-87. [Chicago].

[Reprinted SFRR 1909.]

1908

June and September. Lummis, Charles

F. "The Artist's Paradise." Out West

28:437-451; and 29:173-191, 240-257.

28 November. "Long Island Painter of

World Wide Fame." Brooklyn Times.

1909

January. Buckley, Edmund. "Thomas

Moran a Splendid Example of Ameri-

can Achievement in Art." Fine Arts

Journal20:9-17.

Simpson, William H. "Thomas

Moran: The Man." Fine Arts journal

20:18-25.

8 January. "Rambler's Meeting."

EH Star.

1910

February. Mifflin, Lloyd. "Thomas

Moran, N.A." Fine Arts Journal 22: n.p.

Pattison, William. "Thomas Moran,

N.A." Fine Arts Journal 22:91 -92.

November. Stevens, Nina Spalding.

A Little Journey from New York to

the Grand Canyon by Five Artists and

Their Friends. Privately printed.

191 1

February. Stevens, Nina Spalding.

"A Pilgrimage to the Artist's Paradise.'

Fine Arts Journal 25:105 -113.

12 June. NY World.

26 November. Kobbe, Gustav.

"Artists Combine for Trip to Arizona."

NY Herald Magazine, n.

1912

Murphy, Thomas Dowler. Three

Wonderlands of the American West.

Boston.

1913

January. Buek, Gustave H. "Thomas

Moran."American Magazine 75:30-32.

1915

Qffical Catalogue of the Department

of Fine Arts, Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition, San Francisco....

San Francisco.

ii December. "Thumb Prints of the

West." Art News 14:6.

1916

4 February. "Great Painter Finds

Pasadena Ideal Environment for

His Work." Pasadena Star.

ii March. DuBois, Gussie Packard.

"Thomas Moran Knows Nature

and Paints It." Pasadena Star.

1923

5 October. "Noted American Artist

Still Sticks to His Easel at 86."

Kansas City Star.

1924

12 January. W.H.S., "Thomas Moran

on His 87th Birthday " The Osborne

Bulletin, 18-19.

4 April. "Gives Picture to School."

EH Star.

August. Buek, Gustave H. "Thomas

Moran, N.A.: The Grand Old Man

of American Art." Mentor, 30-37.

Moran, Ruth B. "Thomas Moran:

An Impression." Mentor, 38-52.
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Gillespie, Harriet Sisson. "Thomas

Moran, Dean of American Painters."

International Studio 79:361-366.

[Reprinted in Christian Science

Monitor, 14 August, and Current

Opinion 77 (October), 447.]

1925

Murphy, Thomas Dowler. Seven Won-

derlands of the American West. Boston.

16 June. Powers, Laura Bride. "Early

Art of Thomas Moran Shown in Art

Club Exhibit." Santa Barbara Morning

Press. [Reprinted in EH Star, 3 July]

2i June. Powers, Laura Bride. "Art

in Santa Barbara." Santa Barbara

Morning Press. [Reprinted in EH Star,

3 July]

1926

Fielding, Mantle. Dictionary of Ameri-

can Painters, Sculptors, and Engravers.

s.v. "Moran, Thomas." Philadelphia.

22 January. "Winter and Summer

Resorts." EH Star.

26 August. "Thomas Moran Famous

Artist Dies in Home." Santa Barbara

Morning Press.

27 August. "Capitol Has Great Paint-

ings by Moran, Who Died Yesterday."

Evening S far [DC].

"Thomas Moran, Artist, Dies at Santa

Barbara." NY Tribune.

"Thomas Moran Died Wednesday."

E H Star.

"Thomas Moran Dies; Painter of

Rockies." NYT.

"Thomas Moran Funeral Today."

Santa Barbara Morning Press.

28 August. "Rites Held for Thomas

Moran." Santa Barbara Morning Press.

i September. Gilder,}. B. "A Painter

of the Far West." Letter to the

Editor. NYT.

6 September. "Tribute to Moran."

LA Times.

9 September. Vinton, Stallo. "An

Artist's Mountain." Letter to the

Editor. NYT.

17 September. "Thomas Moran:

An Appreciation.'" EH Star.

18 September. "Obituary: Thomas

Moran." Art News 24:6.

19 September. "American

Etching Indebted to Moran."

NYT Magazine, 14-15.

27 September. Biltmore Salon.

Memorial Exhibition: Thomas Moran,

N.A., 1837-1926. Los Angeles.

November. Butler, Howard Russell.

"Thomas Moran, N.A.: An

Appreciation." Magazine of Art

17:559-560.

December. Moran, Ruth. "The Real

Life of Thomas Moran: As Known

to His Daughter." Magazine of Art

17:645-646.

18 December. Watson, Forbes.

"Art Notes." NY World.

19 December. NY American.

"Random Impressions in Current

Exhibitions." NY Tribune.

20 December. Christian Science

Monitor.

Milch Galleries. Memorial Exhibition:

Water Color Sketches by Thomas Moran,

N.A. New York.

26 December. "Thomas Moran Art

in Milch Galleries an Amazing

Record." NY American.

"Thomas Moran Memorial."

Brooklyn Eagle.

28 December. "Pupil Recalls Thomas

Moran." NY Sun.

1927

Mather, Frank Jewett, Charles

Rufus Morey, and William James

Henderson. The American Spirit

in Art. New Haven.

Reports, Constitution, By-Laws, and

List of Members of the Century Associa-

tion for the Year 1927. New York.

U.S. Senate. Art and Artists of the

Capitol of the United States of America.

6cth Cong., ist sess. S. doc. 95.

January. Biltmore Salon. Water Colors

by Thomas Moran, N.A., 1837—1926.

Los Angeles.

1 January. Walker, Caroline. "Genius

of Dead Artists in L.A. Exhibit."

LA Herald.

2 January. Mather, Stephen Tyng.

"The Work of Thomas Moran." NYT.

4 January. "Geo. D. Pratt Buys Moran's

Sketches." NY World.

9 January. Eddy, Frederick W.

"Thomas Moran's Color Notes

Helped to Make Yellowstone a

National Park." NY World.

Parker, Robert Allerton. "The

Water-Colors of Thomas Moran."

International Studio 86:65-72.

27 March. "Showing at Biltmore."

LA Times.

22 April. "Exhibit to Open Sunday

Incites Interest in Art." Peoría Star.

June. Clark, Eliot. "Studies by

American Masters at Cooper Union."

Art in America 15:180 -188.

5 June. LA Times.

October. Holmes, William Henry.

"First Ascent of the Mountain of the

Holy Cross." Ohio Archaeological and

Historical Quarterly 36:517-527.

4 November. Anderson Galleries.

American Water Colors: The Collection

Formed by the Late G. H. Buek,

Easthampton, L.I. New York.

5 November. "Water Colors Bring

$12,460." NY Tribune.

1928

29 June. "Coming Exhibit Moran

Paintings." EH Star.

July. "Exhibitions." International

Studio 90:78.

i July. Gary, Elisabeth Luther.

"Summer Art Exhibitions Current

Here and Now." NYT.

18 July. Clinton Academy. Memorial

Exhibition: Paintings and Etchings by

Thomas Moran, N.A., East Hampton.

20 July. "Moran Memorial Exhibition

at Clinton Academy." EH Star.

20 July. De Kay, Charles. "Moran the

Pathbreaker." Letter to the Editor.

E H Star.

August. "Finding Moran."

Art Digest 2:6.

3 August. "Thomas Moran Memorial

Exhibition Closes Sunday." EH Star.

September. "Mr. Pratt Presents

Moran's Masterpiece to the National

Gallery." Art Digest 2:1.

ii September. "Famous Moran

Given to National Gallery." Chicago

Evening Post.

15 September. "Pratt Gives Moran to

National Gallery." Art News 26:14.

1929

Gabriel, Ralph Henry. The Lure of

the Frontier: A Story of Race Conflict.

New Haven.

1931

Artists' Fund Society of the City of

New York, Triennial Report, 1929-1931.

New York.

Neuhaus, Eugene. The History and

Ideals of American Art. Palo Alto, CA.

19 August. Jewell, Edward Alden.

"East Hampton's Gala Day." NYT.

20 August. "Guild Hall Opens at

East Hampton." NYT.

6 December. Rainey, Ada.

"Artists Nature's Press Agents."

Washington Post.

1932

Fryxell, Fritiof. "Thomas Moran's

Journey to the Tetons in 1879."

Augustana Historical Society Publi-

cations 2:37-46. [Reprinted

in Annals of Wyoming 15 (January

1943), 71-84.]

National Cyclopedia of American

Biography, s.v. "Moran, Thomas."

New York.

March. Gary, Elisabeth Luther.

"The Morning of American Etching."

Parnassus 4:5 - 7.

17 June. "Salute to Bolton Adven-

turers. Family which Found Fame in

America." Bolton Evening News

[England].

1934

Dictionary of American Biography, s.v.

"Moran, Thomas." Entry by William

Howe Downes. Ed. Dumas Malone.

New York.

U.S. Department of the Interior.

Grand Tetón National Park, Wyoming.

Washington, DC.

January. Fryxell, Fritiof. "The Mount

of the Holy Cross." Trail and Timber-

line, no. 138, pp. 3-9,14.

June. Fryxell, Fritiof. "Thomas Moran:

An Appreciation." Sierra Club Bulletin

19:56-57-

2i October. Sheets, Nan. "Many

Paintings by Thomas Moran Found

in Oklahoma." Oklahoma City

Daily Oklahoman.
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1935

Cahill, Holger, and Alfred H. Barr.

Art in America: A Complete Survey.

New York.

29 May. California Pacific Interna-

tional Exposition, Palace of Fine Arts.

Illustrated Catalogue: Official Art Exhi-

bition .... San Diego.

September. Fryxell, Fritiof. "Thomas

Moran's Journey to the Mount of

the Holy Cross in 1874." Trail and

Timberline, no. 203, pp. 103-105.

October. "Art at the San Diego

Exposition." Magazine of Art

28:591-596.

30 December. "Famous Boltonians."

Bolton Evening News [England].

1936

Taylor, Rose. "Thomas Moran."

Yosemite Indians and Other Sketches,

89-92. San Francisco.

4 January. "Coming Auctions."

Art News 34:16.

ii January. "Art Is Sold for $39,000."

NYT.

August. Fryxell, Fritiof. "The Thomas

Moran Art Collection of the National

Parks." Yosemife Nature Noies 15:57-60.

Moran, Ruth B. "Thomas Moran:

An Impression." Yosemite Nature Notes

15:62-64.

15 August. "Exhibit: Moran Pictures

Draw Crowds to Government

Gallery." News-Week, 21.

December. Jackson, W. H. "Famous

American Mountain Paintings, I:

With Moran in the Yellowstone."

Appalachia 21:149-158.

1937

January. Comstock, Helen.

"In Recognition of Thomas Moran."

Connoisseur 99:38-39.

7 January. "Memorial Exhibitions

to Observe Centenary of Thomas

Moran, Artist." EH Star.

"Moran Library Exhibit." EH Star.

9 January. "The Father of the National

Parks: Thomas 'Yellowstone' Moran."

LA Saturday Night, 5.

12 January. Newhouse Galleries Inc.

A Loan Exhibition of Paintings by

Thomas Moran N.A. to Commemorate

the Centenary of His Birth. New York.

15 January. "Thomas Moran: He

Sold a Nation's Wonders to Its

People. "Art Digest 11:10.

16 January. Jewell, Edward Alden.

"Art Shows Honor Moran

Centennial. "N Y T.

Vaughan, Malcolm. "Moran Cen-

tennial Leads Art Shows Opened this

Week." NY American.

17 January. "About Well-Known Folk

in Books, Art, Politics: National

Gallery of Art Celebrates Centenary

of Thomas Moran." Evening

Star [DC].

"Thomas Moran." NY Tribune.

"Thomas Moran." NYT.

18 January. "Exhibition Marks Moran

Centenary." NY Sun.

"Yellowstone Man." Time 29:46.

23 January. "The American Scene,'

as Presented by Moran." Evening

Star [DC].

"Moran and the Changing Western

Landscape." Art News 35:20.

30 January. "Moran Memorial

Devoted to His Prints." NY Sun.

"The Romantic Past of American

Painting." Art News 35:15 -16.

February. "A Thomas Moran

Centenary." Bulletin of the New York

Public Library 41:127-128.

Breuning, Margaret. "Thomas

Moran." Magazine of Art 30:115.

i February. "Moran in Washington."

Art Digest 11:17.

7 February. Grafly, Dorothy. "Thomas

Moran: Father of Our National

Parks." Philadelphia Record.

"Exhibition at the New York Public

Library." NYT.

March. Lane, James W. "Notes for

New York." Apollo 25:157-158.

"Painter of the Western Scene."

Antiques 31:136.

14 March. Cortissoz, Royal. "Moran:

A Pioneer in Our Landscape Art."

NY Tribune.

May. "Thomas Moran, N.A.: Centenary

Exhibition." LA Art Bulletin 3: n.p.

4 May. Los Angeles Art Association.

Thomas Moran, N.A., Centenary Exhi-

bition. Los Angeles.

8 May. Kurtzworth, Harry Muir.

"Art Leads to Parks." LA Saturday

Night, 2.

29 May. "Art throughout America:

Los Angeles: Moran Centenary."

Art News 35:18.

2 July. Faulkner Memorial Art Gallery,

Free Public Library. Loan Exhibition

Paintings and Etchings by Thomas

Moran, N.A., 1837-1926. Santa Barbara.

18 July. Paulding, Litti. "Moran

Centennial Show Brings Honor to

Cirv." Santa Barbara News-Press.

1938

8 March. Springfield Museum of

Fine Arts. A Century of American

Landscape Painting, 1800-1900.

Springfield, MA.

1939

June. Burroughs, Louise. "The Moses

Tanenbaum Bequest." Bulletin of the

Metropolitan Museum 0/^/34:137-138.

15 December. "Where Is this Picture?"

Art Digest 14:33.

1940

15 June. "New Exhibitions of the

Week" and "Moran: An American in

the British Tradition." Art News

38:12,15.

15 November. "Public Picks Moran."

Art Digest 15:17.

1941

"Arte Gráfico del Hemisferio Occi-

dental." La Torre de Cortez, Méjico, 73.

April. Draper, Benjamin Poff.

"Thomas Moran: Painter, Adventurer,

and Pioneer." Art in America 29:82-87.

1942

15-31 January. Lane, James W. "The

Heritage of the National Academy."

Art News 40:13-16.

June. Jackson, W. Turrentine.

"Governmental Exploration of the

Upper Yellowstone, 1871." Pacific

Historical Review 11:187-199.

1943

Soby, James Thrall, and Dorothy C.

Miller. Romantic Painting in America.

New York.

1944

July. Godfrey, Elizabeth H. "Thumb-

nail Sketches of Yosemite Artists:

Thomas Moran." Yosemite Nature Notes

23:64-68.

i September. "New Britain Enriches

Its Collections." Art Digest i%:6.

i December. Breuning, Margaret.

"From Our Artistic Background."

Art Digest 19:11.

1945

Marshall, James. Santa Fe: The Rail-

road that Built an Empire. New York.

March. Sweet, Frederick A. "Painters

of the Hudson River School. "Antiques

47:158-161.

1-14 March. "Romantic Flow of

the Hudson." Art News 44:11-12, 32.

17 April. Sweet, Frederick A. The

Hudson River School and the Early

American Landscape Tradition.

New York.

1948

Born, Wolfgang. American Land-

scape Painting: An Interpretation.

New Haven.

November. Evans, Raymond.

"The McGuffey Readers." Magazit

of Art 41:274-27$.

Larkin, Oliver W. Art and Life in

America. New York.

1950

Barker, Virgil. American Painting:

History and Interpretation. New York.

Huth, Hans. "The American and

Nature. " journal of the Warburg and

Courtauld Institutes 13:101 -149.

March. U.S. Senate. Transfer of Capitol

Paintings to Interior Department. 8ist

Cong., 2d sess., no. 1525.

June. U.S. House. Transfer of Capitol

Paintings to the Department of the

Interior. 8ist Cong., 2d sess., no. 2427.

July. U.S. Statutes at Large 64: 321.

1951

ii February. "Moran Paintings in

Tulsa Exhibit." Tulsa Daily World.
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1952

McCracken, Harold. Portrait of the

Old West. New York.

1953

12 December. Knox, Sanka. "Indian

Gives Up Vast Art Collection in Deal

to Clear $2,250,000.00 Debts." NYT.

18 December. "Christmas Collector's

Item." 7VY World Telegram and Sun.

1954

Rathbone, Perry T., éd. Westward

the Way. St. Louis.

Stegner, Wallace E. Beyond the

Hundredth Meridian. Boston.

1955

Wilson, James Benjamin. "The Sig-

nificance of Thomas Moran as an

American Landscape Painter." Ph.D.

diss., Ohio State University.

1956

Richardson, Edgar P. Painting in

America: The Story 0/450 Years. New

York.

1957

The NY Historical Society's Dictionary

of Artists in America, 1564—1860. s.v.

"Moran, Thomas." Ed. George C.

Groce and David H. Wallace. New

Haven.

Huth, Hans. Nature and the American:

Three Centuries of Changing Attitudes.

Lincoln, NE.

1958

Fryxell, Fritiof. Thomas Moran:

Explorer in Search of Beauty. East

Hampton.

Hamilton, Sinclair. Early American

Book Illustrators and Wood Engravers

i6jo-i8jo. Princeton. [Supplement

published 1968.]

1960

8 October. Famous Families in

American Art. Dallas.

1962

Flexner, James Thomas. That Wilder

Image: The Painting of America's Native

School from Thomas Cole to Winslow

Homer. Boston.

Museum of Fine Arts. M & M Karolik

Collection of American Water Colors

& Draw i ngs, 180 o —18"/5- Boston.

October. Flexner, James Thomas. "The

Rocky Mountain School of American

Painting." Antiques 8 21403 - 405.

1963

Sachs, Samuel. "Thomas Moran:

Drawings and Watercolors." M.A.

thesis, New York University, 1963.

Wilkins, Thurman. "Moran." American

te£ 5:22-37, 57-59.

17 April. Gerdts, William H. Thomas

Moran, 1837-1926. Riverside, CA.

May. Davidson, Ruth. "Special

Events: Moran in California."Antiques

83:578,580.

1964

Gerdts, William H. Painting and

Sculpture in New Jersey. New Jersey

Historical Series 21:157-161.

February. Gerdts, William H. "The

Painting of Thomas Moran: Sources

and Style." Antiques 85:202-205.

1965

Eweis, John C. Artists of the Old

West. Garden City, NY.

5 June. Heckscher Museum. The

Moran Family. Huntington, NY.

1966

Green, Samuel M. American Art:

A Historical Survey. New York.

Wilkins,Thurman. Thomas Moran:

Artist of the Mountains. Norman, OK.

15 May. "Moran House Made

Landmark." NYT.

1967

Bassford, Amy O., and Fritiof M.

Fryxell. Home-Thoughts, from Afar:

Letters of Thomas Moran to Mary

Nimmo Moran. East Hampton.

Lindquist-Cock, Elizabeth. "The

Influence of Photography on Ameri-

can Landscape Painting, 1839-1880."

Ph.D. diss., New York University.

May. Gerdts, William H. "Americans

in Faraway Places in the Roderic H.

D. Henderson Collection."Antiques

91:647-649.

1968

Wilmerding, John. A History of

American Marine Painting. Salem, MA,

and Boston.

1970

6 February. Heckscher Museum.

Artists of Suffolk County Part I.

Huntington, NY.

1971

8 April. Knox, Sanka. "American

Art Sale Sets Auction Mark in First

of 2Days."/VYT.

1972

20 August. Canaday, John. "Geysers

and Canyons and Other Wonders."

NYT.

17 September. Thornton, Gene.

"His Landscapes Have No Beer

Cans." NYT.

1973

Keene, Marie. "Moran."American

Scene 14:6-11.

1974

Novak, Barbara. "Thomas Moran

and the Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone." Honolulu Academy of Arts

Journal 1:30-35.

i October. Washburn Gallery.

Drawings and Watercolors of the West:

Thomas Moran, from the Collection of

the Cooper-Hewitt Museum of Design.

New York.

5 October. Kramer, Hilton. "Thomas

Moran: Drawings and Watercolors

of the West." N YT.

1975

Summer. "Moran, His Sketches:

Blueprints for Masterpieces."American

Scene 16:18-24.

1976

February. McClinton, Katharine

Morrison. "L. Prang and Company

Chromos." Connoisseur 191:97-105.

4 April. Fern, Thomas S. The Draw-

ings and Watercolors of Thomas Moran.

Notre Dame, IN.

9 May. Heckscher Museum. Artists

of Suffolk County Part X: Recorders of

History. Huntington, NY.

Summer. Fern, Thomas S. "The

Drawings and Watercolors of Thomas

Moran (1837-1926)."yfr/ztó °f^e

Rockies and the Golden West 3:34-41.

June. "Paintings of the American

West." Kennedy Quarterly 15:60-61.

Truettner, William H. "'Scenes

of Majesty and Enduring Interest':

Thomas Moran Goes West."

Art Bulletin 58:241-259.

1977

Bartlett, Richard A. "From Imagina-

tion to Reality: Thomas Moran and

the Yellowstone." Prospects 3:111-124.

1978

Patrick, Darryl. "The Iconographical

Significance in Selected Western

Subjects Painted by Thomas Moran."

Ph.D. diss., North Texas State

University.

May. Driscoll, John P. "Moran

Watercolor Found in University Attic."

American Art Journal 10:111 -112.

July/August. Arkelian, Marjorie

Dakin. "Artists in Yosemite."^mm-

can West 15:34-47.

1979

January. Reilly, Bernard F., Jr.

"The Early Work of John Moran,

Landscape Photographer." American

Art Journal 11:65 ~ 75-

March/April. Fisch, Mathias S.

"Mount of the Holy Cross." Ameri-

can ^5/16:32-36,57-58.

1980

Fahlman, Betsy. "Columbia Sublime:

The Collaboration of Thomas Moran

and Lloyd ~M.ifftm" Journal of the

Lancaster County Historical Society

84:167-178.

March/April. Clark, Carol. "The

Most Remarkable Scenery': Thomas

Moran's Watercolors of the American

West." American West 17:40- 47.

[Clark 19803]

May. Duty, Michael. "Thomas Moran

1837-1926: 'The Most Remarkable

Scenery.'" Southwest Art 9:128-131.

23 May. Clark, Carol. Thomas Moran:

Watercolors of the American West.

Austin, TX. [Clark i98ob]
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December. Logue, John D. Review

of Clark 19800. Southern Living 15:98.

1981

Braff, Phyllis. Thomas Moran: A

Search for the Scenic. East Hampton.

Clark, Carol. "Thomas Moran's

Watercolors of the American West."

Ph.D. diss., Case Western Reserve

University.

January. Duty, Michael. "Thomas

Moran's Watercolors of the American

^Nt^ Antiques 99:212-215.

January/February. Ballinger, James K.

"Visiting Artists Painted Arizona."

American West 18:28-37.

1982

September/October. Schwarz, Ted.

"The Santa Fe Railway and Early

Southwest Artists."American West

19:32-41.

1983

Bienenstock, Jennifer A. Martin.

"The Formation and Early Years of the

Society of American Artists: 1877-

1884." Ph.D. diss., City University of

New York.

Lmdstrom, Gaell. Thomas Moran in

Utah. Logan, UT.

Morand, Anne, and Sarah Hirsch.

The Art of the Yellowstone, 1870-1872.

Tulsa.

Sparks, Esther. "Thomas Moran:

Painter and Patriot." Henry Ford

Museum and Greenfield Village Herald

12:60-65.

January. Broadd, Harry A. "The Art

of Thomas Moran." Gilcrease Magazine

of American History and Art 5:2-11.

King, Jeanne Snodgrass. "The Yellow-

stone: Thomas Moran's 1872 Water-

colors." Southwest Art 12:106-113.

Morand, Anne. "Moran and the

Yellowstone." Gilcrease Magazine of

American History and Art 5:12-15.

Fall/Winter. Francis, Marilyn G.

"Mary Nimmo Moran: Painter-

Etcher." Woman s Art Journal 4:14 -19.

1984

Leo, John Robert. "Landscape,

Consumption, Redemption: Thomas

Moran's 'Mountain of the Holy Cross'

and the Signifying of Representation."

Substance 13:47-70.

Lovell, Margaretta M. Venice:

The American View, 1860—1920.

San Francisco.

8 February. Risser, John. "Thomas

Moran." Susquehanna Magazine

8:29-33.

Summer. Nickerson, Cynthia D.

"Artistic Interpretations of Henry

Wadsworth Longfellow's The Song

of Hiawatha, 1855 -1900." American

Art journal 16:49 - 77.

June/July. Tarshis, Jerome. "Painted on

Water." American Heritage 35:36 -47.

18 October. Ayres, Linda. Thomas

Morans Watercolors of Yellowstone.

Washington, DC.

1985

Spassky, Natalie et al. American

Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum

of Art. 2:519-524. New York.

21 January. Bruhn, Thomas P. Ameri-

can Etching: The i88os. Storrs, CT.

April. Lovell, Margaretta M.

"American Artists in Venice, 1860-

\C)io>? Antiques 127:864-869.

May/June. Freeman, Judith.

"Illuminating Yellowstone."

National Parks 59:14 -16.

26 October. Mottishaw, Barrie.

"Explorers of the West."y^r/ Week 16:5.

November. Brown, Hilton.

"Unfamiliar Views and Distant Lands."

American Artist 49:830 - 838, 853 - 854.

1986

Morand, Anne, and Nancy Friese.

The Prints of Thomas Moran in the

Thomas Gilcrease Institute of American

History and Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Tulsa.

22 February. Phoenix Art Museum.

Thomas Moran: Works from the Thomas

Gilcrease Institute of American History

and Art. Phoenix.

6 March. Candlin, Enid Saunders.

"The Home Forum: Art Is Not

Nature.'" Christian Science Monitor.

July. McClinton, Katharine M.

"Thomas Moran's Yellowstone

Watercolours."y^>0//0 124:38-43.

Morand, Anne. "The Prints of

Thomas Moran." Gilcrease Magazine

of American History and Art 8:16 - 29.

October. Ewing, Norma. "The

Metamorphic Drawings of Thomas

Moran." Southwest Art 16:58-61.

1987

Ayres, Linda. Yellowstone: The Poetry

of Power, Works of Thomas Moran from

the Gilcrease Museum. Tulsa, 1987.

Manchester, Robert C. "Thomas

Moran's Imaginative Ink-Blot Draw-

ings." Watercolor '87, 52-57, 95, 97, 99.

January. May, Stephen. "River Fron-

tiers in the Art of Bingham, Moran,

and Russell." Southwest Art 16:71 -77.

April-June. Oberlin College Library

and Allen Memorial Art Museum.

Yellowstone National Park: The Oberlin

Connection. Oberlin.

1988

Arader, W. Graham. Native Grace:

Prints of the New World, 1590-1876.

Charlottesville, VA.

September. Collmer, Kathryn.

"Museum Notebook: Moran's Yellow-

stone." Southwest Art 18:82.

1989

Kane, Arthur Conrad. "Thomas

Moran: The Influence of His Art on

Federal Legislation for the First

United States National Park." M.A.

thesis, California State University

at Los Angeles.

Kinsey, Joni L. "Creating a Sense of

Place: Thomas Moran and the Survey-

ing of the American West." Ph.D.

diss., Washington University.

February. Beesch, Ruth K., et al.

Florida Visionaries: iSjo—iq^o.

Gainesville, FL.

February. Sweeney, J. Gray. "Carl S.

Dentzel Collection." Southwest Art

18:34-38.

Spring. Pringle, Allan. "Thomas

Moran: Picturesque Canada and the

Quest for a Canadian National Land-

scape Theme." Imprint 14:12 - 21.

ID June. Guild Hall Museum and

Florence Griswold Museum. En Plein

Air: The Art Colonies at East Hampton

and OldLyme, i88o-icjo. East Hamp-

ton, and Lyme, CT.

Summer/Autumn. Wagner, Virginia

L. "Geological Time in Nineteenth-

Century Landscape Paintings."

Winterthur Portfolio 24:153 -163.

Winter. Hults, Linda C. "Thomas

Moran's Shoshone Falls: A Western

Niagara." Smithsonian Studies in

American Art 3:89 -102.

1990

Spring. Bruhn, Thomas P. "Thomas

Moran's Painter-Lithographs." Imprint

15:2-19.

Summer. Ogden, Kate Nearpass.

"Sublime Vistas and Scenic Back-

drops: Nineteenth-Century Painters

and Photographers at Yosemite."

California History 69:134-153, 223-224.

Kinsey, Joni L. "Sacred and Profane:

Thomas Moran's Mountain of the

Holy Cross." Gateway Heritage 11:4-23.

17 August. Morand, Anne, Joni L.

Kinsey, and Mary Panzer. Splendors of

the West: Thomas Morans Art of the

Grand Canyon and Yellowstone. Paint-

ings, Watercolors, Drawings, and

Photographs from the Thomas Gilcrease

Institute of American History and Art.

Birmingham, AL.

1991

Morand, Anne. "The Early Career

of Thomas Moran, 1853-1870." M.A.

thesis, Washington University.

Winter/Spring. Hults, Linda C.

"Pilgrim's Progress in the West:

Moran's The Mountain of the Holy

Cross." American Art 5:69 - 85.

June. Rosenblum, Robert. "Art:

Paintings of the American West."

Architectural Digest 48:142 -147.

October. May, Stephen. "The West as

America." Southwest Art 21:100-109.

1992

Kinsey, Joni L. Thomas Moran and

the Surveying of the American West.

Washington, DC.

Ogden, Kate Nearpass. "Yosemite as

Image and Symbol: Paintings and

Photographs from 1855 to 1880."

Ph.D. diss., Columbia University.

October. Mergen, B. Review of Kinsey

1992. American Studies International

30:85-87.

Fall. Morand, Anne. "Nocturnes:

Paintings of Night." Gilcrease Magazine

of American History and Art 14:1-9.
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Steele, John. "A Kansas Cyclone."

2i (Mar. 1894), 440-443. (4 wash

drawings)

Lummis, Charles. "A Little Hero of

Peru." 23 (Mar. 1896), 385-390. (i)

Smith, Herbert H. "What Lydia Saw."

23 (Mar. 1896), 404-410. (i)

Jenks, Tudor. "About Flying

Machines." 23 (Apr. 1896), 443-454.

(2 wash drawings)
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Autumn, 149 (cat. 79)

The Autumnal Woods (formerly titled

Under the Trees], 40-41 (cat. 6), 353

Bright Angel Trail, 173 (cat. 92)

Canon of the Belle Fourche,

Wyoming, 144 (cat. 73)

The Castle Geyser, Fire Hole Basin,

84 (cat. 38)

Chama below the Summit, 144

(cat. 74)

Chasm of the Colorado, 98—100

(cat. 47)

Children of the Mountain, 42 - 43

(cat. 7), 354

Cinnabar Mountain, Yellowstone

River, 65 (cat. 12)

Cliff Dwellers, 158-159 (cat. 87)

Cliffs, Green River, Wyoming, 73

(cat. 23)

Cliffs of the Upper Colorado River,

Wyoming Territory, 132 (cat. 62)

Cloudy Day at Amagansett, 137

(cat. 67)

Cresheim Glen, Wissahickon,

Autumn, 38 (cat. 4), 352

Crystal Falls, 51, 70 (cat. 20)

The Devil's Den on Cascade Creek,

82 (cat. 34)

The Devil's Slide, Yellowstone, 66

(cat. 14)

Dusk Wings, 36 (cat. 2)

"Fiercely the red sun descending/

Burned his way across the heavens, "

103 (cat. 50)

"First Sketch Made in the West, "

62 (cat. 10)

The Fisherman's Wedding Party,

146 (cat. 76)

Forest Scene, 44 (cat. 8)

Fort George Island, 116-117 (cat- 59)

Gardiner River, 67 (cat. 16)

Golden Gateway to the Yellowstone,

147 (cat. 77)

Grand Canon of the Yellowstone

(1872, watercolor), 81 (cat. 33)

Grand Canyon (1904), 172 (cat. 91)

Grand Canyon (1912), 176 (cat. 95)

The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone

(1872, oil), 12-13 (detail), 88-93

(cat. 41)

The Great Hot Spring, Gardiner's

River, 78 (cat. 29)

Great Springs of the Firehole

River, 64 (cat. n)

Green River, Wyoming (1879,

watercolor), 114 (cat. 56)

Green River, Wyoming (1896, oil),

153 (cat. 82)

Green River Buttes, Wyoming, 114

(cat. 57)

Green River Cliffs, Wyoming, 131

(cat. 61)

The Grotto Geyser, Fire Hole

Basin, 85 (cat. 39)

Half Dome, Yosemite, 95 (cat. 43)

Hopi Village, Arizona, cover (detail),

178 (cat. 97)

Hot Springs, Yellowstone, 145 (cat. 75)

Hot Springs of Gardiner's River,

86-87 (cat. 40)

The Hot Springs of Gardiner's River,

"Diana's Baths, " 77 (cat. 27)

The Hot Springs of Gardiner's River,

Extinct Geyser Crater, 77 (cat. 28)

The Hot Springs of Gardiner's River,

Upper Pools, 76 (cat. 26)

In the Canon above Trojes, Mexico,

135 (cat. 65)

In the Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone, 72 (cat. 22)

In the Lava Beds, 142 (cat. 71)

In the Tetón Range, 157 (cat. 86)

Indian Pueblo, Laguna, New

Mexico, 174 (cat. 93)

June, East Hampton, 152 (cat. 81)

Landscape, 156 (cat. 85)

Liberty Cap and Clematis Gulch, 68

(cat. 17)

Looking up the Trail at Bright Angel,

Grand Canyon of Arizona, 170 (cat. 89)

Lower Geyser Basin, 101 (cat. 48)

Lower Manhattan from Communipaw,

New Jersey, 115 (cat. 58)

A Miracle of Nature, 177 (cat. 96)

Mosquito Trail, Rocky Mountains of

Colorado, 104 (cat. 51)

Mountain of the Holy Cross (1875, oil),

106-109 (cat. 53)

Mountain of the Holy Cross (1894,

watercolor), 148 (cat. 78)

The Much Resounding Sea, 136 (cat. 66)

Old Faithful, 94 (cat. 42)

On the Wissahickon near Chestnut

Hill, 45 (cat. 9)

Pass at Glencoe, Scotland, 133 (cat. 63)

Ponce de Leon in Florida, 110-112

(cat. 54)

Portneuf Canon, Idaho, 6-7,113

(cat. 55)

Rapids above Niagara, 138 (cat. 68)

Salvator Rosa Sketching the Banditti,

34-35 (cat. i)

Sand in the Canyon, 69 (cat. 19)

Shm-Au-Av-Tu-Weap (GodLand),

Canyon of the Colorado, Utah, 96

(cat. 44)

Shoshone Falls on the Snake River,

166-169 (cat- 88)

Shoshone Falls, Idaho, 102 (cat. 49)

Slave Hunt, Dismal Swamp, Virginia,

37 (cat- 3)

Smelting Works at Denver, 143 (cat. 72)

Solitude, 155 (cat. 84)

Spectres from the North, 140—141

(cat. 70)

Summit of the Sierras, 105 (cat. 52)

Sunset in Mid-Ocean, 171 (cat. 90)

Tantallon Castle, North Berwick,

Scotland, 175 (cat. 94)

The Tetón Range, 154 (cat. 83)

The Three Tetons, 150-151 (cat. 80)

Toltec Gorge, Colorado, 128-130 (cat. 60)

Tower Creek, 71 (cat. 21)

Tower Falls, 79 (cat. 31)

The Towers of Tower Falls, 79 (cat. 30)

Trojes Mine, 134 (cat. 64)

The Upper Falls of the Yellowstone, 83

(cat. 35)

View of Venice, 139 (cat. 69)

Warm Springs Creek, Idaho, 67

(cat. 15)

The Wilds of Lake Superior, 39

(cat. 5), 353

Wyoming Fall, Yellowstone River, 80

(cat. 32)

Yellowstone Canyon, 68 (cat. 18)

The Yellowstone Lake with

Hot Springs, 84 (cat. 37)

The Yellowstone Range, near

Fort Ellis, 75 (cat. 25)

The Yellowstone Range, near

the Crow "Mission, " 75 (cat. 24)

The Yellowstone Range from near

Fort Ellis, 65 (cat. 13)

The Yellowstone River, at Its Exit

from the Yellowstone Lake, 83 (cat. 36)

Zion Canyon, 97 (cat. 45)

Zion Valley, 97 (cat. 46)
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